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AUTHOR’S PEEFACE TO THE NINTE
EDITION.
In order to preserve for my book on Forest Utilization the;
olace it has gained in forest literature, and owing to my
idvaneed age, I have shared the work of writing its ninth
3dition with my successor in the Chair of Forest Utilizatiori*
Dr. Heinrich Mayr.
We have determined to bring the book up to date,, by ,
utilizing all the available research of the nineteenth eentnry,'
by making purely German matter most prominent, but
by t-nVing into consideration matter from other countries, so.
that the book may be built on a broader foundation tha;n,,
before.
', '5'
The table of contents will show that considerable chenges
have been made in the arrangement of material. Sdine,
changes have been made also in the technical treatment of,
the subject. Several chapters, or sections, have been rewtitteft,;
Or expanded, chiefly from a scientific point of view, while other,
parts of the book have been curtailed.
1 >
Fifty new plates have been added, bringing the number .Of
these up to 322.
'
' -, i
Our acknowledgments are due to the publishers, wfao ha^
done their duty excellently.

» ' '€
It is our hope that the book, in its new form, will >e*:
with extensive support, and will prove useful to students and'
to practical foresters.
Motioh,
Janunrtj^ 1903.
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SHOET BIOGEAPHI OF DE. JOHANN
KAEL OAYEE.
Johann K»bt. Gayer,

State Councillor, and Professor of

Forest Utilization at the University of Munich, D. Oee.,
honoris cousdj was born at Speyer, in the liheinpfalz, on the
15th October, 18‘22.
He first studied Natural Science and
Mathematics, and afterwards Forestry. In 1861, he managed
the forests at Wiesenheim and Berg; in 1855, he was appointed
second Professor of Forestry at the Forest School of Asehaffenburg. This enabled him to visit the most important fofests
of South Germany, and to collect material for his two classic
books on Forest Utilization and Silviculture, that have hadvery important influence on the Science of Forestry. In .
1803, the first edition of his Forest Utilization was published,'
the third edition in 1878, and the sixth edition in 1888.
Gayer was still full of mental vigour, when, in 1902, he
brought out the ninth edition of this book, with the assistance
of his pupil and successor) the writer of this notice.
,
■
Gayer published his Silviculture in 1880, the fourth edition
of which appeared in 1898. The silvicultural principle of the.:
book is to preserve the natural productivity of the forest soil
by the natural regeneration of woods of mixed species; this
principle has been adopted by the Bavarian State Forest
Department.
‘v
In 1878, part of the Forestry Instruction was transferr^
from Aschaffenburg to Munich, so that Gayer then became ar
University Professor. He was elected and became Kector
the University of Munich in 1889—90. In 1892, bodily
weakness compelled him to give up teaching, but his mind
remained as active as before.

d^';^aa*9^ian^fc
^p^^^a)?i,”1884; "DerbaJ'erische Wtfld Hnd'B<!liaialsehl4y-.
■^M.;Veriungang,”1892; “Ueber dea Fehmelsctilagbetrieb
ii^a Mine Ausgestaltung in Bayern,” 1895, etc. His work on
i^a^enltnre was translated by Bocarine into French, and oy
Sohermbeok into Duteh, and his Forest Utilization into
li^lish by W. E. Fisher. He was decorated by Bavaria,
fUnssia and Greece, and was Honorary Member of several
vj'drestry Societies. He died on the 1st of March, 1907,
^honoured and lamented by thousands of his pupils, friends,
r^^ddiy foresters all over the world.
H. MAYE.

The present l)ook, with Dr. Sfj ehlicli’s permission, forms
Volume V. of the Manual of FJ orestry. It is an English
translation of the volume on Fon, .gujENuizuNo* by Dr. Karl
Gayer, Professor of Forestry at thij 3 University of Munich, the
first edition of w’hich was publisl^ ed in 1863, and the eighth
and last edition in 1894. Dr. Gat yer’g book is the recognised
standard German work on the sui bject of Forest Utilization ;
although it may appear somewhl, at detailed for the present
condition of British Forestry, yell it is fitting to complete the

Manual of Forestry by giving a flnii account of the economic
methods of working forests as theyfare practised in Continental
Europe.
I have added considerably to tn^ original work by notes and
illustrations from my own and cj,tber experience in Britain,
F'rance, and India; the number olf plates in the original work
(297) has also been increased to 8|48 jn (,be translation.
Monsieur L. Boppe, the Direcjtor of the French National
I’orest School at Nancy (where I ij-eceived my first instruction
in F’orestry), has kindly allowed jme the use of many of the
plates in his Tecbnologie Foii|ESTn';RE,t which have been
acknowledged duly in the text, wHerever they occur. Chapter
Vni. of Part III., which deals {vith resin-tapping, is taken
mainly from Mr. Boppe’s bobk.
The last chapter of my book, d ealing with the extraction of
oil of turpentine and rosin, from crude resin, is taken chiefly
* ‘'Die Forst.benutzung,’’von Dr. Karl Gayer, eighth edition, Berlin, Pub¬
lished by Paul Parcy, lo, Hedornanllstl•a^8e^ 1^94^
t A considerably enlargetl edition ol
^-ork by H. iN'anquette, Honorary
Director of the .Nancy Forest School, Paris, 1887, Berger-Levrault et Cie.,
Bue des Beaux Arts.

i'
Indiiin:

Eejft^nt, that ap]Mtl»a m the Iiatiatt ,

Forester.
.
, , .
• ■
The enormous consmu^.iun of limber, in North America
and elsewhere, points to- a period in the immediate future
when the world-supply Ip timber will be greatly restricted;
it is already the duty of ^itesmen in all civUized countries to
adopt measures for renJiring them, in a certain degree,
independent in this resptct. A careful method of utilizing
the resources of their foreits is of the highest importance for
the vast dependencies iirf the British Empire, whether m
India, Canada, Australasia or South Africa, as well as for the
United States. It may thei-efore be asserted confidently that,
the general ]irinciplos of flii economic working of forests, now
almost for the first time* e-.pounded in the English language,
are applicable wherever that language is spoken.
I have to thank my colleagues, Br. Sclilicli and Br. Matthew.?,
for their kindness in assisting me to revise the proofs, and for
some valuable suggestions tliey have made. Professor Hearson
has also helped me in dealing with superstructures (pp. 113
114), and Professor Heath, in the antiseptic treatment of
timber (p. firii)).
W. 11. EISHEB.
Co(ii*K«B Him. i'om.eoe,
.ViJij Lit.

IS'.’B.

• Th(* TJtiUxiitiiiu ol Fore-'ts. by 32. K. Voniaiuk’/. Dtihni Dud, ISUI, is
cable cbiefly to India nittl
conijhvbt-Tj'sivo tb:m tl.c i>icseut volume.

PREFACE TO SECOI^D EDITION.
The first edition of this book (1,500 copies), which was
published in 1896, has been sold, and it has become my dutyto prepare a second edition. Schlich's Manual of Forestry is
intended to give a clear picture of forestry, as practised in
those countries where the industry has been brought to the
gi-eatest perfection, and that purpose has been followed in the
instruction given by us to the forest students who go to India
or the Colonies, or who remain in this country.
No writer on Forest Utilization fulfils this purpose, as do
Gayer and his eminent co-author and successor, Dr. Heinrich
Mayr. The latter has travelled through most of the forests
in Europe, America, Japan and India, and has used the store
of knowledge he has gained, in rearranging Gayer’s book,
which is brought up completely to date in this, its ninth
edition. The author’s preface to this edition, that follows,
shows, to some extent, how greatly this old classic work hat
been improved. An important book, “TraitO d’exploitation
commeroiale des hois,” in two large volumes, written bj
Alph.on.se Mathey, published in 1906 and 1908, gives the
French views of Forest Utilization, and contains much
original matter dealing with French indigenous and colonia
forest produce. As the French have never had separah
instruction in Forest Protection, a subject dealt with u
Volume IV. of this Manual, the diseases in trees due to fungi
are therein described in detail that is not required hei'e
Mathey’s second volume is a compendium of the usages p
the French timber trade, and deals also with French mino
produce in a comprehensive manner. This work, however
follows Gayer in general matters, and reproduces many o
Gayer’s plates.

>, ;
R.
Wrong nas written a
-Frrt^'
Utilization,” that is based also on U%ei*i l&k, and brings
np to date Fernandez’ “Notes on the Utilization of Forests,”
written from an Indian point of view. The American forestry
department has published a number of pamphlets on various
matters connected with Forest Utilization, but I know of no
American general treatise on the subject, except a short book
of 118 pages, by C. A. Schenk, 1904. I append a list of
American books on the subject kindly sent mo by Mr. G.
Pinchot. In Britain, the only text-books available are on
timber, by Laslelt, Stone, and Boulgcr, and from these I
have borrowed an occasional note.
Many friends have urged me to write an original book on
Forest Utilization, but I could do so only by borrowing from
Gayer on a very large scale, and in fact by following closely
in the excellent lines be has laid down. Such a book could
be only a compilation, and it seems to me to be not only more
honest, but also more useful for students of forestry, to trans¬
late the only general work on the subject that exists, while
making additions to it, from an English point of view, wherever
they are needed. All these additions are made in parentheses
and signed by the translator.
Although this edition contains much matter that is not in
the first edition, Mayr has been able to compress Gayer’s
book, so that in the translation there are now 840 instead
of 774 pages, while the number of plates in the text are 402
instead of 329, besides five full-page plates instead of three.
Gayer’s book contains 341 plates only.
LI8T OF AMEHIC'AN BOOKS ON FOREST UTII.IZATION.
Fropai'ed by RAriiAHL ZoK.

October IKA, 1907.
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SCHLICH'S

MANUAL OF FORESTRY.
FOREST UTILIZATION.

Tm Masi-.w,

of

Fukestky eoiwiste of the following

'volmnes
Volume 1.—Forest I’ouct ik the Beitbh EstmE„

U.—SywTCTiT.'nTRB.

„ HI.—Forest Manaoemext.
„ r\’,—Forest Froteciiob.
„

V,—Forest Utiweattos.

Volume I. WM published iu 1889, under the heading
“ The lltilitT of Forests and Friuoiples of S.vlvioaltoe; ”
.:its title was changed as above in the third edition puhliidKid in 19W1; Volume II. was published in 1891, the
thinl edition in 1904; Volume III. in 1895, the third
edition in 1903; these throe volumes have been written
by me.

Volume IV. was prdrliehod in 1893, second edition

in tWW.attd Qiie and the present Volume V. have been
written by my colleague Mr. V?. E. Fu her.
W. SCJIMCH.

Oxroan,
Aly W. 1998.

FOREST UTILIZATION
INTEODUdTION.
Till? annual produce of forests affords the most striking
proof of their utility; it enables us to satisfy a great number
of our wants, and we can never dispense with forest produce,
or only do so with the greatest ditlieulty.
In earlier times, when forests extended far beyond buman
re(juii oments and unimiiaiied natural forcies maintained tbom
intact without any artilicial assistance. Forest Utiliz.ation com¬
prised tlie whole art of forestry. Protection, tending, sowing
and ]ilanting were unnecessary; superabundant supplies of
forest produce were availat)le for all i»ossible requirenumts,
and had only to be utilized. This was done for ages,
without any regard to economy or to the wants of future
generations.
.\n utterly wasteful utilization of forest produce contimied,
until a wood-famin(( was impending; for the demands made
on agricultural i)rodnce by a stc^adily increasing population
involved the clearance of vast areas of woodland, while the
prolonged maltreatment to which forests were subjected had
diminished their productiveness considerably. Unfortunately,
in many countries, matters have not improved in this respect.
If forests are to be maintaimal, the woodcutter’s axe and the
utilization of all forest produce must bo brought under control,
land suitable for producing forests should be densely stocked
with trees, and forest utilization subordinated to silviculture.
Forest raw material may be utilized in various ways, but its
utility will be secured-most fully when each product is used
for the purpose for which it is better adapted than any other
available material. Then only can a forest respond properly
to the interests of mankind as well as to those of its owner, for
F.U.
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tlien only will it yield the greatest pecuniary return.

There

was, however, a time when it was considered incompatible
with good forestry to attem))t to make a forest yield the best
financial results; a forest was looked upon as a means of
satisfying, without any speculative motive, the direct and
indirect national requirements.

15ul precisely because a

forest is an impoi tant national estate, and heoause the imi)ortance of any estate is recognised most fully and its jirotectioii
best securod when itself and its produce possess a considerable
sale-value, this way of regarding forests is generally erroneous.
The jirolit obtained from ciireful forest-management is small
when com])a.red with that from other productive industries,
and ajijiarently will not im])rov(' just yet, for substitut(!S used
in jilace of wood come more and nion‘, into use.*

So much

th(! more, Ihendore, in the interests of both national economy
and forestry, should evciry forest-owner endeavour to increase
th(! pecuniary yiehl of his woodlands iis much as possible,
provided that at the same, time he works within the bounds
))roscribi'd by good forest management.

Forest utilization

therefore should always kee]) in view the ]tossibility of a steady
improv<',ment of the forest revenue, without prejudice, to its
maintenance or future enhancement.
The for(!going remarks le.ad us lod<dinclhoBciimce of Forest
I'tilization as a systematic arrangement of the most appro¬
priate methods of harvesting, converting and disposing
profitably of forest produce, in accordance with the results
of experience and study, duo regard being ]iaid to silvicul¬
ture and to the best )H!Cuniary returns.
Wood is usually the chief product of forests, and at present
the aim of fonist management is directed chiefly to its produc¬
tion.

liesides wood, there are other useful products, which

are derived either from the trees or the soil of forests, or con¬
sist of the componenls of the latter.

As most of them,

however, are, in gemu-al, relativ(dy inferior in value to wood,
and their production is hound up with the existence of
• { Fdj' n HlatfiniFiit of llio Imimoial lotunis from foroMs, f/'. Vol. J. nf tins
Manual, Ilnl oil.. )i. 202. ’J'hon* is, nuloeil. evory |iros|)Cft of incroaseil pnifilfi
fiv>m >vo(«11j»ii(1s, jMi\v lliut the iloinatul.'' for
for paporniaking have
fieconio w* I'lioniiouii fiiul t)ie prifeH of
iniportt'd inlo Uritaiu and
rlpowltero ail? rismj’ kIcjhJjIv -- Tr. j
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forests, they ai’o considered as accessory, or minor, iiroduce.
A distinction is thus made between principal and minor
forest produce. •
A forest-owner is, as a rule, concerned only with the rough
conversion of tlie produce of liis forest, so as to facilitate its
transport.
Sometimes, however, and for certain kinds of
produce, it may be advisable for him to prepare forest pro¬
duce in the form in which it is directly utili/.ablo for various
industries, in which ease ho carries on auxiliary forest
industries. To deal with these industries fully is quite
beyond the province of the present book, and they will be
described only in such detail as the ordinary routine of
forestry requires.
The matter of which the science of Forest Utilization, thus
extended, is composed, may bo comprised under tour ])rincipal
headings, which are as follows :—
1. fl'l'ILTZATtON oe I’lltNCIPAT, FoURST I’aOlUICK, WooO.

-11. UriLizmoN OP Minor
III. Utii.ization

of
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Minor

from Trbus.

Puoimcu

from

run

Forksi'

Son..
IV.

Urir.izATioN of tiif, OoMroNENi's OF ruF.
AND S1IU.IACKNT IUH'KS.

Foitnsr Son.
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Bogs, 790

Antiseptic treatment of wood, 509
Artificial wood, 524
Asbwood, 22
Assortments of timber, 238

Bole, cleanness of, 119
Booms in timlwr timtiug, 880
Boucherie, 512

Auctions of timber, 455
Autumn-wood, 66
Axes, 175

Boxwood, 84
Bracken, 777
i Brandies for litter, 777
liriar-wood lor pipes, 624
Bridges, tuuber for, 674

it
Batata, 733
Balks, 558
liamboos, 17, 48, 555
, ‘Bandboxes, 682
. jBand-saws, 496
I Bad;, anatomies of, 629
,,
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Brooms, 009-616
Brushbaeks, 609

' Brusliwood, 288, 261
I Burrs, 182
I Butchers' blocks, 598
I Butte, 287, 259

other uses besides tanning.
f.'-

M 'V .for tanning, 688
idari^, 599
Bast, fime, 662
561
;B^;(ti(^s, 614
l^ut oil, 698
d, 21,587
I for furniture, 507
Ha,
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(boshes bg litter, 778

Cabinet-makmg, 586
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' ,
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port, 427
Caoutehoue, 781
Carbonisation of wood, 898
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Cart traffic, 818
Casks, 594
Cedrela wood, 589

,

Defects ia w'ood,
Depots for iiitobsj^. 4^ - 'I
Dimensions of'trees, J W
!ly*B^^'- j^^
of Wood, 79,
Discolouration of WoOd, i||
Disposal of wood, 4^;''
ib^ywooo, as , •
Distillation of wood, 625 ’
jiestntit woo9,26
Douglas fir wood, 37
^iilren’s toys, 810
Drums, wood for, 603
JhristpiRS trees,.6X9
Dry fallen wood, 6X7
ll^ateB, timber, 278
Dry rot, 105
l^itrboxes, 689
Durability of timber, 97, 5v, f
Dottier ^ws, 495
I Dyes, 729
. ' , ‘
JSieaunesB of bole, 1X9
Dynamite tor splitting stnniij^ and
Jtejtfing felUng-area, 262
roots, 250
i31ea,vtng-iaxe, 197
t&4*wioi"-89'' ^

OToven timber, 56X
Cjobe^ence of wood, 65
Ctilow' of wood, 43
Gotgpftss timber, 68X
Condootivity of wood, 78
Gonea, ooileetion of, 672
Coniferous seeds, 678
Cottrttct, sale by private, 461
tibntraetors, timber work by, 170,
#;<»«
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uj^^nyetsion of yrood, 229, 482
ri^opers' wood, 594
^iC^S^ood, 285

'itfeA, 6ite 1
^^Oitanbesdesi 829
i^n^wood, 615
^Mc^dtlirg seOod, -515
|{^iigp|tti>merki. wood, 41
,

fesSftid'fiinber, ISI, 581
e^lttndtleslsbape of bolef 120
■|^p^wopd,'40, 42 ,

Ebony, 85
Elasticity of wood, 88
Elmwood, 24, 598,
Even-grained wood, 88 •

Faggots, 251
Fascines, 515
Felling rules, 228
„
trees, 205, 211
Ferns, 387
’
Field-crops in forests, 749 ,
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Firewood, 288,'261,' 285, fix'? ■,
Fissibility of wood, 86
Flexibility of wood, 95
Floating wood, 868
Flutes, wood for, 610
Forest devil, .261, 218
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•
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.Tatrah wood, 679
Jli!VBning,’749
.loiuers’ wood, 586
Jiuiipec wood, 42
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Knee-pieees, 682
Knoppom-gallB, 638
Knottineas, 188
Kveiupe, 208
Kjanising wood, 519

Gu’t^wder for blasting fitruraps
enA roots, 248
Ounstewks, "ood for. 610
Oatta-jicrclin, 783

h.

H.
HuvJlles of toole, 688
fiarilness of wood, 48, 111
Hdskenismg wood, 009
^aw'kryo niaohine, 232
^zelwood, 199
Heartshake, 138
Henrtwood, 44
Heather. 772
Heating-power of wood, 107
Hemloek spruce, 41
Herbage in forcats, 787
! Hickory wood, 598
HoOk-le'cr, 267
Hitops inr barrels, 600
'Sop-poles, 614
Hotiibeam wood, 29
>^Hot^eh«slnut wood, 81
^ Hwone, 759
wood, 615
jtygroecapWty of wood, 67

'Lac, 781
Ladders, wood for, 698
Lainp-biaok, 550
Land-transport, 800
Larch bark, 661
Larchwood, 37
Laths, 560
Lead-pencils, 606
Leaf-fodder, 694
J.ength of stem, 117
Lignin, 79
Linie-ba«t, 668
latter, forest, 7<)8
Logs, 280, 267,' 666
Isrpping branches, 694
Lucifer matches, 605
, „
boxes fO»l wp;

m

16,512
to wood, 108
of, on wood.

.. - MMacWncs for converting wood,„
for uprooting stenp*i
Hacbine saws, 488
Mahogany, 8:2
MaiiusJ labour, 156 . ,,
Maple wood,‘«ag«4 3T ;
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PAK'r I.
HARVESTING, CONVERSION AND DISPOSAL OF
PRINCIPAL FOREST PRODUCE, WOOD.

CHAPTEE I.
PBOPERTIES OP WOOD.*
A. Anatomy of Wood, its Btiiuctuhe anu Tuxtuiie;
lUENTlFICATlON OP

I'liE

WoODS.

elementai'y organs of which wood is constructed are

the chief means of identifying woods ; their couibination, as
seen in various sections, at once strikes the eye.

Variations

in tlie piiysical and technical proiterties of woods,

in a

piece of oak as compared with a piece of spruce, also depend
chiefly on their anatomical structure.

We cannot, however,

explain all the physical and technical dilTerences in woods hy
a microscopical examination of their anatomy.

The micro¬

scope does not indicate, or indicates very incompletely, the
materials that determine durability of timber; it gives no
information regarding brittleness or elasticity, iioi’ how the
ultimate components of the wood are arranged or react on
one another.

Anatomy tells us nothing about the mycellar

and molecular structure of the cell-walls, the ellects of which
on the chemical, physical and technical properties of wood
are still very obscure.

But anatomy is indispensable in

elucidating vital processes in the physiology of trees, in
explaining the processes of the formation and decay of timber.
Microscopes are seldom necessary for identifying woods,
all the characters that follow being recognizable by the
naked eye.

In the following plates, prepared for the new

German edition of Gayer’s book, structural items are repro¬
duced in their natural size, the microscopic plates of the
earlier editions having been suppressed.!
Nature has facilitated greatly the study of the structure of
• • “Laslctl’s Timlnjr ami Timber Trees,” edited by Marslmll Ward, 1H04;
“ Woofl,”0.H, Houlger, 1902 ; ** TheThnbersuf Commerce,” Ileibcrt.Sloitc, 1904 ;
“ JExploitatiuii Corumerciale ties liow,” Mathey, I90G.
t The translator has, however, lelained these plates to illustrate the micro¬
scopic account of wood-structuie given further on.
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PROPERTIES OF WOOD.

wood, although at first sight it appears to be of manifold
variety. This is because the same structural or anatomical
data are characteristic of genera. For instance, all Euro¬
pean, American or Asiatic deciduous oaks exhibit the same
structure and anatomy; this is also true for all ashes, spruces,
or til’s, for all two-needle pines (Pinaster type); for all liveneedle pines (Cembran type), and so on. The importance of
this law is not only podlivc, by simplifying the study of the
characteristic structures of woody species, liut also iHUpilire,
as it thus becomes impossible, either by the naked eye, or
microscopically, to distinguish betw'eon different species of any
genus; e.;/., in ofiks, to say of what .species is any woodspecimen, or from what locality it comes.
Custom-hoa.se
experience of recent years has tliorouglily confirmed this
statement.
The same anatomical differences that exist in different
species of a genus, for instance between species of oak or
spruce, also exist in varieties of the same species, c.y., in the
sessile oak, or the European spruce. Such are: breadth of sapwood ; ratio of spring-wood to summer-wood; number, height
and thickness of medullary rays ; mass of parenchyma, vessels,
tracheids, etc. Ftiysical and technioal characters, such as
lustre, odour, colour, durability, strength, are the only indivi¬
dualities of woods of nearly allied species. The first throe of
these characters change rapidly after a tree has been felled
audasonverted, so that they are of diagnostic value for a short
time only, while the two last can be decided only by technical
exiKii’iments; their exact determination is therefore very diffi¬
cult and not always practicable, nor satisfactory.
Before describing the different components of woody tissue
it is necessary to give a short description of its anatomical
elements, as seen under the microscope.
The cells of the pith are nearly isodiametric and by their rapid
sub-division cause the longitudinal growth of shoots, in which
process the cells immediately round the i)ith also participate,
partly by division and partly by being stretched. The pith
cells often lose their contents early and then contain air only;
they often, however, retain their plasmic contents for a longer
j)eriod, during which they serve as reservoirs for starch and

ANATOMY

OP WOOD.

other nutritive materials. Whilst the pith is important in the
growth of yearling shoots, later on, irrespective of its dia¬
gnostic value it is unimportant as a factor in the quality of
most woody species. Only, as-in palms, in species the annual
shoots of which do not increase in thickness, is the pith of any
moment in the quality of the wood.
Around the pith are some of the longest organs, vessels
(trachea) and tracheids. The widening of the cells of the

It

a

1,—Tjuusvei'sc sectioJi of lK:echwo*Ml.

i

UMi tmux

u Mjutow j>iUi-ray. h IJroiul [ulh-rity. c IJouialaiy of an unnnal
riiij;. Tlfo large [>ortJ.s strc Iransvcrse suet ions
vessels, Tlic lliiekwalletl elenieuts with narrow liunina arc woo<l-iil>rcs; (hose with
thinner walls ami wiilcr luniina, wootl-parenchynia or tracheitis,
li, Harlig.

meristem, or primary growing tissue of the yearling shoot
(perhaps also their lengthening), is caused by the water taken
from the plusmie contents of the nascent organs. Whenever
vascular cells stand one above the other, the separating trans¬
verse walls of a number of them are absorbed so as to form
vessels. Various kinds of thickening then line their lumina,
and they are termed spiral, annular, or scalariform vessels. As
soon as the vessel has attained its normal width, during the
year of its formation, its plasmic contents and the water
contained in its lumina disappear. Mayr’s observations are

10
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opposed to those that represent vessels as the chief conductors
of water; they show that vessels normally never contain water,
but serve exclusively for aeration and for conducting oxygen
to the neighbouring parenchymatous cells, which are rich m

FI*?. 2.—S[»i’ucuvkkk!.

1, Natural hissc. 2, Small jiart of one riiij,' imij'nitictl 100 times (the
vertical tubes are wood-fibres, in this ease all “ Irucheids”). fu Medullary,
or piilt, mys. « 'rrausverse tracheids of pitli-mys, with simple pits,
except in lowest, row. //, //, ami r llonlored pits of the tracheids,
cidariicil. Ilartig.

plasma. For this and several other reasons, the theories of
R. Hartig * ascribing the formation of abundant spring-wood to
the groat demands of a tree for water are considered erroneous,
and so is his treatise regarding the influence of nutriment and
transpiration on the strength of wood, as if that depended on
the volume of all the vessels in a tree.
• U. llartig, •• liol/.unlcrsuchun^fn.*’

llcilm, lltOl.
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The parenchymatous cells are usually brick-shaped; they
are more rarely fibres with simple thinnings, termed pits, in
their walls. These pits are small whenever parenchymatous
cells adjoin one another, but large when they adjoin air-con¬
ducting vessels.
The parenchymatous cells retain their
contents in conifers, until the sapwood becomes converted
into heartwood; in broadleaved wood they do so still longer:
they are concerned with the storage and chemical conversion
of nutritive material, and probably also with water-transport.
According to the order of their arrangement, there are bands
of parenchyma extending radially, termed medullary rays;
also longitudinal parenchyma extending vertically alongside
the vessels, but sometimes scattered in the wood, especially
in the last layer of the summer-wood, and enclosing resinducts.
Of the elongated, spindle-shaped cells there are three forms,
tracheids, bordered-pitted cells, and libriform or sclorenchymatous fibres, 'i'he first two form the wood of conifers,
but also occur in broadloaved wood; during their first year,
after their walls have thickened, these elements lose their
contents, conduct only air and water, and are occupied chiefly
with water-transport. Libriform or sclerenchymatous fibres
are cells with highly thickened walls and very small simple
pits; they lose their contents m their first year and conduct
water and air only, being employed for water-transport; they
do not occur in conifers.
Fibrous cells are spindle-shaped parenchymatous cells willi
similar functions to those of sclerenchyma.
It is easy to see that all the above organs, especially those
with thick walls, tend to strengthen the wood, but the Intern
union of the cell-forms in the woody tissue is no lese
important than the structure of the cells for the strength o
wood.
The construction of the bole of a tree is explained best bj
observing the formation of an annual shoot, which is similai
to that of a herbaceous jilant. This in trees is a prolongatioi
of the previous year’s shoot and is connected with all tin
lower parts of the tree, down to the root-tips.
If from a bud, e.g., of a spruce, the scales are removed, i
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little vegetating spheroid is exposed, constructed of thinwalled isodianietric cells, the raeristem, or primary tissue,
from which all other cell-forms spring. In this hud, when the
growing-.season commences, a central cylinder by rapid celldivision lengthens the bud into a shoot, whilst the externally
surrounding cells (forming with the oldest vessels described
lower down the medullary sheath) participate in the longi¬
tudinal growth, partly by cell-division, and partly by being
stretched. At different points outside this cyliiidei', which
becomes the pith (Fig. ff, M), the cells are stretched but not
divided, so that elongated
organs are formed, clearly
differing from the }>itli but
immediately adjoining it and
termed vessels or trachea.
They are followed by other
wider vessels and other
lignilied cell-forms, so that
the new strand of tissue is
termed a vascular or woody
bundle (Fig. 8, /, II, otc.).
Fach of these bundles ter¬
minates oxtenially with a
group of cells, which are not
Ciimliiuiii. ,i',.r Xylem m- woihI.
lignilied, the bast or phloem
/', /I I'hlocm (ir biial.
,V I'ith, M
(Fig. 8); between this and
Cortex. M, It MetUiIIary my.
the woody parts termed
xylem, adjoining the pith, a meristem, the cambium, remains
(Fig. 3, c', (j. The cambium in the first year increases the
width of the woody bundles, producing bast-cells externally
and internally wood-cells. Between every two adjacent bundles
a narrow band of primary tissue unites the cortex {11} with
the pith. These bands are termed medullary, or pith, rays,
being parenchymatous groups of cells. 'Within each medullary
ray, also during the first year, and originating with the cambia of
the bundles, inter-fascicular or medullary cambium connects
the latter into a closed zone, forming in a transverse section a
ring; it consists of only a few cells in each medullary ray.
The shoot terminates its upward growth by a new bud, its
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transverse growth, owing to the activity of the cambium, by a
stiffly constructed mass consisting chiefly of wood (Pigs. 4
& 5,1), inside which on transverse sections is the pith, and
outside, the cortex, while it contains the interposed cambium,
the primary medullary rays (a n), and the secondary rays (6),
which have no connection with the pith.
In the second and all subsequent years, a new woody zone,
external and adjacent to the first year’s zone, is formed by the
cambium; it surrounds all the growing points of the yearling
plant, the leading shoot, the branches and roots (Pig. 6).

Kipr. i.

Kig. r..

Dift.t'ranis of transverse seel ions of ji two years’ shoot, eoiiiferous (1), and
broadleavcti {5).
I The first animal zoiu*. 7/ The second annual zone. M, a Primary, M, h
»ec(m<lar}% medullary rays, c, r Spring-wootl.
d, d Summer-w^iod. R
Cortex. *fi

On section e (Pig. (1) of the two concentric annual zones of
the plant, two concentric circles appear, the inner circle sur¬
rounding the medullary sheath with the pith in its centre and
forming the first annual ring; the outer circle surrounds the
second year’s zone and is the second annual ring. Thus, every
year a concentric zone of wood is produced, and by counting
these zones on a transverse section of wood its age can be
determined.
The annual zones of certain trees exhibit differences in
their anatomical structure, e.g., in oaks and ashes, the vessels
at the commencement of each year’s zone are wider than those
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Nordlmger termed ench woods ring-pored [Fig. 5; II, r, springwood with wide pores (sections of vessels), I, A, summer-wood
with narrow pores; between them is the annual ring]. The
terra riruf-porcd is not happily imagined, as it is doubtful
whether some woods are to be termed ring-pored, or not;
the term scattered pares is also unsatisfactory, for the wood
of oali and ash also possesses pores, though smaller ones,
outside the ring of large pores; for this reason, in the
following attempt to classify woods, the use of these terms is
abandoned, though they may he serviceable for descriptions
and tables of identification when unaccompanied by plates.
In some otlier In-oadleaved trees, as in elms and cherrytrees, the early wood is richer in pores than the late wood; in
others again, such ns beech, birch, lime, etc., there is no dis¬
tinction between the early wood and late wood in this respect, so
that it is more difficult to count their rings. In coniferouswoods
(Fig. 4) vessels occur only in the medullary sheath, and the
annual zone begins with a thin-walled, light-coloured soft tissue,
which gradually, seldom abruptly, ])asses over into a thickwalled, dfirk-c.oloured, hard, late wood, with nai-row lumina.
Hence (hh'g. 4, II, <•) light-coloured soft early wood directly
adjoins the hard, dark-coloured late wood of the previous year.
In conifers therefore there are fairly recognizable annual rings,
which facilitate the determination of the age of the tree.
Owing to the important hearing of the softer early wood and
(.he harder late wood on the diffei-ent qualities of wood, attempts
have been made to determine more precisely, within tlie
annual zone of wood, the periods which produce these layers.
The formation of wood during spring, i.e., in Central Europe
from about the end of April till the end of May (in northern
latitudes or higher altitudes from .Tune), has been termed
spring-wood, while the wood formed subsequently during the
same year, is termed summer-wood, or autumn-wood. As no
wood at all is formed in North Europe during autumn, the
latter term must be abandoned.
With a rapid diameter growth and wide annual zones the
soft spring-wood of conifers grows more quickly than the
summer-wood; with broadleaved woods, on the contrary,
wide annual zones imply hard wood, and narrow zones, soft
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This question will be discussed fully under the head-

ing, " Weight of wood.”

Only when the whole annual zone,

consists of merely two cells, as in very suppressed stems, one
may lie termed the early cell and the other the late cell,
and these, naturally, can be seen only through a microscope.
The commencement of the non-growing season is charac¬
terised by the close of the annual ring, by the suspension of
celi-divisiou in the cambium, by the emptying of the plasmic^
contents of all wood-cells except those of the parenchyma;
deciduous foliage loses its green colour and falls several weeks
after the completion of the annual zone of wood. The shorter
the period of rest, the less distinct are the signs of the
annual rings in broadleaved wood.

In sub-tropical, evergreen

oaks there are no ring-pores; woody species in the tropics,
where tliore is no season of rest for vegetation, have a com¬
plete period of cessation in the growth of wood whenev(fr the
tree in question loses its loaves, even if this should be but for
a short period; should leaf-fail recur annually at stated times,
for instance during the dry season, annual zones of wood are
formed, as in the wood of teak, of several tropical leguminous
trees, etc.

In most tropical woods, traces of zones resembling

annual rings may be seen on a transverse section, but they
cannot be considered as such, any more than similar formations
in the wide late wood of pines, especially of the most southern
species.
The formation and structure of the wood of monocotyledonous plants, palms and bamboos, differs from that of broad¬
leaved trees and conifers.
commencement of

In palm-wood (Fig. 27) the

wood-formation is also in

the

bud;

isolated vascular bundles appear in a pith-like primary
tissue, as continuations of the vascular bundles (ribs or
nerves)

in the

leaves,

unbranched, stem.

which spring from

These

bundles

are

the

not,

single,

however,

arranged in a circle, do not become united by a cambium,
and are therefore unable to form a cambium for future dia¬
metric growth. In the transverse section of a palm-stem, the
thickest vascular bundles are those that are innermost; out¬
wardly they increase in number but are smaller, so that the
outermost layer of a palm-stem is the hardest; the thin outer

^itet also becomeB rich in ailica.

As the vascular bundles

from the leaves bend inwards towards the interior of the
stem and then outwards, the isolated brown or black bundle's
passing here and there through the wood afford a striking
characteristic of palmwood (k’ig. 27).
In Bamboos, numerous buds spring annually from under¬
ground rhizomes and grow in a few weeks into tall leafy
shoots (culms).

The size of the buds and consequently that of

the culms increases annually from the seedling stage, until for

a fixed term of years an even annual culm-diameter is attained.
'When the culms blossom and fructify, the whole plant dies,
including the rhizomes.

As in bamboos the pith of the buds

is segmented or chambered, when it extends into the culms
hollows occur separated by solid transverse walls at the nodes,
whence the culm-sheaths (modified leaves) spring (Fig. 28).
The length of an internode, or the distance between the bases
of consecutive culm-sheaths, is therefore a measure of the
activity of the growth.

The cuhu-sheaths soon fall, and their

scars are visible externally as ring-like projections (nodes),
and at the axils of each sheath, or of the upper ones, leaf¬
bearing branches spring from a depression in the culm. Owing
to their internal transverse walls, the culms are utilizable
for many purposes, while their lightness and extraordinary
strength add much to their utility; their strength is largely
due to the large number of vascular bundles with scarcely
any vessels, that are crowded together near the periphery of
the culm with very little intervening parenchyma.
A knowledge of the structural data of species of woods, as
well as their identification, is best secured by using three
sections made hi different directions.

Thu first of these

(Fig. 7, II), a cross or transverse section, is cut perpendicularly
to the pith or longitudinal axis of the wood: in this section
the medullary rays M, M appear cut through longitudinallyg '
the vessels (at a, c, d) cut transversely in their width; the
annual rings, owing to differences in adjacent structure, are
most distinct in this section.

Hence most authors, who deal

with the identification of woods or the study of wood-structure,
show transverse sections only.

Nordlinger * is the chief writer

• H. Nordlinger, “ Querschnitte von 100 llol/Artcn, 18r>2, crweitci’t, 18HH, mil
t^^^lundiecher HolKarien zu 11 lltintlen.'

following this plan;

his transparent woo>l-seetioas

afford

splendid material for studying the anatomical structure of
wood; 11. llartig* gives plates of somewhat enlarged sec¬
tions, and his pamphlet is belter written and more practical
than Nbrdlinger’s book.

Dr. Mbller t also has published an

excellent pamphlet with good plates on the structure of wood.
The transverse section is, however, but rarely exposed in
utilised wood, which usually occurs in longitudinal sections
cut more or less parallel to the axis of the tree.
sections also show the wood-texture best;

These

foresters should

recognise European and the more important foreign woods,
not only by transverse sections, but also by the more important
longitudinal sections.

The radial or silver-grain section,

more or less in the p ane of the medullary rays and radially
inclined to the pith (Kig. 7, S), shows the vessels as liiiely
carved grooves or lines, of various lengths, the medullary rays
along parts of their length perpendicular to the annual rings,
and in their height or breadth; the annual rings are less
sharjily defined than in
suflicienlly distinct.

the transverse

section, but still

The other longitudinal section is more

or less tangential to an annual ring, it is termed the tan¬
gential section (Eig. 7, F) : on it the vessels appear as grooves
of various length, the longer, the nearer is the cut to the
true tangent; the medullary rays (k’igs. 7 and 8, F, e) are cut
transversely

and

show their height

and thickness; the

annual rings appear as wavy bauds that greatly improve the
appearance of the wood-texture, so that economically this
section is very important.

Durkart (Bruun, 1881) published

a collection of forty wood-species, prepared by I’odany in
Vienna; each species was in a frame with three compartments,
one for each of the above sections.

By this excellent method,

a work of exceptional utility was produced, but unfortunately
khe edition is exbausted.

A similar procedure was followed

in America by li. B. Hough, of Louville, New York, which
shows the American woods in three characteristic sections,
* It.
“ l>ic
waclisemlni Ildlwr,’’
Utod by Somcivillc.
.1. MiUler, ‘‘Die
Hoi/..

UnlcrschBidunj(t^iiiL*ikmalcdci wiclitigereii in Deutschland
I Aufl, isss. The 3id edition of llartig’b book is transDouglas, Kdiiiburgli, 1890.
lloli^tloffe tics Tischlors u. Dreclislcgeweibcrs.'* 1. Das

with English, French and German descriptions.

Hough’s

collection is just as useful as Burkart’s,. for although his
species are all American, the law already referred to holds
good, that there is no difference in the anatomy or structure
of American, Japanese, or European oakwood, no difference
in sprucewood from these countries; also that the collection
includes not only typical woods of all European species, but
of many important American ones as well, such as mahogany,
hickory, &c.

For the same reason, Japanese wood-collections

are serviceable also for European study, for the Japanese
possess all our genera of trees and many others besides, and
have also studied the structure of woods.
In the following description of the structural data of the
more important indigenous and foreign wood-species, the
systematic arrangement followed by Nordlinger is rejected.
European wood-species with the most striking structure come
lirst, then those which have no clear characteristics, after which
follow a few of the more important exotic woods. The plates, all
original, show the three sections, natural-sized, of each wood.
When the characters appear indistinct in the plates, they are
so naturally, unless the section is inagniffed.

The use of the

magnifying-glass would have lightened the work of drawing
the plates, but certainly would have diminished their utility.
[The transverse section of the pith is stellate in the oak, pen¬
tagonal in poplar, quadrangular in ash, triangular in alder,
and the pith is segmented in walnuts and bamboos.—Tr.]

(A) Broadleaved Woods.
1. Species 1)/ Uah {(Jiiercas).
(Including all deciduous oaks of Europe, America and Asia.)
Transverse Section.—Thick medullary rays alternating with
liner ones, they gleam in the dull surrounding tissues.

In

the spring-wood is a circle of wide vessels (pores), usually
two along a radius;

the vessels rapidly decrease in width

towards the summer-wood and are arranged in radial rows.
In the summer-wood they often bifurcate, and are visible
because they are surrounded by a lustrous, pale circle of
parenchymatous cells.

Between these bright radial lines of
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vessels and parencbyma there run, in fine sections, as in
Fig. 7, fine bright bands of parenchyma parallel to the annual
rings: in very slowly grown wood (Fig. 8), these are hardly
visible williout a magnifying glass.

i’ lj;. N. • - Xari'o'v-Zdiietl oak\V(kkI.
Kach riiii,' iMUticrcd
by a Jioiie of wuli; VfShi’ls.

7.

Type of Oakwood (SaercuB),

J/ rii.iiMcise hiclion. .S l!,„linl sccliou.
F ’liUlf;Llin:il ►cutioti.
.)/, ,1/ JlddHaiy
rays.
.• s„|.«(K)<1.
„ Heurtwoml.

!).—VVo(mI of tlic rod oak.
Zones of Bpringwo(hI.
/;!*, //» Zouas of sumincr-\\\K»(.l. r,
r Medullarj’’
rays.

e,

Badial Section. Ibe jiores appear as depressions lit
giooves, rendering the annual rings distinct; these groovt
g^m slightly If the section is through heartwood, the vesse:
being lillud with tliyloses (internal growth of cells). Th
medullary rays show as broad bands, or as portions of bandi

Pun t

(

Sessile Oa/c—Section from a tree 190 yeara old (sp. gr,
0-691).

Slow regular growth in a dense High 'Forest.

Wood of best quality for cabinet-making.
Moladier (Allier).

I

Sessile Oak.—Section from a tree from near Lake

B. j Thirlmere, in Cumberland.
I drift.

C.

f

Fm-est of

Altitude 975 feet.

Altitude 600 feet.

Glacial

Slow regular growth.

Pedunculate Oak.—Section of a tree from the Forest

1 of Dean, where oak attains 6 feet in girth in 75 yeara.

PLATE I.
TYPES OP OAKWOOD.
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im account of the obliquity of the out or the slightly undu¬
lating course of the rays through the wood; according -to
their angle of inclination to the light, the rays appear duller
(Pig. 7, S, <■) or brighter (Pig. 8) than the surrounding tissue.
The annual rings are seen as dark lines on the medullary
rays, the tangential parenchyma seen on the transverse section
here appears as fine parallel lines.
Tangential Section.—Intersected vessels apirear clearly ns
more or^ less lengthy grooves; in a curved or scalloped
distribution on the section they mark the annual rings.
In the summer-wood these are but slightly marked. The
sections of the medullary rays are arranged vertically
as long, dark, dull lines, somewhat thicker in their middle
parts.
The sapwood is one to three centimetres broad, lightcoloured : the heart-wood of variable colour, in freshly cut
wood it is somewhat useful for determining the species and
country of the wood, but this is not reliable enough for com¬
mercial purposes. Heartwood of most oaks is dull brown, in
rod oak {Q. riihra) and Turkey oak {Q. Crrris) somewhat
redder; numerous other kinds of oakwood are known in
commerce, r.ij., thus stone-oakwood denotes hard quality,
while winter and summer oakwood have respectively hard
and soft woods, but not specific differences (such as Q. jirdiincvlata and Q. scniUflora). Black or brown oak is a dark
valuable natural oakwood, that is well known in England; in
Germany, the term is ajjplied to oakwood that has laid long
in river-water, or in chalybeate water. Hazel-oak is very
narrow’-zoned. The colour of oakwood eventually becomes
darker, as do all woods.
2. SpceicB of Beech (Fagtis).
(In Europe, America, Asia and New Zealand.)
Transverse Section.—Pores invisible; on thin transparent
, sections very fine, very numerous and uniformly distributed.
Bays some thick, others fine, always forming bright bands,
.sometimes lighter, sometimes darker than the surrounding
tissue, according to the angle of incidence of the light.
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SiimHier-woocl darltor than thn sprinp-wood, hence the annual
rings arc fairly distinct.
Badial Section.—The borders of the annual rings are quite
distinct as dark hands of variable thicknes.s. The rays,
according to the incidence of light, arc light and lustrous, or
dark and dull, in hands
“A, e
of varying thickness.
H.
Tangential Section.—
b ;
Dark hands show the
>
„ 'I
suraiuer-wood. The sec¬
I
tions of the rays are
very numerous, dark
'X
lenticular streaks.
: I
The sapwood is very
broad,
the hoartwood hut
Sslightly coloured, or
distinctly brown; in
f:'
American
heochwood,
vtn-y brown. In Fmropcian iKiochwood, the
hoartwood becomes
clearly distinct after a
f I' I
billing.
A reddish or
diirk brown coloured
heartwood near tlui pith
is abnormal (c/dr j). 14G).
A few days afbir the
felling, the drying of the
Fifr. 10 —Type of Beechwood (Fague).
wood outwardly from tlui
7/, .s’, /’.as in
!t.
n S|ninir-\\noiI.
h Snmiiier-ivond. c, r Mciliilliirj lays.
pith becomes apparent
by the lighter colour of
the inner zones of wood; this light colour jirocoeds up to
the bark, foi’ the light brown colour of beechwood comes
on gr.aduallv.
!!. iSjifcu’s (if Ash (Fraxipus).

(In Europe, America and Asia.)
Transverse Section.—1‘ores numerous and large in the
spring-wood. In the summer-wood they are less numerous.

itACROSCOPir 9TR0CTtJRE.

blit small and bordered by ]
visible as bright points
in the surrounding darker
tissue.
Tangential paren¬
chyma is not visible (Fig.
12b).
This is the main
difference between ashwood
and hickory-wood, the latter
possessing visible white tan¬
gential parenchyma that
is parallel to the annual
rings (Fig. 1*2a). The rays
are scarcely visible. Sum¬
mer-wood somewhat dai-ker
than si)ring-wood.
Owing
to the large pores, the
borders of the annual rings
am distinct.
Badial Section. — The
borders of the .annual rings
are marke<l hycurvod grooves
of the large vessids in the
spring-wood.
The medul¬
lary rays are slightly visible
as very numerous, narrow,
bright hands or p.atches.
Tangential Section.—I'essels as in the radial section,
but in shorter lengths. The
finer pores of the summerwood with their parenchyma
are seen only on very smooth
sections, according to the
angle of incidence of light,
as brighter or darker fine
lines. The sapwood is very
broad ; the heartwood (light
brown) at first resembles tl
as the wood dries.
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parenchyma, and therefore

(Slightly enlarged.)

sapwood, but becomes darker .
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4. Species of Elm (Ulmiis).
(America, Europe and Asia.)
Transverse Section.—rores are larger in the spring-wood than in the Rummer-wood, usually one or two in the radial
direction, so that the annual rings are distinct. In the
darker mass of tho summer-wood, the pores are arranged
as tangential rows of
dots, which, owing to the
pores being bordered by
parenchyma, appear
/(.'
fia peripheral wavy lines.
scarcely

^ '
■'-^-'■'‘V *Hi,- 'v ? ? 1/
’■••• J
' I'r
'■

V,v'
,. '' '^1
\'r.’
y
iHc''v't|V ‘ i'.,

I
[ '^■'^'1' I

Badial Section. — The
medullary rays show as
gloaming, light brown, short
hands or little streaks
among the lighter, slightly
lustrous mass of tissues.
borders of the annual

' I I', t
'.‘i ’■
tt '!(
'; y

represented by the soctions of tho vessels. The
wavy lines of the tr.ansverse

.^L
'
■ Ki; I

')
1*',' ’’ ')

Yv • ’'t\'t-'
'ist:
'S» . i'f ,, 11 ''
[h-

'

X:

V '
V' • i

f '
V tl
”'

,'.

section appear
parallel lines,

as

n

fine

'Tangential Section.—The
cut vessels are the larger,
. „
,
the more approximately
Fig. 13.—Type of Elmwood (TTlmuB).
.
.
. ■'
FiS.
(TTlmne).
tangential is the section,
otherwise as in the radial section. Transverse sections of the
medullary rays are scarcely visible as very lino, dark streaks.
The vessels and lines of parenchyma of tho summer-wood
are distinct as parallel zigzag lines, somewhat darker than
their environment (Pig. 1ft).
Elms have a broad, dark brown heartwood. that on drying
rapidly becomes darker.
xii'i
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5. The Sweet Chestnut {Gastnnea).
(America, Asia ami Europe.)
Transverse Section.—Vessels somewhat larger and more
numerous in the spring-wood; in summer-wood often
arranged in radial, bifurcating rows, as in oakwood, and,
owing to their being surrounded by pale parenchyma,

Fi}?. H.—Type of Sweet Chestnut
Wood (Castanea).

Fit,'. 15.—Type of Eobinia Wood
(Bobisia).

they appear as whitish forked lines in the darker mass.
The medullary rays are scarcely visible.
Bodial Section.—The annual rings are distinct, owing to
the sections of the vessels; the medullary rays are faintly
recognizable as short, bright portions of ha7ids.
Tangential Section.—The vessels and annual rings as in
the radial section (showing five years’ growth in Fig. 14).
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Wavy lines of finer vessels and surrounding parenchyma
scarcely recognizable.
6. The. JtoUiiia or Falx Acacia (IliMnia).
{This includes other Papilionaeeae, such as Gleditsia,
Laburnum, etc.)
Transverse Section.—The pores in the spring-wood some¬
what wider than in the summer-wood; in the sapwood
(Fig. 1.'). left-hand) open, and therefore dark in the plate,
but closed by thylnses in the heartwood, so that they are
but slightly visible, in the pale yellow spring-wood. The
vessels in the darlna- summer-wood are surrounded by
pale parenchyma, and appear as wavy or zigzag lines.
The sjiring-wood is pale and porous, so that the annual
rings are distinct. The medullary rays appear as pale, fine
lines.
Badial Section.—The borders of the anumal rings are quite
distinct, owing to the open grooves of the vessels in the sapwood, and the pale zones of s])ring-wnod in the heartwood.
The rays are distinct as bright, pale portions of bands.
The ])arenchyina of the summer-wood appears as bright
longitudinal lines.
Tangential Section.—The vessels of the sapwood and heartwood appear as in the radial section; the 2)aren(;hynia of the
summer-wood, as wavy bands piarallol to the annual rings,
brighter or darker than the mass oi the wood according to
tho angle of incidence of light.
Bobinia.—Tho saj)wood is narrow; tho heartwood light
yellowish-green, becoming later brownish-green.
Glediteia.—Sapwood broad ; heartwood rose-coloured.
Iiaburnum and Cladrastis.—Very narrow sapwood; heartwood reddisVi-'oTOwn.

7. Species of Wahm (.hylant).
(Bqu-csented by nix npocion in Ainorica, Anin and Fmope.)
^ansverse Section.—The iiores are pretty evenly distri«i,ffiyoughont the annual
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abundant in the spring-wood;
they are also larger in the
spring-wood. The summerwood is somewhat darhor
than the spring-wood. Rays
scarcely visible.
Radial Section. — The
vessels in the spring-wood
form large grooves, dark
brown or nearly black ; light
brown in the gniy walnnl.
Rays scarcely visible.
Tangential Section.—The
annual rings are, according
to the incidence of light,
either bright or dark linos.
The vessels as in radial sec¬
tion ; medullaryraysinvisible.
Jnglans nigra.—Sapwood
l)r()ail ; beartwood reddishbrown.
Juglans regia.—Kapwond
l)road ; beartwood liglit grcv
to dark violet.
’
Juglans cinerea, — Sapwood
brown to grciyisli-brown.
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of Walnnt-wood

broad ;

beartwood light

H. Hjicrks of Maple. {Acer).

(America, Asia and Europe.)
Transverse Section.—Spring-wood is pale, summer-wood
dark, so that the .annual rings are clearly marked. The
tesseh niv nil vnrj narrow and invisible. The medullary
rays are numerous, and with iiroper light-incidence appear as
pale, bright linos.
Radial Section.—Annual rings only fine dark lines.
Medullary rays, according to angle of light-incidence, either
pale or dark bands, or specks, silky, narrow and very
numerous.

pbopf-rties of wood
Tangential Section.—Annual rings

"^Medullary

surrounding tissue.

^
Fig. 17.-Type of Maplewood (Acer),
and wood of Cherry or Plnm (Prunns).

pi„ is_Type of Hornl)eam-wood
/carpinue).
I

Sapwood broad; heartwood bright brown, subsequently
becoming darker.

9. SpoeicH oj Cymj and rium {Pninm).
■

(American, Asiatic and European.)

JIT—.

!

These woods greatly resemble that of maples in their struc-

Th4rin„.w»a

™“‘“.

fine vessels which l ender the annual rings distinct.

oh»«, in«»<»io.- .<

Din

"‘••“'■iSfarS

being yellowish-brown and cherry-wood of a reddish tint
: the heartwood, with a broail sapwood.

'IliCBOSOOKC 8TBUCTUBE.
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10. Spenes of Hornbeam (Carpinus)
(American, Asiatic and Euiopuaii.)
Transverse Section.—The ordinary medullary rays are very
fine and hardly visible ; where several unite to form a band, a
dull, broad, compound ray occurs. The number of these
broad rays is very variable, depeiidiii" on the individuality of
a tree and its locality; many pieces of boriibcam-wood have
no broad rays, while in other pieces they are numerous.
They traverse the wood in slightly curved linos, owing to the
waviuess of the annual zones.- The annual rings are not
very distinct, as the summer-wood is hut slightly darker than
the spring-wood.
Badial Section.—The vessels, annual rings, and line
medullary rays are scarcely visible; the compound rays are
dull, broad bands, or parts of bauds, but are very distinct.
Tangential Section.—The zones of summer-wood aii])ear as
zigzag bands, of which broader or narrower parts may be
seen, according to the direction of the section. The com¬
pound medullary rays appear as thick, dark, dull lines of
various length.
Sapwood and heartwood of similar colour.
11. Species of Alder (Alims).

(Euroi)ean, American and Asiatic.)
Transverse Section.—The vessels and fine medullary rays
are invisible. The compound rays, like those of^he horn¬
beam, are very distinct but often few in number though
sbmetimes numerous, and thus alderwood is easily recogniz¬
able. The annual rings are fairly distinct, owing to the light
sapwood and darker heartwood. The wood is easily distin¬
guished from that of hornbeam by the heaviness of the latter.
Badial Section,—The annual rings are most distinct along
the compound rays, which appear as broad dull bands, or
parts of bands, running through the wood. The fine rays
are scarcely visible.
Tangential Section.—The annual rings are distinct, especi¬
ally at their iroints of intersection by the comiround rays.
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Which appear as long, dark, dull lines. These rays resemble
those of hornbeam-wood, and may attain 10 c.-iu. in breadth.
The sapw(M)d is broad; the
hoartwood, in the grey alder,
of almost the same colour as
that of the sapwood, in the
black alder it is reddish or
yellowish-red.
Owing to the absence of any
decided characters that could
be reproduced in a drawing,
no plates aro given of the
following woods. They are not,
however, ditlicnll to identify
if the points brought forward

1 i

are attended to.

7
,

/
/

li. H’lKcics of Birch (Bctala).
(European, Asiatic and
American.)
Thu annual rings are dis¬
tinct on none of the sections; a
some what darker summer-wood

Fig. lli.—Type of Alderwood (Alnus).

marks their position feebly.
The tine medullary rays aro

visible only on a sharply cut radial section.

The best charac¬

teristic of the wood arises from the narrow vessels, which
on the tAnsverse section appear as fine points; on the longi¬
tudinal section, as line lines; they are white.

When one

holds and turns the piece so that the light falls on it ov6r
the observer’s shoulder, the annual rings then appear as thin,
dark lines.
Most birches have sapwood and heartwood of the same
colour, only the wood of the cherry-birch {Bctula lenta) has a
brownish heartwood.
13. Species of Lime-trees {Tilia).
Limewood or linden-wood shows its light yellow annual rings
on every section.

If the piece of wood is observed as was

lAOBOSOOPlC 8TRUCTUKE.
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recommended above for birch, the whitish vessels are either
invisible, or are seen here liud there ; the medullary rays are
somewhat more distinct.
wood slightly brown.

The sajiwood is broad, the heartBirclnvood is always heavier than

limewood. [Lime is also the name for species of Citrus.—Tr.]
14. Species of Pear, Apple and Sorbiis.
(Including the genera I’irus and Korbus, represontod by
numerous species in Asia, America and liurope.)
Decided characteristics are wanting.
may

be distinguishod on good

The medullary rays

sections.

Owing to the

unitoruiity of the spring-wood and summer-wood, no valuable
information is obtainable from an inspection of any of the
sections.

The superior hardness and specific gravity of their

wood, when compared with limewood, is a useful test.
The sapwood is broad; the heartwood in applewood, reddishbrown, and browner in pearwood, in the wood of species of
Sorbus, of a tighter yellow or brown.

15. Species of Popidus and S(dix.
The soft, light wood of poplars and willows most closely
resembles that of conifers, but may always be distinguished
from the latter by its numerous very fine vessels; it is distinguishatd(! also from birchwood, which is heavier, by the
whitish gleam of the pores (observed as in birchwood with a
favourable incidence of light); from limewood, by the absence
of bright annual rings.
The sapwood is very broad, in poplarwood of the same
colour as the heartwood, but abnormal colouring owing to
decay is frequent. Various species of willow po,sseBS variously
tinted lieartwood.
16. Species of Horse-Chestnut (Acsculus).
(Europe, Asia and America.)
On none of the sections is there any decided characteristic,
owing to the almost homogeneous pale-yellow wood; the wood
can therefore without dilliculty be distinguished from that of

■other broadlea'ved trees, but it is difficult to distinguish it
conifers, except microscopically.

On all the sections, a bright

line bet'ween the spring-wood and summer-wood is a good test
for horse-chestnut wood.
Of foreign woods, only those will be described here that
come into the home-market and compete with indige¬
nous wood. No foreign woods
either will be described that
have come into any of the
above-mentioned groups, as
they cannot bo distinguished
with

any

certainty

from

indigenous woods of the same
genus, either by ocular vision,
or microscopically.
17. Species of Ilieloiy
(Hkoria (Carya)).
(North American only.)
Hickory-wood (I’ig. 12) re¬
sembles that of ash most
closely,

but

may

be dis¬

tinguished from ashwood by
the fine bright lines of i)arenchyma that run parallel to
the annual

rings, and are

absent from ashwood.
Sapwood broad, heartwood
light brown.

18. Mahogany-teood (Swietenia).
(Tropical America only.)
Transverse Section.—The medullary rays are distinct as
numerous, fine, bright lines.

The vessels are uniformly dis¬

tributed, partly filled with tliyloses, and then seen as bright
dots, if not so filled, the dots are dark.
Interruptions oi
growth are marked by very distinct bright lines, resemblinfls
annual rings; the mass of the wood is slightly bright-,^

P^^S seotiSi!—The medullary rays gleam out in the
bright mass of the wood as numerous narrow parts of bands.
The sections of the vessels are dark but lustrous.
Tangential Section.—The lines of interruptions of growth
show as bright bands; the
vessels as parts of canals,
similar to those in the radial
section.

The wood is bright

in this section also.
Sapwood narrow,

heart-

wood bright reddish-brown;
specific gravity like that of
walnut.
19. Species of Cedi'cla-wood,
commonly known as Cedarwood (Cedrela).
^Tropical

and

sub-tropical

America, Asia

and

Aus¬

tralia.)
Cedrela-wood or cedarwood
is softer

and

lighter than

mahogany, though very near
it in structure.

The vessels

of the spring-wood are some¬
what larger

than

those of

the summer-wood; the entire

2i.-Teakwood(Tectonagraii<iit).

■ wood
is
somewhat less
lustrous, and the tint of the heartwood is of a greyer red than
the bright red of mahogany.
20. Teakwood {Tectona grandis).
(Tropical Asia.)

Transverse Section.—The commencement of each season’s
growth is marked by a narrow bright zone of very distinct •
and usually open pores, which are consequently dark in the
plate; the pores are often in groups.

Towards the end of

each season’s growth, and therefore resembling summer-wood,

84.
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there are closed vessels, which are visible as bright
'
The medullary rays are scarcely visible.
Badial Section.—Vessels in the late wood show as bright
lines, those in the early wood as dark shining grooves out
longifudinally. The annual rings form bright lines. The
medullary rays are brighter or darker, according to the angle
of incidence of light, than the slightly lustrous mass of
the wood.
Tangential Section.—Alternately dark and pale bands show
the season’s growth; the vessels are as in the radial section.

No less frequent, but very cliaracterislic features, are the
isolated larger vessels filled with a snow-white matter, that
appear in the transverse action as white points, and on the
longitudinal sections as white lines. Besides the scent,
resembling that of caoutchouc, the brownish-grey tint of
the hearlwood is noteworthy.
21. Binifixid (Btixun).

(Chiefly from southern Europe, Asia and America, but also
indigenous in England and Franco.)
■

Medullary rays and vessels invisible on all the sections.
The annual rings appear as darker lines in the otherwise
uniformly bright yellow-coloured hard and heavy wood.
22. Oliceirond (Oku).
(Southern Europe, America and Asia.)
Vessels and medullary rays invisible on all the sections, but
differs from boxwood by inferior hardness and specific gravity ;
its colour is also rather pale-brown than yellow, and the
annual rings are often obliterated by a brown colouring
matter, which permeates the wood. By rubbing the wood, a
characteristic scent resembling that of teakwood, occurring
also in boxwood, is noticeable.
28. Lignmn-Vitae. or I'ldkg-mmd (Guaiacum).
(Tropical America.)
The annual rings are distinct on all the sections, owing to a
dark brown zone. Medullary rays invisible; the vessels are
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IS but distinct as dark green lines and points.

The fibres

change in direction from left to right and from right to left
^TIpwTod narrow, pale, and of a dull yellow ; the lieartwood
olive-coloured and scented like gum.
24. Ehony-n-ood (Diospyroa)(Numerous species from warmer and tropical countries.)
The medullary rays are invisible, the vessels in the deci¬
duous species are larger than in those that are OTergrecn ; the
former have also more distinct annual zones.

1 he sapwood of

true ehonv is pale and of .much lighter weight (about

: 8)

than the lieartwood; theheartwood of some deciduous species
is light-grey with intervening darker tints.

Tiiat of soine

evergreen species is either dark brown or black, or with bands
of gi-ey and black wood, as in calamander-wood (/). (piaesi^i).*
In black ebony {D. Ehemim), the vessels appear in longitudina
sections as lustrous fine dark lines, contrasting with the dull
ground-tissue.
25. Jacamnda,\ false rosewood {Marltaerimri).
(Brazil.)
Very large isolated pale vcbboIh, evenly distributed ; their
lumina are" filled with a lustrous parenchyma resembling
varnish.

Colour violet to brown.

Wood sweet-scented.

2(). Rosewood {Dalberyia, Thespesia, Calophyllam, etc.).
(Several species from various tropical countries.)
Vessels fine, but distinct.

The wood is brilliantly “ flamed ”

with red or cherry-coloured streaks, hence its name; the rosy
colour absent in decayed spots.
visible.

Medullary rays scarcely

[Palisandre is the French name for rosewood.—Ir.J

• Gamble, “ Indian Timbera," subdivides ebony-wowls as
1. Heartwood wholly black, or slightly streaked, as m D. Ehemm.
2.
„ • streaked black and brown, or grey (B.
3
very small, black streaks in brown or grey wood [U.
4

Embryoplem).
none. Wood of various tints (B. BcOm).

t [Ja«iramla”i8 the Brasilian name for Machaerium.
8 a Bignoniad of no value aa wood.

Ir.]

huropenn.

The genus Jumraadu
D 2

8(
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27. Padmik (JPterocarpim).
{P. indicus and P. ntacrocai'pus from Burma, P. dalbevgwides

from the Andaman Isles, also P. indiciu from CochinChina and New Caledonia.)
In smooth longitudinal sections, bright lines of parenchyma
occur in the bright red ground tissue. The vessels are dis¬
seminated scantily, and their sections are lustrous; bright lines
of parenchyma concentric with the zones of wood. The colour
of the wood is usually bright red. The Andaman Padauk
apjiears to be the best (Gamble).
28. I'lilipn'ood, Ciiiiari/ Wliitinmid (Liriodendroti).

(From North America.)
This wood is known also as American poplarwood, which
name is very misleading.
Transverse Section.—The medullary rays are very nume¬
rous, distinct, bright lines resembling those in maplewood
(Fig. 17). The annual rings form distinct white lines; the
vessels are invisible.
Badial Section.—The medullary rays are narrow lustrous
bands; they pass transversely through the annual rings, as
white lines.
Tangential Section.—With a suitable incidence of light the
white annual rings are visible.
The sapwood is broad; the heartwood, bright yellowishgreen or olive-coloured.
29. Viokl-irood or Myall (Acacia homalophyUa).
(South Australia.)
On a transverse section, the vessels are seen equably distri¬
buted, the bright bands of parenchyma are scarcely visible;
the general colour is brown to olive-green. Wood scented
like violets. [A cacia pendida, from Queensland and New South
Wales, is in England termed violet-wood.]
(B) Coniferous Woods.

There are no broad medullary rays nor vessels in coniferous
woods; the few vessels which surround the pith- are of no
importance for identifying wood. The fine medullarv rava
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are TO17 numerous. Several coniferous genera have resin,
ducts, which are readily distinguished from vessels owing to
I,heir constitution and their position in the wood. Unlike
vessels, they have no proper walls, and are not only vertical,
or parallel to the wood-fibres, but also horizontal, in the
medullary rays. Resin-ducts are full of turpentine from the
commencement of their formation, as intercellular passages
as long as the passage widens and the surrounding cells
increase in number, turpentine flows from these cells into
the resin-duct.* The presence or absence of resin-ducts, tbeir
size, colour, etc., or their local swellings as resin-gaUs, supply
an important aid in the identification of genera. All species
that have resin-ducts, when freshly felled exude turpentine
from the sapwood of the sections. Owing to their arrange¬
ment in the wood, resin-ducts appear in a transverse section
either as dot-like cross-sections of the vertical ducts, or as fine
radial lines, the longitudinal sections of the horizontal ducts.
On the radial section the ducts appear as lines running verti¬
cally or horizontally ; on the tangential section, the horizontal
ducts are fine dots, and the vertical ducts are lines, ihe
horizontal or medullary-ray duets are always liner than the
vertical ducts. Resin-ducts of coniferous woods are always
seen most clearly, if light falls over the observer’s shoulder
on to a piece of wood held nearly horizontally. When the
annual zones of wood are narrow, there is usually less
reduction in the summer-wood than in the spring-wood, so
that in general narrow-zoned wood is harder and heavier than
wide-zoned wood (rule p. 57).
80. Spriwe (Pieea), Pines (Pintis, sections Taeda and Pinaster),
Larch (Larix), Douglas-fir (Pseudulsuga).

The genus Picea includes all species of spruce; the
sections Taeda and Pinaster include certain species of pine;
Larix includes all larches; Pseudotsiiga four species of
Douglas-fir from America and Asia only, the other genera
being also European.
.
Transverse Section.—Medullary rays are scarcely visible;
• H. Mayr, “ Das Harz dor Nadelhiilzer.”

Berlin, 1891.

Radial Section.—The resin-ducte appear as line lines (but •
Bhoivn in the plate). The medullary rays are
faintly visible and render the radial section of
g
The annual rings are clearly seen owing
between the dark summer-wood and pale spnng-woo . Tangential Seotion.-The resin-ducts, especially when they
lines.

The annual rings are also distinct.

fl*.’ :

SectioB from a spruce tree 200 years ^4 ^
10-627).

Slow regular growth in a dense forest.

W

of best quality for cleaving: used for w!™ ^
I of Chamounix (Haute Savoie). Altitude
feet..

Section from a larch tree. Eegular structure even
and moderately fast growth. Kippendavie, Perthshire.
Old red sandstone.

Section from a larch tree. Vej7 rapidly grown wopd
produced at a low altitude. Lwed Bathurst’s woods,,
near Cirencester.

Great ooli^

tSTo/ooelx »8,

PLATE

II.

•yPBB 0» SPRUCE AMD LARCHWOOD.

Genus Hoea, species of spruce. The sapwood of moderate
breadth, the heartwood contains no colouring matter so that
after the sapwood has died, the sapwood and heartwood assume
the same tint and remain similarly coloured. The sapwood is
characterized by an exudation of turpentine, as in all woods
belonging to this tyjie.
Genus Pinus (Pinaster type).—The Pinaster pines are
two-needled, with a moderately wide sapwood and slightly
reddish-brown heartwood, which becomes darker after felling.
The resin-ducts are somewhat larger than in spruces, and a
sudden transition of spring-wood into summer-wood is com¬
moner in these pines.
Genus Pinus (Taeda type), three-needle pines.—Sapwood
variable in breadth, heartwood as in Pinaster pines, but
resin-ducts larger and more distinct than in the latter (Fig. 23,
wood of Pinus paliistris, pitchpine). There is usually a more
sudden transition into the broad, hard, reddish summer-wood
than with Pinaster pines, to which section our Central and '
Northern European pines belong.
Genus Larix.—Species of larch with narrow pale sapwood
and reddish-brown heartwood. The resin-ducts are always
finer and less numerous than in all the above-mentioned species.
Genus Pseudotsuga.—Species of Douglas-fir. The sapwood
is fairly broad, the heartwood reddish-brown, as in larch, and
cannot be distinguished externally from larch heartwood.
For a certain diagnosis of the wood of all the above species
the use of the microscope is necessary, and exhibits such great
differences in the anatomy of the medullary rays, the resinducts, and in PsemiotsMja, also in the tracheids, which (as was
shown by Somerville) have, like yew, spiral thickenings,
that no possible confusion can arise.
81. Cemhran pinewood {Pinus, sections Cemh'a and birobus).
(There are eight species of the Cembran type and eight of the
Weymouth type in Europe, Asia and America.)
The resin-duets on all the sections are more distinct
than in the Pinaster pines, but less so than in tlie Taeda
,pines. The transition from the spring-wood to summer-wood

^ gradual, and the latter is limited to a nalWtr z<m|
The sapwood is broad, the heartwood pale reddish-brown,^;;
becoming darker on seami.
ing.
Narrow-zoned Wey¬
mouth pinewood taken from
the outer zones of old trees
is not distinguishable from
Cembran pinewood, even
microscopic observation fails
to separate them.
82. Woods

of

Silrer-fir,

Abies; of Hemloek-spmce,
Tsuga;

of

Taxodiniae,

Sequoia, Gryptomeria, and
Taxodium;

oj

Cedars,

Cednis*

The genus Abies includes
all silver-lirs in America,
Asia and Europe; Tsuga is
represented by seven species
only in America and Asia;
Seq^uoia and Taxodium in
Kig. 24. -Type of Cembraa Pinewood America only; Gryptomeria
(Pimt, groujj f’l'Mhm), and of Wey¬
in Asia; Cedrus by three
mouth pluewood {Pima, gioiip Utrobus).
species or varieties in Africa
A Cemtiran pine. B Weymouth pine.
and Asia.
As there are no resin-ducts,* only differences in colour and
scent apparently are available in the identification of these
• [The wood of Ueodar {Ctdrux Libani, mr, Deodara) is modmtely hard,
strongly scented, and very oily. The annual rings are distinct, owing to the
.darker summer-wood. The medullary rays are flue, unequal, and irregular,
fairly numerous, and show as a silver-grain on the radial section. The lesinducts are contiguous and arranged in concentric rows of single ducts close to
the borders of the airnual zones of wood. They .are absent from some of these
,,zones, and in the specimen before me appear in alternate zones only. More
knowledge is required about these ducts in deodar-wooil, and whether they
• occur also in the cedars of Lebanon and of the Atlas Mountains. Their
presence in deodar-wood was reported in Gamble's “ Indian Timber's,'’ first
edition (Iflfll), but was omittedhr thesecond edition of this book (1902). Other
ri.«athoritie8 state that cedarwood contains no ducts.— Tr. ]
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broods. Even microscopic observation fails owing to similarity
in their structure.
' Species of Silver-flx (Abies) are characterized by the fact
that there is no colouring matter in either sapwood or heartwood ; in this they resemble sprucewood, but can readily be
distinguished from the latter by the absence'of resin-ducts.

Species of Hemlock-spruce (Tsuga) have a broad sapwood
and a grey or greyish-brown heartwood.
In Sequoia the sapwood is narrow, the heartwood cherryred, eventually becoming greyish-brown.
Taxodium has a broad sapwood and a greyish-brown heartwood ; Cryptomeria, a broad sapwood and a reddish-brown
l^rtwood.
In cedarwood the sapwood is broad and the
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heartwood yellowish-brown. There are some microscopic
differences between the above-mentioned woods.
83. Woods of the famihj Ciqnr.ssineae (Genera, Chamaea/paris,
Cnpressus, Thut/a, Lihocedrm, Junipems, etc.).

There are no resin-ducts, and these woods are difficult to,
distinguish from those of the former groups; the finer tissues,
especially in the summer-wood, and their characteristic scent,
as well as differences in
colour, afford a few not
very trustworthy characters.
Microscopic examination is
also nnsatistaetory.
Lawson’s
Cypress
(Chainaeetipnris

iMirsoni-

aiia) has a broad sapwood,

a pale reddish lieartwood,
slightly differentiated from
the sapwood, a character¬
istic scent. Cham, obtusa
(.Tapanese) has a rosecoloured or reddish heartwood and a charaolerislic
scent;
Cham,
pisifera
(.Tapanese), a yellow heartwood; Thuya plicata, a
brownish-grey heartwood
in Thuya oeoidentalis the
heartwood is almost identical with the sapwood; Juniperus virginiana and J. bermudiana, Pencil-cedar, a narrow
sapwood, the heartwood being bright cherry-red and becoming
later yellowish-brown, with a pleasant cedar-like scent
(Fig. 26).
(C) Palmwoods.

34. Woods of the genera Areca, Arenga, Borassus, Cocos,
Corgpha, Livistona, Sabal, etc.

Transverse Section.—Vascular bundles with thick dark
brown or black wood, that is very hard near the periphery of

and others oblique, running inwards, or
outwards (as in Fig. 27).
Tangential Section. — Some of the
vascular bundles are vertical, others
triangular in cross-section, and it the
section cuts the bundles obliquely, they
are lanceolate (Fig. 27).
Palmwoods, according to genera, ex¬
hibit bundles of various colour from rose
to brown and dark black.
(D) Bamboowoods.
35. Il’ooits of Ihc. (//'iwra

Arnndiiiareu,

Jiiiiiihiisa, tic.

Transverse Section.—From tlie hollow
outwards the vascular bundles are
arranged in groups of four each, in the
form of a cross, nearer the cortex they
arc reduced to two woody parts, the
inner of which constantly incixiases in
thickness. The number of the bundles
increases towards the cortex.
Hadial Section.—'I'lie vascular bundles
appear as light brown or yellowish strands
of varying thickness, they are also twisted
into the transverse wall, that is opposite
to the external projection from which a
sheath-leaf has fallen (Fig. 28).
B.

Fig. 28.—Type of
Bamboowood.
Tf) the left, exterior,
to the rijfht hollow in¬
terior in the pai’t of n
transverse wall, opposite
to the line of insertion
of a bheath-leaf.

Tub Physical Pkopebties of Wood.*

1. Colour.
Much attention has not been paid to the colour of our
indigenous woods, as only a few of them (except laburnum• H. Nordlinger’fi valuable works on wood comprise : “ Dev HolzriiiR,” 1872;
Die techoiseben KigenschafUm dcr Hiilzer,” IHtiO ; “ Die gewerblicheii Kigen^iQhafieader Holzer," 1890.
4,
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Vood and brown oak) are naturally of a fine colour; al®^
desirable colours depend chiefly on fashion, while by bleach^
ing, and by the use of acids and dyes, any fashionable colour ’
can be produced. The natural colours of our woods are
utilized chiefly in wood-mosaic work. Freshly felled wood,
as a rule, possesses a distinct colour, which is' only
transitory.
It is by chemical changes only that the surfaces of planks
and scantlings, at first exhibiting very little trace of colour,
often rapidly acquire a decided tint, e.g., black alderwood;
such tints moreover cannot be fixed and are usually of no'
economic value. It has been surmised that these changes of
colour are due to tannin acted on by oxygen, by the air and by
sunlight. Colourless saps and ohroniogen, that are the bases
of madder, indigo and litmus and become coloured by oxida¬
tion or decay, are absent from wood; some woods, such as red¬
wood or pernambuko-wood * {Caesalpiuia hrasiliensis), contain
an extractible dye. Caesaljiinia Sappan, cultivated in Southern
India and Bengal, said by Gamble to l>e wild in the Shan
States, yields a red dye, that is much used. Logwood {Ilaematoxylon camp(xhiamm) from the West Indies and Central
America, red senders {Pterucarpus santaliniis) from Madras,
and other tropical woods, also yield important dyes. All our
own woods when boiled yield a brown colouring matter (colour
of brown paper).
Owing to the action of the oxygen of the air, all wood
colours become gradually darker; even what is described as
colourless sapwood becomes darker.
In opposition to the prevailing opinion, we class all woods
into two groups from the fact that all species of wood possess
a heartwood, whether the latter be externally discernible,
owing to its being permeated by colouring matter, or not.
In both these cases, the heartwood has physiological func¬
tions, which the sapwood cannot fulfil permanently (water
transport). It is better to renounce such terms as sapwood

,

* [Mathey, oj), ci#., p.7,terms thisBrazil'WOodjbai states that it comes from
Caetalpinia erUta and C. echinata of Guiana. Stone (“ Timbera of Commeroe ”]
^ves Chlorophora ttwtoria, from Cubs and Brazil, as the origin of Fustic
{ChlheH Brazilhdz), Mathey mentions Hypericvm bacciferutn (yellow) and
bracteata (violet), Guiana.—Tr.]
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trees

incomplete heartwood (Eeifholz) and

fiartwood trees.
Air our species of woods can therefore be grouped as
allows:—

larches,
hemlock/Heartwood in living trees Fines,
sprnces,
Douglas - firs,
containing little water.^
deodar, all ('-iqfremneae
Trees die shortly after gird¬
I. Heartwood
, and Ta.rodi}irae.
ling.
coloured.
{Oaks, elms, ashes, lilacs,
Heartwood in living trees
Permeated with
ilums and cherries, mulcontaining much water.
olouring matter.
jerry-trees, sweet chest¬
Treee may live a few years
nuts, Zelmca and all
1
after girdling.
PapilUmoeeHf.
II. Heartwood ('Heartwood in living trccH f Spruce’S, silvcr-fii*s, Si'lodo1
CspJmMapevx.
unooloured,
with little water,
f Beeches, hornbeams, birch
80 that sapwood
lento),
and heartwood llloartwood in living trees J (except Betvla
rich in water.
' maples, horse-chestnuts.
resemble one
another.

J

The more important indigenous and foreign species of wood,
jhortly after felling, exhibit the following colours:
Sapwood is coloured pale whitish- or reddish-yellow in all
wood-species.*
Heartwood similar to sapwood in colour.—Spruces, silverars, .spindle-trees (Eiionj/mns), horse-chestnuts, poplars,
birches (except cherry-birch), Sciodopiti/s, beeches.
Heartwood only slightly darker than sapwood.—Maples
limes, Sorbtts, Lawson’s cypress, Thuya ocddrntaliii.
In all succeeding woods the colour of the heartwood onb

is referred to:
bellow.—Bo.x, barberry, Ithus, orange-wood, pomegranate
Madura, sandal, Chamaecyparis pisifera (Japan), elder, satin
wood (Chhroxylon) (Ceylon), Xanthoxylon (West Indies)
FeroUa (Guiana).
Light-brown.—Oaks, Ailanthus, Celtis, Sorhus, hickorj
sweet-chestnut, plums, elms, ash, pearwood, olive, old pencil
cedarwood.
Light reddish-brown.—Yew, larch, old mahogany, cede
.{Cedrela), cherrywood, grenadil {Anthyllis, Dalbergia, Wei
Indies), briarwood {Erica arborea), Scots pine, Cembran pin
4/’’- [H. Stone has two species of seasoned wood (species undetermined)
((Which the sapwood is much darker than the heartwood. They ^ Imth fro
) British Guiana, and their native names are Howadanal and llaimihaUi," balli
(j^ng the Oarib word for tree.—Tr.]
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Dark reddisti-brown.—Cladiastis, mulberrywood, some
species of Taxodium.
Greyish-brown.—Teak, walnul-wood, jacaranda, giant
thuya, swamp-cypress, Cutadjia.
Light grey.—Woods from volcanic dejmsits in Japan.
Dark grey.—Some deciduous species of Dioyiyms, ironwoods*
(htpaiiia).
Black {or black and brown).—Some evei'groen IHospyrns
(pi)ony).
Eose-coloured.-Frosbly cut pencil-cedar, rosewoods,
Clianiacciipiiris nhliiM, .lapan, Sitka or Meiwics spruce, and
J’iira hiiiitlociiiiiii (Japan).
Yellowish-red. --(Ilrililsia (Noiih America), Gymmu-ladus
(North Aimii'ica), laburnum, Turiniy-oak, fresh mahogany,
Weymoiitli pino.
Cherry-red.—,Sc(|uoia, rod .sanders.
Bluish-red. —Amaranlli-wood (purplo-lieart, GojKiiJ'era)
from Guiana, black walnut, logwood, Calulpa npi'i-iima (North
America).
Blood-red (streaked with brown and Ijlack).—Andaman
padauk (f’trroi ar/ms ihtlhcrijiindi'x).
Green.—Imki-ux Cliloroj idini, cocua or green ebony I {Biya
Khniiis), from Central America and West Indies.
Yellowish green.— lioliinia.
Light olive.—Magnolia, lidipwood.
Dark olive.—(Inaiin nin, cocas Uli'f/u, JGiciiiis).
The breadth of sapwood vavii'.s in genera, species, and
even in individuals ; in youth all species have sapwood only ;
many species are when older characterized by very narrow
sapwood : r.g.. catalpa and sweet-chestnut with 1—2 zones of
sapwood, larch 1—'2 c.m. of sapwood, so some oaks, yew, mul¬
berry, roliinia ; lOc.ni. and over, pines, hickory, elms, ash, etc.
It should also be noted that rapidity of growth is influential
on the ratio of sapwood to heartwood, in favour of the
former.
* [There are mnny irouvYOi'dft from various coimtricji and of various colours.
The ludian kinds are eiiicfly Jlurdivichtti htHutn and
{Xylia d(4a- •
hri/ormi*), dark rctl and dark brown in eoUtur. - Tr.j
t [Mayr states that
AVwfM* is dark olive-et»lourcd, but this
species ^ipears to be a synonym of cocua-WiKai {Hryn KOeuim). >Xr.j
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2. Lustre.
AH woods can be rendered lustrous by polishing, but natural
lustre renders certain woods, such as satinwood, commercially
valuable.

The radial section is the best for exhibiting lustre,

as it shows the widest sections of the medullary rays (silvergrain), as in oaks, planes, beech, etc. The woods of the sweetchestnut, ash and hornbeam, have no silver-grain.

Maple-

woods have a silky lustre on the radial section, and coniferous
woods approach them in this respect.

There is no lustie in

the wood of any species of I'iriiti.

;i. Scent.
Tannins, fatty oils and ethereal oils act as Itearers of scent
ill wood: bv boiling woods slowly the scents are isolated, the
more rapid the b aling, the more scent comes off with the
water-vapour, while by heating and drying either in the air
or artilicially, the exhalation of scents is favoured. But after
as much of’ the water as possible has been evaporated, the
scent still continues, until in time the wood becomes scentless.
Even in old pieces of wood, by cutting and exjiosure of fresh
parts, the typical scent is again emitted.
.\ll species of wood possess a characteristic scent by which
the genera and species may be identified, but a descrijition of
their scents can be attempted only by comparing them to
well-known scents, c.7., the tanniu-like siaait of oakwood,
the turpentine scent of

conifers;

the varieties of scent

of turpentine characteristic for different species cannot be
described.

Excluding conifers, the turpentine and resin of

which is of commercial importance, the woods of iMiirdcme
(bay-tree) and the camphor trees (Cinnamoniura Camirhora of
Japan), also Bryobalanops Campbora, a dipterocarp from
Sumatra, are rich in agreeably-scented oil and yield commer¬
cial camphor.

Caiiiphnia (jlandnlijermi from Assam is also

highly scented with
able.

camphor.

Kaiidalwood oil

is valu-

All wood-scents are obtainable by distillation, but

usually in such small quantities as to be of no commercial
, importance.
sry wood loses its typical scent when it is attacked by

It

mmraEs op

fangi, hence the nattual scent of a wood la a proof oif it*
BOondnesB j when decay sets in, the odour given off is either
very disagreeable, or the opiwsite.
The scent of certain woods renders them commercially
valuable, especially as a strong scent keeps off insects and
renders the limber more durable.

Pencil-eedarwood {Jmi-

perm rin/iuiana, J. hermiuliana and J. chinensis), owing to its
pleasant scent and fine grain, is preferred for pencils. Cedrelawood from Cuba and Central America is used for cigar-boxes
on account of its lino scent and lightness. Indian sandalwood
{Saiitaliim alhiim) preserves its strong, agreeable scent for years.
Violet-wood (Acacia himwhiplii/lla, from ^IJastern Australia),
when used for parquet-flooring, as in the castle of Herrenchionsee, omits a fine violet-scent.
Teak, olivewood, pulley-wood (Gaaiaciim), Btmis and Sambuctis emit a strong odour of caoutchouc. Some woods, such as
freshly cut stinkwood from South Africa {(kotra bnllata), have
a disgusting odour.

Mathey adds that of Oustaiia ietrapetala

from Guiana.
4. Ifardncus.
As wood is not homogeneous, it offers a resistance to its
penetration by tools, tiiat differs according to the direction of
the penetrating force.

Hence its hardness depends on the

following;—
1. Direction of the force.—The greatest resistance is
offered to forces acting across the wood-fibres;

the least

resistance is along the fibres and also in the planes of the
medullary rays, that is in the radial direction, so that wood
is most easily split radially.
2. TTse of implements.—Nails, knives, axes, saws, augers,
planes, etc., act so differently that the* same wood exhibits
various degress of hardness to the different implements.

It is

however true that hard wood is always more difficult to deal
with than soft wood.
8. The degree of wetness of the wood.—All woods have
greater tenacity and looser texture when they are wet.

In

hard woods, this looseness of texture is more important than,
the tenacity produced by wetting, so that hard woods are mop$;

BAltDl^ad.

;«isily worked wefc than when dry.

4#
In soft woods, especially

those of broadleaved trees, the wetting ncreases the tenacity
more than the looseness of texture, so that they are easier to
work dry than wet.
4. Speoiflc weight.—This is a measure of the mass of
wood in a given volume, so that wood of high specific weight
is hard.

The future discussion of specific weight therefore

applies also to the hardness of wood.
5. Parts of a tree.—Hardness hero
specific weight.

corresponds with

The softest wood is root-wood; then the

western and eastern sides of the hole;

stump-wood; the

upper side of the branches; the lower side of the branches,
which last is the hardest wood that a tree produces.-

Spring-

wood is always softer than summer-wood, especially when
the latter is particularly broad.

A more detailed account of

this qiuistion will be given hereafter (p. 54).
C., Coherence, owing to the union of the cells and of the
materials that form their walls. —Differences in coherence, in
spite of a similar s])ec'fic w’eight hi the woods, cause a consider¬
able difl'erenco in the resistance offered by them to implements.
7. Presence of substances other than water.—If water,
which softens it, has left the cell-wall, and another material,
such as resin or any impregnating substance, has replaced it,
the wood becomes harder.

Thus highly resinous wood, such

a.s the knots of conifers, is extremely hard.
8. Temperature.—Frozen

unfrozen wood.

wood

is

much harder than

The slipping aside of wedge and axe in work¬

ing frozen wood cannot befexplained in accordance with the
prevalent theory, if, when wood is frozen, water is driven from
the cell-wall.
Owing to the connection between hardness and specific
weight, more detailed data will be given under the latter head¬
ing. Here the following scale of hardness is suggested :
Very hard, hard as a bone.—Pulley-wood, ebony, ironwood.
Hard.—Box, pitch-pine, hickory, barlierry, hornbeam, oak,
robinia, field-maple, mahogany, ash, beech, sweet-chestnut.
Fairly hard.—Walnut, pear- and apide-wood, elm, larch,
yew, cherry-wood, birch.
Bather soft.—Alder, horse-chestnut.

w
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Bolt.—^Pine, spruce, silver-fir, Cedrela, cypress, lime;'
Very soft.—Weymouth pine, willow, poplar, Pmlomm
Cutininghmnia, Jioiiihaj;, heitmna Floridaiia (cork-wood from
Florida, used for floats (or fishing-nets).
Soft as cork.—llcrmmkni, from the Upper Nile. [Indian
Bolah, generally termed pith, but really the wood of AeschynoincHC aiipeva, which grows in marshes ; it is used for hats,
fishing-floats, etc.—Ti'.]
5. Specific weight.
A high specific weight in wood is not necessarily adesideratum.
On financial grounds, when light wood offers the same advan¬
tages as heavy wood, the lighter wood is preferred. Wood of
a high sp. weight is valuable on account of the other proper¬
ties that this more or less involves, chiefly hardness and
caloric power.

As the sj). weight

of a piece of wood, of

which )' is the volume and If' the weight, is very easily and
exactly determined from its absolute weight and volume, for
more than a century the determination of the sp. weight of
woods has offered a favourite field for investigation. Nearly
all investigators, fi'om Uuhamel to those of the present time,
have decided that the excellence of wood depends on its
speoiflo weight. Kdnig, Harlig, and his scholars, Bertog,
Eichhorn, Omeis and Schneider, have considered the term
heavy, when applied to wood, as identical with good, from
every point of view. Nordlinger, Bauschinger, Schwappach,
Fernow, Both and Jauku, whos# works on the sti'ength of
wood will be discussed further on, refer to excellencies depen¬
dent on high sp. weight. Other authors, such as Tetmajer
and H. Mayr, regard sp. weight as only one of the factors in
adjudging the strength of species of wood. If it wore possible
to exclude other factors which affect the strength of wood and
often alter it in a way that does not corres])oud to variations
in sp. weight, the latter might be the best factor in the
question. But this is impossible, so that the prediction of
the strength of a wood from its sp. weight is not more trusts
worthy than weather-forecasts based on atmospheric pressure
only,. Agriculture cannot be directed by the rise and;

^^^Sbaro^tric'column, neither can silviculture nor,
Food industries be based on the sp. weight of wood.
' Sppeific weight is the ratio of the weight of a given volume
if any substance to that of the same volume of water, so that,
f the sp. weight of water be 100, woods with a sp. weight over
00 will sink in water, and those in which it is under 100 will
loal in water.
According to Sachs, the cell-walls of wood have a sp.
veight of 156. Hartig * found this to be true for most woods,
ispecially for oak, beech, birch, and spruce, and showed that
here is no difference in this respect between the coll-walls of
sapwood and heartwood. As in the tissues of wood there are
innumerable air-bearing, closed lumina, it is evident that, in
ipite of the high sp. weight of the cell-wall, the sp. weight of
wood is so low, that most woods float in water.
The speoiflo weight of green wood is that of the standing or
recently felled tree, but as the volume of water varies in standing trees, and water begins to evaporate from felled trees as soon
as they are felled, the weight of green wood is very variable.
As water ascends chiefly in the last-formed layers of sapwood,
that is the wettest part of a tree and usually heavier than
water, with which its lumina are full.

The next outer layers

of sapwood are also wetter and heavier than its inner layers.
Hearlw'ood in a green state is always lighter than sapwood,
even when, as in broadleaved trees, it is very wet. The heartwood of freshly felled conifers is always much lighter than their
sapwood, for there is 35 per cent, more water in the latter.
Fifty per cent, of the weight of sapwood is that of the con¬
tained water, while coniferous heartwood contains only 15 per
cent, of water (by weight).

The greater the proportion of

heartwood there is in a tree the lighter its wood, so that the
whole stem decreases in weight as it becomes older.

When it

is assumed that there is 46 per cent, of water in green wood,
no account is taken of the above fact, nor of the variation in
the wetness of the sapwood at different seasons in a year.
R. Hartig (op. eit.) has studied the seasonal variations of
water in wood, but the results he has arrived at are not given;
• E. Hartig, “Uber die Verteilung der orgauischeu Substaux ues WasBern u.
den B&umen.” BerliHi 1882.
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' iiere, as he did not consider the influence oi the weather at
the time oi his observations, nor the degree of moisture of
the soil, individual variations, etc.

H. Mayr’s observations

show that the degree of wetness of the sapwood depends on
the relative atmospheric humidity, which varies day and night;
also on llie weather, for after rain the stem may become
gorged with water, and drier after a ]>oriod of drought.

Hence

during any month the so-called maximum volume of water
in a tree may be diminished; it varies also with the nature
of the soil and in individual trees.
When felled stems lie in the forest with or without bark,
their wetness varies according to the relative air-humidity or
the raininess or dryness of the weather.

I'ivaporation, how¬

ever, on the whole, preponderates over high relative humidity
or wet weather.

After a stem has lain for some time in the

foriist, its sp. weight is that of forest-dry

wood; this is

less constant than its green weight or air-diy weight, but is
always intermediate between them.

In logs and firewood the

upper parts apjiroaeh air-dry wood in weight, those parts on
the ilamii ground, that of green wood.

Wood that is felled in

winter and brought out of the forest at the beginning of spring
weighs nearly as mueh as green wood ; only split firewood
sbowH any appreciable reduction in weight.

The weight of

green and forest-dry wood is of practical imi)ortance in woodtransport.
Wood becomes air-dry, or seasoned, only a long time after
Uie felling, and the more rapidly the more the wood has been
sulxlivided.

Balks and thick planks must be kept for years

and jirotected from rain or from resting on the ground before
they hocome air-dry.

Air-dry wood still contains 10—15

per cent, of its weight, in water.

This is held firmly by

adhesion in the eell-walls, and its mass fluctuates with the
relative atniosidieric humidity; hence in order to expel it
artificial

heating

to

100—110’ C. is reipiired, at which

tempcralnre all the water passes into steam.
the absolutely dry weight of wood is determined.

In this way
This weight

has a scientific value only, in comparing the weights of woods
* H. Mayr, UlK*r ilon foj’slllehMi Weil del'gfgenwUrtijf iiblichen Methoilen
HUT Bwtiiimmiiif der Qualitat der HoUei.’’

:: wmmno^ -whight.
from

whieh

that most

intrusive factor water has been

sliminateil.
'
.
II dry or green wowl is placed in water, it at once al)sorl)8
more water, till finally all the air-spaces in the wood are full.
Its weight then is that of saturated wood, which has always
a higher

sp.

weight

than water (100), hut lower

that of the cell-walls (iSfi).

than

fiaturated wood alwap sinks,

and wood that has been lloaled loo long approaches in weight
that of saturated wood.

As water is a possible factor in

nearly all wood industries, air-dry wood is always in demand,
thou'^h it is well known that much unseasoned wood is

used” fraudulently.

Kven wood that has become seasoned

after being kept for years in a dry place is a material cimtainiiig a variable amount of water, for wood is hygroscopic, and
its degree of wetness varies with the moisture of tlie atmo¬
sphere.
Air-dry wood wlien utilized varies in weight—

(1) With the relative atmospheric humidity;
(U) With the age of the tree.
In IHfil Konig stated that the wood of all trees becomes
lighter as they become older, and his statement has been con¬
firmed by more recent investigations. The younger a tree and
the shorter the felling rotation owing to a favourable soil and
a warm locality, the heavier is the wood, hut Mayr hp
often (op. ril.) remarked on the small importance attached in
forestry to the sp. weight of wood.

(a) According to the parts of a tree.
Roots have the lightest wood, and the wood of the upper
parts of roots is lighter than that which lies below, while the
thinner the roots the lighter they are.

Then comes the bole,

the western side of it being lighter than its eastern part.
Woodmen term the eastern side of a tree its hard side, for
they know this fact by experience.

Wood from the crown is

somewhat heavier than wood from the bole, but heavier and
harder wood is on the eastern side of the stump; branchwood is still heavier and harder, especially on the under-side
of branches.

^4
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(4) According to the breadth ot the annual aones jaid

th» ratio of

spring-wood

to summer-wood within An

annual zone.
It is well known tliat snmmer-wood is heavier than springwood.

Foresters, Imilders, and manufacturers have always

adjudged the hardness and weight of wood in accordance with
the ratio of the amount of summer-wood to that of spring-wood.
They have also considered the question of the width of the
whole annual zone, which 1!. Hartig has recently shown to
have no influence on the quality of a wood.

Practical experi-,

ence has decided that in broadleaved woods, the wider the
annual zones, the chief increase is in the harder and heavier
summer-wood, while in coniferous wood, when the zones
become wider, the increase is chiefly in the spring-wood.
Hence, in broadleaved woods wide zones, and in conifers
narrow zones, imply heavy wood.
n. Mayr in 1884, in a pamphlet on the wood of Douglas
fir, was the first to publish an account of exceptions to this
law, which contrasts broadleaved and coniferous woods in such
a remarkable manner. He showed that, in spite of an increase
in the breadth of the annual zones, no decrease in the sp.
weight of the wood followed, but that it even increased.
Hartig, Cieslar, and others, proved this later for Douglas fir
and other coniferous woods.

It has also been demonstrated

that in broadleaved woods a breadth of zone of more than
6 mm. results in a decrease in weight and hardness, and that
in coniferous woods there is a similar decrease when the
annual zones are less than 0‘5 mm. broad.

The observations

also show that woods with the same breadth of annual zones
are sometimes heavier and sometimes lighter.

These excep¬

tions to the law prove that another natural law exists by which
the effects of the former law may be sometimes enhanced,
sometimes diminished, and sometimes reversed.

This natural

law, enunciated by H. Mayr in 1890 (“Die Waldungen von Nordamerica ”) owing to his own investigations and to the mass of.
indigenous and foreign wood then available, is as follows;
Asmiming identity of sqil, the speoiflo w«^t and hardness
^^ood decreases with distance ftom the optimum (dimate

pf its {trodaetion botb towards cooler or warmer regioiia.
is indifferent whether the annual sones consequently
'^crease or decrease in breadth, or whether the wood is
’hroadleaved or coniferous. Within the natural habitat of
any species of tree the centre of its habitat produces the
heaviest and hardest wood.
Every species of tree lives in a certain climatic region,
although the habitat of the tree may show great irregulari¬
ties owing to marine currents or topographical features. Such
irregularities in the habitat of a tree, insular expansions on
the one hand or insular exclusions on the other, might induce
one to suppose that not the climate, but the soil, is decisive
for the natural extension of the species.
[There is a close relation between a tree’s demands upon
temperature and upon soil. Given the proper temperature, it
will grow where the soil is unfriendly; and given the most
congenial soil, it will grow where the temperature is not ideal.
The colder and wetter the soil, the bettor will a tree grow with
a relatively high temperature; the drier and warmer the soil,
the better it will grow with a relatively low temperature.
Thus on a northern slope the forester will often find it safe to
plant trees which would not thrive on the southern side of the
same mountain, because northern slopes are cooler and raoister
than southern ones, and this difference may suffice to effect a
slight reduction in the average temperature of the region.
There is a wide variation among trees as to the range of tem¬
perature which they endure. But it should not be inferred
that only geographical lines can he drawn tor the distribution
of any species. The right temperature conditions may be
found outside the geographical habitat at higher or lower
altitudes. A southern species, whose home is in the moun¬
tains, may find a second home in the northern latitudes of a
level country, and a northern lowland species may thrive on
mountains in the south.—Tr.]
Mayr’s observations here (cf. p. 60) do not include the soil
as one factor in this natural extension, but regard the range of
temperature and the distribution and amount of annual rainfall
os its most important factors. Hence arises the important fact
for the cultivation of trees that there may be climatic regions

raoi>EBTEE& Of woSi
■and climalie optima for a species even b^ond its nji™
Litat for the possibility of the natural bridging over of
localities that are unfavourable for a species is much moie
difficult than is generally believed.

It is false o affiim that,

because- a species thrives outside its native habitat, it is not
dependent on a decided climatic region, and that it is useless
to determine climatic regions as a natural basis for the culti¬
vation of all indigenous and exotic trees.

But we must not

overlook the fact that, in forestry, species can be cultivated
outside their native habitat, if, although they may yield no
fruit and no seed, they still produce valuable wood.

In such

cases, however, the species would disappear as soon as the*
hand of man is withheld [unless, like the English elm, they
produce suckers.—Tr.].
With regard to the introdmdion of species of trees beyond
their native habitat, for any species there are live imaginable
climatic regions, throe of them natural and two artificial.
Ill 0.

Artificial region cooler than the natural
habitat.

(II0.
Natural . j

Region cooler than the optimum.
.pjjg optimum.

habitat.

Begion warmer than the optimum.
Ill w. Artificial

region

warmer

than

the

optimum.
The law enunciated above may lie expressed as follows: The
sp. weight of every species of wood is gradually reduced from
region 1 towards II c and II w, and towards 111 c and III w,
whether its annual zones arc wider or narrower.
The oak is the first example. Its habitat in (iermany is
usually n c.

Only the wannest localities in (iermany come

under 1; these are districts where there are vineyards.

By

experimental plantations oak is often grown in III c, while 1
and II w are in the south and south-east of Germany, and
III w in Southern Europe.

As in the first half of the rota¬

tion of all species of trees, equality of soil and sufficient
moisture being presupposed, the breadth of the annual zones
increases with the climatic temperature, we find a general
increase in the breadth of annual zones of oakwood from
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rill c to II c, I, II w, and III w. What is, however, the
resulting sp. weight of the wood ? In 11 c,
the
Spessart, the air-dry sp. weight is 50, while as we approach
the warmer climate in I the annual zones become broader
and the sp. weight of the wood increases, until in I an
average sp. weight of 74 for air-diy oakwood is attained.
This follows the old law, the wider the annual zones, the
heavier the wood. If we weigh oakwood grown in 11 w or in
III w, although actual figures are wanting, we know that the
very broad-zoned wood is soft and spongy and therefore lighter
in weight than wood from I.*
The larch for more than a century has been planted outside
its native habitat, the Alps and Carpathians (its zones
I and 11 w): in warmer localities. Til w, and as far as Denmark
and Scotland [In Scotland the climate probably approaches
II w.—Tr.]. Its rapid growth in most of these countries and
the gr(!at width of its annual zones, when eomi)arod with
mountain larchwood, are well known, as well as the fact that
its hp. weight down to 45 is much lower than in its native
habitat I, where the sp. weight may he as high as 80. If we
proceed upwards from the plains, the old law for conifers holds
good that as the annual zones become narrower the sp.
weight increases, and as they become broader the weight
is reduced. But on considering the uppermost and coolest
station of larch, II c, it appears that the very narrowzoned larchwood again becomes lighter than that from t,
while its sp. weight falls to 55.t There is little practiced
experience of larchwood from the highest regions, or it would
he found opposed to the old law that conifers become heavier
the narrower their annual zones.
The spruce also conforms to the new law, for its wood in
the long wide regions I and II w possesses an average sp.
weight of 45, whilst the broad-zoned sprucewood grown in
* [111 Euglniidiihc
and heaviest oakwood is |>roiiuco<l in Kent, Sussex,
and Hamyshire, as well as in Hercford!*hiic an«l its ailjoining counties. These
are tlie hotU»t counties in the British isles, and presumably correstiond to 1
for oak. The best larchwood U produced in Scotland. A study of the
comparative sp. weight and of the width of the annual zones of oakwood
and larchwocxl in different parts of the British Isles woulil be very useful.—

av.]
^ ^ .f J, W^ely,

Die dsterreicbischen AlpenlSnder a. ihre Forsten."

1863.
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wanner Germany, region III w, has an average sp. weight
of between 38 and 41.

The region II c—the uppermosl’

spruce region, above whicli (III c) its cultivation Womes
impossible, as the top of It e is the upper mountain limit of
tree growth—is characterised by the production of narrowringed “ resonance ” wood (used for violins and other stringed
instruments), which has also a low sp. weight, as low as 40
and avoraging 42.
Thus .Mayr’s law (!X[ilains the exceptions to the above prac¬
tical laws regarding coniferous and broadleaved woods, which
are no exceptions to the greater natural law that is here
enunciated.
This law that the sii. weight of woods is diminished when
they are ))roducod beyond Ibe optimum climatic region of the
species of tree is especially intoresting to tliose who main¬
tain that Ibe strength of timber is dependent on the sp.
weight of wood.

Scbwappach (1807) is one of those, and

states that the transverse strength of timber diminishes as a
tree grows Iswond its optiimim region, which is only an asser¬
tion of this law.

llartig stales, that in beech wood neither the

breadth of llie annual zones nor the climate exercises any
influence over its sp. weight, which dejicnds solely on the age of
the tree; that in coniferous woods the sp. weight increases as
long as the annual increment is increasing and diminishes
')^en the latter decreases.
(!i) The tending of a crop of trees must influence the sp.
weight of the wood, for cleanings, thinnings, and a free posi¬
tion of a tree are merely alterations in the environment of
trees as regards light and heat. In a dense wood dominated
trees suffer from a deprivation of both light and heat. Giving
a tree a tree position removes it, as it were, from a cooler to a
warmer climate, while for a suppressed tree these conditions
are reversed.

Hence, by thinning, the optimum climate for

oak may be approximated to or receded from in the case of:
•spruce.

Spruce, for instance, grown in II w or III w, when,

suppressed has, it is well known, heavier wood, while suppressed)
oak grown in II c or III c has lighter wood.
;j
i.« (6) The speciflo weight varies with genera, species, or Indul

i^^tanc TPilSHT.
' I y '' ^ 1
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natarally in the warmer climates are, on the whole, heavier
than those from cooler regions, e.g., heavy tropical ironwoods
when compared with European oakwood.

However, it must

not be ignored that some tropical woods are extremely low in
the scale of sp. weight.

The variations in the weight of woods

of the same genus, but of different species and heat require¬
ments, are less decided.

Europe is so poor in species of the

same genus of trees, as to afford few examples of this.

In

North America, the white oak when grown in the more southern
States has an average sp. weight of 89, the black oak that of
73; the same oaks when grown in northern States have sp.
weights of 77 and 70 respectively.*

So far as our experience

goes, however, different species of a genus that have identical
heat requirements, or are cultivated in similar climatic regions,
do not produce wood differing in sp. weight or in other quali¬
ties. On the contrary, it appears that nearly related species
of trees, r.q., Sitka and Norway spruce, Nordmann's and our
own silver-fir, the white American and our sessile oak, sugarmaple and sycamore, etc., produce equally heavy ivood, if
gi’own under conditions that produce heavy wood for the,
genus in Europe, or equally light wood when under opposite ■
conditions.
Attention is here directed to some common errors made in
comparing exotic and indigenous plants. Equally favourable
conditions of soil and climate should be presupposed.
Exotic conifers when introduced into European lowlands
should not be eomiiared as regards the quality of their wood
with our own conifers grown in I, but with them when grown,
also in the lowlands.

Thus Japanese larch planted in our

lowlands should be compared with lowland and not mountain
•European larch.
As an instance of a second error, Weymouth pinewood was
formerly considered the best pinewood of North America,
because it afforded the longest, strongest, and most work¬
able pinewood from the earlier settlements in the north-east
of America.

In Europe there are-many better conifers, so

that the American preference for it counts for nothing with us.
The Americans have misjudged similarly the quality of the';,
f Oenwis Beport of tiie United States, 1890*
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wood of other pines, which they compared with that of the
Weymouth pine, such as P. nsiiwsa, P. divaru-ata (Banksiam),
P. rufida, P. imudnvsa; we should not accept their judg¬
ment blindly, as it can be proved from mature Europe-grown
wood only of these species, which can then be compared
commercially with our own pinewood.
A third error arises from comparing the wood of young and
old trees of the same indigenous or exotic species.

Young

conifers, r./;., Weymouth pine, necessarily contain ))oor wood,
for either tliey have no lioartwood or very little in proportion
to their sapwood, while their lower branches have not fallen,
or their knots are covered with a few zones of wood only. The
older the Weymouth pine is, when grown in Germany, the
more favourable are the opinions held about the quality of its
wood. It is this o]>inion, ami not that of .\mericans, that is
decisive for u.s.
(7) The soil under similar climatic conditions greatly
affects the width of tlu! annual zones and the weight of wood.
Ilartig has, however, stated that soil has no influence on
heechwood, hut that the best soil produces the heaviest sprucewood.*

It is certain that every s])ecies of tree finds the most

favourable conditions for its growth on the best soil. It
strives to form a largo crown and a hill bole, so as to ensure
its fructification.

In forestry, however, the vegetative part of

the tree, the bole, is moi-e valuable than the fructification,
and should be as free from knots, as rich in heartwood, and as
cylindrical as possible.

These requirements are not secured

always on the absolutely best soil. Such is a well-manured
garden soil, and wood grown on such a soil is hranehy, broadringed, and may suffer from rod-rot.

Also on very poor, dry

soil wood grows slowly, with narrow zones, and is less heavy
than wood produced on moist, loamy sand or sandy loam.
Hence for every species there is a soil optimum that yields
the heaviest wood, climatic conditions being equal, and soils
richer or iworer in nitrogen than the optimum yield wood of
lower sp. weight.
(8) When sapwood passes into coloured heartwood, the
• R. asrlig. '• Bau u. UewicUt dos Kichteiihois.”
.e^tftVlI. 1898.

I’orslliche Naturw,

Zeit-

cleeper the colour, tlie heavier the wood.

It is very difficult to

decide how far the sp. weight is thus affected, as individual
variations and the natural falling off in weight from the inner
zones of the wood outwards complicate the question.

Hartig

states that the colouring matter in oakwood raises its dry
weight C i)er cent.

Woods, the cell-lumina of which are

filled with colouring matter, such as tropical dye-woods and
artificially injected wood, are considerably heavier than lightcoloured wood.^'
(9) Eesin increases the weight of conifers.

According to

Mayr, 1 when sapwoiKl passes into heartwood there is a gradual
change from liquid turpentine into solid, heavy rosin.

It is

not true that new formations of resin occur in old wood
parts.

The absolute quantity of it remains constant; only its

form alters; the turpentine becomes oxidised and ooncentrated
only.

The increase in weight is greatest in species that con¬

tain the most turpentine, r.f/., Weymouth pine, Scots pine,
spruce, and, least of all, silver-lir.

The stump is heaviest, not

only because its wood has thick walls, but laicause it contains
the most resin.

WIksi resin formation begins (rulf “Defects

in AVood ’■), and th(! cell-walls dry, a very remarkable increase
in weight follows (resin-galls, hard knots).
(10) Abnormal tissues in woods usually increase their
weight, but their strength is thus greatly injnred.

Occluded

woods, bun's or excrescimces in wood, and contorted fibres are
usually heavier, but not therefore better than normal wood.
Among these may be reckoned the abnormally hard wood
which all our conifers produce on the lower side of branches,
at bends in the stem, on the rootstock, and on the eastern side
of stems, that woodmen name hard, or red, wood {<■/. “Defects
in Wood “).
(11) Organic and inorganic salts, that are partly soluble in
water, contribute appreciably in the formation of sapwood.
Such are sugar, albumen, gums, etc.

In heartwood they have

no sensible influence on the weight of wood.

1' looting wood

♦ [The bhvck wooJ ot ebony weighs 75—80 )bs., im.l ilB sapwoiKl only
49—50 lbs., per cubic foot, the extra weight being due to a eoloured substance
tliat fills the lumina till the structure is scarcely disceruilile by a niicroi iSBOlte.—Tt.]
''
■ t H, Mayr, “ Das Hula der Nadelhiilser.”

1894.
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In rivers involves a partial absorption of
*l ..
sapwood by the water, so that the weight of the wood la
reduced,

mod-nierchants say that this loss is slight, bui.

detailed investigation is wanting.

It is evident that injechon ;

with preservative substances must increase the weight of wood. ^
Still less investigated is the share of ash-oonstituents m
the weight of wood, but at any rate it is inconsiderable.

In

broadleaved and coniferous wood, as soon as the animal zone
is completed, there is no further addition of ash-constituents.
In palms and bamboos, the wood of which is intermediate to
exogenous wood and bark, there is a change in the mineral
constituents during the whole life of the stem.

Thus the

quantity of silica steadily increases, so that the »p. weight
is

considerably increased.

According

to

Koide, the

sp.

weight of the Hachiku bamboo {Phi/Uostackus piihenila) is in
the first year lOtl, in the fifth year 113, in the eighth 118,
but after the eighth year it steadily diminishes with the age
of the bamboo. This law is true for aU bamboos, t
A knowledge of the sp. weights of I'wcui-dni wood is of
ractical importance as regards transport from forests.
however, very variable.

It is,

Bidiuierle and Vultejus have deter¬

mined these weights as follows in kilograms per cubic meter,
solid or stacked, and they are also given in pounds avoirdupois
per cubic loot.
O.vK, Beech,' Hokneeam,- Ash, Svcajioue, Elm.

• The weights of beech and hornbeam cordwood ai-e given in the
second column in metric and English weights and measures.
{Cubic meter)
—
fStackeil cubic meter) Si'lit coniwi-tHi
'■
„
Hound
”

„

Stume

lUOlaggoU.

A'llox.
720
t)70
tu>u
. 614
1,200

Lbs.
.. 45‘H per cubic
.
42....')3'
. . S4U‘
,
. ,. sao» . .. 38...r)iK)i>
.. 3H-6
„
.
.. 75’5 per 100.
.

• [Maeaes of opaline sdica termed tabaMr ure sometimes formed in the
hollows of bamboos, while the vessels of Aeaeia (hiculiu and of teak maybe
filled with calcium carbonate and calcium phospliale or silica. In J. Cutecim
this property renders the wood laater for cutch-making.—Tr.]
' + f This fact has long been known in India, where bamlioes have a considerable commercial value. The culms up to a certain age vary in external oolonr
and incrosse in vreight; only the heavier ones are used for building purposes, while
hftei' attaining a maximum density they gindually rot. Their age is knovra b|l
ijhe colour of their rind.—Tr.J

Bi«0H, Abpbn, Spruce, Scots Tinb, Silveb-fir, Ijarch,
Black Pine.
The weights of silver-fir and black pine cordwood are given
in the second column :
Kiloa.

(Cubic meter)
l-.iu,.
(Stftckea cubic meter) Split coitiwoul
Koumi V
„
Stump „

570...
. M
,«r cubic foot.
4i(J ... tMJ ... -J .•...41
•••
•••
•’
...
... -*-i
'•

These weights, according to Baur,* arc as follows for stackec
wood u
Sl'J.IT COKOtrOOl),
Kilox.
per cuhie
Meter.

Spruce
Scots pine..
Larch
Silver-tir ..
Weynioulh lUlIl* ...
Oak
Beech
Hornbeam
Abler
AS|H‘11
Itohmiii
Ash
.,
...

;HS7

ItoUN!) ( OUl>\VO<)l).

Ihx.
per cubic
foot.

Alios.
per cubic
Meter.

2I-.'>
24

411
424
480
302
203
.^73
430
r,87
380
380
■’>70

..

42.S

_
4u
3.“)
_
2S
27

:*«7

37

.*»*”

'M\

—(iH-'*
.‘»<M

—

In Germany, for taxation purposes, one solid cubic meter of
wood is reckoned at GOO kilos, (a culdc meter = 35-1 cubic
feet, and 1 kilo. = ‘2-2 lbs.).

In German railway-transport a

cubic meter of hardwood is considered to weigh 1,000 kilos,
and of softwood, 750 kilos.
The following list of the air-dry and forest-dry sp. weights
of wood has been prepared from data supplied by Nordlinger,
Chevandier, v. Baur, Biihler, Kurmarch, v. Exner, v. Seckendorf, Moller, Hartig, Mohr, Sargent, Fernow, Schwappacb, as
well as by the authors of the present book.

It is well known

that good average figures may differ from the actual weights
when the maximum and minimum weiglits of the same species
also .differ considerably; tliis is especially the case in forest-

t

dry wood, where incorrectness depends more on

tlie amount of

pwood and heartwood in the specimen than on the water it
li'?,

$Bur, “ fiber GewicUt, Volumen u. Wareergehelt des Hohes.”

Il;
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tontains. Maximum weights of forest-dry wood imply
sapwood, wliile minimum weights occur when the specimei?'
is chiefly heartwood.

Hence the maximum forest-diy weights

of all species of wood vary between 100 and 130, and their
minimum forest-dry weights between 40 and 100.

In air-

dry weights, the disturbing factor, water, if not excluded
entirely, is kept so far in the background that sapwood and
heartwood contain equal volumes of water.

In air-dry wood,

therefore, the average ligures given are very approximately
correct, the highest sp. weights of the same species varying
between 55 and 95, and the lowest between 35 and 80.
The woods are grouped according to their average air-dry
weights, those with sp. weight of 80 and over being classed
as very lieary, from 70 to 80 as heavy, from 55 to 70 as
moderately heavy, from 40 to 55 as light, and those under
40 as very light.

Wherever this can be done with any pre¬

cision the sp. weight of forest-dry wood is also given.

The

weight of a cubic meter of the wood or of a stacked cubic
meter (Itaummrlcr or xtcre) can be calculated by multiplying
the ligures by 10 or I'l respectively.

[As a cubic foot of

water weighs 1,000 oz. = C-2i lbs., the weight of a solid cubic
foot

of wood may be calculated from its sp. weight by

multiplying it by -(i-lu, and for a stacked cubic fool by -471.
American board-measure is in square feet of one-inch planking,
and is thus twelve times its volume in cubic feet.—Tr.'J
Tahli: 01' SrEru'jc Wkhihts ok Wood.
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fhy. dry.
C(»CUK ttiul violctWi'tHl
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OiiaiacuiD.
KlKitiy
.
li’onwocKls, various
Evergi*eeu oaks.

Ureuf^il...

140

IHO
120
un
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SaliiiwiHKi
. 1(K)
13oxwootl ...
. \):>
Hriarwooti {h'rira arhomt) i»r»
HtKCWOod {Javarattfh) ... i»o
Turkey tnUc
. 85
81
Hickory, Amcnoan
WliUethom
. 82
Horiibeim
. 80
Teak
. 80
80
Mahogany
... ,
80
Is Bamboo

■

■
1
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i
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!
i

_

_
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—

_
_

_

1
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_
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105
1
1
HB 1
....
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dry. dry.
103
Yew
. 80
Zelkowa Konki. 70
106
redunculjile ojik. 70
104
—
I’itch |»ine (/*. iialmtrii) 75
11 TO Sap.
wood
Hickory,Gcrin!in(///<•«>/•/« 1L
ulho) .1 s- Heart.
1
wwkI
—
White oak. 75
llobiuia . 75
IOC
Ash, European . 7i
Sessile oak
. 74
101
—
Gleditsin. 78
Beech
. 72
m
72
Walnut {J.
•-T
Kim
. 70
Ficld.'inaple
. 70 jM

J
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ferntt- 1
dru. dry.
105
Pinus rigkia
70

4i>-

*car
.
Jlsdraatis.
kpple-trec
Lustrian pine
iyoamore.
i'raxiiinR alba
(weot chestnut ...
tugar-mapie
ied oak (Q. rHlmt)

'berry
}orsicau pirn;
lazul
.

BJm (^/. efNitti) ...
liftivh
.
(eoHiinnnj
Bhutk walnut
Birch
Plane.
.
llnrxC'ClirHtiint

...

homfbiK lir (Am.
(icrmatr)
Magnoli.i Ityimlcuca
Sallow
.
J‘in««<livaiicjila .
Scots pirn*
Acer tia*>yi*in|mn'
latm*
Abler
.

_

(*.7
(»7
(»7
(1(1
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—
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Pcncil-eedar
Do,
(Saigon ()
Spi'UOt!
.
Sitka dpruco
Silvcr-lir (EuiojKtau)
liawfitm’s cypress
Willow (.y. ttlhi)...
Hemlock spruce ...
Swamp cvpicRS ...
Aspen
.
Wliitc poplar
Ccinbmu pint;
Pynunitlai poplar
I’iccji pungfim
...
Uotiwood ((’alifoinia)
Crypttmioiin japonica
IbUalpH 8[>ccio«:i...
(ii-cy wsilmit
. .
Al)ii*K ctuicolor ...
(‘lianm'cvpariH olOiisa
Weymouth piim ..
Kui;t‘lmaii‘s Kpriice
St‘<jiioiu gigaiiteu
Panlownia
('nniongtmmia
(’ork ((/ ShIm'v) ...
Ilcrminiera

Air- Furegt*'
dry. dry, ..
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.
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51
50
33
17
47
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According to Mayr’s observatioiiH, Woymonth pinewood
weiglts tlio same in EurojK! as in Ainorica, and V. lloth's
fignres quoted in “ The White I’ine,” iiy V. M. Spalding,
IW)!), concur.
6. Coherence.
Coherence is the force that keeps the constituents of wood
united; it is measured hy the resistfince offered by wood to
shearing strains and to a separation of the cells, tissues,
or annual zones.

Tetmajer states that the coherence of

wood may be measured

by the amount of

deformation

exhibited in testing its strength and by the force applied.
Its influence is here apparently greater than that of specific
t’^mght, to which coherence is not proportional.

Whenever

fjWood is utilized its coherence comes into play, but there are
exact observations of this quality in woods of different

7. Ilygroieopkity.
, The hygroscopicity of a wood is its reaction to water and
water-vapour. If absolutely dry wood is placed in contact
with air saturated with water-vapour, as an organised body,
.#ie walls of its tissues gradually absorb so much moisture
that the wood becomes saturated. The weight of the woody
tissue is then about 15 per cent, more than its absolutely dry
weight. If the wood is in air with a relative humidity
of 50, it absorbs gradually only 50 per cent, of the
water that it could absorb in saturated air, viz., about 7 to
8 per cent, of its own weight. The absorption of the walls
of woody tissue is therefore proportional to the relative
humidity of air, allowing a sufficient time tor the action of the
atniosphoric moisture. Water can bo deposited only in drops
in the eell-luuiina, which are completely surrounded by ligneous
walls, if the temi)ornturo of the air inside the cells is cooled
down almost to the dew-point owing to the cooling ot the
external air; as the lomj)erature rises, water disappears again
from the lumina. The water, which persists in the wood for
some time at least, at all temperatures, is either the remains of
the original water in the growing tree or has entered the
wood after contact with water, so that the air from the celllumina is gradually replaced by water and the wood then
becomes saturated.
In wood-industries, the importance of the saturation of wood
by water is not due to any consequent increase in weight, but
because wet wood is more accessible to fungi; also because
in many other technical qualities, such as transverse or
strength and combustibility, it becomes deteriorated and that
its shape alters as its contained moisture varies. The conse¬
quent increase in volume of wet wood is termed swelling,
while a decrease in volume of drying wood is termed shrinking,
both these actions being included in the word warping.
Shrinking is often accompanied by cracks, which cause
further deteiioration in the quality of the wood.
As already stated, absolutely dry wood may absorb water
from saturated air till it has increased 15 per cent, in weight,
when the cell-walls aye aatnrated. The expansion in volume:

'‘'‘StafeoetooMOfftrm,

"—18 completed.

tbeervationa, including

It hoa been ahown by

those of Mayr, that when wood

remains lying for a long time in water a still further expan- ,
non results, until the wood is completely saturated. If we
ienn the volume of wood the cell-walls of which are saturated
with water, such as the sapwood and heartwood of n freshlyfelled tree, the volume of green wood, then this increased
rolume may be described as the saturated volume.
Wood-tissue for some time in contact with air with a rela¬
tive humidity of 60 per cent, swells up to a condition which is
half the swelling resulting from contact with saturated air
(relative humidity 100).

However variable the absolute amount

Fig. 29.
a

H<vaion of the ccll-wnll!i in wooii atnwlntcty dry, foimoil of niycellie without
iiitcrmcHlIiKo siinces. h The same, in nir witli lelali™ humidity 50, the
intormwliato spaces l)elwecn the inyecllie lillcil witli water, c The same
in saturated air, or as green wood, satiimted with water.

of swelling.may be in different species of wood, in all woods
the amount of swelling or shrinking is proportional to the
increase or decrease in the relative atmospheric humidity.
The best and most natural way to understand the processes
of swelling and shrinking is to consider the cell-wall as com¬
posed of myeellss; when it is absolutely

dry, adjoining

myeellse, which though invisible must have a prismatic or
cubical shape, have no spaces between them (Fig. 29 a).
If such a piece of cell-wall should come in contact with
moist air or with water, the water forces its way between the
myeellie, forming interstices, until the wall swells so as to
correspond to its saturated volume.

Fig. 296 shows this

saturation up to 50 per cent., 29 c., with saturated air.

The

Jflhrraking of drying ^ooa snowB tl.e reverse pr^esa; ®'«
water of inhibition gradually leaves the cell-wall.
If wood were thoroughly homogeneous, as is »

..

clay or cement, it would stretch or contract
sidL; as it is comiHised of elongated organs, which alter their
shape ninch less along their longer axis than radially

tangen^

tially, the alteration in the whole piece of wood
“
differant directions. It has been proved that in passing from its
green volume to its air-dry volume the length of a wooden rod
shrinks on the average by O'l per cent, of its ongnml length,
whilst in the radial direction,
along tbo medullary rays, the
shrinking is from 8 to .'> per
cent., and in the tangential
direction, tangential to those of
tbe annual rings, G to 1.5 per
cent. The greater contraction
along

the

tangents

may

be

studied on any freshly cut piece
of w^ood, as it causes the wood
to crack perpendicularly to the
direction of shrinking, that is
I’li;. Sll.

a—h I'liiiik tmiii i1k; ■'I'lUre '>f

radially. The effect of unequal
shrinking is specially noticeable

iii'iuiy

in planks; the move tangen¬

<•--'/ I’lauKs will' 'K'Ui
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nearer the sections are to the

radius of the stem, the less the shrinkage (Fig. SO).
The fact that, iu spite of the saturation of cell-walls wi ■
water, if the amount of water in the cell-lumina be redum
there is a shrinkage in the walls of wood-tissue, is true als.
for standing trees.

Kaiser and Friedrich, by measuring tree

in daytime at the moment of greatest transpiration and a
night when transpiration is arrested and the tissues are gorge
with water, have shown that their diameters vary m widti
.
1
n treefioctualf
with its water-contents.
.
‘C
The amount of ahtmkaga depends on : 1, The wafw-affll

and end of the drying.

As regards thal

gmer, sapwood contains more water at daybi'eak after a period,
f riuny weatlier, than at sunset, after dry weatiier. This varia*!
on continues througliout the year, and is not confined to any^
«8on; felling in summer or winter, therefore, alters the degreef wetness of wood and the consequent shrinkage only according
) the weather that prevails at the time of felling. It is there>re indifferent as regards the sapwood whether wood is felled

1 dry weather during either summer or winter.

Only the

let that a certain season is drier than another could render
i more favourable for felling trees.
•The amount of shrinkage in green wood is the greater
he more the wood dries; it is greater from gioeii wood to
ir-dry wood than from air-dry wood to wood that is absoately dry.
2. A wood tliat is air-dry does not, therefore, cease to warp,
lUt its volume still varies with the relativo luniiidity of the
,ir.

This fact is of groat technicat importance, tor wooden

ibjects made in the uioister climatic regions, such us the
Jritisli Isles, or Japan, when imported into drier countries
nvariably warp and may become completely useless.

It is

inly wlien they are prevented from drying, or becoming moist,
inder the opposite conditions of import from drier countries,!
hat they do not warp.
hey will not w-arp.

If they are lawiuored or varnished

Similar results follow for all wooden

ibjects that have been made in wet weather (window-fittings,
)ieture-framo8, tables, flooring, etc.).
3. As heartwood is always drier tliau sapwood, it slirinks
flsB.

Heartwood of conifers contains less water than that of

froadleaved trees, so is more serviceable when it is necessary
iO

use wood that has been recently felled.
4. The heavier a wood, tlie more it shrinks wWSn dried.*

R, Hartig t found that the hardest and heaviest coniferous
lieod, at bendi in the stems of trees that ho and Cieslar
^ed “redwood,” shrinks less than normal wood.

The

Rowing law, as stated by Nordlinger, is, however, correct:
^•‘“•^hwood shrinks mpre thin stemwood, the |jittei' more
♦>jr<WUiiger,” 1S86. B. Heat, 18S?.
jifg, ffiirtig, ‘‘ HrfiBBitersuchBUgBa, Alte* u. Kettea,” 1901.

'^bopebties of wool
'.than rootwooa, uncoloured heartwood more than the outer
^his reaction of aapwood and heartwood in spruce, silverfir, birch, beech and hornbeam, which have no normal cdourins matter in their heartwood, «.I’.
X
Bapwood is said to shrink more than heartwood
It is truly
a case of the amount of shrinkage, after sapwood and bear ¬
wood have attained a similar degree of moisture, namely their
air-dry volume.
.
,
6. 'When heartwood is coloured, as in oak, laroh, pines, etc.,
it shrinks more than the sapwood; in robmia tllartig) by
8 ixii- cent., ill larch by 10 per cent.
(i. Tlie contents of a wood in resin affects its shrinkage, o
in coniferotis woods resin can penetrate the cell-walls only
alter they have parted with their water.

Hence only after a

tree has been felled can the reduction of warping, owing to a
deposit of rosin, be noted.

The more slowly coniferous wood

is dried (Mayr) the greater the accumulation of hard rosin and
the less the wood will warp. Species of wood that are naturaUy
very resinous, therefore, shrink less than less resinous woodsHence the wood of Weymouth pine (in opiiositioii to the law
of greater shrinkage in heavier woods) shrinks less ban Scots
Hiinewood, the latter less than spruce, and that less than silyerfir.

I’itch-pine shrinks less than WeymouWi pine or Scots pine,

and hence the preference given to pitch-pinewood.
7 The washing-out of soluble salts by placing wood iii
water, according

to

Nordliiiger,

has

no iniluence,

and

(P. Bersch) only a slight influence on the shrinkage (in
floating and rafting).
8 The unequal changes in wood due to drying and wetting
result not only in an alteration in its volume, but also m
warping ('(fitbdrawal of a piece of wood from its original planes).
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Spruce.
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Scot# pine .
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The next Btatemeiit f'ivos the shrinkiiKe in total vohtine in
passing from green to air-dry wood in percentage of the
rohinie of the gi'eeti wood.

The figures in brackets (AVeishach)

.‘efer to the increase in volume of air-dry wood that has been
placed ill water for the space of a month.
Khl'iJiknt;**.

Muilcmtf.

Mahoj;iiny . 1*4
Weymouth pine 2’.»
Kbtmy . a 1
birch . a^a
ScoU pine . ... a‘5
Spruce. r-e

Khii .. li
Silver-til . IC
Tophu’. 4 (i

-—
—
(4 s)
(r, :,)
(!i-7)
(.VJ)
((i.2)

Ivobiiiia.
SycHinorc ... ... ,ve
Hndi. .... .V.-.
A«li . ... 5-'
IVur . ... .V8
AkiiM-..... 5-s
Apple. ... 5-0
Oak. ... »>-o
WuluuL.(W>
Hoixc-chcsluul (J’O
Norway maple. (>'o

—
(8-.7)
(T'li)

Uiiie.7‘0
Ilcedi . 7-2
(aieriv ... 7‘a
Hurtiiicam 7'.*>

(«•())
(fi-a) i
(lO-!i)|
(<;-7) 1

(1 l*a)
( Ki ll)
(0-4)
(12'0)
/
/

•—

[The percentages in the last tabular statement show' how to
laleulate the reduction in volume, e.f/., of railway-sleepers,
rom the green volume of the wood to its volume when
itilizuble in an air-dry condition.

This is very useful for

ileepers of somewhat doubtful dimeusions, that would shrink

0 perhaps a smaller size than that agreed to by a railray company, and might consequently be rejected.*

The

igures in brackets arn useful when timber is floated, as it
• Atiiihcy

oU.

Itat Scots pine, which is more resinons thaii
;iilyer-fir, absorbs less water than eillier, and is therefore
tiablo to Brtturation than they are.

Such resinous wood,

=.of pines, larch, or deodar, will float longer and is less hable
Vito sink than the wood of spruce, or silver-fir.
5 Boppe’s “Tcehnnlogie Foresticre” andMathey’s“Exploila.
- tion Commerciale des Bois” give some practical results about
warping which are not given by Gayer, and form the subject
' of the next section.
8. Pmclind Hcsiiltii of Wariiiiuf.
Duhiimel de Monceau s))lit some scantlings and poles by
two or throe cuts in order to show longitudinal shrinkage,
and as seen in Fig. 31, each split piece curves outwards.
This explains why planks
sawn through the centre
of a log (Fig. 32) gene¬
rally crack,the crack being
the

deeper,

the

thicker

the plank, the more sapwood it contains and the
wider the annual zones of
wood.
The outer zones contract ■
more than the central ones,
imd the central plaidv (Fig. 33) is curved convexly on both its
larger surfaces.

If planks are out at distances more and more

temoved from the centre of the wood, they tend, owing to
Unequal warping, to become more and more concave on their
tmter surfaces, as shown in Fig. 34.
' The shrinkage in width of such planks has been referred
to already (p. 38).

If a floor be made with insufficiently

dried planks, they leave sjiaces between tliem on drying, while
if the planks arc nailed on the joists of the floor with their
toner sides •exix)8od to the air, they tend to shell-out. In
good flooring, planks are dovetailed into one another to rend«

|ibe floor airtight.
The centre of any log containing the pith, being frequently
* " in coniferous wood aud in broadleaved wood,

fett the verttoai direction, is ueually defective, ao.i^f
Iwt the beat planks and other scantling are obtained by*'
^jeeting the central pbiiik and onttiug the log into two or four*^

Milks (Pigs. 35 and 3b), which can each bo sawn up into suit* ’■
ible pieces.

This obviously requires logs of somewhat large*;

Mils
Kih;. .'13.

(AfU-r

iameter, but yields timber that is much superior in quality to
hat produced when smaller logs are merely sawn tlirough in
ne direction.

Duhamel showed that by thus cutting a log into

)ur pieces,danger from cracks and warping is much diminishetl.
n Fig. 84 it is seen that the slirinkage of the four planks into
'hich the wood is thus divided

1 quite uniform, and chiefly at
leir outer ends.
In India, where boxwood is
it into round pieces for ex[)ort,
jch piece is sawn down to the
jutre along a radius, and this
revents any other cracks, the

)

rge oiiening widening or narrowing according to the degree
f moisture of the air.

This is also the practice in Japini

Hg. 87).

In younger trees (Pig. 37) the concentric zones are fairly
liform from the pith to the bark, while in older trees the
rger zones are shown in the middle of the transverse
etion (Fig. 88).

Hence the former usually crack in one

ace, down to the radius, while in older bgs there are
yeral internal cracks.
^en, as in railway-sleepers, a fairly thick plank is cut ’

09
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gracWr

Oi seasoning wood, m^ectmg
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gdoHary r»y«

,lit aloivg t1

'ftotd therefore useless for casks, except those containiug bntteT'
and other more or less solid substances. In split oak or
chestnut palings, the fibres and. vessels are not cut, and
they are therefore much less permeable by water than sawn
palings.—Tr.]
9. Effects oj Heat on Wood.
(a) Chniifie of 8/ia/ie.
The coefficient of linear exi)ansion of a rod is the iiiereaso
in its length for 1’ C. divided by its original lenglli.

Thus, if

a rod one meter long, at 0“ C., receives an increased tempera¬
ture of 100" and thereby expands 1 mm. in length, its Co¬
efficient of expansion would be j,,,,',,,,,,, or O’OOOl.
It
should be noted that for wood, this ex(iansion longitudinally
is only a fraction of its radial expansion, and that the former
is less than in metals or glass, which being homogeneous,
expand equally in all directions.
r K\paiisio(i.
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[Where iron girders are used in buildings, in case of the
house being burned, tlie expansion of the girders tends to knock .
down the walls ; this is not the case with wooden beams.—Tr.]
In order to determine exactly the elleets of heat on wood,
the wood and the air in which it is placed must bo absolutely
dry. If this is not the case, as in the wood of a living tree or ,
of one recently felled, or in converted wood, heat always
produces contraction.

This is because the heating of the

contained water not only counteracts the expansion due to
heat, but produces even a reduction in volume.
- Frozen wood, according to Mayr, is affected by heat quite .

^ijlwendy from unfrozen wood, and this proves that
‘‘idoos not exude from the cell-walls of frozen wood.

Oh ^

i-pontrary, owing to the retention of water by these walls, a
‘■reduction of temperature acts oppositely on frozen and un?
frozen wood.

When the temperature is reduced the latter

:<ftb8orb8 water from the air and expands, while frozen wood
^■contracts; if the temperature is reduced considerably below
freezing-point, frozen wood cracks, as does a mass of ice under
similar conditions.

Hence, when the air-temperature is very

low, frostcracks occur in living trees, but they must not be ex, plained by differences of temperature in the internal and exter¬
nal zones of wood in the tree, phenomena which Mayr states do
: not occur in nature.* Greenwood when heated above 0" 0.
follows the lows of evaporation of water, but when cooled
below O ’, it follows the laws for reduced temperature in
solids.
(b) Monemmls of l/w Waler in

Il'om/.

When wood is heated not only the temperature of the sub¬
stance of the wood is raised, but also that of the air and
water it contains.

If freshly felled wood or wood saturated

with water from lying in it is suddenly heated, much water
exudes on to the exposed surfaces of the wood; it then the tem..perature be reduced the exudation of water ceases, but if the
wood bo submerged, it absorbs still more water.

The water

, • • [Jt^4!rnul hrat if/'/mv.—A ruiiiurkalilii Bcries of cxporimcnlH. with a view
''.ft^rtainiiig the vuiiaiion^ of leinucruturc In u-ciw, Itaa been eoinlueteil by Herr
Schlcichert, of Jena, who publiKhcH the rcsultu in the .\atnmim'nschaftl'Mhe
f ^ fierr Hchioicbert fiinlB tliat the general temporal!ure of tlie interior of trees is
^pendent upon the temperature of the surrounding uir, but is iuduenced also
ether causes, such as the ground tciniicraturc, the teunHJiature of the water
i»Kcndiug in the wckhI, and the tem|>erature of the branches, which are directly
by the sun's rays.
'V The mode of expca lment was the following : A hole was bored in the stem of
J^ tree on the north siile at a height of
metres (nearly 5 ft.) from the ground,
the 1m)Io was placiHl to a depth of 12 centimetres (nearly 5 in.) a thermometer,
scaltHi Qp w'ltli wiu. A second thermometer similar to the first was
Intoned to a branch of the tree, so (hai the air cironlatcd freely nmnd it.
’Thetemperatures registered by the two instruments were taken at varying
^liwvals during the day and compared.
mriings of the thcrmomctcis lor eight days in dune, which ai-e publisbeli
to light a curious phenomenon. While the external temperature showed
;^ile hsual maxima in the afternoon, tho maxima in the interior of the
tccoTiled at mid^ht and Um minima ni midday..^Tr, ]

^Ucl68 owing to the expaneion of the sap and air contained in '
l^e wood, the expansion of tlie woody substance scarcely
fftervenes. The heating and cooling of the included water
iand air also proceeds in living trees, where it is an important
factor in the ascent and descent of water, as well as in the
lateral passage of water into the medullary rays.
This movement of water proceeds also in converted wood,
if it is insuificiently dried. The water is then driven out¬
wards by the expanding air, along its natural paths towards
the external surfaces of the wood, that therefore become wet.
The practical effects of this is to favour dry-rot {Mmtlm
hcriimns), on joists and planks.
(c) Derom/tosiHon of WomL

If wood is heated up to 100^’ C. it first loses all its water
and becomes absolutely dry; several observations have
proved that the other properties of wood are thus somewhat
altered. The production of absolutely dry wood is of imiiortance in many experiments, which can be carried out only
when the disturbing factor, water, is eliminated. If the wood
is heated still further, gases are produced and ignite when
in contact with a flame, until Anally only ashes remain;
the rest of the wood passes into the air in tho form of water-,
vapour and carbon-dioxide, with a small amount of ainuionia.
If air be excluded or admitted insufficiently during the
beating of wood, tbe woody tisane is decomposed :
Prom 15(F to 280'^ into water-vapour, acetic acid, formic
acid, methyl alcohol, with a brown
residue.
„
280° to 360° into carbon-dioxide, air monoxyde,
marsh-gas, acetyl, etliyl, and a
brown residue.
„
860° to 430® into marsh-gas and hydrogen, and a
^
thick brown liquid of paraffin,
benzol, carbolic \cid, with charcoal
as a residue.
„
430° to 1,600° wood yields the same products as,
before (360° to 430°), ho new oneS;
beihg formed.

As regards so-called uninflammable wood, It is InjMted’'
witli several chemical compounds, chiefly salts of alum, and
becomes diiJicult to kindle, hut is still inflammable after being
subjected to fire for some time.
10. Cimdiictiriti/ of Wood.
(«) Heat.
Wood is one of the worst conductors of heat and is there¬
fore largely used for matches, and for handles of tools that
are subjected to various temperatures. Wood conducts heat
better longitudinally than transversely, in the ratio of 18 : 10
for softwoods and 18 ; 10 for hardwoods. Heavy hardwoods
conduct heat better than softwoods, and wot wood better than
dry w(hk1, as water is a better conductor of heat than wood.
(h) Klerirkil!/.

Wood is also a poor conductor of electricity and serves as
nn insulator; high specific wifight and wetness reduce its
resistance to the passage of idectric currents. This is the
reason why living trees are struck by lightning more fre¬
quently than dry trees ; also isolated trees, on account of the
largo amount of water they contain, their high specific weight,
and the S|)read of their crowns, than trees growing in dense crops.
Also certain spieies such as oak, in preference, as is generally
asserted, to beech. The latest investigations of llartig, unfor¬
tunately interrupted by his too early death, tend to show that the
immunity to lightning stroke assigned to beech is not war¬
ranted. Hartig states that beech is just as often struck as ■
oak, but the external and internal action of lightning oh
beech and oak differ. The fact stated by Janescu. that oily
ti-ees ((-.y., beech, walnut, birch and lime) when compared
with starchy trees (oak, jioplars, ash, elm) are worse con¬
ductors and less frequently struck than the latter, should be
noted. [ReMiioos conifers, such as Scots pine, are rich in
oil during winter, i»ut jioor in oil in summer. 'Oil is a bad conductor of electricity.— Tr.]
(c) Sound.

Wood conducts sound well along its fibres, i.e., bngitndinally; the slightest noise at one end of a log can be

1 dbWnetly at the other end. Dry wood conducts sound
er than wet wood. The conduction of sound is interrupted
'>6r the sound deadened by decay in the centre of the tree, so
that the healthy or diseased condition of the wood of a felled
tree may J)e thus tested.
^

»

((/) Lii/ht.

Wood only in very thin sections is permeable by light;
then, like calc-spar, it e.\hibits double refraction. Wood
is very permeable by Itontgen rays.
C.

Chemical

PiiorEariES or Woon.

The ultimate analysis of woods varies within narrow limits:
its organic substance when dry is composed of the following
elements: Carbon, 50, hydrogen, G, oxygon, Id'?, nitrogen, 0‘3,
half its volume being carbon.
The chief constituents of wood are cellulose (CnUioOf,)
and lignin (C2(;Hik)07.3). Cellulose is therefore a carbohydrate
re.semhling sugar in its composition. Lignin is the most
highly carbonised constituent of the cell-wall. Lignin is also
known as woody substance; as the lignifying substance of
cellulose; with other materials in paiier-manufacture, as
the encrusting substance. Lignin is not a homogeneous
substance, hut according to I’ayen a mixture of four others
with different reactions to alcohol and ether. Pure cellulose is
dissolved entire.ly by concentrated sulphuric acid and converted
into dextrin and fermentable sugar. Treated with ammoniacal
oxide of copiicr, cellulose is dissolved comjiletely, hut can lie
j^fecipitated again by the addition of acids, saline and sugar solu¬
tions and gums, as a white, structureless mass.* When cellu¬
lose is treated with HNOj nitro-cellulose is obtained, a highly
explosive compound (gun-cotton, pyroxylin), very soluble in
alcohol or ether, and when the solvents are evaporateil the
precipitate is oollodiutn, colourless and without any structure.
Analxsib bx Weight.

C
H
0

CJclIulow.

Lilfiiin.

Mean for Wood.

44-44
G-17
49-39

52-G5
5-25
42-10

. 49-2
- G-1
44-7

* J. Hersioh, “ Die Verwertung »les HoJjks/’

1S9.S.

" CWav* has shown that the amount of lignin in wn^
increases when a tree receives increased light and heat, whifl||
therefore affect all the technical properties of wood; these,
therefore, deiiend chiefly on the relative volumes of eellnlose
and lignin in the wood, llulignifiod tissues practically mean
wood-formations that are not completed during late sneimer
and are killed hy early or winter frosts. It is not the absence
of lignin in the cellulose walls that causes the susceptibility
to frost, for neither cellulose nor lignin freeze, but the
presence of plasma that is still constructive and has not
passefl over into its resting (winter) condition.
The presence of lignin in wood may be tested in various
Ways. I’ln'e cellulose is coloured violet by chloro-iodide of
zinc; lignitied cell-walls are coloured chei-ry-red on the
application of ))hloroglucin and hydrochloric acid; yellow
by Riilpbate of anilin; and sky-blue under sunlight by a
solution of phenol in bydrocbloric acid.
Hy boiling wood in a solution of soda or caustic soda, or
in a solution of calcium sulphate, lignin is removed from
the cell-wall and pure cellulose is obtained.
Many fungi that are destructive to wood attack its lignin
and leave the cellulose intact, whilst other fungi, dissolve the
cellulose, leaving a brittle, brown ligneous mass that may be
pulverised by the fingers.
A chemical combination of the cell-wall with salts of
alumina, such ns was attempted in Haselmann's process for
hardening wood, does not apjHiar to l)e practicable; the
almnina is merely attached to the wood and may Ire remo’^
,by rain, etc.
■> When woo<l is burned, its ash-constituents persist as a pale
;^ey powder containing the mineral constituents of the wood.
sThey are simple or double salts of potash, soda, magnesia,
finangahese, ferric-oxide, calcium-oxide, etc., combined with
^icic, phosphoric, carbonic, acetic, immmic and citric ocida
'JUtirough some of these constituents are essential for the lift
10 plants, their effects on the quality of wood appear to be bni
'^ight; they penetrate it in all directions as an extremely
^mihcral skeleton. Carbonate of potash is an economic proda^
;?<

1^4 :* ^ Gtesiar, “ Untemichang iiixx den ItigningehaUeiniger

-

••'bj

^^’^y6oi3v Themihfiral matter iu' wo^ varies tom 2 to
pto in a thousand; according tc^jieoies; age of troo-i»rtB
^ounger orgaiis containing proportionally more ash than'
^Idor ones); age of tree and nature of the soil in which the
tree grew. Silicic acid is so abundant in huiubous and palms,
oS}>ecially near their outer rind, as to increase thoir hardnesa.
jSilica in the form of a hydrate is found in the hollows of
hamboo culms and termed tnhaisliir, which is sold in Jiuliau
bazaars.—Tr.] Briar-wood (Erica urborca), that is used for
pip^ is very rich in silica. Some troiiical woods, such as
ebotiy, COCUB, etc., are very rich in mineral matter.
Water is the basis of the life of trees ; after they are felled
it is a worthless ballast in wood. Its great inlluence on the
economic value of wood will In; described hereafter; the
section on specific weight may bo consulted for an account
of the distribution of water in a tree, and in its heartwood
and siipwood.
Sugar, dextrin, albumen and tannin are decomposed
easily, and form the chief nutriment of the fungi that destroy
wood. The superior durability of winter-felled wood is ex¬
plained by the fact, that during winter the above materials
are in a fixed or resting condition, in which they are more
resistant to decomposition. \Yood that has remained for some
time in water floated or rafted) is also supitosed to be more
durable, because the above materials, being soluble in water,
have been partly dissolved, and thus the fungi have lost part
of their nutriment and their aggressiveness is reduced. This
advantage is effective if followed by a subsequent complete
drying of the wood'to its air-dry condition, but practically tliis
seldom happens, while the saturated wood requires prolonged
desiccation, lienee floated wood is more susceptible to fungi
than wood that has been transported by land.
' [The materials above referred to serve also as food for
inflects, and bamboos that have been floated ovfer long dis¬
tances or soaked in tanks for several months are much more
immune from insect-attacks than bamboos transported by landMie drying of floated wood after it has been landed is much
pure rapid also in hot countries than in Europe, so that
wood is very durable under such conditions.—'I'r.]

I«Ol>KB'nKS OP WOOD.

Biigar contained in the sap of certain species of maple, birch
and palms is of ecoiiomtC value. In maples the conversion^
of starch into dextrin and suj'ar occurs only in winter with
temperatures below freczin<>-point and so rapidly, that from
January onwards, on days when it does not freeze, saj) contuinint' sugar exudes from wounds in the trees. The yield of
sugar apiMiars to depend on turgescence and pressure; sap
does not exude by gravitation but is pressed out of the sapwowl. As soon as frost returns the sap ceases to exude;
all maples yield fairly considerable (piautities of sweet sap,
which cun be b4H)ed without any apparent injury to the tree
or the wood. When the buds oiam the annual exudation
of sap ceases. Mveii liuropean ma])los yiebl an agreeably
scented syrup; if this were Itoiled, sugar could bo made easily.
This industry is largely developed in North America, and is
referred to under the heading of the utiliziition of minor
produce. The sap of maples contains live per cent, of sugar
a»d more, that of birch, hornbeam atal lime-trees, hardly two
per cent. Fermented birch-sap is a drink.
drains of sugar appearing on fresh wounds of the sugarpine {I’iiiim Laiiilwiliaiia) are used in medicine.
Starch is stored in the parenchymatous c(dlsof living trees;
in their external woody zones it is dissolved annually and
used tor new growth ; according to Hartig, in old living wood
(containing plasma) it accumulates until there is a seed-year,
so that the periodicity of seed-years coincides with the maxima
accumulations of starch. This statement is admissible only if
it can be pi'oved that in specially favourable warm years (1892,
1899, 1894), several successive seed-years can result from the
accumulation of starch in the iniuir living zones of the same
tree. Mayr believes that bright warm summers produce so
much starch and other formative material as to suffice for the
prcaluctiou of llower-buds, without drawing upon the resources
of preceding years.
Starch increases the nutritive power of wood and together
with mineral salts and albumen is stored chiefly in the finer
branches and twigs, so that these tree-iuirts are specially ^
nutritive for cattle and game. The older tree-iwirts are poor
in nutriment, but in years of scarcity they may be-mixed with
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corn as wood-breiwl, and thus may partly replace other foilder.
Such an exiwriment has been miulu witli beechwood.
Tannin apiwara to play a varied part in wood, its most*
important role being that it preeetles and includes the colour¬
ing-matter that gives its colour and iliirability to lieartwoud.
Among the ethereal oils in wood, turpentine and camphor
may be mentioned. Turpentine is contained partly in resinducts, partly in parenchymatous cells. If the resin-ilucts are.
severed turpentine exudes; it is pre.ssed out hy the turgor
of the sapwood. The ceW-wulls saturatcil with water are im¬
permeable by turpentineFWlien wood is wounded and exitosod,
resin insteiul of water passes into the cell-walls (resinosis).
Camphor is found chielly in Lauraceie (Camiihwn) ; the
species yielding it are given on p. 47. It is a highly refrac¬
tive substance formed like tannin in enlarged parenchymatous
cells.
Betuliu occurs in the wood and bark of birches, and in¬
creases their combustibility.
D.

Mjscuanical

I’uorKU'i'iKs

of

Wooj).

This group of those properties of wootl, which are based on
its anatomical and physical conditions, is dealt with under a
separate heading. Long technical e.xperionce is here more
decisive than physical and anatomical science, which is not
yet developed sufficiently to afford a clear explanation of
the subject from a consideration of the separate physical
and anatomical factors.
1.

Finenets oj' grain.

The term “ line-graiued ” is not eiinivalcnt to " narrowzoned,” nor to “ anatomically of simple .structure.” tVood that
can be worked easily is line-grained, whether or not it appears
so to the eye. Oakwood as well as spriicewood may bo linegraiued or coarse-grained. The woods of old Weymouth pines,
of walnut, box, horse-chestnut and mahogany are siwcially
fine-grained. One condition for fineness of grain is iniiformity
ia the annual woody zones, both in width and in the ratios of
the widths of spring and summer wood within the annual zones.
This uniformity of the tissues deijeuds chiefly on the age

^ ii Wee. At an advanced age tlie annual zones becMitll
feadually narrower, so that the annual increment may rema|p|
ponatant for a uumber of years. Mayr has shown that, as
| ,keo becomes ol4er and its volume of wood increases,
^^^mes less sensitive to variations in daily and even annu^
?!-variation8 of atmospheric temperature and humidity, Th«k'ljU’ge volume of wood then equalizes extremes of tempera||pe, so that the cambium being equably nourished produces
?ia steadier increment and consequently wood that is more finely
f grained than in young trees.
'J’ho method of growing a tree, and supplying it with light
band heat is also important. Virgin forests yield wood that
r'Wtay bo more knotty than wood from a dense artificial crop, '
l^ut on clean boles exhibits the finest grauj, the greatest
' Uniformity of structure (Fig. 39). Excluding very old trees,

•WootJ from a virgin forest.

fcbe explanation of Uiih fact is due to the prolonged maintenonce of the tree during youth in the diffused shade of the
virgin forest; for decades the young plant has lived protected
by older trees under uniform conditions of temperature,
humidity and illumination, the forest equalising extremes.
By the successive death of old neighbours, the tree obtains
gradually a full supply of light and heat long after the
passing of its youth, .when meteorological extremes would
have caused irregularity in its annual woody zones.
I'he gradual acquisition of an O])en^p0siliou results in an
increased increment, but not in abnormally wide and irregulai
jaimual %ones. Wood from a Selection forest approaches
this condition most nearly.
A tree g|iown under the Shelterwood oompartment
With a dense reserve of mother-trees (Fig. 40) possesses
its pith, wood, that has very narrow zones for the first
fOyears; then, owing to full exposure to light, «u«

and irregttiiar zones, but as the tree gets old the annnftt
'irones gradually become narrow and the wood resembles that
jfimm a virgin forest.
^
If, daring the reiteration period, th^roe servos as a
iftother-tree, wider zones follow, as in Pig. 42.
The caear-otttting system, with artificial reproduction,
secures from the first full light to the plant, also exposure
extremes of temperature and humidity. The wood is there-.

Fig. 40.—Wont! grown under the Shelterwooil Oompartmt'nt syslfiii,
just before a tluTming.

fore broad-zoned from the first; zones of narrow summerwood vary with others in which the hard summer-wood is
broad, only in old age does the wood become uniform and
narrow-zoned. The olear-outting system produces the
coarsest grained wood.
If a tree is set free when old (in Fig. 42 is a treo eighty,
years old) in the clear-cutting system, under the influence
of the increased exposure to light and beat the, annual zones

Ki's. 4l.—Wooil giown under the clear-ciillins system.

become wider, but gradually narrow again. Such wood is also
coarse-grained (Pig. 42).
The inferiority of wood produced in the open is readily
explained by the fact that a free position in young trees causes
larger wood-increment than in trees naturally regenerated,
i, ' h is indisputable that in old age it is not density of crop, but
^^ open crop of a selection or virgin forest that produces the
I J^test volume of wood in a given time. Contrary to populalf'
selection or virgin forest is not dense but open aiad

Stherefore prodnees tlie most nndei’wood. tJnfortnnately the
time required is longer than the usual rotations, and trees
" grown in crowded crops must be utilised early owing to low
increment and di^se (red-rot).
The influence of soil on the quality of wood is such that
good soils pi'oduce woody zones that are broad and irregular,
and consequently coarse-grained wood. The worst soil, or
soil that is deficient in certain qualities, such as sand or peat,
lU'oduco slowly grown crops, but wood that is finely grained.
In damp, cool climates, i.e., maritime, northern or
alpine c.lirtiates, and on northern aspects, trees grow slowly
in girth, and their wood is uniform in texture and finely
:|^ainod. Norwegian, Swedish and North Iiussian wood is
renowned for its fine grain, while the famous resonant spruce-

Kijf, -12,—Wdfxl of n tro(‘ tliat hais fittind iti|i fi-w jioaition botli when
Tounir aiut old,

wood from mountains is the ideal of fineness of grain. Inter¬
ference with the fineness of grain in wood, owing to knots,
twistwl fibre, etc., belong to the section on the defects of wood
(p. 124). ♦

2. Fissiltilily.
The property of wood owing to which it may be split with
wedges, etc., is termed ftssibility, and depends chiefly on the
direction in which the force acts. Fissibility is greatest
when the splitting implement, c.g., an axe, acts longitudinally
jand radially on a transverse section of the wood. Wood is
less fissile when the axe strikrts the tangential section along
a radius, still less fissile when the wood is to be split along
the annual zones, ami this is easier on the transverse section
than when the axe strikes on the radial section. Wood cannot
be split if the force acts perpendicularly to the direction of its
*
in

of (he wood of ook, larch, anti tiprucc of various kinds of grain are given
the Inut token from Boppe's Technologie Korestiere.'

iwM; it is indiffsreat whether this Iw radial or tangenti^, ^
Penetration by an instrnment is then possible only if the
Sbres ore severed, while their severance is rendered more
difficult owing to their compression by the instrument.
Fineness of grain is the next important item favouring
fissibility, a straight uninterrupted course of the fibres
renders a -wood fissile; everything that favours or diminishes
fineness of grain in woods increases or lessens their fissibility.
Twisted fibre occurs sometimes in entire stems, and normally
in the rootstock or at the junction of the stem with a branch;
this diminishes the fissibility of the wood. Fissibility is
annulled absolutely when the fibres alter in direction in
consecutive annual rings, as in Guiacuni-wood.
High medullary rays, or numerous fine rays increase
fissibility in the radial direction.
Moisture softens the cell-walls, so that contiguous cells are
separated more easily, but they also become tougher. In
hardwoods, the increased divisibility out-balances the loughness, so that they are split more easily when wet than when
they are dry. In the Spossart freshly-felled oaks are split
longitudinally to test their soundness. The opposite is the
case with softwoods; their toughness when wet out-balances
their divisibility ; therefore they are more fissile when dry.
With woods that are equally moist, a higher temperature
increases fissibility unless it also dries the wood. If the tem¬
perature is below freezing-point and the wet wood freezes, its
fissibility is at once prejudiced; frozen wood breaks with
a conohoidal fracture like a block of ice, as it resembles
ice closely in its physical properties. This is another clear
proof that when wood freezes, water is not exuded from the
cell-wall, otherwise the sapwood of softwoods, especially of
conifers, would l>ecome more fissile than laifore it was frozen.
As water when frozen in the cell-walls reduces the fissibility of
wood, the same result will follow when other substances replace
water in the cell-wall.
All oolowring-matters and resin therefore reduce fissibility.
In extreme cases, when the resin hardens into rosin with which
the wood becomes impregnated, fissibility disappears; such
wood resembles frozen wood in this respect.

High specific weight is opposed to fissibility; it is mo^
iitecult to”^lit heavy, hard woods, than the lighter woodgst
This applies also to wood from an individual tree, branehwoodi
is less fissile than stem wood, even though the foiTaer be straigh^^
grained, bnt rootwood, though lighter than stemwood, is less
fissile, owing to irregularity in its fibres.
Soundness is a necessary condition for fissibility. Diseased
wood is either soft or brittle, according to the nature of the
■disease; in either case it is less fissile than sound wood.
Owing to the action of the attacking fungi, the wood at length
becomes a homogeneous mass, which can no longer be split.
In judging the fissibility of the wood of standing trees the
following favourable factors should be noted: Freedom from
•branches and knots; lino bark, with straight fissures. It is
stupid and misebiovous to cut out a piece of the wood and test
its fussibility.
The following list shows bow greatly fissibility depends on
speoies.
\Vi y

(lltIHN.llKlI

fiin Ih'
Hpiit ilihi
tlireuiiH.

I’issiltu

Knirly Kissili*.

SpriuH*.
Silvt“r-|jr

WfMiKHllli
pint*.
Sfots pino.

til

.

('hiTW-WtHul.
Kims.
Pfarundajijili'-

Oitk.

W<Mht.

Asli.
llei-oh.
Al.lcr.

l'(»l liars.
Tre(‘-\villii\VK.
liihU's.
Ilmsc-chi'Htmit.
Maplfs,
lliich.
Malidi'iUiN.
Toiik.
IM.ano.

(VmluiiiJ

V«w.
Hiwel.

Vi-ry itiltirall
III Siilit.

(’aiiiHit Im*
Hiiht.

Ihibinin.
('tirmis
Mas.
ItliUfIx |iine.
Box.

(tuaiacum.
i'ahii'Wnod.

KtnillV.
IhtSi'VMlnil

chestnut.
i

3. Slreinjth.
The strength of a piece of wood varies with the direction of
the force which tends to alter its shape, so that there are?
different kinds of strength in wood.
Tenacity is the resistance a wooden rod offers to a for(^'
tending to stretch it. The ooeffloient of tenacity is the for^i
wbichcan tear a rod one meter long and one square centiineter^

^tioi), while the force that can stretch such a rod to doable ''
its length, if this were possible, within the limits of its elasbicity, is termed the modulns of tension. [We may however'
say, with a greater regard to possibility, the modulus of
tension is one million times the force, which would stretch
the bar to a million times its length.—Tr.] These and other
strength coefficients are given in kilograms per square centi¬
meter, and as the atmospheric pressure on a scpiare centi¬
meter is very nearly a kilogi-am, the force is frequently
represented in atmospheric pressures (at).
Tn the case of resistance to crushing, the force acta in the
opposite direction to a tensile strain, and the coefficicuit and
modulus are detennined analogously. Eesistance to torsion
is that offered by the fibres of a rod, the axis of which is fixed,
to a coiipk of forces tending to turn it on its axis. Eesistance
to sheering is that offered by wood to a force which tends to
.make sections of the wood slide on one another.
[None of the above strains (forces) or stresses (effects on
the wood) are of much practical importance. Tn contrast
with iron, fracture of wood by tension acts suddenly, there
being little extensibility along its fibres. If a piece of wood
be fastened at both its ends and then subject to a load in the
middle, it may bo bent and tlui fibres on the convex side are
stretched, but the considcu-ation of such a strain practically
comes under the heading of transverse! strength, (/rushing
strains come into play, when wood is used for vertical piles, or
posts, mining projes, wheel-spokes, etc. Over-weighted wooden
pillars bend and break transversely.
Wheel-spokes are subject to crushing strains and the best
woods for the purpose are robinia and oak; the former wood is
now coming into use for the spokes of motor-ears, where the
pressure on the outside wheels in going rapidly round curves
is very great. In using peeled oak coppice-shoots for pitprops it is essential that the horisoutal cut made at the base
of the shoot in order to strip off the bark should sever none of
ihe wood-fibres, as any such cut very greatly diminishes the
stfength of the prop.
Mathey (op. cit., p. 7) goes into detail on tho question of
^ strength of pit-prbiw, which were tested in 18!>1—1895
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Emile Sftrdino, and the general results obtained by the latter
for proi)s 14 c. in diameter at the small end are as follows;
Jiroakiii^'Weight
in kilos.

Oak.5,220
Maritime pine ....
4,790
Silvor-fir or spruce
.
.
.
4,750
Larch.4,310
Scots or lllaek pine .
.
.
3,740
With a diameter of 18 e. the superiority of oak was further
accentuated, but tbe larch came at tbe bottom of the list. It
was presumably of bad (juality.
The windlass is about tbe only case in which wood is
required to resist torsion, and the dimensions of wooden
windlasses are usually sufficient. Ouaiacum-wood resists sheer¬
ing strains best, as in pullies; beech, apple and pearwood
also resist sheering well, hence tbe use of these woods in
golf-clubs. Hornbeam-wood resists both crushing and sheer¬
ing strains and is used for cogs and skittles. When subject to
a crushing strain, according to Laslelt, its fibres, instead of
breaking off short, double up like threads.—Tr.]
The most important strength of wood is the resistance it
offers to a force acting at right angles to its grain, and is
termed transverse strength. As long as the change in the
form of the piece of wood is only temjmrary and it recovers
its original shai)e after the strain is withdrawn, the wood is
said to be perfectly elastic. If, however, a change of form
remains after the withdrawal of the strain, the limits of perfect
elasticity have been exceeded. The modulus of elasticity
of a piece of wood corresponds to its change of form until tbe
limits of elasticity have been reached, while the modulus of
rapture gives the force in kilograms, when breakage results,
after the limits of elasticity have been exceeded.
Investigations regarding the strength of wood date from the
early part of the nineteenth century; it was chiefly Duhamel
dill Monceau who attempted to discover a relation between the
specific weight of wood, that is so easily determined, and its
strength, the determination of which is much more difficult.
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Dubumel considered that specific weiglit is a measure of the
strength of 'wood, and he was followed in this way by other
'investigators. Hartig* and his pupils went too far in this
direction, as they affirmed the identity of heavy = strong, and
of light = weak, stating that heavy sprucewooil is ahvays
stronger than light sprucewood; they forgot that the most
costly and excellent sprucewood, resonant woo<l, is the lightest
wood of this species. Oineis followetl Hartig in basing
strength on specific weight only, in the case of Scots pine;
Eichhorn for oak; Bertog for silv(!r-fir; Schneider for ash.
The best works on the subject are given below.'
Tetmajer gives the following data in tons of 1000 kilos per
square centimeter of wooden rods, half a meter long:—
specific
4tl .ilt tliy

of Ittijituro.

'
i
.

Silver*fir ...
Oak.
Spruce
.
Jiarch
.
Scuts pine.
I’tccch
.

i
!

!
I
;
1
1

i

Scots pine.
Tjarcli
.
Spruce
Ouk.
Silvcr-lir.
I’lcech
.

«;
7«J
17
lit)
r»2
72

lUU-2
,

llO'P
114-^
lis-s
1
'M(hIuIus of (‘liiHiicil V (liucal)
U-1S« ■
U‘2or>
o-2H»
0 2! 7
u-224
(»‘2I0

1
17
7r*
It;
72

It cannot bo affirmed from Tetmajer’s results that the
moduli of strength and elasticity are coiTespondeiit. Most
• U. iraitig, “ Uiitersuchuiigcii iilwr die Knistehiing und EigeiiHcliiiflou des
KiacnholM's." “ Venwhicdenlieiten in <U'i- (Jiiiilitiit ii. ira iiiittlomiiM’h<'ii l!an
der Kioliteuliolzcs." Koi'sllioli Nat. Zi'iliiiig, IKM, ISiia, 1S!M,
t Niioiliiiger, “ Die Klast izitiit ilcr HiiiMT." Zentrlbl. f. li. gt*. Forstweiien,
1SS7—SSI. Itaiwiiiiiger. " Kiiudieitiit ii. Fesliglieit veiscliicdeiicr Nsdclliuizer."
Miiiiieli, ISsa, ISS7. Seliwnpimeh, I'nteniuchuiiKcn iilier Ktiaiiigewiciil, u.
Druckfeitigkeit des IlolzeB," 1SK7, ISit,s. Bidder, “ I'litcrsiiehnngeu ii tier die
Qualitiit des iii lieliteii u. geBeldesseiieii SUiid erwiiehsenen I'aimcn u. Kichteu
holzea." Laiidoll, ‘■I’liifmig der Fesligkeit a. Klastiaitiit der liauliiiiitcr.''
Seliweiz Zoilwlirift, ISSii.
JIadect u. Yaiika. “ linteraueliiingcii iilaT die
Elaatiaitiit ». Fcatigkeit der iistcrreieh ; Itauliiilzer, I. Fichte SiiiltirdlR," lltoO.
Tetmajer, “ I'rilfungder aeiia'eizcriaehen Biiuhiilzer,” I8S3—ISIKI. Femow and
Roth, ill aeveral iiam|ilileta on the alrength of American woods. “KeiaMdii
on the etrcngtli of structural timber," W. K. llatt, L'nited Staten of America
, Fkircat Service, Circular 115, Oct. 24,1907.

II;
investigators have not calculated the limits of elasticity, Btil^
have stated that the two moduli correspond.
As regards specific weight, they affirm that for any species^:
heavier wood is stronger, so for two species of spruce, the
heavier is stronger and more elastic. Schwappach goes more
into detail on the connection between specific weight and’
transverse strength, stating that:
Transverse strength, depends on
(a) . Tree-parts. 'I'he external wood is the strongest, also
nsnally the heaviest. In the crown of a tree, sometimes the
weight, sometimes the strength is greater. The so-called
hard and heavy side of coniferous trees is weaker than the
so-called soft side. According to Pdppel* also, the wood of the
upper side of branch(«.s is stronger and more elastic than that
of their lower side, so that lighter wood is stronger than
heavy wood.
(b) . Age. Old wood is stronger, though lighter, than young
wood; in the Scots pine, specific weight diminishes after a
tree is sixty years old, hut strength increases.

(c) . Locality. The strength diminishes as the tree is grown
away from its optimum climate [cf. p. 5(5).
(d) . Soil. The best soil produces the strongest wood; it has
been shown already that the best soil does not always proiluce
the heaviest wood.
((*). Wetness of the wood. Variations of 1 per cent, in wet¬
ness give dift'erencos up to 8 per cent, in strength.
Schwappach hence dcicides that specific weight alone is no
determining cause of strength.
Only after eliminating the results of age, locality and method
of jjroduction, and after seasoning the wood, is its strength
dependent upon its specific weight alone. 'J'hiis in order to
avoid one raistalie further investigations involving fresh sonrcee
of error must he undertaken. 'JVtmajer states that the propor¬
tion in which cellulose, lignin, gums, etc., are mixed in the cellwall does not affect specific weight, 7ior doo.s the mode of
union of these materials with one another, nor that of adjacent
cells (cohesion). Tetmajer alleges that the amount of defer-'
mation, which in tests of strength, occurs in displacement of^
K. Ilartig, “ UolnantoreucliBnrea Altes u. Ncacs." It«rtin. I9ui.
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tfloieeules, is a very important factor, but specific woiRbt
’ gives no mdicatioii of this. Willi these results before him,
Mayr concludes that to foretell tlie strength of wood by
means of its specific weight is like a forecast of ajiproaehing
weather, from no factor except the position of the barometric
column. We must therefore try to produce the cleanest,
straightest and most cylindrical stems in the least possible
time, whether or no such timber is heavy or light.
The strength of a beam depends on the manner in which it
is supported, and the point of action of a straining force;
a beam supported at one end and laden at the other
■ possesses only one quarter of the strengtii of the same beam,
when supported at both ends and weighted in the middle. If
after the weight has been applied and removed there is a
change of form in the beam, tlie limits of elasticity have been
exceeded. It has been assumed that this limit is half that of
the breaking strain, that abeam which breaks witli eight tons
loses its elasticity with four tons. In cngineoring structures
employing wood the limits of elasticity are never jiermitted to
be approached, especially as llaujit and Tburslon hav'c deter¬
mined that the limit of elasticity is mucb lower when the load
is iHjrmanent.
Another very important item in the strength is the trans¬
verse shape of the beam, and the direction of the annuel
sones with respect to the supports. Tlie transverse sti eiigth
is greatest when the section is a rectangle with its sides in the
ratio 10:7, the beam resting with its narrower side on the
support. Such a beam exhibits the maximum strength (100)
when the annual zones are aiiproximately iicrpendicular to
tire supporting surface (Fig. 43 u).
If such a beam rests on its broader side, its strengtii is 00
(Fig. 43 c). A beam with a square section hut of the same
area as (a) has a strength of 75 if the annual zones are nearly
periiendicular to the supporting surface (Fig. 43 h), 05 wlieu the
annual zones are parallel to the supporting surface. A i oct¬
angular beam with the pith in its centre and jdaced on its
narrow side has a strength of 90 (Fig. 43 d) and it square
of 70 (Fig. 34 ('). (Another test gave b — 84, c = 70.)
( The wav in which a beam is cut out of a log also affects its

^
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strength. If a piece of wood is subject to great pressure, as
in whecl-s|>okes or ladder-rungs, it should be split or cloven
from the log, us, by sawing or hewing, many fibres are cut,
whilst by splitting, all the fibres remain in their natural length.
Evenness of grain in the annual rings and approximately
vertical fibres denote sti'ong w'ood. .\ny interruption of the
straightness of grain, caused esjajciully ))y enclosed branches,
reduces the strength of the beam considerably.
Since the elasticity of a beam is ascribed correctly to the
amount of lignin it contains, exposure to light and heat

Fig. Kl.—Uiitiitt of llic strciigtli of iliffci-ont
of llie .Miiiic scMioii in aim,
but of (litforout tilia])es.

during the life of a tree must bo favourable to the etrength
of its wood, for Cieslai- has shown that the cell-walls become
more lignified the more light a tree receives. On the other
hand, wood, especially that of supj>ressed poles, grown in a
dense crop is tough, but less elastic and strong. Practical
experience confirms this statement, for spruce poles grown in
open woods belonging to peasants, called “ white stems ” on
account of the lichens that cover them, are more durable and
elastic than “red poles” taken from thinnings in a dense
wood. The opinion of timber-merchants that mountain-wood
is more elastic than valley-wood is also partly ti ne.

eTBGHGim

Contents of resin has a sligiitly reducing iiiHiieiiue ou
strength, for very resinous wood is brittle and weak.
The employment of wood in high air-temperatures is
leonducive to strength, because the wood becomes dry.
'Temperatures below zero weaken the strenglh of woo<l considerably; when wet wood is frozen it becomes brittle and
approaches ice in its strength.
That humidity weakens wood has been already staled, and
the e-xperiments of Schwappach and liudelolT contirni this.
To the season of felling an intiuence on the strenglh of wood
has been assigned ; wood felled in December is said to be the
strongest. Anyone, however, who has undertaken to test this
and who knows the numerous sources of error that arise in
such investigations, can only warn practical men to beware of
such a statement.
Every diseaso in wood reduces its strength considerably.
No list of woods ranged in the order of their elasticity can
l»o drawn up without a suspicion of jirejudice, especially with
regard to the method adopted for testing them, and also
because indiviilual trees of the same sirecies vary gi'eatly in
strength, even when taken from the same crop. Soil, climate,
the method of rearing trees, etc., also cause great differences
in strength.
Sometimes oakwood, sometimes ashwood, is
chosen as the strongest and most elastic material. Actual
tests have placed conifers above broadleaved trees in strength.
Scots pinewood that is so brittle when exposed to snow has
been jdaced first among elastic woods. Tests have shown
that beechwood possesses considerable strength, while in
practice, beech, birch and alder are reckoned us woods with
the least transverse strength, but with considerabie resistance
to crushing. There is no doubt that certain foreign woods are
more elastic than our indigenous woods, r.//., liickory (llkoiia
alba), teak, sutidri (lleritura), iancewood (lluijiutia) and
bamboos.
4. Tuwjhneiit or VliaUliOj.
A wood is said to be tough or pliable when it cun be Iteut
beyond the limits of irerfect elasticity and is then susceptible
of permanent deformation without breaking. The greater the
interval between its limits of elasticity and rupture the

fiougher is tbe wood, and touglincBS has already been tak®
faito account in tlie discussion regarding tire streiigtli of
wood. In jiractice an unplialJe wood is tcrnied brittle.
Pliability in wood from one sjiecios of tree or jiart of a trtjB'
deiHjnds chiefly on specific weight; heavy wood is less
pliable than light wood. The branches are loss pliable than
the stem, and the stew than tbe roots; the liner rootlets are
used as willies. Tbe rhisomorpbs of tbe honey-fungue
(Armillana iiidli'a) are more pliable than the finest rootlets
of trees. Soft broadleaved wood is generally more jiliable than
hardwoods, but on the other baud the wood of lliairia tilba is
much more pliable than the lighter, brittle wood of ]I. amara,
Bapidity of growth favours iiliability, and coppice-shoots,
such as osier-willows and shoots of oak, birch, ash, elm and
hasel are very pliable.
As lignin in woody tissues specially determines hardness
and strength, so cellulose conHu-s on wood toughness and
pliability. The less the illumination under which the tree
has been grown, the more pliable it is. The very pliable
coppice-shoots are nourished chiefly by leserve material from
tbe stools and roots and get very little nourishment from
light. The produce of thinnings is tough and pliable, but
not so hard and elastic as well-lignilied stems grown under
complete illumination. [Woods grown on nortlieru asia-cts
are more pliable than the harder ami moi'o ligniliod woods
grown on southern and western sloiios, ami the same is true
for woods grown on moist soil, as compai ed with dry calcareous
soil, or peat, which produce brittle wood.—T'r. |
Moisture increases the pliability of all woods. Hence in
freshly felled trees, the sapwood is touglim- than the lieart; wood; hardwoods when wet are tougher than when they are
dry, but the loo.sening of the walls of their tissues by tbe
'water preponderates over the resulting toughness (c/i p. 87).
Heat also increases pliability if precautions are taken to [ireventevaporation; healaml moisture acting togetlier render wood
extremely pliable, so that steamed rods and planks can be bent
just as if they were formed of homogeneous material,' as in
;•

* W. Kxitcr, “Dtts Itiegcu dcs Kolxes.’'

Zeutmlbiatl f. il. ges. Forstweaeu^
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steaming wood for chairs, banisters, carved plaiijts used in
carriages, ships and barges, musical instruments, etc. Frozen
wood is hard and brittle.
When resin (seini-liqnid turpentine) replaces water in wood,
pliability is diminished, wood charged with rosin or eolophany
(oxidised turpentine) becomes harder, the longer the rosin has
been in its tissues.
The colouring-matter in heartwood diminishes the pliability
of wood.
The following list shows that pliability do|)cnds greatly on
species, but in practice there is much dillerencc of oinnion on
this subject.
Sl'KCTKK AUKA.SOiai ACCtlRDlNO TO THKIH I’l.lAmMlV,

I
1

IIickoiT.

OUn‘1 In\t‘sti);.ttnrs.

!

Bioii.

1

Jil,,,.

j

Wiliuu'..

I

HnllllA'AHl.
l.!urh.
Scot-I'liif'.lad Spinet'.

I
;

r.>|»lie>.
folk Elm.
Ilil'kory.

.
j
i

('ll|lpi^;^‘-^lllHlt'' Ilf ViU'iiiii'- liruii'llciivi il truo-.
Su|>|iiT’''.^tH| Spriur.
-n-tTiliisv«upmnK,^,,.^.
I,

I

AU],

I

1

A.Ui,

I

Uubmiii

f

5. Diiruhilitii.
Durability is a measure of the time during which wood
remains sound. In using and storing wood it appears that
the durability of any species of wood varies remarkably. l‘or
instance, beechwootl, when made into furniture that remains
inside our houses, may last for centuries, but the same wood,
when exposed to moisture from the soil, rots in from three to
five years, while under w’ater it can be kept sound for decades.
As a rule we understand by the term durability a measiue
of the duration of wood that is used more or less in contact
with the ground, as for posts or railway-sleepers.
The various forms of decay in wood are, as follows:
Greyness.—Wood that is not exposed to ground-moisture
but to atmospheric influences and precipitations, variations of

mi

raoPERTiEs OP -wodJ);

temperature, insolation, etc., turns grey.

The pale tints of ,;

freshlj' utilised wood, as in fences, hecome darker when its. ■
tannin is oxidised, and though this may increase its durability
temporarily, the wood bceoine.s gradu.illy grey owing to the slow
decomposition of its external layers.

The lignin is dissolved

first, leaving a snbstaneo that is idelier in cellulose.

The

exposed cells are gnawed by various sjiecies of wasps in order
to obtain wood-pulp for Ibeir nests.
Softwoods turn gri^y earlier than hardwoods, and springwood is attacked befoix^ summor-^Yood, hard knots and resinous
parts of the wood olToriiig most njsistance.
affects

this

decomposition

greatly, for in

Local climate
maritime

and

mountain climates wood (c.g., shingles on roofs and walls of
buildings) becomes grey much sooner than in dry eonlinental
countries.

Thus, in North America, Weymouth pine shingles

last for about five years near the Atlantic coast, but for ten
years and more in the Prairies. Planed j)lanksi'osistgreynesB
longer than planks that are merely sawn.
Humification, or eremacausis, affects wood
exposed constanlly to almo.spberic
insufficient supplies of oxygen.

bumidily

wbe.n
and

it is

obtains

AVood buried in the ground,

or in mines, shafts, shi])-cabina, cellars, inside hollow trees,
etc., is exposed cliieily to this form of decay, which, besides
being due to chemical d(!Composition, is also assisted by
fungi; the final product is damp, powdery, brown mould.

In

such places, according to Alayr, fungi appear whenever the
relative humidity of I he air attains 70 per cent.; when the
air is hess moist and fungi arc; absent the wmod decomposes
more slowly.
Rottenness is

llui

decomposition of wood by the agency of

fungi, when the wood being supplied fully with atmospheric
oxygen is exposed also from time to time to humidity.

All

wood in contact with the ground is in this condition, ^
e.ff., floors, posts, or railway-sleepers. The eventual product
is n rotten, moist, pale or dark brown siibstance, with a
fracture partly fibrous and partly crumbling, and is scented
like humus or fungi.

AA'horever the variations of moisture

are greatest, as just above, at, or just below, the surface of
the ground, rotting is most rapid and continuous.

Stakes.
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poles and posts in the ground break eventually at their,
point of contact with it.
The surface of wood exposed to (lowing water becomes
slimy, owing to the action of bacteria, especially T.eptotlirix,
but wood in this condition is vei-y dnral)lo.
Mechanical attrition by natural ageiu'i(!S occurs in rapid
watercourses,

such

as

mountain-torrents

carrying

sand

and gravel, the continual impacts of which on wood wear
away its surface.

A similai' action tal(es placo near the sea¬

shore, when the wind bl()ws grains of .sand against the wood,
as near sand-dunes,

blanks and beams that are exposed to

the sand resist it best at their hard knots, wliieh eventually
proti'ude beyond the rest of the wood in polished conical
projections.
Wood is converted into peat, or becomes carbonised, after
lying for long periods of time in W('t jieat.

It retains its

structure, but

soft

is

conviu’ted gradually

into

peat or

eventually into lignite, but sometimes may bo utilised as
bog-oak,

aftca'

it has been

removed from the bog and has been drieil.

etc.,

hardening

considerably

Wood from

forests that have been submerged by the s(ri resembles bogwood.

In

.Japan whole forests have

bemi

d(stroyed by

volcanic erui)tiona and buried in ashes or lava.

This wood

is at first of a silver-grey colour (Indai-wood of the Japanese),
but later becomes brown and loses its structure, forming a
homogeneous mass like jet (IJmorcgi),
It is obvious that in many modes of utilisation of wood a
piece of wood may be exposed to two or oven three kinds of
decay.

Thus, bridge-posts are subject to grey decay above

water-level and to attrition below it, while a gate-post becomes
grey above ground, rotten near the surface of the ground, and
humified at its lower cud.
Usually a wood is held to bo more durable the longer it
resists rottenness and humification ; this is natural durability,
as opposed to artificial durability, due to impregnation with
antiseptic substances.
The natural durability of the wood of any species of tree
depends in the first place on its position in the tree; heartnrood is always more durable than sapwood, even heartwood
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without distinct colour, as in spruce, silver-fir, or birch;
for heartwood contains no easily decomposable albuminous
constituents, and is always drier than sapwood.
The presence of colouring-matter in heai'twood, however,
increases durability greatly; woods with coloured heartwood are always more durable than woods with heartwood
and sapwood of a uniform colour. Mayr also states that the
more intense the colour of the heartwood the more durable
it is. The imperhict heartwood, or internal sapwood, of oaks,
that occurs occasionally in annular soiuis in the midst of
perfect heartwood, characterised by Ihcf absence of thylosis
and tannin and the ]>rescnce of starch and so faintly coloured
that it re.seinbkis sapwood, is no more durable than is normal
sapwood (c/i ]). 112),
In the following tabular form, woods are grouped according
to the colour.s of their heartwood ;—
Tdidinf'. itK 11 K.xkTwooi).
niark. IkOlMi, Ikial

(iiiM,
lliirwii, lliitiht
^ nliuw. \ ) |lc(\Msi| (iici'll.

I

1
'

laglil follow, Liylil
I.tglllL ni'UMl.

I

KI*oii\.

i

i Malii't'iiiiY.

,

.Ifiinih.
Knni.

I
'

iVtlrcla.
Yew.
Muny tmpifjil
wckmIs.

Tr. I

iMabTiiiilia.

'

riVak.-- Ti.]

I

Udbitliu.

0;lL
1

'
—Tr. ]

lune.

!

(’iiania‘r\|)aJ 1". obtu.su.

!

l»i''ifor!i.

1
MiillKTn.

rt’lK'll-Cftiiil,
Swamp-cypifsh.

Sc>|UOia
virtin'j.
Liuvh,
Dijujjluh fir.

liliiie.

rino't. ineludmj; Weymouth ,

i

(li.inl thuya.

Hemlock t'pniee,
;
Tonoya.
j ■ Siillow. jfd and fan ly li:iid.
j
and dni'iible.—Tr.'
Klin.
(All durable.)

I’eech.
Ihieli.
Ifiiisi'-ehestnuf.
A>ii
.Maple.

^

I

Spi uee.
Sih’oi-lir.
Hornbeam,

[lltilly. wliiie and fairly
durable.—Tr. \
Alder (rod heartwood).
f.avYsoii’.^ eypre>'',
t'upre.-sus scinjiorvturns.
(All,bill liolh and the two
last, not durable 1 the
two cyiuesscs arc very
durable.)

(All very durable.)

The exceptions in this list to JInyr's law about the corre¬
spondence of high colour and durability are the two cvu'-esses,
holly and alder. The heartwood of all cypiesscs contains
ethereal oil and is very durable;, in abler-wood, though
the heartwood is of a higj^olour, this is due to an oxidised
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product from a colourloss clirouK)f»ftn. [Deodar-wood is also
pale yellowisli-browu but exlremoly duruble. -Tr.]
Tbc colouring-uiattor in licarlwood is derived from Uuiiiii;
as tbe water disa])poars from tbe tissues iiiul o.\_v”ou is
admitted, it js formed by oxidation
separating sapwood from lioartwood.

in

tbo liorder zone

Tliis reijuires complete

illumination of tbe tree’s foliage ; tbo colour is deepest in ilio
beartwood of brandies, it is paler in tbo stem-wood and palest
ill tbe roots.

Tbe colour of tbe beartwood is also deeper in

tbe wood of trees that bavc grown in full sunlight than in
those grown in a crowded crop or under tbo shade of other
trees; therefore the wood of trees exposed to full light is
more durable than that of trees grown in restricted light.
Tbe influence of thinnings and of setting trees free from
their neighbours and retaining standards over iimlorwood
on the increased colour and

dnrabilily of their wood is

therefore evident.
The deepest colours and the greatest durability occur in
the beartwood of certain tropical trees; in cooler climatic
zones the colours are less deep and the woods less durable.
In the coolest climate, indeed, perishable spnicewood and
very durable birchwood are produced, hut us a g(!n(!ral rule
it may bo predicated for broadle.avcd trees witbin tbeir native
habitat, that great heat implies durability.
Turpentine becomes oxidised into rosin, which possessris
exti'aordiiuiry durability; the more giadual is this process,
the greater the quantity of Ibpiid and volatile oil that is <;onverted into rosin; such a transformation is W'eurod by Keeping
coniferous wood as long as possibh; in tlio form of logs or halKs.
The effects of rosin on the durability of wood are not, how¬
ever, siilliciont tor it to replace olluir factors, c.//., colouringmatter.

We3miouth pine contains more turpciitino thini any

European conifer except maritime pine, yot its wood is not
nearly so durable as that of larch, which contains little turiientine, but much colouring-matter.

Thu greater durability of

sprucewood than the wood of silver-fir is, however, due to its
being the more resinous of the two.
Wet wood is always less durable than dry wood, for wet
wood in the form of logs or balks requires two or three years
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to become air-drv, and during this interval there is always
danger of infection by fungi, which do not attack dry wood.
When wood has been floated or rafted, part of its soluble
contents, albumen, sugar, gums, etc., have been removed, but
it is so saturated with watei' that the danger of infection by
fungi is increased.

'J'lie nature of the soil in contact with

which the wood is used, r.r/., sand, loam, or stvampy ground,
affects its durability.

Also the locality, r.,7., a shaded or

sunny hIoik!, a damp valley, a cool, windswept upland.

[In

all those eases it should be noted that in order to cause wood
to decay three factors are necessary, heat, water and oxygen.
The exclusion of one of these factors suffices to pi'eserve
the wood.
long.

In very wet soil oxygen is absent and wood lasts

The wood of mummy-cases is practically imperishable

in Fjg3'pt, wh(!ro water is the absent factor.

At Kilchcster,

in Berkshire, three silver-fir casks wore dug from a Boman
well that had been tilled with earth at the time of the Saxon
invasion, presumably about 1,400 years

ago;

this wood,

naturally very iierishable, is still in excellent condition in the
Beading Miisoum, as the clay that tilled the well had excluded
oxygon.—Tr.]
The (pu'stion whether, in oi'der to [ji oduee durable wood,
fellings should be made in winter or summer is as old as the
hills, and is really insoluble, as it is impossible to exclude all
disturbing factors and exi)eriment with one only.

In any

case the dilTei'enee in durability of the wood cut in summer
or winter is eonffned to the sapwood.

[In lire Bores! of Dean

the boles of oak-trees are stripped of bark in the spring and
remain with their foliage transpiring moisture, and their
-'Oxposod wood evaporaliug it all the summer and autumn;
'■ this renders the wood when felled in winter very dry, and
must increase its durability.—Tr.]
All articles made of wood for human use arc liable to wearand-tear, especially tloors and street-paving.

Hardness and

high speoiflo weight are the best qualities to ensure durability
in such cases.

As atmospheric influences also tend to destroy

■ street-pavemoiit, hard, deep-coloured heartwood of any tree
is the most suitable material, e.;)., oak. larch, pitch-pine, etc.
' For this reason Australian hardwoods, such as Karri {EucalyptM
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t^ersicotor) and Jarrah (E. margiiiata), and Indian iron-wood,
Xpliti dvhihrifonnis (ryiiRado), aro usod in London.
Woods wear away most

rapidly when their radial or

tangential sections are above: as, however, these sections
exhibit the beautiful silver-grain of the wood, they are used
for i)ar(iueU, while in street-paving only the transverse sections
are laid uppermost.
The animals that reduce the

durability of

wood

in

buildings and furniture are chielly insects, which construct
passages in wood for laying their eggs and foi- the devrdopment
of their young broods.

Their presence may be detected by

the occurrence of little holes in the wood and the exudation
of boring-powder.

Among the worst enemies of wood are

little beetles and their larva’, such as Anohiiun
and A.pcriimi.v (the death-watch); Tmiiinin liiuvtiu lalso in
living trees); /.Icnac-stc-s, chielly in l.u’oadleaved wood; lAmiWiihm
naralc, in oak-wood in dockyards.

Species of Ti'tivjiiiuii and

Sirc.i' bore into larch and other conifers.

In the tropics, and

even in Southern Europe, white ants (Ti'niiitrs) are e.xtremely
destructive to wood, sparing only very few .siiecies.
aiu\eiy Hilj.ari to 1«' auniirak'ii,
tin’ wuImik ciiliiw.
wliidi au' Mi\ M,il iiii.i
Only :l to r.-M’al-i.I.I I’ulins nliwh lire
tUimiiislih liaiiilicO, sli.mtl !»■ u-cil
laltciK aial IIi.-m' lail.v afoa si.vfml
lu.mtliV Miakiiit'in a lank, in allcr beiiia lluaU’.l l.ai- iliMaii.-i's in nil'll.ii a
liviT. Till-nalives ,.t Inilia
llial liainki.,iliiiina Inikiit innonItalil. nialit.s lieoiinn wornioatun uinoli morr ii’.allly tlian tiinno li iUil iliuiii;l
ilia ilalk lialf of llii’ nnintli wlina Ilia moon iloo', not -liinc ill ni|;lil
oxiicilincnl was m.ailu by tl.n IniiiHliitor iil Holira Hiui in bssil to .1. Uannni
tlil.5, aiul loo hauiboos wuio cut iliirilio Uio t.iialil niiHMillfilil ami loo cal
ilinili;,' the iliok |iail of llio niontli. ami liic foniRM' weic liiucli im.lc ivolincalci:
Ilian tlm tiller. It l- lil-olialilc Hull ccilain insccU, the laria- of nliicli .itlacl,
liiiinlioa,... Ily only iliiinic ilii l'iii;lii niooiiliirlil nii,'lil', ulicii ilicy l.iy cyjiH ii
ihc banili‘K>s.
KiiHlior iiivi’-li'Kinoio on llm Mibjecl wcic nimlc in Jlailras in isbh am
sumciiunit yours, anil llnii-o arc .loscrilxal by 10. I'. .Slcbbiuo ni Iho
' FoiTHti'i-, November, llioil. The iiisccis iii i]iio3tioii arc Biii.l to be Dinmhru.
pilifroui anil D. wliinlnx. Tlic cxpormiciili. weie iml coinlilctoll si-ioiililically
ami Slcbbino »u(;2csts fiiillier oxiiorimenta In ilconlc llii.s .inci-tuiu
K. li. AVoakes. in a paper roiiil lK.’fiire llie Anierieaii Iiistn.iitu of .Miiiiiu
' Engineeis ninl pnnieil in the 'Inijnral AtjrU-ulti/nilhl for (Iclob i, l'<ll'.i. sl.m.that in the llepublic of i 'oliimbia, in Soulli Ameiiom '• not only baiiiboox bill al
timbers, are fclleil liiiriiio ihe waiiiiiK iiioou.’'
Whenever
containing only sapwooii, or banjljx>KHre u»c(l for niftm
...evidently they slioiild be dried thoiouglily : when ex|io.scd to smoke, as the;
Sj: am in the roofs of ludiaii lints, tins prevents lurtlier iliiuger Iroin insects.
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The wliolcsale destraHion of mosl wocmIs in hot countries by termites, or
white ants, ifj well linown. and tho minibor of woody fipocies in Imlia which
resist tfieir attacks is very hiiiil<.tl. Even tlerslar wood, in spite of the oil
witli wliicli il is saturafe l. iv soinetiuK's allacked by lliem, and the sapwood
(jf ev<'ry wimd is fiib ii away \riy rapidly. Tlic bcarlwwKl of sal {Shoreu
rohNHfn')^ t(*ak, (uii {ihlrrhi 7/wo<//). ebony, sissu (^l)albvr>i'ui
and some
oilier huitj wood-^ lesist their attacks, Imt iii tlie ease of buildin^-timU'r it is
always be-st lo satuiide il with ////ry//rt-(*il, extiucte<l fnmi /fipit’rorafjfHs

EL'. 111a.—Till* Tt'icdo.

(Alter l><»ppc).

ftirhiiKift/s. Kn;'inecrs in India shoidd be caicful to cri'ct oidy solid masoinyW’nlls, anil not leave ric\iccs in lliein iij* which the while ants may ascend to
the roof of a building; aNo they may mix arsenic with their mortar with
ndv.'mtage.
It has oflen been suggesteii that softer wikxIs if mjecleil with creosote,
sidjdiafeol non or/me. or eorro>i\e siil)|iniat<‘ (laelilonde of mereuiy), would
be found to ro'^iHi tlie attacks of white ants, Imt no serious atlenijils liavc as
yet la-en made in India to utiiise injceti-d wikmI. Termites oecur everywhere
in India, up to altitude.* of about 4.(H>n fret aljove sea-level.

Eig. 1*.

boiingsor the Toledo.

(After Hoppe).

Tn order to prevorve museum wiXHl-spi'cimens from insects, it. is lH*st to dip
them in a solution of one part of corrosive sulilimate to twenty parts of water.
Ethereal oils in woo«ls, esjieeudly in tliose rhat are strongly scentt\l, protect
them

from

inscet-atlacks, though the presence of

i-esin is not

always a

protection.

Wood immeraed in freth-water is very durable, even beechwaKvl ln.sting for
centuries.

In the year ISoS. twelve oak piles of the Roman bridge near Aargan

came to the surface, and llic wcxxl was hard enough lo Ik* made into toys.

Wood used in lea-wator at shipping ports and storw of wooil ke]it under
water at tliese nlaces, are subitet to the attacks of certain annuals,

siome
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4small

crustaiJMini,

TAmmma tPiriirtnit,

Loach.aiul

('hf'luru feirhi^nci*

boro into and gnaw the suifao<* ol‘ all woods in M-a-wai.-r

Th<; moUajk.

Ttmio Hfieuh*.\ L. (.Figs. XI and )U), and othrr ^|^oolos of

Teredo, arc huutooi

the most dedniclive jicM^ of smtli Km»)[K‘an M-aports

lriv<io-> alt icKod

wood in the Ivtcone poiiod tl.uinl'in ('l-i\)
Ter(Hlo>. Hvo only in soa-wahT and boic iml .inl;\ ihc Nijuvood, l.nl aK>» llio
hearUsood of

all kinds of timber, cxoojd the danali

| [F.urulmitII\ mm

Shijis. the bottom of which aiv ii«'L covoml wiili jaippoi, sullei gic.uly from
tcrmlos.

WoimIoii [)ilc^ nsc*l in liiirbonis, olo., may bo pvoioolod by lioiitg

cfcosoled. but this is serviceablo \»nly when tiio whhhI iv thoiouglily satiiraiod
with creosote ; as coniferous waKul inibibos (•i'i;o.''Oto U'Ucr than »)aK\\«'<nl, uhon
cieosoted it is bettor lluui oaliwooil for n>o m daniv ami olhor baib..ni-\\oths.
Attempts liavo been made to pr«'(oct piles in si'a-waior by stud<lin:.'lin ni with
brnad-headod uads. but the iilth- toiodo!*. b>rcc thoir way intn the wood i>cl wooti
the bea<ls of the nails.

In the y(‘;irs 1S27 ami

wlion tlu' rainfall was \ory

slight and the l>utch cainils near tlio soa ooasi booame voiy sail, it wa-s fniind
that all the piles suppoitiug tlio ilatns along the Ihilcli ooasi wore Imrcd l»y
teredos.

A Commi.ssion was ajipointed in lloUand, in IS.Mh toon<|UiH- into tlio

causes and possiiile roinodios of tins damage, and from its n'poii, wiitlon by
V.

Ihiuinhauer and (puitial in Katy.olmrc’s t'or!,liii\iclt'iihi(ii<!i' (iiy diidcicli and

Nilsohe, l8.Sh), the alxive leinarks have been taken.

If is al'o stated by

Nampietti*, 8 that when timber is sfore<l in sea-ports for hliip-bnililiiic and
liarbour-woiks. it shoidd be kept eitlier in banks of nim!, or in tank's m wlindi
suUieiont fr<*sli-water is iuixihI wntli sea-water, so as to render it less saline tlnin
is iieeissarv for the lib* of the lereihts.—Tr. |

Nuiiierons fungi, chieily of Tiasiilioinycetes, (l('st)’oy wood.
This is principally bocausi; wood tlial lias boon iilroady
attacked by fuiif'i, in the forest, is brought to tlui market in
a moist condition, or because air-dry wood is used iii moist
places.

The number of species of di'structive fungi tliat

attack converted wood is mnclt greater tluin those described
in books.

Should one be obliged to live in a humid climate

or ill daiu(i bouses not only the most destructive ol housefungi. dry-rot {Mcrnlinx /(((•/■iHidHs) a|ipears, but also numerous
sjiecies of Pdliipunin, 'I'i'hihcU-h mid ('Djiriiiiis apjiear, which
gradually destroy all tlio woodwork in a house.

Most of tlieso

fungi attack lii'st the sapwood of converted timber and tlimi
the heartwood ; some (Traiiii'tcn) live in the heartwood only.
Some fungi cause white rot, others rod rot, tlio wood in both
cases becoming eventually a soft, crumbling, structiireles.s
mass.

1!. llartig has described the fungi destructive to wood

• Vide llatzcb«rg'» ■'KuisUnsectcnkimde," by Jiideieh and NiUflic, lss;i,
p. ;«7 ff.

t Vide ■' Encycbipiediii liril.” I8S8, vol. xxiii. p. 1.S4,
j “ I,aslelt,'' 0/1. ('it. ji. n.

, g

Exploitation «lc.> hois," iSG.s.
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^
in luB elassical works referred to below/

*■'
Trt
Eegarding “ dry /

rot ” Goppert and Harlig Ixave published treatises.!
[The International Association for Testing Materials,Decem¬
ber, 1898, formulated two questions regarding dry rot
1. Can infection of wood by Merulius lacrimans be recog¬
nised before it is used ?
il. What arc the best methods of preserving the wood ?
The former question has not yet been answered.

For the

second thorough drying and ixainting the wood with antiseptics
suffices.

Creosote is the best antiseptic, but is inflammable.

Viilc Henry, Itev. das E ct F, page 05,1901, and September 1,
1902.

In order to test the comparative durability of certain

woods Hartig placed hcartwood beams 10 C. in diameter, of
the following species in the ground.

The years given in the

Statement below denote the period in which the wood was
completely rotten.
10

ft Ykus

Veaif’

t ijdss.

Norway niaplt*. '
Silvm-li
lU't'ch.
S|irii<‘t*
Lime.
('Giiiinoti tii

ILi'ch.

0

i

l’ |llit)S.

HfiVM'-ehiMnul.

llowaii.

j

Khiis.
SvcjunoJC.
,

Plane.

WVyimmth piiio.
( Laifli, vobiiiia, and Scot' jiiuc (Lto NOars
olil) weic then i|Uiic intact.)

In the damp, warm air of mines, some experiments made
at Commentry gave the following results for pit-props, the
species being arranged in their order of durability J:—
1. Oaks.

l>. Fiobinia.

2. Scots pine.

7. Willow.

12. Birch.

!t. Alder.

8. Maples.

la. Hornbeam.

4. Ash.
5. Maritime pine.
•

11. Cherry.

9. Elm.

14. Beech.

10. Aspen.

15. Toplar.

* IL JJftrMjr, “ i>ie ZersetztiiijiH’iM'hcinunjjcu dos
dor Nailclholzlmilme
u. der Eichf.“ lk*rliii, 187S. “Lohibm-h <lt'T BauinkraiikhiMtcn,”
Aufl.
Berlin, IS510. See
“.^cblich’s >Ianual of Korestry,’' vol. lii. “ Forest Pro*,
tection,” by W. K, Fisher, 2nd ed.,
t Goppert, '*l>er Hansschwamra.” Breslau, 1885. K. Uartig, " Der Haas*

gchwamui.” Berlin, 1885.
r’*' J These data are given by Muthey, o/k rU.
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As fungi do not occur below one or two feet from the surfiice
E the ground, and bacteria that assist greatly in destroying
■ood in contact with the soil are found only in its BUiH-rlieial
lyers and not in peat, deep immersion in the soil, or in peat,
reserves wood, as has-been stated alread_v

-ftO

6. Ileidiny-jMiri'r and C,mtbnslihiUt!i of Wood.*-

There are various methods for determining the heating)Ower of wood.

As burning wood takes oxygen from the air

ind gives out carbon-dioxide and water-vapour, tlie mass
)f oxygen requisite to burn a given mass of wood can ho
neasured: the more oxygen is needed for the combustion of
;he wood, the more carbon the wood contains and consequently
the greater is its heating-power.

The amount of oxygen may

he determined bv burning the wood in a closed retort uith a
metallic oxide (red lead).

This chemical method does not

give the utilizable heating-power of the wood but only the
percentage of carbon it contains; the variations m the mass
of carbon in wood when measured by weight are, sum 1.
though if measured in volume, the results exhibit a steady
relation between the beating-power and siiecilic weight ot
wood.

The average volumes of carbon, bydrogen, oxygen ami

nitrogen in wood and other comhustildes are gii'cn below :
11.

(1.

-N.

Wood

,00

(i

4;i-7

1-6

Peat

,50

6

Lignite

68

6

26-6

0-4

Coal
Anthracite...

80

5

14-0

i-o

2-0

O-.'i

!)5

71-5

0-5

In physical methods for determining heating-power, the
wood is burned with free admission of unlimited oxygen;
the mass of ice that is melted, or the quantity of water
that is converted into steam, by burning equal volumes of
different kinds of wood, is then ascertained.

Also the rise ui

, temperature of a certain volume of water by the burning o
' the wood may be measured.
'• Frit!!, “Die Heizniaterialen u, dcit-u Auanutaang.
^.Rreauwert verBchaedenci llolnarteii.” 18110.

1877.

Ku(.iii!.tlimid

jeometibs of wood.'
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In the last method the amount of heat necessary to raise a ;
unit of water 1" C. is termed a calorie.

The heating-power o{

air-dry wood is given as equivalent to 3,620 calories, charcoal
at 8,080 calories.

Hence one kilogram of wood or charcoal

will raise the temperature of 3,620 or 8,080 litres of water
hy 1“ C.
The latest results hy Bersch * are as follows;—
Heat-units.

Charcoal

.7,000

Half-charred (red) ditto

.

3,980

Absolutely dry wood.3,600
Wood containing 20 per cent, of water
... 2,800
Limewood

,,

,,

„

...

2,700

Maple

„

„

„

...

3,600

I'oplar

„

,,

„

...

3,500

Beech

„

,,

„

...

3,500

Spruce

„

„

„

...

3,2,50

Ash

„

„

„

...

3,200

Hornbeam

„

„

„

...

3,100

Oak

„

„

„

...

2,700

The

heating-effect reckoned

in

calories, depending on

weight, shows that there is little difference in the heatingpower of the different woods.

But as in commerce wood is

dealt with by volume and not by weight, only statements
giving the heating-effect accoi'ding to ihe volume of wood
consumed, that is termed the specifio-heat effect, are of
practical importance.
The following tabular statement gives the specific-heat effects
of wood as coin[iared with that of pure carbon (100):—
Sl‘Kri FK'-HKAT El'rKdTS.

•

SjH'fios ctf Wowl.

SlKJCitk' ati-ilry Weight

Hombeaiii.
Oak.
Ash and beech
.
Maple
.
Birch
.
Scots pine..
Silvcr-hr and spruce

74 and 72
70
<10
f>2
47 an<i 4r.

SpH'jIlo-tieat

SO

* Berscli, “ Die Verwertuiig des Holzes auf cheniischeii Weg.”

2S
2r»
24
23
23
20
VJ

Wien, 185*8, ^

°"’'HEAT»r<J-MWER.
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Specific-heat Efeects--cmitmfi.

Siieclw of Wood.

Lime
.
roplar
.
Teat.
Lignite
.
Charcoal .
Carbon
.

Sjiecilic air-dry Wtiij'ht.

Simcilio-hfat nftopl,

52

is
H

i:.

77
'.♦i;
14MI

_—-— -—

The tliird or economic method for deterniiiiinf! lioatiiispower resembles that in which wood is burned in the ordinary
manner.
Equal volumes of different woods are burned in a stove or
furnace, the heat of which is shown by means of a thei-iuometer, or by a steam-engine the steam from which is measni ed
by a manometer.

This method shows that in order to burn

wood in our ordinary stoves, so much air is required to keep
up the burning, that half the heating-effect is lost by the
draught up the chimney.
The scale given above shows that speoiflo weight is the
chief factor in heating-power, so that the heaviest wood in a
tree, or of different species of trees, gives the greatest heat.
Only in the case of woods of nearly the same specific weights
do other factors intervene.

The measures detailed on page .')8

to produce heavy wood also ensure good heating-power, as
specific weight and heating-power correspond.
As lignin is richer in carbon than cellulose, every factor
that increases the lignin in wood also increases its heatingpower ((/. p. 79).
The water contained in wood, as in sapwood, may attain
60 per cent, of the weight of the wood; then 45 per cent,
of the heating-power is used to drive off the water as steam
and only a small percentage remains for heating the stove.
As regards fioated and rafted wood the same considerations
apply that have oeen already described (p. 102).

They are

especially liable to be attacked by fungi, chiefly species of
Corticium.

A special investigation of the fungi that attack

floated wood is desirable.
Nothing reduces the heating-power of wood more than the

ill

^ftomTlEB OF WOO50

growtb of fungi, which destroy the cell-confients and' the waii^
of the woody tissues,

Decaying wood has little heating-powor^
■'

while rotten wood merely glows without any flame.

Ethereal oils rich in carbon, such as turpentine, increase
the heating-power of wood.

In the case of pieces of wood that

have nearly equal specific weights, their possible contents in
resin is decisive as to their greater or less heating-power."
The excellent book by Hempel and Wilhelm* gives the
following heating-powers for conifers, that of beech being
100, and confirms this statement for spruce and silver-fir;—

ill (imiiiH of
'qiti
kilogtniin* of
Wood (.Mttji) 1

Hpccios.

llottting-Power.

Ki»cfjllc Wi

8(1
82
77
76
67
TiO

C,7

AuBtrifiii
Larch
Scots liitic
Spruce
Silver-iir ...
Weymouth pnn

:\'2

1<W»I

<‘)0
.'»2
47
Ui

'in

Abnormal contents of resin, as at wounds and in the stumpwood of ])ines, increases the heating-power.
used for torches.

Such wood is

[Stump-wood of the longleaved pine, in

the Himalayas, also used for torches, is sometimes resinous
enough to be translucent.—Tr.]
Betulin increases the heating-power of the wood and bark
of the birch.

When birch is cut into small pieces it gives

out heat rapidly, but the heat is not durable.

Split birchwood

is much used by bakers.
In utilizing the heat from wood there is much difference
in the various species.

Woods which crackle and emit sparks

when burning, and most soft woods, rapidly develop an intense
heat of short duration.

Such are larch, spruce, silver-fir,

peeled coppice oak, sweet-chesluut

[also

young pinewood

and broadleaved softwoods; these woods are used in bakers’
ovens and for pottery and glass-making.—Tr.]

Woods which

bum slowly and quietly with glowing embers produce eventu• G. Hempel u. K. Wilhelm, “ Dio ItoUme a. SlraUchcrdes U'eMes."
1900.
1 “ Da« Haw der NadelliiiUer.”

Berlin, 1S94.

Wiett,

mpSif^'roii' BEING
By the greatesFTieat, and are favourite woods for heating

louses.

Such are the woods of beech and hornbeam, olive-

vood, also that of evergreen oak.

Finally, woods rich in

■esin, such as torchwood and older piuewood of all species,
luni with long flames, bnt do not consume their carbon
lompletely, and give out much smoke and soot.

Such wood

is excellent for steam-engines.
Silver-fir twigs and needles are so rich in turpentine that
they will burn

when

freshly cut.

Larchwood is a bad

combustible. Julius Ciesar calls it “lionum u/ni impnidralnk:’
7. A-ptitudc of

for heinp UoiM.

a. Ilfi Implenmiix.
The reaction of wood to cutting implements, such as the
chisel, axe and plane, depend on the direction in which the
force is used, and cutting is most difficult, perpendicular to
its fibres, while cutting becomes easier the nearer the direction
of the force is to their direction, because their splitting assists
cuttim^

Hence with the axe it is easiest to cut obliquely.

In the" case of softwood the fibres bend before the axe, and
heavy axes arc required, which have more momentum and
penetration than light axes.

For hardwoods lighter axes are

usual, as the fibres do not bend before the axe.
The knife hardly deserves mention as a forest tool, mt,
when used with the hand, its action unites that of the axe
and saw more than that of any other tool; it affords there¬
fore, a suitable test for classifying the degrees of hardness ol
woods approximately.
.
,
i-aNbrdlinger, from average results obtained with differen
' tools, gives the following classification ol woods according t(
their hardness
Hard as bone: Barberry, box, privet, lilac.
Very hard: Common dogwood {Coriius samjuinea, L), yellov
dogwood (C. Mas, L.), whitehorn, blackthorn.
Herd: Kobinia, field-maple, sycamore, hornbeam, wK
cherry, service-tree, buckthorn, elder, yew, pedunculate oak
mahogany.
■ Fairly hard:

Ash,

holly,

mulberry,

mountain - pine

''’^PROPEB'flES OF
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plane, quince, Turkey-oak, elm, beech, ^aile oak, sweet "
chestnut.
Soft: Spruce, silver-fir, horse-chestnut, black alder, white
alder, birch, hazel, juniper, larch, black pine, Scots pine, birdcherry, sallow.
Very soft:

Paulownia, Weymouth-pino, poplars, aspen,

most willows, lime.
[Groat attention is paid in Franco to the cultivation of oak,
and Matlioy’s remarks on the different qualities of oakwood
as grown as standards over coppice or in high forest are very
appropriate here.
bois-gras.

The French distinguish hns-maigre from

The former contains a large percentage of summer-

wood in the annual zones, and is hard and horny, the wood, ■
chiefly of pedunculate oak grown as standards, is dense, hard,
and elastic, though subject to warp and crack.

Such wood

is particularly suitable for constructing buildings, ships or
barges.

Sawn oakwood of this quality when once seasoned

is unrivalled for durability and beauty.
The softer hoin-i'i-as has less summer-wood, so that the
percentage of porous spring-wood is often equal or superior
to that of the harder summer-wood.
breaks easily.

Such wood splits and

Sessile oaks grown on rocky ground in dense

high forest yield soft wood.

Such wood is not strong, but is

easy to work and yields excellent wood when split or sawn,
especially when the silver-grain is exposed, it is suitable
chiefly lor indoor usage.
Mathey remarks that calcareous soils, which produce soft
oak timber, usually yield the best beech, in which whiteness
and fineness of grain are the chief factors of good quality.
Ash yields its best and most elastic timber on moist quaternary
alluvium, and its most brittle timber on dry oolitic soils.
That produced at the junction between the oolitic and lias
clay, where there are numerous springs, is of intermediate
quality.

The best ashwood is produced in Britain.

In France, in the case of coniferous wood, altitudes below
1,600 feet yield soft, rapidly grown wood, with annual zones
of 15—20 mm.

Above this altitude the annual zones gradually

diminish to 3—6 mm., and the wood is hard, elastic and well
f lignified, with a large percentage of summer-wood.

Near the

li§

WosifP
^..

,,

,

’

■''

'- •" , '■

limits of arborescent vegetation the wood has annual zones'
less than 3 mm.; it is light and soft, but extremely regular
•in growth, and yields timber that is Inist (or carving or for
musical instruments.—Tr.]
It stands to reason that hardness is an obstacle to cutting,
and as hardness has already been shown to depend on specific
weight, the scale of specific weights (p. 61) affords a scale
of hardness.
Moisture in wood facilitates the work of cutting hardwoods,
but in softwoods it renders it more difficult (cf. p. 481.
Toughness heightens the lalwur, but softness assists it.
The soft, uuelastic wooil of AVeyniouth-pine is easy and smooth
to work; in this it snrpa.sses all the other Ahiduuw.

Only

species of ChatAaeeyyam have similar soft and unelastic wood,
and therefore are esteemed highly by joiners and cabinet¬
makers abroad.
Begularity in the structure of the annual zones, straight¬
ness of bole and vertical direotion of the fibres are favour¬
able conditions for the easy working of wood by cutting
implements. All knots, wavy or twisted fibres, or burrs
increase the labou'' of cutting and planing, often more than
does the extent of surface of the wood, for the chisel cuts
irregularly into such wood, and the plane has constantly to
be turned round while planing unevenly grained wood.
Thu resistance wood offers to a saw differs considerably
from that offered to cutting implements. The edges of the
teeth are set in two parallel lines, each tooth with one or two
cutting edges according to the nature of the saw. The teeth first
scratch the fibres .slightly, the second stroke (Kinetrating more
deeply and tearing from its basis the wood left between the
; two scratches made by the first stroke.

Hawing is easiest

across the fibres of the wood, when the saw is applied first to
a radial section; it is more difficult when a tangential section
is attacked, but most difficult of all in the direction of the
fibres, as when planks are sawn out of a log. The teeth must
then cut, more or less, through the whole length of each fibre
that it meets, instead of merely across the fibres (as with a
cross-cut saw), and must also tear adjacent fibres apart.
ijfuch work, large teeth with a wide set are necessary.

I

For

In broadleaved wood the softer and longer the hbres ai^
the looser the texture of the wood, the greater the difficulty',
of sawing; the section then becomes rough and much saw-”
dust is produced, indicating difficulty in the work.

Sawing

is easier for dense short-fibred wood, and smooth cuts with,
little sawdust result.

It is therefore easier to saw hard

broadleaved wood than soft broadleaved wood.

Coniferous

wood is the most easily sawn, on account of its simple
anatomical structure and fine medullary rays.
Moisture diminishes the hardness of wood, but increases
the pliability of its fibres.

In the case of hardwoods this

increase of pliability is not great, and for most conifers doei
not appear to counterbalance the advantage of the softness
of the moist fibres.

Hence, pine, larch and spruce woods

are more easily sawn green than dry; but in the ease of
certain soft-fibred, loosely textured woods, the pliability of
the fibres counterbalances the advantage of moisture, as for
instance in poplar, aspen, birch, willow, etc., the timber of
which is generally easier to saw dry than green.
If we take the resistance to the saw across the fibres offered
by beechwood as 1, (layer's own experiments in the case of
freshly felled wood give the following results:
j

llesifitance to saw,

■

Scots pine, silver-fir, spruci
Maple, larch, alder
Beech

.

.

.

i

Oak.
Sallow, aspen and birch
,
Lime, willow and jioplar

.

•

.

— 0 oO 0 60
= 0'75—0-90
=

1-00

= 1-03
= 1-30—1-40
= 1-80

With augurs and other tools used for boring wood, whicl
both split and cut, the work is easkst when commenced oni
tangential section of the ii?ood and therefore the boring i
radial.

Boring from a tangifntial section is more difficult, am

from a transverse section most difficult. Screws act like auguri
Nails ore driven into wocm most easily from the transvers
section, but then hold badly)

It is difficult to drive nails int

wood that is coarse-grained'^ but as they then hold well an
"the wood has no tendency to split, such wood, e.g., e “'WW'
often preferred for paokinjg-caseB or boxes for tin-plaks, ^

h Apliltt^t of Wootl for Umy GroutuI into Pulp.

*

Wlien wood is to be ground into pulp for paper-making, etc.,
if its transverse' section is placed against the rotating stone,
the resulting triturated wood is like meal; if the longitudinal
surface be turned to the stone, the ground material is too
coarse for paper-making.

A suitable length of fibres for

paper is produced when the pith of the wood is at an angle of
4.!) to 50 degrees to the rotating stone.

Softwoods are easier

to grind than hardwoods, they yield more pliable fibres that
are more easily felted than the fibres of hardwoods. The
wood of poplars, lime-trees, 8[)ruce and silver-fir are specially
suitable for wood-pulj).

llesinous, brittle pinewood is less

suitable.
Heavy hardwoods are useless for this purpose.
Any want of uniformity in the direction of the fibres, or
in hardness or colour, reduces the value of the wood.

Wet

wood yields long fibres; unsound wood is useless.
<\ ApHhutf of Woml for beiiii) Polishi-il.
iloderately heavy and moderately hard woods are the bosf
lor iiolishing; it is more difficult to make a smooth surface
on very hard and soft woods.

The radial and tangential

sections are the easiest to polish. Woods with large medullary
rays are polished less easily than those with tine rays. Large
vessels evenly distributed that absorb much polish imply
wood that can be well polished, especially when the woo('
has a natural lustre.

Mahogany, rosewood, satinwood, anc

the woods of ash, walnut, olive, pear, box, almond, pistachh
and maple, jiolish well; oak, mulberry and cherry and mos'
other broadleaved woods are less suitable, while conifers (excep
yew and rootstock of CaUitris qmdriralcin*) that have nc
vessels, can be polished only with difficulty and unsatisfactorily

(1. Woud-Umhimj
In wood-bleaching + the tannin, resin, etc. are removed fron
wood by boiling it in a solution of potash or soda, and it is ther
j i* Mathey, who states that this N. African wood i« very lyeautiful
t Meiliuann, '^Lehrbuch des Bekeus, Bleichens, I'olisiercns u. l/ackicrenH ck
SSiMr.’ Ikflin, 1899.
l2
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*W^hed by calcium-chloride or by hydrogen-peroxide. Specieljl
of wood that are poor in tannin and resin, such as soft broad*
leaved woods, are best for the purpose.

It is more difficult to

bleach the wood of conifers and oaks.

Holly, hornheam, and

horse-chestnut are naturally the whitest of European woods.
M’owl-nhuninij.
All softwoods are more easily stained than are heartwoods,
as the dye penetrates more deeply into their tissues.

Woods

with numerous small vessels are more suitable for staining
than those with a few large vessels, while coniferous woods
having no vessels are not so suitable.
medullary
rays.

Woods with fine

rays are much preferred to those with large

Lime, pear, birch and maple are most suitable; then

ash, oak, hornbeam and beech; worst of all, conifers.
/. I'!jr0!iriq>hy,
Pyrography, or poker-work, is the art of burning designs
into wood with a red-hot platinum stylus, the design having
been )ireviously drawn with a lead-pencil on the wood and its
lines then followed with the stylus.

Evengrained wood of

Cembran pine, beech, lime, maple, and pale oakwood are used.
(j. Siiikibllilji of Wood fur (dutreoal-miikiny.
Soft broadleaved and coniferous woods are charred more
easily than hard and heavy woods.

Branches are more

difficult to char than stem-wood and the latter than rootwood; water in wood is an obstacle to charring.

Unsound

wood and wood cut into small pieces is charred easily.

The

loss of volume in charring heavy woods is about 45 per cent,
and for light woods about 30 per cent.; in all woods there is a
loss of weight, in conversion to charcoal, of 75-80 per cent., only
20 to 26 per cent, of the weight of the wood remaining as char¬

coal.

Charcoal from hard, heavy woods has always a greater

heating-power than that of soft woods, so that a scale of the
best woods for charcoal-making is prepared easily.
A. Ajililtuh of Wood for Imjrregnaimi.
Wood is impregnated in order to increase its durability^'
Woods resist superficial impregnation by liquids, as they d«

•pniESSIOKS 65 TREES.
'stainB, when only boiling under ordinary atmospheno pressure
is employed.

If the liquid is pressed into the wood by pneu¬

matic or hydrostatic pressure the sapwood of all woods absorb
it easily and thoroughly, especially when the antiseptic liquid
is pressed in through the transverse section or a hole bored in
the wood, and follows the course of the fibres (Hydrostatic
method.)
the liquid.

The presence of vessels facilitates the absorption of
The heartwood, on account of its dryness, and in

hardwoods because the vessels are often filled with thyloscs, is
less absorptive; if also the heartwood is naturally coloured it
will not absorb antiseptic liquids (oak, larch, and Keots pine
partly).

The abnormal reddish colour in beech heartwood

also prevents impregnation.

The more freshly cut the wood,

the more absorptive it is, but dry wood, especially of conifers,
takes a longer time for the liquid to pass through the walls
of the tracheids.

[It is, however, the practice in Ireland to

season Scots pine railway-sleepers for twelve months before
creosoting them; the sleepers then last for eighteen to nine¬
teen years, instead of for only nine years if they are creosoted
immediately on arrival at the workshop.

If unseasoned wood

be creosoted, the external layers enclose wet heartwood.

Even

after being eighteen or nineteen years on the permanent way,
the sleepers creosoted

after seasoning are removed solely

because, owing to abrasion, they become too thin

inches);

they are still serviceable for many years as fencing-posts.—Tr.]

8.

Dimenuons of Treeii.

Maximum Hkight-orowtii.
—
I.
115 to 150

Sfsiuoiafi.
Douglaf^ Or.
Ik’fviar.
Sprucesi.
Silver-firs.
Weymouth pine.
Giant thuya.
Lawson's
cypress.

II.
100 to 180 fwt.

nr.

to SO ft'fjt.
(Barely to 100 feet.)

IV.
ir. to .'>11

(Chieny bhiulH.)

Mountain j>ine
Horso-chestmit.
(vfir. unciiiufo)
IlornlK’iini.
Oaks.
r>r, feet.
llircli.
Poplars.
Coimuon maple.
Aspen.
Kims.
liollY.
Sp.of Pirusantl Prunu?>.
Limes.
Box.
Tree-Willowa.
Ash.
Laburnum.
Kobinia.
Sweet-chestnut.
Whitethorn.
Cembran pine.
Sycamore.
Noiway-maplc. Gupressua macroca^a. Common juniper.
Euonymus.
Urainilf
Opvittnineria iarmnica.

Hetg HT -onowTH—conti nueA.

T.
lift to 150 f»^t.

liibooctli'UH
flcnirrcns.
Tnuga
Moitcnsiatia,
(Some of tlu'sc
may cxoc'od
1 r»0 fed ia
length.)

If.
IftO to 130 fpot.

Tulip-tree.
.\nstriaii pine.
Tiixod ium
(list iclmni.
t'imib rij'ida.
„ divaricatii.
(I5anksiaiia.)

nr.
05 to 80 ffiPt.
(flarely to 100 feet.)

Yew.
I’encil-cetlar.
Hickory.
Catalpa.

IV.
IS to 60 foot.
(Chiefly Shnilffl.)

Hazel.
Aiburnum.
(torn us.
Satnlmcus.
Syriufja.
lUacktliorn.
Mountain pine
(I’umilio).

[This list differs from that given by Mayr, so as to include
the economic trees and shrubs that are grown in the British
Isles. Under favourable conditions certain trees may pass into
a higher height-class.—Tr.]
The development of a tree in height depends on several
factors ; for instance, soil, climate and exposure to wind,
method of production as well as species. The current heightincrement attains its maximum in the pole-stage, then sinks
again till maturity is reached, becoming nil in trees with
eventually flat or round crowns, such as Scots pine, silver-fir,
or cedar, or in trees such as ash and horse-chestnut, whore
the terminal shoot blossoms. Generally the height-growth is
maintained longest when trees are in their optimum climate,
on the most suitable soil, and grown in dense but not in the
densest crops.
It has often been asserted that density
of growth favours height in trees, and certainly this is true in
the younger stages of growth, just as removal of side-branches
in fruit-tree culture favours the leading shoot of a tree. In a
group of trees of the same age, the border trees are shortest,
and those in the centre tallest.
Diameter-growth at first falls behind height-growth,
especially in dense crops, attains its maximum somewhal
later and ends with the death of a tree, for every tret
forms an annual ring as long as it is alive. Only in vei^
suppressed individual trees, a cessation of diameter-growth il
alleged for the low’er part of the stem; this has not yet beer
proved. Diameter-growth is favoured by the admission of heatf
t^d light and the consequently increased nutrimenli aymlft^
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9. Shajye of Trees.

•Every tree has three parts, the bole, roots, and oro-wn. In:
youth, the roots and crown preponderate over the bole, the
iormation of which begins at the 15th or 20th year. By
silvicultural means a forester can regulate the proportion
between the bole, crown and roots of a tree. Open growth
favours crown and roots at the expense of the bole; density
of growth increases the bole at the expense of the crown and
roots.
On good soil, the bole and crown become relatively large,
the former in a less degree than the latter. Other conditions
being equal, crops of trees produce more volume per acre on
good soils, which favour stem-timber, though more numerous
but smaller trees grow on an acre of poor soil. Usually in
close, mature woods, only 10 to 20 per cent, of the volume is
lop-and-top (under three inches in diameter). Individual species
vary in the proportion of bole and crown in accordance with
the following statement.

1.

If.

SpruccB.
Larches.
Douglas fir.
Silver-fir.
The stem runs up to the
topmost bud oE the
tree and heiglit growth,
excei>t in silver-fir, con¬
tinues as long as the
tree lives. The branches
"hre small.

V«<c

I

III.

I’inea.
Broadleavcd trees resem¬
ble pinesin theirgrowth,
Tsugas.
but stem prei)Oujcratcs
Cypresses.
in the Eollowing;
Length o£ stem dciwjnds
Qucrcus palustris.
on climate an<l locality.
I’oplars.
In o^Ksn growth or in
Tulip-tree.
old age, the stem divides
Alder.
into several large
Birch.
lionghs.
Ash.
Sessile oak.
Aspen.
Also in beech and other
broadleavcd trees,
when grown in dense
crops.

The following statement is compiled from results given by
' Pfeil and M. Hartig, with which those given by Pressler and
cBurckhart have been compared. In the case of dense crops,
^rown in high forest to an advanced age in good localitieB,|^

t^PBKTlES OF WOOH^s

'the percentages of bole, branch-wood and root-wOod of differeti?^
species are as follows:—
PcrcMilageft.

Tiarclt ...
■WcyniDiilli jiiiic
S])ntce...
Scots
Silvei'-fii'
Asi)cn.
]’,iro)i ...
Alder . .
Mopk'S.
I.imc.
Ilcccli.
Asli
Hombeiiiii
Oak
.

Rfjnniks.

■*
Bolf.

BrunchoH.

Hoots.

77- 82
-8f;
(;5 - -77
()5 77
r>(i 77
so
7.S
7.7 80
<>.7 7;7
(IS
.7.7 70
.7.7 70
(i5
.70 r>.7

r, s
r.—aa
,S 10
S 1
K -10
n 10
10
S 10
10 1.'.
20 2n
10 20
l.T 20
10 20
10 20

12-1.".
!•—20
15- 25
15-20
15— :to
5 - 10
5--12
12 15
15 20
12--15
20-25
15 - 25
15-20
15- 20

(The liKurcs pivcii by
Jlayr for branchca
iiiul roots arc assuniod
1o be correct, but
tbOM‘ for Ihc boles
have Ixjcti allcrcil to
coricspoiKlwilb them,
wbicli they do not. in
Mayr's .st.'ilcmcnt.—
'J'r.'l

Standards over coppice show diffcrcmt percentages of bole,
as they are much more branchy than high forest trees,
especially when old. Lauprecht gives the following
.

IViTtiiilaigt' in UnhiH of
Siifclrs.

_

-

.

Ynars.

-

Age.s.

■- 100 YtkU'b.

Over HHi Years.

.
-

Oak.
Beech
Aspen
Bircli

.78
all

CiO
10
:i5- 10

42
61
40
35 -44

IS 25
2H -- 40
25 20
HI -40

As regards oylindrioity of stem, the cleaner the stem is
from branches the more cylindrical it is. Density of crop
produces cylindrical boles; open gi’owth, jjonical boles. It
has Ireen assorted that the upper part of the stem is nourif5hed
better than its lower part. Metzger and Schw’arz consider the
better nourishment of the top of the bole as the necessary
consequence of the gradual construction of the tree according
to the laws o^'equilibrium.
A measure of cylindricily is the form-factor, or the ratio ,

TitEfes.'

-I at:

the volume of the bole to that of a cylinder of equal height
‘and diameter (at chest-height).
Neumeister* gives the
following form-factors, that of the ideal cylinder being
100:—
Spocios.
Spruce

.

Silver-fir

.

.
Scots pine.
Weymeuth iiinc
Ueech
.

.

OcmOraii pine
.
linrcli
.
.

Height in Meters,

Form-factor.

20
HO
40
20
HO
40
20
HO
HO
2(>
30
20
30

r,3
no
4S
f.4
no
II
17
4S
15
40
41)
19
48

Straightness of Bole.—This occurs when the axis of the
tree runs in a straight line. If the axis of a tree is bent in a
single plane, or a branch and part of a stem have their
axes in one plane, valuable curved timber, or knees, may be
formed, as in oak timber for ship- or barge-building. If the
tree bends so that its axis is in two or more planes, it is of
little value. Conifers are usually straight; spruce, silver-fir
and Douglas fir the straightest, then larch and pines. Among
broadleaved trees, the cherry, poplars, alder and sessile oak
are straightest, but beech grows straight in a dense wood,
and a mixture of beech with oak, sycamore, ash, etc., will
straighten the boles of these species in a remarkable
manner.
Percentage of Heartwood.—In all trees, heartwood is
formed after a certain age only, [two or three years for
sweet-chestnut, so that mere coppice-shoots of this species
have a large percentage of heartwood, and are very durable
when used for fencing. Mulberry, robinia, laburnum and
larch also produce heartwood in 3—10 years. Mathey states
that in oak, when grown as standards over coppice, the
“ Fovst u. Jagd Kalender,” 1903.

HiMhPuaiTfftH''' isif'

i^ransformakion of sapwood into heartwood is somewhat al^
J^follows:—
Numlier of Zones.

H
17
20
27

50
05
KO
or,
ISO
Older.

TliU'knees of
Sapwood.

ftapwooil.

UoartwoniJ.

H
11

0
(!

11
10
10
12
13
11
11

0
17

40
5.3
fi7
81
11(1
—

mm.

inches.

—

—

22
23
32
31
31
21
21

0-8

0-9
1-2
1'2
1-2
0-8
0-8

Tims the conversion of sapwood into heartwood proceeds
irregularly, and not according to the annual zones. At first
the percentage of sapwood is enormous; later on the difference
between the volume of )iew sapwood formed and that of the
old sapwood transformed into heartwood steadily diminishes,
until between 00 to 100 years equal volumes of heartwood
and sapwood are formed annually.
Oaks with rapid growth and with smooth bark have com¬
paratively more sapwood than slower growing trees with
: rough bark, and those grown on north and east slopes have
more sapwood than those grown on south and west slopes.
Pedunculate oaks usually have more sapwood (2—8 C.) than
sessile oaks (1—5 C.).
In the case of oaks grown in high forest the conversion
of sapwood into heartwood begins later, and is the earlier
and the more active, the more light is given to the
poles.
Suppressed oaks often have no. heartwood when
■2.5 years old, while old high forest trees have more zones
:of sapw'ood (18—25) than old standards over coppice.
Oaks coming from the last thinnings have little sap^ood.
• Stnnted oaks grown on impermeable London clay at
^Oxshott, in Surrey, have little sapwood and produce very!
^^rd wood, suitable for aate-nosts.—Tr.l

leaASR': es. tbees, etcK'

las!

15 ®ayr gives the following data:—

_

■

Breadth of Sapwood In
OentimeterH.

Species.

Up to 3
3-5
5—10
Over 10

Vew, larch, oak.
Scots [line, Weymouth pine, spruce, silver-fir.
ATaples, elms, ash, walnut.
Other broadieaved trees.

As already stated, sweet-chestnut, laburnum, robinia and
mulberry may be added to the first class of trees with narrow
sapwood.
Freedom from branches, or cleanness of bole, is one of
the most important properties of economic timber.
All
superincumbent boughs and foliage shade the lower and
earlier formed branches and causes their death sooner or
later, according to their greater or less susceptibility to shade.
This natural clearance of the lower branches and foliage is
effective in trees in an open position only partially and up
to a certain height. Whenever not only the crow’n of the
individual tre(i, but also the branches of neighbouring trees
unite in giving shade, as is the case in a dense crop, the lower
branches of shaded stems must die rapidly, so that, by a proper
density of crop, a forester can readily obtain boles that are
clean up to a desirable height. Whenever, by a thinning, a dense
crop receives more light the death of lateral branches ceases.
It is therefore evident that the early crowding of a crop is
desirable, and all factors that
retard this, such as wide
*
planting, are prejudicial to the quality of the produce.
Attempts to remedy this by pruning are in the first place
costly and the resulting produce is saleable only near large
towns, whilst it is dangerous to the health of the trees.
Pruning is useful as long as only dead branches are removed,
but when living branches, especially over 2—.*) inches in
diameter, are pruned away, either callus growth covers the
wound and affects the quality of the wood injuriously, or
fungi and insects attack the wounds, while desiccation by the
»un and moisture from the air increase the damage greatly.
In brdadleaved woods epicoi'mic shoots that require fresh
mav snrincr from the edses of the wounds.

12^

PROPERTIES OP WOOD.

10. Yield of the Chief Species.
Regarding the yield per acre in solid cnhic feet of the
principal species of North European trees, the following
statement has been compiled from data given hy v. Baur,
V.
Lovey, Kunzi, Hchuherg, Schwappach and Weise.
Quarter-girth volumes are {.}ths of those given, or approxi¬
mately one quarter less *:—
sri Yt

Qtiaiiiit'h.

I.

'

S|ink*c.

11,Ti'-"

Miht’i-lii
notch .
e»c«>is
jMiir .

DM

i

>(\ '

7,2SO

II.

III.

l.'JOU

1.

IV.

'l,7«>tt

10

T.D'O .'•.710
r. ••.(K)

100 Yr

ais.

1

l.ooo

1 l.'HIk

S, JtiO

n.

i

11

1*J0 Y

I.

III. ' IV.

11 'JOO ' .S t)Ml
n,*Mio ,'s.ti.SO
1 i,.s;;o'

TI.
I'AftsO

‘JIKt

l(i.(d'.0
H,M»0

VA

7l»0

(.

T'lO

i

'4U.S.

in.

IV.

‘1,040
10.710

7,280
7,700
—

1

S..7I0

7,]10 ' .'),M0 , l,J7o

10,f»H0

S.MO

h.-voO

1

These figures are for pure c-rojts; for mixed crops measuremonls are not available, and averages taken from the above
figures will not give true results, as a soil lliat is of one
quality for any species may be of ditlbrent quality for another
Bjiecies, owing to their different requirements in soil, climate,
number of trees, etc. As regards the ]>roduce of thinnings,
figures are available for pure crt)ps, but they are rajiidly
losing their value, as new methods of thinning are coming
into vogue.
E.

Defects

in

Wood.

1. ]>efeefire StiKcliire,
(a) Almormol 7’i'isue.s.
Abnormal parenchyma (callus) covering wounds, with ’
intermediate tissues eventually passing into ordinary wood,
may he termed occluding tissue. Whenever the bark of a
tree is crushed or removed by any injury—such as beating it
to shake down fruit (chestnuts, etc.); cutting in it names or
figures; ahrasure by cart-wheels, falling trees, climbing-irona
• For a detailed account of the yield of (he different species of European
trees, rf. Schlich's “ Manual of Forestry,” vol. iii., '■ Forest Management,”
..j
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ABNORMAL TISSUES.

U5

' (Fig. 46) (to obtain cones, birds-nests, or to prune the tree);
or by exposure to the sun (sun-blister), hail, lightning, etc.—
the injured cainbuiin and wood is killed, while fi'oni the
surrounding healthy cambium and the pai-enchyina of the
wood and cortex, an occluding callus is formed, the abnormal
fibre-direction of which causes the wood to deteriorate.
Pith-flecks are small occluding tissues that have closed old
wounds in wood. Such pith-flecks are common in the wood of
birch, alder and species of Primus and Virus : as they have a

Fil',

~ Iiijnrirs in Sniis ninewtHnl rjiusctl by climbiu^-irons.

pathological oi igin, and may be absent, they should not be
used in the identification of these woods. [Stone, o]). cit.,
states that they are duo to short peripheral galleries made hy
larva!, which are afterwards filled by parenchyma, li.]
Besm-galls (Fig. 46) are flattish hollows within an annual
zone of coniferous wood filled with rosin and vary from an
insignificant size to the length of one’s hand. When large and
numerous they have a prejudicial effect on wood and may be so
numerous as to render the wood unsuitable for planks, laths, etc.
The cause of resin-galls is explained by Mayr* as an
» H. Mayr, " Dos Hart der Nadelliiiter.''

ISiU.

outpouring of resin into the cambium zone in early spring
after only a few spring cells of wood had been formed, th
mass of resin was isolated by occluding tissue. Tschircl
suggested that this is due to a wound, but if so, why, alway
.at a definite season of the I'ear and near the crown of the trei
as well as low down the stem'
The W'ound may, however, bi
caused by an insect. The pre
valent opinion that resin-galh
are due to a conversion of tht
cell-walls into resin has been
ju’oved by Mtiyr to be wrong.
ll(!sin-galls occur in coniferous
woods that liavo resin-ducts,
sjtruces, jtiiies, larches and
Douglas-lir ; as they tire patho¬
logical, nothing can he decided
about the identity of woods by
their absence, hut if present
they distinctly prove that the
wood is not that of silver-firs,
tsugas or cypresses. The wood
'ig. Ifi. - - I.ongiluiliiii.l
hoclidii
of the latter trees, however,
tlirougli a rcsiri-giill iii sinucosometimes has rudimentary
Woml. Occliiilitig tissue iii little
senii-circuliir gioiiiis of eollh lu oresin-ducts, esjiecially on wood
truding into the luillow lilletl
occluding wounds caused by
with resin. The extornul z.iiie^
hail or frost, lu wood with
are convex.
resin-ducts there
may
he
abnormal numbers of tbeiu in certain decades and in others
only a few.
Gall-parenchyma, es2>ecially in broadleaved trees is jjroduced by the stimulation of insects and their larva;. Species
of Lachitus, a kind of aiihis, form a gall on forest plants in
which all stages of occluding tissue, from pareuchyma to
wood-tissue, occur.
Abnormal cell-formations resembling occluding tissue are
saused by late frost in both hroadleaved and coniferous wood.
Damage done by late frost to the cambium is often
wjcompanied, in lengthening shoots, by a bendinn of the shoot.

5 Either spiral or like a bow, and this is visible externally;
Damage to shoots in their second or third year is not externally
visible.

If a frost comes in June, the injured brown wood is

joined to the same year's spring-zone of wood by a callus and
is followed by subsequent frost-cankers.
To an observer
without a magnifying glass this might appear to be a double
annual ring*. Mayr has noticed such frost-rings since 1890
and in Fig° 12 a, h and Fig. 22, drawn from nature, pur¬
posely has represented some apparent double rings, but thenorigin has not been yet explained.
A true double ring occurs only when there are two springzones and two summer-zones in an annual zone, in the order,
early-wood, late-wood, early-wood, late-wood. Tliis is very
rare in forests, but is frequent in towns, whore the hot
weather and an insufficient water-supply to the roots often
cause defoliation at the beginning of August and the growth ter¬
minates with late-wood. Then leaves reappear and sometimes
flowers; spring-wood is formed and passes into summer-wood
at the end of September or in October, at the second loaf-fall
Hence the formation of spring-wood without a second
summer-wood is no double ring, but a reduplication ol
spring-wood only, when shortly after early spring the tree
loses its foliage by frosts, insects, fire, etc., and produces fresh
leaves.
,
. ,
If there is no loss of foliage, but a second crop of leaves
appear, especially in oaks when lamnias-shoots are produced,
or late shoots in September in vigorous young plants, or 2—4
series of shoots owing to lopping hedges and shrubs, no
irregularity is visible in the wood.
^
,
i
If the anatomical structure of stem-wood is considered
norm d, the wood on the lower side of boughs with very thick
cell-walls is abnormal, and so is the root-wood wiUi its very
thin-walled cells. The wood of suppressed stems with narrow
annual zones is also abnormal and so is the wood of trees
with very large zones grown in rich garden-soil. Wood with
very thick, folded cell-walls, as on the lower side of boughs,
on the eastern side of the root-stock, or on the lower side of
..

• R. Hartig, - Doppcliinge als Folge von Spatfr(«t.”

Forst Nat. Zeitung,
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obJiquely inclined stews was in 1896 termed red-wood by
Mer. Schwarz earlier than this had termed extremely hard »
wood “ Druckholz,” tension-wood. The name “ red-wood ” ,
is uusalisfaetory, as this ahnornui.v is not due to colouring
matter hut to the great accumulation of lignin. Alutormally
thick cell-walls are rod for the same reason that ice is
blue.
[H. J. Klwes in a paper read before the Surveyors’ Institu¬
tion in HK)I,* drew attention to a form of oakwood known as
“Brown Oak,” which is extremely valuable and is used for the
internal decoration of houses and for heavy furniture. The
sapwood of these oaks is normal in colour, but the dark
heartwood occurs tbroughout the stem, and branches when¬
ever the lattiir are sutiiciently thick to contain heartwood. A
group of young oaks were felled in Essex, not more than
12 to 18 inches in diameter, all perfectly sound and the
heartw’ood of a rich brown colour. I\'oodmon in Essex con¬
sider that trees, which retain their leaves longest in winter,
have “ red wood,” the local name for brown oak. Some of
the most valuable brown oaks grew in Bockiugham Park, in
Northamptonshire, and the junction of oolitic rock bearing
iron-stone bands, with lias clay, appeiirs to be favourable for
this variety. Often brown oak is due to internal decay in the
bole of a tree, htit sometimes it is quite sound.
Owing
to the great beauty and value of brown oak, it is advisable
that experiments should bti made to determine, whether this
quality is luireditary, and what conditions of soil and locality
favour it. Apparently it is not known on the Continent.
The stump-wood of J’irica arlwira, called briar-wood from
the I’reneh brni/hr, forms lai'ge masses of wood that is heavy .
and with contorted fibres but even-grained, of a rich reddish
brown colour and easily turned and carved. It is the best of
wood for pipes.—Tr.]
(6) Abnormal IHredion of FUnes.
Every wound disturbs the course of the fibres round the
occluding tissues; they are curved until several years after
* (y. Clmpter on oak in the " Tree^ of Great liritaiu and Ireland.” by
Klwes and Henry, ltt07.
y
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the occurrence of the wound and then resume their former
direction.
Stems are very rare in which the fibres run in tlie same
plane as the pith, so that their course is straight. A spiral
torsion of the fibres, that is more or less pronounced, is the
rule. Twisted wood, or rather torse wood, for twisting
implies an external force acting on the wood, may be loftinclined, or right-inclined, i.e., its direction may follow the
apparent diurnal motion of the sun, or the reverse. This is
without economic interest, for wood the fibres of which encircle
the stem within thirty feet is useless for sawing or cleaving
whether the fibres bend to the right or left; it may, how¬
ever, still be used for posts, and Mathey says, for railwaysleepers.
As some wood is perfectly vertical, the theory set up by
Braun and Goppert, that torsion is the result of the length¬
ening of the fibres as the tree becomes older, must be
abandoned.
The fact, that, in torse wood the ti'ansverse
division of the mother camhium cells is usually in one
direction only, <'.//. to the I'ight, whilst when straight-grained
wood is formed, these divisions are alternately to the right
and left (Ilartig), is the effect only of an unknown cause.
Pines are more subject to torsion than spruces or silver-firs,
Scots pine fibres always turning to the right in such cases
(Mathey). Neumeister states that all horse-chestnuts (but no
birches) have torse fibre. Torsion is common also in sweetchestnut wood. There are certain localities, e.<). stony soil
and sunny aspects, where torso wood is very common and
there the price of timber is remarkably low.* Straightgrained wood is recognisable on standing trees by the vertical
lines of the bark-cracks and as felled and peeled trees become
dry the direction of the fibres is shown by the fine longitudinal
cracks in the wood (Pig. 57, a and b).
Wavy texture forms what is known economically as ourlwood. It diminishes the utility of wood less than torsion.
* [Such a locality is cited by Fernandez, op. eit., at Kanikhct, in the Hima¬
layas, where he says that all the Pinm longifolia trees have torse fibre. Mathey
cites Maichieunes and St. Amaiid, as forests where it is hereditary with oaks.
Gayer states that there is a Scots pine wootl near Trier, whcie St per cent, of
Uie trees are torse.—Xr.]
P.U.
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A slight •waviness of fibre is very common and affects the
quality of the wood but slightly. The shorter and more
curved the bends of the fibres, the more the utility of the
wood for cleaving is impaired.
Its value for planks is
increased by the beauty of its structure, which may form
highly ornamental wood, as when sawn into planks alternate
layers of fibres run in different directions and reflect light
differently. The
ripples may be in
the tangential sec¬
tion of the wood, as
..il
in Fig. 47, or in the
radial section, when
■'■'•111'
the wood is termed
commercially
“ hiiM,” as “ haiiolspruce ” or hazeloak. On the upper
side of a junction of
a branch with the
stem, or near the
roots, the wood is
always wavy, this
being more marked
in broadleaved
trees. [The ripples
of fibres are normal
in
satin-wood
(Xatiihoxiiliim from
the West Indies and
Chhroxijlon Stcie^
tcnia from Ceylon),
so that the wood on longitudinal sections has always alternate
bands of brighter or duller lustre, according to the direction
' in which the fibres are cut. The medullary rays also undu¬
late. This beautiful wood is extensively used for the backs of
brushes.—Tr.]
Mottled wood results from the shoots from dormant buds,
■which remain alive for years at the level of the outer bark;
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^in trees placed in a free position after being in a dense crop, or
affected by wounds, disease, or pollarding, they may develop
into (epicormie) branches. In such mottled wood the main slum
need not exhibit any bushy external growth from the dormant
buds, and its condition may be recognisable only by reason of
the irregularity of the bark cracks, or by the scales of baik being
small. Such wood is very inferior for planks and cloven ware,
but its beautiful structure renders its sale-price very high.
Mottled wood may occur in all species of trees, even

Kig. 4S.~ Transverse section of tareh mottled wood willi iminorous
(lonnaut shoots. This is commei’cially feimeil Swedish *' hly-wood. ’

conifers (Figs. 48 and 49); it may be due to alternations of
colour (p. 146).
Bird’s-eye maple is one of the most valuable forms of
mottled wood; it occurs in all species of maple, and is
specially beautiful and common in that of the sugar-maple
(.4cer saccharinuni) (Fig. 49). Bird’s-eye oak-wood from
pollard trees is often extremely beautiful and valuable.
If the dormant shoots bifurcate and grow individually in
thickness in concentric layers, large knotty swellings are
formed, often of considerable size; they are termed Buxrs.
In small pieces such mottled wood, e.g., in walnut, birch and
alder, is valuable and in common use for small articles,
k2
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brftcTsets, etc. Large burrs are generally unsound internally,
and are then less valuable than the smaller ones; they often
bear epieonnic twigs.
[Malhey slates that burrs from Cori/Ias colitrna, the treeha/,el of the Levant and Himalayas, are mucli used by
cabinet-makers, and so were excrescences on the rootstock
of CalUtrin qiKuhiralris, in
Algiers.
These latter burrs
are produced by grazing and
fires, and were highly prized
for their beauty by cabinet¬
makers, but as they have
become extremely rare and it
is desired to pi-eserve the tree,
they arc no longer obtainable;
probably the origin of the
Levant hazel burrs is due to
similar bad usage.
Some¬
times, as in beech, the dor¬
mant buds are separated from
the pith by the woody growth,
but grow in the living cortex,
and form litile round excre¬
scences, projecting from the
bark, being termed sphaeroblasts. They are quite use¬
less.
The reason for the forma¬
Fig. 41).—llinrs-t^ye iiuiple.
From tlie
sugur-majilc. Tito
oyes arc siiown tion of burrs on trees is said
aa JraiiKvorsc sections of llic dormant by Mayr to be unknown. Evi¬
shoots. 'J’hc lower |iai*t of the plate is
dently in many cases they are
a imlial sectioq, shown leiigiliwiso.
due to injuries wUen the trees
were young, so that dormant buds low down the stem grew at
the expense of the latter, and not being able to develop into
ordinary branches owing to repeated injuries, or to their
position deprived of sufficient light low down on the stem, they
produced masses of contorted tissue.
A fungus {Dothwra sphaeroidfs) growing on ash saplings,
both seedlings and coppice-shoots, sometimes attacks their
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buds and destroys their leading shoots and branches, but
lives on at the points of attack, forming globular swellings
in the wood that are quite sound, until the sporaphorcs of
the fungus break out and convert the swelling into a
canker.
These knobbed saplings form valuable walkingsticks and umbrella-handles. Similar knobs appear on oak
and sweet-chestnut saplings and are very common in oak
copj)ices on the Bagshot sands
in Hnrrey.—Tr.]
Damage by fungi, as in
witches’ broom, cause abnor¬
mal swellings in wood, which
usually are unsound and
detract greatly from its value.
Mistleto also (Dig. 50) causes
an abnormal swelling, and
eventually wood full of boles
on the trees which it attacks,
preferably a)))ilo-trees, pop¬
lars, lime, silverlir and wdiitethorn. Those cankers, etc.,
arc described fully in Vol. IV.
of this Manual on Forest
Protection.
Swellings are produced
artificially by pruningsaplings
of dogwood, whitethorn, ash
and oak, etc., in order to form
walking-sticks and umbrellahandles; mottled wood also by lopping ash-trees.
More
experience is required as to the iwssibility of producing
healthy burrs artificially.
Knottiuess of Wood.—The branching of a tree begins by
the budding of the pith of its leading shoot. Every subaerial
or subterranean branch (except adventitious shoots) is con¬
nected by its pith with that of the leading shoot. In conifers
the branches are more or less in verticils, so that the distance
between two adjacent verticils gives the year’s height-growdh,
and the number of verticils gives the age of the tree down
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to a certain distance near the ground; the
of the tree, where the verticils are obliterated by the bark,
can easily be estimated. The true base of the year’s shoot,
where the pith divides, is in young stems higher and in old
stems lower (on account of the obliquely ascending branches)
than the apparent external position of the verticils : rf. Fig. 51,
where M is the pith; after the wood has thickened up
to 4, the external position of the verticil is above the true
base of the leading shoot. In most broadleaved trees, except

1

v!

3

+5

fi

4f
Fig. .'ll. - liOngitiidinHl section thronj’li .1 conifevims stem and branch.
The ilarkev the bianeh-wooil the more rotten it is.

M, pith.

in cherry, the branches of which are sub-verticillate like those
of a silver-fir, the ramification is irregular and usually the
age can be determined only by counting the annual rings.
The annual zones of wood that thicken the stem and
branch are firmly connected until the branch dies, as those
at the base of the branch bend and unite at one end with the
vertical zones of the stem, and at the other end with the
obliquely ascending or horizontal zones of the branch
(Figs. 51—53). The thicker the branch becomes, the more
the stem-fibres are curved and the greater the disturbance
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a the normal course of the stem-fibres at the junction of
ihe branch with the stem.
The properties of wood that
lepend on straightness of fibres are thus impaired.
When the branch dies its base is still nourished for several
irears and a callus is formed around it, as is the case with
iny foreign body in the stem, such as a nail. The longer
;he interval before
;he dead branch falls
Eroin the tree, the
longer is the base of
the dead branch sur¬
rounded by occlud¬
ing tissue. The swel¬
ling of the wood
(between 3 and 4,
Pig. .51), causes a cir¬
cular depression of
the bark round the
dead branch, which
rem.ains moist for a
long time and hast¬
ens its decomposi¬
tion. At length the
branch breaks off
and falls, owing to
its weight acting as
by a lever on its
Fig. 52. — Tatigfnlial section through a verticil
rotten base. If this
of a conifer. The knots, a
firuily connected
with the wood, showing tlic beauty fit such wood;
lever is shortened,
5, a small intcrinediah* knot that will fall out when
e.fj., by men break¬
the plank is <lry.
ing off dead branches
for firewood, a stump or snag remains, all of which becomes
occluded gradually, to the deterioration of the timber. The
earlier this breakage of branches begins in a crop of trees,
the more knotty and inferior is the timber it produces.
If a plank be taken from the region 1—3 (Fig. 51) of the stem
it includes the hard enclosed wood of the branch, which, being
1 specifically heavier than that of the stem, is liable to warp and
ihraok (Fig. 52 a). If the saw cuts between 3 and 4 (Fig. 61),
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the planks contains the dead knot, which has no fibrous ’
connection with the stem-wood; the heavier, well-nounshed
Btem-wood then contracts, and tlie knot becomes loose and
falls from the plank'
(Figs. 52 h and 53). It
is obvious that such con¬
ditions reduce greatly the
value of the planks.
Knots that are firmly
connected with the wood,
dark red in colour and
translucent in sunlight,
render the wood valuable
for certain purposes
(wainscotting), especially
in larch, Cerabran and
Scots pine.
If the branches are re¬
moved when young, only
the central part of the
mature stem is knotty;
the residting knottiness
is BO much less, the denser
the crop when young and
the smaller the knots.
This is the reason why
the outer even-fibred wood
of old trees is excellent
for sawing and cleaving
(Fig. 54). The evil of too
early thinnings, owing to
the consequent mainten¬
ance of branches which
Fig. r>4.—Transverse section of a stem, tlic
form large knots in the
branches of which Ii.ivcbeen jiruned early.
The external wood is faultless.
wood is also obvious.
Double or multiple beartwood —This occurs when a tree
has two or more leading shoots, which grow up together and
eventually form one stem (Fig. 56),. or when by multiple¬
planting, or excess of natural regeneration, two or more plants
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oalesce eventually into a single stem (Fig. 55). As a rule one
f the stems grows slowly and eventually dies. Oneof iliodouble
3aders should be removed in cleaning the young idantation,
lut if previously it has been overlooked it should be removed in
the tliinnings. If not removed before
it is about four inclios in diameter,
then, in the ease of conifers, owing
to slow occlusion decay will certainly
affect the wood and will infect the
remaining steins also. If no leaders
are removed, their united bole bcconios a bi’eeding-place for insects.
Even if oneof the leaders is removed
the remaining stem will, when
mature, be swollen at the base and
probably unsound, ft is therefore
best to remove the plant entirely, in
the case of c()nifers.

Fig. &5.-I.OWC1- part
of an old slcm. Its
swollen base denotes
either double lioart-

fiK- !’><>■' '’"‘o" <'f ''"•™ I'®'*'™
into om; stem, while two other
branches have also coaleseed
with tlic mam stem.

wood or red-rot.

In young plants, double leaders often result fiom
injuries to their original leading shoots by game, and less
frequently from those by insects or fungi; also to the
destruction of the terminal bud by birds, hail, wind or late
frntif.
A a nlanf.a are sneciallv liable to these dangers in
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elear-cuttings with subsequent planting or sowing, merchants
prefer wood from naturally regenerated crops.
(c) Deffctx in Sonnd Wood
Heart-shake occurs when radial cracks extend from the pith

outwards; they are visible on the transverse section soon after
the tree is felled. In conifers the heartwood of which contains
only sufficient w'ator to saturate the cell-walls, heart-shake is
seen as soon as the tree is felled,
for the heat caused by friction oi
the saw dries the wood so as to
cause a.Jlin.e^.crack -through-the
pith, which exposure to the air soon
oi)ens more wddely. (Fig- 57 a).
AVhero there are several such
cracks, the defect is termed starshake, and .simple heart-shake,
when there is only one; in the
latter case, by sawing parallel to
the crack, excellent planks may
be produced.
Air-cracks are due also to
shrinkage; they api)ear jjarallel
to the course of the libres on the
surface of steins that have been
with uir-crack« on its suvfapi'
stripped of their bark (Pig. 57, a
ftiui liojivt-shaku ou its
versc scctiiHi. (/;) Torso-tibu'tl
and h); if the wood is rapidly^
stem, tlittn, nlso witli wiinldried, these cracks may penetrate
sbuke on its tmuHverse section.
deeply into the stem and reduce
the value of the wood for planks, etc.
The methods of
combating this defect are discussed in Part V., B.
Wind-shake occurs usually in trees that have been given an
open position late in life, such as mother trees destined for natural
regeneration. When trees suddenly isolated are blown about
by the wind, which the harder tissues of trees that have always
stood in the open can resist better, and the fibres of the wood
separate along an annual ring forming are-like shakes
(Fig. 67 h), it is chiefly the base of the stem, up to a height
, of 3 to 6 feet, that is exposed to these cracks, owing to the long
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eW of the bole between it and the crown of the tree. They
lecur chiefly on the eastern side of the stem, are less frequent
>n its western side, but hardly ever appear on its northern
»r southern sides, as storms rarely come from these directions.
:n very exposed localities, besides the tangential cracks, there
nay be a radial crack running through the pith (Fig. 57 h).
Wind-shakes are more frequent when the centre of an
iffected stem has very narrow-grained wood. Trees in
ielection forests, which have stood long in the shade as poles
with very narrow zones of wood, begin
abruptly to produce broad zones when
,he shade is removed, so that at the
Qiargin of the narrow and broad zones
the circumferential cohesion of the fibres
is weak, and the resistance to bending
strains differs in the two kinds of wood.
Cup-shakes in the heartwood of trees
resemble wind-shakes in appearance, but
originate in a different way, being due
to injuries received when tlie tree was
young. A jiortion of the bark of the stem
or root-stock of a sapling or pole may
be abraded by deer or stpiirrcls (larch)
by resin-tapping, contact with wlieols or
with falling trees, etc., or owing to the Vig. 58.~-(/7 u) Surfsice
death of part of the cambium and bark
peeledby deer.
Woofl (xicludiiig the
by forest fire; this produces an occlusion,
wound auflsubHCquent
which, if the injury is slight, gives rise
layers.
merely to abnormal direction of the fibres,
but if a larger part of the wood is exposed, to decay of the
subjacent wood.
The decayed wood is not then connected
with the overlying occluding tissue (Fig. 58).
Even ants starting a nest at the base of a tree affected by
root-rot may, by gnawing the soft spring-wood of conifers,
produce cup-shake, as in silver-fir attacked by Fames annosm

y. voi. IV.).
i'V Neither wind-shake nor cup-shake extend further than
Wer a certain part of the circumference of an annual
liioue: if the damage should extend all round the zone,
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it is termed ring-shake, and will be described in the next ;
section.
Frost-crack is a radial crack occurring on a standing tree "
at very low temperatures. This form of damage is commoner
on Bweet-cbestnut, oaks, walnut, ash, lime, poplars, elms and
maples than on conifers. Of the latter, the silver-fir sufl'ers
most and Scots pine and sju’uce less. It is very rare with
beech and asjjen.
[Turkey-oak suffers more from frost-crack than does
sessile oak and the latter more than
pedunculate oak, while Malhey states
thdt (JiicrciiK tardixHimti suffers less than
ordinary pedunculate oak. Fuller details
about frost-crack are given in Vol. IV.
- 'I’'--]

R. ITartig explains the cause of frostcracks, as follows: during frost, water
leaves the cell-walls the more abun¬
dantly the lower is the temperature,
until owing to the consequent drying
of the wood, the latter cracks. Accord¬
ing to Alayr, this explanation is wrong.
All physical and mechanical phenomena
in frozen wood, as well as Mayr’s own
Fij;. T)*.*.- l'’i<ist-crnck and
tvost-iib. The other
experiments, show that water remains
cracks on the Iransin the tissue walls of frozen wood.
verstj section ure tluc
The cracking of the stem at very low
to desiccation.
tem])eratures (about —2.5" C. or —13" F.)
is due to contraction by loss of heat and this results
naturally in a radial crack, for the outer layers become coldest
and contract the most. When the weather becomes warmer,
the crack closes, in the next growing-season the wound is
occluded, but the crack opens again the next cold winter
and the repetition of this cracking and occluding produces the
projecting frost-rib (Fig. 59). Generally such stems are
useless except for cleaving.
[Frost-cracks are quite common in Windsor Forest, both in
• oaks and sweet-chestnut trees, though the lowest temperature
recorded in the open at Cooper’s Hill, close to the forest and;
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it a^ut the same altitude, is 10‘1° F. in February, 1806.
Bess gives —18“ C., or 0“ F., as a snfBeiently low teniperamre for frost-crack, and it is evident that frost-crack occurs
in the British Isles at temperatures considerably above -13“ F.
-Tr.]
Damage by lightning is fully discussed in Vol. IV., and
here only some points brought forward by Mayr will be given.
K. Ilartig has proved that lightning strikes ti-ees more fre¬
quently than is usually believed often causing numerous
little wounds in the cambium, that are eventually occluded
but become externally visible as the tree gets thicker.
Conifers usually die when struck; broadleaved trees may
occlude the wounds. Usually oaks, spruce, poplars, larch
and qiines are considered as most in danger, while beech is
said to be immune. Ilartig, however, has shown that young
beeches are struck by lightning but that their wounds are
occluded.
Usually wood struck by lightning is so completely
although only one external crack may be visible, yet so
many small cracks have branched fi'om the principal one
through the wood, that when it is sawn into i)lankH or
scantling they eventually fall to pieces.
The holes made in trees by woodpeckers may be noted
here {<:/'. Vol. IV.).
(d) Dimmed Wovd-Jihm’'

Internal disease in wood, e.g., rottenness in stem, roots
or branches, is discernible externally by scientific observa¬
tion only. Stem-rot is merely a continuation of disease that
originated in the roots or branches, or is caused by wounds,
or by diseases that are visible externally, such as cankers.
The earliest visible signs of disease are discolourations. As
long as abnormally coloured wood is still hard it is quite
utilisable, provided that by rapidly drying and using it only
in dry places (interior of houses, etc.) the growth of the
mycelia of the fungi and consequently the spread of decay
are arrested.
* Hartie, “Lehrbucb der Baunikrankheiten,’
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2. Defects in the Physical Properties of Wood.
(a) Disrolouration.

Aliy abnormal diHColouratiou of the sapwood or heartwood
usually denotes disease and the coinmencemeut of decay in
wood. Many fungi may be determined specifically by the
nature of tliese coloured stripes or s2)ecks in wood. Some
ahnormal colours, however, do not denote any fungoidal
attack, as when pale zones reseinlding sapwood appear in
the heartwood of oaks, in the jiale hoartwood of stiiiiiressed
stems, in cold climates or in the rootstock of several species
of trees.
[In oaks the pale hoartwood forming a zone 1 to IJ inches
wide in the midst of the normal heartwood and termed
mondriny, or limtire, on the Continent, may here be called
internal sapwood to distinguish it from wind-shake and cupshake, when the defect is conlined to a iiart only of an annual
zone. It is termed ring-shake, when the central heartwood
is loose. Internal sapwood forms the subject of an important
pajier by Kmile Mer,*^ from which most of the following
paragrajihs are taken.
Severe winter-frost may kill the cambium of a tree, in
which case the tree dies. In other instances, it is found that
the sapwood just inside the cambium is killed, but that the
cambium is not killed, and continues to produce wood
externally.
In such si)ecimens the central zones of wood
have no connection with the external zones, a dark ring
usually separating the dead and living wood. There is no
external evidence of this frost ring-shake, but when the tree
is felled the internal core of the wood separates at once from
the external wood.
Specimens of frozen wood are in the
Oxford Forestry Museum and in that of the Forest of Dean,
where not only the main stem of an oak, but also its branches,
are in this condition, the internal wood being quite loose from
the external wood in which it rests like a metallic casting
in its mould. In this case no decay is discernible in either
the external or internal layers of the wood.
It may, however, happen, as in the cases described by Mer,,
i

* Boppe et Mcr, “ La luuurc.”
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l^ali the sapwood immediately inside the cambium is not
dlled by the frost, but its vitality is so impaired that it
jannot form thyloses, nor is its contained starch converted
:ully into tannin, as in ordinary oak lieartwood. Such wood
s therefore internal sapwood, differentiated from normal
leartwood by its light colour and by the presence in it of
itarch; its vessels also are without thyloses, so that it absorbs
inliseptics which normal oak lieartwood will not absorb.
Sence if a solution of sulphate of copper be poured on the
iransverse section of the wood and the wood dried, the
nternal sapwood has a bluish tint, while the normal heartvood retains its natural colour. Henry, Professor of Natural
[listory at Nancy, showed
ihat both external and interlal sapwood contains only
ip to 2 per cent, of tannin,
vhile lieartwood
contains
) to 7 per cent., the (juantity
liniinishing us true sapwood
s approached.
Mer examined numerous
ipeeimcns of oakwood at
Slancy and found that the
nost recent ring-shake in
Oo. -Interniil sapwood.
hem dated from 1879, a
a I'ale. h Ucd. (Aft^r Hoppe.)
levere frost-year, after which
or several yeans narrow annual zones of normal lieartwood
vere produced, followed by zones of heartwood of ordinary
ipidth. The zones for several years anterior to 1879 were of
irdinary width, but were not converted into heartwood, and
brmed the holt of internal sapwood. Mer found many oases
if internal sapwood dating from frost-years earlier than 1879,
meh os the severe winters of 1829, 1794 and 1789; those of
1879 were quite sound, but those of 1829 were red, showing a
jommencement of decay, and those of 1794 and 1789 were
irown and decayed, emitting a fetid odour not found in wood
mffering from red-rot and said by Mathey to be caused by a
ieoomposing ferment produced by Amylohactcr. Fig. 60 shows
iiternal sapwood, (a) sound and (fc) unsound, though it is not
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usual to find both sound and unsound internal sapwood in the
same zones.
Nanquette states that it is difficult to detect by mere inspec¬
tions sound internal sapwood in oaken staves, as when the
wood is long exposed t* the sun and air its tint becomes
indistinguishable from that of normal heartwood; it may,
however, be delected reiidily by pouring water on the wood.
Internal sapwood is as perishable as ordinary sajnvood and
soon decays in beams, and in planks gets wonneaten. Mathey
says that much parquet flooring near Lyons containing
internal sapwood has been attacked by Lpcliis raniciilafug.
Wood containing
internal sapwood
when used for
staves
renders
them brittle, so
that casks thus
made are not
strong and give
a mouldy taste
to wine.
This
defect
occurs
in
all
kinds of oakwood, according
Fiif (»1.— Heeeljwootl injured by lire. (After Bonne.)
,
-.r .1
•, •
^
to Mathey; it is
commonest in the wood of sessile oak, being rarer in that of
pedunculate oak, while Qiii'inis tardisgima (rhrne dc Jidn),
which may be named the June oak, appears to be exempt
from internal sapwood.
Burned Wood.—The cambium of standing trees may be
killed by fire or by the sun, the latter causing sun-blister, or
bark-scorching, which is described in Vol. IV. Fig. 01 shows
a section of beechwood injured by fire. Beech and ash are
specially liable to this form of injury owing to tires made by
wood-cutters, but also frequently Scots-pine trees are rendered
unsound at their bases by ordinary forest fires. Such wood
is useless except as firewood.—Tr.j
Wood with red or brown streaks is not uncommon in spruqffii
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or silver-fir, but somewhat rarer in the Scots pine. These
streaks occur in two forms. Red streaks appearing simul¬
taneously from the external surface towards the pith, through
the whole length of a log, are caused if a barked log with
superficial air-cracks is floated or rafted, or placed in a wet
place. It is especially the air-cracks from which the red
streaks start, that induce the growth of fungi the nature of
which has not yet been determined. The longer the influence
of the unfavourahle environment continues, the deeper goes
the mischief, which first affects the sapwood. Such wood is
more or less unserviceable as tiinlwr, according to the extent
of the decay to which it is subject: Hartig and Sejip have
written on the red streaks in the wood of spruce and silver-fir
from the Bavarian Forest, but the above remarks are founded
chiefly on Mayr’s observations.
A second form of red stroakiness starts from a centre
of decay, either in the stump or roots, or from the occluded
snags of dea<l branches. It extends both up and down the
stem.
Blue-streaks appear in the sapwood of logs of the Scots
pine when they have been exposed for some time to damp, and
a fungus, f'cmtustoma iiilij['ra, has gained admission to the
wood owing to injuries to the bark. The commencement of
this disease aft'ects only the colour but not the hardness of the
wood, though Schwappach and Iludoloff have shown that its
elasticity is thus impaired.
Black-streaks ,in the sapwood of spruce and silver-fir, so
that even the whole of a cross-section of the sapwood may
leconie completely black, occur in logs which have remained
ying tor sumo time unbarked. When spruce logs are felled
lud stripped of bark in summer, drops of turi»entinc exude
:rom numerous horizontal resin-ducts, and, between these
Irops, the wood in a few days becomes grey and gradually
blackens, so that it appears to be spotted. The fungus that
causes this penetrates the borings of Tomicus Uncatus, from
which also black streaks enter in the wood.
Bark-blue streaks are the first symptoms of the destruction
lOf wood by two most dangerous fungi, Fames anmsus and
^ney-fungus {Annillarea meUea), both of which cause
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root-rot in conifers. Usually they are found only at the
lower end of logs.
Violet-coloured streaks and bands penetrate the heartwood of many species of walnut, e.//., Jvghns regia and
J. Siehohlii, instead of its being of the usually uniform brown
colour. These are not signs of decay but raise the value of
the wood, for the mottling of the wood may be due to alterna¬
tions of colour as well as to ripples in its structure. The
woods of deciduous species of IHogpgros, that grow in warm
temperate countries, have alternately darlc and light grey
bands of wood. [Similarly, alternations of black, brown or
grey colour occur in the beartwood of numerous species of
Indian eboiw-trees, the most striking of which are 1). Kurzii
and T>. ijiiar.situ, the latter yielding (’alamander wood.—Tr.]
A bluish-green tint is assumed by the wood of all broadleaved and coniferous trees that are attacked by the fungus,
Peziza aeriigitwsa, this is chiefly the case with logs and
branches lying on the ground in moss or dead leaves.
White streaks occur in the woods of oaks and other species
when attacked by Stereum hirstitum and other fungi, and they' are
then said to be white-piped.
The white S])()ts on a brown gi'ound known as partridgewood, though kfayr says that the German word for this is
liehhimt (fawn-coloured) and not Rebhuhn (partridge), is due to
Thelephnra Perdi.v, the true name of which is said l)y Massie
to be Hterevm fniniulosum.
Wood attacked by Traiiietes
Piiii is spotted with white, and if by Fonirs aunosriH (Trametes
radicipenin), with black spots on a white ground.
The red or greyish-brown coloured heartwood of beech,
termed also false heartwood of beech, has been investigated
by Mayr. lie states that there are two kinds of this
abnormally coloured heartwood:
Colouring-matter round the pith, which has possibly
a similar origin to the colouring-matter in the heartwood of other species and has similar properties, namely,
that of increasing its durability. When it appears in
irregular patches on a cross-section of the wood it is
prejudicial, as these patches can neither be stained nor
impregnated.
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[E. Hermann* states that the red heartwood of beech is
caused by the obstruction of the cells of the medullary rays
and part of the fibres of ordinary’ heartwood by thyloses
and gum, which completely fill the vessels. Crystals of
oxalate of lime also occur. 'J'he gum is formed from starch
by metastasis. Bed beechwood is harder and heavier than
normal beechwood. It is quite inipenneable by water and
antiseptics. When occurring in patches it is not a commence¬
ment of decay but a defensive coating cutting off injured parts
from sound wood. Mycelia from rotting wood cannot infect it.
Certainly it may be used for railway-sleepers, being more
durable than beechwood injected with zinc-chloride. Althongh
creosote will not inject red beech heartwood, the latter is of
itself highly durable and when the softer wood around it is
injected it is perfectly safe from fungoidal attacks. !Mathey
states that its price in France, owing to the prejudice against
it, is about ‘2(/. a cubic foot less than ordinary beechwood.
This red heartwood must not, however, be confounded with
unsound beech heartwood and it is probably owing to the
possibility of confusion arising between them that timbermerchants object to purchase it.—Ti'.]
2. True decay in beechwood is caused by a brown or
greyish-brown colouring-matter.
According to common
opinion, decay in heartwood originates when decomposing
matter from broken boughs, snags or holes in the upper part
of a tree descends the stem. But irrespective of the facts:—that
decaying heartwood surrounds the pith; that in the central
zones of heartwood there is scarcely any movement of water,
which in trees does not follow gravitation, and that the injured
vessels of branches become filled with thyloses, which are so
many obstacles to the passage of colouring-matter that does
not proceed from cell to cell;—no reliable proofs are forth¬
coming to connect decay from broken boughs with decaying
heartwood.
Mayr states that injuries by mice or voles to young
saplings cause decay in the heartwood.
If the gnawed
sapling is not girdled by such an injury, the exposed wood
• Kcmbildung der Botbuche, “ ZeitscVirift f. Forst u. ZagdweseuOctober,
U902. Mayr says that lailway-sleepers should not be made of red beechwood.
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becomes occluded, but only after incipient decay of its
surface; this decay proceeds slowly round the wound in all
lirections, so that when' the tree is ripe for felling, from 5 to
20 per cent, of the cross-section at its base and about 10 feet
of its length are affected. This unsound heartwood is liable to
[urther decay and cannot be impregnated by antiseptics.
It is usually difficult to diagnose the health of a standing tree.
The presence on its stem of bracket-like sporophores of Pohjpori
and other fungi is a certain proof of unsoundness; all other
symptoms are deceptive, such as: projecting occluded lumps in
the stem ; swellings in the stem especially near its base (Fig.
5S); partly occluded snags with central depressions ; presence
of ants or mice among the i-oots. There is no difficulty in ascer¬
taining whether or not a felled tree is sound; the axe can be used
to cut into projections on the stem, while an inspection of the
sawn stirfacc! of its base is usually sufficient; specially valuable
boles may be split in two, as is done in the Spessart.
h. Almomal Srmtu.

Any abnormal scent in wood, that may, however, be detected
for only a few species, c.g., onkwood, denotes decay. When
decay has gone very far the wood has a mouldy scent like that
of fungi.
r. DiminMied Thirdvesfi mul Sp. Wni/hl.
If stem-wood is considered normal as regards sp. weight
and hardness, branch-wood, especially the horny heavy
branches of conifers is abnormally hard and heavy; root-wood
is abnormally light; narrow-zoned coniferous wood is heavy,
and narrow-zoned broadleavod wood, especially of oak, is
light.
d.

Deferta

in llif hironomk Propwlkx of Wood.

In order to avoid repetition, it is sufficient here to refer to
defective shape only. Besides a bent or conical shape in
stems, that have been discussed already, exoentric growth
deserves mention. The woody layers are excentric when the
pith on a cross-section is not the centre of the more or less
circular annual zones of wood around it. All plant-part j
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deviating from a vertical direction are excentric, e.g., all
branches and roots; the pith is above the largest layers of
wood in coniferous branches (hyponasty) and below it in most
broadleaved branches (de Bary) * and in roots (epinasty).
Similarly all stems that, owing to wind or snow, are oblique
have excentric growth, i.c., the pith is nearer their upper
surface. Von Sachs and Hartig refer excentricity to pressure
or gravitation ; westerly winds exert pressure on a stem, and
this causes the formation of wide zones of wood on its eastern
side. The thicker bark on the upper surface of oblique stems
and on the southern sind western sides of border trees influences
the formation of the wood, for the thicker the bark the less
wood is formed.
Wood is fluted when its annual rings are crenate, that is,
wavy, as in the wood of hornbeam, Fig. 18, and of yew.
Fluting may occur also in other species, and especially in
beech, nndornealh a large bough where the thickening of the
stem is less, while it is very vigorous on the two pai’allel sides
of the depression that is thus formed.
There are two princqtal and several intermediale kinds of
crooked stems. A stem may be spiral or curved (sabre¬
shaped) : the former defect occurs cliielly in the common, or
Scots, pine, I the latter in larch.
Spiral stems are the less valuable tbe shorter the disttmce
between the windings of the spiral; many entire stems are a
part only of a spiral. This defect in the common pine is said
by Mayr to be duo to several causes, of which insufficient atmo¬
spheric moisture is the chief. The tree is worst-shapen in
the driest part of its habitat, the south-west of Germany; in
tbe moister and optimum climate of the species. West and
Plast Prussia, Poland, Courland and Livonia, it has a perfectly
straight stem; so also outside its optimum climate, in its
most northerly habitat, -in the moist climates of Norway,
Sweden, Finland and Russia. Even in less favourable parts
of Germany it is found that straightness of stem improves as
* [Mayr ssvjs that all branch-wood resembles that of conifers in excentricity.
—Tr.]
t [As Piiiui tyleeatrin grows all over Europe at diffcroiit altitudes, and is
indigenous in England and Ireland as well as in Scotland, the term Scots pine
for it is a misnomer and its best name is “ Common pine.”—Tr.J
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the temperature becomes less and the air moister, as in the
Fichtel Mountains, between Saxony and Bohemia. Other
causes of crookedness, but wbich are less important than dry
air, are : injuries to saplings by game; loss of terminal bud
or leading shoot by snow, wind, insects, etc.; rank growth
on formerly manured agricultural land; shallow soil (rocky,
or with a pan, etc.).
[Very straight lofty Irish jjines grow in the moist climate
of Boneraile, County Cork ; also near Lake Thirbiiere, the
wettest jilace in Britain, with a thirty years’ average rainfall of
84 inches. In fact the common pine grows well everywhere
in the moist climate of the British Isles, provided the soil is
a deep sandy loam, or even deep sand with sufficient moisture
below, as at Woburn. Compact clay or calcareous soils, or
sand or giavel that is too shallow for its roots, will not
produce line j)ines; the best and straightest stems occur in
mixture with beech, or on suitable soils in the cool moist
climate of Scotland, where the fre(|uent curvature of young
Scots pines is due chietly to shallow notching of badly rooted
nursery transplants.—Tr.]
Curved stems are due chietly to prevalent south-west
winds, especially on sandy soils, by which a larch stem is
blown from its youth out of the vertical direction, while its
strong upward growth contending with the wind-pressure
gives the tree a curved, sahre-like shape from its base to its
crown. 'J’his curvaid shape may he due also to injuries or to
a bending towards the light, if it l)e slightly overshaded by
another tree. In the larch a bend in one direction is not
counterbalanced, as in most other trees, by a subsequent bend
in the ojtposite direction, hut continues in one direction only,
to the groat deterioration of its timber. In (iermany, uidess
a thinning is made before or immediately after a cro|) of larch
has closed in, not more than ‘20 per cent, of the trees will
grow up straight. Isolated larches are nearly always curved
in Germany.
[Larch in Britain appears to grow straighter with its
roots among boulders or in fissured rocks, oven near the sea,
as at Weston-Super-Mare, on mountain limeslione.
It is
also straight and its heartwood red and sound on the oolitic
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rock of the Cotswold Hills; on shallow soils in situations
that are exposed to the south-west wind it is curved, as in
Germany.—Tr.]
Curvature of stem occurs also in young broadleaved trees,

-Oak foiiipn.>s-tinibcr. A li is k-rmcd tlic sur/iffd tir eamht r.
O^aslfll.)

and these should he removed in the early thiimiiigs, even
though, as is often the case, they are the most vigorous coiuponents of the crop. Poplars and willows in windswept plains
all hend towards the north-east, hut are straight and not curved.
On steep slo])es all
species of trees have a
curved base, the convex
side of which is turned
towards the valley; this
may he due to the sliding
downwards of the snow
in winter and its con¬
sequent pressure
on
Kig. (;*{ — Kjiec-piecc.
saplings and poles. The
upper part of the stem is usually straight, and is vertical in
conifers, hut frequently oblique in hroadleaved trees, oak,
birch, etc., that grow out towards the light. The curved base
of such trees may be useful for special purposes, hut otherwise
reduces the value of the timber.
[There was before the construction of iron ships a great
demand for suitably curved or compass oak timber for the
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Navy, and Fig. 62 shows the usual dimensions of such pieces,
which were specially valuable. Even now curved pieces are
used largely in the construction of barges, and in the Forest
of Mormal near Le Quesnoy, in the north-west of France,
these curved pieces of oak are still sawn up by pit-saws in
the forest and not in sawmills. Knee pieces, used in barge¬
making, are formed where a bough, or root, parts from its
parent stem; they may be of oak, pine, or spruce (Fig. 63).—Tr.]
Forking of the stem is normal in isolated broadleaved
trees at a short distance from the ground. In trees grown
in dense crops it is abnormal when the fork is lower down
the stem than about 30 feet, as valuable long logs should
be over that length. Iri'ospcctivc of bad silvicultural treatment,
soil and climate, in a word, the locality, may cause a tree
to fork. It is certain that trees fork most on good soil, though
the reason for this is unknown. If wo consider individual
species, it is found that, in oak and beech, foi'king is repeated
at regular intervals along a tree. Every crop of broadleavdS
trees affords examples of this, and ash is also specially liable
to fork, owing to loss of its terminal bud.
Beech trees usually swell at a fork, in the angle of which
water collects, and this causes incipient decomposition of the
wood below it, that is termed W(>iis<‘rtiipJ'e in German (watercup).
Silviculture teaches us to remove forked trees in thinnings,
but the necessary preservation of the density of the crop often
prevents this from being done too radically. [It is not, therefore,
always advisable, owing to danger of windfall or of admitting
sunlight to the soil, to cut out all forked trees in thinnings. This
is especially the case in crops of silver-fir, where there may be
many cankered trees that require prior attention. Mr. Ingold,
inspector of forests at G6rardmer, remarks on the difference
between Y and U-forked trees. When double leaders are
united in a V, there is much bark between the two stems, for
their union is being constantly raised as they grow in thick¬
ness, while in U-shaped stems the two leaders are independent.
The V trees are, therefore, very liable to be split by the wind
or snow, while the U trees are much more resistant. The
former only are, therefore, removed in thinnings.
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In the case of broadleaved trees united at their base to form
two or more stems, except in early thinnings, it is best to leave all
the stems rather than to cut one, as each stem has a lop-sided

Fig. {;4._Four oaks each ten feet in girtli.

Forest of S. Oohain near Laon.

crown and when isolated is very liable to windfall, while
together they have a united crown and frequently foim a
splendid clump of trees, as in Fig. 64.—Tr.]
As regards branches of broadleaved trees, that in young poles
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rub against the main stem and against one another when the' wind blows and eventually become naturally grafted together or .
to the main stem, so that the poles would grow into worthless "
trees, they should be carefully pruned or removed in early
thinnings.
On broadleaved stems in high forest, epicormic branches
(water-sprouts) are produced, when the stems are set free
from a dense crop; this cannot be prevented entirely
by careful thinnings. As this jnemature development of
epicormic branches is usually due to the want of vigour in
their crowns, such stems should also be cut in thinnings in
prefei'ence to those clean-barked polos, which eventually
produce the finest trees. In standards over c()i)pice, the
production of epicormic branches is normal after each
cutting of the underwood and then they should bo pruned
carefully.
Sapling-shake (Heisterknick) is a detective bend in the
stem

of

oaks

ground.

It

is

at
so

a
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named,

of
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because

it
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feet

from
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on
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depends

planting of saplings of (i feet, tlieir usual lieight, in oak
woodlands.

e. Dcfcrln in the ('/ii'iiiii'nl Pro/iniii‘K of Wood.

'J'he investigation of chemical defects in wood has been so
meagre, that only a few remarks on this subject can be
offered. Cieslar proved that the relative mass of lignin, as
compared with that of cellulose, in wood, depends on the
amount of beat and light to which the tree has been c.vposed.
Suppressed poles are, therefore, defectively constructed, for
they contain too great a percentage of cellulose ; it is reason¬
able to assume that thus those economic properties which
depend on the sp. weight of wood will be prejudiced. By
lignification, science means the storing of lignin on the
cellulose walls of woody tissues, but in practice, the word
denotes the resting-pbase of vegetation at the end of a growingseason, the hardening of yearling shoots and of the last
annual woody zone, that are then said to be lignified. Sus¬
ceptibility to early frost of insufficiently liguiffed tissues does
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not depend on a scarcity of lignin on the cell-walls, but on the
presence in their interior of plasma, that has not been con¬
verted in the cambium and other parenchyma into frosthardy resting-plasma. The further a plant-part is from the
latter condition, the more danger it incurs from autumnal and
winter frosts. [The tissues of delicate green-house or hot¬
house plants, Kitcah/])U, Piniis pahistri^, etc., in which growth
continues in their native habitat till interrupted ' y excessive
draught, have no resting-plasma ready for the approach of our
winters; they are, therefore, killed by the first moderate frost.
—Tr.] Hence hardiness against winter-frost, in plants that
withstand it normally, depends chiefly on the preceding
weather and treatment they have experienced. The prevalent
opinion, that after the cells have parted with their contents,
and even in dry heartwood, ligniiicatiou of tiie cell-wall may
still proceed, is in itself highly improbable, owing to the
absence of plasma, and has never been proved to ho triui.
Abnormal formation of gum, gummosis, occurs in the wood
and bark of species of Priiniis, as well as in those of certain
tropical trees belonging to various natural orders {Acai'iii
St'ii.'fidl said by (famhle to yield true gnm-araiiic, llaiiliiiiia
ri tumi, etc.). It is duo to metastasis, or clumucal transforma¬
tion into gum of parts of the tissues.
Eesinosis, or conversion of the cell-walls into resin in
coniferous wood, has been disproved by Mayr * (c./. resin-galls,
p. 125). He has also shown that pathological conditions in a
tree may cause resin to form. The outflow of resin in logs is
not due to metastasis, l)ut is a mechanical process, the resin
^being pressed out of the rosin-ducts by the drying and
shrinking wood. In wounded living trees, the flow of resin is
a physiological process caused by turgor of the tissues.
All abnormal tints in wood, whether they result from
ferments caused by fungi, or without their action, are due
essentially to metastasis, but little is known regarding their
origin.
• H. Mayr, “ Uas Harz (ler Na Jtjlbaiime.”
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CHAPTEE 11.
FELLING AND CONVEESION OP TIMBEB.
The second chapter of this hook deals with the methods o
telling trees and converting them into logs and scantling
which are then handed over to the consumer.
The foremost rule in conversion of timber is also comment
ill industrial undertakings, and is as follows:—Consider care¬
fully the uses which may he made of the raw material, and
then act as far as possible without diminishing the proluctivity of the forest, and in accordance with the current
demands of the market.
Since the jiroduce of every forest comes under the inlluenee
of a special market, the wares required by which are multi¬
farious, while local requirements, customs, and usages arc also
intluential, there must be many modes of conversion suitable
for different localities. In the following sections, therefore,
the results of experience are considei’ed, their utility gauged,
and a decision formed as to the basis of a rational system of
Forest Utilization.
Section I.—Manual Lahouk.

1. Geui ral llemarks.
The productiveness of every industry depends on the number
of available labourers, and on theii* skill and mode of orgsmization. Hence, the conditions essential for profitable forest *
utilization are [)leniy of good woodcutters, and good arrange¬
ments for furthering their labour.
The worth of a woodcutter does not dependonlyon the value ofthe material which he can convert in a given time, but also ont
his following the rules of Silviculture and Forest Protection.
In all forest management based on the highest possible
pecuniary return, which may be termed Eoonomio Forestry,
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M in Germany a general rule to entrust the fellings to wood-'
cutters under the pay and control of the forest-owner, and only
exceptionally to employees of wood-merchants. The latter
method was formerly more frequent, and is still followed largely
in France and Britain, and occasionally in Germany.
Speaking quite generally, whenever the sale of the
wood will barely cover the cost of its conversion, timberexploitation may be left to the purchaser of standing trees,
either by the sale in block of all standing trees on a certain area,
or by single marked trees. In high mountain-districts there
are localities difficult of access, where frequently the conversion
and transport of limber would cost more than its value, if
done by other agency than that of the timber-merchant, such
as State agency, or that of a private forest-owner. In such
cases it is better to sell trees to a merchant. Where timber
has to be given away to right-holders, in cases ^^hele only
inferior material is in question and there is no fear of the
right-holders defrauding the forest-owner by taking too much
produce, it is also better to allow them to fell and convert the
trees. In forests belonging to poor communes, or villages, it
may be more economical for the villagers to work-out the
timber tor themselves.
In all these cases restrictions for the benefit of the forest
must be imposed on the woodcutters, just as if they were
directlj' under the control of the forest-owner.
It is evident that only by the employment of woodcutters
engaged and paid by himself can the forest-owner maintain a
satisfactory and permanent labour-force, and this ho should
always endeavour to secure. Such an object, however, is
not always attainable, and though to secure this is occasion¬
ally easy, it is sometimes very difficult. This depends on
.local circumstances, and especially on the superfluity or want
of labourers, the duration of work in the forests, and the
conditidns of employment offered to the labourers by the
forest-owner.
"f' The supply of forest labour fluctuates with the season of

lithe year. Owing to increased production of wealth, to modern
ilaws regulating industry and to the rapidly improving means
Ifit transport, the conditions of labour have altered considerably
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’during the last thirty years, and forestry has not remained
unaffected. The woodman, who formerly remained attached
to his hamlet, has freed himself from his fetters: he leaves
field and forest, and proceeds to the centres of industry and
manufacture where he hopes to get a better price for his
labour, to load a pleasanter life than in his lonely forest village,.
and to acquire ])roperty more rapidly. A few years ago,,
owing to this migration of the villagers, the scarcity of labour
in certain forest districts had become calamitous. The crisis,
however, did not last long, and at present, many woodmen have
returned to their former pursuits.
The duration of work in the forest depends on the local
extent of the forest area and the degree of intensity of forest
management. Whenever in an extensive forest district there
is always full employment throughout the year, the inhabi¬
tants are closely attached to the forest. In such districts
there is hardly any other industry but forestry; and, even if
other emidoyinent could be found for the men, outside or
within the district, yet, provided they can earn the usual wages
prevailing in the locality, forest work is preferred to any other
industry by the greater part of the population, who have, as
it were, grown-up in mind and spirit with the forest. Where,
on the contrary, in districts chiefly industrial or agricultural
the work in the few existing forests can be done in a few
weeks’ time, forest work is only an auxiliary to the usual
modes of occupation, the labourers have for it little taste or
skill and can be induced to work only in a perfunctory manner.
The Bemunorstion and other Conditions which the wood¬
men receive from the forest-owner should under all circum¬
stances be a fair equivalent for the amount of labour required,
and suffice for the support of a labourer and his family. It is,
therefore, clear that the more a forest-owner can identify his
own interests with those of his woodmen, the more remuner¬
ative will be the management of his forest.
2. Demands on the Woodcutter.
People are apt to think that the demands made on a wood¬
cutter may be satisfied by any labourer who can use the axe and
saw. This is indeed true in certain oases, but usually a certain
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amount of skill, foresight, power of reflection and experience is
required, attainable only after prolonged labour in the forests,
which all workmen are not equally capable of acquiring, and
is not found in an equal degree in all forest countries or
districts. All industrial operations are more or less dependent
on the skill of the workmen employed, and the demands
which forestry make on labour foi-m no exception to the rule.
It is necessary to distinguish woodcutters of different
grades of utility, and to distribute the work among them
according to their capability. Whilst for work in high forest,
cloar-cuttings, coppices or thinnings, tho ordinary labour
force may suflico, natural regeneration-fellings and cutting of
uneven-aged crops and mixed woods demand much more
skilful hands. 'I’hore is a great diireronce between working
forests for fuel, and working tluun for valuable timber or whore a
careful and detailed mode of convcirting th(! timber is reijuired.
Besides the demands made on skilloil labour by siiecial
conditions of forest management, which vary with the locality,
there are others of a general nature that must be made on
every woodcutter, or gang of woodcutters, as regards order,
capacity for labour, and control. A consideration of these
points loads to a statement of the conditions of agreement
between the laboui’or and the forest-owner, which should be
explained thoroughly to every woodcutter ladoia! he engages
to work in a forest. Although these conditions vary for
different forests, or localities, in order to provide for important
local requirements, there are others which prevail throughout
a whole province or country. Such general conditions are,
therefore, decided usually for extensive forest tracts, leaving
the specially local conditions to he added where necessary,
penalties for breach of agreement being included.
The following are the usual clauses in an agreement with a
woodcutter:—
I. General Conditions.
A.
(a)
(b)
(c)
, (d)

Obligations of the Woodcutter.

Kegarding his conduct during the engagement.
Regarding felling.
Regarding conversion of timber.
Regarding removal of timber.
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B. Obligations of the Wood-Stacker, and of the Foreman.

C. Obligations of Men employed in Carrying and Floating
Timber.

D. Obligations of the Contractor.

II.

Special Conditions.

III.
A.

Penalties.

Obligations of the Woodcu'tter.

(u) Conduct of Woodcutter.—As ro','iirds the conduct of
the woodcutter, tlio following are the chief points :—
i. No one is allowed to do other than the special work
allotted to him.
ii. Every woodcutter must be at work punctually at the
appointed hour, and should work steadily and without
intermission until the work is completed, except during
the off-time agreed upon.
iii. Any woodcutter absent without permission from work
will he warned on the first occasion, and on the second
will be considered to have vacated his work of his own
accord.
iv. No work is to be done before sunrise or after sunset.
V. Every woodcutter is to provide his own tools in good
condition and he should also have a two-foot rule.
Wood for mending tools and for constructing huts for
the workmen is provided by the forest-guards. When
the work is completed, all wood used for huts, timber,
sledge-roads, etc., should, as far as possible, be
converted into firewood.
vi. Every woodcutter should be as careful as possible in
carrying out silvicultural rules, and obey the special
instructions of the manager and guards in this respec^^
He is also held responsible to report any infractions;which have come to his knowledge, of such rules by ;
any other workmen.
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vii. The woodcutter is not allowed, either by himself or his
family, to remove any wood from the felling-area. At
the completion of the felling and conversion of the
produce, all broken picee.s, chips, and other wastage,
will he divided among the workmen.
viii. Each foreman is responsible for the security of the wood
worked by his own gang.
ix. Fires should not be made by less than six workmen,
whenever a larger number is present on a fellingarea. Gi-eat care must be taken of the lire and it
should be extinguished, or carefully guarded, every
evening.
Rules under headings (b) to (d) as regards felling, conver¬
sion, and removal of the timber will be given in the sections
dealing with these subjects, and also with R. and C. Special
conditions, II., depeml on local circumstances.
111.

Penalties.

The third part of the conditions of agreement gives the
penalties for infraction of any of the above stipulations.
Such penalties may be pecuniary, such as deductions from
wages, temporary suspension from work, or dismissal, and,
whenever the woodcutter obtains certain privileges from the
forest-owner, such as land for cultivation, wood, litter, etc.,
temporary or permanent deprivation of such privileges.
Certain offences by woodcutters and other forest labourers
are punishable under the forest law.
j
The penalties should be those usual in the district, and
within the means of the working population.
Deductions from wages and deprivation of privileges are
the most suitable penalties for the poorer workmen. Wher¬
ever exjierience shows that penalties are unavailing, it is
better not to include them in the conditions of agreement,
for in such a case it is better to have no law than one
that cannot be carried out. There are at jiresent many districts
where this is the case, and where penalties cannot be enforced
owing either to the poverty cf the people or to the scarcity
■of labour.

3. Wa^fS.
(a) Genej^I Eemarks.—The remuneration to the woodcutter'
for hia labour conaista chiefly in a regularly contracted pay-*
ment, but partly in undertaking to contribute to his support
or that of his family in cases of accident, sickness, undeserved
want, etc., and occasionally in s])ccial rewards paid to skilled
labourers for difficult and unusual work.
. One of the best means for retaining the sei-vices of the
better part of the labourers for forest work is to allow them
certain forest privileges gratia, or at reduced rates, sxich as
small areas of land for cultivation during good behaviour.
Friendly societies for saving money for old-age pensions or
allowances during sickness, or for injuries, to which the foiest
owner contributes in proportion to the regular contributions
by the labourer, may be mentioned hero.
Among all these items the wages are naturally the most
important; these may be either contract-wages by the piece,
and proportional to the amoutit of work done, or merely daily
wages.
Woodmen are employed usually on piece-work, which is
the cheaj»est and fairest method; daily wages are exceptional,
and are given only when the trouble taken by the woi-kman is
out of all proportion to the reasonable amount of work done,
or, as in forest plantations, where if the work be paid by the
number of plants, the latter will be planted cai-elossly, without
proper attention to their roots
'

A piece of work done, or work-unit, may be measured in
various ways, either by its w-eight, volume, or roughly-stacked
volume: or by the chief determining measure of the work, as
for instance, the length and mid-diameter of a log, the yard of
ditching, the hundred planting-holes of definite size, the
■single railway-sleeper, etc. AVeigbt is not much used in
forestry as a unit of work, but the common unit for timber is
the cubic foot, or load of 40 cubic feet for hardwood and of
50 cubic feet for softwood, both corresponding roughly to a ■
ton. Stacked firewood is measured by the cord (6 feet x
6 feet X 6 feet) of 216 stacked cubic feet, and faggots by the ''
bmadred.
”

lel
Timber may be measured by its dimeiisione, and tlie
liameter of different pieces may be used as a unit. Such a
neasurement of bis work is more easily appreciated and
salculated by the woodcutter than wlien the cubic foot is the
init for measurement, and it is also a fairer measure of the
,vork done than the latter. It has not yet been decided whether
it is more profitable, or not, for the forest-oivner to measure
the work for payment by the diameter of the piece, or by the
cubic foot, but experiments made in Saxony are in favour of
the fonner system, which is much the commoner of the two.
■Wherever logs are sold by tlieir length and the diameter of
the smaller end, these latter should also be taken as the units
of work.
Whatever ufiit of work may be chosen, the pay-unit must
now be calculated, and naturally this varies more or less with
the time and locality, and depends chiefiy on
the supply of
labour ; the extent and variability of the demands for labour
in a district for manufactures, agriculture, public works,
traffic, etc.; the actual cost of the necessaries of life; the
value of money measured in commodities; the economic
condition of the people; the inclination of workmen for forest
work, etc. Different nuiasiires may be taken to rectify the
greater or less variability of the (drcumstances which affect
wages.
Either a permanent table of average wages is
compiled, the wages being increased or diminished when
necessary, or new tables of wages may be prepared annu¬
ally, according to the price of labour. In the latter case a
written agreement to hold good for a year between the
forest-owner and the workman must be made, and signed
by both parties.
Besides the fact that it really furthers economy to secure
fair wages to the workman, it is also clearly in the interest of
the forest-owner, as contented workmen will avoid waste in
felling and converting timber, and damage to young growth.
Care for the welfare of the forest depends more or less directly
on the woodcutter’s work, and the latter will always turn the
rate of pay to his own advantage. The amount of care he
^tekes of the forest will be always the less, the lower his wages
■^e driven by the competition of other workmen. In forest
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management, ns in all great productive industries, the deter¬
mination at any time of fair rates of wages is of the greatest
importance, and the question then arises, how should this be
done?
(h) Determination of Bates of Wages.—It is clear that
the woodman must obtain as high wages in the forest as he
could get by a similar cxjienditurc of labour in any other
rough industry. Tlie forest-owner has tocompete for his laboursupply w'ith otlier industrial enterprises; he may usually
compete with them successfully w'lieii he remembers that the
industrious woodcutter should receive W'ages for the hard and
frequently dangerous forest work in ordinary fellings, some¬
what above those actually in force for other works in the
district. This addition to the ordinary local wage depends on the
favourable or unfavourable aspect of the circumstances afl’ecting wages that have been already described; it may l)e
sometimes 10 per cent., 20 per cent., or even 30 per cent,
above the usual daily wages of labourers. The amount of the
daily wage once settled, the next stop will be to fix the pay for
each unit of work in accordance with it.
It is easy to ascertain from the results of the previous year’s
felling, what amount of work an industrious workman can do
in a day, i.e., how many cubic feet of converted timber he cai
prepare in summer in ten hours, and in six or seven hours ii
winter, and in this way, given the rate of daily wage, the rati
per unit of work can be fixed.
There are, however, several classes of wood produced ii
each forest, and a distinction must bo made betw'een couver
Bion of firewood and that of timber of different varieties. Ai
'regards firewood, it should be noted that split billets an
; frequently the predominating class. As regards classifiec
timber, it cannot be predicted which class will predominate
that depends on the mode of conversion and the size of thi
trees, etc. Thus, in some districts, middle-sized butts foi
saw-mills—in others, averaged-sized logs—will be the materia
on which the woodcutter bestows most of his labour, and foi
which the rate should be fixed. Firewood and timber an
produced by all forests, so that there are two standards o
,crates of pay, of which one is for a cord of split firewood, anc
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the other for a unit of that class of converted timber which
the forest yields most abundantly.
(c) Scale of Wages.—The standard rates, therefore, consist
in those paid for cordwood and for one kind of converted
limber: but on every felling-area there are several—often
many—classes of timber and lirewood, the preparation of
which does not exact the same amount of labour, or the sale-*
values of which are highly dissimilar ; there must therefore
‘be several grades in the rales of pay for piece-work. Those
different piece-work prices are always multiples, or parts, of
the two standard rates of pay, and in their case the amount
paid, besides being, as far as possible, proportional to the
work done, should also bo proportional to the sale-value of the
converted material.
As regards the former of these factors (the expenditure of
labour on any work) round billets are prepared more easily
than split-wood, and should bo paid for at a lower i*ate ; whilst
the preparation of 100 bean-sticks should cost less than that
of 100 hop-poles.
The amount of labour involved in the work is, however,
made subsidiary to the sale-value of the outturn, and the i
maxim of making the labour-charge for preparation of more
valuable material higher than tor what is less valuable is of
the liighest importance. Thus, the preparation of the bidter
classes of logs or scantlings is remunerated more, highly than
that of the lox\er classes, even whim the amount of labour
expended is the same in both cases; this is esjiecially true for '
long pieces of valuable timber, provided the diametei' at the
small imd is up to standard; a higher payment would bo
made, for the entire [»iec.e than if it had been cut in two,
although in the latter case more labour would have been
expendiid.
There are forest districts where, in the interest of the forest
owner, the wages of woodcutters are allowed to rise and fall
with the sale-prices of the outturn ; as in parts of the Hehwarzwald, and especially in the forests of the Prince of F urstenberg.
The best plan is, therefore, to pay relatively the highest rates
for those pieces, the sale of which is most profitable to the
owner, and to pay the wages corresponding to the labour
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involved only for less saleable pieces, the number of which the^j
owner wishes to keep as low as possible. Thus, payment for
wood from the stump and roots of the trees is kept very low,
to prevent material fit for straight, split, or round cordwood
being thus used, and especially to keep down as much as
possible the amount of root- and stump-wood.
(d) Area where the Same Wages Prevail.—Once the scale
for labour-payments has been decided, it may be applicable to
a forest district, range, or working-circle, but sometimes only
to a particular felliug-ariai. Thus, where the locality is un¬
favourable, as, for instance, on steep, lofty slopes ; in fellings
where special care has to bo taken of the material, or of the
regeneration or tending of the forest; in very remote fellingareas, where the woodmen have far to go to reach their work;
where the trees to be felled are far apart, so that there are
difiieultios in collecting and sorting the outturn; and in
several other cases,—greater demands are made on the
labourers than where opposite conditions prevail.
The preparation of forest accounts is much simplified when
the same rates of payment are made in all the felling-areas of
the same forest range. In level, uniformly-stocked forests,
and especially where only one species of tree is grown, such
simplicity is often admissible; but in the case of irregular
woods and unlike conditions, the forest-owner will find it to
his profit to have difl'ereiit rates of payment for different
localities.
Thus, we have various rates of payment for piece-work that
rise and fall with the local daily wage. In allotting these rates
according to the different kinds of produce, too much detail
should not be attempted, so that the accounts may not become
too complicated. An exception to this maxim arises only in
the case of forests yielding highly valuable timber.
(e) Wages for Barking Trees, Stacking Firewood, etc.—
When the rates of payment for felling and converting the
timl)er have been settled, it is usual to enter in the agreement
the rates for barking the trees, also for collecting the timber
and stacking the firewood. The latter work usually involves
only one rate, but in the ease of collecting the timber in
temporary forest depots, the. greatest differences of rateSj
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compared with the average rates for pieces of tlie same size,
may prevail.
In level land, it is necessary to convey the converted wood
only to the nearest road, or timber-depot, and tho amount
of labour involved is practically the same in all cases for
pieces of similar dimensions; but in mountain-districts there
are, as a rule, great differences in this labour, and it is
usual to fix different rates for each felling-area at different
altitudes. [In Britain it is a common practice to pay for
felling and barking oak trees by the ton of bark that results
120 cub. ft. of timber usually yielding a ton of bark.—Tr.]
(f) Daily Wages.—There are cases where either tho work
done cannot Ije measured, or special demands are made on
the ability, experience and care of the workmen that must
be considered in fixing wages, for in these cases it is (juite
exceptional that the work is at all proportional to tho
energy expended on it. if a special agreement cannot^ be
made, daily pay should be given. Thus in cleanings or
early thinnings, in pruning trees, the work done cannot be
measured. For constructing the various means of watertransport : making or repairing roads, slidi.-s, bridges ; build¬
ing substantial huts for workmen; setting-up fenc(!S, and so
on, the skill of a carpenter or engineer is viiquired, although
it is fre<piently only a woodcutter who does the work, and then
he should be paid in proportion to his skill.
Only ex¬
perience can guide the forest-manager in settling a fair wage
for such work.
All the above conditions regarding w'ages form the terms ol
a written agreement between the woodcutters and the foresi
managers as a rule; an agreement should be for an indelinitt
time, with a stipulated period for notice by either party of itf
termination. It is wrong to make the agreement only for r
year, as there may be difficulties about renewing it. It i(
also wrong to delay a fresh agreement until the workmei
give notice of dissatisfaction with the current rates of pay
this may dissolve the friendly ties between the workmen an<
their employer.
The woodcutters’ agreement, therefore, provides for it
,renewal and for notice of terminating it, also for the rales o
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pay, and mcinner of payment. It should be signed by all the
workmen and by the forest-manager.
4. Oryanhalion of llic Jjolxmr-daiuj.
(a) General Account.—It is (jvideiit that the efficiency, as
regards quality and quantity of outturn, of the whole force
of labourers employed in a forest, leaving out of consideration
their special aptitude for the w'ork, depends greatly on the
supervision the foresters and forest-guards can exercise over
them. The influence and the possibility of its leading also to
useful results depends on the relations of the woodcutters to
one another, and on their attachment to the forest and its
interests. All this varies considerably from place to place,
and in certain cases it is hardly possible for the forest-manager
to exert the desired influence, whilst in others ho can do so
quite easily. In order, however, to do what is possible in this
respect and supervise the hundreds of woodcutters who may
be employed in any forest-range, as well as to distribute them
suitably among the different felling-areas and pay them jjroportionally to their labour, a certain organisation of the whole
force of labour must be instituted, Bu))dividing them into
gangs and parties, and appointing from amongst themselves
certain influential peisons as foremen and heads of parties.
Usually the gangs are comj)osed of all men coming from the
same village (or district), and their leader is termed a foreman.
A party consists of the number of men, not less than two
or throe, required for complete hdling and conversion of a
certain lot of trees. The paity choo.ses its own le.uler, works
together and divides the ])ayment for the work done into equal
parts among its members.
Considerable importance should be attached to the choice of
the foreman, as he is the intermediary between the workmen
and the forest otlicials and is more or less responsible during
the absence of the latter for the conduct of the woodcutters.
On account of the indispensable nature of his services it is
Advisable to attach him as much as possible to the forest and
to keep him constantly employed; he should also have special
privileges. He usually settles the accounts with the men,
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and obtains a small percentage of the total payment for
doing so.
The connection of the woodcutiUivs with one another varies
in different places, depmiding partly on the ])ossihility of
carrying out the organisation already described, and partly on
local laws regarding workman and employer. It is often very
difficult to enforce penalties against the woodcutlc'r for nonfulfilment of the contract, or agreement, made hetwoen him
and the forest-owner, although it may be advisable if possible
to secure such an agreement. Whether an agreement is made
with all woodcutters or with some of them only, or with the
foreman on behalf of the other men, depends on the particular
class of labourers to bo dealt with. Woodcutters may he
classified as follows :—
(h) Ifon-Associated Woodcutters.—Where forest blocks
are found scattered amongst agricultural lands, forestry is
only an accessory means of employment for the people, and
no regular gang of woodcutters exists. The men engaged for
forest-work are a motley crew following all callings and with¬
out any connection with one another. The attachment binding
the woodcutter to the forest is in such cases generally of the
slightest Kind, and (!ven if a h'gal act of agreement bo made
between him and the forest-ow'uer, it will be only of a temjjorary nature, depending on his own interest and liking for
the work. In this class there is no association between the
dithirent woodcutters, each man works independently of the
others, or they may work in pairs in the case of sawyers.
Vwy often sucli a gang of woodcutters is compostid of quite
different individuals at tlio close of a felling to those who
commonctid work on the same area. In such cases, it the
forest-manager wishes to secure attention to tlui most neces¬
sary protective rules, he must make a separate agreement
with every labourer.
(c) Associated Labour.—In extensive forest districts in
plains and mountains the conditions of labour differ greatly
from the above. The chief means of livelihood of the inhabi¬
tants are then obtained from the forest and the work it affords;
the people consider it an honour for a man to he employed in
the forest, and forest work is preferred to all others which
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may offer. A few of the people possess all the best qualities/^
of these woodcutters, and are most attached to the forest and
most trustworthy in working, and have much influence over
the other men. In such cases it is sufficient for the forest
owner to make agreements with the more influential 'woodcutters when they are sufficiently numerous to form a regular
enrolled gang constantly employed in the forest, and have a
common insurance fund to which the forest-owner contributes..
Such a labour-gang is strengthened from time to time, as
necessity arises, by engaging other men temporarily.
(d) Contractors’ Men.—Sometimes the legal act of agree¬
ment is made by the forest-owner with a contractor, who
undertakes to su2)ply all the men required for any definite
piece of work in the forest. Contractors are frequently active,
influential and fairly wealthy men who have considerable tact
in managing woodcutters. This assistance simplifies matters
for the forest-owner, as the contractor has all the worry and'
trouble of managing and supplying the labour-gang, and of
paying them in detail for the work done. In extensive forest
districts, insufficiently suiqilied with e.xperienced foresters or
forest-guards, or whore the woodcutters are very experienced
and trustworthy and the work can be largely left to them
without much suiwrvision on the part of the forest staff, it is
often bettor to entrust the conversion of the timber to an
exi)erieneed contractor who thoroughly knows the capacity of
individual workers, and can give full security to the forestowner for good work. This system has, however, its shady
side, as contractors sometimes defraud their men.
The contractor is often obliged to bring his men from a
distance (as in the ease of Italians employed in Germany);
he then requires pecuniary advances and concessions,
which are not necessary under ordinary circumstances.
Timber-work is largely done by contractors in the Black.
Forest, Alps, Hungary, Galicia, and in many extensive forest'
districts of the North German Plain. In the Alps the con».
tractors are frequently mayors of villages. Although, strictly
speaking, the contractor is responsible for the conduct of hif
men, the forest-manager does not abstain from direct super!
vision over them, and it is evident that the contractor mual
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be bound legally by conditions covering all the interests of the
forest owner.
In the case of extensive damage to forests by wind, insects,
snow, etc., when there is an extraordinary amount of material
to be converted, it is generally necessary to entrust the work
to contractors. Often in such cases the workmen are brought
from a distance, as Italians in South Germany, etc., and it is
necessary to make arrangements which the ordinary course of
forest-work does not require.
In the years 1891- 93, damage by the nun-moth in
S. Bavaria rendered recourse to contractors necessary. About
10,000,000 tons (9,iK)3,000 c.m.) of dead wood had to be
felled and converted as speedily as possible. A band of
about 3,000 men had to be imported and organised. Twentyfive barracks with heating-apparatus and beds had to be
built, each for 50—00 workmen, and provision made for
feeding them^ with medical attendance, hospitals, and a
police force. Telophonos were installed, and the number of
forest-guards increased considerably. It was necessary to set
up a temporary office, with clerks and accountants. All this
was done with such skill and financial success as to bring
great credit on the Bavarian Forest Department. After this
work had been completed, forest management returned to its
ordinary channels.
(e) Work done by Forest Settlers.—Hitherto it has been
presupposed tliat for ordinary fellings the necessary labourgang could be secured within easy distance of the forest, but
there are forest districts where the population is so scattered
and scanty that the needful force of labour cannot be obtained
in the neighbourhood; the manager is then obliged to engage
labourers from a distance and settle them in a regular colony
within his forest. It is evident that only in the last extremity
^ of scarcity of local labour would a forest-manager resort to
such an expensive measure as the above.
Such colonies of forest-labourers are found at Herrenwies
in the Black Forest, and in other parts of Germany, also in.
certain districts in Hungary. The settlers must be supplied
; yvith houses, food, medical attendance, schools and churches,
idiots of land to be cultivated and meadow-land for each
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head of a family, also litter and firewood; even their widows
and orphans must be maintained.
[Imported labourers from Chota Nagpur are largely em¬
ployed in the Assam tea-gai’dens under conditions similar to
the al)ove, Imt the Indian h’orest Department has hitherto
been able to dispense with the necessity for resorting to such
a class of labour.—Tr.]
5. Thi‘ Forest Ldhoiir-qiicstioH.
As already stated, the position of labourers has altered
greatly in the last forty years, and instead of the former cont(mtcd, industrious woodcutter, forest management has to deal
with a fluctuating proletariat. The forester is called upon to
improve this state of things, not only on the grounds of
national economy, but also from a special forest economic
point of view; although he cannot control all the factors in
the (jue.stion, he can to some e.vtent assist in organising a
jjhysically and morally strong hu'ce of woodcutters. Home
notes showing how he should proceed to gain this object are
given below.
Wages should be high enough td remunerate fairly the
bard forest work and the increasing dearness of living. The
supposed gain to the forest-owner by low wages is often con¬
verted into a loss, ton times as great, by bad workmanship,
while moreover damage is done to the forest. The ma.xim of
the lowest possible wage is much more objectionable in forest
work than in any other industry.
It has long been admitted by exj)eri(!U(^ed foresters that it
is highly advantageous to lix i-emuneration for work done,
at rates proportional to the sale-value of the outturn. Let
the rougluist kinds of work be well paid, but lix rates at
least double the ordinary ones for valuable produce. The
amount the woodcutter thus gains will secure from him an
intelligent and profitable conversion of the felled trees, will
excite his attention and care, increase his utility and enable
him at the same time to increase his own earnings. Small,
leewards also should be offered to woodcutters for new tools,
, vision''©!’improvements.
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The system of giving the work to contractors should be
abandoned, whenever it is known or suspected that the con¬
tractor is making more money that is absolutely necessary out
of the workmen; in such cases direct dealing with the latter
should be substituted, or other means taken to protect the men
from imposition.
In order to induce good woodcutters to become attached to
the forest, as far as possible, permanent work should be pro¬
vided for them ; certain -works should bo kept in abeyance, so
that as soon as the harvest or other agricultural business is'
over work may bo found for the strong young woodcutters.
Naturally, in such cases, the best and most trustworthy men
will be most favoured. Attempts also should be made to
lighten the men’s work, by constructing woodcutters’ huts
in remote felling-areas and introducing labour-saviiig
appliances.
Another effective incentive is to offer the men forest privi¬
leges at low rates.
Such privileges are highly valued by
country people, and they think nothing of the labour involved
to themselves in taking advantage of them.
Within the limits allowed by Norest Protection many a
privilege of little value may bo bestowed, which is paid for ten¬
fold by tho Hta'vices of good woodcutters. Such are
assign¬
ing small allotments of forest lands for cultivation at a low
rent, during the good behaviour of the woodcutter ; or of
building-timber, at cheap rates, for the construction of new
woodcutters’ houses, or repairs of old ones.
Appointments, when vacancies arise, of useful woodcutters
who have served long in the forest, as forest-guards, firewatchers, road-guards, foremen, etc., can be given but rarely,
but may be mentioned with the other means of attracting
good men to the forest. The frequently indifferent pay of
forest-guards, and in Germany, the preference given to old
soldiers for these posts, often render this impracticable.
In many forest districts friendly societies are established to
which every woodcutter is obliged to contribute a certain per¬
centage of his wages, and the forest-owner also contributes
ji, proportionally. From these deposits allowances are made in
I'-, cases of sickness or accident, and usually also to old wood-

sutters’ widows and orphans. It these societies are to be real
incentives to a steady labour-force, they must dispose ol
sufficient capital and offer real and sufficient help in times of
need. Several of these funds are very substantial concerns ;
as at Clausthal in Hanover, in the Sihlwald belonging to the
town of Zurich and other localities. There is now a general
Imperial I'liud for the whole of Germany to provide insurance
against accident, and pensions in old age for workmen of all
classes; from this fund the best results may be expected.
•In Bavaria, by a Slate decree of the 20th December, 1898,
this now includes allowances to forest workmen in cases ol
sickness.
Section

II.—Woodcutters’

Lmplbments.

Although custom, experience, and skill may to a certain
extent supply the ivant of good implements, it cannot be
denied that, in every industry, not only more but better work
can be done with good tools than with bad ones. This must
necessarily be the ease in forestry, and the more so, the less
skilful and experienced are the woodcutters who are employed.
The supply of good implements is, therefore, an important
object for the forest-manager which he must always keep in
view.
Woodcutters’ implements are classified according as they are
used for hewing, sawing, splitting or grubbing-up the wood.
1. Hewing Imjjleinciits.
Hewing implements include felling-axes, trimming-axes
and the billhook. The two former are heavier than the last,
and are used with both hands on large timber, whilst the
billhook is used with one hand only, for cutting saplings and
brushwood. The two kinds of axes differ, in that the former
is sharpened symmetrically on both sides of its edge, and is
used for converting wood in the rough; the trimming-axe.,
is used for shaping the wood, it has an unsymmetrical edge,
flat on one side and sloping on the other.
j
Axe-heads of both kinds are made out of oblong pieces of iron"'
. which are beaten thin at the ends, and then bent to form an eyeti
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jEor iho handle. In order to give the axe a sharp edge, a wedge:8hftpe^ pi®e6 oI ste®! is placed between the thin iron ends, and
they are then welded together, or in the trimining-axo a steel
plate is welded to the side which remains flat.
The felling-axe is the handiest of all woodcutters’ tools,
and in cases of necessity, however improperly, it may be used
as a substitute for almost any other tool. It consists of the
axe-head and handle, the latter made of a tough split piece of
ash, hornbeam, beech, robinia, hickory or whitobeam; the hole
in the axe-head into which the handle tits is termed the eye,
and usually widens-out on the side opposite that where the
handle is inserted, to allow of a wedge being driven in to hold
the handle firmly in its place. The part of the axe away
from its edge, including the (tye, is termed the back, and may
be curved or flat, and in the latter case is of steel. The cut¬
ting part is termed the blade, which may also be either straight
or curved.
The characteristics of a good axe are: that the edge shall
be sharp and the steel of which it is composed possess the
proper degree of tempering, so that when used, on the one
hand, it may retain its cutting-edge without the latter becom¬
ing bent, and on the other, the edge may not be too hard, and
break. As regards shape, the axe should form a tapering
wedge #ith smooth sides. In order to reduce friction as
much as possible, the sides of the axe should be slightly
convex, or there should be a slight projection in the middle of
the blade. The weight of an axe, its size and relative dhnensions depend on whether it is to be used for hard and heavy,
or soft, light wood. In the former case the action is chiefly
■cutting; a finer edge is then required and the axe should be
lighter and thinner than one used for softwoods, which in
all parts, and especially in the back, is thicker and broader
than the hardwood axe, acting more like a wedge.
In no case, however, should the axe be too large or heavy,
:a8 it then fatigues the woodcutter and does not work so
economically as a lighter implement.
The axe-handle is sometimes straight and sometimes curved,
sometimes parallel to the edge and sometimes bending from
|Jr towards it. It is difficult to decide which shape is most
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advantageous; it is often made so as to taper away from the
end, and thus afford a better hold.
.
Fig. 65 shows the shape of the Konebeck American axe, the
edge of which is made of compressed steel and lasts almost t
indefinitely. It is said to tire the woodcutter less than any
other axe, and can be used to cut horizontally. It is made in two
sizes, weighing respectivcdy 5J and 7 lbs.,
including the handle, and costa from 15 to
20 shillings a dozen.
The handles are
usually 21 feel long, a longer one being
inconvenient, though the}' are sometimes
used up to 3,\ feet in the Spessart and
eastern parts of the Black Forest. The use
of these axes is spreading widely throughout
Germany.
Two kinds of axes may be distinguished,
viz.: the felling-axe, and the axe for cleav¬
ing or splitting wood.
(a) Felling-Axes. — The felling-axe is
used for felling trees, chiefly large ones
which ofi'er considerable resistance to
felling.
Only exceptionally do woodcutters use two
axes, the felling-axe and the lopping-axe,
and the latter is not required in broad¬
leaved forests.
The Saxon axe (Fig. 66) is quite straightbladed from back to edge, and forms a com¬
plete wedge; the faces are slightly curved
Pig. Cm.—Ameiican
outwards, the handle is straight, and 0'75
meter (29 inches) long.
The Harz axe
(Fig. 67) is shorter, broader, and the faces hardly curved at
all. The Bohemian axe (Fig. 68), also used in Moravia and
Silesia, resembles the Saxon axe, but is bent downwards.
The Carpathian axe (Fig. 69) is broader than those already
described and is used also for splitting wood. The axe used
in the Bavarian Alps (Fig. 70) is a light axe with a rounded
back; the Black Forest axe (Fig. 71) resembles it, but is
shorter, broader, and heavier, and owing to the large timber

The lopping-axe used in the Bavarian Alps (Fig. 72) is similar
to the felling-axe but is stouter, and heavier, and flat in the
back.
iSlSlFir.. -
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Ill thft same region the cloul)l(!-axe (P'ig- 73) is used, which
has a smaller head for small wood ; it weighs only I’-IO kilo¬
grams (3 pounds). The T'hni ingian axe (Fig. 74) somewhat

Kig. 7,').—Norwcgiau nxc.

,,
■esemhles the Saxon
'Norwegian axe may Wtnuuent.

elmracterislic shniie of the
pj„
considered a

7ei7 workmanlike in^H «,,oxv French axes* with very
Figs. 7b, 11, Hlld . ,
“TivhnoIo«ie Foicstiere/'
Fmn*
V'

light

in

AXES.

^handles, they lighten the labour but render precision in cutting
diflicult. The Finnish iixo (Fig. 7ib is the lightest of all, and
only 0 inches long so that half its weight is sheathed on
■ the handh'.
The main difference between the. Aiuericau axt> anil iho

various European axes consists in the devices for iireventing
its jamming and sticking in the cut. The faces of an axe are
either providi'd along their middle line with a prominent ridge,
or as in the Pennsylvanian axe, (Fig. tir)), are strongly curved
outwards.
The blade of the latter is
made of compressed steel, hardly wears
at all, and works well. Py general con¬
sent this axe is considered to save labour
and tiro the men less than many (iei'inan
axes, owing to its convenient handle and
freedom from sticking; it is used chiefly
for sottwoods. 1 The American axe is not,
hovwpver, mlapled for hard, tropical wood,
for which the use of a narrower and
lighter axe is advisable.—Tr.]
(b) Trimming-Axes.— The trimming-axe I 'lfr. —Kiimi»h nxe.
is used by woodcutters for trimming-off
side-pieces of balks, and by the carpenter in preimring limber
tor building and other purposes. In Germany it is usually
of the shape given in Phg. 80, having only one edge, the
blade lieing curved inwards to allow sufficient play for the
hand of the operator. The handle is short, usually
to
1| feet, and the workman uses it sideways from the side of the

M 2

log he is trimming. Another shape (Fig. 78) is in ttse in?
the Black Forest, being more convenient on rocky and difficult
ground than the former.
[Trimniing-uxes in India generally are shapedsymnietricallj',
but niucb larger and heavier limn ordinary axes, weighing up
to 8 pounds and more. The workman stands on the top of
the log and trims-off side-pieces by swinging the axe vertically
and merely allowing its own weight to act. The handles for

• these trinmiing-axos are
to 4J feet long so ns to give
sufficient nioinentum.—-Tr.]
,
■;
(c) The Billhook.- Billhooks may ho of various shajies;
, they are used chielly for cutting copjiice or fascines, and in '
lopping branches from trees.
Pig. 82 shows the common
German billhook, the backward turn of the blade at its top
being useful in pulling out the ends of withes while tying,
faggots. The English fascine-knife (Fig. 83) is 21 inches long
and very serviceable in cutting fascines. Fig. 84 represents
* a very serviceable billhook; it is half an inch thick at the
’ back, and has a cutting edge at a for cutting through branches,
placed on a piece of wood, as well as its ordinary cutting edge

■48i^
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Courval has invented a pruning billhook (Fig. ft4) which is
16 inches long and weighs about 31 pounds:
it is made thickest along its axis in order to
add weight to its cuts. Accordi ng to Conrval
all kinds of pruning, even of large Iwugha,
may be effected with this instrument.

Fip. S5.
Foi-rar, of IjillliiKjk.

('ourval'H trcp-iirancr.

Kif;. SB.
Ami;ii.',»n Ihorn-liook.

Tiie American thorn-hook (Fig. 86) is used for lopping; its
head weighs 2^ to 3 pounds.*
2. Saws.
(a) General Account.—Saws are used by woodcutters for
felling trees, and for reducing the length of logs and branches
at right angles to their axis. A saw may be used for such
a purpose much more economically than an axe, which wastes
much of the wood.
Under certain circumstances and on
difficult ground, the work may be done more expeditiously
with an axe. The amount of time silent in sawing may vary
from 20 per cent, to 40 and 70 per cent, of the whole time
of the woodcutters on the felling-area.
be obtaiued from J. n. Dominicud & Boor, KeraBcbeid-Vici'inf^attsea,
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Formerly forowt saws were rolled out of wrought iron, and
the rolled blade was then liammiu’ed cold lo make it hard
and elastic. At jiresent, saws are made of cast steel, and work
more easily than the (dde.r imjjlements. Owing to the superior
longlinesH of the steel they I'etaiu their edge and set better,
and, owing to their smooth sides, they cause much less friction
in use than the iron saws.
Haws hav(! to overcome not only the resistance of the wood,
hut also the friction of their sides against the rough surface of
the W()od which is being sawn and the sawdust that collects
lailwcun the teeth.

Th(;ir tecdh act chiclly by tearing the

wood-iihres asunde r*, and so much the more, lh(; more porous
the wood and the long('r and tougher the wood-fibres ; this is
therefore es])ecially the. case with soft, hroadleaved and coni¬
ferous woods.

In the cases of hard hroadleaved woods, this

tearing action is superseded iiarlly by a cutting action.

The

more a saw tears the lilires apart the greater the amount
of sawdust, which is thei td'ore most abundant in the case of
Boftwoods.
(1)) Mode of Construction of Saws. Saws are constructed
differently according to the uses for which they are intended;
they vary in shape, length, weight, and shape of teeth.
They may be used cither for large or small timber. In the
fonmu' case they cut both ways, are worked by two men
and termed two-handed saws. In the latter case they cut only
one way and are one-handed ; such saws rarely exceed
to
feet in length, whilst the two-handed saws may l^e 8.J to OJ
feet long, their length being determined by the diameter of
the piece to be sawn, and the distance through which the
arm moves.
The weight of a saw depends also on its
length.
The construction of the teeth of saws varies considerably.
Each tooth may Iki either symmetrical or unsymmelrical, and
the teeth vary in ilepth, thickness and distance from one
another, each of which points afl'ects ihe working of the saw.
As regards the shape of the ks-th, a distinction must be
made between those cutting one or both ways. In the former
case they are shaped usually as in Fig. 87, that of a right.
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angled triangle, the shorter side of the triangle or face of the
tooth Ijcing at right angles, or nearly so, to the line of their
insertion on the saw. In j'.nglish saws the hyj)otennst', or
back of the teeth, is cut-out in a curve (Fig. B8). Buch teeth

I'iS. S7.-01.1i<in.- triiin.L-uliir Icelli.

Ki-. .S.S.-Obli.(m' swki-l It'olli,

arc used only in the I'ase of one-handed saws, or in j)it-saws
used by woodcutters for sawing timber longitudinally.
Forest saws which cut both ways require teeth of a different
shape. They are always symmetrical, and usually bounded by

straight lines: dog teeth, as in Fig. 8!); curved teeth, as in Fig. 90,
the Harz saw; or arc so-called M teeth, I'igs. 91 and 92,
which cut both wa3's. American saws have teeth as shown in
'igs. 93 and 91, in the latter, dog and M teeth are conibiiied.

Ucvclli-q American tcelli.

Space must Ire allowed between the teeth for the escape of
the sawdust, which requires four to six times the space of the
wood from which it is taken. This is provided by giving the
teeth a much greater depth at o b (Fig. 95) than their cutting

"ra=—
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servicoable:—
i. Tirn-haitdi'd SatvK.
The U’0-hnn<led forest saws comprise the str.usht, how.
ud corvcd cross-cut saws.
^
The straight cross-cut saw is 4a hy

pjj, 97,—American aaw.

wonath 0, blnao of 4J to 5, in.h.o

^
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slightly convex. They are used hy Tyrolese and Italians to
saw up railway-sleejairs. Such saws are also used in hioad*
leaved forests, where there is much largo tiinher, as in the
Spessart and the Rhine Valley.
American straight saws, termed Nonpareil saws (Figs. 97

and 98), from Risston & Sons, I'hiladelphia, are used now
largely in Germany; ex])erienee shows that their outturn in
broudloaved forests is 35 to 40 per cent, more than that of

the ordinary straight German saws. In coniferous forests
on the other hand, they have not proved superior to the
T3'rolc8C curved saw (Pig- 101). The Nonpareil saw is made of

Kii;. lOO.i-Bohemian Imw-flaw.

the best steel, and has an ingenious contrivance for fastening
and removing the handles.
The bow-saw (Fig. 99), which partakes of the character of a
straight cross-cut saw, has a straight thin blade, which is kept
rigid by means of a lx)W. More exertion is reipiired to work
jjt than the other cross-cut saws, and it is serviceable oiilj’
}s)t V
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when short. Tlie width of the blade varies eonsiderably.
Fig. 100 represents the broad blade of the llohomian bow-saw.
The bow is made of a sapling of spruce, rowan or hazel, also
of elm and ash; rtfcently it has been made of metal, with
tension screws. It is much used in North Germany, also in

Bohemia, Moravia and Hussia, but is not known in South
Germany.
'J’be I’yrok^se curved cross-cut saw is consD'ucttjd as shown
in Fig. 101, and the dog teeth art! often made longer in the
middle than at the two ends, where they are less in use.

Tliese curved saws vary it) length and curvature, and tire
cither straight or slightly curved inwards at the back; they
are extensively used.
Tlio Thuringian, or Saxon saw (Fig. 10'2) may be taken as
the tyjte of a saw in w hich not only the edge, but also the back
of the blade, is curvt'd. It is a very light and short saw, but
is strong and turns out good work. It is not suitable foi' very
broad cuts, as when made long it is not stiff enough. In
spite of this defect, it has, however, i-eeently been introduced
into several districts in the Black Forest.
K. Gayer and Kast* have tested the work done by cross-cut
* (la.ver u. Kuhi, “
WaldsMtguu, ’in Itauiis

*ur

KiimUlung iler LeistiifiijKfHhigkcit der
Zcntralbi.,
pp. H7—178.
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Baws and according to their advice Dominicus & Sons have
constructed an ideal saw, in their “Non plus ultra.^

This

combines the advantages of the Tyrolese curved saw, with that

Ki<r,

—“Ntui plus ullru" saw of l>oininu*us.

of perforation of the blade (p. lOlb Such saws vary in
length from 4 ft. 2 in. to 5 ft. 10 in., and weigh 3 lbs. 3 or.s. to
6lbs. 12 ozs. and are sold at 8,s-. 6d. to 13.s’. each (Fig. 103).
An important adjunct to all
saws are the handles and the
arrangements for fixing them to
the blade. In the older saws,
the blade terminates at eacdi end
with spikes, w'hich are driven
into the
wooden
handles.
American saws have, however,
a better device, the blade not
being provided with spikes, but
the handles fixed to it by means

I'ij', mi.

Kis!. 10.',.

lU’iiioviililu B!iw-lianillfs.

of screws and nuts, the former
passing through holes in the blade, as shown in i'Jg.

This allows the handles to be removed readily, and the blade
withdrawn from the cut; the blade can even turn on the
handle. Fig. 105.
ii. One-handed Sawg.
One-handed saws are used chiefly for removing branches and
for pruning: pruning-saws have been described in Manual
of Forestry, Vol. II., 3rd ed. p. 287. In one-handed saws the
blade may be kept stiff either by a bow or by being made
snfflciently thick. In bow-saws the teeth are oblique and
their points are inclined forwards if the work is done with an
upward stroke, or backwards for a downward stroke. Abler s
-'. how'-Baw (Fig. 106), has a removable blade arranged so as

to cut either way, with a bow that can be adjusted by means^
of a screw. [A frame-saw used in the North
^
West Himalayas is shown in Fig. 107; the blade;
is of thin rolled steel and the teeth slightly
III
’A
set; it is kept stiff by catgut, which is twisted
1
tight by the small piece of wood a.—Tr.j
I
One-handed saws without a bow are
I
stiffened by increasing the thickness of the
II
blade, that dimini8he.s from the teefh edges
U
towards the back of the saw; they aie used
U
for cutting poles or brandies, and are called
\\
“Fox-tail saws.’’
j
1]
Fig. lOB represents an American fox-tail

Fig. lor..—AliluvV
bow-saw.

Kijc.

107.—Hnufilaynn

(After

FiTiJutule/..')

saw made by Disston A Sons, riiiladelphia, for forest work.
It is used for cutting logs of moderate thickness into lengths,
and is very serviceable. It is constructed in lengths of 8^, 4,
4J, 5, 5|, and 0 feet long, and costs 8s. to 10«.

^n^^n.^n^■n^ilvll^An. A-n^.n
Fig. lOS.

I

In using saws for cutting-up poles from thinnings or eoppic©
the woodcutter improvises a sawing-block, on which he cuts np'i
the poles into billets. This mode of sawing firewood is.^i
greatly preferable to cutting poles into lengths with the fixe^

it is more economical of the wood, and, after a little
experience, is more labour-saving than the latter method,
iii. Mat hiiu-stui's.
Attempts have often been made to fell trees by maeliiuesaws, driven by steam or hand-power. Eansome’s steam-saw,
manufactured by A. Koppel, Berlin, as shown in Fig. 109,
is the best known in Germany. Hitherto the use of these

Fif?. lOi*.

saws has not proved effective in European forests.
In
North America, where trees are either felled in the open, or
wholesale in forests, without any care for the undergrowth,
they may be serviceable; but chiefly the axe is used in the
extensive Pacific Coast and mountain forests.
(d) Mode of Using Forest Saws.

This depends on the material of which the saw is composed;
its shape, dimensions, curvature, weight, shape of teeth
amount of set or extent to which the teeth are bent to eithei
side of the plane of the blade, their degree of sharpness, and
finally, on the kind of wood to be cut and the use to be mad<
of the wood. The strength of the workman and his degree o
skill in using saws are also important factors in the question
although it is difficult to estimate them.
The material of which the saw is made is so far importa,nt, a
it determines its temper and how long it will remain sufficient!;
sharp and retain its set. Baws rolled out of cast steel are bes
in these respects.
As regards shape, curved saws are preferable to straigh
ones, especially for coniferous wood, and a radius of 6 fee
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gives tliG luoHt suitable curvature for general work. The
Noin»arc.il saw is the best of the straight saws.
For practised sawyers, working with a cui'ved saw is less
fatiguing and the nadion corresponds bettor with the uioveixient of the arms than in using straight saws; the sawyer can
also work in a more upright and less cramped position in the
former case.
With a curved saw tliero is also more room for the sawdust,
and the latter is less hindering to the work owing to the
curvature of the saw (Fig. 110). It must, however, be admitted
that the use of curved saws requires more skilled and expe¬
rienced sawyers than that of the sti'aighl saw, for the curved
saw is more liahle to stick when the blade is not always working
in the same jilane, a difficult
thing to secure at first. The
chief rule is to guide tlie saw
lightly, and use no unneces¬
sary force. In tlie case,
therefore, of unskilled saw¬
yers, such ns mmi only
occasionally employed in
sawing, it is better to rcKiB.im,-CuUins!lim'.of !ieuiv..ls,uv.

straight saws. For skilful sawyers, in coniferous forests, the
curved saw only should bo used.
As regards the length of saws, tliere is moi-e risk of the
blade bending and buckling (or sticking in the wood), if the
saw ho too long, while \'er\ short saws lire out the sawyers,
and cannot he used with large timber. Lengths from 1^ to
6 feet, with a breadth of 81 inches without tlie tei'tli, are the
most effective dimensions for a cross-cut saw.
As regards Iho thickness of the blade, all saws should
become gradually thicker away from the back, hut the thick¬
ness should be only sufficient to prevent too great liability to
bend.
As regards weight, saws should not be too light, or their use
becomes very fatiguing, and 5^ pounds is the best weight.
The construction of the teeth is of importance and dog
teeth are most effective; M teeth, however, give good results

MODE OF USINO SAWS.
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as shown b3' the “ Noiniareil ” saw. Triangular or dug-teetl
should he '4 inch high and I inch wide. The spacing between
the teeth should be doiil)le their width, and this sullice!
for coniferous as well as bioadleaved wood. Wider spacing
than this, by reducing the number of teeth, impairs tin
efficiency of the saw.
The slit made in a i)iece of wckk
by a saw is termed the kerf.
The teeth are sharpened with a triangular file (better witl

111.—Sharpening of the teeth.

a two-faced one), and this should be done until the sides of th(
teeth that meet the wood are as sharp as knives. Saws wliicl
work both ways must have their teeth sharpened on both sides
but one-handed saws on one side
only. As all forest saws are set,
the stroke of the file must be
always, as in Fig. Ill, on the
inner side of the teeth. lYhen a
saw' has been properly sharpened,
the tops of the teeth must not
project above a general line, or
the projecting ones will be broken.
A good saw in constant nse will log-H'i.—ivitiiiaiwi s!uv.biiv.ic
requir(! sharpening only every five or si.'; days.
It is highly important that the teeth should retain Iheii
proper shape, while constant use of the saw and frequent and

Fig. 113.—rerforatcil .saw.

unskilful sharpening gradually alter it. Messrs. Domiiiicus &
Son, of Eemscheid, have introduced perforated saw-blades by
which this defect may be remedied. Fig. 112 shows how this is
done, and how the teeth drawn successively on the blade below
the original set can bo filed down gradually by the workmen.

litt® ■'AW'^dsmsioI'
as the original teeth become worn-out. Fig. 112 shows hoW ;
the perforations are made in a straight cross-cut saw.
Saws are set in order tlial the blade may bo drawn easily
backwards and forwards in the wood without buckling; this is
effected by forcing over the successive teeth alternately to the
right and left of the axis of the blade. In order that setting
may be effected properly, the metal must be sufficiently soft
for the teeth to bend without breaking, but the blade must
rot be too soft, or the teeth will retain neither their edge nor
their set.
By use, the teeth lose their sharpness and come back into

their original position. The chief excellence of cast-stoel saws
consists in the fact that they retain their edge and sot, much
Iretter than old-fashioned saws. If any of the teeth are too
hard they can bo softened by holding them for a few seconds
between a pair of rod-hot pincers. For setting the teeth of
saws, a key, usually of the shape shown in Fig. 114, is used,
the teeth being hold in one of the grooves, and then bent over,
Fig. 115 is a mechanical apparatus for setting the teeth of
saws in a very regular manner. The blade m n (shown in
section) rests on the adjustable screw d p, which may be raised
or lowered, and on the anvil o o, so that the teeth jiass succes-'
sively between o «, and are bent by the hammer k. The.
apparatus is fixed firmly to a solid basis by the spike c.

sAwe:
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Fig. 11<3 represents a meclmnical saw-set tiy Blasberg of
Rein8cheid,-and Fig. 117 an American one by Moiill; in both
of them a is a bar wliicli drives the teeth into position.

I’ig. IK!.—Blasborg’s sctling-ii'on.

Fig. 117.—M<>rill’.i Mlting-iniii.

A wider set is usual with softwoods than with hardwoods,
and long saws also require a wider set than short ones. The

'..O /

Fig. 118.—I’lt-.sHW.

(Afict Fernandez.)

set should never bo more than double the widtli of the blade
at the base of the teeth.
liecently in America saws have been much used with per-?
r-~-

±

L_l^
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Fig. 111).—Frame-saw.

(Alter Fernandez.)

maneptly set teeth, their thickness being greater than the
blade of the saw.
The action of sawing is furthermore affected by the resistance
of the (iifferent woods: this is greater in large pieces than in
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smaller ones nnd for trees with luiots than for even-grained
wood ; the degrees of resistance offei’ed by woods of different
spficies of trees to s.'iwing iiave been already given ([). 114).
The measure of the work done by a saw is the surface sawn
per minute, measured in .sijiiare feet; a good cast-steel saw
freijuently will do three times the work of inferior saws, and
thus will save labour considerably. In transporting saws, the
teeth should be covered by a wood(ui sheath, both to protect
them, and the transiiort eni)iloyees.
[Pit-saws (Fig. ] 18) for longitudinal sawing are not so much
used in forests as was fonm>rly tlu^ case, owing to the fact
that, generally, logs are removed in the round from forests and
|eouverted inlo planks, etc., in sawmills. I’ii-saws are, how¬
ever, used si ill in the Foret Morinal, in France, for sawing
curved oakwood for barges. Such saws also are used birgely
in Indian forests; also Irame-saws (Fig. 11!)) which have very
thin blades and are easily transportable, the frames being
made in the forest. 'In Indian saws also the teeth arc filed
so that the cutting edge is towards the operator, and much
thinner blad(ts can be useil than when the saws cut in thrust
as in Europe.—Tr.]
!I. Tiioh for Sjililtiiiji Wood.
For splilling wood and also for felling trees iron or wooden
wedges and the cloaving-axo are l eqnired.

(a) Wedges.—iron wedges have usually a wooden head,
which is surrounded hy an iron ring to prevent it from split,ting (Fig. lliO). IVedges may be made also entirely of iron,
but they are then driven into the wood by a beetle or wooden
mallet, whilst the wooden-topped wedges may he driven in
with the flat steel back of a splitting axe.
Wooden wedges (Fig. 121) are prepared by the woodcutter
out of tough middle-aged beech or hornbeam wood, and
frequently are surrounded at the head by an iron ring.
Iron wedges are considered more serviceable for splitting
tough wood; when wooden wedges are used, a cleft must
be made previously in the wood with a cleaving axe. There
18, however, a risk that iron wedges may spring out of the
" Vernanden, " I'tilisation of Forests," ji. SG.
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wood, the friction against their smooth sides being less than
with wooden wedges ; tliis hapiiens not untreiiuently with
cracked or frozen wood.

Sand or dry earth is placed in the

cleft to prevent this, and a propei- shape of the wedge renders
it less likely to hai>pen.

Thus, if I lie sides of the wedge he

ilat instead of curved, or grooves i, inch broad and

I inch deep

i0«
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Fig. 12.*5 rcpi'CBents n toothed wedge, invented by Sclmticlfe,
wiiieli is use<l for forcing over a ftllod tree, or splitting tough
rootB, the wedge is di iven in up to {«), the holt (a) then removed
and ((0 forced outwards hy the screw {h).
Bnial! wedges are placed in the cut behind the blade of a
crosB-ctit saw, to facilitate sawing.
(h) Cleaving - axes.—TIjc cleaving-axe differ.s from the
felling-axe hy its superior wedght, size and greater resemhlance to a wedge. It weighs generally ih to .'ti pound.s, or even
up to 8 pounds in special cases, hut resembles a felling-axe in

shape, excejtt that its back is Hat, and made of steel, to render
it more suitable for driving waalges into wood.
Fig 124 roiiresents the cleaving-axe used in the Harz, it is
two inches (5'5 centimeters) broad at the back, and weighs
about
pounds. Fig. 125 is an axe used in Upper Bavaria and
weighs about 5 pounds, its Hat back is used for breaking off dead
stumps-from felled stems as well as for driving in wedges.
Fig. 120 is the Thuringian cleaving-axe, and is very heavy.
The Bohemian cleaving-axe (Fig. 127) has the stoutest shape
of all these axes, and may be used for splitting firewood into
the smallest pieces used for stoves. The Vienna cleaving-axe
(Fig. 128) weighs up to H pounds.
Fig. 129 represents
an axe used in certain districts in Silesia, and is a good
,implement.

®£emeSts " FOR ‘ eSbacWS''ffroMpS
The divider (Fig. 337, p. 395) will be described as a tool used '
for splitting staves. Other tools and machines used for split¬
ting firewood into small pieces in towns are not woodcutters’
implements.
A method of felling trees by using a platinum wire heated

to a white beat by electricity is described in hi’ Jurtliii for
llecember, 1895. By its nuians the tree is severed more easily
and I'apidly than by the saw; no sawdust is made, and the
slight charring produced by the burning wire pi'eserves the
wood. This method is said to bo eight times as speedy as
when a saw is used.
4. Iiiijileiiieiilx ftir Kxlrnrtiiifi mid Spliflimj Slmnpn mid
JIddIs.

Implements of a very simple nature are used in converting
the parts of a tree which are above ground; those used for
extracting and converting the stumps ami roots are much
more complicated.
(a) Simple Orubbing Implements.—The simplest tools used
for grubbing-out roots are the mattock, the pick, the pick-axe
^and the grubbing-axe. Also short saws wedges, crowbars are
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used for severing, removing or splitting the stnmps and roots
of a tree.
The inaltocl; (Fig. IRO) is about one foot long and 2 to 2}
inelies broad, it is made of good steel and strongly fixed to its

Kijr. I.'io.—,Uiilini)U.

Kij.

_riel,.

handle and is used for digging into tlio ground and severing
Siimll roobs.

The picK (Fig. FW), wbirdi is sharply pointed, is

used us w(.'ll a.s the nmttocli for Ibis ])nrjii)se on stony ground,
and both tools may be combined in
the form of
(Fig. Kil).

(be

common

pick-axe

The gnibbing-axe serves for severing
the ex]ios(«l larger side-roots, and is
merely a small-edged felling-nxe (Fig.
as, bowever. it wears out rapidly
owing to the. stones, etc., with which it
Fif?. 13ii.—llolK'miau

giubbini^axi!.

comes in contact, usually a worn ax(i no
longer serviceable for felling trees is
used for the )mrj)o.se.

In order to sejiarale large spreading side-roots from the
stump of a tree, generally a saw is used instead of an axe,
and the ordinary carpenters' frame saw is jiretened.
Tough wooden lovers, the size of a cnrt-jiole, and fi to 10
Jeet long, which are cut into wedges at one end, are used for

jrs'
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breaking np the side-roots after they have been separated
from the stump.
Besides tliese levers, wooden wedges of
different sixes are used and their use will he explained further
on with the operation of uprooting stumps.
A long iron wedge fitting over a wooden handle, the end of
which is surrounded by an iron ring, is used also in Hoi)araling
deeply situated roots.
Fig. 1,14 represents a book which fits over a tall thin coni¬
ferous pole; a rope is fastene.d to it by means of which,
after the hook has been attached to a branch, a tree may bo
pulled over by the roots.
Sometimes the hook is fastened merely to a rope and may
be attached to a branch In' a man climbing the tree. This jilaii
can be emjiloyed only in the case of tall slender stems, as
climbing trees to attach the hook wastes too much time.
(b) Machines for removing Stumps.—In order to save
much of the labour involved in using the tools ju.st described
for grubbing-out roots, various machines
have been invented for the purpose.
Of numerous modern inventions only
the Hawkeye machine, the forest-devil,
the kant-iron and lever, Wohmann's
machine and the screw-jack will be
described.
The Hawkeye machine (Fig. 11,')) con¬
sists of an iron vertical axle fixed on a
firm support, moving in sockets placed
above and below it, and surrounded by
> a drum r. This drum can be firmly
attached to the axle, or loosened from it
by means of the lever l>. The axle with
the drum attached is set in motion by
a horse moving the shaft a, and thus a
flexilile steel rope 160 feet long which
Fii,. lai. Trie-I,r«)k.
IS attached at one end to the drum
may bo wound round the latter. The rope passes round the
pulley H, which is attached to a ])owerful hook fi.xed to the
stump 11 to l)e extracted, the other end of the rope is also
■Jattaelied by another hook to a support C. The distances, A li,
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E C, as shown

in the figure,.’':^'
should be in- ^
creased rela-'
lively from 6 to ;
10 fold.
The Hawkeye
machine is ex¬
tremely power¬
ful, and not only
pulls out the
stump, but also
the long lateral
roots attached to
it. It is speci¬
ally useful in
clearing wood¬
land for agricul¬
ture, and may
be used also for
uprooting trees.
In one day, with
a horse and two
men, 20 to 25
large
stumps
may be extracted
at a cost of about
15 shillings.
The
machine
may be pur¬
chased for .tSO
from Brandt at
Munich, agent ■
to the firm of ,
James Milne &
Son, Manticello,
Iowa, li.S.
Another rootextractor ia

^W.WmENTS tor’ EXTHACtlNO'stomps.'

^01!"'

termed the forest-devil, and has been in use from time
immemorial in Switzerland and also for forty years in
Germany. It consists, as shown in Fig. 13t), of two strong
iron chains between which a wooden lever works. One end of

the chain A is fastened to a neighhouring strong root,
stump, or tree, and llie other is attached to the lover, at
its fulcrum i>. Tlie second chain B is ]>laced round the tree
or stumps h) he extracted, which must naturally offer less

Fij;. 1H7.—i.ever mid book.

resistance than that to which A is fastened; it is connected
withithe lever alternately by means’of two short chains each
terminating in a hook. By then moving the lever backwards
and forwards and hooking first one and then the other of these
chains into links of B, the tree or stump may be extracted. A
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strongropcmaj bensod instead of mostof the length of B, as long
as there are siiflicient linbs in the chain for working the lever.
Another method for extracting stumps is shown in

Fif;. 13S.—T.cvcr ami liook.

Figs. 187, 188, hy moans of a lever with a sliding ling .and
kant-iron or hook.
Wohmann’s machine for flushing down trees is shown in

Pig. 18!). It consists of a long coniferous pole with an iron
spike at one end, and at the other end it is bored, ns shown in
Fig. 140, to admit a short iron holt.

Kijr. HO.—WoliniannV ninchine

bhe action being most effective when the pole is at an angle of
about 15° with the board.
The grciit weight, about 5 cwt., of tin's machine has pre¬

vented its coming into general use, but Draudt has constructed
one of only half that weight, and Laubeiiheimer has substi¬
tuted for the grooved plank an endless iron screw, on which a
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oar supiiortin" tlie polo is niovocl forward by means of a winch,^
and ho stales tliat this "ives 8 to 10 times the pressure of the:
original arraiif^enient.
Ordinary screw jacks (Fig. 141), are used also with advan¬
tage, as in the Schwarzwald, for uprooting trees and stumps. ^
liecently, in Wiirttemherg, a portable windlass has been used
with good n.'sults both for uprooting trees and stumps, and for
dragging loads of timber up steep inclines.
Provided that
the cost of working it is not too great, its use is to be recom¬
mended on account of its great power and adaptability.
( The Dcnu'ineusc Loho used for extracting trees by the
roots in iJelgiinn is a gear of three legs on slides, by which it
can be moved from tree to tree; also a system of pulleys and
chains with toothed apparatus to be driven into the base of
each tree. It is worked by six men and not only saves about
L'7 per acre in wood, and labour, iTicluding ploughing up the
ground at t'i per acre, but enables the land to be planted up
at once without any fear of the pine-weevil.*—Tr.]
Section

III.—Season

for Felling.

The projjer sea.son tor felling de])euds on several circum¬
stances, of which the most important are,—the climatic con¬
ditions, available labour force, mode of felling, technical
quality of the outturn, and species of tree, besides some other
special points depending on particular cases.
1. tViHni/ic ('imiVtlkiiiH,
These are in many regions the most important of all the cir¬
cumstances which determine the season for felling; for wher^^
the winter is severe and tiie, fall of snow heavy and lasting, s(f
that outdoor work has to stop, as in most high mountain dis¬
tricts and in many localities only moderately elevated, forest
work during winter may be impossible,
in case fellings
eanuot be carried on during winter, transport by means of
sleilges, which is facilitated by the snow, may be effected. In
high mountain regions, therefore, transport of timber and
firewood is the chief occupation during winter. In plains aqd
• ('/. Hepoit of
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low hills the severity of winter rarely interferes with the work
of fellins. which is generally continued uninlerrmiledly during
this season.
2. AraiMilc Liihoui-Fora’.
In most districts labour is more abundant in winter than in
summer, when agriculture offers constant einidoymcnt.

In

case, therefore, other stronger reasons to iho contrary do not
exist, forest management is interested in utilising the othciwdse unemployed winter labour-force.
This is the more urgent, the moi'e agriculture is the chief
employment of the local population, which is not the case in
extensive forests tracts, where the men work nearly the whole
year in the forest, and do not care for other work, whilst the
women and children cultivate the small agricultural area.

If

there are plenty of transport animals in such a country, cart¬
ing is done chiefly during the open season, or whenever the
roads are most passable (which in clay soils with unmetalled
roads may be during frost); the timber may also bo floated
during the open season. In industrial countries, where factories
abound, there is generally a scarcity of forest labour througliout the year, and especially in summer.
3. Mode of Fclliny.
On silvicultural grounds, as regards those modes of felling
which are not concerned with reproduction, such as clearcutting, the season is only of slight importance; it is more
important when care for the woods is in (luestion, as well as
removal of some of the trees.
Clear-outtings may be effected at any season of the year,
unless they are to be followed immediately by sowing or
planting.
Natural regeneration fellings, especially in broadleavod
woods, must be effected when the fall and transport of the
trees will do the least amount of harm to the shelter-wood and
young growth, and that is in winter, whenever the ground is
covered with snow.
• Begeneration fellings among broadleaved trees, and especi¬
ally secondary fellings on steep slopes, are effected best over a
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deep layer of snow, in order lo protect the young growth from
damage during the removal of tin; timber.

During summer,

when vegetation is in full activity and tender shoots are
injured so easily, hroadleaved forests should he left alone; and
the same rule should bo ai)plied also to coniferous woods with
natural regeneration, unless the winter is too severe for
fellings ;

but, even then, the period between tlu^ sprouting

of till! young shoots and their full development .should be one
of repose.
Thinnings in young woods are done best whilst the trees
are in full foliage, and the best season for them is autumn.
When, however, quickly grown, slender poles in a denselygrown wood are thinned late in the autumn, in exposed
localities subject to breakage by

snow or rime, they are

very liable to be bent or broken; whilst, if the thinning be
executed in spring or summer, they have Lime to become
stronger and often to escape the danger.

\\ believer injured

trees, broken by the wind or snow, or killed by insects, have
to be felled, this is usually done in sninmer for liroadleaveil
woods ; but in coniferons woods the injured trees should be
felled as soon after the damage as possible, unless some of the
trees are used as trap-trees for beetles.
For pruning the branches of hroadleaved trees, provided the
wounds are tarred,autumn and early winter are the best seasons,
but in the case of resinous conifers, pruning may be done at
any season.
[Where tarring is not effected, February is the best month
for pruning.—Tr.J
For coppice, late winter is the best felling season, for if the
wood is felled early in the winter, it happens frequently that
the stools are killed by the severe cold.

Whenever,for certain

reasons, autumn or winter foliage are necessary, the stools
should be cut as deeply as possible in the ground.

Cutting

coppice during the period of vegetation gives rise to weakly
coppice-shoots.

[Standards over cojipice cannot be felled till

the underwood is cut and removed, and as oak trees are
usually barked, this felling cannot then be done till May^
when the hark peels easily.—Tr.]
Wherever stamps are to be extracted, this is done generally
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during summer, and cannot bo done at all when the ground is
frozen.
4. Qualiti/ of Outturn.
Ab regards the influence of the season of felling on the
quality of the outturn, the question has been discussed already
(p. 102): it has been decided that the season has hardly
any influence, provided the wood be tboroughly dried, but that
the qualities of timber are affected greatly by the subsequent
treatment of the felled material; when felled in winter, the
material dries well in the subsequent spring and summer,
winter-felling is therefore best, as tliero are usually six months
before heavy rain.

As a ride, broadleaved trees should be

felled only in winter, and the same rule is desirable for
coniferous wood, unless it can be removed from the felling-area
and sawn up immediately after it has been felled ; winter-felling
is also best in the case of old and imperfectly sound trees.
Whenever climate is against winter-felling, the most valuable
trees should be felled late in the autumn; this is the more
essential, the greater delay there is likely to occur between the
felling and the sawing up of the timber, or the removal of it
to sheltered, airy timber-yards.

5. Species of Tret:.
Conifers, and esjjecially the spruce, are most liable to be
worm-eaten; to protect them, the bark should, ns soon as
possible, be peeled from off the felled trees. Thorough barking
is possible only in summer, whilst in autumn or winter the bark
can be only partially removed; this, however, is quite sufficient
to protect the wood from insects, and to allow of its thoroughly
dryiug.

If the trees are felled in autumn and partially peeled,

the fact that the bark is left as a thin coating prevents the
wood from cracking.

[With ash, felling in sap, causes dis¬

colouration and consequent loss in market value, and clean,
straight grained ash, i.e., of the finest quality, is liable to
split in all directions.

Beech and sycamore also must be felled

in mid-winter, as otherwise the wood splits and becomes dis¬
coloured, with dirty brown streaks.

This is more important
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with tiycamtire, as inaiiufaetiirwl goods
natural and unhleiuishcd whiteness.

should

apjioai m

IJolli heecli and syca¬

more are ])eriHhahle tiiuhors and any vestige of live
contributes to rapid decay.

sap

Ehu, when felled in sap, produces

living branches with foliage, and such wood is nearly unsale¬
able for naves.—Tr.]
0. S}ii'ci(il A]iiiUriitii)ii <if the Material /rout hellifitj-Areas.
I'lxcuptions are made when the material from the fellings is
required for special purposes.
Thus, for bent-wood furniture, amt for certain impregnation
processes, and in the case of cloven wood, the trees should be
folksl in summer.

If bark is to be used for tanning, the

trees must bo felled in the spring.

Sometimes wood used for

wells and water-pipes is felled during siniiig.
7. Modes Ilf Transport.
As regards transport, it is found that wood fetleil in summer
is lighter to carry and floats better than winter-felled wood;
hence less firewood siidis, and the timber-rafts are less heavily
laden, owing to the wood l)uing diiod much more thoroughly
than when felled in winter.
8. Itemands of Timher-Marlet.
The possibility of g<dting a good price for timber depends
often on the time fi.xed for the timber-sales, and the latter
on the time when the trees are felled.

Where other considera¬

tions are not predominant, the felling period should be so
arranged that the material may come to market at the season
when the best prices are offered.
Thus, hop-i)olo8 and beau-sticks are felled best in the early
winter, so that they may be sold before the spring.

Timber

merchants under contract to supply certain goods, such as rail¬
way-sleepers, etc., are bound to do so before a certain fixed date,
and this circumstance will guide the forest-manager in fixing the
time for his fellings.
Finally, it is easy to see that certain local cireumstancea.!
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such as accessibility of the ground, etc., may affect the felling

2)erio(l.

Sometimes in aider-woods on swami)y ground, the

timber can be removed only when the ground is frozen.
Whei’o regular inundations occur during sjiring, it may be
necessary to fell in summer.
[In tbe lowlands of N. India, during the monsoon (JulySeptemberl, all fellings are stopped ; the month of October is
so malarious in some bub-llimalayaii forests, that woodmen
could frequent them at that jieriod only at the risk of their
lives.—Tr.]
9. SiiinvHirit.
To summarise the above; it may be laid down that in localities
with a mild climate, winter should be considered the normal
season for felling ; in high mountain-regions with heavy snow¬
fall and extensive coniferous forests, fellings should be made
in

or bettor still in autumn.
Winter-felling oeein s fiom the enil of (Ictober till the end of

March ; it is tbe mosl. natural period tor the work, as the forest
is at rest from vegetation, whilst the outturn is likely to ho
more duralile and of belter qaality than summer-felled wood.
Fellings cannot, however, be continued uninterruptedly during
winter in the lowlands; deep snow may jn'ovent the men from
felling the trees sufficiently low down, and hard frost may
render it dillieult to split the wood and may injure the coppice
stools, whilst much iirewood is Imrne.d ‘luring the long, cold
evenings by the wood-cutters.
As regards the distrihulion of diil'erent fellings during the
winter months, usually seeding and secondary fellings in broad¬
leaved woods are commenced immediately after the leaves
have fallen: the felling-area should he cleared before the
seeds germinate, or the buds of the .young growth sprout; in
March this is often the case with beech.

Whereyer the logs

are to ho slipiied down steep inclines and the workmen are not
particularly trustworthy as regards protection of undergrowth,
the fellings may ho delayed till there has been a heavy fall of
snow, or they should be effected in ojren weather, not during
- frosts.
dear-cuttings in coniferous forests are not undertaken until

p
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all the more urgent natural regeneration-fellings have heen
made, or are nearly concluded. Then also, thinnings or prepara¬
tory fellings in old woods may be carried out.

Thinnings in

young woods and cleanings end the series, and often are made
during the autumn.
It is better to begin winter-fellings with the large trees
and on felling-areas where these are numerous, then
proceed with the conversion of firewood.

to

Supervision is thus

facilitated, and the heavy pieces are soonest removed from
the forest.
In very largo forest-ranges richly stocked with old wood the
manager may be satisfied it the more important fellings arc done
during winter, and in summer all wood worked-out that is
broken hy snow or wind or dead from other causes. Wherever
summer-felling prevails, all the labour-force is engaged in
transport during tlu^ winter.
Summer-fellings begin, according to the locality, in .4pril oi
May, as soon as snow and frost permit and the labour-force
which

lias

available.

boon occupied in

transport during winter is

Where the men are engaged during summer in

charcoal-making or other (imployments, or where, with a view
to the (juality of the wood, it is desirable not to fell the treof
in full sapf.luly—August), these fellings should be suspondec
till Stiptember, and continued so long as the weather ii
favourable.

Then the work is arranged so that reproduction

fellings and fellings of valuable timber-trees are effected ai
early
shoot.

as

possible

and may bo finished before the budf

The underwood is then highly elastic and suffers leas

from abrasion, whilst the logs can be barked and preserve theii
esteemed white colour.
Later-on, after the season of vegetation has commenced, fire
wood trees and other inferior sorts are felled, and the felling o
whatever valuable trees were not felled before their sproutinj
, will then he deferred till September.
In high mountain-regions where felling, conversion am
transport cannot be completed during one summer, it is usua
during the first summer and autumn to fell the trees, bar!
all the logs, prepare them for transport and remove then
• to the depots, ivfter pow has fallen,

The firewood is thei
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prepared in the second summer, carried down on sledges to the
depots during winter and floated away in the spring.

It is

rare that more than two years are allowed for clearing a tellingarea ; in such cases the logs which have been lying so long in
the forest rarely arrive at their destination in a perfectly sound
condition, and they yield only interior material.
Whenever great damage has been done by storms or snow,
the first measure is to clear the fallen wood from the roads
and ridges; after this has been done all trees which have fallen
over young grfiwth or poles are removed.

When those cases

have been attended to, woods where extensive breakage has
occurnal are cleared; then places whore single trees have
fallen or have been rendered insecure, all injured trees which
may serv(! as breeding-places for insects being felled.
Skction IV. —Muthods of FeiJiiNO.
1. Oi’iieral Accoiiiit.
As a rule, work is begun in as many felling-areas as there
are gangs (>f woodcutters available, and can', is taken to sub¬
divide etpially all imme.diaLely ini])ending work in so tar as the
natural silvicultural swinence of the diffensnt modes of felling
does not interfere with such a plan.

This latter consideration-

is specially important in secondary and selection fellings, and
in thinnings of mixed woods, which ixupiire great care on the
part of th(} woodcutters and the constant supervision of the
forest staff.

Not unfrequently one gang may be distributed

over several felling-areas, but when it is important to expedite
the work owing to impending hard weather or heavy snow,
several gangs may be employed in one felling-area.
In order to divide the work fairly among the men, the fellingftreas, which have been previously marked-out on the ground,
may be divided into as many equal subdivisions as there are
parties in a gang; or in the case of secondary or selection
fellings, or extraction of large trees over underwood, a certain
number of trees may be allotted to each party of woodcutters.
Each subdivision of the work is numbered and termed a lot,
.and the parties draw numbers to decide in which lot they will
Sprk.

In forming the lots groat care should bo taken that the
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dislanef? over which the malcrial has to he moved is nearly
the KfoiK' ill each ease, so that all the jiarlies may have about
the same amount of wort to do.

The lots should neither

he too small nor loo narrow, oi' the men would he subject
to conslant inlerniplion by those of an adjoining lot.

On

rtiouiitain slojieH lliey are Iherefori! placed side by side, runniii}' downhill. In such jdaccsit is often advisable to leave lots
between two parties unallotted on account of the danger of
accidents from falling trees, etc., work on these intermediate
lots being undi'rtaken subseipiently.
Some lots may be reserved to be givmi afterwards to the
most industrious men, whom the manag(>r wishes to keep
V employed in the forest constantly.

It is advisable to allow the

woodcutters Iheinselviis to distribute the lots amongst the
parties, .so as to avoid all charges of partiality against thi'forest
manager.

The allotment in clear-cuttings in high forest or

copjiiee is by area, lots being fixed by specially marking
border and corner trees.

Standards over cop|)ice are marked

with the foresl-hammer or by rings of red or white paint, so
must mothiM'-li'ees in natural regeneration areas.

In Franco

ea,ch reserved standard is numbered, the numbers being cut
into the bark by a s])eeial blazing implement.

In thinnings

each stem to be removed is marked by means of a treescratcher, or tiinber-seribe, or a forest-hammer may be used
in the older crops.
.\s regards the actual felling, it is ckiar that silvicultural
rules and lhos(^ for giving the best outturn must be followed
by the men. so that the felling m.ay bo conducted with a care
for the trees and young plants which are allowc'd to remain on
the area, that the felled material is not wasted, and labour
■ is economised as much as possible.
Here will be considered the different methods of felling
trees, their relative advantages and disadvantages, and the
general rules to be observed in the conduct of fellings.
2. The different Modes of Felling.
The different modes of felling dejxind on the implements
used: they may bo further distinguished as;—utilisation of
the stem, or of the roots and stump of a tree.
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(lO utilisation of the Stem,
i. FcMinii iril/i Hip .I.it,
'J’hc stem to be felled Hhould bo cut with tiu; telliiig-a\o in
two [duces on opposite sides of its base (b'i;.;. ll'i), as near
the ground as possible.

The wedge-shaped uoicbes tliiis cut

in tbe tree become larger and approach neanu- the axis of the
tree until tlie latter falls.

These notches should ho kept as"

small as is consistent with the (*asy admission of the axe, and
should have smooth sides.
rule, the

height

of

the

As a
opening

measured on the hark of the tree
should not e.xoee<i its depth.
In order to throw the stem in any
desired direction, the tsvo notches
should lie opposite to one another
in that dii’ectiou; the forinor one
(ii), (b'ig. 1-12) on the side where
the tree is to fall, should i)enetrate
beyond the axis of the tre(i as deejily
and horizontally as possible.

The

other notch (/<) should ho begun from
four to six inches higher than (o),
according to the thickness of the
stem; it should he cut so that its

Fie. H2.—t'clliin'wiih

axe.
tto i.ce wu towanis«.

point extends above that of (a), or would do so if [iroduced hori¬
zontally.

If the stum is symmetrical it should he pushed lightly

in the direction in which it is to fall.

If its weight should

preponderate slightly iti that direction, that will naturally
expedite the work; if, however, the weight pi-eponderates on
the other side, or towards either direction at right angles to
that of the intended fall, a billet of easily-split firewood may
he put in the notch (/<), and .several wedges then driven into it
transversely, or between it and the edge of the notch, so as to
press the stem over to the side on which it should fall.
In the case of valuable timber-trees, it is often advisable to
cut them below the surface of the ground so as to save a portion
of the stump as timber.

In that case the notches are cut down
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as dcejdy'as jiossible, and often the eartli is dug away all rountf
the stunij) of the tree.

It is tlieii often insufficient in the case,

of large trees to cut only two notches, hirt cuts are also required^,
at the other sides, though they should never be as deep as the
principal notches in the direction of the fall.

Small trees^

may be felled by one man, trees from 10 to 12 inches in
diameter by two men worlung together, very laig(! trees by
four men.
’

ii. l•’l‘Uill<| n'Hh the i<air ahme.
In the case of small trees, the saw-cut is commenced on the
side opjiosite to tlmt of the pro])osed tall, and continued until
the tree can be jaislied-over; in the case of large trees, owing
to friction the sawing cannot, without some help, be continued
beyond the axis of the tree; as soon as possible, therefore,
two wedges are driven-in behind llu^ saw, and as the sawing
piweds they are diivcn further and further until the tree
falls.
iii. fell mg hg nuHiwt of A.tv am! i:)atr.
The sawing (Fig. lllj) is comimmced at the sidefh) on which
the tree is to fall, and continued to about a \ or 1th of its
diaimder, and a notch in direction (a)
is made with the axe to meet this
saw-cut.
'I'lu^ saw is then

tak(‘n

to the

opposite side of the tree, and as soon
as the cut (c) is deep enough wedges
are inserted behind the saw, and from
time to time driven further until the'
tree falls.
iv. Felling mith the IjiUhoolc.
This is restricted to small poles,']
saplings and coppice-shoots, forming^
Fig. H3.—Felling wiih nxc
"

a dense growth in which there is po?
room to use the axe. Saplings are,
felled with one blow of the billhook,'

but if a stem is too thick for this, it should be felled with two.
* blows on opposite sides, without making a regular notch.

J

V. Felling hy Means of an Electrie Current.
A thin platinum wire brought to a white heat hy an electric
current may be used as a saw for felling trees, the wire being’
stretched in a frame the handles of which are insulated.
Experiments* have thus been made on a large scale, the
stems being cut so deeply with the electrified wire that they
can be thrown by means of wedges.

It is said that this

method takes one-eighth of the time required for sawing
down the tree.

No sawdust is produced and the slight

charring preserves the wood.
vi. Adrantages atul Jtisadraiitwjcs of the Different Methods.
The characteristics of a good method of felling are, above
all, that it is not dangerous to the -workmen; that the tree is

thrown accurately in the desired direction, the most impor¬
tant silvicultural point in the felling; then, that it wastes as
little wood as possible, and finally, that it involves the least
possible amount of labour.
Experience has shown that felling by means of saw and ;
• Patent and technical bureau of RicharU Bayer, Berlin.
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aie conibined, with the help of wedges, is the best of all
methods, for in no other way can the tree be thrown in any
desired direction so accurately, or is it less liable to splinter
in falling.
Where the saw alone is used, several wedges may indeed be
introduced, but the tree rests on one point of the circumference
of the cut, and during the fall it frequently turns on its stump
in a way which cannot bo prevented by the use of wedges. If,
however, a small notch is cut on the side of the fall, and the
saw-cut opposite to this is opoiuid-oiit by wedges, the stem
when ready to fall rests, as shown in I’ig. 11:3, not on a jK)int,
but on a straight line perjiendicular to the direction of the fall,
and any turning of the stein on its stuni]) is an extremely rare
event.

A very siuijile and siife method has lieen long in prac¬

tice in the Schwarzwald, as shown in big. 144 ; the polo ah,
fitting into a notch in the stem at a, is lifted by two men by
the horizontal lever mh, and is thus forced into the required
direction.

This is a simple form of Wohmann’s apparatus.

The greatest waste of wood is involved when the axe alone
is used for felling, and this not only because a considerable
portion of the base of the tree is hewn into chips, which in
mature trees may be 4 to 7 per cent., and in poles 2 to 2J
per cent., of the volume of the bole; but also because the end
of the log remains iiointod, and it cannot be used in its full
length.

Where the saw alone is used, there is least waste

(about J per cent.), but oven where both saw and axe are
used the waste is small (1 to

per cent.).

There are, how¬

ever, localities where working with the saw involves a greater
loss than when the axe alone is used, and that is in steep
rocky places where one is obliged to leave a high stump in
order to work the saw’ at all.
The loss of bark in conversion is 4 per cent, of the prepared
bole, for the beech and other smooth-barked trees; 7 per cent,
for oaks and eoarse-barked broadleaved species; 8—H percent,
for the Scotch pine, spruce, ami silver-fir; 15-18 ixir cent, tor
the larch and black pine.
As regards facility in working, this depends on the practice
and skill of the woodcutters.

We should compare only the

-labour of men equally skilled with saw and axe, and

otbubation of boots and stomps. '
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such cases there is very little advantage in using the axe
alone.
Felling trees by means of axe and saw combined is, there¬
fore, under ordinary

circumstances

the best

method ; it

should be introduced everywhere, wherever custom still clings
to the use of the axe only.

It is impracticable only on steep

rocky ground, and unsuitable in the case of very large valu¬
able timber trees which should be cut out by the roots, also
in thinnings in densely grown poles, whore there is no room
for sawing.
The disadvantages of the use of the saw and accompanying
wedges must not, however, be overlooked.

This freipiently

increases heartshake, a circumstance which deserves full con¬
sideration in the case of valuable timber trees: besides this
defect, very tall thin sUmis, when half cut through, may split
in two if the wedges are carelessly used; such a split often
proceeds high ui) the stem.

This disadvantage in the use of

the saw depends, however, less on the method than on the
carelessness of the workmen.
(b) Utilisation of Boots and Stumps.
This can be effected either by extracting the stumps of
trees, or uprooting the trees.
i. Removal of Stiimjis.
Stumps are utilised by means of

grubbing-axes, saws,

wedges, crowbars, etc., or with the hel)) of machines,

ihc

principal part of the work is that of grubbing-out the stump;
this takes 70 to 90 per cent, of the labour involved in- tin
whole operation.

The work is commenced by digging all

round the stump, and exposing all the side-roots as far as they
are worth extracting.

All these roots are then severed dost

to the stump and removed, the longer ones being severed al
the thinner end as well.
round

the

side

The workmen then continue to dij!

roots, or

the

taproot, until their upi)ei

parts are exposed and can be severed, or extracted with th«
stump.

Another way, after the roots have teen exposed by

digging, is to split the stump into pieces, and extract these

convebsiok of timses^H
separately; for this purpose iron crowbars are used, or the,
stump may bo blown up with gunpowder, us will be described
further on.
It is evident tliat uprooting stumps is a most laborious'
process and atlem])l.H have naturally l)oen made to lighten the
work by using machines.

These are all characterised by the

attempt to tear the Ktnni|) fiom the strong descending roots
after the earth hiis been dug away, iis previously tixjdained. It
is only in castes of small stumiis and suj)erlicial rooting that
digging can la; dispensed with. Also where macbines are used,
they either tear the whole stump fi'oni the roots, or remove it
piecemeal.
Wherever machines such as the forest-dovil are used for
upro(ding stuinjis, all tlu' side-roots should be cut oil clo.se
to tiu! stump, except one
large sidmroot which is
left

longer

tl Kin

the

others, and serves as a
lever for the attacluuent
of

the

implement,

us

shown in Fig. 145.
Kib.

11.-..

Kfindvul of stuin|»8 by

Jhc

Preference should

forcst-ilcx il.

always be given to the
simplest of the implements which have been already described ;
although they only partially replace
they afford

a

simple

ni)plic,alion

manual

lahour, yet

of considerabb!

power.

Experience has shown that the forest-devil is the best of
the heavier implements.

The Ilawkeye machine is more

powerful, and would he used in preference were its cost not
BO

high.
Objection has been made to the use of the forest-devil, that

it requires too many hands to work it, that it is difficult to fix
the rope, and that the long lever requires much space to work
in.

Tluist' difficulties an' not, however, .st) great as they would

appear to be, if a chain is list'd instead of a rope and tlie roots
are thoroughly exposed ht'fore working with the machine is
attempted.

Once this has been done, only three or four men

are required to extract the stump; in Silesia the forest-devil
has been found to save 39 per cent, of manual labour.

a tree.

(After

horizontal roots, niovely soviiring tlusso snflicos to loll the
triic ; hut wherever there are strong deej) roohs which it would
be a most laborious operation to sever, the work is ellected as
follows

A rope is fixed, as high u]) as possible, on one of the

main branches of th.i tree, and on tluit side of it towards
which the tree is intended to tall; a number of men then tug
at this rop(‘, and bj' alternately pulling and yielding, they
make the stem oscillaU'. backwards and forwards.

One man

is left at the base of the tree to cut thi-ough any roots which
may still resist, and to place poles under the base of the tree
as it rocks, and prevent its return to the vertical position.

In
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this way, without any groat amount of trouble, the tree can
be made to fall, tearing out at the same time all the stronger
roots.
The forest-devil, Woliinanii's thrust-pole and the common
screw-jack, may bo used also to overturn trees by the roots.
TIjo

mode of using these machines has been explained already,'

but in the case of tlie foi'est-devil, a stem or stump stronger
than the tree whicli is to be overturned must bo at hand to be
fastened to the implciiuait.
All roots on thi! sides where the tree is to fall must bn cut
close to the stem in order to lighten the work, and it is a good
plan to place a round piece of wood uniler the falling stem, so
that by its own tall IIk; latter may the more readily tear its
roots from the ground.

[Coniferous trees -10—(iO years old

can readily be uia-ooted by the Loho up-rooter (p. 201).—Tr.]

iii. Ad ran tail eg and iHgadrantaijrg of Vprootiny.
The advantage of utilising the stumps consists chiefly in the
reduced waste of wood this involves ; for, on the average, onefifth of the stum and branch-wood is contained in the stump.
Stump-wood alTords veiy good fuel, especially whore a pro¬
tracted steady heat is re(pnr(!d ; the demand for firewood is,
however, frwiuently so small that stump-wood has lost much
of its imiiortancf! in this respect. In highly poimlous districts,
it may be the object of a forest servitude, or roots luay' be
extracted for cultivation of the ground. In other cases, stumpwood is used for the horns of sledges, as knee-timber for ships
and boats, for ploughs, etc.

E.vtracting stumiis is also useful,

as by afterwards levelling tho holes, the ground becomes
thoroughly cultivated and suitable for sowing; for not only
is germination facilitated, but in dry soils the young seedlingplants thrivi! best on tho deeply worked soil of these holes,
provided can' is taken to protect them from weeds.

[Oak-

standards over coppice in France are always uprooted, as the
wood is thus h^ss liable to crack and a valuable piece at the
base of the log is saved.—Tr.]

Stumps are frerpiently breed¬

ing places for destructive insects, es})eeially of the Pineweevil j they also shelter mice, so that their removal is

UTII-I8ATI0N OP BOOTS AND STUMPS.
beneficial.
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That most destructive fungus, Armillarin melka,

also spreads from stumps into new pl.antations.
There are, however, certain disadvantages involved in the
removal of stumjjs:

in

the

first

place, decayed stumps

increase the humus and mineral matter in the soil.

This may

not he of iTiiportauce whore the humus is carefully preserved hy
maintaining the leaf-ca)iojiv and prev('ntiug all removal of
litter, especially on damp soils. W'here, however, these condi¬
tions do not hold good, ns for instance on poor sandy soil
whore the litter is removed, if Iho stumps are also extracted
and

the

soil

deprived of

its

last

resource

in

organic

matter, it may thus he rendered absolutely uniu'oductivc.
Secondly, on steep slop(!S, wherever it is essential to hold the
soil together as much as possible, in order to prevent denuda¬
tion, extraction of stum])8 should he prevented.
Extraction of stumjis is, therefore, j)ermissihle wherever it
Ciin he done remuneratively, provided that no serious damage
is done to the standing-crop, as for instance hy extracting
stumj)s of large reserved trees among j)olos or saplings, or of
molher-trees among thoroughly stocked natiiral regeneration.
It is advantageous:—wherever there are blanks and gajis in
natural regeneration, even in eopi)ices, provided the loosening
of the soil which accompanies the extraction of the stumps
causes no local damage hy Hoods, or on steep slopes by land¬
slips or avalanches; wherever there is no fear of exhausting
the productiveness of the soil, and wherever it is wished to
prevent damage by delinquents extracting the stumps, or by
insects, fungi or mice.
The question now arises whether it is better to extract the
Btumi)s or to fell the trees by their roots.

There has been much

discussion regarding this, but there can be no doubt that up¬
rooting trees is preferable.

By this method, much wood which

would otherwise be wasted, or become merely firewood, is kept
on the stem, and the roots are extracted not only more easily,
but also more thoroughly.

Stems uprooted also fall more

lightly on the ground than felled trees; so that there is less
breakage and damage done to young growth, and the roots
attached to the stem are converted more easily into smaller
material than in the ease of a stump.
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Ab r(i"n,r(ls the Rain in tinilier, it is evident tliat a conBiiieraiUe
and often hiphly valuable addition is thus made to the largest
log in the tree.

This may amount to 8 to 10 jasr cent, of the

timber in the stem.

All windfalls are in this condition, and

generally fetch good ])rices.
Also it can he shown easily that uprooting trees is a less
lahorioUB way of utilising root-wood than the method of ex¬
tracting the stumps; for it is clear that in both methods the
earth must he dug away from the roots, whilst the only
advantage of the machines is to save a certain percentage of the
manual labour, which must he emiiloyed in extracting the
stump.

■\Vh<ui, therefore, nature oilers a hwer in the tall

stern of th(> tree lirmly lived to the stump to he extracted, its
effect can he replaced l»y no combination of machines, so that
it is mere folly to exjiect better results from the latter.
The stem itself tears from the ground a number of smalt
roots which could have been dug up only at a cost quite dis¬
proportionate to their value.

It is also always easier to

se])arato the stump from the stem, after the tree has licen
felled, than while it is standing.

According to exireriments

carried out by 11. Hess, there is a gain in time and labour of
20 per cent, in upnwting trees instead of felling them and
then extracting their stumi)s.
Ihe advantages thus descrila-d of iqirooting the trees are
sulBcient to counterbalance entirely the alh'ged disadvantages
of the method.

It is stated, for instance, that the tree cajinot

thus he thrown with certainty in any desired diiection, hut
by using a tliruat-iX)le, or a rope, and sov<>ring carefully any
resisting roots while the tree is falling, it can he thrown quite
accurately.

Another objection is made, that fre<piently the

falling stem tears-up a large mass of earth with the roots, a
statement often

made erroneously

and in

any case liot

sufficiently ohjectionahle for the uprooting of trees to be
abandoned.

A larger hole is often made by gruhhing-out the

stump than by uprooting the tree.

It is alleged also that

uprooting trees seriously delays the felling oiau-ations.

The

sub-aerial part of a tree is clearly utilised more quickly by the
use of axe and saw than by uprooting the tree, but if the sub-.

torranean

part is required as well, there

can

be no

advantaga j

FBLUNG RlTtES.
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in setting to work on the felling-area a year after the trees
have been felled in order to extract the stnnips.
Whilst, however, in general it is preferahle to uproot the
trees, cases occur where grnhhiug-out. the stiniips is iieeiissary
or permissible: as for instance where felling is urgent but
the ground is frozen, and in forest clearances, when there is
no urgency for extracting the stumps. It is always pre-supposed
that extracting stumps is done by the aid of implements, lor
when this is done by mere manual labour, it is the most
tiresome and dilatory mode of utilising the roots of trees.
[Wherever a clearance is to be effected for a forest-road, or
ride, or for the site of a nursery or forest-house, etc., it is
always better once tor all to uproot the trees standing on the
area. This is especially the case in India where buried stumps
are attacked by termites and a dangerous place to traffic
results.—Tr.]
:J. VcUiiKj Ruin.
Partly as regards care tor the forest growth, partly to
increase the quantity and value of the yielil, and partly to
economise labour, the following rules should be observed by
woodcutters,
i. The woodcutter must always endeavour to throw every
stem, so that by its fall it will do the least amount of
damage to the forest growth and felled timber around
it.
The attention of the woodcutter in this respect is parti¬
cularly necessary in the case of the Ihial stage in shelter-woods,
^election-fellings and in all reproduction-areas, and wherever
large trees standing over poles or saplings are to be felled.
In order as fully as possible to carry-out the rule, the direc¬
tions of the forest officials should be followed closely, so that
the young growth may be injured as little as possible.

To

secure this object, it may lie necessary to lop ail the branches
from large trees before felling them.
The skill and attention of the woodcutters are nowhere put
to such a test, as in the removal of large trees from over poles
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and saplings in the natural regeneration-fellings under the ,
group systeni.

The more suseeptihle to damage the young

crop, the most careful should the. woodcutter he, and the more
important it is to (iffect such tellings
gradually, that is to distrihute them
ovcu’ sev(;i'al years, and to choosc! a
season for the felling when the young
growth is least brittle and least liable
to damage by the unavoidable acci¬
dents contingent to fellings: in any
case such

fellings

must

never be

undertaken during frost.
Secondary fellings over young seed¬
lings are al.so highly dangerous to the
young growth, and shoidd be etlected
only when sufficient snow is on the
ground to protect the pl.-ints.
The lopping of
standing
objects.

trees

branches

from

may secure several

It sometimes assists the tall

of a tree in a certain direction to lop
the br.niches from the oppo,sito side
of the tree, but the chief I'eason tor
lopping tho branches is that the tree in its fall may' do as
little injury as possible to the young growth.
Whether this lopping is necessary or not depends on several
circumstances.

In the first place,

it must be remembered that it is
not

the

stem, but

Die

crown

of

the tree which may do serious
injury to the young plants.
If,
therefore,

it

can

be

arranged

to

throw a tree with its crown on a

I

Fig, U8.—I'liiiibiiifr-iions.
(After Hoppe.)

blank unstocked with young growth.
(.here is 110 need for lopiiiug its
,
,
.
,
no
branches.
In such cases several

'trees may be thrown with their crowns on the same blank.

■

Lopping the branches of a tree is dangerous, and men
capable of doing it are not always avtiilable, so that the forester

raises

'will if poBsible avoid the practice.
France,

*8®'

KOiMs:

In certain regions, as in

the Black Forest and many Alpine forests, ex¬

perienced climbers who mount the trees with climbing-irons
‘(Fig. 148), may be found ready to do the work, on account of
the high rate of remiuieration.

Wherever a coniferous tree

standing over a group of young conifers is to be felled, first
its stem should be cleared completely of branches, and the
narrow alley it makes in the young wood will soon become
closed.

This is esi)ecially desirable in coniferous forests, for

injured advance-growth is very liable to insect attacks.
Lopping the heavy boughs of broadleaved trees standing
in the midst of young growth may injure the latter, whilst
the entire crown' might fall beyond it, and in any ease not
injure the plants so much as do the separate boughs.
[The branches and top of very tall oaks and beeches are,
however, lopped in France, in order to prevent their long
valuable stems, which are much lighter without their lofty
crowns (Fig. 147), from cracking in their.fall.—Tr.]
I’aluable little stems in jxde-woods may often be lient back,
or tied back by withes to allow for the passage of the falling
stem.

It is, however, an error to bo too anxious to prevent

damage to young growth in a felling, for everyday experience
shows that what appears to be serious devastation is no
longer noticeable after a few years.

Even where a valuable

standard tree standing over large poles has become mature,
no hesitation'should be shown in felling it.
ii. Eaoli stem should be thrown in such a direction that it
does itself the least amount of harm.
As regards the direction for felling on slopes, the danger of
breakage is much lessened by throwing the tree uphill, as then
its summit describes the smallest arc and attains the least
velocity on reaching the ground. Therefore, in felling valuable
tall timber trees, it is better to fell uphill.

On very steep

slopes it may be advantageous in the case of firewood trees to
throw them with the crown downhill, so as to prevent the tree
from sliding any further.
C [In the Himalayas, however, the plan of felling uphill was
j^ibandon^ in steep places owing to the danger this Caused to
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IDG wooacntiers, the base of the tree often shooting out back-J
wards or sideways from the stump. This danger may
avoided by felling sideways, on to a conlonr line, if the metis
^Stand altove the tree at the moment of its fall.—Tr.]
'
In order to prevent the stem from breaking, the configura¬
tion of the ground on which it will fall should be inspected
carefully, as felling across gullies, on to rocks or other stems
■ may break the tree. In the case of valuable timber, where
there is an object in securing as long and straight pieces as
possible, or where valuable curved wood is being felled, great
care must be taken not to throw the tree on to stones or frozen
ground; therefore felling valuable trees should be stopped
during a hard frost.
In such cases a soft bed of branches or faggots may be
placed under the trees, on to which they should be felled; or
they may be felled against a neighbouring standing tree, pro¬
vided that it is also to be felled. A tree may be felled, so
as to fall slowly, by forcing it over by means of wedges before
it is completely severed from the stump. Where a tree is
not too tall, it may preserve the lower part of the stem from
breakage to fell the tree without previously loi)ping any of
its branches.
iii. In felling timber-trees, attention should be paid to easy
removal of the logs.
Trees should not, therefore, be felled across or into ravines,
r but, provided rules i. and ii. are observed, into such a position
that their removal may be effected easily.
~ Long stems are most easily removed downhill, when they
lie along the slope of the hill with their thicker ends downwards,
and this iwsition is secured by throwing them uphill.
iv. During a strong gale, felling operations must be
suspended.
This should be attended to, at any rate, wherever the direc*;
tion in which the trees will fall is of importance, for then (Jmi
Woodcuttei-B are no longer able to guide the trees.
The wind is the woodcutter’s worst enemy, and it

tltoiKO RtrUMSi’
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cluring a gale, which prevents the men from hearing what is
going on around them, that most felling accidents hapiwn. In
: felling a tree, the woodcutter is safest near the slump and ^
right angles to the direction in which the tree will fall; the'
most dangerous place in felling uphill is behind the stump, as
already explained, especially in the case of crooked trees.
V. Oreat care must be taken that no trees intended to form
a shelter-wood, or to be left standing for any reason,
are injured by the fall of the trees marked for felling.

'

If such an accident should happen, a few marked trees should
be left unfelled from which the forest-manager-may choose
substitutes for those injured. This should bo done also in case
windfall or theft has removed any of the selected shelter-trees.
•Poles or saplings bent by the felling should, if possible, be set
straight, or if too much injured fur that, should be cut-back
level with the ground, with a sharp instrument.
When a tree falls out of the proper direction, it frequently
happens that it rests or remains hanging on another tree.
Such a tree usually may be brought to the ground by cutting
it away from its stump, to which it is often still attached
in such cases; or one or two short logs may be cut away
from its base; or use may be made of the screw-jack to
release it. If, however, no other means of releasing it are
available, a man must climb the trees on which it is resting
and lop off the branches which imjtede its fall.
[In tropical countries, where large lianes abound in forests,
these should be severed near the ground, two years before
felling, so that the stems of the lianes which frequently
enlace several trees may become rotten before the felling takes
,place; otherwise a whole group of trees may have to be felled
at once, if it is desired to fell any of them.—Tr.]
vL Trees exceeding 6 inches in diameter, chest-high, should
be felled always with the saw and axe; smaller trees
and very large trees may be felled with the axe alone.

^ io all cases the cut should be as near the soil as possible,
iilis
« rule, the height of the stuipp should not exceed
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third of its diameter, or say one foot for large trees and six
inches for small ones. Exceptions, however, occur to this,
rule: thus in the Harz, stumps three feet high are left, as they
ilSake the best charcoal foi' blast-furnaces; in other places
forest-rights compel the managers to leave high stumps.
[Mahogany and other tropical trees which have large but¬
tresses rising from the roots are felled by erecting platforms
above these buttresses.—'J’r.] Wherever the trees are uprooted,
care must be taken that this is done thoroughly, so as to save
all rootwood over 1| inches in diameter, and the holes made
in the ground must be filled again carefully.
vii. Wherever coppicing is effected, only the axe or billhook
and not the saw should be used, in order that smooth
surfaces not liable to decay may be left to the stools.

The cut surface should be (juite smooth, and the stools must
not bo split, nor the bark torn from them ; poles and saplings
therefore must not be bent over by the woodcutters whilst they
are being cut, and every woodcutter must use sharp tools.
In the case of all trees which reproduce by suckers (elm,
while alder, lime, asiien, common maple, hazel and most
willows) and of those which shoot out from collum-buds, pro¬
vided the stools are not very old, the cut should be as deep
into the ground ns possible. In this way the shoots will come
out close to, or even below the surface of the ground, and will
produce new roots for themselves, and thus new stools will be
formed. The beech, on the contrary, shoots high up on the
stool; for beech, therefore, for alders in ground liable to
inundations, and for birch on poor soil, each successive felling
must be made slightly higher than the previous one.
The yield of a coppice is maintained only by preserving the
strong old stools ; young seedling plants do not compensate for
the death of these. Old stools may be kept productive for long
periods, if they are cut somewhat higher at each felling. U
stools get covered with moss and knobbed, they may be left
up to six inches high in the case of beech and other species
which do not produce suckers. Oaks and hornbeam, as a rule,,
are least sensitive to bad coppicing. In the case of pollaot^
the out is raised slightly at each felling.

iaocoH
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viii. WoodoTitters, as a rule, should not fell more trees than
they can convert and remove in the next three or
four days.
This tends to facilitate order and supervision, and also to
economise labour, for otherwise not only would they have
insufiScient space in which to w*ork, hut also encroach on the
space of neighbouring parties, whilst the removal of the wood
would be delayed till all the felling was over. Only in the case
of thinnings or clearances should all the trees first be felled
and then converted into marketable sizes. [Also in selectionfellings and where the trees to be felled are far apart, as in
Deodar forest in India, when all the trees may be felled and
afterwards converted,—Tr.]
ix. Whenever there is fear of damage by insects cr fire, the
woodcutter is bound to clear away aU wastage of broken
branches and twigs from the felling-area.
Wherever the brushwood cannot be otherwise utilised, as
in remote mountain-forests, it should be collected in heaps,
leaving room between these for the removal of the timber.
After the felling is over, the brushwood is often spread over
the area to protect the young growth from frost, heat, and
cattle, or it is burned.
X. Wherever breakage has occurred, owing to wind or snow,
the work of felling should commence on the side of the
prevailing wind and proceed in its direction.
Clearing extensive areas covered by windfalls is often a most
dangerous occupation for the woodcutter. Trees crossing one
another and wedged together can be separated only with the
greatest difficulty, whilst when a stem has been cut from its
roots and the attached ball of earth, the latter may suddenly
turn over, and accidents can be avoided only by great care and
attention on the part of the woodcutter.
Section V.—Rouoh Conveksion of Wood.
By rough conversion of wood is meant the woodcutter’s
work of dividing felled trees into pieces of dimensions suitable
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for transport. Any further preparation of mu wuuu uiw
marlcetaMe pieces is usually the work of the timber-merchant^
jr middle-man.
:
No part of the work on the felling-area is more importantthan rough conversion, or requires greater supervision and
care on the part of the forest-manager, for it has a very great
indueuce on the forest revenue. In order that a forest may
be managed so as to satisfy the demands of its owner, as well
as of the neighbouring population, it is necessary in forestry,
as in all other hranches of industry, that every endeavour
should be made to utilise the raw material completely and in
all possible ways, and thus meet the actual requirements of
the public. The trees therefore must he converted into timber
from an entirely mercantile point of view'.
As a last resort, all timber can he used as firewood ; when¬
ever then it is fit tor fuel only, the business of conversion is
reduced to the simple operation of preparing the usual sorts
of firewood.
Since, however, in most districts the value of firewood has
of late years been greatly reduced, and a revenue can be
obtained from many forests only by sale of the timber which
they produce, the most important point here is the conversion
of the latter. The chief rule is, therefore, to produce as much
limber of good quality as possible, and in order to attain this
object thoroughly, a forester must have a certain knowledge of
the requirements of the different industries where wood is used.
The Wurtemburg rules for the conversion of wood are exceh
lent, (i.) The oullarn of timber as compared with firewood
should be as large us possible, (ii.) All the material from a .
felling should be converted so as to produce the highest possible '
iwuniary return. {Hi.) All logs should be as Jong as possibJe. i
;iv.) Sound timber should l)e separated from all that is ■
>f doubtful quality, (v.) Defects should not l)e concealed. ^
(vi.) The converted wood should have a good external shape. «
The subject will be dealt with as followsfirst, the cir-/
cumstanees which decide on the mode of conversion to boi
«)plied; then the usual assortments of timber and flrewof>iJ
and the
of conversion by the woodcutter; and, finallt^
the general principles of rough oonversion.
’ .
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1. Mode of Conversion to he Applied,
The mode of conversion suitable to any particular fellingarea depends on the adaptability of the wood and the demand
for it.
(a) The Adaptability of the Wood.

This varies with the species, form, dimensions and quality
of |he wood.
i. Species of Wood.
The uses of the different kinds of wood will be discussed in
Chapter VI.; it will be shown that conifers are used chiefly
as timber and that, of broadleaved species, it is tlie light¬
demanding trees, and, above all, the oak, w'hich yield the
most valuable timber.
The following remarks refer to the usual forms of woods
met with. Pure beech high forest is frequently a fuel forest,
and only a small portion of the yield is then treated as timber.
Sometimes, owing to a favourable market, as, for instance, in
the chair-making districts of Buckinghamshire and Oxford¬
shire, or in Belgium, this is not the case ; but frequently the
timber yield of a pure beechwood is not more than 10 to 20
per cent, of its total yield.
■Wherever aspen, birch, willows, limes, etc., are mixed with
beech', there is a rise in the timber yield, but this can be con¬
siderable only when oak, ash, sycamore, or elms are mixed with
Uie beech. Such mixtures are the most valuable forms of.
broadleaved high forests, as in them thp light-demanders
thrive best and attain their best shape. The timber yield
i of such forests may be 20 to 30 per cent, of their total yield,
and even more. A mixtime of conifers in beech forest is
very valuable, as the former then attain their best dimensions
and quality.
■ In the Eottenbuch forest range, which is the range richest
'in fine oak trees of the whole Bpessart, the yield of oakjtimher between 1860 and 1880 was 26 per cent, of the total,
yield.
i
The yield of oak-timber does not depend so much on the
^Itnliity of oak-trees in a mixed wood as on their age an^,
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soundness, and throughout the renowned oak-forests of the
Spessart usually only 40 i^er cent., or at most 50 per cent., of
the felled oak-trees can be used as timber, the remainder ;
usually yielding only inferior firewood. [In the French State
forests of Berc6 and Belleme the percentage of oak to beech
and hornbeam is 50 and the yield in oak timber at least as
high as in the Spessart —Tr.]
Pure alder-woods yield chiefly timber, but are, unfortunately,
decreasing in area, though greatly esteemed for the manufac¬
ture of cigar-boxes. [In Britain they yield gunpowder charjoal and clog-wood.—Tr.]
It is rare to obtain more limber than firewood from broadeaved forests; the contrary prevails in coniferous woods, and
jrherever conifers are grown, mixed with broadleaved trees,
;hey form splendid trees, and the yield of such forests in
valuable timber is very high. Woods of spruce, silver-fir,
ind Scots pine [also larch in Britain.—Tr.] or mixed forms
)f these with beech as a subsidiary species are the chief kinds
)f coniferous forests in Euro])e. In the case of spruce and
;ilver-fir woods, the timber yield may, under favourable
lireumstances, go up to 75 to 80 per cent., and exceptionally
)e even higher; in forests of common pine, up to 55 to 70 per
jent., whilst in the north of Europe their yield in timber may
jqual that of spruce and silver-fir.
Coppice-with-standards, on good soil and well stocked, yields
5ne timber; it is the only system cai>able of yielding the
hardest and most durable ■wood of oak and ash.
Coppice yields chiefly firewood, and also small wood required
in agriculture, such as hop-poles, vine-props, hurdle-wood,
laundry-props, orchard and garden tree-pro])B, crate-wood,
bean and pea-sticks, fascines and osiers. Also much pitwood for mines.
ii. S/ia/m of frets.
As a rule, large dimensious in length and diameter, and
straight and cylindrical stems, are required for the best
timber. A large diameter is generally more important than
great length, and it is trees of large diameter which are most,
aaleable at present. As this implies long rotations, the yield s
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in timber in even-aged woods increases naturally with their
rotation, up to a certain point.
In uneven-aged woods, where there is a stage of inferior trees
below the more valuable ones, the latter may attain their
largest dimensions in diameter, and cylindrical shape.
Although, as stated, the yield of timber from a wood inweases
with its age, it must not be supposed that the poles which are
the produce of thinnings are not utilisable as timber (for
paper-pulp, pit-props, etc.). As a rule, the best timber should
be as straight as possible : the demand for crooked and curved
timber required for ships, boats, wheelwrights, saddlers, etc.,
is produced only by standards over coppice or by hedge-row
trees; bnt since timber is bent artificially, the demand for
naturally curved trees has been reduced.
iii. QmIHij of lli-e Woiid.
The first enquiry should be to ascertain whether or not the
wood is perfectly sound, absolute sbunduess being the first
condition of the admissibility of wood as timber ; this should
be investigated most carefully in the case of trees from^ old
woods, whether broivlleaved or coniferous, which are destined
for long water-transport and may not be carefully treated in
the timber depots. The grain of the timber should be con¬
sidered next, whether it be coarse or fine-grained, knotty or
free from knots.
The mode of disposal of timber from
pines, larch and oak, is afi'ected by the quantity of heartwood
the trees contain, also by the fact that its fibre is straight or
twisted, splits easily or with difficulty, its stem more or less
cracked, containing cup-shakes, etc. These defects have been
described in Chapter I.
From what will be said in Chapter VI. it will be evident
that the quality of a timber should govern its future mode of
utilisation.
Local defects in a stem may render only a part of it use¬
less for timber, and this is especially the case with oakwood
and other valuable goods. In converting such wood, there¬
fore, great care must be taken to utilise fully all the good
pieces.
The present market-prices for sound, straight-fibred wood
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Me at least 30 per cent, higher than for wood of ordina^^
quality, with wWoh the market is glutted. For certaiat
industries the structure of the annual zones of wood and its
grain are of the highest importance, as in wood for musical
instruments and mast-wood, also in the grain of fancy woods
for furniture. The degree of fissibility is also highly im¬
portant, especially in extehkive coniferous forests, where a
very large amount of the annual yield of wood is split into
various wares; also in the case of oakwood, suitable for staves.
In some forests, as in Bavaria, the trees are examined as to
their fissibility before being felled, by trimming off a patch of
their sapwood. Not every kind of heart-shake will render
a tree unsuitable for timber, and even a heart-shaken tree
may be sawn into planks provided the shake is in a line right
through the core of the tree; heart-shakes also are often
confined to the base of the tree, and may be disposed of
by sawing one or two short logs from it.
Cup-shake and twisted fibre may however render a tree
unfit for timber.
(b) Bemands of the Harket.

The mode of conversion to be undertaken depends also
on the demands of the market. For wherever there is no
demand for any sort of converted timber, nor lor any timlrer
at all, it is evident that firewood only will be prepared. The
demand is measured by the price, and wherever any assort¬
ment of timber fetches a higher price than firewood, conversion
into timber should result. The rule should therefore be to
produce as much good timber as can be utilised profitably,
Vnthout including the smaller sized material resulting from
jthinnings with which the market is soon glutted. The
demands however for timber now-a-days are subject to great
variations, and there is a considerable demand for poles for
paper-making and pit-timber.
Wherever there are forest-rights to firewood, the outturn in
limber is limited by their demands, and frequently, if such
rights cannot be compensated in money, wood of the best
quality has to be sacrificed to meet these demands.
On the average in the different German counti-ies. thw;

pri^uetioh of timber is really large only m Saxony, and was
«8 follows in 1899:—
Percentage of wliole
yield,
Country.

Timber.
Alsace-Ijorrainc
.
Baden.
Bavaria
.
WUrHeraber}»
.
Prusbia
..
Saxony
.

i
1

--—

42
49
51
5li
56
711

Firewood, j
68
r>i
49
44
44
24

All these figures are not prepared on the same basis,
as in Saxony 60 per cent, of the wood is used for paperpulp and mine-props, while the comparative richness or
poverty of a country in coal affects greatly the demand for
firewood. In the Bavarian Alps nearly all top-and-lop is
left in the forests, so that the percentage of wood brought
out is 90 per cent, in timber. Such figures therefore are
of relative value only.
2. Timber-Assortments.
It is evident that generally the woodcutter cannot undertake
to prepare timber for the market in the ultimate form it
assumes when taken over by the different industries. This
would require much too extensive a knowledge of the latterAs a rule, therefore, it suffices to divide the trees into trans¬
portable pieces which by their dimensions and qualities are
suitable as the raw material of an industry, or of a whole group
of industries. The further detailed conversion may be left to
the special industries, or to the wood-merchant. In small
private forests, however, matters may go further in this
respect.
[The best example in Europe of detailed conversion as well
as of labour-saving means of transport may be seen in the
Sihlwald, belonging to the town of Zurich, where the wood
is converted on the spot into all kinds of commodities, down
& wood-wool for padking.—Tr.]
I'" The various pieces into which a tree may be converted by
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me woodcutter are termed rough assortments of timber, and
ire distinguished as follows
Tinilier.

Firewood.

bogs
.
I Butts
.
1 Boles
.
Stacked timber.
j' Material (bt'anstieks, etc.) fmm the
Brushwood
of *
from young: tlnnniujfs
J and coppice feilinjfs, i.ther than
:
1 got-wond.
1

1
Split billets.
1
Round billets.
Boot and stump billets.
Faijgot-wood.

(a) Timber.

Timber is usually in logs or poles, sawn or cloven pieces.
It is also popularly distinguished according to its destination
for building purposes, implements, manufactures or agriculture.
Building-Timber is used in superstructures, bridges, embank¬
ments, mines, roads, railways, or in ship and boat-huilding.
Timber for Implements is used for water-mills, windmills,
stamping-mills, oil-mills, etc.; also in many countries for cartwrights’ work, etc.
Manufacturers’ Timber is used in all ordinary w ood-working
industries, such as cabinet-making, carriage- or cart-building,
turnery, wood-carving, coopers’ work, etc.
Agricultural Timber is used for gates and fences, hop-poles,
hurdles, stakes, pea and bean sticks, etc. (ride Chapter VI.).
From a careful consideration of the distinction between the
different kinds of timber available, a forest-manager will
readily perceive how his trees should he converted in order to
meet these various requirements.

^ Wood from stems is usually classed as logs or butts. The
distinction between stems and iwles and Iwtween logs and
butts varies in different forests, but the following classes
usually occur in the timber-trade.
i. Lo//s.
Logs are the boles of full-grown trees, or the greater part of
them, after they have been topiied and freed from branches.
Logs should measure at least 28 feet (7 meters) in length;
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their mid-diameter should be at least 6 inches (15 centimeters)
without bark, including the bark, 7 inches (18 centimeters).
In most cases the longer and straighter the logs and the
greater their diameter at the smaller end, the greater is their
value. Logs are used chiefly in the different building-indus¬
tries, but also to a small extent for implements, sails of
windmills, stamping-hammers, etc.; as cloven-wood, for
which only straight-fibred timber is admissible, they are
rarely required in full length; as sawn material they are
used chiefly in building ships, barges and boats, also for
bridges and in mines.
ii. Bulls.
Butts are round pieces of stems or of exceptionally large
boughs, usually cut from the shorter and thicker part of either.
A butt should be less than 23 feet (7 meters) in length, but at
least 7 inches (18 centimeters) in mid-diameter measured
without the bark. Whilst therefore in length a butt is
surpassed by logs, its chief value lies in its larger diameter.
Butts are chiefly coniferous, as broadleaved timl)er is now
exported mostly in logs. They are used for piles, mining
purposes, railway-sleepers; shorter pieces (partly curved) in
shipbuilding; also in the construction of bridges and roads.
In machinery they are in demand only slightly for rests, or
sockets, anvil-stocks, i»unding-troughs, etc. They are largely
used as cloven-wood by the stave-maker, cooper, wheelwright,
turner, shingle-maker, etc., also for wood used for musical
instruments, gunstocks, etc. Butts are, however, used chiefly
for sawn timber, and the bases of coniferous stems to form butts
for sawmills in lengths of 10,12, 14, 16,18, 20 and 22 feet,
those from 12 to 16 feet long (8^ to 5 meters) being preferred.
Wood also of oak, beech, poplar, alder for cigar-boxes, and
other kinds, is cut into butts of similar dimensions for
sawing.
iii. Poles.
Poles are young stems, generally the produce of thinnings
^ coppice-fellings, and usually measure less than 7 inches
^18 centimeters) and down to 2J inches (6 centimeters) in mid_ diameter, being always measured uubarked. They are usually,
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sold unbarked at their full length for pit-props, snalts^'
ladders, hop-poles, tree-props, walking-sticks, umbrella,-^
handles, Isjan-sticks, etc. They may also \>e split into crate' or hurdle-wood, but ai’e sawn into scantling very rarely.
iv. HUu'M Timher.
This is in the form of round or split pieces, which are piled
like cordwood and sub-divided into two classes—
Pieces over G inches (15 centimeters) in mid-diameter.
Pieces
(C centimeters) to 6 inches in mid-diameter.
Stacked timber is used by the clog or sabot maker, cooper,
brush-maker, sieve-maker, wheelwright, turner, stave-maker,
and in many places worked into vine-props. Bound pieces
are used now chiefly for making paper-pulp.
v. Iliw/iicooif.
Wood lees than 3 inches (7 centimeters) in diameter at the
thicker end is termed brushwood, and is generally piled
between stakes. It is partly branchwood, but chiefly the
produce of coppice, and is used for fascines, pea-sticks,
brooms, fencing material, etc. In the case of osiers it is used
for basket-work.
(b) Firewood.

After all the wood which can be used as timlier has been
prepared, what is left is firewood.
Firewood is stacked for measurement, and termed cordwood.
In Gemany, Austria-Hungary and Switzerland, the usual
length of pieces of cordwood is 1 meter, or 39 inches, but
measure is not compulsory, provided the volume is com¬
puted in stacked cubic meters or feet. [In Britain the length
pf billets is usually 3 feet.—Tr.]
V Firewood is distinguished as follows according to the shape
and size of the pieces:—
i. Spin Billels. ,
, Split firewood comes from stems and branches measuri%^
Reross the smaller ends at least 5^ inches (14 centimeters),
in Switzerland, 4| inches (IS centimeters).

A billet of split firewood should measure from 5^—8 inches
{14 to 20 centimeters) along the chord of its smaller end, and exceptionally up to 11 inches (28 centimeters); it should
always be split from the core of the tree.
ii. Bound Bilhis.
Bound firewood billets are unsplit round pieces of wood 21—
inches (7—14 centimeters) in diameter at the thin end.
In many districts, wood of this class is split in half. Bound
pieces of larger dimensions are used sometimes in charcoal¬
making.
It is advisable always to split the round pieces of firewood m
order to ensure drying, reduce carriage and increase the heat¬
ing power of the wood. Experiments have shown that round
firewood when split loses 27—28 per cent, more weight in the
five winter months than unsplit wood, and Schuberg has proved
experimentally that its loss in weight in four weeks’ time is
double that of unsplit firewood.
iii. Slump- and Root-mod.
Pieces of stumps and roots of all sizes, provided they are not
longer than the other pieces of cordwood and may thus be
conveniently stacked, form this class of firewood.
iv. Fag<joi-wood.
Faggot-wood includes all refuse crown, branch, and coppicewood under 2J inches (6 centimeters) in diameter at the larger
end.
This is either piled in heaps about equal in size, or tied
into bundles termed faggots, or bavins, which are of about.
the same length and circumference as split cprdwood
billets. The remaining refuse of the felling is collected in
heaps, and may be given away to the workmen, or auctioned.
3. The Work of Conversion.
The work of conversion comprises the woodcutter’s work of
the different assortments just described from the
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felled trees, and demands the greatest care and supervision ofl
the part of the forest manager.

(a; Conversion of Timber,

i. Removal of Bmnrhcs.
First the felled tree is freed from branches from its base
upwards, the axe, or loppiug-axe with a thick hack, being
generally used for the purpose.
The branches must be severed smoothly close to the stem,
and all projections on the stem and stumps of branches
removed. If the branches are largo enough to make cordwood they may he sawn into suitable lengths whilst still
attached to the stem. In other cases, and where it is prefer¬
able to use the axe, the branches may be cut from the stem
and placed aside while the woodcutter is occupied with the
stem. Whilst one man of a party removes the branches the
others shorten the stem. In most cases the branches are fit for
firewood only, but wherever some of the boughs in the large
crowns of certain trees can be used as timber they should be
set aside carefully, as thus pieces of valuable curved and kneed
wood may be secured.
In the case of oak trees the portion of the stem above the
insertion of a large bough is so reduced in diameter that
the stem should be severed at this point. The top is so
much the more valuable if it forms a knee with an upper
bough.
Knee-pieces also may be obtained from a portion of the
base of a tree and of a strong root, if the tree has been
uprooted.
ii. Measuriiui the Stem.
Once the stem has been freed from branches it is measured
with a yard or meter measure, and the different yards or meters
marked on it by slight cuts in the bark. If the stem is fit for
fuel only, it is then sawn through at these [wints (or into othM
short lengths); if intended for timber, it is cut into suitable
j^gths according to circumstances.

iii. Determining the Aenortmenl.
Once the tree has been freed from branches and measured,
it must be decided from a consideration of its species, dimen¬
sions, form and quality, and the demands of the market, into
what assortments it will be converted.
This decision is of the
greatest importance; it usually should be made only by one of
the forest staff. The usual rule is to allow the stems fit for
timber to retain their full length as much as possible. There
are many exceptions, however, to this rule, which is more
applicable to coniferous than to broadleaved wood.
(a) Quality.—Only perfectly sound wood should be con¬
verted into timber. This rule is specially applicable in the
case of oakwood, which is often full of defects.
Large old
beech, spruce and silver-fir trees are also often heartshaken,
cracked, infected with red-rot, or brittle at the base of the
stem. Whenever pieces of timber of doubtful soundness, or
from which the defective parts have not been carefully removed,
are offered for sale, future sales of timber are greatly prejudiced.
Wlien, therefore, there are any doubts as to the soundness of
the wood, it is better to cut it into shorter pieces than to
send suspicious looking goods to the market. I he timber
purchaser, now-a-days, has bad too much experience of such
pieces.
(b) Shape of Stem.—Wherever long pieces are in demand,
it is unusual to include in them the small end of the stem.
The next point is, therefore, to decide where the top should be
cut: as a rule, this should be wherever there is a marked
falling-off in size, or a change of shape, in the stem;
wherever, in fact, the top of the stem may be utilised differently from its lower jxirtion. By leaving a piece of wood
at the end of a log, which does not accord well with it, the
value of the latter is not increased, for the purchaser always
excludes this piece from his estimate. If, however, the forest
owner cuts off such a piece, it will be utilisable at any rate as
firewood, and in the case of oak may be used as a railway,
sleeper or gate-post, the value of which would not be considered
a purchaser of the bole.
Straight, long pieces which are chiefly coniferous, need not
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after removal of their end-pieces, he further shortened, and
this is also the case with sound oakwood, even if not quite
straight. In such cases, the longer the log the more valuable
It will be. But as regai'ds coniferous wood further considera¬
tion is necessary. Logs in the Schwartzwald and elsewhere
are sold by the length and the diameter of their snialler
ends; this should he the universal rule with coniferous
timlier. In such cases, the host place foi- removing the end of
a log is whore the small-end diameter approaches as nearly as
possible to the minimum admissible. This is rarely less than
6 inches for logs, and it may be laid down as a general ride,
that the small-end diameter of a log should he one-third of
that at its base.
Formerly coniferous logs were sold usually by their cubic
contents calculated from their length and mid-girth, hut
recently this measure is being abandoned foi' that of their
length and small-end diameter. In such cases the measuring
of the mid-diameter servos only to calculate the cubic
contents.
(c) Demands of the Market.—There an* districts where long
logs are not in demand, hut butts for sawmills are preferred,
and the finest spruce-logs are cut into suitable lengths for the
neighbouring sawmills; where line, straight oak steuns must he
cut into short lengths lor staves, and so on. In other dis¬
tricts long logs are recpiired for floating. In such cases, the
custom of the trade must he followed in converting the timber.
It should also be considered whether, or not, the customs of
the market are stable, the former being frequently the case in
districts richly supplied with sawmills, and more so with coni¬
ferous than with broadleaved wood. In other cases, and especi¬
ally with oak-timber, the demands of the market are very
variable, depending on a good vintage, on large imiiorts of
foreign timber, etc. It is then prudent to cut the logs as long
■ as possible, provided they are sound.
In other districts, where timber is used chiefly for local pur¬
poses and Iwth short and long logs are wanted, it is better to
cut one or two butts for sawmills from the base of the stems
and retain the remainder as long as possible for building pur¬
poses. A prevalent demand for long logs will occasionally:
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modify this rule and decide on tlie numlwr of sawmill butts
which will Iw sawn from the stem.
It is not, as a rule,
financially advisable to prepare butts for sawmills of less middiameter than 12 to 13J inches (30 to 35 centimeters); small
butts may, however, be split or sawn into laths.
(d) Paoillties for Transport.—In converting large standards
over a dense growth of saplings or poles, it is often considered
test, out of respect to the young wood, to cut them into short
lengths. Exceptionally this may be justifiable, but usually
should be avoided, foi; the standard was retained expressly to
yield large timber.
All shortening of stems should be done with the saw, and
only long logs which are to be dragged along the ground,
slid down-hill with ropes, or floated in rafts, should have their
larger ends rounded with the axe.
There are many localities, in more or less accessible moun¬
tain districts, where the method of conversion depends on the
possibility of transport, and where the preparation of long
logs cannot he contemplated, because they cannot be
removed.
iv. Ej'/ioxitre of iJ/ferls.
All wood, and especially pieces of valuable broadleaved
timber, should be exjwsed by cutting through all swellings, or
overgrown knots, so as to show its inner quality and increase
the confidence of the purchaser.
In the Spessart, and for the Baltic trade, oak-logs are split
down the centre into half-balks, so as to expose completely the
interior of the wood.
This wood is used by the cabinet¬
maker.
V.

Prejiaralion of tlw most Vahinbk Assorliiioiifs.

Whenever stems may be converted in several ways, that way
should be adopted which is expected to yield the best price.
vi. Conversion of Poles.
. Poles, suitable for pit-props, hop-poles, cart-poles, telegraphposts, ladders, shafts, hurdles, bean-sticks, etc., which come
partly from the principal fellings, but chiefly from thinnings,
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present the least difficulty in conversion. The species, and
the greatest possible degree of straightness, are the chief points
to attend to.
In some cases it is necessary to leave the poles quite unshortened, as for hop-poles, where the hranchos are not lopped
off close to the stem, but snags of branches are left to assist
the climbing of the hops. Sometimes the tops are left, as a
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proof that the poles were not dead when felled. Clothes-props
also, and props for trees, are left forked at the top. The top
is removed frouq cart-poles.
The dimensions of the different assortments vary locally.
Thus, hop-poles may be between 16 and 30 feet (5 and 10
meters) in length. Telegraph-posts should be 7 to 10 inches
<18 to 26 centimeters) in diameter, at 1 yard from the buttend ; hop-poles 2^ to 5 inches (6 to 12 centimeters). Hop-poles
generally are felled deep into the ground with the axe, whil^:
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ladder-wood and wheelwright’s wood should he sawn straight
at the butt.
vii. ilmovid of Jlurli',
All stems felled during summer in coniferous forests are
usually barked to prevent insect-attacks, facilitate transport
and preserve the white colour Of the wood, ibe wood may be
barked completely, whenever this can be done, as in spring
and early summer. During autumn and winter the bark caii
be removed only partially.
Although complete barking gives the wood a better appear¬
ance, yet the rapid drying which ensues frequently causes
numerous cracks into which spores of fungi are conveyed by
the rain, and then the timber is liable to decay unless rapidly
transported to its destination.
Ill this respect partial barking is superior. 'I’lie tools used
for barking are shown in Figs. 14!), 150, and 151, and com¬
pared with the a.\e they save 50 per cent, of labour. Usually
large stems with rough bark, especially during winter, are
barked with the axe or adze.
Jt has recently become usual to bark round stacked Jiieces,
especially pulp-wood; also the larger poles and especially
hop-poles, but then only partial barking is necessary.
(b) Preparation of Firewood.

Firewood, especially split and round firewood, is prepared
from the remains of the stem and branches after conversion
of the timber; or whole firewood trees, as in beech forests, are
freed from branches, marked-off into lengths, and then sawn
intp short butts.
In cutting-up butts for firewood, chiefly the curved saw is
used, and the work is assisted by wedges, which are inserted
as soon as the saw-cut is deep enough. Woodcutters must be
careful not to cut obliquely, as they may easily do by mistake
on sloping ground. The cut must be at right angles to the,
axis of the tree, if the cords of firewood are to have a good
uniform appearance. As a rule, the larger branches are also
cut into lengths with the saw, which should be used in convert¬
ing wood whenever it is possible. Only on very steep, rocky.
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ground, where the workman cannot find room to use the saw,
or when stems are lying one over the other, etc., may the axe
be used for this purpose. The wood should then be cut so as
to have one cut vertical and the other oblique, as in Fig. 162.
By the use of the axe from 6 to 8 per cent, of the wood is
wasted, being 7 per cent, when the pieces are 1 meter long.
The round pieces over
inches in diameter at the smaller
end are then split by means of the wedge and cleaving-axe
into split cordwood, and whenever the trade prefers that round
eordwood should be split, this should also be done.
The wedge is generally placed on the top of the round piece,
and driven in by a blow of the axehead. Whenever the wood is difficult
to split this forms the chief part of
the woodcutter's work in the prelip. i.i2. McUkkI^ (if cutting
parutioii of firewood. He requires
several wedges of different sizes,
and even uses the cleaving-axe as a wedge, driving it in with
the beetle. It is only in the case of easily split wood that the
wedge may be jtlaced on the side of the round pieces. Pieces
6J to 8 inches (14 to 20 centimeters) across, are usually merely
split in half, whilst pieces 8 to 12 inches (20 to 30 centi¬
meters) across are split into six or eight pieces. Except in the
case of very large trees, the pieces always are split to the
core. It would, however, be better, both to facilitate transport
and improve the quality of the wood, that no pieces exceed
6J to 8 inches (14 to 20 centimeters) measured along the
chord.
(c) Eefuse.
’■ Pieces too knotty or of too twisted fibre to l>e split remain
■entire and go with the refuse, after the conversion is over.
(d) Cloven-timber.
In the conversion of firewood, billets which may l)e other¬
wise utilised should be put aside carefully. This is specially
necessary with oakwood; and from the broken pieces of trees
(jndiich cannot be converted into logs, or butts, many billets
be utilised as cloven-timber, and they should be carefully
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need have no fixed dimensions, but should be as large as
possible and of whatever length is desirable.
(e) Conversion of Stumps and Root-wood.
The most laborious of all works in conversion of wood
is that of the stinnps and roots.

If the tree has been

uprooted, the roots are separated from the stem by means
of the saw, and they are then freed from the soil which
may be attached to them and reduced in size by means
of the wedge and axe, or by blasting them with powder or
dynamite.
In se[)arating the roots from

uprooted trees, it some¬

times happens, in easily cloven wood, that when the saw
has gone about half through the base of the stem, the
stumi) splits the stem owing to its weight and falls back
into its original hole.

To prevent this disaster, a chain

may be wound

the

round

stem

below the saw-cut and

tightened by driving in wedges, and the stump supported
by pieces of wood.
i. Hoiivcrsidii of Slumiis bi/ moana of Ordimrji TooU.
Small stumps up to 3 inches across are not split.

Those

from 3—(j inches are split lengthwise by means of the axe and
wedges, the wedges being usually placed on the sawn section,
and if it is also necessary to begin splitting from below as
well, always from the projection of a side-root, where the
stump is most easily cloven.

If possible, the wood should be

split to the core, but this cannot be done in the case of thick
stumps of coarse fibre, from which pieces are split-off gradu¬
ally from the circumference.

This method of splitting is

effected more easily while the stump is still in the ground,
than after it has been extracted.

Wooden wedges, holding

better than iron ones, are more serviceable in splitting stumps.
In order to tear apart the pieces more thoroughly, iron crow¬
bars are used, and the ordinary screw-jack is very serviceable.
It has teen stated already that machines may be used for
extracting stumps.
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ii. JllasHnu Shwqis by Gunpowder.
The stump which is to be blasted by a charge of gunpowder
is bored best from its flat surface by means of a large auger
(Fig. 153), so that the bore-bole may go down to the junction
of the roots. In case the tree
is rotten at Iho heart, the boring
must be made from one of the
sides. 'J'he charge should con¬
sist of
3 or 4^ ozs. of blast¬
ing-powder, and a fuse should
be introduced, or some other
arrangement made for firing
the blast. Frivolin and Ryssel
used ordinary percussion caps
for the purpose. Fig. 154 shows
a simple detonator, the ring {a)
being for the insertion of a
handle for screwing it into the
bore-hole, whilst (h) is a simple
trigger for striking the cap.
I'rich improved matters further
by using an apparatus with a
needle for firing the cap, which
was placed on the top of the powder, as shown in Pigs. 165,
166, the former giving its external form, and the latter a
section through its axis. The apparatus has a bore sufticient

Fig. 154.—Fiivolin’s detonator.

mt the working of the needle (w o).

It is closed by a
jwrew-lid (5) in which the cap (n) is placed.
In order
;ito prepare the apparatus for firing, the needle is raised
'jby means of the ring (m), and a steel pin is placed in the
^P^ture (d). The lid (5) is then removed, and screwed,
ft-, •

‘

:•
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-on again after a cap has been inserted. The charge is
fired on the removal of the pin by means of a long cord,
the needle being driven down on to the cap by a strong
spiral spring placed above the ledge (w). The advantage
of this apparatus consists in the fact that it is not necessary
to fill it with powder, but a cap only is required, and the
firing of the charge follows immediately on the release of
the needle, which can be done from a distance with perfect
safety, whilst no tamping is required for the blast, the strong
apparatus screwed into the bore-hole serving instead; the

Fig. ir»5.—Urich's detonator.

Fig. ir»0.—Section of same.

results are excellent, the largest stumps being split into two
or more pieces.
Whenever only a fuse is used, after less than half the
powder has been poured into the bore-hole, the fuse, made of
tarred yarn surrounding a thin column of powder is inserted,
and then the rest of the powder. Then the remainder of the
bore-hole is filled with earth or clay as a tamping, and firmly
rammed-down.
The portion of the fuse 4—6 inches long, which protrudes
l^ond the hole, is lighted with a match and in 1—2 minutes
i^o explosion follows.
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iii. Blaslmj Biumps by Dymmik.
Dynamite is a more powerful exi)losive tlian gunpowder, and
is obtainable in cartridges resenibliug'brown stearinc candles
encased in thick paper, ft becomes bard at temperatures of
45" to 50" Fiih. and cannot be boated above 108" Fab. without
danger. It will not explode unless it be at least as soft as
wax, and must therefore be warmed slightly during winter.
According to the size of the stump
b
1-7—‘2 grams (1—1-12 drams) of
dynamite are required for every centi¬
meter in the diameter of the stump,
BO that cartridges of 70 to 100 grams
suffice for stumps of 0'50 to 0'70
meters in diameter [i.c., 2^ to
ounces for diameters of 1 foot 8 inches
to 2 feet ;•! inches.—Tr.J, provided the
wood is not too difficult to split.
The dynamite-cartridge (p) in Fig.
157, is then placed in the bore-hole,
which should he of suitable bore to
admit it, and rammed home with a
wooden ram-rod. A smaller cart¬
ridge (~) is used in connection with
a fuse for firing the charge, the end
of the fuse being placed on the soft
mass of dynamite of this cartridge,
Fig. 157. Blsisting with
and tied firmly above it in the paper
ilynamile. c Ftise.
covering of the latter.
This firingcartridge and fuse is then let down on to the blasting-cartridge
in the bore-hole. The vacant space in the bore hole is then
tamped with earth and the fuse lighted.
Whilst blasting with powder frequently only cracks the stump,
by the use of dynamite it may be torn into several pieces.
As regards the cost and saving of labour by blasting the
stump, various estimates representing from 30 to 50 per cent,
labour saved have been made; for oak-stumps the cost is
estimated at 6d. per stacked cubic meter cheaper than manual
labour, and for Soots pine at 8<f. more.
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Dynamite can be used with advantage only on completely
uprooted stumps, for it has scarcely any effect on those still
in the ground. Owing to its highly explosive nature, dynamite
will not be much used for blasting stumps in forests at any
rate during winter; also on account of its high price and
because it is a- strong poison.
The use of blasting powder can, however, be strongly
recommended for this purpose wherever the price of labour is
high, and stumps have to be split.
(f) Preparation of Faggots.
Wherever twigs and branches are in demand for firel, they
are cut into lengths with the bill-hook and bound into faggots,
or bavins, by means of one or two writhes or binders.

[Fernandez* gives a simple frame for faggot-binding as
shown in Fig. 158. The lever (f), the lower end of which rests
against the bar (5), is drawn towards the operator and hitched
into the hook (h), thus tightening the chain over the bundle of
sticks. The withes can now be tied and the pressure on the
faggot released by unhitching the lever; the length of the
chain, which can be varied, regulates the size of the faggot.—
Tr.]
In other oases, small branchwood may be carried to the
nearest roadside and stacked in heaps between stakes.
Faggots should be made in whatever dimensions the public
* '• Vtilization of Forests,” p. 108.
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prefer. In country districts usually long thick faggots are in
demand: near towns they are preferred when not exceeding:
80 pounds in weight; they may be 1J feet long and 2^ feet
in girth, five smaller ones being bound-together to make a
faggot.
The best withes are slender oak copi)ice-shoots, but hazel,
sallow and birch, etc., will serve tlie purpose. These withes are
freed from all side-shoots, and when freshly cut, or steeped in
water, are placed on a fire to make them pliable; they are then
twisted like ropes into a loop at the thin end, through which the
thick end is drawn when they are fastened round the faggot.
4. liuinoval of li'iiod jirn'wiis to ('oni'ersion.
It has been presupposed hitherto that i.he conversion of the
felled wood takes jdace on the felting-area near the stumps of
the felled trees, and this is generally the case.
There are, however, circumstances in which it is necessary to
remove the wood from the felling-area, or at any rate away from
the stumps of the felled trees, before it is converted;—as in a
young crop, during the final stage of natural regeneration; under
a shelter wood, in selection-fellings, cleanings and thinnings.
Splitting firewood and conversion of the easily transportable
poles and saplings may then be ett'ected on neighbouring blanks,
roadsides, etc.
Wherever the firewood before being stacked has to undergo
a further transport by water, sledge-roads or slides, it is advis¬
able to convert it into short butts, and to split these up only
after they have been transported to a depot.
6. Occasional Kon-cunversion of Firewood.
Owing to the present greatly reduced price of firewoodl,
foresters often are obliged to give up converting it in the
regular way just described. Wood yielding only round billets
and faggots, especially from extensive thinnings, may then be
simply carried unshortened,including the crowns, to the nearest
roadside, and stacked between stakes.
There are districts where there is absolutely no demand fee;
small poles, saplings, and branch-wood, as in many Alptoi

ituuu-n
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ISrests, or in districts containing many private and communal
forests.
6. General linles regardinri Conrenion.
Forest-managers should bear in mind the following rules
regarding conversion of timber and firewood :—
(a) The most urgent local demands of right-holders and
contractors must he satisfied first, and the conversion of the
remaining material effected from a strictly financial point of
view, that is, with a thorough knowledge of the actual demands
of the market.
(b) After carefully considering the demand, the wood should
be converted so as to yield the highest possible net-value on
deducting the cost of conversion. Hence, the mode of conver¬
sion is a purely local affair, and will vary greatly according to
circumstances in different forest ranges.
(c) The conversion into any assortment should be regulated in
quantity, so as not to glut the market, and to allow of the demands
for other assortments being fully met. Forest-managers should,
therefore, be conversant with the state of the supply of different
classes of material from other fonists which compete with their
own.
(d) The rarer and more valuable any assortments, the greater
care must be bestowed on their conversion. This is especially
the case with oak and large coniferous timber.
(e) Conversion of timber of ten is effected better when different
classes of workmen are employed for the different works. Thus,
in broadleaved forests the work commences with the felling and
conversion of the large timber trees; after all the best timber
is ready, what is left is converted into firewood and other inferior
assortments. In coniferous forests it is often customary and
advisable first to prepare the various cloven wares, such as
shingles, staves, etc., then the butts for sawmills and the logs,
and finally the firewood.
(f) The forest-manager should ascertain always the wishes of
timber-merchants, manufacturers and craftsmen of the neigh¬
bourhood, and they may be encouraged to visit the felling-area
for this purpose, but he should be on his guard lest by following
the advice of any of them competition for the produce may be
fedneed.
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(g) Although it i» justifiable, when the prices of wood are low
and wages high, to attempt only a very rough conversion of
firewood, or abandon converting it altogether, yet this should
never be done with valuable material. Any carelessness in its
preparation will do more injury to the forest revenue than
paying high wages for good work.
{h) It is usually advantageous in forests where petty delin¬
quencies are frequent, for the manager to compete with the
thieves by selling better and cheaper mateiial than they do,
such as hop-poles, bean- and pea-sticks, Christmas-trees, etc.
Section Vl.~SoaTiNo

and

Stac^kino Conveuted Mateeial.

1. (leiinaJ Accniiiif.

The rough conversion of the felled trees must produce many
pieces of the same class, but of different qualities, shapes and
dimensions, especially among the timber where scarcely two
pieces are identically alike. As every producer keeps his wares
of different kinds and qualitiesajiart,so each kind of converted
forest material should be separately arranged. In this way only
can it be possible to estimate the iirobable value of the results
of the felling, and to expose the lots for the inspection of the
different classes of purchasers. The real object of sejiarating
assortments of woods used by various industries and consumers,
is to obtain the highest possible price for each assortment. The
arrangement of the assortments into classes should, therefore,
be made on the following principles :—
i. All pieces which are of different value, and fetch different
prices, must be put in separate classes.
ii. The classes must correspond always to the demands of
the locality.
iii. The separation into classes should depend on differences
of species, size, shape, quality, and demands of the market,
and these will be discussed in detail further on.
iv. This separation must not be too minute, or go too much
into detail, so that there can be any doubt about the proper
classification of any piece, or too much difficulty in calculating
and registering the results of the felling. There is a consider¬
able difference in this respect lietween valuable pieces of timber
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and common sorts of firewood. In the former case, the manager
can hardly go too far in subdividing the classes, and a difference
of price exceeding hi per cubic foot should cause a different
class of timber to beestal)lished.
A difference of value is, therefore, the chief reason for- a
difference in class of material.
2. Uetailcil Anomit.
(a) Species.

The species of tree has a great influence on tho use to which
the wood can be put. Timbers of different species should, there¬
fore, be separated into classes, or at least species of ecjnal value
should bo, classed tog(itLer. The same procedure should be
adopted in the ease of firewood, or where there are few of
them all inferior kinds should be sepai'ated from those more
valuable.
Of great importance in sorting felled material is the com¬
parative abundance or rarity of any si)ecies. Thus, where
valuable oakwood is abundant, the chief point to attend to will
be to classify the oak timber: in coniferous forests, to classify
the spruce or pine timber, and in beechwoods the beech-timber
and the better classes of firewood.
(b) Dimensions.

Logs, butts, and poles will be classified according to their
dimensions. Ab the value of a log or butt is not always
directly proportional to its cubic contents, but to its length,
or thickness, and in the case of coniferous wood to the
thickness of its smaller end, the pieces will be classified
accordingly.
Such classes are formed according to differences of about
6 feet in length, and 2—4 inches in thickness. In the case
of valuable timber, the classification according to thickness
may go down to one centimeter. [Thus, in France, oaktimber increases in value at about one franc per cubic meter,
for every additional centimeter in diameter over fifty centi¬
meters.—Tr.] The less valuable the pieces, the rougher tho
elassification.
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Large billets always increase the solid contents of a pile of
stacked firewood, so that firewood also should be classified
according to dimensions.
(c) Shape.
Curved timber should be classed according to the degree of
curvature for a certain length, or in kneed-timber for the angle
at wMch the branch loaves the main piece.
In classifying other timbers, the chief points to which
attention should he paid are;—whether they are straight,
bent in one plane, quite crooked, or contain burrs; also,
whether they are clean-grained, or merely have been trimmed
free from many branches and are knotty.
In the case of firewood, also, straight billets of split or round
stem-wood should be piled separately from crooked and knotty
branch-wood.
,

(d) Quality.

Independently of its soundness, which is always presup¬
posed in the case of timber, there is a great difference in
quality depending on its grain.
Thus, we have coarse¬
grained and fine-grained timber, timber with broad or narrow
annual zones, with straight, twisted, or wavy fibre.
Some
stems are naturally smooth on the surface, others lumpy
owing to occluded knots. All these circumstances affect
the value of the pieces and should be considered in sorting
them.
In the case of firewood any unsound and broken pieces
should be piled apart from the liettor wood, and as the age of
.the tree often inriuences the heating-power of the wood,
young or very old wood may be separated from middle-aged
wood.
It cannot be repeated too often that only sound wood should
be classified as timber. Wood, in its present struggle against
iron and other substitutes for it, can win the day only
when it is, sound and durable. This is especially the ease
where the wood has to be transported long distances, and
is subject to indifferent treatment bq.fore it reaches thq,
consumer.
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(e) Local Bemand.
In classifying the produce attention always must be paid to the
local demand. Thus, in certain localities, custom may render
it necessary to classify wood in a way that is quite uncalled
for in other localities. Whilst, however, sulKciontly conform¬
ing to custom in this respect, the manager always should
attend to the chance of changes being introduced gradually in
conformity with the demands of more distant markets than
his own immediate surroundings.
d. List of Wooil-assortiiieiits.

The following list gives all the common sub-divisions of the
different classes of produce from the fellings.
A. L.\1{Gb

Tijideii.

(a) Loj/s.

i. Oakwood (Spessart), 10—30 feet long and of normal
(juality.
Class 1., logs
11.,
111., „
IV., „
V.. „
VI., „
VII., „
VIII., „

over 20 inches in mid-diameter.
24—25
„
22—23
„
19—21
„
10-18
„
13—15 „
10—12 „
5—9

Defective timber is put back one or two classes and very
detective timber two or three classes lower than their duneusions
would otherwise warrant. Logs of good quality longer than
30 feet are put forward one class, or even two classes, if the
timber is very superior.
ii. Coniferous Timber.

-After rejecting wood from diseased trees and setting apart
the finest ringed and straightest grained wood, the outer shape
■' ^ SUB. ,

8
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and the dimensions of the timber form the chief guide for
classifying coniferous wood. As regards dimensions, the logs
may be classified according to the mid-diametor, or to the
small-end diameter. In no other case has the latter so impor¬
tant a bearing on the value of tlie timber, as in coniferous
logs, and accordingly in many districts of South Germany the
classification is so arranged. The mere volume of the logs is
a bad index of their comparative value.
In accordance with the Ileilhron classification, which is
almost everywhere preferred by the German timber-trade,
coniferous logs are classed as follows:
(’last!.
Jl.

1.
11.
HI.
IV.
V.

18 =
16—18 =
14—16 =
10- 14 =
up to 10

Ft.

Diaiuulur fit sm all cml.
CM.
lllK.

58, and over,
52—.58
4.5—52
32—45
32

30
22
17
14
12

12
!)
7
5
45

All the timber must he sound and free from branches;
rough but sound timber goes down a class. 'The diameters
are measured under bark.
Classes lower than V. comprise ordinary or inferior buildingtimber, rafters, fencing rails, pulp-wood and pit-props. Jii
Bavaria, a sixth class, with at least C cm. (21 inches) diameter
at small end, is added.
If the wood is classified by mid-diameter the classes are as
, follows:
Class.

Mitl-iliamclcf.

1. and II.
35 cm. and more,
14 inche.s.
III. 25—35
„
10- 14
„
IV. 20-25
„
8-10
„
V. under 20
„
8
„
iii. Remaining Species.

Broadleaved trees, other than oak, do not yield much
marketable timber; the exceptions to this rule are, elm, ash,
alder and aspen. [Willow, sweet-chestnut and sycamore are
valuable in Britain.—Tr.] In many cases each of these
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woods may be classified separately, and the others classed
together. Wherever any of these timbers are of special value,
they should be classed separately.
(Ii) Bulls.
1.
Cla-is.

Tjenj^tli.

M.

I. not
II.
III.
IV.
V.

Oak (Spessart).
n.

MitUdiameUT.
OM.

less than 8--10, not less than 75
„
3-10
„
tiG-74
„
8—10
„
G1 G5
„
8 10
„
55 GO
„
3-10
„
48-54

Ins,

30
2G -2!)
24 25
22-28
19-21

Inferior wood goes down a class, and very superior wood
goes up a class.
The above timber is for sawing, staves, cabinet-making
window-wood, etc. Curved wood, knees, and railway-sleeper
wood come in here, also inferior wood for split wood,
wheelwrights, and wood for sawing.
ii. Coniferous Wood.

Class I, butts of best (puility for musical histrunients,
shingles, and other split ware.
Class II., butts of II inches mid-diamete.r and over;
straight-grained.
Class III., butts of 10 14 inches mid-diameter.
Class IV., butts of less than 10 inches mid-diameter.
Class V., butts of inferior quality and of various sizes.
The wood in these classes is ehietiy intended for sawmills to
be converted into planks, boards and scantling. The wood
must be classed according to species, and occasionally more
classes than those given above will be required.
As regards length, it is generally constant for the same
locality, according to the custom of the sawmills or floating
trade. The timber-trade prefers lengths of 10,11,12,14, and
18 feet. The smallest class is usually for water-pipes.
s 2
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iii. Bemaining Species.
Here accoi'diiig lo the quantity of timber available, and the
demand, a separation into classes is advisable. Three classes
for each kind will auflieo. Among broadleaved trees, after
oak, ash, elm, sj'camore, alder and beech are most important
and require separate classification.
B. Poles.

In this grouj) ])o1gs used for building or otluir industrial
purposes come first, then those used in agriculture. There
is great variety in different districts as regards their dimen¬
sions : the following list gives only the more important
classes, most of which, and especially the larger sizes, may
be sub-divided into two, three, or even four sub-classes.
1. Building- and scaifoldiug-poles, rafters, always coniferous,
30 - 50 feet long and more, 100 pieces containing 200_
300 cubic feet (G—8 cubic meters).
2. Icdcigiajdi-posts, 25- 30 feet long, C inches across at top.
3. May-poles.
4. Ladder-wood, 20—40 feet long, 100 pieces containinff
175—200 cubic feet.
5. Cart and agricultural implement poles, of both broad¬
leaved and coniferous wood, 100 pieces contaiiiinff
100 - 175 cubic feet.
6. Hop-poles, coniferous [except sweet-chestnut.—Tr.], 16_
30 feet long, 2^-- 5 inches in diameter at 4 feet from the
base, generally sub-divided into four or five classes. One
hundred pieces contain 125, 80, GO. 35, 20 cubic feet.
7. Poles for fastening logs into rafts, 10- IG feet long.
8. Tree-props of different species.
9. Tree-stakes of different species.
10. Poles used for making hooping for casks.
11. Crate-wood and hurdle-stakes.
12. Fascine-stakes and hurdle-rails.
13. Bean-sticks, 10—16 feet long.
14. P’encing-stalces, 10—15 feet long.
15. Hedge-stakes [also walking-sticks and handles for um¬
brellas.—Tr.].
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C. Stacked Wood for Sputtino.

As regards species; oalv, sweet-chestnut, alder and ash should
be placed separately, also conifers.
Farther separation into two or throe classes, according to
dimensions and fissibility, is also necessary. This group must
always consist of sound wood.
Stacked oakwood in the
Palatinate is divided into two groups, stave-wood and wood for
vine-props, the former into four, and the latter into two
classes; wood of other species and coniferous wood are each
divided into three classes.
The round pieces of stacked timber are divided according to
species into two classes of different dimensions. They are
used for vine-props, pit-props, and in lengths of !>—G feet tor
the manufacture of paper-pulp.
IX IIrushwooi).

1. Withes.
2. Osiers for basket-making.
8. Wood for brooms and ))ea-sticks.
4. M’ood for fascines.
r>. Thatching material.
6. Christmas-trees.
K. Firewood.

1. Split billets, thoroughly sound woo<\, sub-divided into two
classes according to size.
2. Crooked billets, sound but knotty.
8. Broken wood. Unsound split billets sub-divided into two
classes according to the degree of unsoundness.
4. Bound billets from stems.
5. Round billets from branches.
G. Peeled round billets from oak-coppice grown for tan.
7. Root-wood. This may be divided into two classes, when
it sells well.
8. Large unsplit pieces.
9. Small split billets fastened with withes (Fr. aitrits).
10. Faggots without twigs of larger wood from thinnings,
under 2^ inches in diameter.
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Bran eh-faggots.
Faggots of thorns, etc., from cleanings.
Heaped-np faggot wood.
Bark for fuel. The bark of silver-fir and spruce, when
it is not required for tanning, is often stacked and sold
for fuel. The liark rolls-up when thoroughly dried, and
becomes less Imlky.

The price lists depend on the classification of the produce
from a felling-area, so that there is a local price for every unit
of produce. Such ])ricos usually include the cost of conver¬
sion.
Section

VII.-

Ci.bamno the Fkm,ing-area.

1. Explaiintiini of the Term.
The felled and converted material of different kinds, which
during the process of conversion lies scattered over the fellingarea, must he sorted and collected in a temporary forest
depot. Thi.s is situated within the felling-area, in a valley or
on a road leading from one, at the top of a timber-slide or
sledge-road, or on the hanks of a stream down which it is projiosed to float the material. In no case, however, should the
forest depot be so far removed from the felling-area that the
material cannot be transported there by the regular wood¬
cutters with the help of horses, or other simple means of
transport.
Clearing the felling-area, therefore, means removing the
material by dragging, carrying, sliding, or sledging to a con¬
venient forest depot either within the felling-area or not too
remote from it.
Whenever the material is to be removed to a permanent ■
depot near the place of consunqition or a railway-station, by
means of more or less ])ermanent means of communication,
such as roads, slides, forest-tram ways, streams, etc., all the
measures required to effect its removal come under the head
of wood-transport. Clearing a felling-area and transjKirt
cannot however be distinctly separated, and sometimes they
are both carried on simultaneously by means of the same gang
of woodcutters.

CLEARING THE FELLING-AREA.
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2. Purpose of the Clearance.

The wood is removed generally from the felling-area before
Belling it, for different reasons: first, to facilitate the estima¬
tion of the yield of the felling in quantity and quality; then,
for silvicultural reasons, and finally, to improve the forest
reveimo.
The first of these objects is obvious, and wherever the
estimation of the yield dep(inds on the clearance, that is clearly
a part of the, classification of the limber which has been already
described (p. 254). The wood must be stacked in assortments
in the forest depot, and the woodcutter who assists in removing
it from the felling-area must understand the local classification
of the material.
It is evident also that the nuiioval of the material must act
b(meficially on the growing-stock, and that the preservation of
the latter is much better secured when the forest-manager
controls the clearance of the felling-area, than when the
indifferent or careless wood-merchant deals with it, and is,
therefore, admitted into all parts of the forest. Besides,
in many conditions of the standing-crop it is essential that the
converted niatorial, which must I'omain in the forest until it is
removed by the, purchaser, should without delay be withdrawn
from the felling-area, so that the latter may be left free and
undisturbed for silvicultural operations. This is above alt
necessary in the case of coppice and coppice-with-standards,
and also in natural regeneration-fellings in high forest.
The collection of the j)roduce of a felling in depots accessible
to ordinary carts, and which offer no difficulty of access to
timber-merchants, must act beneficially on the prices and
increase the forest revenue. Experience proves clearly that
money carefully spent in this way will repay itself amply;
even if there were no other objection to the clearance being
effected by the purchaser, it is evident that the forest manager
can do the work cheaper than the individual purchasers of
different lots.
3. Choice of a Forest-Depot.
In order to secure the above objects as thoroughly as possible,
the proper choice of an area to serve as a forest-depot is highly
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important. Every forest-depot should be so situated as to be
within easy reach of the timber-purchasers’ carts, or other
modes of trans])ort, and so that the neighbouring woods may
be liable to the least possible amount of injury in both the
jloarance and transport of the material; it must also he in an
)pen, airy or at least dry position, and should oiler sufficient
•oom for the different classes of material to ho arranged conrenienlly for inspection by intending purchasers and by the
orest staff. Wherever the logs have been barked, the depot
should also be shady, so that cracking raaj’ be avoided.
Usually in plains, or moderately low’ mountain-ranges, the
material is brought to the nearest road, or where this is not
broad enough, into the forest bordering the road, including
the ditches, lllanks on the felling-area, or in the clearcutting system the hdling-area itself, may la; used as a dejrot,
if there, is no immediate necessity for restocking them. In
higher mounlain-ranges all the material from a felling-area
must he brought down into the valkys.to the toj) of a slide, or
to the banks of a stre.am. Hsually this is done whilst the
timber-work is proceeding.
Wherever great numbers of trees are felled yearly, it is in
the. interest of the foi-est-owner to set-aside iiermanent timber
depots for the reception of the; material from fcdling-areas, and
to place the logs on supports keeping them from contact with
the damp ground.
4. Ulniirinl to he Itewored,
In general, all wood should be removed from the felling-area,
the sale of w Inch would at least cover the cost of removal, when
only the simple means at the disposal of the woodcutters are
used.
All firewood and the smaller kinds of agricultural wood
should he removed always before a sale; whether, or not, this
should be the case with the larger logs and butts depends chiefly
on the nature of the ground. If the felling-area is nearly
level, it is easy for the purchasers’ carts to come up to the
stumps of the felled trees to load and convey the heavy pieces
of timber directly to their destination. If, however, the fellingarea is on a slope, skilful woodcutters will find no dilBculty in
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removing the heaviest logs down to the valley below ; in sneh
places it is indeed necessary for them to do so, for carts
cannot then leave the roads, and the purchaser of the limhor
must not be allowed to slide the logs downhill to his carts. On
sloping ground, therefore, all large timber is removed by the
woodcutters from the felling-area.
Where there is only a
gentle slope, the removal of the timber from the felling-area
will dejicnd on the amount of protection necessary for the
forest crop. In many such cases, it is sufiicient to remove
the timber to the nearest cart-track passing through the
felling-area.
The inode of re-slocking the area to he adopted will also
influence the matter. If the area of a clear-felling is to be
re-stocked immediately, all the wood on it'must ho removed.
In the case of natural regeneration, there are usually blanks
ill the felling-area on wliich the heaviest timber may he
placed.
Wherever the purchaser undertalces to fashion the wood in
the forest, as in the making of sabots, spokes, slaves and
other cloven ware, the workstuals should, if possible, he kept
outside the felling-area; the granting of the permit to pre¬
pare the wood should depend also on the accejitanco by the
purchaser of certain suitable siti's for his work, provided such
sites are available.
Modes of (deanincc.

The felling-area may be cleared in various ways, which are
more or less consonant with forest protection ; such as carry¬
ing, sliding, dragging, sledging, letting-down by ropes, using
timber-chutes and rolling downhill.
(a) Careful Methods of Clearing a Felling-area.
i. Oecrrijim/.
Carrying is done chiefly by men, seldom by beasts, and is
confined to the smaller classes of material, such as firewood,
poles, branchwood and cloven-ware.
As carrying by men is very laborious and expensive, it is
done for short distances only, especially when wood has to be
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removed from young growth with the least possible amount of
damage to the latter, or has to he tahen a short distance uphill
to a road ; also on very rocky ground, where no other means
of transport is practicable. The woodcutter either carries the
wood on his shoulder or piled on a frame on his hack, or it is
carried on a litter su])ported hy two peojde. Logs and poles
may l)e carried on the shoulders of several people for suspended
from rods resting on their shoulders as they walk in pairs.—
Tr.]. Tn natural reproduction-areas, especially during the final
stage in spruce or silvcr-fir woods, all hranchwood should he
carried and not dragged from the felling-area, as the latter
plan docs much damage; to the young growth and i)redisposes
it to attacks of weevils.
ii. R/‘iiiuviiii/ Wool/ on W/ioi'loil ('oiu'i'iinniai.
This is always a careful method of clearing a felling-area,
hut can ho enijdoyed only where the ground is fairly level.
The oidinary wheel-harrow may ho used, to wliich a r()])e
may bo attached to economise strength in })ulliiig. Horses or
bullocks also may he used on fairly level ground, with the
front or hack pair of wheels of a timher cart. In this case
the log is hung under the axle of the wheels, and this is the
best method available for removing timher from young growth
without injuring it. The use of portable railways (p. 330)
is also a method as good, if not belter, than the above. [A
French method of raising logs on to carts is shown on p. 481.
—Tr.]
In order to further the transport, snfticiontly wide carttracks or paths may he cleared, which is specially advisable
if young growth is to he traversed. In any case this method
is far preferable to dragging the timber carele.ssly along the
ground.
iii. Draijijinii or Slii/ini/ nloiig /he (/roimt/.
In this method either men or beasts may be employed.
Various implements are used hy the workmen to expedite
matters, such as the kreinpr (Fig. ICl), or the implement
shown in Fig. 160, resembling a boat-hook, and also used in
floating timber, or the strong hook-lever with hook and ring
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(Fig. 162), or ordinarj levers. lu the case of beasts dragging
the logs, chains are used, -n-hich may he fastened to the logs by
grappling-irons (Pig. 166), or by moans of the slip (Fig. 164
for two horses or Fig. 165 for one). The short sledge (Fig. 172)
may be used.
Before a log can be di-aggod or slid, generally it must be
turned over, or rolled into the dragging-track ; for this the
hook-lever may be used as shown in Fig. 15!). To bring a log
parallel to the dragging-track, it snflices generally to place a

Fit:. l.V.i.—Uoolc-levor.

roller under its centre of gravity, when it can easily bo turned
in any requiied direction.
If a log is to be slid down by men, which evidently can be
done only if the ground is sufficiently steep, it is brought into
the sliding-track with its butt-end downw.ards, and then guided
by the krem])e at its butt, as it is forced to slide downhill by
levers. The workmen who accompany it downhill release the
log should it stick against any obstacle, and bring it down to
the nearest export-road, or to level ground.
When beasts are used to drag the logs, such as horses, bullocks
[in India, buffaloes and elepliants.—Tr.], the ground must be
level or only slightly inclined. The log is then held firmly, as
in the Alps, by the grappling-iron, or a hole is cut in the butt
of the log to wliich the dragging-chain is fastened. If the
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ground is covered with snow, the logs are simply dragged along
over it, or are fastened to the front wheels of a timber-cart, or
to a sledge. In any case much labour is saved by slightly
raising the butt-end of the log from the ground on a Hli[).
In the Bavarian Alps a simple arrangement, the druggiiigshoe (Pig. 166), has proved useful. It hinders soil erosion
and the up-rooting of plants. The shoe is placed under the
front of the log, which sticks on the iron points, if it gets
loose during transport, the other pointed iron is driven into
the log.
In most forests, sliding or dragging are the usual methods
employed for clearing the felling-area; on slopes by men, and

on fairly level ground by animals. In tlu! case of reproduc¬
tion-areas, and especially those in coniferous forests, dragging
should be done only with great care, the log not being
allowed to roll; there should also be sufficient snow on the
ground. Dragging injures young plants more than any other
method and greatly exposes young conifers to attacks of
weevils.
It must, however, often be employed even when
the ground is free from snow, but in such cases it is not
sufficient to slide- or drag the logs along cleared tracks; a pair
of high wheels also should be used if the ground is not too
steep. Logs should also be rounded at their butts when dragged
or shd, as then they do less damage.
When the ground is not stocked with young growth, there
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Alpinu

fur butts III lu fcut lotitt.

Fig. 17(1, - Southern Bhick Forest sletlge •
• (Twr vecouimcnds the sledge shown iu Fig. 170 on uceouul of its lightness
and shuplioityli*
by pressing on its runners in frotit, it eiin be easily
checked in speed.
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can be no objections to sliding or dragging timber from the
felling-area.
iv. Sledf/iiii/.
Sledges may be used for clearing the felling-area, and then
on frozen ground or temporary sledgo-voad.s, as distinguished

from permanent sledge-roads, which will he described under
“ Wood-transport.”
(a) Construction of Sledges.—The mode of construction
of ordinary wood-sledges may
be seen from the annexed
figures, dili'ereiiL forms being
u.sed in various European
countiies and districts, but
it has not yet betm decided
which is the best form to
adopt under various circum¬
stances.
[Two forms of sledge are in
use in the X.W. Himalayas
for transport of railway-sleepers
and firewood, and have proved
very u.seful. As the oak run¬
ners of these sledges become
'^‘‘•-Moraviau short stodge.t
worn, soles also of oak are applied to them.—Tr.]
• In this sledge, the
is very simple.

rests ilistinctly on the runners, and its construction
.ping

t In tliis shoJi sledge firewood is placetl between the verticiiJlj,t)le ;
shaft (a).

for on
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The requisites for a good sledge are lightness, strength, and
dimensions allowing for a load which one man can transport.
(b) Sledging-traoks.—Wherever sledges are used for the
removal of wood, a serviceable track must be made, which
differs according as the sledging is done in summer or winter.
For winter-sledging on fairly level frozen ground slightly
covered with snow, a path is soon got ready after removing a
few obstacles. On slopes, the case is similar, i)rovided there
are no holes, ravines or slight eminences in the way. Eavines
and holes may bo filled with branches or faggots, or billets of
firewood may bo piled up in them till they are filled.
The track is then covered with snow, over which the sledge

passes; this may be necessary when the wind has blown
away the snow, whilst in other cas(!S, it may have drifted too
deeply, and part of it requires removal.
In many districts
woodcutters show considerable ingenuity in constructing
temporary sledge-roads.
Once the rest of the wood has
beeii removed, the billets on the road are lifted and brought
down on sledges.
Whenever the snow is dee]), the track must be beaten or
trodden down. Where the snow on the felling-area is over
two feet deep, the removal of the wood must be suspended,
for it costs too much time and trouble to hunt for the pieces,
and many of them would be overlooked. A winter with little
■* Tlie bRiTow-sltxlj^* JB much used in the Ujijier Sohwaizvvald. either on
•
cnit-roads. It is, liowever, used chietly on R],K;<:iallY preiuired
and simplicity,'Vi*
checked in speed*
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snow is, however, worse than deep snow, for then much time
is spent in placing snow on the bare parts of the track, or

Fi;,'. 174. - Vosges.

Summer-sledging.

in preparing an ice-path. Until some snow has fallen, the
work of clearing the felling-area must be often suspended.
During summer, sledging can be done only on sloping
ground, and even then is not always practicable; for on
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slopes which are otherwise suitable, a sledge-track can often
be made only with excessive trouble. This is often the case
on rocky ground, or where the soil is dee]!. On slopes, how¬
ever, which are covered with dead needles, or moss and
herbage, sledges may run freely, especially over silver-fir
and Kcotc!h-])ine branches, spruce being not so suitable. If
then any hollows in the track are filled with billets covered
with branches and litter, or a kind of tramway made with
round billots over the more difficult ground, sledging may be
effected with groat saving of labour, and is consistent with the
prolection of tbo young growib. It is, however, practicable
for short distances only (Kig. 174).
(o) The operation of sledging.—In all sledging operations,
the workman stands in front betwetm the horns of the. sledge,
which he holds in both hands, so as to draw the sledge or atop
its loo rapid ju-ogress,
Wherover the ground is even, or only slightly inclined, the
sledge must bo dragged, and the greater tbo angle of inclina¬
tion, the biss this is necessary ; if then the track be siiK/oth,
with a gradient of 1 in 20
])er cent.), usually the work¬
man has only to guide the sledge. As the gradient increases,
he has to hold tlu! sledge back ; with gradients from 1 in 16
to ] in 12 (ti to 8 per cent.), a man can do this without much
difficulty, but with steeper gradients brakes must be used.
Thus on steep inclines, the workmen have iron spikes attached
to their hoots to give them a good hold on the ground, [In
the Himalayas, softwood sleept'rs are, used down steej) inclineB
for the sledges to run on, and hardwood for low gradients the
jiieces being closer together in the latter case, this with the
use of sand is found better than anv brakes,—Tr.l
Brakes may consist of bundles of faggots in which stones
are placed w hich are dragged after the sledge by an iron chain.
Several such faggots are often linked together, attached by
short chains close behind the sledge. Bound or split billets
of wood may serve the purjiose, instead of faggots. Hoops
made of twisted withes may be hung over the horns of the
sledge, and let down under the sledge-runners on steep slopes,
thus causing a great increase of friction.
The iron hook
and lever (Fig. 175) is used also in many Alpine sledges
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as a brake. In Moravia, the very small sledges (Fig. 17‘2)
support only a small part of the load taken down at once; the
rest is fastened in bundles and dragged behind the sledge, so
as to act as a hrako. As tho track varies in steepness, ocrasionally parts of the load have to bo left behind: the man
takes what he can to tho nearest shiep part of the track and
then returns for the rest, he then goes on with the whole load
till he comes to another place where tho gradient is insuf¬
ficient, and some again has to bo loft behind. Such a mode

of sledging is most suitable with gradients from 1 in 4, to
1 in :i, (25 -;!0 per cent.).
It is evidmit that besides using some form of brake, the
workman must use bis own strength and press his sjiiked
bools into the track at steep places.
(d) Sledging without a regular track.—(lenorally, sledging
except on sledge-tracks, is confined to the transport of fuel or
charcoal-wood.
This is either split and piled transversely
between the sledge-uprights, or if brought down in round
pieces often of double the length of tho billets, these are
placed lengthways along the sledge in a pyramidal pile and
fastened to the sledge by short ro])es or thin chains.
v. Sliding Logs hg means of Hopes.
Thick ropes, 30—60 feet long and 1^—2 inches thick, are
used for sliding logs down suiiiciently steep inclines.
The method of attaching rope to the log is shown in Fig. 176,
or a hook may be attached to the rope and inserted into a hole
cut in the butt-end of the log. According to the position of
the log on the ground, it may be let down with its butt-end
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or smaller end first. After the rope has been attached to the
log, it is wound once or several times, according to the weight
of the log and the gradient of the ground, round the stem of
a neighbouring tree or stump, and let down by gradually
loosening the roi)e. It is accompanied by 1 to 3 men, who
guide it past obstacles, or slop it with the krempe (Fig. 163)
or lever (Fig. 164) freed
from thekantiug-hook, and
direct its course among
the young growth. Once
the length of the rope is
run-out, the log is held
firmly by the men by
means of krerapes, until
tlie ro2)e has )>een wound
round another tree, and
the process is repeated
until the log has reached
its destination.
This method is omployiid extensively in different parts of
the Black I'orc'sl, where up to lOd. a cubic m(*.ter (3,') cubic-feet)
is paid for the removal of the logs; this expenditure is amply*'
covered by the higher j^rice thus secureil for tlie tiiul^er.
[Cave must be taken that the ro})e is not wound round valu¬
able standard trees intended to remain for several years on the
felling-area, as their bark is then damaged and unsoundness
may ensue.—Tr.]
(b) Injurious methods of clearing a Felling-area.
In the following methods of clearing a felling-area, the wood
is no longer under the control of the workman, but is left to
itself while it moves.
i. BoJIiinj ifooil from the FelUng-area.
This is a method of removal only permissible over unstocked
areas, as in the clear-cutting system with artificial reproduc¬
tion. In such a case it is an expeditious method if the gradients
are not loo great. When the gradient is considerable, it becomes
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In spite of this thuigov, liowevei,

workmen prefer it to any other metliod.

[Kolliug is largely employed in Assam in removing short
Sal (Slmrea robusta) and other butts from the forest to the
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river-side.

A rolling-roiid used in New Zealand for Dacrydium

cnprennhiiim. is shewn in Fig. 177.—Tr.]
ii. Throinwj wood from the Felling-area.
Another uielliod eniidoyed for short round butts intended
subsequently to he split into coi'dwood, is to throw them down
hill to])sy-turvey from terrace to tea-race.

A firm surface to

the ground is necessary, such as snow with a hard frozen
surface, on which the wood may slide or roll as well as turn
over.

It may also he done in wet weather, hut deep snow

greatly impedes the descent of the logs.
'J’he Itrempo is usefully em))loyed in setting the butts in
motion.
areas.

The ]>ractice can he employed only ovcir unstocked
It is rendered mort! practicable when branch-wood

from the felling-area is piled on both sides of the line selected
for the descemt of the butts, thus keeping them well together.
iii. Sliding li/iilirr.
This is the method of allowing logs and butts to slide down¬
hill by their own weight.

Their butt-ends are rounded and

turned down-hill. Any depressions in the hill-side are. speedily
filled with butts and logs, and the workmen try to keep these
lying jiarallel to one another in the direction of the greatest
slope,

BO

as to assist the other logs in slidiTtg over them.

This method is employed lai'gely in the Austrian Alps, and
in Franconia.

Wherever on the hill-side the graditmt of the

slope is insullicient tor any further clmtiug of the logs to be
done, they are turned at right-angles to their previous direc¬
tion and rolled by means of the krempe to the next steep slope,
where sliiting can be recommenced.

This method is illustrated

in Figs. 178, 179, the fall in the latter case being from the top
of the diagram.
iv. Dry limher-rlniles.
These are narrow ravines among mountains, with steep
sides, and are barred by means of a horizontal log, behind
which a number of short, round logs are collected and let loose
down the ravine by cutting away one end of the bar.

This

method of removal is employed in the Alps, for short distances.
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■where there are ravines suitable for tlie iniriiose, and other
methods of removal are too difficult.
timber-chute.

It may he termed a dry
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In some cases the l)ed of the ravine contains a mountaintorrent, which may be dammed temporarily until theio is a
sufficient head of water to carry the logs down, when the dam
is opened.

This is termed a wet timbpr-chute.

Evidently, wherever timber is left to fall downhill by its own
weight, and without being under the control of the workmen,
much breakage and loss of bulk by friction must ensue; so
that these methods will be adopted only where more careful
methods are impracticable or too expensive.
C. Saasun for Clcariiiy (he FelUiifi-area.
'The season for clearing a felling-area depends on that of
the felling, and on the mode of removal employed, as well as
on the subse(jucnt transport of the timber, and the available
labour-force.
It is a general rule to clear a felling-area as soon as possible
after the conversion of the felled material, and bring the latter
into suitable places for its preservation and seasoning.

This

is especially urgent in coniferous forests, where there is much
danger fi’oin beetles,

liapid removal of the material is also

necessary on natural regeneration-areas, and other areas stocked
with young growth.

The mode of removal employed should

be considered also, depending as it does chielly on the con¬
figuration of the ground.

In plains and low mountainous

districts, there is no reason why the removal should not follow
immediately on the conversion of the wood.

In high moun¬

tain-districts, it is frecpieutly necessary to await a fall of snow
before clearing the felling-area, and all that can be done in
summer is to convey the wood to the nearest valley, or road,
and proceed further with it during winter.
It is evident that the clearance of regenerated areas demands
the greatest care, especially when long logs are to be removed.
The spring, just before the buds shoot, is then the best season,
the young plants being less brittle than in winter, even with
a moderate snow-covering.

If, however, the snow is deep and

firm, and it is possible to do the work, the clearance should be
effected in winter.
The season of removal depends also on the subsequent trans¬
port of the timber.

In plains, the duration of frost in winter
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greatly affects the transport.

If the wood lias to be floated or

rafted to any distance, it is often necessary first to allow it to
become thoroughly dry, especially where the streams are
shallow; thus Ij years may elajjse between the felling and
the arrival of the wood at tlie saw'-mills, which clearly involves
great risk to the (juality of the timber.

In such cases the

best logs sliould be removed si)eedily from the forest to airy
foi'est-depots.
7. dfuc.mt Uitlea.
The following general rules apply to clearance of the fellingarea : (a) All wood should he removed, the sale of wdiich will
repay the cost of removal:

this may he exi)ected always

unless prices have goiu! down most abnormally.
(h) All wood lying in jjlaces inaccessible by carts, such as
ravines, rocky ground, swamps and steep slopes, should be
removed.

In the case of dead wood, clear-cuttings, thinnings,

etc., in flat or slightly hilly ground, the material is freciuently
left ill, Hilii, to he removed by cai'ts, hut even in such cases the
collection of the wood by the propi'ietor often increases the
forest revenue.
(c) Wherever there is a crop of young growth, as in all
secondary and selection fellings, extraction of standards from
younger wood and where trap-trees for beetles are felled, the
wood should be removed at once from the felling-area.. If, in
such cases, the heavier log.s are not removed at once, as on
fairly level ground, all tin' rest of the material and especially
the lirowood should be removed as soon as possible by work¬
men under the control of tlu', forest-manager.
The logs left on the felling-area should bo raised above the
ground on pieces of wood and removed as soon as possible by
purchasers.
(d) The forest-depot and the paths leading to it must be
selected by the forest-manager before commencing the felling,
and all wood from the felling-area brought to the depot with¬
out delay.

In mountainous districts, where there is scarcity

of room, vacant sites for stacking timber are provided by
widening the roads leading downhill at suitable places.

GENERAL RULES FOB CLEARING.
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(e) The method of removal of the wood to be adopted must
be prescribed beforehand and adhered to as much as possible.
All unsilvieultural methods should be avoided, and employisl
only in high mountain-districts, where the timber cannot
otherwise be removed.
(f) The greatest care must be talien of the young growth
when the wood is being removed, and tracks, along wbicb this
is permitted, should be selected beforehand hy the manager.
Great care iinist be taken not to injure the bark of standing
trees during the removal of the wood, as tliis freijuently causes
unsoundness and greatly depreciates the future value of these
trees.
On fairly level ground, if there is no snow, the heavier
material should be removed by means of horses and a pair
of wheels, especially through young coniferous growth.

On

slopes, the groups of young growth should la; surrounded by
heaps of branches to protect them.

Timber may be removed

aci'oss natural regeneration-areas without any serious damage,
but this is undesirable in the case of arlilicial jilantations.
(g) The wood should be removed in assortments, and tlnm
stacked at the forest-depot. Caro should he taken to economise
space in the latter, and that the piles of material on hillsides
are stable.

[In some cases terraces must be carefully made

for locating the stacks.---Tr.]

All small timhtir should be

piled in hundreds or fifties, and butts and logs in lots of live,
ten or more.

Heavier pieces which would otherwise remain

some time on damp ground should, as soon as possible, be
raised on supports above the ground.
(h) Each party of woodcutt(irs must remove a)id pile its own
wood separately from that of other parties, in order to facilitate
payment for the work.
(i.) llemoval from the felling-area and trans2)ort to the saledepot are frequently done simultaneously; in such cases the
work may be entrusted to a contractor under strict rules to
prevent damage.
It often hapi)ens in the jrlains, in the ease of clear-fellings,
that great numbers of logs have to be removed, and sometimes
this may be done best by means of
mules, or bullocks.

contractors’ horses,

In high mountain-regions, removal and
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transport are done generally by contract [as in Indian fuelforests—Tr.].

Section Vlll.— Sojotng the Conveeted Mateeial and
Fixing the Sale-Lots.
The lirst rough sorting of the material from the felling-area
is done when the workmen bring the pieces to the forestdepot, and this classitication will hold for all the heavier
pieces, logs, butts, etc., which cannot be moved about in the
depot.

The men therefore must take the greatest care to

arrange these pieces pro|)erly, once for all.

Pieces, however,

which can be moved easily by the men, may be arranged some¬
what more carefully at the depot itself; this refers chiefly
to firewood and small timber.

Fvery kind of material is

arranged in small lots, which can be measured easily and their
value estimated.

This arrangement should bo commenced as

soon as sufficient stuff lias come down from the felling-area,
and continued part jiiiaiiii with the conversion and clearance
of the latter, so that it may terminate immediately after the
felling-area has been cleared.
The sale-lots may bo either in separate pieces, by numbers
of pieces, or in stacked volumes.

1. Siiiijlc PicceH fonn 'DKj a Lot.
All large pieces, such as logs and butts, are measured
separately, and even if several such jiieces are sold together,
the rule is to estimate the value of each piece separately.
In the case of broadleaved timber, hardly any two logs or
butts are alike, and each piece should be sold separately.

Coni¬

ferous pieces, on the contrary, are far more regular in (quality,
form and dimensions, especially the butts intended for saw¬
mills ; a moderate number of similar pieces may therefore be
arranged in a lot.

Places in which they are to be arranged

should therefore be shown to the woodcutters before any wood
has come down to the depot.
In forests subject to inundations, logs should be secured with
cords or wire to posts driven into the ground.

BOBTING CONVERTED MATERIAL.
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2. A Number of Pieces forming a l.ot.
All interior timber, such as poles, etc., which resemble one
another sufficiently, should be jilacod in lots of ‘25, 50 or 100.
A lot of hop-poles or bean-sticks of first or second quality is
arranged easily, an average piece of each kind being selected
to guide the workman.

Assortments of small timber should

he arranged therefore in the depot, in classes and sub-classes.
This work will bn done the more easily if the woodcutters sort
them carefully during the clearance of the felling-area.

It is

everywhere custoinavy to )>lacc small jioles and sajilings in
hundreds, and the larger kinds, and those for which there is
only a moderate
demand, such as
scaffolding-poles,
ladder-wood, cartpoles, etc., may be
placed in fifties or
quarterhundrods.
They should be
placed with their
thick

ends

wards

the

to¬
road

1’I""

between
stakes
driven into the ground.

1*.ill's iinaiiiffl 111 >*‘ii^

The smaller kinds—bean-sticks,

hurdle-wood, etc.—may be fastened together in lots of 25.
Poles may bo arranged conveniently by tens, a small rod
being placed under the thick ends of eacli ten polos, in order
to facilitate removal (Fig. 180).

3. Stacked ]Vood.
All firewood, and as a rule all branch-wood, cloven-wood, or
fascines, should be measured by stacked volume, and therefore
piled in regular stacks; a much more difficult matter tlwn
the simple one of piling poles, and it must be described in
(a) Shape and Size of the Stacks.- -The stacks of firewood,
billets, etc., are usually rectangular parallclopiiieds, of different
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dimensions in different countries; in Germany, Switzerland,
Austria, France and Italy the unit is generally a stacked cubic
meter iliniimmrter in German, or stire in French*).
It is, however, usual, even when the wood is measured in
stacked cubic meters, to place three or four stores of wood in a
stack approacdiing in volume to the old customary measures;
the usual numher is thou ti stores, hut 1 and 2 stores are
sometiiiKiS employed.

The Tiormal

length of

the

billets

in a stack is 1 meter, hut especially in the case of cloven
limhei- this may he varied.

The length of

the pieces is

considered as the width of the stack, and its other dimensions
are termed length and height.

Thus, for 1 meter of width, we

have for
MftFis.

f
4 sti'rcs
i

8

Molds.

2 ()7 long

2
d
o

„

I’.W high

2
1
1-50

„

1
1-25

„

1
[In the fuel supplied to the British army at Chakrata in North¬
ern India, the stacks are 21 feet long X .')| feet high and 2 feet
wide ; this is supposed to contain 200 cubic feet, 1 foot in
length and 4 foot in height being allowed for shrinkage.—Tr.]
The stacks should not he loo high, especially on sloping
ground and with coarse split roots or heavy wood, .and usually
the height should note.\ceed .5 feet; high stacks only increase
labour and are liable to fall.
The usual size of brushwood-faggots is, with the exception
of fascines, of the same girth and length as an ordinary split
billet.
(b) Site for Stacks.—In selecting the site of a stack, damp
places must be avoided ; a ridge is preferable, if available.
As a rule, two sufficiently long stakes are driven vertically
* [111 France, t!io onliiiary cord !) ft,, x SJ fl. x 2il ft. = 3 stercs. (The
French foot = 1 fl. ]} in., Knglish measure). In England, the cord is either
218 c. feet — 12' X 8' x 3' and is then called a fathom and nearly = 6 sthrea,
or 108 c. feet — 3 sP-res, or 72 e. feet =? 2 stores, as in America.—Tr.]
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into the ground at the same distance apart as the length of the
stack.

In order to hold the pile of wood firmly it is better to

have at each end of the stack two stakes, which must he strong
and driven hy mallets dee)ily enough into holes made in the
ground hy crowbars.

Opposite stakes may he, tied hy withes

or strings, passing through the piled wood to piHwent it from
forcing them apart, or side-supports may he applied to the
stakes.
On an incline, the distance between the stakes must ho
measured horizoutally, and the top of the stack slioidd ho
parallel to the incline.

It is better not to substitute a standing

tree for one pair of the stakes, as the loots will pi’event there

KiV;. Isl.

Kitr. 1H2.
Stnckin<j fu'owotxi.

being a level base, for the stack, and irregularities in the
height of the latter may follow.
(ct Stacking the Wood.—The workman should pack the
wood as closely as possible.

The ha.se of the stack (Fig. 182) is

made hy laying several jiieces lengthwise on the ground on
which the. rest of the wood is piled transversely ; this precau¬
tion should he adopted whenever the wood has to remain for
a long time on wet ground, otherwise the lowest billets may be
forced into the ground and rot.

On dry, firm soil, this arrange¬

ment may he dispensed with ; the largest billots are then placed
transversely, with their curved sides downwards, directly on
the ground (Fig. 181), and the stack is completed with wood of
the same quality, the larger pieces being always piled first to
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ensure stability: at the same time, the men should pile the
wood in such a way as to keep the top of the stack continually
horizontal.
In order to pile the stacks closely, and also to protect the
wood as much as possible from rain, it is better to place the
curved sides of the billets above and their points downwards
(Figs. 181 and 182), except in the lowest row.

The front

.surface of the stack also should he quite level and vertical, and
as the billets are of different thickness at the two ends, they
should ho placed alternately with their thick and thin cuds at
either face of the stack.

The first cord binding the stakes

should be placed at a height of 1J feet (half a meter), and the
second at 3 to 4 feet (1 to 1^ meters).
Stacking stump-wood is moat difficult, as the shape of the
l)ieees is so variable.

Split pieces of small stumps are placed in

the ordinary direction,but the larger pieces have to he arranged
accoi’ding to the skill of the operator, so as to lit in with the
olbers. Spaces that cannoi. be otherwise stacked should be filled
in with broken pieces and small roots, but round pieces should
not b(! used for this purpose; a stack of stutnp-wood should
contain nothing hut pieces of stum))8 and roots.
When the workman has raised the stack to nearly its proper
height, ho should measure it carefully so that the propior
height may be attained, but not exceeded.

To ensure this,

it is often necessary to finish the top of a stack of split billets
with a layer of round ones.
Stacks should, if possible, be placed alongside one another
in long connected rows.

This economises space and secures

the stacks from being overturned.

In case the firewood has

to remain over winter in the forest, the long stacks are, if
possible, placed in parallel rows, with intervals between them
narrower than the length of the billets, and the topmost
pieces are arranged to form a complete roof over all the
stacks.
(c) Shrinkage.—As green stacked wood shrinks while dry¬
ing, and if not removed for some time will lose its bark, in
many countries, such as Bavaria, Switzerland, etc., it has
become customary to increase the height of the stacks, so as
to allow for shrinkage.

In

Prussia and other German

28!>
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countries, this is done only whon there is a long interval
totween the stacking and the sale of the iirewood, hut in
Wurteniberg and Hesse no excess lioight is allowed.
This excess height is as follows in dilferent countries :—
IT’ussia ^\-,th of the regular height.
Bavaria i|-,th

„

„

Switzerland ./,)th

,,

,,

(Jonsidei'ing that the shrinkage of the billets does not
depreciate the heating-power of the wood and that its total
amount varies greatly according to circumstances, such as the
interval between stacking and sale, the species of wood, the
position of the stack, the degree of splitting, etc., and that no
excess is allowed for shrinkage in the case of timber, it is
advisable not to allow for it in firewood except where legal
rights to that cfifect have arisen.

It has also been proved by

Buhmerle* that there is scarcely any change after a year in
the height of a stack of firewood, us warping counteracts the
shrinkage, so that according to liis experiments, its height
decreases only by about an inch in a year.
(d) Stacks of Cloven Timber.—In stacking cloven timber,
great care must be taken to separate the better kinds from
inferior limber, and not to sufl'er any unsound or knotty wood
in a stack.

In the case of oakwood, all sound split pieces

must be included in stacks of cloven timbcir, and oak-lirewood
stacks should not contain a single sound piece which can bo
classed as timber.
Deviations fiom this rule are justifiable only where there is
no demand for inferior classes of

cloven

wood.

In the

Bavarian T’orest, the detailed assorting of coniferous cloven
timbir is done partly during the floating, the floating work¬
men selecting from out of the water the good pieces, that are
used for sieve-frames, match-wood, etc.

The emidoyees, who

are sworn to deal fairly, stack this wood on the bank and value
it as timber.
(e) Stacking Faggots.—Faggots

are collected into piles

each containing ‘25, or a multiple of ‘25 faggots.

They are

put sometimes horizontally, but keep much better staudijgg''
• *■ Das waldtrockue Holz, ’ Vienna, 1S7!).

t.u.,

j'Ohler S

.. U ‘2
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tliloe {a«golK Doing laid in a pyramid and all the others placed
leaning against them.
’When faggots ai'c not prepared, the braiicliwood is generally
l)i]ed

ill

heaps,

and may he cut
into equal lengths
for this lairpose.
Sometimes
piled,

as

it

is

shown

in Fig. IHS, and
tied

roughly

in

hundles to facili¬
tate trans2)ort.
employed.

ff) Special men
Ordinary woodcutters are not allowed to stack

liiowood, as in tludi own intere.st they woukl make as much
of it as possihlo.

Special men aie therefore employed, who

aie well known to the forest-managei' and aie sworn in to he
faithful.

They should ])ile the wood pi'epared hy each party

of woodcutters seiiarately, so that their earnings may he
calculated.
9. J'l-dlcrliiKi the FoimtJh'jiot.
The suiiervision and guard over the material at the depot is
facilitated greatly it it he arranged according to an easily recog¬
nised plan,

it must ho jdaced so that tlie purchaser’s ciu'ts cim

nppioach each lot as nearly as possible.

'J'hisis more easily

attained when the convei sion and sale of the timber precede that
of thii fiiewood, and then the billets may he stacked in long
rows along the roads or rides, with the faggots behind them.
As a 1 (lie, themodcof arrangement of the depotdejieudschiefiy
on the area a^'ailahlo, hut the forest-manager should always
endeavour, like a trader, to secure a good disjilay of his wares.
When the last firewood stack is ready, and the felling is
thus completed, all chips, broken pieces and other waste
mateiial may he collected and distributed among the wood¬
cutters.

In certain localities, the twigs and hranchwood may

be spread over the area, either as in the Aliis to protect the
beconW'8

8*'0"’th

to allow'T

against cattle, or as in jhiimcs, to facilitate the
surface before sowing an agricultural crop.
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yUCJ'ION IX.—KKTIM.\nNll

THK

Vllilil'.

1. Xtaiilifi'iiiij thf Ijila.
Aw soon :is the lellint' operations are over, the aiuoinil of
niati.'rial produeed must ho caleulated and its valuu ostimatisl.
If the clearaiu‘0 of tho area and the trans[K)it are varriod
on siiiiultaneoii.sly, and the wood is removed a coiisiderahlo
distance from the fellino-area to valleys or raftine stations and
collected there, tlie estimation is elTected at these jdaces, and
in tho case of summer tellings often not till the lullowiiie
si>rino.
Kach loo or holt, each pile of 100, 50 or 25 jioles, etc.,
-each stack of firewood, and every 25 fa^oots, form the several

I'iir. 1>'I.

lots.

iiutiil>ciiu;4 li.iiiimci.

Current numhers are, therefoia!, alli.ved to each sepaiatu

lot, to distinouisli them from one another.
In order to render the control of timher-e.\port elfective, it is
Letter that one series of numhers should serve for a whole
forest-ranee, or for a oroup of fellings the produce of which
passes in a certain direction.

In order, howevei’, to obviate

the inconvenience of usiiit; very high numhers, each class and
sub-class of produce is numbered separately, so that there are
several scries of numbers each hegiuning with No. 1, for
the logs, butts, hundreds of poles, stacked wood or faggots. In
Prussia and some other countries, each species of wood, such
as beech-logs, oak-logs, etc., receive different series of numbers.
The numbering may be done by hand, or hy means of a piece
of softwood charcoal, a red pencil or by Faber’s numbering
chalk, the marks of wliich last for two years. A paint brush and
black oil-paint also may be used with or without stencil-plates.
Certain steel dies have been invented, of which (iohler’s

u 2
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rcvolvili” (lie-liaiuiuer (Fig. 181) is luost ollecUve and is*
now

oxloiiKively

used.

According to

It. Hobs, it is less

laborious to numbor tbu lots by band, but tliu ligures inijjrosstid by tliu api)aratus are more durable and legible, and
with Goliler’s revolving banimer, usotl with both bands and
inarKiiig the ligure.s horizontally, tl,000 to 3,000 logs may be
numbered in a day.

Another revolving hammer liy Sedelmayr,

somewhat heavier Ilian that by (bihler, is shown in Fig 185.
This marks the ligures vertically on the log.
Logs and blocks are numbered usually at their ends; in the
case ol sjilit wood, one large billet is pulled forward from the
stack to I'eceive the number; stacks of poles and smaller

Kii;. IS.*).—ScfU'lmayr’)) iiuiulKTTnjr liiiiiiiiu-i.

produce and faggots are numbered on a stake driven into the
ground in front of the slack.

The numbers should be always

jilainly visible from a road and so arranged consecutively,
that any numbered lot may be readily found.

'J'he number¬

ing must be done as soon as work on the felling-area is over.
After completing the numbering, the eslimalion of material
is made, the forest-manager entering each numbered lot with
notes as to its (jualily in his range timber receipt-book.
It is usual to have sejiarate books for timber and firewood.
The range timber receipt-book should contain the following
columns for each assortment, of produce :—

.FBTIMATWr, THR VTKI^n.
In tlio remai'ks polnnin, cntrios may I’o made as to wliorn
the lot is sitnaU'il, for instaiioe, on the nppor, middle or lower
road, tlirou'^h the depot, or fo.lline-area.
The mimherine book for firewood shontd rim as follows;—
;

„f I.,i

S|„r|.-~

'

I'l.i-i-

On.ildN

OUJI'IIO

2. Ealimnliiiij lln' (,>ii(iiililii oj 1‘i'iiiIhi'i',
The

ipinntity

of

jirodiiee

from a felling-area may

bo

estimated in dill'erent ways, aecordine to llio ciiliie conteiits,
or dimensions of the, lots.

(a) Each Lot a Separate Piece.—When each lot is formed
by a separate, )neee, Ibe volume of the pieces must be
estimated .separately, eilbia- by calculatin'; their cubic contents,
or their dimensions.
i. Ciihii- Ciiiili'iih.
In riermany, France, and some other countries, the cubic
contents of timber arc always measured by the cubii; meter,
but in F.nffland, India and North America liy the cubic foot.
Without complicating the procedure by considering logs as
truncated paraboloids, the simjihi method is adopted always
of multiplying the sectional area at the middle of the log by
its length.

The cubic contents alone, however, are no exact

indication of tlie value of a log, its length and thickness and
the diameter of its smaller end must be also given.
It is customary on the continent of Eurojio to measure the
length of logs in meters, and even decimeters (m. 0 2, O -l, Odl,
etc.); the diameter in centimeters, and the cubic contents in
cubic meters to two decimal places.
[In English measure, tho length of logs is given in feet j the
diameter, or ijuarler-girth, in inches, and the volume in cubic
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Squared ballis of valuable wood like

malioRany are, however, sold by the superficial foot.—Tr.j
Whelbcr timber should be measunul with or without bark
depends on local custom.

In the case of winter-fellings, the

bark is included, and wherever summer-felled or other peeled
wood is measured, 12 to 15 per cent, is added to the cubic con¬
tents to allow for the absent bark.

'J'his is done because the

yield of the forests in the working-plan is estimated with the
bark on the trees, but tbe Gcnanlin timber-trade is most
anxious that bark sbould not be included, and Ibis motbod
Gayer strongly recommends for adoption evcii-ywhere in tbe
interests of uniformity.
A universal system of measuring timber without bark presuppos('.s that tbe bark of logs is removed at tbe measuring
])oint, and tbat no addition is made for ixieled wood.

In the

case of coniferous 1o”h, the diftbrence in diameter between
barked and unbarlicd trees is 'j inch on the av(U‘age, some¬
what more in the case of iiines, and for logs under 10 inches
in diameter, less than

inch.

In the case of roughly barked broadleaved trees, such as oak'
and ash, the bark is 12 to 15 per cent, of the total volume ;
in tbe elm, up to IH ])er cent, and more: the birch 11 per
cent.; the Scotch inne, 11 to 15 per cent.; spruce logs and
blocks, 12 to IB per cent. ; silver-fir ditto, 17 per cent, and
more.

It should lie noted tbat on good soil with a den.se

growth, the bark is least, whilst in unfavourable localities and
open woods it is at a maximum.
Whenever stems are sold at their full length, the measure¬
ment for timlx'r stojis naturally where the small end becomes
less than tbe minimum in timber-classes, and the rest of the
log can Iki measured only as firewood.

ii. J/msiimiimlx nrronliiif/ In flimomnmx.
In some localities, where there is an extensive trade in logs,
it has been for a long time customary to arrange them in
classes which do not depend on their cubic contents.

Thus,

for each class (Jlolliiiidi'rliiilc, etc., of tbe Black Forest), a log
of average dimensions is assumed as a standard and by its
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value that of all other logs in the class is regnlaloil, according
to variations in length and thickness at the butt-oud.
In the Kinzigtal of the lllack Forest, which has been
renowned for centuries for its fine logs, a silver-lir log ‘20
meters ((>5 feet) long and Ifi eonlimelors (18 inches) at the
butt-end, is considered the standard.
In many regions of the Southern Alps, in the same way,
butts

12—1.5

standards.

inches

in

largest diameter

are

considered

Thus traders speak of 2 pieces of 10 ■ 12 inches,

4 of 8—10 inches, 8 of 0 - 8 inches as equivalent to a standard,
whilst butts of 1.5—18 incluis are considered e(pnvalent to U,
and larger imlts to 2 standards.

A similar custom prevails in

Norway where a standard contains about 2.1 tons of timlier.'*
It is clear that such a method greatly facilitates trading, for
the price of each class is a multiide or jiart of that of the
standard log and rises and falls with it.

At the same time it

is much simpler to cakmlale prices by the cubic contents, than
where a few millimeters in the diameter of the butt give rise
to a considcr.ahio difference in prices.

Besides, it is evident

that traders must have experience in the mi'thnd Ixdore they
can understand all its refinements thoroughly, and this gives
local tra<lors a considerable advantage over wotdd-ho com¬
petitors from a distance.
and piices.

This naturally reduc(!S competition

Hence the method is falling into disrtipute, and

will probably ho replaced gradually by that which employs
the cubic contents.
(b) Piled Lots.—With the understanding that poles and other
small classes have been duly placed in lots, all that has to ho
done here is to count the numbers of lots of each class and ent(!r
them in the book.

They are reckoned also in cubic meters.

When for instance the forest-m.anager enters half a hundred
second-class hop-poles in his book, their volume is known,
for from the class-tariff the dimensions of a second-class hoj)pole are known and therefore how many such hop-poles go to
A cubic meter.
The cubic contents of poles is measured in the same way
as for logs, but evidently this need be done only in a few cases
* (In the tinilxM'-lratio, stanthirds nsnnlly reiiroHcnt iilnnhs. Unix llie l.tttiilnii
stanilaril is 120 x 12 ft. S in. x 11 in. iloals.—Tr.]
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to determinfi the avemge, or experimeiitnl tables may be
referred to for the purpose.

It is to he regretted that there is

little general agreement as to tlio class dimensions of poles,
and the volumes of different lots are in a state of chaos.
(e) Stacked Wood.—In estimating the quantity of stacked
wood and faggots, all that has to he done is to count the
number of units of recognised dimensions and enter them in
the hook, and as the stacks are usually 1, 2, 8 or rarely 4
stacked cubic meters, this is a very simple affair.

At the

same time, the dimensions of the stacks as to height and
breadth should he checked, here and there, by actual measure¬
ment.

The depth is the actual length of the billets, the

correctm^sH of wliich should he seen to carefully during the
conversion.

The stacks must he piled also as densely as

[KiHsihle: hadly ]iiled stacks should he. upset and piled again.
The length and girth of the faggots sliould he che(died at the
same time, and the numher of faggots entered in the hook.
3. A’xiima/i//// Ihc (Jiiiilit!/ of flic Pmhtcc.
This includes all the points already referred to, such as
«species, grain, and customs of

the market.

The species

should he entered always in the range receipt-book, hut to
enter the other points would load the manager too far into
detail.
Taken altogethei-. however, they enahle the forest
manager to decide on the quality of the iiroduce and he will
pay the more attention to these points, the more valuable each
lot is likely to be.
As already slated, the greatest attention should 1* paid to
the quality of the oak-timher and to logs of spruce and silverfir, which have far to go to reach their ultimate destination.
In the interests of trade, it is desirable that such wood should

1)6 i>erfectly sound at least when handed over by the forester to
the timber-merchant.
4. J'tiliialiim.

As soon as the quantity of the produce of the felling has all
been entered, and the manager has become acquainted with
the quality of each lot, he should proceed to put an estimated
price on the lots, in accordance with the latest information he
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has acquired regarding local demands. The sale-price which
the produce will realise often depends greatly on the fact that
a proper valuation of it has been made before the sale by the
forest-manager.
In order to arrive at such a result, he must bo acquainted
thoroughly with the actual state of the market, and with the
technical qualities and defects of his wood, and the purposes
for which it is likely to bo employed.
The manager should bestow the greater care on the classi¬
fication of his produce, the more valuable it is, and when fullsized logs of good timber are included, a rough estimate of
their value will not sullico. Tn such cases, the entii'e log
should be valued in length sections in accordance with the
uses to which it may be put. As each piece or lot is valued,
it should be skimped with the range-hammer, generally close
to the number it already bears. This denotes that the woo<l
has been entered in the range receipt-book and is useful in the
control of the transport or in possible cases of peculation.
Section

X. — CoNennuNO

the Business oe Fbllino and

Conversion.

As soon as the range receipt-book has been written-up, the
produce of the felling must be tabulated to show its value, then
the depot should be inspected, the workmen paid, and thus
the w hole business concluded.
1. Itcohtry nf the Anwiiiit and Value of the. Yield from
the. Fellimj.

The results of the felling, as shown in serial numbers in
the range receipt-books, must be entered in the fellingregister, which summarises the total amount of produce of
each class of material and its value. The prices of the units
of each class of produce should be average local prices, and
generally are kept up to date sejiarately for each range and
sometimes termed timber-royalties (llolziaxen).
At the same time, the produce may be marked for sale in
lots which as already stated should be larger or smaller,
according to the circumstances of the market (Tide, p. 242).
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Ab these prices, or royalties, are iixed by units—at so much
a cubic meter or cul)ie foot, per log, per hundred poles, etc., per
stacked cubic meter, 100 stacked cubic feet, cord or 100
faggots

all that has to be done is to multiply the number of

units in each class by the ])rice of a unit.
The felling-register usually contains a summary of the
whole produce of the felling, and for this the cubic meter is
used generally throughout Germany, France, Austria-Hungary
and Switzerland.
There is no difficulty in calculating the cubic contents of all
the timber and poles, and certain reducing factors established
by exiHirimont are used to transform all the stacked volume of
the firew'ood, faggots, etc., from stacked to solid me.asure.
The following' average reducing-factors wore delermiued by
moasiirenumts made in Austria, for pieces one meter long:—
njn«l\V(uKl.

Slacked timber .
Sjilit firewood 1st class .
,,

.

-73
.

2nd class

-07
•03

„
3rd class (knotty wood) •.'>8
Ttound billets
■r>7
Ditto small
Itoot and stump-wood

100 Faggots....

.

-Ft

•77
•08

•(>r>
_
•04

-.oo

•10

•47

. i-oi

1-0.')

Iteech, [ash, syc.amore.- Tr.] hornbeam and oak are classed
ns hardwoods; alder, birch, aspen, spruce*, silver-fii*, larch,
Scots and Austrian pines as softwoods.

2. llrvmoii of the liccord.
On completion of the felling-register, or before it is written
up from the range timber re.ceipt-book, the record of the produce
of a foiling may bo revised by a superior forest official.

This

should be done carefully in the case of valuable timber, but is
hardly necessary for firewood.
3. Vayment of the. Woodaittnu.
As soon as the full statement of the produce from the fellingarea has been prepared, there can be no difficulty in settling
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accounts with the woodcutters; for by nniUiplying the con¬
tracted rates of pay per unit of produce hy tlie quantity of
material, the total amount due to them is easily calculated.
Owing, however, to the generally impecunious condition of the
men, it is usual from time to time to pay them advances in
respect of work done; generally these are made every fortnight,
or weekly. The sums paid should bo proportional to the wcwk
done hy the men, that always can he calculated roughly. In
order to prevent the risk of over-jiayinent and keeji the men
at the work, about one quarter of their earnings is kept back
till the whole work is done; Iben the balance is paid to the men
after deducting all their advances from the total amount due
for the work.
It is generally the duty of the foreman to draw the jiayment
from the forest cashier, and distribute it among tlie dillerent
j)artios of woodcutters. Wberm’ei' the work has been given
to a contractor, he will be paid for it in full.
To attemjit to jiay ready money for the whole work during
its ])rogress, as portions of the wood ai’e hdle.d, converted and
placed in the deixit, is only to introduce complications and
unnecessai'v Iroidde into the business.

ClIAPTEJ} III.
WOOD TRAWSPOET BY LAND.
iNTnOmiOTION.

Tiip. liU-Rfisl fofosl, areas are found {Tonerall}- in lliinly-poimlalod roinoUi distriets, and tlio forost-owncr must, therefore, in
simh eases, exjx^et only a limited dinnand for the produce of
hiH foi(.sts imh'ss he can improve the means of eomniiinication
hetw.ien them and distant markets. Tlie forest-owner often
undertakes the trans|>ort of liis own wood, sometimes directly
to the timher-market, or to a ,)lace where existing means of
comnmmcation are good enough for no further trouhle in this
respect on his i)art to l)o necessary. If, however, the trans¬
port of tl.e tnnhor is undertaken hy age,icy independent of
the foi-est-owner, the latte,- should emleavou,- to i,np,-ove
the mciins of communication between his forests and the
rnai-kets, so that wood may he convoyed as cheaiily as
possible.
The groat impi-ovomout during tlio present contui-y in com¬
munications, and especially hy means of railroads, tends more
and more to reduce the cost of carriage, which is a vital (luestion in forestry.
It is therefore necessary to connect the
forests with the general lines of land and water communicatioii, 111 onler to get full value for forest produce, and esiiecially for the better classes of timber. Although the forestowner has to face greater diHiciilties in this respect than any
other large producer, yet recently nowhere has greater energy
iHien shown than in improving forest communications.
Wood-transport, therefore, means the conveyance of the
wood to th^more or less remote markets or depots hy moans
of more or less nermanent routes. Transport is thus dis¬
tinguished. hy the greater distance over which it acts and
the more permanent nature of the routes employed, from
clearance of the felling-area, although both these measures
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frequently coalesce, and cannot be sharply distinguislied from
one another.
The transport of wood is distinj'uishod as transport by land
and transport by water, a short account of each of wliicli will bo
ffiven ; the values of the ditferent methods described will thou
be compared, and permanent timber-depots will be desci ibed.
In the present book, full details as regards the construction
of the different means of communication will not be given, and
they will bo described only in a general way.
This chapter deals in detail with land-transport only, the
dilferent moans of land-transport for forest produce being
forest - roads, timber - slides, forest - tramways and wiretramways.
Suction I.—I’enusT-uoAns.*
A. Construction and Maintunanck.

(a) General Account.—I'orost-roads are undoubtedly the
best means of land-transport for forest material, and good
forest management must attend strictly to the iiocessity for
intersecting forests with good roads. The chief reason foi' the
preference of roads to other modes of timber-transport depends
on their superior durability.
Forest-roads are constructed not only in plains, hills and
low mountainous districts, but even in high mountain-ranges,
and are being extended constantly to the less accessible forests
at high altitudes.
(b) Network of Boads for a Forest. — In constructing
forest-roads it is absolutely necessary to proceed according to
a well-considered plan, forming a network of roads through¬
out a forest range or a separate forest. The planning of this
road-network should contemplate not only present demands
but also those of the future, and thus consider parts of the
forest which will be worked at some future time.
The road-network therefore should be projected ai|d planned
for the whole forest, though it may be necessary at present
• Cf.W'aldwfgbau ” Ijy C. Sclinberj', llcrliu. 1S7S, aLso b.v Siotzer, .tr»i c*d.,
; 189.V Wimmenauer, ISlUj.
IS'JH. Marchet, Isas. C. 0. Itogeis,
“Forest EDgiueerin;,' in India,” Calcutta, 1900, 'i vols. Mathey, op. oil.
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to construct only certain jwrts of it.

The other parts oi mo

network will be constructed, seriatim, as the working of the
forest proceeds, and by the end of a forest rotation, the
whole projected network wilt be completed.

It is, however,

indispensable to lake in hand the roads for certain forest
compartments several years

before

the regular course of

fellings reaches them, so that they may he ready in time.

It

is esjjecially necessary in mountain-forests, where road-making
is most difficult and expensive, that the plan for the network
of roads should be thoroughly well devised.

In the case of

forests in plains, it may bo permissible to construct temporary
roads, which are allowed to fall into disrepair when all the
material for which they were constructed has been transported.
This is not sufficient for mountain-forests, where all roads
made should bo kept in constant re[>uir.
The main roads should run through the heart of the forests,
and be so directed that they lead to other public roads in
direct communication with timber-markets, or to railroads or
streams serving for water-transport.
themselves often public roadways.

The foi'est-roads are

Subsidiary roads branch-

off from the main roads into the forest, and may serve as means
of transiiorl from all parts of it.

In tracing subsidiary roads,

the forester always must keep in view the fact that each of
them should serve several compartments ot the forest, and
therefore should cut right through the felluig-areas or adjoin
them, or be connected with them by smaller bifurcations.
The principal forest-road usually follows a valley leading
towards the timber-market; it either reaches this valley within
the limits of the forest, or keeping more to the high and less
broken ground dosceuds to it outside the forest.

The main

roads should be arranged so as to connect the market with all
parts of the forest, by means of the subsidiary roads, without
its being necessary for the latter to make any long ascent to
reach them.
In

le^

and

slightly

undulating

ground, every forest

bomidary-line and every forest-ride may serve as a subsidiary
road.

In mountainous forests, however, the roads, descending

in long curves from the heights to the chief line of com¬
munication below, pass repeatedly through the compartments;
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or roads at different altitudes are connected by means of
slides, which are often necessary where the mountain-slopes
are steep.

The subsidiary roads may be traced also along the

narrow side-valleys of the higher mountain-ridges, into which
the Avood is brought from both sides.

In such cases tlio roads

must wind round every intervening spur or rock in order to
communicate with the felling-areas.
In the case of an extensive tract of woodland belonging to
one owner there is little difficulty in laying out a network of
roads, but where the properties are suklivided among several
owners, or where the forest surrounds other property, there
are often serious obstacles to bo dealt with.

Old roads which

one is loath to abandon are often sources of difficulty.

It may

also bo the outlets from the forest where difficulties arise,
when the fields beyond it that should bo traversed by wellconstructed forest-roads belong to poor or obstinate village
communities, or to private owners.
As regards the kiiitls of road to be constructed, a distinction
may be made between earth.roads, paved-roads or chaussdes,
and roads chiefly made of wood,
(c) Earth-roads.-In earth-roads no material is used but
that found in the immediate neighbourhood of the road.

In

the plains the road is lined-out, roots of trees extracted and
removed, ditches dug to serve as road-boundaries and for
drainage, and the material from the ditches placed on the
surface of the road to give it the requisite curvature.
In mountainous forests a horizontal basis must first be
given to the road by excavating the slope above its axis and
throwing the material below it.

Wherever the slopes are very

steep, retaining-walls of either stone or wood must be con¬
structed below the road ; in such cases the stones necessary
for this purpose are nearly always available alongside the
road, and with them dry masonry retaiiiing-walls may be
constructed; only exceptionally should wood, which io so
perishable, be used for this purpose.

»

Earth-roads may be improved considerably if they pass
over clay or limestone, by strewing the cart-track with small
broken stones, sand or gravel, or by putting on a layer of clay
if the soil is too loose.

Whenever roads are much used this
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must be done if tliey are to be at all perniaueut. If, instead
of merely spreadiiifi; stones on the surface, tlie cart-track is
covered to a depth of K to 1‘2 inches with broken stones which
arc well rainnied down, tlie road is said to be macadamised.
In constructing forest-roads the greatest attention must be
paid to drainage, and this is of the highest importance in
plains and on peaty soil. In hill-roads, drainage is generally
secured by their sloping nature, especially on sunny aspects.
In order to drain roads on north and east aspects and on level
ground, side-drains must be kept open and tlu; surface of the
road suitably curved. The road also must he raised above
the ordinary ground-level and well aerated by keeping it free
from over-hanging trees ^although it is well-known lhat road¬
side avenues are highly etlicient drainers when the trees are
not too near the cart-ti'iick and are properly pruned—Tr.].
Whore sufficient fall cannot be given to the side-drains, and
stone is not available, as in depressions on the plains, in
alder-woods, etc., every means should bo taken for raising the
level of the road, and the ditches kept at some distance from
it BO that the water in them may not permeate into the road
and make it soft. The draught of air is increased by keeping
the road straight, clearing broad road-sidings through the
forest and cutting away all overhanging trees.
Macadamised roads have the great advanttige over paved
roads, especially when gravel and small stones are at hand, of
being not only cheaper but actually easier for traffic than the
latter, except when very carefully constructed.
(d) Paved Beads.—i’aved roads are distinguished from
ordinary roads by their greater width and the greater atten¬
tion paid to the gradient, but especially by the care with
which they are metalled. The cart-track in them is excavated,
lined with stones or cement, and coarse broken stones are
then spread on the surface and rolled down firmly. Several
other layers of stones are then superposed, each layer con¬
sisting of finer material than the one below' it. It is always
bettOT to use broken stone, which packs better than round
pebbles. Each separate layer is rolled and firmly pressed
down. The more gradual the change of size in the material
used for successive layers of metalling, the more durable the
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roadway will be. If small stones are placed directly on a
coarse basis, the road soon becomes worse than the simplest
macadamised road ; the coarse stones from below work their
way through to the surface, rendering it uneven, arid forming
holes into which material placed to mend the road soon sinks.
As these paved roads everywhere must be constructed strongly,
the retaining walls, culverts, bridges, etc., are much more
elaborate than on ordinary roads ; frequently solid masonryrevetments are applied to the steep slopes above them iii order
to prevent landslips, and iu any case, slopes of soft material
must be terraced and wattled.
The main roads coming from a forest, whore the tratlic is
continuous, should be constructed as ])aved roads or at least
macadamised. Even the most frequented subsidiary roads
sboidd be macadamised. False economy is never more out of
j)lace than in the construction of indisponsabh! forest-roads.
[Even mule-tracks four to six feet wide, in the Himalayas,
should be maea<lamised.—Tr. |
((') Roads mado of Wood.—Siiclf roads are not durable
and should be avoide.<l as much as ]>ossible.
On peaty
soil and in swamiiy depnissions, however, they cannot be
dispensed with, nor for summer-sledging. They are of three
kinds : roads made of fascinos, of round pieces of wood and
slodgc-roads.

i. lioiiih iiuiilc wiHi FduridPrt.
Fascines arc used for short distances in crossing swampy
ground, which cannot be drained easily, especially ovei' peat¬
mosses where macadam would sink in uselessly. After digging
the boundary ditches of such roads, a layer about one loot
deep of birch, spruce or fcSeots-pine branches is placed evenly
on the track, the larger ends being turned inwards; on this is
laid a layer of moss, heather, bilberry or turf-sods, etc., which¬
ever the locality affords, and the surface is completed with
gravel, iron-pan or clay. Sand alone should not be used, as
it soon finds its way through the substructure of the road,
and in any case is a bad binding material; sand, however,
when mixed with clay or loam, may be used to cover the
roadway.
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Whtirf) roads cross shitting sands they may be constructed
similarly.
ii. Cordaroy-romk.
Those

are made

under

similar

circumstances

to

the

fascine roads for crossing short stretches of swampy ground.
In this case, the lowest laytu- consists of middle-sized logs
plac(3d close together longitudinally in the direction of the
road, and upon them round or split billets of wood are packed
transverscily, whilst poles are I'egged down lirmly on both sides
along the edges of the roadway above the billets to retain them
in position.
This kind of road is used to prevent the feet of beasts of
draught from sinking into swam]is, and is also much used for
lining hollows in the construction of sledge-roads.
iii. Slnlyr-rmulx
I’ermanent sledge-roads are used in tlu! sumuKu- transport
of wood over slightly sloping ground.

In ord(!r to reduce

friction in sle.<lging logs or lirci-wood, the road is laid trans¬
versely with middle-sized round billets which are held in
])osition by ])cgB driven into the ground.

Their distance

apart should not (exceed two feet, so that th(! sledges may
rest always on at least two of them.

To reduce friction

furtlu'r, the billets are often smeared with grease, or water
is poured on them.

In the case of their being too slippery

after rain, sand may be strewn on them to increase the
friction.
In the Barr forest-range in Alsace, sledge-roads are exten¬
sively used, also in
mountains.

most

of the

forests of

the Vosges

[A much more elaborate sledge-road than those described
hero was made in the

forest of

north-west Himalayas.*

Its gradient varied between 5 and

Tihri Garhwal,

in the

11 degrees, and e.xperience shows that 8 degrees is best, and
the sharpest cu'-ve has a radius of 20 feet.

The length of this

sledge-road is 5877 feet, and the total fall 835 feet.

It was

• For a com|ilot« account or this slcilgc-road, sic ‘'111111011 I'drcKlor," Vol. XII.,
p.
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constructed of defective meter-gauge deodar railway-sleepers
which measure 8 feet X 8 inches X

inches, two sets running

horizontally and ‘if feet apart, being jointed and pegged
together by oak j)egs, whilst the transverse sleepers were
pegged into them at distances of ‘ij h'.ot.

The grooves in

which the sledges run varied in breadth fioiii

I

(i inches

according to the curves, and w(!ro i to f inch deeji, and i feet
apart.

The central jiart of the roadway was ballasted up to the

level of the transvei s(! sleepei’s to prevent the roadway from
shifting, and to serve as a footpath,

(iuards consisting of

half-sleepers were place.d on the outside of all sharp curves to
pr(!vont the sledges leaving the road.
The roadway its(>,lf in many places was blasted out of
]irecipitous rock and contained ‘20 bridges and wooden viaducts,
altogetlKu- lOCiB feet long.
economical in the transport

This sledgci-i'oad proves! very
of

railway-sleeixirs.

Jn the

adjoining liamsu sledge-road, the line on the stee]) gradients
was made of jiine, tins cross-pieces being li bait apart toineniase
friction, and sand us(sl frasdy.

()n tow gradients finely grained,

hard timber, such as Sissoo, was used, and the cross-pieces,
■ '2 feel apart.

On inteniKidiate. gradients, deodar.— Tr.]

(f) Horizontal Plan of Roads. —As regards the horizontal
plan of forest roads, shar]i curves with a radius less than
100 feet should h<^ avoided as much as possible, es])ecially in
mountain districts, and the roads shoidd run in long sweeping
curves.

Wherever the transport is mainly concerned with

logs, aiUmtion should he paid to the possibility of the road
being used tor sliding the timber or tor a forest tramway.
(g) Gradient.—It

is most important

to

deeidt! on

the

gradient of a forest-road, which should be constructed only
after pegging out the levels.

Eoads for general traffic have a

maximum gradient of 5 per cent., which is also a desideratum
for main forest roads, as in such a case, the road may be convenientlj' traversed in both directions. .Forest-roads, however,
are generally used uphill by empty conveyances, and those
which are laden generally come downhill, so that gradients in
main roads may go up to 7 and 8 per cent., and in subsidiary
roads to 10 {hw cent., and even more according to the maimer
in which they are used.
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Steep ffradients shonld lie avoided always for cart-traffic, not
only to facilitate the latter, but also to protect the road, which
when steep is liable to ranch injury from the use of the brake
and owing to erosion by water.

Sledge-roads, on the contrary,

require a steej) gradient and have been constructed recently in
a most perfect form in high mountain-regions, being made of
two kinds for sledges drawn by nion or aninmls ; they may be
termed feeders and main sledge-roads.

The latter are confined

to the lower gro\ind ; traverse long valleys, and serve for
conveyance of the wood to dejiots.

The fe(!ders descend the

raountain-slopcis from the highest and most inaccessible parts
of the forest, they often wind round all kinds of obstacles,
rocks arc blasted to make way for tliem, galleries cut along
]>recipic(w and tunnels bored.

Jly their means the wood is

brought down to the main sledge-roads.

AYluirevcir sledge-

roads run through (uittings in districts with heavy snowfall,
they must be covered with rafters and spruce branches for
lirotection.

Tlu'. gradi(!nt of the feralers should not be loss than

(i to H ]M!r cent., or greater than 18 to 20 per cent., though
(won the latter is sometimes (wccHided, but 12 to lb per cent,
are tlm usual gradients.

The main sledge-roads are less steep,

and 8 to 12 per cent, are usual gradients, but even a slight
ascent cannot always b(> avoided in their case where a ridge
lias to bo crossed betwaam two valleys.
Ground timbor-slidos are used exte.nsively in the eastern
Hchwarzwald; they may be used also as sledge-roads chiefly for
ihe transport of logs.

Their gradient should lie generally

between !) to 12 jaw cent., and may go up even to 18 per cent.
A steady gradient is more necessary in the case of sledgeroads than on roads for wheeled traffic; in the latter case,
now-a-days it is considered belter to vary the gradient, as this is
less tiring to beasts of draught than a uniform gradient which
always calls on the same muscles.
(h) Breadth of Boods.—The

breadth

of

forest-roads

depends on the mode of conveyance used, and the amount
of traflSo.

Main forest-roads should not be less than 18 to

24 feet broad, if the traffic on them is not to be impeded,
to 8 feet being the width lietween the wheels of a cart.
The subsidiary roads need not have a greater breadth than
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10 to 15 feet.

The breadth of sledge-roads is still less, for the

main sledge-roads 8 to 10 feet, and for the feeders 3 to
Road-slides may be 6 to 8 feet wide.

feet.

All roads, however, which

are wide enough only for one cart or sledge, must have
sufliciently wide places here and there for tlie return tratlic to
pass; wherever logs are transported, the breadth of Hie road
must be increased at all turnings, or where curvcis run round
projecting rocks.

Otherwise logs must bo fastened along the

edge of the road on which the projecting ends of logs draggo<l on
small sledges may slide.
In

the case of

narrow sledge-roads with sto(!p gradients

passing with curves over precipitous ground, accidents are
avoided by placing logs along the edge of the road, that
touch one another at their ends and are kept in place by piles
or props.
(i) Maintonanco of Roads.—'Wherever there is heavy tralUc,
roads sufi'er much damage, by the use of brakes, etc.;

in

mountains the rain-water brings down silt and landslips, and
may inundate the roads at certain points, so that their surface
is constantly being degraded.

Continual proinj)! maintenance

and rejiairs, improvements of the drainagt! of the road and
lilling-up all holes and ruts are therefore neces.sary. Repairs to
roads, iherefore, reipiire almost as much attention as their
construction.

The chief rule is not to allow any damage to

get the upper hand, but to commence repairing it as soon
as the weather is dry.

It is often advantageous to entrust

the repairs of the roads on contract to trustworthy woodcutters
[or to apprentice forest-guards, as in France {(/aides canUmnicrs), who work themselves and also supervise the other
labourers.—Tr.].
In many forests it is customary to place a bar across roads
after the season’s transport is over, in order to protect them
from extraneous traffic.

The possibility of doing this depends

on the nature of the forest-rights and other local circum¬
stances.

As a rule, such a practice does more harm than

good to the forest.

Roads should be open to traffic, and the

more they are used and injured by the traffic, the more
mseful they are, and the higher the net-revenue of the forest
will be.
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13. Modk of Gonvkvance.
'J'lio coiiveyiiiR'c of tlje converted wood aloiif,' roads to tlio
collectiiit; or sale depots is effected eitlier fry men or beasts,
(a) Conveyance by Men.
Gotivoyancc Iiy inoii is coiiliiied almost entirely to sledging,
wliicli ill transport, as opiiosed to clearance of the fellingarea, lakes jdace on permanent sledge-roads.

Only lirewood

and scantling or Imlls, but not long logs, may be thus trans¬
ported.

in the case of sledges, it is impossible to draw any

sharp distinction between transjiort and clearance, except that
in high mountain-regions sledging bears more of the character
of transport, and in lower hills, of clearance.

From both

iroints of view the methods of sledging have been described
already (ji. 27ii).
In forests of low bills and plains, no iiermanont sledge-roads
exist, and sledges are used only to convey the wooil to the neare.st
cart-road.

1 n mountainous regions, however, there is no object

in removing the wood merely from the felliiig-ai’ea to the nearest
road, it is a ipiestion of transporting it formilos over permanent
sledge-roads down to the valle_^H to depots, or rafting-stations,
at low altitudes; this implies a separale industry not always
intimately connected with the felling operations.
1. ll'w/cr A7«/y/«y.

in most cases sledging is done over the snow, and the same
kinds of sledges are used as in clearance of the felling-area (vide
p. 271).

Sledges used for firewood have high side-pieces, but

for those used for carrying butts, the loads are fastened by
moans of cliains and ropes, and the sledges are longer, as shown
in Fig. 18f), wliich represents a llavarian timber-sledge. Before
sledging begins, the wood is frequently piled-up in stacks, but
usually the sledge is laden ou the felling-area and brought
down to the depot.

Wherever sledging is done indepen¬

dently of the felling operations, and by many workmen acting
togetlier, a certain order and uniformity in the ojierations will
be found very oilective.

Therefore, and in order to avoid
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^the eoiiRtanl interruptions to the work, which sledges ascond^ing and descending simultaneously

would cause,

a

large

number of sledges are laden, and descend and ascend together

(Fig.lHT).

Sometimes the returning empty sledg(!S are ovrrieil

hack along tlie sledg(!-road, hut the workmen usually prefer to
carry them hy the shortest cut, njdiill.

At tlie colKicting

Fijr. 1S7.—Timl«r-»lcil(;itif;.

depot the wood must he stacked carefully in order to economise
space; or if further transjwrt is down slides or hy water, it
may be thrown at once down the slide or into the water.

WOOD
ill many mountainous districts, as in tiie Alps and Yo8geB,|
sledging is the usual mode of conveyance of wo(^; the work
is commenced at the first fall of snow and continued as
long as the weathef permits.

Huts built of wood or stone are

provided in suitable places for the workmen, so that they may
[ remain constantly at the work ; these huts prove useful also
(during felling o|]®rations.
The loads which may he transported by a sledge vary with
the size of the sledge, the skill and experience of the workmen,
the gradient, the nature of the sledge road, and the distance
mf the collecting depot from the felling-area.
Much greater loads can he carried down regular sledge-roads
jihau on mere hillside tracks.

The load may be 1^ to 2 stacked

Ijsuhic meters, i.c., 50 to 70 stacked cubic feet.

This, however,

fimplies that the sledge-road is in good order and to secure this
jthe W’orkmen have often to work several hours daily.

The

' amount of wood a man can bring down in a day depends firstly
on the ilistance traversed, and then on the condition and
.^gradient of the sledge-road.

With moderate and uniform

' slopes and a good road, a man can bring down 8 to 5 stacked
•fcubic meters (100 to 175 stacked cubic feet) of firewood for a
^distance of about 8 kilometers, say 2 miles;

or 10 to 12

..stacked cubic meters(850 to 120 stacked cubic feet) to half
, thil distance.

The amount of work done is, however, reduced

^'Where the gradient is veiy slight or excessive, as in the latter
'■(icase the return of the sludge is dillicult; also, where the
l^radieuts vary so that brakes have frec^uently to be used.

ii. Sitnimrr HkdyiiKj.
Sledging during summer takes place on the sledge road
.j^ribed on p. 806, and both firewood and butts are thus
mnsported.
i- In the forest of Barr, in Alsace, there are 24 kilometers of
rammer sledge-roads, the longest being 7 kilometers.

These

■oads cost 43 pf. per meter (6d. a yard), and the round billets of
iiiver-fir and beech last ten years. The cost of the transport of
uel is 70 pf. per stacked cubic meter (2«. per 100 cubic feet);
S to 5 stacked cubic meters (70 to 175 stacked cubie.,leit)

■
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firewood form the load, or from 8 to 6 butts, according to the
gradient.
[In the Himalayan sledge-road referred to on p. 306,
two men carry down daily 100—120 meter-gauge sleepers
((>4 ft. X 84 X i'i inches), whilst they could carry down only
24 on their shoulders, the distance being 1 mile and 1 furlong.
Twenty-five meter gauge or 15 broad gauge sleepers go to a
load, the weight being about 1 ton.

Plate III. sliows the

nature of the sledges used ; they are 3 foot wide.—Tr.j^
(b) Transport by Beasts.
Transport by the help of boasts is carried on with carts and
sledges, and loss frequently by dragging or by pack animals.
i. Ortimiri/ Carl Traffic.
On a dry roadway the ordinary four-wheeled timl)er-cart is
used, and for firewood it must have sides, but for poles and
middle-si/.ed logs, these are not required.

The wood is secured

to the cart by means of ropes and chains; and specially
strong carts are used for large logs and butts.
The mode of transi»ort by carts depends ehiolly on the quality
of the roads, as obviously larger carts may bo used on good
roads than on bad ones.

The largest waggons lor firewood

are used in the Schwarzwald, and often carry 30 to 36 stacked
cubic meters of wood (14 to 17 tons).
In carrying long logs, the front and back parts of the timbercart are separated and the butt-ends of the logs are placed in
front, their smaller ends being suspended under the axle of
the hinder pair of wheels, so as to allow for turning at curves
in the road.

All timber-carts should contain levers, a screw-

' jack and the necessary chains.

If the wheels

are

high

enough, the log is sometimes hung under both axles, which
saves^ the frequently laborious process of loading the timber;
and if, in such cases, in descending steep slopes, one end of
the logs drag along the ground, it then acts as a brake.
.

Generally horses are employed in timber transport, although

bullocks are very serviceable and replace them in certain
districts on the Continent and in hot countries.
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ii. SMging irHh /Jms/s.
After a fall of snow, Rleil«es laden witli firewood may 1)0
draKRod couveniontly by a horse or bullock ; they arc larRor
than the ordinary sledge, and have short horns and two shafts.
For the transport of butts, short sledges are used.

In many

Alpine districts, horse-sledges are provided with a moveahle
frame (Fig. 188).

In transporting butts the latter are fixed

at their upper ends to the short sledge (1‘ig. 18!)) by chains
and nails, their lower ends sliding on the giouml.

If the

gradient he steep another butt is dmggod hehiiul the sledge.
'J’he brake consists either of a bundle of firewood attached

Ki'j. I'.H. -WawPiuci-lfr’s

to a short chain, or a piece of planking, on which the driver
stands.

It may ho the brake shown in Fig. I'.K), on winch

also the driver stands.

The construction of Wasenmeister’s

brake is seen from Fig. 1!)1.
Sledging by the help of horses is followed extensively in
the llavarian' Alps, whero the brakes just described are all
in use.
iii. Dragging bg JUmis.
Dragging logs by beasts is often impracticable on ordinary
roads, on account of the great damage which would ensue.
iv. UnG of Pach-ciiiUe.
In Germany the use of pack-cattle, mules, or ponies for the
transport of firewood or charcoal-wood, is limited to the Alps,
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where the wood which lias been collected lies scattered over a
large area.

A horse carries only 2 cwt., while it can drag 7 to
!l cwt. At the same time,
pack-animals

require

only bridle-paths, which
can ho constructed and
keqit

in

repair

much

more easily and chea])ly
than cart-roa-ds.
I In

the

lliinalayas

the transport ot lirewood
is carried on extensively
—Ciirria^fc of boxwouU l»y ntulcs.

by moans of pack-mules
and

ponies, in

billets

3 feet long, and the cost of conveyance is 1 rupee (5 annas
per 100 stiw-ked cubic feet per mile for oakwood, and 1 ’rupee
2 annas for lir (b'ig. 192).-- Tr. |
Section

11.—Timueu-suhes.

A. t'oNSIUUC'i’lON.
A timber-slide is a more or less permanent channel, either
constructed of wood or excavated in the ground, aiul placed
along a mountain slope;

the wood descends

by its own

weight. Slides may be distinguished as wooden slides, ground
slides, or roads used for sliding timber.
1. IVooilt’ii Slides.
Wooden slides may be constructed either of butts or poles,
or of planks.
(a) Iiog or Polo Slides.— These are semi-circular channels,
made of closely-packed jwles, or logs, 4 to 12 inches thick, and
ore used for timber transijort.

The pieces ot timber used in

constructing ordinary slides of this kind should be 16 to 26
feet long, and the separate sections of which the slide is made
are the same length as the pieces.

The length of a slide

is thus frequently described by the numl)er of sections it
contains.

The channel has a width of 2| to 5 feet; it rests
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on strong wooden supports, which may be termed blooksleepers, and are made of different shapes.

Owing to the

great weight of the slide that naturally tends to drag it
down-hill, this tendency being increased by the shaking to
which it is subject whilst sliding is in progress, the blocksleepers must be supported by props on both sides to keep
them steady.

Only when the block-sleepers are sufficiently

massive to preserve their own stability can those props be
dispensed with.

The lowest section of a slide is made very

strong to resist shocks, and is either lioriKontal or inclined
upwards, in order to moderate the fall of tlu! wood as it slides
down.

It should I’est on strong blocks of wood driven into

the ground, and the effect is to shoot the descending piece of
wood upwards in a curve, so that it mtiy fall without any
great shock (ffig. 1%).
As a rule (Fig. 103), each section consists of six poles, two
(o a) forming its base, two {h h) the sides, and two (c c) the
edges of the slide.

In curves, one of the pieces c may be

omitted on the inner side.

Where the gradients are very steep

a second pair of poles (d d) may be added.

The pieces of

wood on the inside of the slide are all barked.
The sections of the slide are joined together as shown
in Pig. 194.

The pieces o o fit into the groove of the

block-sleeper (Fig. 195), the pieces h h rest l)etween the
former and pegs driven into the block-sleeper, and c c on
these pegs and two others similarly fixed; they are kept
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in place by props {w); <I d, when used, are similarly sup¬
ported.
The construction of slides in the Blade Forest is somewhat
different, ns shown in Fif,'. 19(!, where all the poles, except the
two lowest, are bored by auj'ers, and kejit in position by strong
beech trenails.
of the filide.

In some cases a ])lank is used for the bottom

The trestkis sujiportitig the b]ock-sleei)ers vary in height,
according to tlu! nature of the ground, or the block-sleepers
may rest directly on tlie gronnd.
fn the Black I'orest and th(! Tyrol, the hloek-sleepers
rest usually on round bilhits.
1* ig. 197 shows tlu! mode of i!o?istruCtion of the (uid-section

l‘’l'/. I

— 1’locV-slri‘pcf.

of a slide, in being a plate of wrought iron, over which the
descending pieces slide., and which, owing to its elasticity,
propels them u[)wardH ludore they fall.
Slides intended for the transport of logs must be constructed
in a much stronger manner than those for firewood, and it is
then chiefly the side-pieces [1/ and c) which must ho strongly
supported; logs measuring one foot and one foot two inches
in diameter and 50 to (H) feet long may bo used.
The slide shown in Fig. 198 is used for logs in the Driftenthal, in N. Tyrol.

It is sub-divided above into two branches,

and is chiefly used for bringing down butts; its strength of
construction may be judged from the plate.
When sliding logs 30 to (iO feet long, it must he rememl>ered that where the slide is of any considerable length the

Kiff. Il>7.—l/)wcr extremity of a Hlldo.

velocity of logs when sliding, and a mode of brake for the
purpose is shown in Fig. I!t9; as the log coming down strikes
and lifts the brake, its velocity is reduced.

Another plan

is to lead an intermediate section of the slide upwards,

ind allow the piece to fall into a side-bifurcation by wbieb the
ilide is continued. The piece of wood loses all its acquired

velocity in this change of direction and ti®*^ descends again,
until it meets with another brake.
[The largest slide of this nature hitherto “*‘1® "tn India is
the Bakani slide, near Chamba, in the Pnnjl^feet long, with a vertical fall of 1,650 feet,®*^
gradient of 18^ jier cent.

ft is 12,539
average

It is formed of 4,OO0f®®dar-logs of

timbEb-slides.

3«l

various sizes, of which there are 4—6 in a cross-section, and
generally they are embedded in boulder ballast; when the
present working of the forest-block has been completed these
logs will be removed and exported as timber.

Where the line

is above the ground-level, the slide is supported on piles made
us follows :—
Two logs, about 8 feet long, are placed 10 feet apart in
line with the slide, cross-wise on these are placed two others
12 feet long, notches in their ends fitting into corresponding
notches in tlie others, then two more longitudinally and so on.
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Bitnply wedging together two vertical and one horizont
p anks each measuring 18 feet X 12 inches X 6 inches, in
whichwfT

?

raiiway-sleeper

n
the avera.
g adient teing 2 in 9 or 22 per cent. Brakes formed of 2 and
mch planks placed 15 feet apart were used to stop the veloch
of the Bleepers, but this proved of no avail and the slide wt
then divided into two sections, the steeper part being covers
m with planks. A little water was ad^tted to preveriJ
wood from taking fire, which eventually happened to the lowe

ScUy.-Tr.^r*

went with great

extensively in the Black Forest If
p ank-shdes are to be used for the export of large quantities
of timbei they must bo constructed strongly, but when onlv

shotTrS"
in Fig. 200.

^

In this case the ends of the nlankn nro

(c) Wet Slides.—The description of slides will be comnleted
tL“rtirir"‘
Tf
be made as nearly
water-tight as possible, so as to hold a moderate stream of
Tan'irv Sr

!>« «o««‘r«cted much more carefuUy

;/
IM.VIK
niMM.AYW

V.

\vin-’'i.iin:

(‘ha«im '.Mi icvl

ulr an-'i n<i loot <lec'j'.

^

To fm-r j).

I.I V.

■V-,

■

•

'

As Fig. 201 shows, they are made generally with eight hewn
poles, the sides, of wh^ch fit closely, and the interstices are
stopped with mos@, or with tarred tow, etc.
[A wet slide in the Deota Forest in Tihri-Garhwal in the
N. W. Himalayas .was constructed in 1876-78, being 12,192
feet long with a
of 1,800 feet,, the gradients from 1 in 14
to 1 in 2-5, and the &t gradient I'in 4. It consisted of a trough
composed of three planks (12 feet X 13 inches x 6 inches)
roughly joined and firmly wedged into block-sleepers. Being'
made of Pinui longifoUa, the latter only last 3 or 4 years, but
should be made of deodar-wood, which is vei7 durable in the hill-;
districts of India. The slide is worked by means of a good flot^
of water, which is supplied by troughs at intervals of abopt a

Fig. 201.—^Wet slide.

quarter of a mile, a good depth of water being required when
the gradient is less than 1 in 3.' When there is plenty of
water, 1,200 railway-sleepers can be passed dowP iin about 10
hours, each sleeper taking ten minutes on its journey. Such
slides cost about 16<f. a yard in India.* Fig. 202.—Tr.] ,-2;
For short wet slides, where there is a plentiful supply of
water, preference should be given in their construction to merely
hewn poles, instead of planks, as repairs are thus facilitated.
Water is brought into the slide whenever it passes any stream
or spring. In the Salzkammergut, planks are used in a similar
way to the Tihri-Garhwal elide. In California, hundreds of
miles of wet timber-slides have been constructed as shown in
Fig. 203.
• An aoconnt of this slide is given in the working-plan of the Tihri-Garhwal
Forests hy N. Hcarle, published at Allahabad, for the Government of the N. Wj
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(d) Gradient.—Tlie amount of gradient is a most important
consideration in constructing slides. Too small a gradient
renders a slide useless, with too grtuit a gradient the wood
, will leave the slide and great danger arises to any person
wlio may ho near at liand.
The permissible limits are
!)
and
to 40
hut the way in which the slide is used,
o

and the size of pieces of wood to he brought down, affect the
question.
Thus there are dry slides, ice-slides, and wet slides.
In the case of dry slides, a steep gradient is necessary,
which may go up to 40 per cent, and more.
[If, however, the gradient be very steep, the slide should
be fairly straight, as, otherwise, the shocks to which it is
subjected by wood coming down causes too much wear and
tear. There is also always a danger of fire from friction in
dry slides with excessive gradients.—Tr.]
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As a rule, however, dry slides become slippery owing to the
moist air, or may even coiitiiin a certain amount of snow, so
that in such cases a lower gradient will suffice than if the slide
is used when quite dry, as may be tbo ease in hot countries
with scanty rainfall.
In the case of ice-slides, water is introduced into tlio slide dur¬
ing a frost, so that it becomes coated internally with ice; a
very slight gradient
is then required.
In wet slides, a
thin stream of watcuis necessary, and
should be deeper the
steeper the gradient.
Besides depending
on the manner in
which a slide is used,
I’i/j. 208.—(’ulifoniinTi wet sliilo.
tbo gradient will bo
affected also by tlu! size of the pieces brought down, so that
there are slides for firewood, logs, or scantling such as railwaysleepers, and in the Alps, for billets two to three meters long
used for charcoal.
Slides intended for bringing down logs and butts must have
lower gradients than those used for firewood, as the former
pieces attain a much greatew velocity than tlu; lighter pieces of
firewood.
The following gradients are usual;
Mat**riiil Tr:ui8i*or1f«l. *

|)ij slnli-

I Wfl sliilf.

Ut'tiiiiikM.

Permiintje,

! Kircwiioi!.

i

.

I (’harcoal pieces ...
lUilway-slcejK'iii...

20 :v. ! fi 12 ’

s

l.-)-20
8-0
j 8-0
Midway lietwccn nbove.
80
‘
,
2.*.

»jier cent, is 1 in 2o.

[Tlic (Ifila for railwaysleepers result from
Incliati cxfierieiice.—
i Tr.l

j
j
■
!

In the case of dry slides, as already stated, the degree of
dampness of the air, and the nature of the atmospheric
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precipitations affect the surface of the slide, and modify the
necessary gradient very considerably.

However desiralde it may be to give to each slide the most
suitable gradient, the nature of the ground frequently renders
this impossible, and the gradient is thus consequently greatly
modified. As a rule, by using the sides of a mountain
torrent, these slides run more or less directly down to the
lower valleys, at whatever gradient the hed of the torrent may
render iiracticable. Slight changes of gradient over a few
sections of the slide must bo avoided, however, by levelling the
base of the slide, either by cuttings, embankments, or con¬
structing viaducts, so that the vortical section of a slide may
reiiresent a gradual descent, and there should never be any
decided angles between two connected sections, [blato IV.
shows a slide crossing a mountain ravine in the Himalayas.
It is also necessary to secure steeper gradient.s in the higher
portion of the slide than for the lower iiortion, so that the
latter may more and more approach the horizontal direction;
the last few sections of it may even ascend, and the longer
the slide and the heavier the pieces to he sent down, the more
this must 1)6 accentuated.

As regards tlie horizontal plan of

a slide, it should bo straight or form a steady curve without
sharp corners, especially for long logs.
(e) Collecting-places for Wood.

In

high

mountainous

districts the couliguration of the ground will not allow always
of the construction of a continuous sliilc froiH the lofty ridges
down to the valleys, and several transport-works may be
made, such as sledge-ro.ads, slides, wire-tramways, etc., accord¬
ing to the nature of the ground in each part.

In order to

collect the wood coming down from one side to another lower
one, a collecting-place may be constructed.

It is barred with

stout poles with side palisades and has an aperture below,
into which the expanded upper end of the next section is
inserted to receive the wood for the next stage of the descent.
(f) Maintenance of Wooden Slides.—Wooden slides are
either permanent or te^iporary, the former serving a certain
forest tract for a series of years, or connecting a collecting
depot high up in the mountains, to which the wood is brought
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in sledges, with a lower depot in the valley. Snch a slide
must he constructed most carefully and strongly, the site
for it well chosen, and the gradients very carefully arranged.
Temporary slides are used in bringing-down wood from the
upper to the lower part of a felling-area, or to a road, and are
constructed in a much lighter and less expensive way than
permanent slides. They may he made with portable segments
(p. 322).
The construction of slides requires a large quantity of wood,
and this is further increased by the slight durability of the
latter, for although slides may last longer in damp, shady
places, and shorter on sunny aspects, yet they rarely last
more than 7 years, and usually repairs are required after 3 or
4 years.
[In the Himalayas, deodar-wood is so saturated with oil,
that its heartwood is practically imperishable in mountaiii
disti'icts ; timbers in bridges in Kashmir exposed to alterna¬
tions of danq) and dryness have lasted for hundreds of
years, so that very durable timber-slides may be made of
deodar.—Tr.]
As jirogress is made in the construction of roads, slides
become less important; at any rate, this applies to slides
several miles long, which were formerly so prevalent on the
southern declivity of the Alps, where the best constructors of
slides are to be found.
Shorter slides, however, intended to complete communica¬
tions over steep ground, are still employed extensively in the
Alps and other mountain-ranges, and their use is increasing.
2. Oround-dkles.
Ground-slides are tracks often found on mountain-sides,
aud are made either on the bare ground by the repeated
eliding of logs, or artificially improved in various ways, so as
to be fit for sliding. As a rule, a depression on a steep slope
is selected, a line for sliding dug along it and pieces of wood
placed on it transversely on which the logs may slide, other
pieces being placed here and there along the edges of the
slide to prevent the logs from leaving it.
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In the Black Forest wet sloping meadows are used for this
purpose, the line of the slide being bounded by logs.

In the

Alps the method of sliding along the ground often alternates
with timber-chutes,

(iround-slides are used for the transport

of logs only.
A ground-slide serves its purpose only when its b.ase and
walls are sufficiently firm and smooth; therefore all stones,
roots, etc., must l)e reTiioved, intervening rocks blasted, the way
irajiroved here and there by layiTig down transverse pieces of
wood, while in the more difficult places which have to be
traversed short wooden slides are construi-.ted to complebs the
work.
It is evident that ground-slides cannot b(! maintained in
workable condition for any prolonged length of time.

It tluiy

have no rocky subsoil they are torn-up soon by drainagi' water,
and may become bui ied in silt, gravuil, and other debris.
Sometimes a wire rope is fastened to the, logs whilst they
descend a ground-slide.

A rope is coiled round a windlass at

the top of the slide so that as a log goes down attached to one
end of the rope, the other end is wound round tlu! windlass
ready to bo fixed to another log as soon as the former has
reached its destination ; often lhre(? or more logs are fastened
one behind the other, and go down together.
works with a siuii)le brake, arrangement.

The windlass

The logs may bo

,placed ill trucks and these let down a tramway hy the rojie.
Although ground-slides should possess steep gradients, yet
if they are used when covered with snow or frosen, the
gradient need not. exceed ‘iO to ‘2.’> per cent., esjiecially when
they are well constructed and boundeil by logs placed laterally,
for in such cases descending logs soon attain a very high
velocity.
!!. Uiind-sliilis.
In some valleys leading from the Black I'Tirest, especially
those of the Wolf and Kinzig. regularly constructed roadways
are used for sliding logs and sledging, as shown in Fig. 204.
It has been laid down already on p. 808 that roads when
used as slides should have gradients of it to 38 per cent., and
more, and should lie steepest above and become gradually level
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below. Although slides should be as straight as possible, and
free from sudden curves and angles, this principle may be

Fjg. 204.—Black Forest road-slide.

departed from if the direction of the slide has to change
suddenly. A barrier is then erected at the end of a section of
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the slide at which the downward section begins, and the log,
after striking against the barrier, rolls into the lower section,
(m, n), and continues its descent as shown in Pig. 205.
[A similar turning was effected in a fuel sledge-road near
Chakrata, N. W. Himalayas, by using a large cart-wheel
set on a pivot as a turn-table, on which the direction of the
sledges was changed. Fig. 206, show a Japanese method
of changing direction in a slide.—Tr.]
The upper end of a slide is generally somewhere near the
felling-area. Its lower end should lead to a plot of land
sufficiently spacious for the material brought down to be
collected and sorted. In order to manage this better the

Fig. 20r>.—Change of direction in a slide.

slide may be divided Iwlow into several branches. In any
case, it should terminate above a cart-road or stream used
for floating.
Once the logs which are to be transported are brought by
any means whatever to the head of the slide, they are used to
fix its sides, commencing at the top; being placed along the
outer sides, or on both sides, of the roadway, supported by
pegs either through the logs or outside them, and at such a
distance apart as to allow for the easy passage of a sliding log
between them (Fig. 204). In order to prevent descending
logs from jamming, the distance apart of the boundary logs
should be greater on curves than on straight sections of the
slide, or the inner side of the slide may be left free. On the
outside of curves it may also be necessary to put two or three
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DOtiridary logs one above the other, in order to prevent the
sliding logs from leaving the slide. In mountain-regions
transport on road-slides deserves more attention than has
hitherto been bestowed on it; it wastes no wood, is verj
expeditious, for with a length of 2,000 meters (IJ miles), IOC
to 300 logs may be brought down in a day, and the roadway
may be used also for sledges. Sliding on roads is therefore a
highly practical method where cart-traffic is impossible.

Fig. 206.—Change of direction in Jaimnese slide.

From a Jap. State publication.

Road-slides are now used in Austria, Galicia, the Carpathian
mountains, and in the Salzkammergut. In Hohenashan,
in the Bavarian Alps, the ordinary sledge-roads are used in
winters without much snowfall for sliding 8-meter logs. They
are also used in Franconia, but there only on snow or ice,
the transport being chiefly confined to butts for saw-mills.
4. Mode of Transport on 'Timber-slides.
The mode of transport of wood on slides is very simple, and
depends on the construction and purpose of the slides. Besides
.^launching the logs the requisite labour-force is employed on
^e maintenance of the slides.
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(a) Wooden Slides.—The chief object to be se......... ........
maintenance of wooden slides is to get as smooth a surface as
possible. This may be secured by watering the slide during
a frost, so as to got a smooth, icy path; by using the snow
which lies on the slide, removing most of it and pressingdown the remainder; in wet slides, by using all available
water ; or generally, by keeping the slide free from dirt, dead
leaves, etc., and using it simply as a dry slide.
Slides are used chiefly during winter or early spring, partly
on account of the ice and snow, and partly because the wood
must 1)6 brought down then, so as to bo ready for floating
when the water rises in the streams in the spring, dry slides,
however, may be used throughout the summer.
Whenever, owing to slight gradients of 5 to (! %, ice-slides
must be used, a good deal of labour is involved in watering,
one man being required to water and look after every 40 or 50
sections of the slide. Sliding then is often done at night,
when the work has been prolonged into spring, and frost
occurs only on clear nights. For the most part slides are
used either covered with snow, or dry. The work then con¬
sists in removing superfluous snow which may have fallen
during the night, and in thoroughly freeing dry slides from
pieces of bark, W'oodon sj)lintera, etc.
Owing to the jirolonged use of the principal slides, the bottom
pieces get woim away, and pieces to replace them when
necessary should always he kept at hand. During the work
of sliding, the logs and other pieces of wood which have been
collected at the top of the slide during winter, are thrown in
piece after piece, or they may be launched as they arrive
at the top of the slide. The work of sliding is done generally
by contract-labour. All the wood should be round, except in
slides specially made for railway-sleepers or other scantling,
and logs should l)0 barked. In clearing the slide of dirt, etc.,
the men ascend with climbing-irons on their boots.
In all slides, effective means should be assured of warning
men below who may be repairing the slide, before any wood
is sent down; also when sliding has been temporarily stopped
and the woodcutters have gone to fetch more wood, the men
below should be signalled to continue their repairs.
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[In the Tihri-Garhwal railway-sleeper slide, a wire for an
electric bell at the top of the slide was provided along the
line, and men were stationed at intervals, so that if by any
chance the sleepers jammed, the men above might be warn6d
to stop sliding any more sleepers till matters had been set
right below.—Tr.]
In the case of temporary slides, as soon as all the wood
lying at the slide-top has been launched, the pieces which
have stopped on the way are sent down, and then the pieces
of the slide itself are taken up one by one, and sent down
the remainder of the slide. Usually the slide leads down to
the stream used for floating, into which the wood falls, but
if the logs fall on to the ground at the end of the slide,
one or two men must be there to roll them out of the way
of the succeeding logs, which might cause breakage if they
fell on other logs. All this work is very dangerous to people
who may be anywhere near the slide, and the workmen must
be exceedingly careful to avoid accidents. Sometimes, for
instance, a slide crosses a footpath or cart-road, or there
may be interruptions in the slide, or difficult places with
insufficient gradient, etc. At all such places men must be
posted to warn passers-hy of danger, and to expedite the
logs, etc., which are descending.
(b) Boad-slides.—In the transport of logs hy road-slides
men must be posted along the slide; they should place fresh
transverse pieces under the logs which are sliding-down, or
remove some of these pieces, according to the rate at which
the logs descend. They should also repair the roadway, where
any damage has been done, signal to the men above and,
below them, and generally expedite the work. On such slides
only one log descends at a time, and as soon as it has arrived
at the bottom of the slide a signal is given to launch a fresh
log, which three or four men effect at the top of the slides
with krempei.
Boad-slides with gradients of 8—12 % Can be used only
in winter. With a gradient of 12—50 % they may, how¬
ever, be used in summer, and the logs always descend
butt-end first, the ends of the logs being rounded for the
purpose.
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Section

III.—Pouest-Tuamways.*

is only during the last twenty years that iron tramways
have been used in forests. At first, forest-tramways were
constructed chiefly of wood, of which those by Leo Presti,
von Lippert and improved kinds in Austria-Hungary by
Egetz, are the best-known.
Decanville’s portable railways, which were used in France
for agricultural purjioses, have proved thoroughly adapted for
timber-transport, and have found many imitators in Germany.
Although there may lie differences of detail in the various
kinds of tramway in actual use, yet the chief points to be
secured are easy transportability of the plant combined with
strength and solidity of construction.
Monorail Tramways are used in America, and in 1898,
de Coulon constructed a monorail tramway from the forest
of Neufchiitel in Bwitzerland. I There is also a system of
conveying trucks on a strong level wire, suiiported by trestles,
where the motive power is supplied by a stationary steamengine.
1. Kiiuh oj Tramwaijs used.
If forest-tramways are to be thoroughly useful for timbertransport, they should start from the ordinary country lines
of communication, and iienetrate along the main and subsidiary
forest roads into the interior of the forest ns far as the fellingareas, and even up to the individual felled trees.
It follows that some of the lines should be permanently
constructed, that a second portion should be more or less
portable, and that those sections of the tramways which' reach
the felling-area should be of a light portable nature.
It is evident that in certain cases the line cannot be continued
up to the felling-area, whilst in other cases the portable parts
* llttnnebaum, “ Die Wnldeisenbahneii,” Berlin, ISSB
Mndiea Foreeter,” Vol. YII., IfSfi, p. 244, for an account of a forest-tramway
at Kottcnforat, near Bonn, by Sir D. Brandis, K.C.l.E. and Colond
Bailey, B.E. Also e/. Mathcy, “Exploitation des Bois,” Vol. I„ 1»06 where
Is a very detailed account of tramways.
’
t The Monorail Portable Railway Co. (Caillefs Patents), 22, 23 Lawrence
tauntney Lane, Cannon St., London, E.C,
’
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of the tramway communicate directly with the permanent
way, and the half-ijortable portion is not required. In fact,
all lines do not include the three kinds of tramway already
mentioned.
2. Mode of Constriwtion.
This includes laying-out the road, the rails and sleepers,
the rolling-stock and apparatus used for loading the trucks,
(a) Laying-out the Eoad.—Ordinary forest-roads will suffice

Fi". 207.—Kail.

Fig. 208.—Iron sleeper.

for the main tramways and the half-portable way. They
should be as straight as possible, and there should not be
much range of gradient, which may reach 8 or 10% though
moderate gradients from 0 to 6 % are preferable. The sharpest
curves should have 60 to 100 feet radius.
For the main and secondary lines, earthworks to improve
the gradient cannot be dispensed with, but the portable

Fig. 2(W.—Portable pair ot rails.

portions of the railway must run according to the lay of the
ground.
(b) Bails and Sleepers.—Flange rails (Fig. 207) of the best
Bessemer rolled steel are used. Transverse sleepers only are
used. For the main lines wooden sleepers are used, but lor the
portable portions of the line steel sleepers (Fig. 208) are required,
and these sleepers are strongly and permanently imited to
a pair of rails, constituting a section as in Fig. 209. The
rails are 6 to 8 meters long in the main lines, but only 2 meters
long on the portable lines, and a section must not be heavier
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than a man can carry (Fig. 210), i.e., 35—45 kg. (76—100 lbs.).
Whilst on the main lines consecutive rails are fastened

Kig. 210.— (allying the lines.

together by plates and bolts, in the portable portions they
must be attached so as to link and unlink with one another

Fig. 211.—h astening for the rails.

quite easily, as shown in Fig. 211. This costs sixpence a
meter cheaper than the usual method of fastening rails,

Yig. 212.—JuucUou

two tmes.

while the cost of maintenance of the portable tines in 1900
was 45*6 % and in 1901 35*9 %, ef the cost of permanent lines.
Bieran, at Schizmede in Elsars in 1898, gave up sleepers
wd laid heavy steel lines 9 meters long and weighing 16 kg.
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(SS-a lbs.) directly on the road. The rails were screwed
together every 1 to IJ meters by tension,rods and joined
longitudinally by strong lappets.*
■ As regards the gauge, experience shows that for main lines
70 centimeters (27 inches), and for portable portions 60 centi¬
meters (23 inches), are most suitable.t Junctions on the main
lines are effected'by a combination known as switch and points,
a description of which may be seen in Dempsey’s Practical
Railway Engineer, but on the portable lines a junction is
effected more easily by means of a curved section placed over
the rails, as in Fig. 212.
[Brandis states that at Kottenforst, wooden sleepers are

Kif;. 2KI.—Truck for logs.

preferred even tor the portable porlion of the railway as not
liable to bend on uneven ground. Two kilometers (IJ miles)
of branch-railway may be laid by two men in a day. With
two wooden sleepers, one at each end, a section weighs 38 kilos
— 84 lbs., but the rails must be heavier than when more
sleepers are used, 8 kilos per meter.—Tr.]
The main lines might be constructed in similar fashion to,
the portable lines, but in their case the rails are 6—6 meters
long, instead of only 2 meters, and the sleepers 80 centimeter^
1.

• Bieran, Vert<*ljare Bshnen ohue SohweUen, Allg. Ft. n, Jd, ZeitaUa'
J(S99, also ISOa.
.«awias,:
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to 1 mefcer apart, instead of being only at either end of the
portable sections, so that two men are required to lift each

Kig, 2IS.—Irfuling the li iicks.

lor transport, must, though strondv bn.it i
poesible. It is clear that ^hese trucks must b"e “

»o«

I

riK* 217.—Double crane.

Fi^. 21H.—Windloefi.

be carried, and that the workmen incur considerable danger
in moving such heavy pieces of timber. At the same time
light trucks are essential, especially on lines with a gradient

np to 7% and without steam-power, as they have to be dragged
back to the felling-area by horses; as far as possible thej'
should be made of wood.
‘ v>|i
The trucks are constructed below like ordinary railwaytrucks, but they support a revolving horizontal plate furnished
with an iron crescent-shaped support, or a horizontal bed with
inclined arms, on which the logs rest as shown in Figs. 213,
214. These revolving plates allow of a log resting on two
trucks being taken round curves. Each truck is provided with
a brake, and different kinds of brakes are used.
For the transport of firewood the revolving plate is
not required, but the truck forms a platform at its sur¬
face, and uiu’ights are su|qdied on both sides to support

Fig. 219.—Windlass for lading.

the wood. Evidently the transport of logs can be conducted
only by means of two trucks; firewood also may be piled
on two trucks over two scantlings placed longitudinally
(Fig. 214).
(d) Apparatus for Lading the Trucks.—In using forest
tramways all suitable mechanical appliances for saving labour!
'Should be provided. Although in lading trucks with poles'
and other light pieces manual labour alone is required (Fig. 216),
cranes are supplied for lifting logs on to the trucks. Fig. 216
represents a special tripod crane. Fig. 217, a double crane
capable of lifting 4J tons, which may be separated into two
parts for convenience of transport and Fig. 219 an improved
timber-loader constructed by Haarroann at the Osnabriick
steel works. [This is said by Brandis to be the safest methoddor the workmen.—Tr.] Finally, Fig. 218 shows an improved!
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windlass, which is very effective, the method of loading by
means of it l)eing shown in Fig. 220.
How useful it is to have recourse to machinery, in case of
extraordinary demands on labour, was seen in 1891 and 1892,
in Brannenburg in Upper Bavaria, when thousands of large
logs from trees killed by the “ Nun ” moth caterpillars in the

Fig. 220. - 'Mclhoil of latling.

Ebersberg Forest were laden on to trucks by a steam-crane
as shown in Fig. 221.
By means of one of these cranes the log is raised high
enough for the rails to be laid under it, and the trucks
pushed on to them, w’ben the log is lowered and fastened
by chains on to the trucks. Heavy logs must be laden by
means of cranes, and only smaller ones by the use of levers,
in the case of firewood there is no difficulty in loading the
ilrucks.
^^Xhe cost of 6 miles of tramway (4 main lines and 1J
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branches) at Jiottenforst, rolling-stock, loading apparatus, and
laying-down 4 miles of main line, in which .4:40 was spent on
earth-work, was i;‘252 per mile and it is estimated to last foi
15 years.—Tr.]
8. Modi' of Transjiort.
A distinction may be made in forest-tramways according to
the means used to work them: merely utilizing a down-incline

Fig. 222.—Vue of brake.

of the line of road; dragging the trucks by means of horses
or mezL, oi* finally by locomotives.
Where the inoUne of the roadway is used, there must be a
fall in it of about 3 to 4 %, and the trucks must be provided
with suitable brakes. The empty trucks are dragged back by
horses and less frequently by men. This method is employed
for short distances wherever the ground is suitable, and is
represented in Fig. 222.

'TRA'S8*«Rt''St
Horses are used on nearly all branch-lines which are coh-’
stoucted in level land, even when of quite a temporary nature.
The horses do not pass between the rails but alongside of them •
-hey are accompanied by drivers and other men, especially when
wveral trucks are united so as to form little trains (Fig. 214).
Brakes are always required.
At present on the main lines, as in Elsass (Schirmeck,
Uberschweiler), also at Schneegatten in Upper Austria, loco!
notives are used almost everywhere, unless the lines are
.. £ry short. The locomotives are small; i„ mountainous
forests specially constructed, light, mountain-loeomotives with
8 axles are used, which can travel on curves even with a
he ve? fl
’’••'^kes must
railwri"
^
ordinary
railway-gauge, the usual kinds of trucks arc used in trains
of different lengths, as in the forest of Ebersherg, where 190
truck-loads leave the forest daily, the total annual yield of the
forest in tiniher being 15,.<500 truck-loads
The loading of the trucks is effected by rolling or sliding
over inclined poles as shown in Fig. 215; also special machines
for loading are used, and wherever the timber is transferred
indispenrible.
Whether the construction and working of a forest-tramway is beet undertaken by the forest management, or by a
contractor, is a question which (cannot be answered in a
^neral way; the nature of the locality, volume of wood to
be transported, length of the lines, greater or loss delay
experienced in clearing the felling-areas and several other
,factors, intervene. Circumstances differ materially in the
piwe of tramways which are at present being worked. In
pneral, except in the case of railways of the ordinary gauge
jx^nenee has shown that it is more economical to con- '
Jruct and work the lines directly, and not by contract;
IS xiuite _ independent of the advantage to the forestbwner in having, in the former case, more freedom in the
management of his forest.
•: Main lines in complete unison with the ordinary railway
gstem of a wnntry should be constructed and managed
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;by railway engineers. Thus the 12 kilometers (7J miles)
of railroad in the Ebersberg forest were constructed very
rapidly by the Ist Pioneer battalion from the Munich
Garrison. [Forest-tramways are used in Assam, the Punjab,
and other parts of India.*—Tr.]
4. StatigUcs.
The nineteenth century was characterised chiefly by great
improvements in machinery and a consequent complete revolu¬
tion in the means of transport and communications. Forestry
should therefore march with the times, and improve the means
of ti’ansport in forests which are difficult of access. It is a
great mark of progress during the last 20 or 30 years, in such a
conservative industry as forestry, that a considerable extension
of forest-tramway has taken place.
Dozens of forest-tramways have been constructed in Ger¬
many during the last ten years, and there is scarcely a German
province in which either a permanent or temporary tramway
is not being worked. The first steps in this direction were
taken in North Germany, in the different Prussian and Sa.xon
pi’ovinces, and South Germany has followed suit, partly owing
to the enormous volumes of timber following the great destruc¬
tion of forests by insects, or storms, in South Davaria, the
Vosges Mountains and Wurtemberg. The oldest forest-tramway is that of the Sihlwald, near Zurich (Fig. 230).
The most important forest-tramway hitherto made on level
land in Germany was constructed in 1889—92 to remove the
enormous volume of timber (4 million cubic meters, or 2|
million loads) which had teen killed by the “Nun” moth
caterpillars, in the forests of Ebersberg, Perlach, bauerlach
and Forstenried. This tramway consisted of 12 kilometers
(7J miles) of main line of the ordinary gauge, from the railway-station of Kirchseeon, passing through the middle of the
levastated forests, with 40 kilometers (25 mites) of branchlines, a gauge of 60 centimeters (say 2 feet), and 27 kilometers
[17 miles) of portable lines which passed right up to the
•! > “ Indian Forester," Vol. XII., p. 349 gives an account of the Ohangamanga
atamwav in the I’uniab.
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slUng-areas.

The construction of this tramway was com-

aenced in August, 1890, and it was opened for transport by the
leginning of December of the same year, but has now been
emoved entirely.

The most recent level forest-tramway is

hat 15 kilometers long at llheintessen from Sprendling to a
lepot on the River Main.

This depot covers an area of 12J

icres and affords convenient quays for lading boats with
iraber.
The forest-tramways in the (iennan Vosges near Barr,
Rotbau and St. (Juentin are the most important mountaintramways hitherto constructed.

Owing to the nature of the

locality, consisting of nari'ow winding valleys, frequently with
steep gradients, many dilliculties wore encountered din ing the
construction of these tramways, and deep cuttings, viaducts,
bridges and double curves are frequent.

Thus, tbe Bchirineck

tramway, lO kilometers long, with a gauge of 70 centimeters,
and worked by locomotive power, ascends 501 meters (1,(112
feet).

The branch-lines of similar conslruction to that of the

main line are 1(1 kilometers long, uilb a maximum gradient of
7-14%.
[In the State forests near Bchlottstadt on the river 111, in
Alsace, that are liable to inundations and whore the con¬
struction of roads is very costly owing to the spongy nature
of the ground, short portable tramways are used to transport
the heavy oak and other timber to tbe banks of the Ill. Tr.]
For a discussion of (be value and suitability of forest-tram¬
ways, as compared with other means of transport, the reader
is referred to p. 430 of the present book.

Section IV.—IViiik-Tb.imways.
At the end of 1850, the first wire-tramways of the simplest
kind were erected in order to convey bundles of firewood and
faggots weighing up to half a cwt. down precipitous hillsides..
A stout iron wire was used for this purpose, which descended
the valley with a gradient of 25 -30% and on which the
transported material passed hanging by a hook, or a twisted
withe.
This simple arrangement has led more recently to continual
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improvements at several places in Switzerland, the Tyrol
and Germany, with the object of transporting larger pieces of
wood, and especially logs and butts for sawmills.

At present

there are two kinds of wire-tramways, those with one or two
wires.
1. Double lyire-Tramways.
These consist of two wires about 3 centimeters or 1 inch
thick, each of them composed of a wire-rope made of (i strands

Kig. 221^.—CJuiKllischwaiid wirc-tmmway.

of wire closely twisted round a hempen cord and extending
without supports from the top to the bottom of a declivity.
)ne serves for the descent of laden cars, and the other foi the
iscent of the empty ones.

The upper ends are fastened to'

arge trees and run over a pair of iron rails, which are curved
lownwards in front (Fig. 1223).

The lower ends are wound

'ound horizontal cylinders, which can be turned by means of
evers and cog-wheels, so as to stretch the wires (Fig. 224).
The log which is to descend the wire, is suspended from it,

f?00» mKSPORT SY liBW™*

: by chains irom tw„ wheels (a a Fig. 225) running on the win
and kejit at a suitable distance apart hy a rod (h)
Thii
arrangement is termed a truck. Were the laden truck lef
to itse , It would descend with constantly increasing velociti
down the wire, and smash the wood and itself at the end of iti
course. I,, order to prevent this and control the course of th«
I?!?’ ^
^'8-225) is attached
to the rod (5), and is wound round two rollers at the upper end
of the tramway, so that the truck may be let down and drawn

The wire-tramway at Giiiidlischwand^n the Grindelwald
14 000 feet long), and the wires hang quite freely without any
support at an angle of about 26 degrees. Another double
wire-tramway has been constructed in the forests of the Count
>f Stolberg-Wemigrode. It differs from the preceding one
I owing to Its moderate gradient and because the wires are
.supported at several points by bent iron rods (Pig 226)
^attached to horizontal poles (m) supported by trestles
S'ig- 226, (a) is the
witAfii
4-t. _ i._

WIKE-TRASrW'AYS

Fig. 22.'>.

Tnii-k for wirc-lraraway.

The Prince of Sehwartzeuhurf' liiis siniihii- wiio-traiinviiys in
his forests in Biihinerwald. The largest wiro-triunway of tliis
class is at Eoveredo, and is 5 miles
[In the Banisu wire-tramway in
Tihri-Garhwal, in India, described in
^
“Indian Forester,”August, 1897,page
\
283, there are 3 spans with a total
^ M
length of 1,825 feet, used to connect
W .a
two sledge-roads, Bullivant’s patent
steel f-inch diameter wire-rope. Two
.j
spans (634 and 432 feet) single wire,
other span 759 feet, the steepest,
jJ
double endless wire running round
two drums with vertical axles. Oak
' saddles are used to support the
. sleepers as they reduce friction.
'Tension applied by means of rough
winches. The double wire works
^ig
22«,-Tnick.
Fig. 22
«.—Truck.
, best, and 250 sleepers per diem were
lurried, but after 20,000 sleepers had been passed down, wear
pind tear was so great, that carriage by coolies at 8 pies
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S*^iBleeper wa

-j—.j
uowever, me construction of tt
wire-tramwfty reduced this charge by 25 °/ from 1 d
^
8 pies. The gradients are 26 Id 27 £
!
^
wire and 31^ degrees for double wire.-Tr.]
2. ,Single Wire-Tramways,

,„, u „ ,L

tion is similar to that of fL )
peculiarity in this L.!o beiim

^i

construe‘‘'““ways, the only

To allow for the possibility of this, at the middle of
the wire, where the trucks cross one auothA,- „
J
transfer-station is arranged ns follows- n
i ’
replace. II tajond the deweijing i,,„k
latter to pass.
^
'ft An automatic siding has, however liuen ;

7,” *7'*
i. j

fn Fig. 227 : at a short dist;nce Z;
i!"
poles (o d) which serve to support it, a rod (e c d/) hr the
wssage of he empty truck. The pait of this {« c) jdi t
he remainder by a hinee af (A v,e= „t
'
hat it remains parallel s the iiVe unll pressed.?''T;r
might of the truck, (c d) is fixed parallel to the wire and W f)
»»-lso jointed at (d) and meets the wire at (n. tL - ^
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rfeuck B on reaching (/) ascends {f d) and passes from ((f) to
(c) -whilst the laden truck passes under it, and then rejoins the

wire hy pressing down (c c). Tlie laden truck .( on reaching
(/) lifts up (rf./') and paswis on its way.
The first single wire-tramway was constructed in Schliereii-

Fig. 229.—Truck.

tlial near Alpnach, in Canton Unterwalden, in Switzerland, it
has a length of 2,100 meters (1 mile 8 furlongs) and is supported at numerons points, with a gradient of 35 %. It diners
.from the tramway just described by the fact that the wire is

i»B .-TRANSPOBT BY

npported at the end of horizontal rods to which it is fasteneil
»y plates and bolts, so that the wheels of the truck may pass
reely over it (Fig. 228). The iron rod of the truck supporting
he log is also bent outwards (Fig. 229).
Single wire-tramways have been constructed in the Salzkarh- ■
nergut, in Carinthia, and other places on the southern declivity
)f the Alps. In Canton Tessin, Switzerland, there are 141
iouble or single wire-tramways.
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Fig. aiMK—Foj’est-lramway in the Sihlwald.
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CHAPTER IV.
WOOD TEANSPOBT BY WATER.*

Teanspokt of wood by water consists either in floating
logs, scantling or firewood, piece by piece, down streams,
or in rafting them, after they have been bound together
in rafts.
This is the oldest form of transport known, and is referred
to in the Bible in 1 Kings v., when Solomon rafted large
cedar logs from Tyre for the construction of the Temple at
Jerusalem. In the Roman provinces of Germany, only logs
were floated, the floating of firewood being a more recent
industry. At jiresent, timber-transport by water is carried
on more or less in many streams, especially in mountainregions where it is most highly elaborated.
Section

I.—Floating.

Under this section the floating of single pieces of wood to
their destination will be discussed.
The section describes:—the natural suitability of any
stream for floating; artificial improvements of streams;
erection of the works necessary for the maintenance of a
proper supply of water and for catching the wood at its
destination, and the methods employed in floating wood.
All streams cannot be used for floating wood: the^ may be
too weak or too strong, with too narrow or too wide beds;
they are sometimes too winding; bad banks, rooks, boulders,
etc., may interfere with the floating in an otherwise suitable
stream, or floods may effect serious damage. In the most
favourable cases similar protection must be afforded to the
floating-channel, as to a stream driving water-mills or other
• There is very little literature about water-transport of wofid. The best
Oerman worlw are—Fiirster : Das forstUchc Transportwesen.*’ Vienna, 1885.
Barth, “ Die Oeschicte der oberen Kinxig.” 1895.
"Jp.lJ.
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hydraulic works, and manual labour is required to conduct'
the Heating. Hence floating has become a highly elaborate,
undertaking, in the carrying-out of which many costly
constructions and protective works are needful.
1. Cmulitions neveiigary for Slreams to he UtilizMe.
Independently of artificial improvements which may be
effected, a watercourse used for floating timber must possess
certain natural peculiarities, depending on the direction,
power and fall of the stream. The direction must eventually
lead to the timber-markets, however much the stream may
wind on the way thei'e. Not unfrequeutly artificial channels
are cut in order to shorten the course of the stream.
The minimum width admissible is the length of the logs to
be floated, as, unless they have room to turn, constant blocks
will occur during floating. Only in the ca.se of artificial
floating-channels, where the banks are quite smooth, and
butts for saw-mills are floated, may the width of the stream
be less than the length of the logs.
The maximum width of a stream used for floating depends
on the possibility of securing and extracting all sunken wood
by means of ordinary appliances.
Even with the best
management some of the heaviest logs will sink, and this
sunken wood is either carried along the bottom of the stream,
or sticks in holes in its undermined banks. In very broad
streams sunken wood cannot be guided to the shore or other¬
wise secured. Hence, unless the logs are being rafted, the
breadth of streams used should not exceed that of a large
brook, or small river.
The depth of the water is also an important point; this
should be sufficient to float water-logged timber which will not
quite sink, without danger of its grounding on the bottom of
the stream. Long and slowly running streams should be
deeper than rapid streams, which carry the timber better
where the distance for floating is short, and there is, there¬
fore, less chance of the wood becoming water-logged. When
large, round timber is floated, a greater depth is necessary
than for poles and split wood, which are easinr
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When thoroughly dried, all woods indigenous to Northern
Europe will float, but heavy, broadleaved species lose this
faculty much nittf-e quickly than coniferous wood; so that
while the latter may be floated in the round for great
distances, this is not possible with the former.
[t)f
coniferous wood, that of pines and cedars rich in turpentine
floats much longer than that of siiruco and silvei-lir.
Experience in India has proved this fact.—Tr.]
Gene¬
rally water-logged wood floats vertically.
The bc'st de)>th
for floating coniferous logs and split pieces of hard¬
wood is one and a half to three feet, as then the work¬
men always can wade into the water to secure the sunken
wood.
There is no necessity for any uniform fall in a stroain, and
most streams used for floating timber vary greatly in this
respect. The best fall is
to
as then the wood descends
rapidly and is guided easily by the workmen; there is also
little wear-and-tear owing to the pieces dashing together or
against rocks, that may also cause continual blocking of the
stream and necessitate severe labour to set the logs floating
again. Floating, however, has to be undertaken frequently
with a fall, less or much greater than the above. In the
latter case, cascades have sometimes to be passed, and much
timber is lust.
Rafting can be done with much less fall, and artilieiallyconstructed or improved rafting-streams have falls of only
500 to 500-

The last point to be considered in the in acticability of
a stream for floating timber consists in the possibility
of damming its tributaries artiflcially, so as to collect
temporarily a much greater head of water than it usually
holds.
There is much periodical variation in the amount of water in
a mountain-torrent, and sometimes a formidable, destructive
torrent may be seen where a few weeks later there will be
merely a little thread of water. In other cases a stream may
be always too low for floating, but by collecting the water of
its tributaries, enough water may be obtained to float down a
^weep of lop.
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2. Improvement and Maintenance of Watercourses for
Floatiwj H'ood.

No watercourse is constantly lit for floating without some
artificial improvement, hut all streams are not susceptible of
the same amount of improvement; in many cases the low
value of the timber to be floated will not allow of much
expenditure at a profit in this direction, and sometimes the
forester has to put up with the mere maintenance of the
natural state of a stream. Hence, the works on no two
streams used for floating resemble one another. In the
following pages the most perfect methods of improving and
maintaining a floating-channel are described, so that the
forester may select what is practiealile in any particular ease.
The improvements consist of:—increasing the head of
water in a stream according to requirements, beyond its
average quantity ; regulating the course of a natural stream;
constructing an artificial channel to nq)lace it, and booms to
stop and collect the floated material.
(a) Increasing the Head of Water in a Stream.

Besides rivers such as the Inn, the Isar, the Oder, etc.,
which are constantly used for timber-floating, nearly all
German mountain-streams require arrangements for raising
the average height of their water. It is especially the higher
parts of streams, near their sources, wdiere this is most
necessary, for there they contain the least amount of water
and pass through forest areas where floating is most neces¬
sary. The means used for increasing the water arelakes
and ponds, feeding-canals, dams and tanks.
i. luikes and Pojtds.
In valleys and mountain-depressions at a high elevation,
natural reservoirs such as lakes and ponds are of frequent
occurrence, especially in high mountain-ranges with masses of
snow and glaciers, where lakes of different sizes are frequently
found in the upper stages of the side-valleys. These per¬
manent water reservoirs are very valuable, for they usually
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lie along the line of floatage, and by means of a simple sluice
at the outlet of a watercourse from a lake, the level of the
latter may be maintained high enough to furnish a good head
of water for floating wood down the stream. Many lakes are
thus utilized.
A small lake from which a side-stream passes into the line
of floatage, or which may be connected with it by a canal,
may also l)e utilized similarly, and in both those cases the
dams to be constructed are similar to those that will be
described further on.
ii. Fmlm/-ranal.s.
Instead of lakes and ponds, watercourses near the floatingchannel may be utilized to raise the water-level of the latter
by leading their water into it. A mountain-range, through
the principal valley of which the floating-channel passes, is
often a rich water-collecting basin, its springs and brooks
running through the forests; if here, not only the less impor¬
tant springs, hut also the brooks of adjacent valleys, are united
to the floating-stream by canals, and its tributaries provided
with sluices, the test possible measures will have been taken
to gain a sufticient water-supply.
Lines of levels should be run for these projected feeders,
which often must be conducted round spurs and precipices so
as to secure, if possible, a uniform fall, which should rarely
exceed 3 or 4 %, or serious damage may ensue. Sluices are
required where the feeder leaves the brook the water of which
is to be utilized, and also where it joins the floating-channel,
so that swollen torrents may be avoided, and water admitted
to the latter only when it is required. It must not be sup¬
posed that it is always a difficult matter to lead water from
one basin into another, for in the upper parts of a mountainrange several streams may be quite adjacent, which diverge
widely lower down ; the feeding-canals also are not difficult to
construct, being usually mere trenches like those use<l in
irrigating meadows, and it is usual to utilize only tributaries
of the same stream that eventually join it lower down.
The direct line of floatage is not often supplied by feeders,
but frequently they are used to fill reservoirs.
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iii. Tkmu and Rexervoirs.
Whenever lakes and ponds are not available, the water of
the floating-stream itself may be dammed-np, and thus a
stronger head of water obtained. This is secured by means
of a dam furnished with a sluice-gate, that is erected
transversely across the valley in which the stream runs so as
to maintain the level of the water behind it. A reservoir is ■
thus formed, the water in which may be made available for
floatage when required, by opening the sluice-gates.
There is much variety in the mode of construction of dams,
and according to the material used for them, they are made
of (sarth, wood or masonry. The chief point is to make the
dams and sluices watertight; cemented masonry-dams are
best in this respect, but earth-dams are superior to wooden
sluices.
(a) Earth-dams—Earth-dams are formed of heaps of earth
at the ordinary angle of repose for the material used, as

shown in Pig. 230, which gives the section of such a dam. A
facing (a) of clay or loam is added to the dam on the side
near the reservoir, to make it watertight, and another vertical
layer of clay or loam («') in the middle of the dam will prevent
rats from i^rforating it In order to strengthen the work, a
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thick facing of rough heavy stones is piled on the side of the
dam, away from the reservoir. The impermeability of the
dam by water is specially influenced by the nature of the
ground on which it rests, and for its site, a place is therefore
chosen where there is solid rock, or a clay bed; if this is
some depth down, it may be necessary to have artificial clay
foundations.
(b) Wooden sluices.—Wooden sluices have a framework
of wood strengthened by means of earth or stones, usually
the latter, in which case the wooden framework is lined with
clay and filled with stones. Fig. 231 shows the ground-plan
of such a sluice, there being three rows of partitions to be
filled with stones. On the side away from the reservoir, these
partitions are only half as high as the other two rows, and
are planked over (c, c). A roof is usually placed over the
sluice, and it is crowned by a planked bridge. Buttresses
(a a a a) of somewhat similar construction to the rest of the
sluice are added to strengthen the structure. They may,
however, consist only of coarse, dry, stone masonry; 5; is the
channel for the passage of the water in the direction m n,
and is closed by a sluice-gate.
Fig. 232 shows another weaker kind of wooden sluice in
Ihe Black Forest, at Absdach, on the river Wolf. It consists
of piles boarded over, and strengthened, away from the reser¬
voir, by largo blocks of stone between which an opening is left
for the sluice-gate.
(c) Masonry-dams.—These are built very strongly, chiefly,
or entirely, of largo hewn stones. As a rule, however, they
are only faced with hewn stones, the interior being filled with
rammed broken stones, or with gravel or rough stones
imbedded in clay; buttresses are then required.
In order to increase their strength, they are frequently
made in a regular cnrv'ed shape, the conve.x side of which is
opposed to the water-pressure, but in that‘case it must rest on
either side on firm rocks, and then resists the pressure of the
water like a great vat.
: Fig. 233 shows the plan and elevation of a masonry-dam
at Herrenwies, in the Black P’orest, with two sluice-gates (b b);
rO a are smaller gates which are opened first to relieve the
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pressure on b b. This dam is to be recommended owing to
its simple gates and manner of opening them.
(d) Dams of combined masonry and earth.—These are the
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most highly perfected of all dams, and are used m tne
Bavarian forest, as shown in transverse section, in Fig. 234.
The masonry rests on a foundation of piles, and the reservoir
side of the dam is faced with hewn stones resting on cemented
rubble-masonry containing a thin layer of conc.rete. A wall
of cement and clay bounds this structure, and a well-stamped

Fij:, ‘231.—MuMinry and cariiioii thuu in I’avfiria.

earth-dam is continued towards the valley. This mode oi
construction, and a liberal use of cement and concrete to a
considerable depth in the foundations of the dam, make il
watertight in the hignest possible degree.
(e) Sluice-gates.—The gates for the chief outlet of watei
from the reservoir are usually in the middle of the dam, bul
j. sometimes at its base. The sluice-gates open usually into s
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channel, which conveys the rush of water at some distance
from the dam into the natural bed of the stream. This pro¬
tects the lower side of the dam from being undermined by the
water, and is specially important in the case of wooden sluices
and earth-dams, as in Fig. 231, m h n. The sluice-gates are
closed by various contrivances, and they may bo distinguished,
according as they open with a rush, like ordinary sluice¬
gates, or are raised gradually, as in the ease of vertically
opening valves.
(!) Sluice-gates opening in the ordinary way.—Tliis is

Fi^r. 2XV-Sluice-j;a<o.

effected by means of hinges, but the gates are closed by
various contrivances. The usual method of closing them is
shown in Fig. 235. A is the gate revolving on hinges at a.
B is a revolving elliptical cylinder of wood, which is kept
closed by means of a peg (//), a lever placed between h and
the wall of the dam and the pressure of the water in the'
reservoir, until the lever (in) is withdrawn ; the pressure on
B then causes it to revolve on its axis, through an angle
of 90’ and present its smaller diameter to A, so that the
latter can open, b entering a recess in the wall made to
receive it.
Another mode of opening a sluice-gate is shown in Fig. 236:

down, b is released, and the gate opens.
This inode of
opening is used cliiefly when the walls of the dam are high.
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Fig. 237 represents another mode of opening sluice-gates,
where the bar (m) is fastened back by an iron pin which tits
through a projecting stone at I', and can be easily withdrawn.
[In the case of all the above sluice-gates, tlnirc is danger
of the gate swinging violently against the wall of the dam,
and being broken or injured. Tliis is avoided by having the

Fig. 23S.—Earthen dam with sluico-valve.

binge at a short distance from the wall, so that when the gate
is opened, there may be a passage for the water between the ^
hinge and the wall of the dam; the intervening water then ,
breaks the force with which the sluice-gate swings, and^
prevents its striking the wall.—Tr.]
It is evident that when the confined water of the reservoir
presses with all its weight on the whole sluice-gate, on
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opening the latter, the violent rush of water would damage the
banks below ; such gates can therefore be used only where the
watercourse below has steep rocky banks. They have also
the disadvantage, that the sudden rush of water may not be
able to carry downstream all the wood wliich is lying on the
bed of the watercourse, so that
much of its effect is lost. In
the Tyrol, self-opening sluice¬
gates are used, which open when
the reservoir is full.
(g) Sluice - valves-Sluice valves aie used in well-con¬
structed lloatiug-cbannels and
wherever the banks need pro¬
tection against the downward
rusli of water, so that the
amount of w ater j)assing through
the passage in the dam may be
regulated at will. These valves
are oj)ened by means of a lever
lilting into cogs, a ratchet pre¬
venting the descent of the valve
(I'Tg. 238).
In the Absdach
sluice, the so-called ladder sluice¬
gates are adopted, the construc¬
tion of which may be seen in
]' ig. 232. In oi’der to avoid the
use of heavy valves, two smaller
ones side by side ma^' be used,
or several, each of which works
Fig. 2311.-Sluice.vair...

g*''^we and may be
raised by a revolving axis by
means of rollers and chains, or winches.
The mechanism for raising these heavy valves with a small
expenditure of strength sliould be of a very simple nature,
rig. 239 gives a simple combination of cog-wheels and endless
screw for the purpose. This mode of raising valves is in
general use for the tanks which will be described lower
down.
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(li) Sluice-gates made of logs.—The roughest method
adopted for closing sluices is to place a number of round logs,
split in half, vertically alongside one another, with their
ends resting against two strong beams above and below. The
crevices between them are then stopped with moss, and a pile
of earth is often made behind them. IVhcn it is desired to
release the water, a hook attached to a rope is passed through
an iron ring in the central log, which, on being lifted, is

Kij», 240.—riu^-vulvc.

carried down by the water; the other logs are similarly lifted
out of the way.
Balks of wood one above the other also may be suspended
horizontally, as is usual in the Black Forest, by chains before
the opening, as shown in Fig. 233. They are raised one after
the other by hooked poles. Fig. 240 shows the so-called
plug-valve which is much used, especially in Austrian Silesia. •
The valve fils vertically into a channel {«) excavated under
the dam and projecting 4 or 6 yards into the reservoir, where
it is strongly closed, the open end of the channel leading
down-siream. The end under the reservoir is open at m and
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can be closed by a conical plug (n) which is raised by means
of a vertical bar and screw (h); (p) is a plank bridge for
giving access to h. The chamber in which this plug plays is
covered with a fine grating to exclude rubbish. This kind of
valve weakens the dam much less than any other form of
opening for the water, and the water can be allowed to pass
through the channel as gradually as one could wish; it is
however very liable to become filled with silt and mud, that
are removed with difficulty.
All sluice-gates must allow for an overflow of excessive water
from the reservoir and also for passing a small quantity of
water into the floating-channel before the principal sluice¬
gates are opened.
The principal rush of water, which is
required for floating, passes through the sluice-gates, of which
there may be several in the case of largo dams, but when once
the reservoir is full of water, any more water coming in must
bo allowed to escajM), otherwise the toj) of the dam would be
injured, b'or this puriiose, thendore, a small channel is
generally j)rovlded at the toj) of tlu! dam, unless there is a special
gale constructed for this purpose. It may also be necessary
to completely drain the reservoir of water, in case of repairs,
or to free it from sand, gravel, (dc.; for this purpose a third
opening may l)e necessary lower down than the principal
gates. It is usual to admit a little water into the floatingchannel BO as to set the logs slowlj' in motion, before the chief
rush of the water comes. This can be done at pleasure by
means of sluice-valves, but where there are sluice-gates a
special opening must be made in the large gate for this
purjxrse, unless the floating-channel is provided with a small
quantity of water by a side-channel, opening with its own
sluice-gate.
The size of the principal sluice-gate depends
on whether it serves only lor the passage of water, or for
the wood as well, and in the latter case it must evidently be
4 or 5 meters broad (Fig. il3‘2).
(i) Dimensions of Dams.—Dams vary much in size; there
are some dams which maintain reservoirs capable of
submerging a whole valley below them; these are 450 feet
long, and over 65 feet in breadth, and in their construc¬
tion a considerable amount of capital is invested, whilst
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others can raise the level of a stream barely above its full
strength.
The more a watercourse is encumbered with boulders and
rooks, the lower the dry-season level of its water and the
longer its course, the more plentifully should water be
supplied. Sometimes in such cases dams are constructed
which allow of a depth of water in the reservoir, at the dam,
of 15 to 30 feet. Well-constructed floating channels with a
small and uniform fall require much smaller dams.
Generally large reservoirs are preferable to small ones, oven
though they take a comparatively long time to fill, as their
effects are more proportional to their cost, and the floating is
more certain than where several small dams are constructed.
Very large dams have been made in Carinthia and the southern
Alps, and in Austria and Hungary.
(/,) Position of Bams.—The principal dams are made always
in the uppermost parts of a mountain-valley, and their effect
reaches for several miles down, so that in many valleys no more
dams are required below the principal one. In other eases,
however, there are floating-channels with several small dams at
distances apart of from 11 to *2 miles.
Dams are intended, as far as possible, to drive the drainage of
a locality into the watercourse which is used for floating.
Watercourses, however, contain least water near their sources,
but are here most in demand for floating purposes. It is there¬
fore necessary to utilise the first weak run of the water, and
wherever it is possible to do so, a strong dam is erected near the
very top of a valley, so as to collect as much water above it as
possible.
A site is therefore preferable for the principal dam
where the sides of the valley approach one another with
rocky walls, whilst above this gorge is a basin-shaped
expanse of valley. Such places are often found in mountain¬
ous regions.
Care must be taken that the water entering a reservoir is
fairly free from silt and gravel, which would soon render it too
: shallow for use. Wherever this is not the case, special works
"must be constructed to keep out the sand, etc.; these will be
^ described further on, under the heading “ Weirs.”
R B
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iV. Tanks.
Pams can be constructed across a stream only in narrow
mountain-valleys where they can rest on mountain-spurs on

Fig. 242. -Sliiicp-gate iif tlie tank A.

where there are meadows, cultivated lands and perhaps
houses, which a dam wnnld nVivmusly inundate, while its cost
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would be prohibitive, owing to the large amount of compen¬
sation involved, it may, nevertheless, be necessary to obtain
larger supplies of water for floating timber than the natural
course of a stream affords, and these may be secured by
constructing a tank. This is an artificial pond surrounded by
strong embankments, that is fed by underground culverts, or
by a canal bringing water from the U2iper part of the water¬
course ; thus water may be collected in the tank to swell the
stream below it.
There may be peculiarities of the locality that modify the
mode of construction of tanks, but in this respect they are much
less variable than dams.
Figs. 241 and 242 represent a tank which has been con¬
structed at Wilgartswiesen, in the Bavarian Palatinate. The
reservoir A is situated between the floating-stream i and a
small mill-stream m. It is surrounded by strong embank¬
ments (if, il), 14 feet high, and is fed by the mill-stream, W'hich
bifurcates from the watercourse above the reservoir and is led
along the hill-side with a gentle fall, so that at a it is about
10 feet higher than the watercourse, which it rejoins after
passing the mill M. There are sluice-gates at a and h, the
former for admitting the water and the latter for its escape ;
s, « is a cart-road along which is conveyed the wood which is
stacked at /(, and there put into the stream. This tank holds
280,000 cubic feet (8,000 cubic meters) of water, it can be filled
once daily, and takes 2 hours and 40 minutes to run dry, float¬
ing 42,000 stacked cubic feet (1,200 cubic meters) of firewood.
The embankments of tanks may be of earth or masonry, or
half earth, half masonry, as shown in section in Fig. 242.
Here A represents the stone-masonry, B the earth-w'ork, a the
sluice-valve, m the feeder, and t the watercourse.
Tanks to assist floating have been constructed at several
places in Silesia, Franconia, the Palatinate, etc.; they are
utilised in summer for irrigating meadows and cultivated
lands.
V.
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The works already described have for their object to increase
the quantity of water in a floating-channel, but as soon as the
B B 2
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' iccumulated water lias run off, the stream resumes its natural ”
level.
_
1
Weirs, on the contrary, are constructed to raise the waterlevel permanently and moderate its fall and velocity. They
consist of a shallow dam erected across a stream, the top of
which is either
slightly below,
even with
or
above the waterlevel, so that the
water must more
or less increase
in depth behind
the weir before
passing it.
f'ig. 213.-W«Klcn overflow weir.

have ground-weirs, below the surface of the stream; overflow
weirs, between the highest and lowest levels of the water,
and sluice-weirs which are provided with gates; in the latter
case, the quantity of water in the stream can bo perfectly
regulated.
All these three kinds of weirs are employed in streams used

Fip. 211.—Overflow weir with slight fall.

for floating; they are necessary not only to divert water to
mills and irrigation-canals, when the water is used for these
purposes besides for floating, but also to maintain a high
permanent level of water in a floating stream.
The construction of ground-weirs is very simple, they may
^ composed of a ridge of stones, a stem of a tree kept in;
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^position by piles, or row of piles behind which sunken fascines
or stones are placed.
An overflow weir may be constructed either of wood or of
stone: Fig. 243 shows a section of a simple wooden weir with
a steep declivity; Pig. 244, a weir with a slight fall.
Stone - work
is
naturally
prefer¬
able to wood in
constructing weirs,
and wherever coarse
stones are available,
a weir may be con¬
structed as in Fig.
246.
Weirs con¬
structed of hewn
Vig. 215.—Stiinr overflow weir,
stone -masonry
(Fig. 246) are preferable to rough constructions, but unless
the watercourse has a rocky bed, piles must be driven in to
serve as a foundation under the weir.
The efficacy of any weir is measured by the height to which
the water rises behind it, and the distance back to the point

Fig. 246.—Stone weir.

where the stream retains its former velocity, or ceases to be
slack-water. Hence, in order to improve thoroughly a stream
; for floating, a succession of weirs should be constructed from
I slack-water to slack-water; in this way the average fall of
;jthe stream will be reduced, a very important point in
^floating.

r
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The slower the current, the further back the slack-water
extends; in sluggish streams, weirs may reduce the velocity
of the stream too much for ttoatiiig, and are useful only for
diverting mill-streams from the main watercourse. Wherever,
on the other hand, the current is rapid, it is evidently advan¬
tageous to keep the water back as much as possible; for then,
independently of the advantages of a moderate current, the
banks and works to improve the floating are secured much
belter against erosion, and the dei)th of the stream is
rendered much more suitable tor floating, an important
matter when it contains much gravel and boulders.
The most suitable places for weirs are narrow valleys between
rocky banks, as in such places the water cannot damage the
banks of the channel and cause inundations, even when its depth
is considerably increased.
In such places generally several consecutive weirs are
recpiired, so that the watercourse in certain cases becomes
regularly terraced, witli a succession of falls.
As a rule,
the number of weirs should be i)roportional to the rapidity
of the current and the (piantity of gravel and boulders in the
stream. These weirs are not constructed all at the same time,
but by degrees, as the space between any two of them becomes
filled with silt and gravel, and therefore a new weir becomes
necessary.
Besides the above-mentioned weirs, others also are required
wherever any side-channel leaves the main stream to supply a
mill, etc. Booms for collecting the floating wood also are
erected frc(piently on weirs. The more remote the point where
the water from a side-channel is required, the higher must be
the weir which supplies it.
It is evident that sand, gravel and boulders accumulating
behind the weirs constantly raise the bed of the stream, so
that the water will in time overflow its banks unless they are
sufficiently high. This is dangerous not only for the banks,
but also for the wood which is being floated and tends to leave
the stream and become stranded. If then a rush of high water
follows, much damage may be done to the riparian properties,
for which the manager of the floating will be held respon¬
sible unless he has taken proper precautions. In all cases.
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therefore, where such damage is to be feared, weirs should be
furnished with sluice-gates, which may be opened when there
is danger of a flood.
Fig. 247 shows a section through the middle of a weir in
which a sluice-gate is supplied, m o n being the section of the
weir, and o m the sluice-gate with a sloping base (s m),
enclosed by wooden horizontal walls; this gate is closed when
the water-level is at its ordinary height, but can be opened in
floods.
More frequently, however, a ground-weir is erected with a
number of sluice-gates arranged side by side, by opening

Kij,'. 2t7.—Weir with sliiirc*p:}itr.s.

which all the water may pass in high floods or the timber be
allowed to float through.
It has been remarked already that certain works may be
necessary to keep silt, gravel or boulders out of reservoirs;
these works are merely weirs made of wattle-work or stone,
across the small brooks which feed the reservoir, and tlius the
results of denudation of the hill-sides are kept from descending
the watercourse. In addition to these weirs, the ordinary
measures should be adopted for fixing the slopes on either
side of a mountain-torrent, and keeping it stocked with forest
growth.
(b) Works for regulating the Course of a Natural
Stream.

There is not a single watercourse, which is naturally so suit¬
able for floating timber, but that it may be improved by some
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artificial works, to render the floating more regular and to
avoid damage. In strong or weak waters there are always a
number of hindrances: the banks may require securing; it
may be necessary to remove obstructions from the bed of the
stream, by blasting, or otherwise; sometimes the current
requires modifying, or bifurcations of the stream should be
cut off whilst floating is in progress.
i. SiremiUimiwi the Jlnnlcx of Slroams.
Artificial works may be employed with advantage wherever
the banks of a stream are too steep, or too sloping, or where

FiR. 2-IS.
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the breadth of the stream requires modification. High, steep
or vertical banks of a stream, if not of hard rock, get under¬
mined and fall in, holes being formed in which the wood
sticks; or the material of the bank may be carried away and
form an obstruction lower down the stream. Wood which
lodges against the bank becomes at length waterlogged, and
may be lost. Hence, all bad banks require facing. Wherever
the bank is composed of mere earth, a slope of 25 to SO degrees
should be given to it, and it should be sodded or planted with
willow-cuttings to give it firmness. If a current sets in
against such banks they may be protected by wattle-work,
a trench being dug along the bank, a wattle-work fence
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constructed and the interval then refilled with earth well
rammed-in. The earth bank may also be faced with ordinary
stone-masonry, or merely with large dry stones, and the trench
filled with broken stones or gravel. Where stones are scarce,
fascines may be laid parallel to the bank, secured by means of
stakes, and covered alternately with stones or earth.
Other modes of protecting banks consist in a row of piles,
which are driven-in in front of the place to be protected, and
either bound with wattle-work, or planks or fascines fastened
on inside them (Fig. 248). Where wood is plentiful the walls
may be of logs 4 to (i inches thick (Fig. 249), supported by
stakes (a), and nailed together
with long iron nails. It is,
however, always better to
employ stone-masonry for the
purimse wherev(!r stone is procura,ble, both to economise
timber, and because the latter
is not durable. AVhere atone
is used for the purjiose a good
foundation must be supplied,
as in Fig. 250, to prevent
undermining, and a .sloj)e of
about one in ten should be
given.
As great a hindrance to floating as steep banks, are banks
which are too flat, as the stream widens-out in such places,
and tends to fall-off in strength, depth, and rate of current.
The gravel and other material brought down from above
accumulate in such places, forming shoals which the floating
timber only passes with difficulty, and many logs Income
stranded. Improvements thus have for their object to restrict
the bed of the stream.
The simplest method is to drive in a double row of piles as
close to one another as the length of the logs which are floated,
they demarcate the stronger water from the slack-water near
either bank. The piles are high enough to overtop the highest
level attainable, by the water, and the logs as they float down
align the piles and exclude the dead water.
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In some cases wattle-work is applied round the piles, other
rows of piles are driven-in a few feet from the first rows, and
the interval filled with stones, branches and sand. Finally
solid parallel lines of masonry may be constructed, which are
no other than dams running parallel to the stream and united
to the old banks by wings; they may bo looked upon as artificial
banks to the stream.
The top of these dams must be of about the average level
of the stream so that all flood-water passes over it, carrying
with it silt and gravel which gradually fills-up the site of
the slack-water. Sometimes where there is an extensive tract
of slack-water, it may bo covered with a network of dams
crossing one another, which gets filled with silt, etc.; if these
dams are raised gradually ns the s2)acos between them become
filled, the slack-water may di8aj)pear entirely, and the lateral
dams be overflowed no longer at high water.
ii.

Hlrewilluminij Hie llei/ of l/ie KIream.

The bed of a stream recprires artificial improvement much
less frequently than the banks. This is, however, sometimes
requisite, in the case of mountain-torrents with stony beds,
and usually consists in blasling-away the rocks and removing
stones, whicli otherwise might cause holes to form behind them
in the l)ed of the stream, and thus cafeh the floating logs. The
best season for these oiiorations is the autumn, or whenever
the water is lowest; the stones removed from the stream
may be utilised to imiirove its banks. It is, however, easy to
do too much in the way of removing obstacles from the bed of
a rapid stream: for if a floating-channel be freed from all
impeding rocks and stones, which form so many natural weirs
in its course, the stream often becomes torrential and its banks
may be broken and inundations or other disastrous conse¬
quences ensue.
Bapids may occur where the bed of a channel is narrow and
steep, where the stream runs between rocks in passing from a
higher stage in the valley to a lower one, and there is then
likely to be difficulty in floating the timber. If in such places
the bed be terraced (Fig. iJ51), floating will be much expedited
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by making a network of logs which is filled in with stones.
The blasting necessary in such a place is, however, so difficult
to carry-out, that frequently the wood is landed and passed
down a water-slide and placed again in the stream further on.

Fijf. 2.'il.—Fixin;' tile IhhI of ii sUvam

Careful paving of the hod of a stream is not unfrequent
at openings from tanks and to a certain distance inside the
latter.
iii. Rcclifi/mi/ Dte, Fhaling CImimel.
Usually the channel of a mountain-stream winds consider¬
ably as soon as it approaches the plain, and its current is thus
reduced considerably. The wood, which is being floated, has
therefore to travel far in order to pass over a comparatively
short distance, and may become water-logged. Owing to the
slight fall, inundations occur with every high water, the hanks
of the stream are injured and much wood stranded far and
wide.
Straightening the channel of the stream is then the best
mode of obviating these dangers. The stream is straightened
by making short artificial cuts between its bends and windings.
Such a cut i? commenced generally at several places between
the points on the stream that are to be joined, the banks
then serve as dams until the channel is completed. In such
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cases it may be even worth while to make tunnels for the
water to pass, as at Hals, near Passau.
Artificial floating-canals leading to a limber-depot are of the
same nature as the above and sometimes run from one riverbasin into another.
The best known of these artificial floating-canals is that
belonging to the Prince of Schwartzenberg, at Krummau, in
Bohemia; it is 35 miles long, of which 600 yards are tunnels
leading from the centre of the forests to the river Mrihel,
which flows into the Danube between Lintz and Passau and
brings down the yield of 35,000 acres of forest.
Whenever a canal is dug, levels must bo taken most carefully
beforehand; one iu fifty is the best fall, though frequently
unattainable. The canal just dt^scribed lias a fall of one in nine
for a short distance, and one in the Bavarian forest a fall of
one in five. In such places, the bod of the canal must be
paved, or terraced, as already described.
In the latter case, the ppper section of the canal is only 4
to 53 feet broad, and 1J feet deep; it brings down very large
butts for the saw-mills. It is there constructed of blocks of
granite; lower down, its banks are made of w'ood, but in 1882
the floods proved too much for these wooden constructions.
In the lowest section, where there is much more water available,
the width of the canal is 10 feet.
;■ In constructing such canals the chief point is to secure a
good supply of water, owing to the snowfall in mountainous
regions this can generally be done. The line is then taken, as
far as possible, through all adjoining mountain-streams, or it
is supplied with water by reservoirs and dams.
iv. Liileml Jlooms.
All streams used for floating have branches either natural or
artificial, and arrangements must be made to keep the wood
out of such bifurcations, or iu certain cases to conduct it into
a side-stream. To effect this, lateral booms either floating,
or flxed in the bed of the stream, are required. A thoroughly
dried spruce-log fastened to the bank of the stream by withes
and floating in the water in front of the side-stream will often
suffice.
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Should the width of the stream be so great that this is not
sufficient, a chain of two or
more logs (Fig. 252) attached
together either by withes or
iron rings may be substituted.
These are floating booms. Wher¬
ever a boom has to withstand
a great pressure, as, for instance,
where numbers of saw-mill
butts are being floated, or the
floating wood is being driven
from the main stream into a
bifurcation,
a
fixed
boom
(Fig. 253) should be constructed.
In this case, piles (iii m) are Kig. 2r)2.—A lateral floating lioom.
driven into the bed of the
stream and are supported by props (s if). The logs forming
the boom are then
attached to these
piles and close the
stream. One row
of logs is often
insufficient, and
then two or more
logs are fastened
together
and
placed in front of
the piles. Such
booms will not,
however, stop
water-logged
wood; when there
is much of this, a
more elaborate
boom is required,
the construction
of which will be
described further
on.
Fig 263.—-Fixed lateral boom.
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V. ArrmsiMIHij of the Bnnlm of the Stream.

' Accessibility of the banks is another necessity whenever
a stream is used for floating timber.
The water must be
accessible at least from one of the banks by a good foot-path,
so that the workmen may be able to fasten logs to the shore,
push off stranded logs, or land timber, and move about
expeditiously.
The only difficulty in lower mountain-valleys and level
ground is to come to terms with the riparian owners about
sites for the construction of booms, (dc. Tn the higher
mountain passes, however, sleep precipices often line the
banka of narrow gorges, thi-ough which the stream passes,
and the logs can bo controlled by the workmen only at great
risk to their lives. Such gorges are especially common
among limestone i-ocks: they form passes between the higher
and lower stages of the valleys, the water falling in a series of
cascades among large boulders and masses of rock. The
floating wood is constantly sticking in such places, and a
whole sweep of timber may thus be stopped. In order to
prevent this mischance the gorges must be made passable;
often a pathway is constructed with wooden galleries sup¬
ported by numerous iron bars and wooden beams let into the
rock, and connected with one another by steps cut in the
rocks, and by ladders.
8. Booms.
Booms are constructions intended to arrest or divert the
passage of all floating wood at a fixed point in a stream.
All floating timber is stopped or diverted by the boom, and
where large sweeps of timber come down, the boom has to
resist considerable pressure and must be very strongly con¬
structed; its site also should be situated favourably for the
purpose in view.
Booms, therefore, vary from those of the simplest nature to
colossal structures costing thousands of pounds. Most of these
booms are constructed by ordinary woodcutters or floaters,
who from long experience in the work frequently show great
ingenuity; some of them may even be classed as engineers.
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But for the very reason that the nature of booms depends
on local conditions, no constructions are more varied, and
hardly any two booms are alike. In the following paragraphs.

therefore, some characteristic forme of booms only will be
considered.
(a) Mode of construction.—There are three essential points

in the construction of a boom: the supports, the horizontal
bars which stop the sweeps of timber, and the grating of rails
that surmounts the boom.
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Booms may be divided into two classes, aceoraing as sne
grating is vertical or oblique, the largest and most important
belonging to the latter category.
Fig. 254 represents a simple form of wooden boom with a
vertical grating which has to resist a moderate pressure only;
Pig. 255 shows the section of a support to this boom, and m
the grating and horizontal bars. Wherever in mountainstreams rocks occur on which the grating may be supported,
they may be utilised as supporting piles for the boom ; but if
such natural supports are wanting and the pressure of the

Fig.

witli stone supports.

sweeps of timber is great, masonry-pillars must be erected for
the purpose (Pig. 250).
The horizontal bars are constructed of large balks of
timber, which are bored through in order to allow the rails of
the grating to Ite inserted; or they are composed of three
balks, the middle one perforated to support the grating. The
lower bar is placed frequently at the water-level (Fig. 254),
where it is best preserved.
In the case of large booms required to withstand the
pressure of large sweeps of floating wood and powerful streams,
oblique gratings are .used.
It is endent that such an
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arrangement will withstand a much greater pressure than will
vertical gratings. The iuelination of the grating to the surface
of the water varies, depending on the absolute weight and

2.’*".
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Suppovl of an obli'|ue k>oni.

stubilifcy of tho rails which form the ‘'rating. Where these rails
are large—in large hoonis they often attain lengths of 20 to 25
feet and a thickness below of 8 to 10 inches - the inclination

ii ■

Fig. 258.--01iliquc boom with masonry supiiorts.

of the grating may be 60 degrees, but otherwise it is placed
more obliquely, say, at an angle of 25 to 30 degrees.
The rails of the grating are always round pieces, barked
spruce or larch, with their thicker ends in the water, and they
CO
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rest without any support on the bed of the stream. ■ In front ;
of them, floating spruce stems are placed to take the shock of the floating wood from the grating. Where the stream is'
broad and the grating long, supports are also necessary, their '
simplest mode of construction being shown in Fig. 257.
The supports of large booms require, above all, a solid
foundation: in the ease of wooden supports, piles are driven

Kijr. 2ril>. —Itoom with removable pmtinp.

Buflflciently deep into the firm (rocky) bed of the stream; when
there are masonry-supports, a firm foundation of piles is sup¬
plied, in case a rocky base cannot be reached. Fig. 268 repre¬
sents a large boom over the river Regen, at Regensburg; in
this and other large booms the supports are similar to those
used for large bridges, they are arranged with their longest
sides parallel ta the stream so as to offer as little resistance to
it as possible. V ’ a, ,9i»'’'ar construction is the large boom at
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Baden, near Vienna, also that over the Ilz at Passau, the boom
nearly a kilometer (f mile) long at Brixlegg, and other large
booms.
What enormous pressure such booms have to support,
especially in floods, may be imagined easily from tlie fact,
that floating timber often accumulates behind them to a
height of 15 to 20 feet aud sometimes even overtops them.
In such cases, as has been already remarked, not only must
the construction of the boom be of the strongest possible
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character, but also the locality must be specially adapted
for it.
In the case of many booms, with either vertical or oblique
gratings, the latter are placed in situ only during the floating
season, and for the rest of the year are removed and kept in
sheds on the river-banks. This cannot be done always, when
the grating rails are very large and weigh several hundred¬
weights each, but even then, part of the grating must be
removed if the stream is to remain navigable, or passable by
rafts of wood. In such cases, the rails are provided with
strong iron rings so that they can be raised by means of
hooked poles and placed on the horizontal 'ars, and on a
Iplanked footway constructed behind the latte^*?-

sawn.
The grating is, therefore, frequently provided with
the arrangement shown in Fig. 259. The hooks at n n are
for the removal of the rails, each of which is perforated for ^

the admission of a wedge to keep it in position when raised,
the wedges resting on tlie bar (« a).
Besides the above usual kinds of booms, special, local booms,
such as trestle-booms, portable booms and booms with gabions,
are in use, of a cheaper and simpler mode of construction.
They are used chiefly for temporary floating, or in the case of
streams subject to such high floods that the construction of
more elaborate and expensive booms is not advisable. They

are therefore re-made every floating season, and then brokenup, and are prevalent chiefly on the south side of the Aljis, in
Savoy, the South Tyrol, Carinthia and other districts.
The essential feature of a trestle.boom' is a three-legged
trestle (Fig. 260). These trestles, strengthened by the trans¬
verse pieces (« a), are placed in a line across the stream so
that one foot of each projects somewhat over the foot of the
trestle next to it, and the tops of all the trestles are about the
same height above water-level. Thus difterent-sized trestles
are required according to the depth of the water. In the case
of large trestle-booms over strong streams, a second row of
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trestles is placed behind the first to strengthen it, one oi tJie
feet of the second row crossing the feet of those in the front
row. This crossing of the feet of the trestles strengthens the
boom in a very marked way.
After all the trestles are in position in the water, the bars
{l> h h) are nailed on to them; they are intended to support
heavy logs with which the trestles are loaded, to add weight
to the boom and render it firmer. As the trestles are not
imbedded in the ground, but only rest on it, they would
not withstand the force of the stream if they were not
heavily weighted. Further weight is added by placing stones

Fig. 264.—Gabion boom.

and boulders above the logs which rest on b b h. Supports
for the rails are then nailed on to the trestles, the rails
fastened to them with withes, and floating logs placed in front
of the rails. Fig. 26‘2 represents a form of trestle-boom
common in S. Alpine countries.
Portable booms form another class which may be erected
and removed at pleasure, but their mode of construction varies
cousiderablj'. Fig. 263 represents a section of such a boom
with a permanent base, which is used in streams where sudden
floods occur, as in Lower Austria, the rivers Ziller, Gail, etc.
The fixed base is composed of a beam (a) and piles (c e); on
the latter the trestle-beams (m m) rest, and the grating-rails
(d d) are supported by pieces (b b) which are bolted to m.
Another kind of portable boom is used in Nadworna, in
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Galicia, in which three twisted wire ropes are stretched as
tightly as possible one above the other and supported by*
trestles at distances of 30 feet apart.
Another kind of boom is formed of gabions (Fig. ‘2(51), as
used in Venezianisch and other places. Here, instead of
wooden or stone pillars, gabions of basket-work filled with
stones are used, which support the horizontal bars and the
grating-rails. The gabions are placed in a line across the
stream at distances of 5 to 15 meters (16 to 18 feet) apart,
according to the strength of the stream, and are tall enough
to be above the highest water-level; their height, varies,
therefore, with the depth of the water in which they are
placed. ITanks are then placed from gabion to gabion, form¬
ing a footway, and stout poles (a a a) are bound to the
gabions by means of withes. The grating-rails (5 h) are then
bound to c outside the water and let down into it from tjie
footway, till each rail rests on the bottom of the river. The
several rails are bound by withes to a a n, and along the
grating floating logs are placed.
These gabions have the advantage of costing little, of being
erected in a short time by the floating-gang and of being
repaired easily. At the same time, they are not durable, and
are often overthrown by heavy floods, to which they offer a
large, exposed surface. They are adapted specially for smah
temporary sweeps of floating timber, chiefly on unimproved
inountaiu-torrents.
Finally, floating booms must be mentioned. They consist
for the most part of spruce-logs which are united at their
ends by iron rings and fastened together in sufficiently long
chains. These chains of logs are fastened at one or both
ends, and float on the surface of slowly flowing streams, on
which floating is done only occasionally. In order to give
them a greater power of resistance, some of the logs are
anchored to the bottom of the riVer. In spite of this, how¬
ever, they cannot resist a sudden flood, as has been often
experienced, in the breaking of such booms, especially if the
stream is fairly strong (the river Inn).
[In the river Jumna, at Daghpathar, a boom is placed at a
point where the river is 1‘20 yards broad. It consists of two
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portions, a raft 354 feet long, constructed of raiiwaj'-sieepers
as shown in Fig. 2(>5, and a line of logs. Tlie raft is fixed at
one end to a rock on the right-hand side of the rivtir, and kept
obliquely inclined towards the current by wire ropes anchored
to the other bank. This portion of the boom is placed in the
full current of the powerful stream. From its other epd extends
a line of logs fastened end to end by a wire ropci, and 910 feet
long. The flouting sleeijers are stopped by the raft-boom, and
then float along the line of logs into slack-water, when they are
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Fip. 265,—Daglijiatliar boom.
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caught easily by men swimming on inflated butfalo-skins, and
lauded.
The construction of the raft-boom is as follows :—
Two broad-gauge sleepers arc placed 64 feet apart and with
their broad face vertically downwards; transversely to these
and dovetailed or merely let-in, are placed at intervals of
about one foot meter-gauge sleepers with the broad face hori¬
zontal. In the centre are two planks placed longitudinally
and serving as a footway. A wire rojas runs along each side,
and is firmly fixed to the broad-gauge sleepers. This is to give
■the boom flexibility against sudden strains. Below the sleepers
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are three iron rods one inch in girth supported by bars 2 inches
in girth from tlie broad-gauge sleepers.
This boom cost Its. 1150, including Its. 500 for wire ropes,
which last for many years; it is annually removed before the
July monsoon, and replaced intlctober. About 4(K),000 sleepers
and scantling are stopped by it annually and nia<le-up into rafts
at Daghpathar.—Tr.]
(b) Modes of using Booms.—According to the strength of the
stream, the pnriwse for which they are erected, but above all on
account of their suita¬
bility for any particular
locality, various kinds of
booms are used. Here,
in the first place, a dis¬
tinction must be made
according as the hooms
are used, either to stop
all the wood floating
in a stream (terminal
booms), or to divert it
into a side-channel
(lateral booms); it must
be considered, secondly,
what steps may bo
taken to reduce the
pressure on hooms and
prevent them from
breaking.
i. Tenmnal Booms.
Terminal booms, in¬
tended to stop all the
wood floating in a stream, are erected either transversely or
obliquely across a stream, the former being termed straight
and the latter oblique booms. Booms may run in a broken
line, or be arranged so that a quantity of floating wood may
be collected and taken away from the boom.
Straight booms are made chiefly on streams with a slight
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fall and where sudden floods are not to be feared. They have
to resist severe pressure, and wherever large sweeps of wood
are floated should be constructed strongly.
Oblique booms are commoner both in the case of lateral
and terminal booms, they have naturally a greater length in
proportion to the breadth of the stream than straight booms,
and the longer they are, the better able are they to withstand
the pressure of the floating wood and floods. Most booms are
not straight, but have a broken line of contour; and many
booms, and some of the most important ones, collect and
retain for some time a large quantity of the floating wood.
The boom across tlie river Hz, near Passau, built as in Pig. 258,
and a plan of which is given in Fig. 26G, collects over ten
thousand saw-mill butts, and allows for their being continually
removed by the underground channel (a).
ii. Lalern! Booms.
These booms are intended to divert floating timber into a
side-channel, and are long and oblique.
In powerful floating-channels, a terminal boom usually
cannot be laid across the main stream without danger of
being broken. In such cases, therefore, a side-channel is
diverted from the main stream and the sweep of timber con¬
ducted into it, the main stream being barred by a boom.
Fig. 267 is a long lateral boom, only closed in the middle
by floating logs. If is the main stream ; s, the side-channel,
lower down in which the terminal boom is placed; 5 is a weir
diverting water into «. As in this case the pressure of the
sweep of wood and of the stream is divided between two
booms, neither of them need be very strongly constructed.
This is the chief advantage of leading the floating wood into
a side-channel. Where a natural bifurcation of a river does
not exist, an artificial side-channel is constructed frequently
with advantage; if, then, the lateral boom is supplied with a
strong weir, or, if possible, with a sluice-weir, the supply of
water to the side-channel may be regulated at wilt. On this
general principle are founded all the better kinds of riverside
sawmill timber-depots, which will be described further on.
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By supplying booms with sluice-gates, they may be improved
considerably;

but

this necessarily pre-supposes

sufficient

strength to withstand the
pressure of the wood and
water.

Sluice-gates are

specially valuable in the
case of large booms with
masonry supports.

By-

regulating the supply of
water, the front of the
boom
more

may

be covered

uniformly

boating wood, so
when

the

sluices

with
that
are

opened the greater part of
it may become stranded,
or can be brought to laud
easily.

In the case of

long booms, it is highly
advantageous, by opening
first one sluice-gate and
then
the

another, to
wood

drive

in front of

portions

of

hitherto

free

the

hooiii

from it;

and, finally, by opening all the sluice-gates to bring in the tail
of the sweep of the wood.

iii. RedtwHon of the Presswe on a Boom.
Attempts should be made in every possible way to reduce
the pressure on a boom; this object may be secured in
various ways, by constructing booms on weirs, by means of
channels for waste water, channels to remove sand, sluice¬
gates, etc.
Generally lateral booms are placed on a weir, which supports
part of the water-pressure and reduces the fall of the stream
and the pressure on the boom.

Nearly all large booms which

are intended to strand the wood, or to serve as lateral booms,
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are of tliis nature. Channels for waste water are artificial
cuts, which branch-off from the main stream above the boom,
returning into the stream below it. Thus a certain portion of
the water is led away from the boom, which has, therefore,
less pressure to withstand. Fig. 268 represents such a channel.

fig. 208.—Side channel taking
pressure off a boom.

Fig. 20!i.—Floating-channel with
sanil-grating.

which is supplied at its outlet (m) with a lateral boom and
sluice-gates and sub-divides below into several branches {b h h).
* ;If the terminal boom were also in a side-channel, which has
besides the advantage of a weak current, its utility may be
increased further by smaller channels taken front above the
’ ;hoom and returning into the other below it.
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Booms in streams that bring down boulde™ mm gravel,
besides the force of the current and of the floating wood, have
to withstand the pressure of the sand and boulders. Wherever,
therefore, the fall of the stream is considerable, it is sufficient
usually to ])lace the kiom out of the main current by allowing
surplus water to pass off by a side-channel; or, when the
boom is in a side-channel, a deep and steeply inclined cut
termed a sand-canal, is made in the latter to carry the sand
and boulders into the main stream. Pig. 269 shows the float¬
ing-channel (x, x), which bifurcates from the main stream II>«, w form so many cuts between strong, solid masonry walls’
which may be closed by lateral booms and sluice-gates; a is
he sand-canal, which at ,/ is only half a meter deeper
than the rest of the floating channel, but deepens gradually
towards
The boulders which accumulate in d, p ar'e
passed through a temporary opening (p) and the corresponding
sluice-gate in the lateral boom, and pass along m into the
main stream II.
Simple sand-canals can bo opened for the passage xif silt,
etc. only whilst floating is not in progress. In order to tree a
oating-channel from these accumulations during the floating
they may as at
Fig. 269, be covered with a wooden
lattice-work (l-ig. 270) constructed at the bottom of the floaling-channel (x). besides this method, double booms may be

T

the sil and
and ^
he silt and boulders are admitted into the interval between
them by opening the first boom and then passed through the
second toom, so that always one of the booms is ready to stop
the floating wood. In order also to expose the bed of the
strearn in front of a boom and then strand the timber deep
culverts with sluice-gates may be made and opened to pass the
Water under the boom.
(c) Further Details regarding Booms.-In the preceding
paragraphs, a distinction has been made between lateral or
^rminal booms, but the latter may be of several kinds. Every
boom whatever its dimensions, which catches floating wood at
a timber-depot is a principal boom. Owing to certain condi- '
tions of a locality and want of sufficient space, it is not always
possible to supply every river timber-depot with a principal*
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boom; or the risk cannot be incurred, in the case of numbers
of saw-mills situated along a stream, of entrusting the supply
of the thousands of logs they require for their annual work to
one boom only, which is always liable to be broken. In such
cases, subsidiary booms are used in order to ensure a supply
of wood for all the saw-mills.
For this purpose narrow parts of the stream are selected,
confined on either side by rocks, and there booms with moveable gratings are erected, from which the wood can be again
despatched down-stream in small sweeps to the different saw¬
mills or timber depots.
Not unfrequently a stream is broken-np by booms at not
very long intervals; this is either for charcoal-burning, in
order to land the wood required where permanent charcoalkilns are maintained : or each forest-owner or principal woodmerchant has his own boom, in order to collect bis own wood
and float it separately from that of other owners to the principal
boom; or the saw-mills situated along the stream have each
its special boom, provided with passages to allow extraneous
wood to pass through them.
Subsidiary booms are erected sometimes in strong streams
below the principal boom, where, owing to occasional floods,
there may be danger of the latter breaking. Whenever floating
timber is ratted, or p.assed in lines of logs across a lake, most
* of the water-logged wood would enter the lake and sink to the
bottom without possibility of recovery, were not a boom
stationed at the point where the stream used for floating
passes into the lake.
4. Method employed in Floating 11 ood.
(a) Season for Floating.—The more quickly a sweep of
wood is floated and reaches its destination, the better is the
business of floating conducted. For this purpose, a steady
and ample supply of water is necessary. The melting of the
mountain snow in spring brings most water into F,uropean
streams, and spring is therefore the chief season in Europe
for floating timber. At this season all the brooks and springs
which flow into the floating-channel are swiftest and most
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buoyant, owing to the coldness of the snow-wateri Thus
all reservoirs and tanks can he filled readily, and the largest
possible volume of wood brought down in the shortest possible
time.
The weaker the floating-channels, the greater care must be
taken to utilise, for floating, the critical period in the spring,
after the snow has disapjajared. Although in mountainous
districts, with heavy rainfall, the period of melting snow brings
down sufticient water into the streams for floating purposes,
floating is ])rotracted fre(piently into the summer mouths, it
then re(piires all the lielp of an artificial supply of water. In
such cases, the forester will direct his attention to the summer
for supplying his reservoirs.
It is evident that the
! firosperity of the saw-mill industry dei)ends on a choice
) right nionuinl for floatitig the wood,
lating on large streams permanently well supplied with
, and on smaller streams supplied from lakes and
.’oil's, may continue throughout the year. In such cases
ireferable to float in the autumn, when floods are less to
ired than during the spring. [This is the case in India
rivers such as the .lumna, where the principal boom is
8 removed from May till November, when the river is
m with snow-water and water from the summer monTr.] In high mountain-regions floods occur late in
iring and in the early part of summer, and it is therefore
'eral districts safer to choose midsummer (in the Italian
late autumn) for floating, especially where protective
I against floods are wanting.
all reservoirs may be filled three or four times in a day,
,rge ones may re(iuire several days to fill.
ITature of the Wood to be Floated.—Saw-mill butts
le better kinds of firewood (split billets, and large round
) are floated. [In India also railway-sleepers and other
ing.—Tr.] The butts are first barked and trimmed free
mots and stumps of branches, and frequently rounded
th ends to guard against splitting. Firewood and
)al-wood is floated either in round butts (twice the
i of the ordinary billets) which are sawn and split intoafter landing at the booms, or in split billets
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Whether it is preferable to float butts, or split billets,
depends on circumstances; butts require a stronger current,
though in a floating-channel they are less liable to breakage
by boulders, etc., than billets, which require improved channels i
with a moderate current. It is evident that light coniferous
butts are floated more easily than broadleaved ones; also,
wherever carbonisation is effected with round pieces, as in
the Alps, they must be floated in that form. Butts for saw¬
mills require stronger water than firewood, lengths of U to 4
meters (10 to 18 feet) being most suitable, although in Sweden,
butts are floated up to a length of 7 meters (23 feet). It is
often (liflicult to float heavy butts, especially of silver-fir,
unless they have been previously dried.
The most important operation, before floating is undertaken,
is that of dryhig the wood, for the amount of water-logged
wood varies inversely with the comparative dryness of the
wood when launched. Wood felled in the growing season
dries more quickly than winter-felled wood, and is therefore
more easily floated. It is indispensable to dry thoroughly the
butts that are to be floated for long distances.
It is especially requisite, from a consideration for the quality
of the wood, that butts felled and barked in the summer should
be removed from the felling-areas immediately after felling,
and deposited in airy depots, in order to become thoroughly
dried. If, then, during winter wood is brought to the side
of the floating-channel, not only does the drying process
improve its quality, but also facilitate the operation of
floating.
(c) Conservancy of the Floating-channel.—Before the
wood is thrown into the floating-channel, the condition of the
latter, and of the different works which have been constructed
to improve it, should be known. For this purpose, an inspec¬
tion should be made, preferably with the co-operation of
riparian landowners, owners of saw-mills and other hydraulic
works along the floating-channel; enquiry should then be
made into all claims for compensation for damage done
by the floating-gang, in order to prevent unfair excess in its
amount, and, if necessary, these claims should be settled by
arbitration or the law-courts. This inspection should, if
n
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possible, take place in fine -weather and when the water is
clear, so that the bed of the stream may he seen.
As this inspection serves for settling excessive claims for
comi)enBation, it should be made as soon as possible after the
previous year’s floating is over; it is also useful to assist tlie
'orest-manager in deciding about the suitability or defects of
iny of the works along the water-channel. It is clear that
epairs to these works cannot bo postponed till shortly before
he floating season; they must be done, together with any
lew indispensable works, when the water is low in summer or
arly in the autumn. The same [woviso holds good for
clearance of the floating-channel, \\hich is required both in its
lower course, where the current is sluggish, and also in its
upper course, among rapids and boulders. AVhonever'it is
necessary to expose any portion of the bed of the channel for
this pill pose, arrangements should be made to jirocure the
necessary stojipage of all mills, etc., for the purpose. The
days on which the stream is allowed to run dry are either
fixed by law, or secured by comjieusation to the mill-owners ;
• only owners of works established on the stream before it was
used for floating are entitled to eoiupensation.
(d) Conduct of the Floating Operations,— During winter
and early spring the wood is brought to the side of the
floating-channel, and placed on its banks in loose stacks,
bhould there be, as is frequently the case, a narrow valley
just below the reservoir dam, so that the wood cannot be
washed away laterally, it is frequentlj' placed on the dry bed
of the channel; then the pieces of wood should be scattered,
so that when the dam is opened a Jam may not arise.
If, then, all the wood from most of the felling-areas has been
brought down, the efficiency of the floating-channel and its
works has been ensured, and everything is ready at the
timber-depots below for the reception of the wood, the first
sweep of wood may be sent down at the right time. A careful
choice of the latter is of great importance, and is a matter of
days, even of hours. A commencement should be made always
in the most remote and weakest of the subsidiary streams, so
that the sweep of timber passing through it may come down
as soon as possible into
juain stream, where progress is
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not so dependent on the period of the higliest floods. Hence,
a distinction may be made between subsidiary sweeps of
timber and the principal sweeps.
Wherever the cost and difficulty of subsidiary sweeps is out
of proportion to their utility, attempts should be made to
sulistitute sledging for floating, as is being done already in
the Alps. In other localities, as in the I'alatinate, only sub•sidiary sweejis are attempted, the wood being lloaU'd I'ight up
to a I’ailway.
Before the sluice-gates are opened, and floating the sub¬
sidiary sweeps is begun, the (juantity of the wood to he
launched should be ])roportion('<l to the (|uantity of water in
the reservoir and the strength of the boom, otherwise there
will be danger of the tail of the sweep being left stranded, or
of the boom being broken, if a flood should occur. Due con¬
sideration having been given to these points, the sluice-gates
are opened, and after the preliminary flooding, the strength
of which deiiends on the amount of impediments there may be
in the lloating-channol, the floating-gang commence throwing
the wood into the stream. As soon as most of tht! water has
left the reservoir, the gang stoji launching the wood, so that
the residue of the water may have its efl'ect on the tail of the
swee]) and carry it away. As soon as the resei'voir is eni[)ty,
the dam is closed again in order that a fresh supply of water
may be collected.
In the case of floating-channels which cannot be flooded by
a considerable body of water, but only by a moderate supply
from fear of damage to their banks, it is the duty of the forest
guard in charge of the reservoir to be careful not to supply
more water at a time than is absolutely necessary. He will
learn easily by experience for how many miles dow n the water
from his reservoir can flood the floating-channel sufficiently,
and how long the sluice-gates should be kept open to ensure a
proper supply.
The wood now is carried down by the flood from the reservoir,
and the best, smoothest, well-dried wood keeps at the head of
the sweep, whilst inferior knotty wood and heavy butts gradually
lag behind to fonn its tail. However well the floating-channel
may be regulated, hindrances will arise whenever the wood
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enters a ditficult place and blocks the way for the rest of the'
sweep; it may thus block the channel and drive the flooding'
water over its banks, or in the most favourable case allow it to
run away uselessly. In order to prevent such a mischance, the
sweep is accompanied by some men of the floating-gang, and
also men are placed beforehand at any places along the channel
where a block is to be feared, so that with their hooked poles
they may push off all pieces that are jammed. It is necessary
for overseers to supervise these men, and hence, a fairly good
pathway must be provided all along close to the side of the
channel (vide p. 382).
Although in the case of floating split firewood billets in wellregulated channels the work may be very light and easy, it
involves extremely hard labour and danger to life in the case
of saw-mill butts coming down from high mountain-regions.
Wessely thus writes in his excellent work about the Austrian
Alps:—“The mere releasing a jammed mass of logs is a
formidable undertaking. In order to save labour, it must be
set free from below; a single crossed log often detains the
whole pile of timber; this is at once recognised by the wood¬
man, who drags it out, but he has hardly done so before all
the logs come crashing down on him and roll thundering down
the flood. If he does not succeed by skill and good luck in
jumping aside, it is all over with him. There is much jodeling
over the break-up or a jam, but only too often does the mass
of timber fall on the daring man who ventures upon it, and
but rarely is he fished seriously injured from the flood by
the help of a hooked pole. In gorges—and there are such
60 fathoms deep—a man is let down by a rope into the
-foaming torrent, and must actually stand on the heap of
wood. If his comrades do not draw him back at the very
moment when the logs are set in motion, he will be carried
down hopelessly with them.”
In the Bavarian gorges, as has been already stated, this '
dangerous work is assisted by means of galleries let into the
rockS.
Once the wood has been carried down to the main floating
channel, the sweep of logs now becomes the principal sweep
and floats on to the boom. In the case of larger brooks and:
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rivers, the wood is left to itself, but if the water is shallow,
assistance must still he afforded from reservoirs.
Usually the principal reservoirs of the subsidiary streams,
if they help one another, and flow one after the other into the
main stream, assist greatly in floating the principal sweep.
Experience shows how long a flood from a reservoir takes to
reach the main stream, and this period is chosen for the in¬
terval between the opening of the sluice-gates of neighhonring
reservoirs. In long and weak floating-channels the reservoirs
of the tributaries are not sufficient to maintain high water in
the main stream, and in such cases reservoirs should he pro¬
vided along the main channel. In floating a sweep great care
must be taken that the reservoirs on the subsidiary and main
channels work together well. As soon as the reservoirs of the
tributaries are again full, more wood is launched and floated ;
this continues daily until all the wood has been launched
and has gradually reached the booms, when it is either collected
in tanks, or taken out of the water, according to the iiature of
the boom.
Whenever a floating-thanncl passes through a lake the
wood must be stopped as it enters the lake and towed across it.
Everywhere for this purpose light coniferous logs are used,
which are hound together by ii'on rings, or withes; they thus
form a long floating girdle which may he used to sui'round the
wood in th(! lake and keep it together. With this object, the
chain of logs is placed in an arc before the entrance to the lake,
and as soon as it has enclosed as many logs as possible, its
ends are joined. The raft thus formed is then borne to the
other end of the lake, either by help of a favourable wind, by
beasts or manual labour; the chain is then opened and the
logs floated further down the stream.
Favourable weather is necessary for this crossing to be
effected; storms not unfrequently break up these rafts and
scatter the logs over the surface of the lake, so that great
expense is incurred in collecting them. On the Pacific coast
of North America, and also in Norway and Sweden, where it
is quite usual to convey logs in those temporary rafts, screw
steam-boats of light draught are attached to them, or they are
dragged forwards by ropes attached to windlasses on boats
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anchored in tlie lake. Tliis practice is in vogue on the Tegern
lake (P’ig. 271). I'lio wood floated down the river Weisach
ruiiH into the lake at a, is hound into teni|)orary rafts and
drawn hy tlio anchored boat (;m) to al)out the middle of the
lake, whence the mountainwind blows it to (I at the
' ^
other end of the lake. The
I'afts which are collected
tluu e are opened one hy one,
oJhalham
and the wood floated on the
Mangfall river to the timberdepot at 'J'halham, where it
\
\
reaches the railroad to
Munich.

\
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logs can 1)0 floated Itefore tlio succeeding year. In such a
case it is bettor to begin from tlio lower end of the channel.
During the after-floating, but chiefly when a certain amount
of progress has been made in floating off the tail of the sweeps,
the sunken wood should be fished up, rao.st of it being at the
lower end of the channel.
The (juaiitity of sunken wood depends on the amount of
drying to which the. wood has been subjected before being
launebod, the condition of the floating-channel, but above all,
the nature of the banka, the fall and buoyancy of tint water,
llui length of the channel, and the species, nature, anil size of
the floating pieces. Hound pieces sink more readily than split
pieces, and branches of spruce and silver-tir being much heavier
than their stems.yield a greater percentage of sunken wood. .
The workmen use the hooked pole to siiiko tho logs or billots
and draw them to the bank. Fine weather is required for this
work,and clear water, so that tho bottom of the stream and all
sunken wood may lie seen. The, wood is collected daily and
piled in loose stacks on tho bank of tho stream, and when dry,
it is cither transported by land, or sold.
As soon as the annual floating is over and the sunken wood
collected, a report is drawn up by the same commission which
acted before the floating. In this report all legal damages are
entered which neighbouring properties may have suffered from
the floating operations, all legal compensation being paid.
This opportunity also is taken to prepare a list of any damage
which may have boon done to the floating-channel or the works
attached to it, so that they may be repaired in the ensuing
sumuKir.
Skction II. - ItAFimo.’*
Batting is distinguished from floating by the fact that the
wood is no longer in single pieces, hut is bound together into
rafts. A quantity of wood firmly bound together is termed a
raft-section, and a numlier of sections form a raft.
Althounh rafting is done rareiy by (he forester, yet the rafts are nmde-up
with withes and cross-pieces that he lias to deliver. In certain districts, lo^
are measure<l only when they are bouml into rafts, and freijuenlly a floating
channel is also a r.afting.channel, and has to l)e prepared with that object in
view. Forty per cent, of thf U,b00 kilometere (8,750 miles) of (.Jerinan rivers
are used for rafting.
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1. Rqftinfi-rhanveJs.

In order that rafting may be possible, generally it is necessar
that the water in a stream should flow uniformly and gently
with only a slight fall. In well-regulated rafting-channels
smaller head of water is required than in mere floating-channeli
but the depth must not be less than 2 or 2| feet. Althoug
rafting may be done more favourably on the lower courses c
tre *
largo ])laeid rivers,* yet sometimes higher mour
ain toK \
® tlius utilised. In such cases, however, wher
he chaim\
boulders and has a considei
ible fall a
’■<''<l«''’ed than for floatinf
or unless the rafts a.

watei

,hey will bo stranded and l"^,nnh'‘c'' '■T ■
In the latter case, therefore,
^•■'‘^er ar
requisite, and both reservoirs and weirs
along the strear
ire employed to increase the head of water."'c..i''lSii5r are
either sunken weirs with a long wooden w'all in the middle of
which thei-e is a passage which may be closed, or stone
overflow - weirs.
Bcservoirs are not so valuable for
rafting as for floating, as they do not concentrate the
water in a certain part of the rafting-channel. On the other
hand, this may be done effectively by placing weirs at
short distances apart along the channel, when the water can
accumulate between any two weirs to the height required by
a raft.
Wherever the sections and rafts are made-up in powerful
streams, a side-channel or basin is required wide enough for
the logs to be turned and placed alongside one another. In
smaller streams this is best secured by constructing weirs at
places with shelving banks. In the upper portion of raftingchannels the rafts may be made-up in the bed of the stream
at any suitable place with shallow water. It has been already
remarked that tanka are used to supply water to raftingchannels ; they are preferable to any other mode of strengthen¬
ing the head of water, as they permit rafting to be carried-on^i
without interruption.
• In 1883. a raft consisting ot eleTcn sections, each containing .’iOO logs, and
800 ft, long, was towed «(X) miles from St. JoUf in New Brunswick to New
York in ten days hy two powerful steam-tngs.
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The constant straggle in Germany to extend and improve
commerce by reducing the cost of transport is now directed
chiefly to the work of improving moderate-sized rivers by
canalisation.* This cannot but have considerable influence
on the rafting of timber and on the dimensions of the rafts
and their mode of conveyance, etc., and arrangements should
be made to allow sufficient way through bridges, locks and
sluice-gates for the rafts. Accordingly, through the canalisation
of the rivers Main,, Neckar, Saale, etc., timber-rafting will be
more and more extended to the lower courses of these rivers,
if by forming suitable collecting-places out of the reach of
floods and spacious tanks in which the rafts can be made-up
and through which they can pass, the construction of large
rafts is rendered possible. For if the rafting business is to be
conducted on a large scale, spacious timber-tanks at central
places to which rafts converge down the smaller streams are
indispensable.
2. Ihifta.
Raft-sections and rafts are made-up in various ways in
different countries, the chief difference between them being
due to differences in the kind of woo<l to be rafted. All woodassortments may be rafted. At present, however, in Germany,
Austria, Hungary, Russia, etc., only logs and sawn goods are
rafted. Sawmill-butts are floated chiefly i)iece by piece, and
even rafting firewood across lakes has been abandoned in
' i Iiilanil navisalioii in France in MKHi: miles

( .“t.ail canalised rivers,
,
\ 3,8.W eanals.

I

All but 47.*> miles of canals are in the hands of the Slate, aiul those
taken over.

Traflic in 18%, 27.173.1104 tons.

111*0

In ho

Employment to 27,CKIfi men and

women, and 13,000 children.
Building materials...

.

32 per cent.

Coal and coke

.

2K

Agricultural produce

.

13

Firewood

.

.

Iron and steel

.

Manures

.

.

n

„

•.
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In Britain many of the canals are in the posBCHsion of railway-companies,
and their competition is discouraged, while railway-rates <»n timber are cxccssiTc. Time is not important in timber transport, and the timber is seasoning
while it is in barges on canils. Free competition and extension of canals
would benefit producers of timber greatly.—Tr.j
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favour of the mode of floating with a chain of logs explained
on p. iOo. Wherever on large rivers the floating of firewood
is not allowable, it is conveyed in barges,'*' or as ballast on
tiniber-rafts. Logs are bound together by means either of
withes or poles.
(a) Rafts of Logs.

i. liaftsi-ctums mmh; iiji irith Wifhn.
A very convenient method of binding logs into sections is
by means of withes. J"’irst the logs are stranded, being rolled
along two pieces of wood gently inclined into the water, and
arranged as in Fig. 272 ; the triangular boles are then cut in

Kip'. 272.—Kixing rafts with withes.

deeply with a special batchel.
The corresponding holes
(rt 0, a <i) are then completely bored, and the logs pushed
back into the water and tied firmly in raft-sections by sti’ong
withes.
Tbese withes are generally spruce branches, or dominated
spruce or hazel saplings, which have grown for a long time
under the shade of larger trees ; they aixi fii-st baked in ovens
and then twisted, their thick ends being held by a special
contrivance. The withes are from 1 to fl centimeters (J to 2
inches) thick, and their preparation for sale in many districts
foi-ms a special trade. On the Vistula, ropes made of lime-bast
are used for tying the logs.
The number of logs which are boimd-togetber into a raft
section depends on the breadth of the rafting-channel, and ir
• SpeciRlly low, broad barges are built for tRe iiur[K)su on the Danube anc
Other rivers. Those from Kussia are 200 to 250 feet long.
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certain cases on the width of the openings in the weirs
Usually tlie thicker ends of the logs are placed at one end
of the section and their thinner ends at the other. Tn fostening
the withes care must be taken to give the togs sufficient play
so that at any rate each log may be able to move slightly
in a vertical'direction. This is absolutely necessary for
watercourses with numerous little rapids and with ineiinalities
in the bed of their channel, as each section is then better able
to accommodate itself to the uneven surface.
On the channels with an even flow, and on the larger streams
and rivers, the logs are fastened together as follows, with
rigid raft-soctioiiB.

ii. Rall-xci-liims jwienctl irith Pokx.
This second mode of making up raft-sections is sbouii in
Fig. -iT:!; it is much more common than the former method,

Ki". 2711.- KikkI raft-sw.liiin witli pelc.

and is in use on nearly all steadily flowing rivers, the Spree
Saale, Oder, Elbe, Main, Rhine, etc. The logs are landed ant
bored through at a h and d c. Fig. ‘274; they are ther
returned to the water and fastened to a pole (»i »), as in
Fig. 273. Generally beech poles are used, but also spruci
and silver-fir poles. The poles being placed over the ends o
the logs which are to be fastened and between the bore-hole
in them, the thin end of a withe is passed through n b ove
the pole, and then into c. The thick end of the with
gets jammed in a b, and the thin end is fixed in e d b;
means of a wooden wedge. Instead of withes, the poles ma
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be fastened to each log by iron nails or clamps.
In this
method the raft-section is a rigid body, and no independent
motion is allowed to the individual logs.
This mode of fastening has the great advantage, that the
logs are much less injured by the bore-holes than by the
larger holes made in the former case. In that case, the ends*
of the logs must be sawn off, whilst
when the j)ole is used, the bore¬
hole can be plugged eventually
with a piece of wood and the
whole log beconu! utilisable.
In powerful streams with
numei-ous rapids, as in the river
Hp. 274.' -M<‘iln«l t»r fiMujr jH)ic.
Isar, the poles or planks are
sometimes let into the logs. The latter are grooved at their
ends, so as to admit the plank, and then fastened to it as
before.
The raft-seetion thus fastened is more rigid and
stronger than without the groove. In Moravia, only the

Kij;

Fixhiy: a section by a pljuik.

outer logs are grooved, and trenails are used to fix the
plank to the logs (Fig. 275).
The first condition for rafting is that the wood to be rafted
is lighter than water, which is the case with all German woods
except oak. Whilst, therefore, all other woods may be used
alone to form a raft, oakwood must be mixed in rafts with
other species which are light and will support it. For this
• These sejiHiatc ends of floated logs .are used in many places for paving

stAblss,
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lurpose coniferous wood always is used, and is distributed
mong the oakwood in the raft-sections, so that they may be
lighted as uniformly as possible.
Poles are used tor fixing the- sections, and are fastened to
he logs with iron nails. In countries where the necessary
ioniferous wood is scarce, old wine-casks (on the river Moselle)
i,re used to buoy up the rafts. It should also be noted that
,ome oakwood will float well, and in that case rafts may be
uade-up entirely of light oakwood, as, for instance, wellleasoned Spessart oak.
(b) Bafts of Sawn Timber.—Of sawn timber, it is cbie j
boards, planks and battens that are transported in rafts.
[In India, rafts are made-up
of logs, railway-sleepers and
other scantling, and bam¬
boos.—Tr.]
Boards are
fastened together in various
ways in ditlcreiit countries,
one of the commonest
S7ii.—rinnU rait-siectioii.
methods being as follows;
, Ten to fifteen boards are fastened together on a bank of the
stream, and six or eight* such bundles of boards so placed that
the two outer bundles (a «) project beyond the others (I ig. ‘27t)),

Fig, 277.—“Vertical” Hcction of Fig. 27*».

and besides, the lowest board of each bundle projects about
40 centimeters (15 inches) beyond the other boards. This is
done, so that in making-up a raft out of the sections the latter
may dovetail into one another. The six or eight bundles are
now fastened together by means of two or more pairs of poles.
. These numbers are generally chosen, so that each ratt-sedion umy contain

i leo, 120, or

loU boanls;

120 boaiUa usually form

a “ standard.
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and one of each i)air {in m) being placed above the bundles and
one (« w) below, transversely to the raft-section, the withes are
fastened I'ound these jjoles, which thus enclose all the boards

Ki.l'.

rmmi nf

to fofin a raft

in the raft-section (Fig. 277). Such ii section is quite rigid.
The raft-sections fastened together on the land and slid into
the water are then bound into rafts as shown in Fig. 278.

Kij.:.

—Molhutl til lixinjjf iiLiukv.

The sections A, B,
and I>, are not do\’etailed together by
their projecting borders, but long slender spruce poles (Figs.
277 and 278, d d) are fastened to theii' sides, passing from

section to section, and thus affording rigidity to the whole
raft.
Another mode of binding rafts is shown in Fig. 279. The
bundles of boards are tied with withes, but each withe passes
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through that of the neighbouring bundles, so that the bundles
are slightly bound together. The raft-section (Fig. 27!») being
thus made-up, a pole (a h) is fastened to it by the wedges
(mi III ni).
In the method of making-up rafts of boards, as
shown in Fig. 380, the bundles of boards are fastened one
below the other, poles being used for the purpose, ns in Fig.
27!). This method of ratting requires deeper water than the
preceding ones.
(c) Method of making-up Bafts.—Several I'aft-seclions are
fastened together to make a raft. This is done cither by
attaching the ends of the sections togetheri by withes, leaving
them sufficient play—an important point in long rafts and in
floating channels with sharp bends ; or the sections are bound
firmly together with withes, as is the practice on the river
Kinzig, so as to make a rigid raft. The spruce poles, as shown
in Fig. 277, are used also for fastening the sections together.
In binding the sections into rafts, the lightest ones are
placed in front at the head of the raft, and the heavier ones
behind in the taU. The more attention must be paid to this
rule, the moi’c rapid the stream of the rafting-channel, for the
light sections float more freely than the heavy ones, and were
the latter placed at the head of the raft, tliey would be pressed
upon by the lighter ones, and the latter would even press the
heavy ones down and mount on to them, rendering the
management of the I'aft impossible.
It is a rule that each section should bo formed of stems
equally long and thick; if the sections are small, containing
five to eight logs, the bases of the logs are all put together
at one end of the section, and their tops at the other. Where
the sections are larger, and the logs markedly uncyliudrical, the
butt-ends and tops of the logs are placed alternately side by
side, in order to give the raft-section a uniform breadth
throughout. Such raft-sections are united more easily in a
raft.
3. Dimensions of Hafts.
A distinction is made between rafts only one section broad,
the sections being placed one behind the other, and large rafts
formed both in breadth and length of many sections. The

«r6oa tlUSSPOBT BT WATEfi-'f

ormer class of rafts is in use in the upper and middle courses
)f rivers and brooks, whilst the latter is employed on broad,
steadily flowing streams.
The former kind of rafts may, however, he very long, and
often consist of from 40 to 70 sections hung one behind the
other, containing altogether 300 to 500 logs and more. Ihe
large rafts, on the other hand, are often 50 meters (160 feet,
broad and 200 to ‘250 meters (650 to 810 feet) long, and wer(
formerly even larger.
'

4.

<;/ IM'thm.

A raft should be conducted so that it can be guided,
moderated, or it can be stopped at pleasure, On

j

flowing waters, ordinary spreads are used to guide the raf(
Where the current is rapid the rafts are made long so th
they may travel slowly, and spreads are hung out behind t
’
last section to dr
along the bottom of t
channel; the last sec¬
tion may also be opened
out as in Fig. 281, or
a kind of brake is used
from the last section as
shown in Fig.282 in sec¬
Kij?. 282.—Bratc for raft.
tion and Fig. 283 in plan.
This brake consists of a stout beam (a) passing between two
poles Q>) fastened to the raft by clamps, or withes. The brake
draos obliquely along the bottom of the channel, whilst it is
firmly held above between the poles. In this way the pace of
a raft may he regulated, and the raft directed through difficult
i passages and even stopped or stranded. Long heavy rafts on
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fast streams with a steep fall have always several of these
brakes on the last raft-section.
Rafting on shallow mountain streams demands the greatest
attention and care, long experience of the rafting channel,
and assiduous, trusty workmen. Men engaged in rafting
require an amount of skill and daring which only experience
from their youthful days can give. The workmen on the
Wolf and Kinzig rivers and their tributaries, in the Black
Forest, are veritable masters in the art of rafting; it is now
proposed to follow a raft down one of these rivers.
The logs are floated down to a boom and sorted along the
river-hank; then they are fastened together in its bed into
raft-sections and rafts. The rafting-channel here is only 8 to
4 meters (10 to 13 feet) broad, with a rocky bed strewn with
boulders and a fall of
iV to
(sometimes oven
J); in the worst places it
is improved somewhat by
simple weirs, and at the
time the wood is floated
has a depth of only 15
centimeters (6 inches).
Ki^. 2HH. - rian of brake.
At longer or shorter intervals thero are weirs in its upper course, and sluice-gates
where its higher tributaries join it.
The raft, consisting of forty to fifty sections, is made ready,
and attached by ropes to the shore. The front section con¬
sists of only four small logs, which run together like a wedge
in front and terminate in a short piece of planking. The
. second, third, and succeeding sections increase gradually in
width up to a middle width of 4 to 5 meters (13 to 16 feet);
this is attained also by all the remaining sections of the
raft, except the last, on which are the brakes, and which is
' as broad only as the water in the stream. The sections are
fastened so that all the small ends of the logs are in front,
which gives them a fan-shaped appearance as represented in
Fig. 284. Owing to this form, the raft may be actually
broader than the stream and the passages through the weirs

iW'
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wings (a c and b d) of the sections then fold back over the[|
rest of the section, recovering their former position as theyl
emerge from the passage. It is evident therefore that rafts for, ■
floating on mountain-streams must be throughout quite looselyjointed. Suppose now, the long raft, which is lying in the
nearly dry bed of the stream and overlaps it here and there
on both sides, is to be floated; a few days beforehand all the
sluice-gates of tributary streams must be closed, as well as the
sluice-gates on the weirs down-stream, so that as much water
as possible may bo available in the upper course of the raftingchannel. Men are posted out on the hills along the stream to
receive notices from those in charge of the raft and .pass them

Kijr. 2HI,—Flexibli- r;ifl.

n (in ttalicia, telephones, of a total length of 50 kilometers in
ne instance, are used for this purposel.
While the raft remains fastened firmly by ropes to the banks
if the stream, the filled reservoirs and weirs up-stream are
ipened, and the foaming flood rushes over and past the raft.
Phis flood must be allowed half-an-hour's start; for the raft,
ince released, descends the stream quicker than the torrent,
ind should the latter be caught up, the raft would run into
he dry bed of the channel, and its end-sections overshoot its
ront-sections, forming a chaotic heap of logs. As soon as a
lUffioient start has been given to the flooded water, the ropes are
oosened, and most of the men mount the five or six frontections to direct the raft. All the other sections, except the
ind ones, are left to themselves, and, as the middle sectionsire often broader than the bed of the stream, the butt-ends of,
heir wings dash along the banks. Men are placed also oil
he four to six last sections to manage the brakes. The brak^
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ire used now at short intervals to slaeken speed at narrow
places and dangerous corners, and the men innst know exactly
when the front of the raft will reach a dangerous place so that
they may 'apply the brakes in time. When the brakes are
ipplied, the whole raft creaks and shakes through all its
members, and the last sections spring up and down according
to the inequalities in the l)ed of the stream. The men with the
brakes have hard work to do, for when the brake is withdrawn
by removing the withes which bind it to the raft, it has to he
replaced in time for the next dangerous passage. Meanwhile
:he raft floats so rapidly down-stream that a man running full
?peed along the hank can hardly keep np with it.
The first flooding of the stream may take the raft down from
ive to ten miles; then the water runs dry, and the raft lies on
;he bed of the stream until sullicient water is collected for a
second Hooding, when the work recommences. Once the raft
bas reached the broad and deep water below there is no more
iifficulty about conducting it to the junction with a large river.
Only spreads are used in guiding rafts on large rivers. On
ihe Ilhine different kinds of spreads are used, either spruce
!)oards or long logs cut into shape of a hoard at one end.
The larger kinds of spreads are so heavy that they are moved
by a number of men, who push them with their shoulders and
lake several strides in turning them. The men need not leave
their places to move the smaller spreads. The rafts are pulled
ishore by means of anchors fixed to the shore, and attached
by ropes to the raft.
On the larger German rivers, both logs and sawn timber are
rafted, and the rafts are further laden with firewood, oak planks
ind scantlings, laths, staves, vine-props, poles and many
ether wares, termed raft-ballast (Ohlaxt).
[On the Brahmaputra and Ganges rivers, heavy logs of sat
[Shorea rohusta) and other wood, which will not float in water,
are attached by ropes to long poles fastened across large
buoyant boats; they are thus floated down-stream.—Tr.]

u m 9.

(IHAPTER V.
COMPAEISON BETWEEN DIPFERENT MODES OP
TRANSPORT.
Tub various modos of transport doscribed abovo must
differ coriRiderably in value in different cases. For many
forests no choice is possible; the local conditions absolutely
decide, the. mode of transport. In the case of other forests,
especially in moderately elevated or high mountainous regions,
several nudhods may be followed, and the question is, which of
them is preferable? Some of the chief ])oints determining the
choice of any particular mode of transport for a forest arc as
follows:—
1. C(»i(Uiiimn (if LdciiUt!/.
The configuration of the ground on which a forest is situated,
the local climate, the density of population, the habits of the
people and the method of agriculture followed, all influence
the mode of wood-transport. In flat or hilly districts, with
mild winters, dense population and plenty of strong beasts of
draught, it is evident that throughout the year there will 1)6
less difficulty in transporting wood in oarts or on foresttramways, than in mountainous districts; this is specially
the case with steep slopes, where road-making is difficult on
account of the destructive action of water, the number of
beasts of draught is limited, and snow falls heavily every
winter. Under the latter conditions, sledging, or a partial
use of slides and chutes, is to he recommended. For descend¬
ing very steep slopes wire-tramways are host and deserve
more consideration than has been given to them hitherto.
Floating and rafting can be followed only where water¬
courses are available. As regards floating, mountain districts
are more suitable than hills and plains, whore the presence of
evenly-flowing streams renders rafting a suitable method;,
rafting is also permissible and actually practised along somf
of tfce weaker, mountain-streams.

COST OF tBANSPORT.
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Although much thought has been expended on tlie iidyisability of abandoning chutes in mountaiiiouB countries, for they
need constant repair and are known to be prejudicial to foies s,
as yet they cannot be dispensed with in high mountain dislncts.
At the same time, they may be replaced gradually by sledgeroads and improved floating-channels. Log-slides a oiig
made roadways, however, will prove always a usefu method
* in mountainous districts. In the Alps and other noigbbouiiug
countries floating has been always a prevalent nio.le of tiansport, and will remain so lor many districts. I loatnig is follow ed
ml less in the plains and hills of North Germany, and
even then cbietly for firewood, whilst rafting is pursued ex ensively on large rivers and canals. It is uinch easier to ayout and use forest-roads and tramways m the plains than
ainoiv> mountains, but recent experience in the \osges aid
elsewhere shows that tlie fact of a district being movintanious
need not exclude these modes of transport.
2. Wood-assortments.
Although every felling-area yields a number of different
^^■ood■assortments, yet only a few form the groa
«
its proiluce : fre<iuently one single assortment determines the
revenue of a forest, and therefore may have a decisive mflueiiee
on the choice of the mode of transport. Butts and hrewood
may be transported in various ways, but ogs, PO
coppice-wood cannot be floated, though suitab e for all kinds
of land.transport, whilst logs form the chief object of rafting.
In mountainous districts there are many forests that produce
splendid long pieces of timber, but at present yield sawmill
butts only, the stems being cut into lengths of 3 to 4 metres
(10 to 13 feet) for floating, because, rightly or wrongly,
e
forest-owners consider this mode of transport alone justiliab e.
[In the Jura long logs are transported on splendid cart-ioads,
while in the Vosges sawmill butts are the chief proi uce an
are brought down on sledges.—Tr.]
3. Cost of Transport.
The cheapest is also the best transport, if it is sufficiently
expeditious and prejudices neither the forest, iioi le woo
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it produces, in quantity or quality.

The cost of transport

is affected greatly by the cost of construction of the neces¬
sary works, their effectiveness and durability, and the cost
of their maintenance.

It should be noted that the crucial

point lies rather with the actual current charges for trans¬
port and maintenance of the works, than with the original
capital expenditure on construction.

From these considera¬

tions, however, it cannot l)e laid down as a general rule,which method will he cheaper, or which dearer.
I! only the cost of construction when compared with current
charges were to decide the question in mountain-districts, a
well-designed network

of cart-roads

and slides must he

abandoned for ever, for such works, especially among high
mountains, require a very large capital expenditure; also then
all ideas of constructing forest-tramways would he illusory.
Whilst, however, the original cost of other works, such as
wooden slides or wooden works on a floating-channel, is com¬
paratively low, the cost of maintenance in their case is very
high.

This is also the case as regards the cost of using wood

instead of stone in works on roads or floating-channels.

In

most cases an estimate of the cost of the works will show, that
unless the price of wood is very low, the greatest attention
must be paid to solid construction and durable material.
Even where the prices of wood in the forest are locally and
temporarily depreciated, there can he no reason for neglecting
modern and rational modes of transport, improvement in
transport being followed always by higher prices.
How illogical it is that a forest-owner should he frightened
by the prospect of large initial expenditure on durable means
of transport, is borne out by actual experience in the case of
forest-tramways.

Independently of the great advantages they

ensure for expediting the transport of forest produce to the
centres of the timber-trade, for facilitating the sale of inferior
assortments, for a rapid clearance of the felling-areas, prevent¬
ing a loss of wood, etc., the transport charges are actually
much lessened when compared with ordinary cart-traffic, so
that good interest is obtained for the capital which has been
invested.

In the Grimmnig forest range near Potsdam, the

^st of transporting a cubic meter (35'8 cubic feet) of common

;'l(jiss' ’6W YoLCMii.

^

%ne timber on the ^ kilometers (12J furlongs) of forest '
tramway is 0-62 mark (7^.). whilst its cost by cartage is
1-50 to 2 marks (Is. 6d. to 2s.).

On the tramway in the forest

range of Barr in the Vosges mountains, the cost of transport
for a cubic meter of timber or firewood in the year 1889 was
75 pfennigs (U.), whilst cartage for the same distance cost
1-84 marks (Is. Wd.).

The forest tramway at Eothau in the

’Vosges may be confidently expected to yield 6 per cent, on its
inithil cost, for the cost of transport per cubic meter is now
1-60 marks (Is. Id.) compared with 4-50 to 5 marks (4s. firf.to
5s.) by cartage.

The cost of construction of the tramway in .

Ebersberg forest was very high, in round figures, 20,000 marks
per kilometer (ill,000 a mile) for the mam hue, and 1,000
marks per kilometer (£320 a mile) for the branches tmcluding
lading apparatus, rolling-stock, etc.).

It has, nevertheless,

been possible to deliver a cubic meter of wood for 31 pfennigs
(3id.) at the nearest railway-station, for which the cost of cartage
would be about 10c/.

The cost of constructing 105 kilometers

of forest-tramways in certain Prussian provinces averaged
4'32 marks per running meter (4s. a yard).

The tramways in

the Saxon forest-ranges of Uossau, however, cost 8-95 marks
per meter (8«. 3(/. a yard).
Water-transport by rafting and in barges on streams and
canals has been always one of the cheaiiest modes of transport,
and so, in many cases, has floating.

As regards tioating, how¬

ever, the crucial points are: not too much cost in maintenance
of works and conducting the business, and especially a con¬
siderable length of floating-channel.

A regulated floating-

channel always involves expensive construction for reservoirs,
dams, booms, maintenance of the banks of the stream, etc.,
and these consequently increase the cost of floating, the more,
the shorter is the floating-channel.

For the annual convey¬

ance to a distance of large volumes of butts and firewood,
floating has been always one of the cheapest of me hods
practised; it often repays the cost of constructing works m
solid masonry.
4. Los* of Volume.
The quantity of material loss of wood during transpor’
depends on the oonflguratioii of the ground, the mode 0:
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toansport it necessitates, and also on the distance over whicH
It has to be transported. In plains and low mountain-ranges
there can be no question of any loss of wood during cartage or
s e gmg on good roads, or in transport ou tramways ; this is
There are also well-reguatedfloating-channels on which scai eely any loss of wood is
experienced. In the higher mountain-ranges, however, where
Ts^an ^

transport are combined, where there

are imZ!d7“'^°if
floating-channels
are impeded by rocks and boulders, and where wood must pass
over long slides or be thrown down chutes, it is evident
^hat losHof volume is unavoidable, in spite of every precaution.
of the whole volume) chiefly by friction during the process of
landing, or of wood sticking on rocks, etc, or sinkL S the

Ifti?

“ ®‘elen ; between
island 1886, 8 200 railway-sleepers were stolen from the
of 100 000 sleepers floated. Tliere is also much scourace
owing to the rocky nature of river-beds, and railway-sleepers
intended to measure 6 feet by 8 inches bv U
^ !
6J feet, l.v Ri
i . • ,
“cnos by 4^ inches are cut
04 feet by 8J inches by 4i inches to allow for this —Tr 1
In order to give an idea of the loss of volume in Inch monn
tam-districts, the results recorded for the
t ®
near Berchtesgaden, will beTiven I W

,»«i,„ ot

spring the wood is thrown down chutes („ 278

7

and the nature of the ground, is not less than 2 per cent
but not more than 12 to 15 ner eenf f,,,•.
,
the last figure, the utilisation of this unfavTOrablT^^f
forest must be abandoned. Once the ,vo7r 7
certain distance it is conveyed
^
roads, or floating-channels. In sliding if^theXes"?*"^®';
mterrupt^ by chutes, there is little lot, sca^^^^^
per cent, on fairly good slides, but if tbe sliifes are very
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■ steep and combined with chutes, the loss may attain 15 to
20 per cent, and jnore. In transport on sledges and carts
th^re is loss only when part of the wood is dragged behind
the sledge as a brake, and even then the loss stddom exceeds
i per cent. Where sawmill butts are slid on the ground, or
thrown down-hill, as is sometiines unavoidable, greater friction
and loss ensues, which is at least 10 per cent. The loss in
floating varies between 2 and 15 per cent, of the volume
launched. Since frecpiently very dillereut modes of transport
are combined, as in the Ramsau forest-range, it is dilllcult to
assign the amount of loss to any one of them in particular,
but on the whole it may bo admitted fairly that in land and
water transport there is (i per cent, of loss, of which -1 per cent,
is in land-transport, and 2 per cent, hy water. According
to old observations made at the salt springs of Berchtesgaden,
the loss in land-transport and floating to tlie timber-depot
there was 5 per cent, from the Bischofswies, 8 per cent,
from the Hintersee, Ramsau and Scliwappach, 20 per cent,
from the Kiinigsee, and 30 per cent, from the Roth, a fall
over a steep incline GOO meters (1,!)50 feet) high. At present,
in all these districts, great improvement has been effected hy
constructing good sledge-roads in all directions.
6. Detcrwratuiii in Qualify of the IVood.

The deterioration in the quality of wood during transport
consists in external and internal damage.
The former kind of damage may he recognised as soon as
the wood has reached its destination by a brush-like loosening
of its fibres at either end, in the case of both butts and fire¬
wood billets. To this may bo often added a certain number
of radial cracks.
The hiternal damage is of much greater importance, affect¬
ing as it does the soundness of the wood; land-transport
cannot have any influence in this respect, but floating is
held to be a cause of decay, which in the case of sawmill
butts is often considerable. Provided the floating is effected
properly, it could not be solely responsible for this, sup¬
posing that it were always possible to take the necessary
precautions. But frequently this cannot be ensured, and
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consequently in the outturn of the Bawmills there must be
a certain proportion of unsound boards and scantling. In so
far, therefore, as floating actually increases the difficulties ^d
practical impediments in the way of a rational treatment of
wood, it is advisable, wherever it is not susceptible of improve¬
ment, to limit its use, at least as regards valuable timber.
6. Influence of liailivays on the Timber-trade.
It is easy, from observation of the freight of goods-traint
which pass through forests, to form an idea of the share that
the ordinary railroads of a country take in the transport ol
wood. By the co-operation of branch-lines and road-railways,
the meshes of the railway-net are constantly na/rowing and
a great and important future is being prepared for facilitating
the transport of wood by the use of railways, and by uniting
them with main forest-railways and portable tramways. Plains
and hilly districts alone can profit fully by these benefits;
and although mountain forests, as we have seen, may par¬
ticipate also to some extent, it is chiefly long, gently inclined
valleys, penetrating the interior of mountain-districts, where
projects for the construction of forest-railways can be enter¬
tained at present. In general, however, the decisive arguments
for and against the adoption of a forest-railway arewhether
large quantities of wood are available for trade along a given
line of export, or the produce of a forest has to be distrib-'
in detail to satisfy merely local demands; the total,'^'^’^'
of the produce in question, which may be
temporarily owing to damage by storms, insects, ^
causes of injury; and sometimes the probable d«!“™
the demand for the produce. This last motive may also
involve serious danger to the forest, in case the existence of
I, a forest-railway should lead the manager, by over-felling, to
pass beyond the limits of true forest conservancy.
It is in the interests of silviculture, especially for the repro¬
duction of the standing-crop, to extend portable tramways as
much as possible, in order to remove the produce of secondary
fellings and standards in full-sized logs without injury to the
; young crop, and thus supply a quick and cheap transport oi
wood from the constantly shifting felling-areas to the nearesl
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iBmber-depot, or to a junction with an ordinary railway-line.
It is, however, evident that for such a purpose only plateaux
and plains can be’ utilised. The introduction of portable
tramways into the forest-range of Einsiodel-Bebenliausen is
well worthy of imitation, for there also a considerable saving
of expense as compared with cart-traffic has resulted.
[British railway-companies are often the owners of steamers
and of quays at seaports, and therefore in order to attract
custom favour the transport of foreign timber, by charging
lower freights than for home jiroduce* from intermediate
stations. The rates for transport for home-timber are also
much higher than on Continental railways, as the following
table shows:—
ton per luilo.
in jK'Uce.

England .
Belgium .
France
(jermany .

.

‘2*5

.

-u

.
.

*7
•.'•)7-Tr.]

7. Canals.
In lowlands, canals are even more useful than railways,
owing to the reduced cost of transport whicli they involve.
The network of canals in Prussia is now being rapidly extended,
and enormous quantities of indigenous and foreign timber
are carried by the various canals. Canals are now being
ccmRlrneted to unite the Bhine with the Weser, and also with
the Danube and Main (<;/'. p. 409).
8. Conclmion.
Facilitating wood-transport by increasing and improving
the means of communication within and outside the forest
has become a question of the first importance. Forestry has
in many places lagged behind almost every other industry in
this respect. Owing to the situation of forests, transport
i
• In the United States of America, owing to cheap acfjuieition of land for
railways and rough construction, the capital expenditure is much less than in
the United Kingdom. Consequently freights for timber are much lower; and
owing to the plan of charging by complete car-loads, instead of merely by
weight as here, a car-load is hauled for 1,000 miles for 12«. cv 13». |>er ton,
^-^ting more here for 100 miles.
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from them is most difficult, but this does not relieve foresterff^
from the duty of making every endeavour to utilise all present
engineering resources, so as to reduce, as far as possible, the
pres(!nt high rates of timber-transport. Apparently the present
tendency is to curtail floating in favour of land-transport,
either by cart-roads or tramways.
Success in carrying out this programme will be justified at
any rate by the consequent improvement in the quality of
timber; its adoption is further enforced owing to the con¬
stantly increasing utilisation of water-power by other indus¬
tries, in most cases incompatible with the use of the same
streams for floating. Changes in the mode of transport are
occurring constantly, as sawmills are established more and
more in the interior of forests. Nevertheless the time is far
distant when floating and rafting will disappear completely
from the list of means of forest-transport, and in many districts
they can never be dispensed with.

Ki^r, 284a.—I>e Ooulon’s wontii-ail at Neufchatcau.
AftPT Matliey. (^y‘. p. ^3^.)
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CHAPTER VI.
WOOB-DEPOTS.
In order to collect transported wood in an orderly way, and
store it for a longer or shorter period, a site must he selected
for a permanent wood-depot, from which it may ])ass into
the hands of the wo 'd-merchant or consumer. Cases occur
not unfrequently when it is necessary to keep the trans¬
ported wood, especially logs and sawmill butts, in water until
it is used, hut usually wood is stored on land and kept dry.
The arrangement of a wood-depot differs according as the
wood has been transported by land or water.

1. iMnd-dqmts.
Any well-drained area, sufficiently extensive and accessible
to cart-traffic, will serve as a depot for wood transported on
carts, tramcars or sledges. In collecting and storing logs.

iHft. •—Armnjieinent ot lotrs in tlepnl.

rhich are to be transported further by the purchaser, all that
fl required is to arrange them in an orderly manner after
iuly considering the available space. If there is plenty of
room and the logs are to be numbered, measured and regis¬
tered at the depot, they may be arranged as shown in 1
2B6,
or the logs and butts may be placed in three or four layers,
crosswise, one above the other. If there is
and no necessity for estimating the volume of the woiffi, the
logs and butts may be rolled into heaps, as in Fig. 28b. in
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^ any case, precautions must be taken to keep the logs raisefli
above the ground, and to secure for them free admission of
the air.
,
If the wood is to be sold in lots at the depot, it should be
arranged in suitable lots, according to trade custom.
Wherever logs are to bo stored for a number of years,
it is best to keep them under water, provided they are
immersed completely, and there is a moderate inlet and
outlet of the water to prevent its becoming stagnant. Logs
are then preseiwed most securely for several years from
decay and cracking, and can bo converksl readily into planks,
scantling, etc. If it is not possible to submerge the wood.

2S(;.—logs in ti ilopoi.

and large quantities of wood niust be stored dry for several years
(as after insect-attacks, storms, etc.), the greutest care must
be taken to isolate them from ground-moisture. Logs, therefore, are barked thoroughly and rolled into parallel rows one
above the other, in shady places, which are not exposed to dry
winds; also the stacks of logs are covered lightly with sods,
to protect the logs from cracking in dry weather. The wood
suffers least of all on northern aspects. Under similar cir¬
cumstances, spruce logs keep better than silver-fir or common
pine, and logs better than butts.
In depots used for firewood brought by land, only the best
class of firewood will repay further land-transport. Firewood
requires the same precautions as timber, and generally firewood donots aIro nhonld Iw
furnished with a gate

JOTB-DEPOTB.
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Pwhich can be locked. The arrangement of the wood is done
in a way similar to that in river-depots, which will be now
described.
2. Riuer-depots.
A large number of depots are used for storing wood after
transport by water, and then arrangements are rc(iuired differ¬
ing from those described under
“ Land - transport,” especially
after the wood has been floated.
The necessary characteristics
of a good river-depot are
immediate proximity to the
floating-channel ; a site
thoroughly exposed to air and
wind ; the soil formed of sand,
gravel or boulders to a depth
of at least half a meter (li
feet)—otherwise it should be
paved with large stones; eleva¬
tion of a few yards above the
highest flood-level of
the
stream, or in case the depot
is so arranged that the wood
lands itself, a sufficient fall in
the different basins of the depot,
that are separated by sluice¬
gates. In many cases it is also
necessary to include protective
works against floods, which will
be described fiu-ther on.
Wlierever only a little wood is floated and labour is plentiful,
generally a sloping bank of the stream above the boom, if
otherwise suitable, is selected, on which the wood is landed.
As then all the wood must be dragged from the stream, and
many men employed simultaneously, the depot should extend
for some distance along the river-bank and its breadth be
reduced to a minimum, allowing sufficient room for storing
and removing the timber.

m
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It is a good plan to dig a canal from tne noating-cnannei,!
which reunites with it lower down the stream.

The land

between the two watercourses will form a good depot.

At the

point where the canal leaves the floating-channel, the latter is
barred by a lateral boom, the terminal boom being placed at
the point where the canal reunites with the main stream.

If

the terminal boom is on a small weir, and sluice-gates are

Fijf. 2MH.—Itivcixlepol at 'Dialhatii.

Bupidied to the lateral boom, the wood can be stranded almost
dry in the bed of the canal.

Pig. 281 affords an example

of this system in the river-depot at Berchtesgaden.

The

floating-channel (a) from the Kbnigsee here joins the rivei
Ramsau {b); canals and depots are provided for the wood fron
the Kbnigsee at c and m, and at <■' and m’ for the wood fron
the Ramsau, whilst the terminal booms are at b and b'.

Th«

canals are paved with stone, and the w'ood is stranded almosi
dry.

I®

Side-canals often bifurcate from floating-channels and lead
parts of the depot, they again unite into main. capalSj
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"and these rejoin the main floating-channel.

In such cases,

the floating wood and the water are distributed, and the
pressure on the sluice-gates and gratings, with which each
side-canal is provided at its inlet and outlet, is as slight as
may be.

In order to attain what is dosirahlo in this respect

and avoid fracture of the booms and other calamities from
floods, the main canals and sometimes the floating stream
itself are provided with outlets.

The best and largest river-

depots such as those supplying wood for salt-mines in the
Alps aro constituted on the principle of leading the floating
wood out of the main stream, and distributing it as much as
possible in the difi'ereut basins of the depot, so as to reduce
pressure on the booms and save manual labour in landing the
Wood.

As an example, the newly-constructed river-depot at

Thalham, near Munich, may he cited (Fig. 280).

Firewood is

floated down the river Mangfall to the boom (a), and hence by
a side-cut into the reservoir, where the wood is collected in a
preliminary manner.

The reservoir has two outlets (m, ni) as

a protection against floods ; at b are two canals, each provided
with booms and sluice-gates, leading to the basins {1 and II)
where the wood is received.

The basins are surrounded

by solid earth-dams faced with masonry, paved with stones,
and provided at their entrances and outlets with
gates.

sluice¬

At the end of the basins are gratings, through which,

after opening the sluice-gates, the superfluous water can pass
through the outlets (c, c) back into the river Mangfall, leaving
the wood behind the grating.

By this arrangement the current

and the floating wood can be conducted into either basin until
it is full of wood.

In a few hours, owing to the sloping nature

of the bottom of the basins, all the water can he withdrawn
through c, and the wood left stranded.

Then it can be split on

the spot and removed in a perfectly dry state.

The firewood

thus stored in either basin can be conveyed to Munich, as
required, by the adjoining railway.

Unfortunately this depot

was injured seriously by a flood, a few years ago.
The extensive river-depots at Traunstein and other .places
serving for timber for saline works are now mostly abandoned,
but there are still large depots in the Alps constructed on lines
similar to those of the Thalham depot.

As an example, the

vr
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•' depot at Lana, near Meran is given (Pig. 288). The stream
‘ K coming oat of a rocky valley li R brings the wood between
the strong river-walls a, a and the long boom m, m by the
floating-channel d, d into tlie depot z, where the wood is
stacked at M. Tlie waste-water flows hack into tlie river.
In all mountain-streams where floods occur, sawmills, as
well as wood-depots, are placed in side-channels. This is
essential, so that each mill may obtain its water-power
separately and leave the main stream free for other mills and
for floating purposes. In Pig. 290, the stream .1 is closed by
a long lateral boom (tn) at the outlet of the mill-steam />’. A

{») is a second boom with a removable grating, behind which

are sluice-gates, so that both the water and the floating wood
may bo under control; {a, a, a . . .) are outlets. The saw¬
mills {k, k) receive the butts directly by water: the sawn
boards are bound into rafts below the mills and ratted down¬
stream.
(b) Method of Landing and Storing Floated Wood.—As
?soon as the wood has been collected in front of a boom, the
measures taken for landing it must be arranged so that it may
be brought out of the water as soon as possible. Whenever
ijliie depots are arranged so that the wood becomes stranded
its^ (p. 433), the workmen must be stationed at the
w

«
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various sluice-gates and gratings, and be instructed carefully
in the manner of landing the wood.
Wherever the wood has to lx* dragged up to the depot,
different methods of doing so are followed for sawmill butts
and firewood, llutts are eitlica- rolled up the river-banh, or
dragged uj) an ascending slojie by horses or by niacliinery
worked by the driving-wheel of a sawmill. Firewood billets
are either sjiiked liy a floating-pole and thrown upon the riverbaidi, or pas.sod from hanil to hand Ijy a chain of workmen.
In HoitK! places nmehines are used for landing firewood.
These machines consist of two hori/.ontal rollers, one of which
is alongside the water, and the other up on the bank of the
stream. Two chains bound (og(‘ther link by link, and pro¬
vided at shoiT intervals w ith iirojecting iron hooks, are passed
round the rollers; the billets of wood are then placed on these
hooks, whilst the chains are set in motion by the u])per roller
the hooks ascend the river-bank with the billets, which ' y
off as they reach the upper ndler.’^ These machines are
si)ucially laseful when the de])ot is .situated on a high, steep,
alo])ing river-haidi.

y.
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The landed billets are conveyed to the stacking-yard in low
Iramcars or wheelbarrows, the round pieces being split pre¬
viously ; they are then stacked, beginning at a point in the
deiKit the furthest removed from the wiiter. In stacking, great
care must be taken not to occujiy too much space, to leave suffi¬
cient room for ventilation between the different stacks and erect
the latter in a stable manner. AVith this object, the stacks of
firewood are .placed in tong rows, in the direction of the prevail¬
ing wind, and made as high as their stability w ill permit. This
is rarely higher than fifteen to eighteen feet. In erecting a
stack, first the base is prepared as in Fig. 291, in order to keep
' Oa ihe river Hit near Taasiiu, there aiv ten of these luachiDes which sAve,
4h % o£ the former cost of niun..ul lalwur fui Isui.ling-the fiivtv cHiii. 180 to 2001
Dtockod cubic meiei'S (UK) to 140 loaOb) of wtHnl can
thus in a day.’
At Hals, also on the l)z, sinular in.u'h)ues worked by sieam-iwwer are used tor jiiising bolls up to the
8 melere
leef) hi^ih. Thus the heaviest kind ,
of butts are rtused.

‘tor '
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the wrtocl as much as possible from the ground and prevent
its deterioration; or merely two parallel lines of billets are
laid on the ground, on which the wood is stacked.

In the

damper parts of wood-dej)ots, especially in the case of large
depots where there is not enough fall to allow the water to
drain-off rapidly from the wood, and wherever the wood is
stacked whilst still wet,
this should he done as
in Fig.
Each stack mnsl he
finished olT at hoth enils
by crossing the billets to
prevent it from falling.
In v('rv long stacks, it

l-'ie. -SI. ' 15um' Df stiicli.

is advisable to place
some rows of crossed billets in their centre, so as to give more
stability to the structure.

In tlu! case of very high stacks,

the crossed billets at their ends should he connected by trans¬
verse pieces, as in Eig. 2!):i.

between any two stacks there

should he lell a si)ace of at least two feet, to allow tor
ventilation.

Wherever, on account of scarcity of space, it is
necessary to reduce
the distance ladweeii
the stacks to two feet,
and

the

stacks are

also high, two adjoin¬
ing stacks are joined
as shown in Eig.
which greatly adds to
their stability. WherK.(>. •.".12.—Slunk of wet liitletp.

jUlSf

between the stacks to remove the wood, a suflieient [lassagt
must he allowed between adjacent stacks for their passage,
Not unfreipienlly, however, owing to want of space, four tc
six stacks are crowded together without any intervening space
as, for instance, at Prague, where the arrangement shown ir
Fig. ‘294 is followed.
Where large quantities of firewood remain stored for a loiq
time at a depot, often a roofing of billets is supplied, as ii

wood-depots.

4.58'

Fig. 298. This excellent ntoch of stacking keeps the wood dry
without any considerable cost. Wherever, in high stacking,
the filack has become higher
than a man’s chest, stands must ‘
1)6 used from which the billets
may he handed to the stacker.
This is especially the case with
roofing.

Evidently the billets

should ho piled as densely as
possible, and the walls of the
staclvs made vertical.
Many wood-dopots in towns
are intended to facilitate the
sale

of wood to small

chasers.
wood

pur¬

In such cases

must

he

supplied

oi'dinary sale-lots.

the
in

The stacks

are then usually twice as high ns the billets iire long, and are
separated by uju'ight jiosls.

In other depots the wood is

measured separately for each
purchaser.

Whenever tin*

sale of firewood is carried on
in <letail. it should also he
sorted according to (pinlity;
this assortment of the wood
is effected as soon ns the
wood is landed, the various
pieces being brought together
from all parts of the depot.
When once the wood has been
sorted and stacked, the stacks
are numbered and meiasured.
■Wherever firewood is piled
in

mixed

stacks

without

separation into sale-lots, the
*

.

,

-

•11

,

,

..

,„

t Iff. 294.—Hiijh stacking of firewood.

measunng is done simply by
taking the length and height of each stack; where the billetf
are crossed, a deduction must be made from the volume, th«
amount of this deduction l)oing ascertained by experiment anc

sVerBgiiig the seventh
stack.

or

eighth part

of

the length

of

each

Wherever the firewood is arranged in sale-lots, its

measurement consists simply in counting the latter.
4. liegutmtion of the IteceiptH of IFooi/ at a Depot.
It is quite obvious that in all wood-depots an account must
be kept of all the receipts of wood both as regards volume
and quality.

The volume of the timber and of the stacks of

firewood is ascertained in the usual manner.

A further allow¬

ance has, however, to be made for the loss incurred during
the transport of the material, which also naturally involves
measurement of the wood before it was transported. Wherever
wood has been transported carefully by land, the loss is either
inconsiderable or absolutely nil, but when wood has been
dragged over rough ground, nr thrown downhill, etc., there
may he a considerahlo loss of volume during transport.

Loss

during transport by water also may vary between 0 and 10 or
12 per cent.

It is obvious also that the volume of the sunken

wood which has bemi recovered should be deducted from the
loss during iloating, and that any losses occasioned by careless
land-transport previous to Iloating must be excluded from loss
due to floating alone.
, a r
The following circumstances influence the loss of floating
^00(1 —the condition of tho works on a lloating-chaniiel; its
length ; the kind of wood floated and its comparative dryness;
the manner in which tho wood is stacked in the forest, and in
the depot; the question whether wood has been brought down
to the launching place on slides or roads ; also extraordinary
occurrences such as floods, theft, etc.
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CHA?TEll \U.
DISPOSAL AND SALE OP WOOD.
The (liHjiosftl and Halo of wood iiicludos all tlio tvansactions
liy wliicli wood passes diioclly or iiidirecU)’ into tlie, bands of
tbe consinncsr. A distinulion is made between tbe disposal of
the wood, and its sale, as two questions ar(‘ pending : to whom
in the first place sball tbe wood be delivered? then, bow
Bball tins be elTeeted ?
Skction 1.—Disi’osai. ok tVooo.

Aecordini' to tbe nature of tbe produce of a forest, tbe
demands made on it, and tlie various intenliions of its owner,
difb'ront destinations may be oiven to tbe converted wood on
a fclling-area. 'J'be demands on tbe forest are of a double
nalnre : they arc eilber looal demands wbicb limit tbe freedom
of tbe owner in disposing of bis produce, as in tbe caset of
forest-servitudes, contracts, etc.; or tbe owner is absolutely
free to dispose of tbe produce according to bis own wisbes.
In the latter case tbe (piestion arises, wbelher tbe forest-owner
will be. disposed to consider tbe re(|iiircments of residents in or
near tbe forest: nr will merely study bis own direct interests,
a very diflercnl matter. It is obvious that in both these cases
ho will consider first of all wbat wood be requires for his own
• special wants.
As all those ditlere)>t modes of disposal of forest produce
remain about constant year by year for a separate unit of forest
management, there is generally no difficulty in subdividing the
annual yield of a forest according to certain fixed heads, which
must now be considered unn/iw.
1. Vood dt'/iri’ird to liiiiht-holden.

Wherever a forest is burdened with wood-servitudes, the right
holders have the first claim to the produce of a felling-area.

BIGHT-HbtDEBS' 'WOOD.
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The legality of nil claimsi for wood, as a right, must he proved
first by reference to the map or record-book of the forest
rights;' this enquiry is often a serious ljusiness when the
right-holders’ wood has to be distributed in small lots among a
number of persons.

In such cases, in many districts, fixed days

are assigned for the right-holders to attend the forest-manager
and make a declaration of Iheii- demands.

This declaration

must be examined, rectified, and if needful referred to the
superior olficials for confirmation.

I'ivery delivery of wood to

right-holders must he made on in'eseutation of a written order
from the forest-manager, and a receipt for the wood must bo
given by the right-holder.
If the right is to firewood, the quantity and quality of tho
wood being slated, the forest-owner is least seriously affected
by the right; and in tho next degree, when the right is to the
kind of timber prevalent in the forest.

If, howevei, the light

is to all wood of a certain class, tor instance, all branche,s and
round billets, all the brushwood or stump-wood of a fellingarea

if also the (pianlity depends on the manner in which the

wood is convei ted and sorted

the distrihulion and supervision

of the right-holders' wood heconics more arduous, and often
involves complaints of short measure from the right-holdei-s.
Great care must he, taken during the conversion and sorting
of the produce; wherever also the dimensions of the right¬
holders’ wood are given precisely in the statement of rights
this must he attended to carefully during tho conversion
The most hurtful rights are those that are not fixed ii
quantity, hut only by the requirements of tho right-holders
If such rights to firewood should burden a forest and no legal
definition can he obtained of their extent, an annual com¬
putation must he made of the volume required by each right¬
holder, or for each class of household.

This burdens the

manager with a tedious undertaking, beset with all kinds of
difficulties.
Deliveries of building-timber to right-holders are of
similar nature.

a

Such a right can be limited only to the actual

• requirements of the right-holder, according to the number and
dimensions of the buildings in question.

It is tho duty of the

; forest officials to ascertain carefully the actual requirements of
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material for repairs or new buildings, whenever a demand iof
building-timber is presented.

It the demands of the right-

holders are supported by estimates made

by trustworthy

builders the forest-manager is spared much trouble.

Deliveries

of wood for implements or industrial purposes are also arranged
similarly.
2. W(mI delivered to Vonlrartor*.
Frequently a forest-owner is under agreements, more or
less binding, to supply wood to neighbouring industrial works;
such as iron-foundries, smelting-furnaces, sawmills, factories
for

furniture,

pyroligenous acid, wood-pulp,

contractors or wood-merchants.

etc.;

or

to

Wherever the manager is

bounil to deliver a certain volume of wood to such establish¬
ments, their idaiins must be satishod after those of

the

right-holders.
As a rule, except after some extraordinaiy calamity such as
a Hiorin, snowbreak, etc., the manager is not bound to deliver
any lixed quantity of wood to a contractor ; but an agreement
is made, to deliver to a factory or a wood-merchant all the
material over after satisfying the local demand, or all the
wood of a certain class, such as round billets, etc.
or

not

a

forest-owner

should

especially in the case of

undertake

IVhether

such contracts,

timber, depends chiefly on the

market there is for his wood.

In extensive forests which are

not opened-out sufliciently by roads or other means of com¬
munication, managers of industries which utilise wood, and
wholesale wood-merchants, are often the only purchasers;
the forest-owner is then willing to submit to an otherwise
' burdensome
revenue.

agreement,

in

order to

Wherever there is a good

increase

the

foresi

competition for th<

wood, there can be no reason for contracting beforehand foi
its disposal.

Not unfrequently, however, the possibility of «

good sale of timber, even in the forest itself, depends on th(
maintenance of such industries, especially sawmills, whict
consequently do not reduce the prices of wood.

This is dm

to the fact that sawmills favour the transportability of woo(
and convert it into actual merchandise.

Even in this lattei

case it is advantageous to the forest-owner, who wishes b
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jtipport such industries in his forest, to bind himself only
partially. Thus it is advisable to make contracts for two or
three years only, and especially when trndo is slack. 1 inally,
in deciding the terms of a contract, great care and fore¬
sight must be shown by the forest-owner, or bis interests^
will be prejudiced seriously, as long experience has proved.
Wherever it is possible, the owner should not guarantee the
quality and volume of the material to be delivered; if
certain assortments are to be supplied, they should be only
such as are prepared usually in his forest, otherwise it is better
to abstain altogether from a contract.
3. Stitinfdctioii i>/ the, Ilei]iuremi‘iils nj the Forcsl-Oti'iter.
Every forest-owner reipiiros wood for bis own use, whether
on a large scale or not; after satisfying the demands of right¬
holders and contractors; therefore be will consider what are
his own requirements.
A private owner of forests roquires firewood, building
material and wood for gate-posts, fences, etc. If be owms
any works, the wood necessary for tliein should bo supplied
Municipalities and Communes owning forests require fire¬
wood for public offices, schools, etc.; they also grant firewood
free of charge to scbool-instruclors and ministers of religion;
timber for repairing churches, public buildings, etc.; finally
every household lias to be supplied with firewood and building
material according to its requirements.
The State, as owner of forests, may be expected to supply
firewood and timber to meet the requirements of the Forest
Department, of its mines and smelting furnaces, of the Public
Works Department and other public bodies.
(a) The requirements of the Forest Department.-Wood
is required for forest departmental purposes, for fencing
nurseries, parks and lands occupied by forest officials, but
especially for the construction and repairs of departmental
buildings, woodcutters’ huts, roads, bridges, slides, etc.*
• [AH wood iwed in thin manner should bo shown separately m the registen
fMBit produce.—Tr.]
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(b) Wood required for Mines, Smelting Furnaces, etc.—
Where works of tliis nature are very extensive and requin
innually for ttusir maintenanee the yield of entire forests, i
was formerly the custom to assign the management of a
Buflioient area of forests to the administration of the works,
in order that the forests might he managed purely in their
interests (such

forests

are

termed in Gorman, Saalforst,

Mdiilanfontt, or llcKurrutJonl).

Experience

has, however,

shown that such an allotment of entire forests to mines, etc.,
has not resulted in any benefit to the forests; on the contrary,
in some cases, they have heeti thus destroyed,

horests have

tlierefore, recently, as iit Uavaria, been withdrawn from the
administration of

tlu; mines; the necessary wood is now

furnished to them by the Forest Department.*
(c) Wood required by the Department of Public Works.
—'I’lic roquiiemenls of tlie Public Works Department for
rectifying river-banks, for railways and less frequently for
public buildings, gave rise to similar assignments of forests
(such as coppice for growing fascines) to that deparlmont, with
this object in view. Experience bus shown that it is disad¬
vantageous to the State to deliver timber for building purposes
to the pulilic works oHicials

from

tlu' State forests, the

protu'diire being um'coimmical and inimical
budget.

to

the State

Ev(ui fej'ost huildiiigs de not form an exception to

this rule.
[.'\s the French Navy has still tht^ right of pnsemption of
wood, chielly oak, in the l'’rench Slate forests, a short account
of the procedure in such cases will be useful.

Eoyal ordi¬

nances dating from a.d. DU8 allowed the Fi-eneb Navy the
right of preemption of wood in all the forests of France,
whether private or otherwise, agents being sent by the naval
authorities to mark trees iti the felling-areas.

This right

continued up to 1H38, when it was abandoned (with, how¬
ever, the power of resuming it if necessary) in favour of
purchasing the required wood in the open market.

After the

latter procedure had been in force for iO years, the right of
marking suitable trees in the State forests was resumed by the
• f A similar case is the Knmaoii Iron Mining t’ornpany’s Forest Grant, in the
S. \V. Provinces o£ India, which has been resuincil by tlie State.—Tr.)

WOOD FOB TOBUC WORKS.
Navy in 1858.
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In 1866, rules regardinf! wood for the Navy

were framed by the Forest and Marine Departments, and may
be summarised as follows:—
Before the trees are marked for felling in any State forest,
the agents of the Navy mark with a circle of oil paint any
trees which they may consider suitable for naval construc¬
tion, in compartments where fellings are in progress.

These

trees are then marked for felling at the usual time and in the
same way as the other trees in the felling-areas, but with
special marks.

.\11 the marked trees are sold standing, as is

usual in France, but the purchaser pays only for the crowns
of trees chosen for the Navy, excluding any boughs which
have been sfiecially reserved.

He then fells all the trees, but

a naval engineer examines those stems which had been
specially marked for the Navy and then jiroceeds to convert
them into the necessary pieces and remove them to a sea-port.
The price is fixed for a period of live years at so much a cubic
meter, and a current account kt'pt between the Navy and
Forest Department. Iloiii)c, op. cil., p. ’iiS.—Tr.]
(d) Wood required for Floating-Channels and WoodDepots.—Formerly it was considered the duly of the State to
maintain large lu'ewood-de]iols in districts where there were
no fore.sts, and to convey the wood there at its own charge.
In order to carry-out this object a special tioating department
was organised, to which the necessary volume of wood was
delivered from the (lerman State forests.

Since means of

eommunication have been extended and with tlnnii the trade
in firewood, the necessity for the department has disappeared,
and it has been abolisiied.
(e) Wood required for Sawmills. — There are several
German States and Communes owning sawmills, the manage¬
ment of which is more or less independent of the Forest
Department.

(For instance, Brunswick, iklsace and Lorraine,

Hanover, Baden, etc.)
(f) Wood given to Privileged Persons (Ikpniathohcr).—
Under this heading comes wood given as part of the salary of
Government servants; in some States, as in Mecklenburg,
inferior firewood is given gratis to the poor.
Special orders are given by superior authority to the local
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iorest officials as regards the delivery ot wood of the different
e lasses referred to above.
4. Dispoml of Wood hy Sole.
All wood which is not required under any of the above
headings will be sold.

The ne.xt section describes the different

inodes of sale, the only point of interest here is into what
hands the wood should eonui after being sold.

A distinction

is thus made between satisfying local demands and sale of
wood to traders.
(a) Satisfaction of Local Bemands.—Caro, for the protection
and tending of his forest often will load a forest-owner to con¬
sider, first of all, the requirements ot people living in or near
the forest.

As this can he done only to the extent of their.

own absolutely necessary re(piirctii('ntH, it will suffice, if, as a ^
rule, the less valuable assortments are set-aside for this
purpose; usually only inferior assortments of firewood and
building timber are sold thus in a market limited by the
exclusiim of wood-merchants.

Whetluu- or not the State will

undertake to satisfy local demands on a large scale depends on
its vacillating intorpiotation ot the laws of national economy.
(b) Sale of Wood to Traders.—The sale of wood to meet
local demands is opposed to its sale to traders, as then an
open market is understood.

When once a forest-owner has

satisfied local demands, bis desire to sell the rest of his
produce at the highest price attainable is distinctly to the
advantage of bis forest.

It is chietly the best timber and

wood with which the forest-owner can speculate that can
be exported with prelit to a distance.

I'hr very many forests

the mode ot treatment and conversion depends on the timbertrade, and many forests can be worked only with tlio help of .
the wood-merchant, local demands being small and easily
satisfied.

Disposal of wood tor trade purposes is therefore in

most forests the most important mode of utilising them.
6. Loi* of ff'ood.
Cases occur where wood already registered as received may
f be lost, for instance, by lire, theft, etc.
wood is therefore a mode of its disposal.

The possible loss of

OSM,,
Section II.—Sale of Wood.
Wood, like every other raw material, is an object of trade
and is sold in various ways, the pro and tvntra of which will
be described here.

As, moreover, every forest-owner desires

to obtain the highest possible revenue from Ins forest, and
this is chiefly determined by the price he obtains for his wood,
the question arises as to the general trade-pnnc.p es govern¬
ing the sale of wood, in order that this object may be atlamed.
The modes of selling wood may be distinguished in lao waj^.
first the form in which the wood is offered for sale by the
forest-owner; secondly, the different kinds of sale, depeiulnig
on the manner in which the price is determined.
1. Form ill ivhich Wood is Sold.
Wood may be sold either by detail after conversion into
logs, stacked firewood, etc.; or by standing trees.
(a) Sale by DetaU.
Sale bv detail follows after the felling, conversion and
removal of the wood to a forest-depot, which
been effected by a body of woodcutters engaged ^r

^
' e wmk

by the forest-owiier. The wood is sold
lots, or by the whole volume of certain assortments, according
to the kind of sale in question.
,
.
,
„ lUc i.us
Sate by detail is the most rational mode of sale, as the lo s
have been estimated in quantity and

.

can be determined accurately.
certeinty of recovering from the purchasers al
felling, conversion and removal of the materia.
e
there is a fair demand for wood, this is the usual mode of
sale in Germany. Austria, Hungary, Switzerland and some
other European countries.
(b) Sale of Standing Trees.
The sale of standing trees involves the sale, or
■Ration of the price, before the wood is felled.

This

y
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imply the sale of the fall of timber on a felling-area for

oris

year, either by single trees, or by a part or the whole fellingarea ; or of the principal yield of a forest for a term of
years.

Where the fall of timber (luring a single year is sold,

two methods are in force, according as the

felling

and

conversion is done by the owner, or by the purchaser.

i. Siili- III/ Ihill Ilf /'riiiliiii-.
Sale by Unit of Produce inqdies (uther that the felting,
conversion and clearance of the felling-area is done by the
forest-owner, or by tlu; luircbastn- (as in France); in the first
case it clostdy riisemblcs sale by detail, ditl'ciing from it only
in the fact that the piiees are fixed for each wood-assortment
before the trees arc felled, also tliat the purchaser contracts to
pay at rates previously agreed u])on for all the wood of the
assortments he has bought.
Such sales are at present frequent in (lermany, AustriaHungary, Switiierland, France, etc.

They extend usually to

the produce of a whole felling-area, and the fellings may be
of any character, as neither silvicultural interests nor the
revenues of tlie forest are itrcjudiccd by the mode of conver¬
sion.

.Vs the [trices are lixed separately tor etub wood-assort-

Jiient, and for different classes of assorlnients by the unit ol
cubic contents (cultic meter), an a|)[)roximately correct estimate
of the real value of the yield is securt'd.

When (>xperieuce o:

the results of former fellings does not guide the owner (b}
taking percentages) as In the volume and quality of the crop
the probable produce from eacli tree should be calctilatec
separately, and an estimate thus made of tlie volume am
quality of the yield of the whole felling-area.

It is, however

evident that no guarantee should be given to the purchaser o
the exactness of this estimate.
Whore this mode of sale is ajtplied to single trees (as, fo:
instance, large oak-trees) and not to entire felling-areas, i
better forecast of the real value may be obtained.
[In France, where the conversion is done by the purchaser
all the wood cut and converted is measured by the manager o
his forester before it leaves the area.—Tr.]

ii. Convmmn hy iU Purcham,
AVhon trees are sold standing and the purQhaser undertakes
their conversion into timi)er and firewood, if the seller and
purchaser are not to bo quite in the dark as to the real value
of the trees, a much more careful forecast of the yield should
be made than in sales hy unit of produce; if this is not
thoroughly well done, the forest-owner will certainly come out
of the business at a loss.
These sales may deal with all the standing trees on a
felling-area or on a demarcated portion of a folling-area.

In

such eases, the estimate of their value depends on an accurate
survey of the area, and a calculation of the average yield of
an acre, which is iiossible in the case of homogeneous woods,
such as pure coniferous even-aged woods, or co)>pice.

Then

care must bo taken, in case experience of the yiidd of similar
fellings is not available, to make use of every assistance which
the ddTorent methods of valuation can afford.

Generally,

in Kussia, crops of standing trees are sold by area [and so is
coppice in England.—Tr.]
If. however, the sale is only of certain marked trees on a
folUng-aroa, the proleclioii and tending of the forest may be
endangered much more than when the sale is by area.

'Ibis

is specially the case in regeneration-fellings or fellings by ,
selection, and in those of trees standing over poles. Tins
mode of sale may, however, be aiqilied advantageously to
standards ovor coppice, or to isolated largo trees in middleaged bigli forest, or in forests where the trees are far apart, as
in Russia.

It is more admissible for conifers than for broad¬

leaved species, as the real value of the former may be forecast
more accurately than that of hroadleaved species, which so
frequently suffer from internal defects.
Here and there, material of little value, the conversion
of which

would

prove too

costly for the forest-owner,

may be sold cn vumc, such as stunted wood on waste
land, inferior pollards, stumps of trees which are difficult
to uproot and split, etc.

A purchaser who estimates his

own labour at a low value may find a profit in purchasing
:Meh material.
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iii. Lmu of (he Yield of a Forest for a Term of Years.
The two preceding modes of sale involve the sale of onlyone year’s fellings in a forest, hut not the lease of the annual
yield of a forest for a term of years.

This was formerly

almost the only mode of sale in the vast Austrian mountainforests.

During the eighteenth century, nearly all extensive

works using wood obtained
forests

for

their

the assignment of adjoining

exclusive use, sometimes with the sole

stii)ulatioii that the mamigeuient of the works should remove
all the trees in a forest during a rotation, on undertaking to
pay all th(‘ costs of mainlennuco of the forest.

This privilege

was ternnsl Kohhridiiiiinji (charcoal concession), and implied
the I'ight of the works to take so much charcoal annually front
the forest.

Such conctissions of forest produce are made no

longer, hut haises of forests for terms of three to ten years still
prevail, chiefly in llussia, Sweden, West and East Prussia, in
some provinces of Austria-Hungary (Moravia, Dohemia, etc.),
Swit/.erland, etc. The price is then fixed hy formal, written
agreement.

Some of the older

concessions are not yet

abolished, in spite of repeated endeavours on the part of the
German Forest Departments and of private forest-owners.
iv. Ii'eiieral Remarks.
'J'he chief point to he observed in all sales of standing trees
is to decide the reipiisite silvicultural and protective conditions
and to word them clearly ; a thoroughly detailed description of
the material to he sold should also ho given. In France, lists
of trees to he sold standing are published in pamjdilet-form
giving all the sale-lots on the felling-areas of a single forest
range {iiispirtim) for a whole year.
[In these French lists, besides the number and species ol
trees in each lot and their cubic contents in timber and fire¬
wood. a list is given {caliier drs rliurflcs) of all the protective
works to be done at the exjiense of the purchaser, such af
pruning, plantiug-up blanks, repairs to roads, etc., togethei
with estimates of their cost.

Strict general silvicultural ant

protective rules for the conduct of the fellings also are printed ii
each pamphlet.—Tr.]
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In Austria, also, much acuteness has been shown in devising
the conditions of sale of standing trees.
2. Various hinds of Salt’.
Three kinds of sale of forest produce are in use, which
depend on different methods of fixing its price, namely, sale by
royalty, sale to

the highest bidder and sale by private

contract.
(a) Sale by Royalty.
lYhenever wood of any assortment is sold at rates fixed by tlie
forest-owner, tl.emodc'of sale is termed sale by royalty, or
sale at fixed rates or tariff-prices.

The charach'ristic of this

mode of sale is that the price is fixed by the seller, the forestowner providing for the distribution of his forest produce
among its consumers.
i. Modi’ of fiiiioi dll’ noi/all)/.

,

Bv the term royalty is meant the present local value, in a
forest-district, of any wood-assortment, as it is determined by
the free action of demand and supply in the timber-market and
in auction-sales.

The royalty for any assortment is determined

by taking the average price during a recent period for all
similar wood sold within a certain district.

The larger the

volume of wood sold in the oi.eii market, and the narrower
the limits of lime and place within which the average price is
fixed, the more nearly will the royalty correspond to the
correct price of tlio assortment.
Formerly royalties were fixed on quite different grounds
from these.

l> to the end of last century it was considered

advisable—and in some countries this is even still the case—
that the State, at any rate, should sell the produce of its
forests at moderate rates to the people.

Royalties therefore

were kept low purposely, so much so, that they were considerably
under current local prices ; they formed the minima margins
of the prices of forest produce.
Itoyallies were fixed for a district by making benevolent
> estimates of prices, after considering the area of the district
0 0 2
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that was under forest, the economic condition ot tne popula-’
tion, the cost of transport, and, finally, the different qualities of
the wood-assortments.

It was, therefore, a mere stroke of

luck if the royalty was anywhere near the correct price of an
assortment.

How little, indeed, this was the case, may be

gathered from the fact that often royalties were fixed for
entire provinces or small States, and frequently remained
unaltered for long periods. If the forest officials desired to
counteract these had results to some extent, they had to
propose an increase in the royalties for certain special cases,
and thus att('inpt to r(iform an evil hy imposing a greater one.
This systcni did most damage in Austria, where certain State
and private forests wore assigned to mines of salt and other
miiM'rals, suiiplying

them with

forest

produce

at

prices

which were for the most part ludicrously low, often so low
as

to cover barely

the cost of maintaining

the

forests.

In this way, forests wore deprived of their proper revenues,
and

their

maintenance

and

development

were

hindered

unfairly.
The great harm done to forests by low wood-prices, the
rising value ot all raw material, the constantly increasing
demands on State treasuries and the many inconveniences
resulting from the above antiquated ideas in the sale of forest
produce, have, in most countries during the second and third
decades of the present century, led to a complete change of
principle.

It is now admitted that the forest-owner, like any

other producer, is thoroughly justified in selling his produce
for its full value.
Even if there can be no question that the price of firewood
depends on that of coal, yet to depress it as low as that of coal
merely on this account is not fair, for there are several other
intervening circumstances which must not be neglected, such
as custom, comfort, etc.
The price of wood varies with time and place, and in order to
allow due weight lo these factors in fixing royalties, different
tariffs must bo assigned to different districts or sale-depots.
Thus, all places where wood prices are about the same should
be comprised within a sale-district, excluding places where;
tlmre are' any marked differences in prices.

In a proyino^

■•district, or forest-range, therefore, there will be as many
tariffs as there are market-values tor the same wood-assort¬
ment.

But even the very points which have occasioned the

separation of sale-districts from one another may themselves
vary, and render it necessary to alter the circumscriptions of
the latter.
In a similar manner allowance is made for
perio<lic variations in wood prices, by revising the tariffs
whenever a general rise or fall in prices has occurred. Owing
to the jiresent changeable nature of trade this should l>e dono
almost every year, at any rate for sale-districts within the
reacli of the general trade in wood.

As regards very valiiahio

wood-assortments, tariffs should be revised even iinive than
once a year, whilst for inferior assortments, longer intervals,
from two to three years, will suffice.
IMiere most of the annual yield of a forest is sold to the
higliest bidder, tariffs are ju'epared for the ensuing 3ear hy
taking the average sale-prices in round numhors for each
assortment, due allowance being made for any ahnornial cir¬
cumstances affecting particular sales, or for assimilating the
tariffs suliicieiitly to tlio.se in force in neighbouring saledistricts. Whenever the average results of sales to tho highest
bidder do not afford sufficient data for framing tariffs, tho
market-prices of wood in neighbouring towns should he
utilised also, naturally after deducting the cost of transiiort
from the forest depot.s.
In many cases the forest-range will suffice as a sale-district.
It may, however, be necessary to sulidivide a forest-range into
two or more sale-districts, i.c,, to ff.\; several tariffs in a range
according to the difl'eront directions in which the produce is
distributed.

This is generally the ease with ranges situated on

the borders of extensive forests, or composed of widely
scattered isolated forest blocks, and where considerable differ¬
ences of prices result from different transport charges.

In

high mountain-regions, especially the Alps, tariffs will depend
on the altitudes of different zones of forest; thus,the lowest
zone, including the valleys, may form one sale-district, the
middle zone, another, and the highest forest zone, with Alpine
hamlets, cheese-factories, etc., the third.
As a rule, royalties include the cost of conversion and
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removal from the felling-area.
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In districts where the conver¬

sion and removal of the wood is done partly by the purchaser,
two tariffs will be in force, including or excluding the above
charges.
ii. Application of the Method of Hole ly Royally.
There are districts where, in consequence of admitted rights,
almost the whole annual yield of forests in firewood is disposed
of by royalty, either at a full or reduced value; in other dis¬
tricts this happens in the case of only a portion of the yield
and no further than sheer local necessity requires.

In most

cases, however, sale at tariff-prices has receded quite into the
background, and is confined to: cases of unforeseen distress;
wood-assortments which cannot be sold to the highest
bidder; inferior lots, the sale of which will not repiay auction
charges, or rare assortments of specified kind and shape;
also, finally, in some districts, to the requirements of the
forest officials, who are not allowed to bid at auctions.
In country districts, it is chiefly wood for agricultural
requirements, such as bean-sticks, tree-props, etc., which in
cases of considerable demand should be sold by royalty, as in
this way theft may be prevented.
It may be imagined, since sale by royalty is at present
generally the exception, that the fixation of a correct tariff is
a matter of only second-rate importance.

This is, however,

not the case, for a continual knowledge of the actual value
of forest produce is advantageous in many ways.

Eoyalties

are the best means of deciding the acceptance of offers to
purchase wood, or when to knock-down lots to bidders at
public auctions; they afford a means of estimating the value
of stolen produce; they are indispensable in every kind of
forest valuation, and in calculating the value of forest rights,
damage, sale of forest land, or other

similar questions,

and finally in calculating budget-estimates and other state¬
ments.
Eoyalties are evidently useful only when they represent the
actual momentary local value of wood, i.c., its average market
price for the time being.

Unless this can be affirmed of them

PXJBLIC AUCTION.
they are absolutely worthless.

It must not, however, be for¬

gotten, that royalties also possess the character of prices fixed
by authority, and thus often exercise an mfluence on market
prices that is not always justifiable.
(b) Sale to the highest Bidder.
The next mode of sale to be discussed is, when a purchaser
offers his wares for sale to the highest bidder in the presence
of a larger or smaller number of purchasers.

The charac¬

teristics of this method are, that the price is fixed by the
purchasers, and the wares, i.e., the forest produce, is divided
among the consumers according to their own requirements
and without direct interference on the part of the forest
owner.
Sale to the highest bidder may be effected by public auction
or sealed tender.
i. Sale by Publie Awlion.
(a) General Account.—Public auction-sales may be con¬
ducted either by the purchasers out-bidding one another, or by
putting up each sale-lot at a prohibitively high figure, a public
crier then calling out at regular intervals successive reductions
by a fixed sum of this figure for any lot, until one of the
purchasers signifies his acceptance of the lot at the last figure
proclaimed by the crier.

This latter mode of sale is termed a

Dutch auction, and in case two or more purchasers accept a
lot simultaneously, it is put-up for sale to the highest bidder
among them.
_
Sale by successively increased bids is the common mode oi
auction-salenn Britain, Germany, Austria-Hungary, Switzer¬
land, etc., whilst Dutch auctions for forest produce prevail m
France, Belgium, HoEand, Alsace and Lorraine.
Dutch auctions for forest produce are employed generallj
only in the ease of valuable timber sold in large lots, and wher
only a few purchasers are present who are men of means; thej
are preferred in Alsace.

Wherever wood is sold in small loti

to a number of small purchasers such a method would be ou
of place, for the following reasons: it takes much more timi
..i+Vion wVinn nurchasers outbid one another; where there are i

pe
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iiarge numoer of .purchasers assembled, only a few of them
will have the requisite presence of mind to make a bid at the
right moment; customary usage may be against this mode of
sale.
[Dutch auctions are preferred in France in the sale of
■ standing trees in the principal fellings, because there are a
body of large contractors, termed adjudkataircs, who make it
their business to purchase the marked trees standing on a
felling-area, and convert and remove them for sale to smaller
dealers or industrial enterprises.

Tliesc men visit every

felling-area within their beat, measure and estimate the value
of every marked tree; they know exactly what amount they
can afford to pay for the trees and bid accordingly.

French

foresters consider that Dutch auctions prevent the purchasers
from agreeing not to out-bid one another; a purchaser cannot
know beforehand at what figure any other purchaser will buy,
and therefore dare not delay too long in his offer to purchase, ■
fearing lost the lot should fall to another person.

In France,

the felling-areas are subdivided into lots, which are marked out
on the ground: no lot should exceed 10,000 francs, i“400, in
value.—Tr.]

(b)

Procedure in Auction-Sales of iroorf.

When once the mode of disposal of the produce of a felling
has been decided, the wood that is to be auctioned should
be carefully valued without loss of time.

Then the date of

the auction should be fixed, and this, as well as the place
where the auction will be held, and the list of material to'
be sold, should be advertised publicly.

The procedure of

the auction itself begins by an announcement of the conditions
of sale made to protect the seller against injury or loss, the
lots are then put-up successively at the fixed upset-price and
knocked down to the highest bidder; the highest bid is there¬
fore the price of each lot.

As soon as the last lot has been

sold, the auction is concluded by ascertaining the total price
paid for each wood-assortment and for the whole of the
produce which has been sold.

,.

The success of the auction will depend in some measure om

."*^cBtic'Auction. ■
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the place where it is held. This may be either on the fellingarea or at the wood-depot, or in a building in some neighbouring
and suitably situated village or town.
If the sale is effected in the forest or depot, then every
would-be purchaser can examine each lot, and estimate its value,
and bid for it with confidence and deliberation. This is par¬
ticularly useful for purchasers when there is a considerable
difference in the quality of the various lots.
When, however, in a sale by detail the lots are scrupulously
assorted as at present in many forests, the buyers are accus¬
tomed to visit the felling-area before the sale, and true descrip¬
tions of the lots are given by the auctioneer—or where in
sales of standing trees sufficient information regarding their
volume and quality has been supplied beforehand to the
buyers—a sale mider cover of a roof is preferable, as it is
much more expeditious and usually attracts a greater number
of purchasers than a sale in the open air. Anyone wishing to
purchase a largo quantity of timber, will in any case visit the
felling-area before the sale, and small purchasers have no time
during the sale to measure and value every log, without
delaying the auction intolerably. An auction in the forest
is therefore advisable in the following cases; when buyers
cannot be induced to visit the felling-area or depot beforehand;
when the wood has been assorted carelessly, or each lot con¬
tains wood of various assortments and qualities. Generally,
in all other cases, the interests of the forest-owner are safe¬
guarded better when the auction is held in a building.
The date chosen for the auction, the place in which the
■ auction is held, and the list of material to be sold, should
now be advertised pubUoly, both in the best local newspapers
and in printed notices posted up at inns and public buildings
in the sale-district, as well as by the public crier.
If the pro¬
duce to be sold is chiefly wood for local demands, it is super¬
fluous to spend much money on advertising; it is then
( sufficient in the notices to give a list of the chief assort'' rdents, and to advertise in purely local newspapers only.
I If, however, valuable timber is to be sold for which there is a
[C good demand or which is suitable for export, or in sales of
faftrirn nnantities of merchantable firewood and especially of
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trees, the

published.

sale-notices

should be more widely

In such cases the forest-manager should select

the best newspapers for his advertisements, and too much
economy would be out of place.

Whenever purchasers from

a distance may be expected, they should be informed by adver¬
tisements of the chief conditions of the sale.
Whether the sale should be conducted by Forest or Accounts
officials, depends on the special administrative arrangements
of different countries.

Although unnecessary expense in this

matter cannot be justified, it is, on the other hand, unde¬
sirable to leave all responsibility for the sale to the Forest
Department.

The Accounts officials are, in any case, better

acquainted with the buyers than the foresters and should
therefore be responsible for their solvency ; this is the case in
Prussia, where the Forest Accountant attends all State forest
auctions.*
The auction commences by an official reading out and
explaining the conditions of sale.

These include: a state¬

ment whether the sale is with or without reserve; the terms
of security for payment to bo offered by the purchasers; con¬
ditions under which unknown strangers are allowed to bid; ’
measures of security against a conspiracy among the buyers to
keep down prices ; dates of payment, and limit to which credit
is given; a list of roads by which the wood may bo removed,
and the conditions of removal; special political and silvicul. tural conditions which are considered advisable; finally, that
no complaint will be entertained as regards any lot after it has
once been knocked down.
The upset-price at which the lots are offered for sale must ■
evidently be less than that expected from the purchaser.

IIow

much lower it should be is a question not without importance
as regards the obtainable price.

Too high an upset-price

frequently prevents the purchasers from bidding freely ; when
too low, it causes delay, and if the competition is limited,
leads to inferior prices being obtained for the wood.

Although

• [In France, the Pr6fet or Som-pri/et presides at Stale forest auctions. In
Belgium, sales of standing trees in private forests are conducted by a Kutaire,
or notary public, who cliarges 11% commission, 3% of which is a State tax, and
guarantees the solvency of the purchasers. In France, the charge is 15%.—Tr.]
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local circumstances, the social condition of the purchasers,
their number, and several other matters, may influence the
choice of an upset-price; in most cases, it should be 10 to
20 per cent, under the royalty or real value of the wood.

In

the ease of valuable merchantable timber, the upset-price
may be higher, and even equal to the royalty when there
is a probability of eager bidding.
of

In the administration

some State forests (Saxony and Baden), the practice

of fixing an upset-price to the lots in proportion to the
royalty has been discontinued;

unrestricted bidding being

considered more advantageous to the owner, as well as to
the buyer.
Every sale-lot should be clearly designated in the sale
catalogue

by

its

number;

the

assortment,

volume

or

dimensions of the wood, and any other particulars which are
advisable being given.

In important timber-sales, intending

purchasers should be allowed, before the sale, to consult the
felling-register, or facsimile extracts from it should be handed
round.

In sales of standing timber, ready assistance should

be given to enable purchasers to obtain knowledge of their
value.

The amount of the highest bid for each lot, with the

purchaser’s name, is then entered in the auctioneer s report,
or in the felling-register.

This is often attested by the pur¬

chaser’s signature and that of a trustworthy surety.

In sales

by detail, after the last lot has been sold, the price of the
different assortments is totalled and the average price of each
assortment calculated, so that it may be decided whether the
confirmation of the sale may be at once effected, or must be
postponed, in case the average prices of the assortments are
under the royalties* at which the forest official is authorised
to sell the wood.

In case the prices are lower than the autho¬

rised minima, either they must be confirmed by superior
authority, or a fresh sale held.
* A sale may be confirmed in Baden, when the average ])rice offered is not
less than 10% lower than the average price of the last sale in a neighbouring
forest range. In Prussia, tbe Oberforiter can confirm a sale, if prices are not
20% lower than fixed royalties. In Bavaria, the Fovstmeistcr sanctions annually
the peinentage by which sale-prices may fall below royalties (for timber, gene¬
rally, 10%, firewood 16%).
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(c) Delivery of Wood to the Purcdiase,
The sale having been confirmed, the wood of the different
lots is delivered to the purchasers immediately after the sale,
unless there is any difficulty in furnishing security for 2)ayment.

If the sale is hold in the forest, this is done either by

handing over the wood at once, or by giving each jrarchaser a
written order of removal for the wood he has bought.

When

sales are not held in the forest, the forest-manager assembles
all the purchasers at the felling-area or depot, on a day fixed
as soon as possible after the sale, and shows each purchaser
his wood.

Either then, but generally at the auction, each

purchaser obtains his permit to remove his wood, on which is
stated: the idace where the wood is lying; a sufficiently clear
description of the wood sold; the price to be paid for it and
sometimes the dates when payment should be made.

This

permit should then be taken to the forest cashier and the
price paid to him, when it is returned stamped and receipted,
and then the purchaser can remove his wood.

When credit

is given, and payment is therefore not immediate, the cashier
should notify to the forest-manager the names of any pur¬
chasers regarding whose solvency he has any doubt; in such
cases, the wood must remain in the forest until payment has
been made or satisfactory security provided.
Sometimes a period of time is fixed during which the forest
manager is responsible for the safety of the purchasers’ wood
lying in the forest.
As a rule, however, wood once sold and delivered to the pur■, chaser remains at his risk after he has received the permit for
‘ its removal, although the forest-guards are expected to watch
; it carefully and prevent fraud.

In many districts—as, for

instance, in the Rhine-valley—the forest-owner declines all
risk for the sold wood, but a special guard is appointed and
paid for by the purchasers for one or more felling-areas, to,!
protect their wood when lying in the forest.

A fixed rate of;

- payment is then allowed for every stack of wood, every log
. and every hundred faggots, which is paid to the guard by each
purchaser on the removal of his wood.

Generally this institu-

»;tion of. a guard for. felling-areas is agreed to tacitly'by^i^

.
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'purchasers of wood. Usually, the men who stack the fire^"wood also guard the felling-area, for they can carry on these
double duties conveniently.
ii. Sale hy Sealed Tender.
The other mode of sale to the highest bidder is that in
which, after public advertisement of a sale, the offers ortenders to purchase are written and submitted in a sealed
cover to the seller.

In the case of a sale of standing trees,

the written tenders to purchase may be either for the produce
of a whole felling-area, or for separate lots; in both cases a
valuation in volume and by assortments of wood is presup¬
posed.

If the wood to be sold has been converted, it is

sold generally in assortments, or classes of assortments, usually
by the purchaser tendering so much per-cent, more or less
than the upset-price (say, 2, .5,10 per cent, over, or under, the
usual royalty).

All tenders which have been received are

opened on a fixed date and hour, in the presence of the
intending purchasers.

They are read out publicly, and each

lot awarded to the purchaser who has submitted the highest
tender, provided he can give good security for payment.
Just as the solvency of the persons who tender for the wood
must be assured, so other motives such as silvicultural require¬
ments may influence the sale.

As a rule, however, the sale

is confirmed to the highest bidder.

As in sales by public

auction, it is highly in the interests of the seller and an abso¬
lute right on the part of the purchaser, that before tendering
he should have free access to the sale-lots, and, on demand,
should be allowed to see the report of the valuation of the
wood and the felling-register.

(c) Sale by Private Contract.
When an owner deals with a single purchaser, and the price
is fixed after a discussion between them, a sale by private
contract results. This mode of sale is characterised by the fact
that the price is fixed by both buyer and seller.
M. In arrancine the price, the owner will be guided generally,
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by the average results of past sales to the highest bidder (or m
certain cases may accept this figure as the price).
Sale by private contract has the advantage of saving expense
in valuation and auction-charges, and in avoiding possible loss.
At the same time, it is clear that the seller undertakes a greater
responsibility than in any other mode of sale, and must have a
precise knowledge of the actual state of the wood-market for
the time being.
3. Coniparison of the vnrious Modes of Sale.
Each of the above methods of selling forest produce is
advisable under certain special circumstances;

it is better

that a forest-manager should not be wedded to any one of
them, but that he should be ready at any time to adopt
whichever method may prove most suitable for the case in
question.
(a) SalebyBoyalty.— Sale by royally has the least claim of
all to exclusive adoption or even preference, as has been
shown

on

p. 454.

Only

in

some

places,

in

the

case

of certain privileged demands for wood, is such a method
followed exclusively, and then the formation of a proper tariff
requires great care.

Where, on the contrary, sale by loyalty

is adopted only occasionally, it forms a useful supplement to
other modes of sale.

It has then the advantage, in cases of

necessity (conflagration of a village, scarcity of ^ wood for
agricultural purposes at seasons when the principal sales
are not conducted, etc.) of satisfying urgent demands.

Also,

when traders combine to keep the price of forest produce below
its full local value, a recourse to sale by royalty may improve
matters.
To adopt sale by royalty generally and exclusively would at
once exhibit the shady side of this method, and prove that it is
almost impossible for a forest-manager to acquire an accurate
knowledge of the real local value of wood.

If also it were,

argued that prices may be corrected by the competition of
sellers, a rei)ly may be made that forestry is less able to
effect such a result than any other industry, the forests in
any district being usually in the hands of one or only a few
owners
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(b) Sale to the highest Bidder.—Sale by public auction,
provided that enough competitors are present, may be con¬
sidered

as

the

most usual

mode

of

sale.

The chief

advantages and disadvantages of its. different varieties are
as follows:—
i. In Sale by Detail.
When converted timber is sold in small lots by public
auction, sufficient competition will ensure the best prices, for
owing to demand and supply prices in this case most nearly
represent the true local value of any sale-lot, including its
quality, utility, portability, etc. By auctioning forest produce,
it is distributed among the consumers in the simplest manner,
and according to the measure of their requirements.

If

there are exceptions to this rule, they are less numerous and
remedied more easily than in sales by private contract. Much
less time is occupied in auction-sales than in sales by private
contract, a matter of great importance.

All unjust dealing

and respect for persons which may easily occur in private
sale, or complaints of which may bo brought against the most
honourable foresters, are avoided by public auctions.

The

superiority of public auction over sale by public contract is
proved by the fact that nearly everywhere in Germany, sale
by private contract has been supplanted by auction-sales.
Amongst the disadvantages urged against sale by public
auction, the following is worthy of notice, namely, the possi¬
bility of the purchasers coming to an understanding before
■ the sale.

This is especially to be feared—when the attend¬

ance at a sale is small; when too much material at a time
is offered for sale ; in the case of wood-assortments that not
everyone can buy, either because their cost is prohibitive or the
demands for them are small; or finally, when the seller pur- ^
posely tries to maintain prices above their proper local figure.
Coalitions of purchasers are very frequent in the sale of
merchantable timber, rafted wood or firewood intended for
trade, for which local competition may be nil, or of a very
limited nature.
Coalition of purchasers is becoming a common affair in
Germany, being much more frequent than is imagined, both at

■large and petty sales.

The theoretical idea of an auction-sale

involves the assumption that every competitor is present
merely on his own account, and that a coalition among the •
competitors is impossible: coalition cannot, however, be pre¬
vented, provided it is agreed upon freely by the competit^s; ^
it is illegal only when brought about by threats, etc.

^e

seller must, therefore, endeavour to guarantee himself agains
the damage he may suffer owing to coalition at auctions.
Almost the only remedy available is to stop the sale, and
adopt measures to improve the competition of purchasers.
Among these are the following; advertising widely (this, how¬
ever, presupposes sufficient wood to attract distant purchasers); .
sub-division of the sale-lots into smaller ones, so that it my
be possible for poorer purchasers to compete; finally, avoid¬
ance of all burdensome sale-conditions that reduce competi¬
tion.

A further measure against coalition is to adopt another

mode of sale.

[A common method of prejudicing sales by

auction occurs in Britain and probably elsewhere.

As soon

as the sale-catalogues arc out, timber-merchants meet and
appoint a chairman, who acts as a private auctioneer and puts
up each lot to the company present; they then run it up to a
fair market-price.

At the real auction, afterwards, the pur¬

chaser is not opposed by any of the clique and has only the
competition of a few outsiders to contend with.

After the real

auction the clique meet and divide among themselves the
difference between the real and mock auction prices, very
often a considerable sum practically taken from the forestowner.-Al.J
....
„
I
There are also first principles of justice as well as of selfinterest, which should always induce the seller to avoid all
conduct on his part which may hinder a proper price being
paid, or lead to coalition of the purchasers.
:i. Sale of Standing Trees.
The sale of standing trees, especially with the right of fell¬
ing and conversion by the purchaser, is preferred frequently
by wood-merchants and large dealers in timber to that of
' converted wood.

This is explained easily by the fact that in

■ the former case the wood-merchant can convert and remove

smmmieiAmsva u* aupau ur
jiiie wood more profitably to himself, and can time its conver¬
sion and removal so as to take advantage of any special demand.
In this mode of sale, however, the purchaser obtains the crown
and stumps of the trees, as well as the stems, and thus may be
encumbered with a quantity of firewood, the disposal of which
is often burdensome and unprofitable to.a timber-merchant.
The matter has a different aspect as regards the interests of
the forest-owner.

When the standing trees are sold by unit

of produce, this protects the forest-owner from the necessity
of selling his trees at too low a price, at the same time allow¬
ing him full play in felling and converting the trees carefully.
When, however, it is important to satisfy local demands, this
mode of sale is not satisfactory [as the whole of each assort¬
ment from a felling-area, or the demarcated portion of one,
is purchased necessarily by one individual.—Tr.]
Sale of standing trees to be felled and converted by the
purchaser is generally more disadvantageous than otherwise
to the forest-owner, since he is obliged to hand over the
felling-area more or less to the purchaser, and is unable to
effect an accurate estimation of the volume or quality of the
wood, a condition which is generally more unfavourable to the
seller than to the buyer.

It is well-known what largo profits

are made by wood-merchants in the purchase of whole forests,
or compartments, of standing trees in Eussia, Bosnia, Hun¬
gary, etc.

Still, under certain circumstances, the sale of

standing trees may be preferable to that of converted wood,
especially when the wood-market is over-stocked; when super¬
vision is defective or labour scarce; also in districts where
this mode of sale has become customary, and long usage,
influenced by the interests of both buyer and seller, have
removed much of its harmfulness.
Experience of

the

sale

of

standing trees has shown,

especially in Eussia, where this mode of sale prevails, and
also in Prance* and Austria, that in many cases silvicultural
• f Generally the attention to silvicultural requirements on felling-areas in the
French State Forests on the part of the adjuiieatairet, or purchasers of standing trees, is satisfactory. In thinnings, where all the trees to be removed can¬
not be known beforehand, but are marked gradually as the work progresses,
sales in France are effected by unit of produce.—Tr.]
w u
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— be
flAsirable in regular forest management, even after spec y
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Bunervision. In extensive forests, and wheie the

g ,

g

tion and culture of a forest nowise depends on the
°
utilisation (as in dear-cuttings), there is no objection to the

sail of standing trees.

If,
tions do not intervene, it may be to the advantage of a toest
owner to adopt this method temporarily under certain ci cumstances.

Such circumstances are : persistent coaMions

of competitors at auctions and scarcity of labour,
merchants can often engage wood-cutters
the Forest Department. Since a
«re wS
attached to his interests is more m touch
^
•msiness than the distant and often impersonal forest-owner
he felling, conversion and assortment of the produce

»»«r r' fa

. linor finish i. e™"
merely rough conversion.*
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Finally, m the case of extra

ordinary quantities of produce, owing to damage ^ ® ^ ’
inLts etc
when the trees may be considered as only
narlialiv standing, it may be more advantageous to the ownei
to sell the trees on the whole affected area to " ^^“d-merchant
than to convert it by the help of his own wood-cutters, and
Afro^S'^Sate forests and those belonging
bodies

the question between these two modes of sale has

Sh. blaring. .Generally the forest official shoffid pay
maximum wages for felling, conversion and
wood. When, however, in State forests, from short-sighted
financial economy, wages are kept so low that even the
Lustrious wood-cutter can hardly earn a living wage, the
. [in the litoalayan foresU, uKport-works
order to work the tests

required in

are converted into railway-s ‘-®1’

,

.

railway or tlie oonimissariat

•work he effects must decrease both in quantity and quality,
and he loses all interest in the well-being of the forest.

The

rich wood-merchant who undertakes to fell and convert the
trees on a felling-area usually pays

high wages, as

interest is bound-up with careful conversion, etc.

his

That he

considers this expense in the price he pays lor the trees
cannot be denied.

In such cases, evidently the general

welfare is secured better by selling the wood standing than by
converting it departmentally, the balance falling the other
way for the forest-owner.

An example has been cited here

merely to show that there are many factors affecting the
question in any special case.
Sale by sealed tender should be employed for standing
trees, or in sales by detail, for large lots of converted wood;
it is especially suitable when only a few rich wood-merchants
compete.

It also serves as a remedy against coalition of

buyers when trade is slack, and finally, in selling assortments
for which there are no local purchasers, for instance, hoppoles, osiers, etc.
Whenever only a few large dealers are present at a sale,
they can agree easily to keep down prices.

By calling for

sealed tenders the forest-owner may invite competition from
distant purchasers in order to paralyse the coalition of local
traders; this remedy may, however, prove to be of a tem¬
porary nature only.
(c) Sale by Private Contract.—The sale of wood by private
contract is employed when the demand is slack.

Often there

may be only one or a few purchasers, it is then preferable
' not to auction the produce, but to deal directly with the pur¬
chasers ; thus the best price possible will be obtained, which
would not result from selling to the.Jnghest bidder when
competition is so restricted.

In this case a>lso, the lots should

be large, and the purchasers men of means.

Sometimes the

whole produce of devastated forest-areas are thus sold; some¬
times an entire assortment—round billets, charcoal-wood for
smelting-furnaces, large quantities of railway-sleepers, tele¬
graph-posts, merchantable timber, etc.; sometimes large lots
of converted wood, for which at an 'auction the bids were too
iw below the proper prices.
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Bale by private contract recently has been extenaing in a
remarkable manner, especially in North Germany, and desires
for its further extension have been expressed.

This may be

justifiable for certain districts, but in most cases, and especially'
in sales of State forest produce, it should be considered rather
as a necessary evil, enforced by a limited demand in slack
times, than as an even tolerably regular mode of sale, for
where trade is brisk, no forest-ow'iier would wish, by private
sales, to reduce the competition at auctions.*

Section III.—Business Principles involved in the Sale op
Wood.
1. General Account.
Owing to the moderate net-revenue resulting from forests,
and the considerable amount of invested capital w'hich they
involve, it is evident that every forest-owner should strive, by
improving the markets for his produce, to obtain as high a
price as possible for it.

The forest-owner may be unable to

exert any influence on the general current prices of wood, and,
as regards the sale of his own produce, may be fettered by the
situation of his forest, the state of the local wood market and
many other conditions; nevertheless the financial results of
the sale of his wood, under the given conditions, depend
greatly on his skill in managing sales.

Much has been

said already on this subject in the preceding sections; it is,
however, necessary to discuss, in a general way, the principles
and experience of mercantile business which are most nearly
related to the above objects.
In order to sell wood profitably, a forester must be a trader,
and must have the same aptitude for trade as other dealers
who sell wares.
• fin Britain, coppice is sold generaily at so mncli an acre, or the wood felled
and sold in assortments after conversion. Standards over coppice are sold at,
fixed prices per cubic toot that increase with the girth o£ the tree; only the
bole is cubed, and the crown given.ln to cover cost of felling. In beech selee- "
tion forest*, the marked trees are felled usually by the owner, and the logs and *
faggots sold as they lie in the forests, and this is also the case with oak and4
Roots nines in Oie Crown forests', the price being fixed by private cont^ao^^•;v|
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Forest officials entrusted ■with the sale of produce should
have either mercantile experience, or endeavour to acquire it
to a sufficient extent.

Exactness in carrying out departmental

orders and routine will not suffice here, for this is not by any
means all that is needful for a commercial mental-outfit.
Active and intelligent intercourse with the world, especially in
all industrial and mercantile questions, observation of all
causes which affect the market for his own produce, persistent
endeavours to detect all precursors of trade, to weigh accurately
the importance of all intervening occurrences and to form
correct decisions after considering all these circumstances—
only habits such as these make a successful trader,

2.

Genuine Goods, and fidl Weight and Measure.

All solid mercantile success is founded on the genuineness
of the goods offered for sale, and on giving the purchasers good
weight and measure.

Genuine goods are those that are equal

to the description given of them by the seller.

Every wood

assortment should contain only pieces of wood, which are thus
classified correctly.

Every offer of inferior wood, every con¬

cealment of defects and damage in timber, every classification
of pieces above their proper class, and so forth, impairs their
genuineness.

Wood should therefore be exposed for sale so

that every would-be purchaser may ascertain its quality easily.
In a similar way, full measure should be given in firewood
stacks, and a thorough understanding arrived at as to the
sale-measurements of logs, in order to maintain a good credit
"ith purchasers.
A most careful assortment’in accordance with prices inspires
lurclaasers with conhience.

With the same enfi in. view, th«

irice-tariff also should be compiled most carefully in accordance
rith the real value of the wood-assortments.

Above all, timbei

hould be classed carefully as regards its quality, and aforestei
hould give no cause for a report that he sells half-rotten oi
nferior material as good timber.

He should take great care

lot to mix inferior wood with good material, hoping thus fe
ibtain a better sale for the former.
It is now about time to secure uniformity in all wooi
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measurements; especially should all timber be measured
•without its bark, and old country measures should give place ^
to the metric system. Only absolute correctness in measuring'
leads to genuine trade. It frequently happens that in slack,
times for trade, logs are measured below their actual dimen¬
sions, or timber classified below its proper rating, with the
object of finding ready purchasers at prices which appear to be
on a par with, or even to exceed, the fixed tariff. Such
manipulation must bo abnegated entirely, for it impairs the
confidence traders should feel in the honesty and accuracy of
forest officials, hinders the compilation of a correct tariff, and
serves only to blind superior officials.
8. T]te Produce to he Sold.
Every felling-area yields good as well as inferior wood.
The forester should attend most carefully to the conver¬
sion and assortment of good material, for this affects greatly
the financial returns of his forest; he should endeavour also
as much as possible to avoid overstocking the market with
inferior wood. This should be attended to especially when
trade is slack, or the sale of good material will be prejudiced.
When the market is overstocked, it is better to leave stumpwood and inferior firewood in the forest than allow it to reduce
the price of the better class of firewood; also, where poles
from thinnings are in a similar condition, it is better not to
classify them as timber. In slack times it is a matter of
ordinary prudence to reduce to the utmost the cost of con¬
version of inferior material. Purchasers of such stuff will
convert it more cheaply and more in accordance with their
own 'wishes than forest officials.
In converting his trees, the forester always should be guided
by the wishes of purchasers, as far as general rules will allow.
"Whenever, as is often the case, there is a generally expressed
desire for any change in the details of the wood-assortments, the
forester should be ready to meet the purchasers’ wishes; they
are usually the expression of the market requirements. When,
for instance, there is a desire that stacked wood should be more
ilvAn n tTni*/! fnTirr AV that butts should be longer than is usu^

in the locality, the question should be considered carefully; it:
' often happens that this is in consequence of a new demand
for timber, and then in future the wood should be converted
accordingly.
4. Wood-Markets.
A few decades ago, before the present world-wide means of
communication had been established, each forest had its own
local purchasers, its own more or loss limited local market, to
which practically each forest-range was confined. Only forests,
which were favourably situated as regards water-carriage, were
accessible to traders of the world-market to which most of the
best timber waS'floated. Matters have changed in this respect,
and at present almost every forest-range has a share in the
world-market, and there are few forests too remote to feel its
fluctuations. Although the local market has not lost its im¬
portance in certain forest districts entirely, yet, especially as
regards timber, it is the world-market that regulates prices.
Under these circumstances, the really enterprising forester
must know not only his local market, but should also keep in
view all the movements and changes of the world-market;
although he may be connected with the latter only indirectly
through the middleman, yet he should bo acquainted
thoroughly with the prices prevailing in the distant principal
market, as well as with those of the local market.
The generally isolated residence of forest officials would be
an insurmountable obstacle in the way of his obtaining this
knowledge, were he not to avail himself of the assistance which
is open to every trader. This consists in the public press and
in consular reports from the chief timber-markets. As regards
pamphlets dealing with the timber-trade, some are edited and
distributed by the chief forest officials in certain States; others
are private undertakings, for instance. Das Handelsblatt fiir
Walderzeugnisse, the Berlin Centralhlatt fiir Holzindustrie,
Amtiian Forstzeiiung, Eevtie des Eaux et Forets, The London
Timber Trades Journal, The Timber News, the American
Lumberman, etc.
,
Agents employed by forest-owners and State consulates
•would' do great service if they would publish, not merely
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periodic reports, but any rapid changes in the markets. The;
future only can decide as to the extent to which forest-owners,
like other wholesale producers, can make use of regular
travelling agents to ofier their produce for sale, and arrange
contracts and deal with purchasers, etc.
It hardly need be remarked that all endeavours which may
be made to raise the price of wood should apply only to timber,
for, with exception of a few country districts, it is impossible
to rehabilitate firewood in competition with coal. As long,
however, as firewood is procurable at a steady and moderate
price, it will find always a ready sale. [In all large cities there
is a great demand for kindling material to light coal fires. The
price of such material in Devonshire is (1908) 60 lbs. for Id.,
8 lbs. for ](/. in the Midlands, and 1 lb. for l(f. in London, so
that there is still a field for the sale in Great Britain of this
kind of firewood. In Ireland also where peat is the chief fuel,
this cannot be dried in a wet summer, so that in the succeeding
winter there is a good demand for firewood.—-Tr.]
Although the fullest attention should be paid by the forester
to the general market, he should endeavour to improve and
extend his local market. Wherever industries using wood,
such as sawmills, factories for wood-pulp, furniture, carved
work, etc., exist, or are to be introduced and extended, they
should be supported and assisted energetically, provided there
3

no silvicultural impediment.

5. The Timher-'Trculc.
Under present conditions, the assistance of the wood-merjhant is, in most cases, indispensable to the forester. No
wholesale producer can dispense with the middleman ; least
of all forestry, with its voluminous and heavy produce, its un¬
equally distributed producing localities, and its owners, who
are in general unfitted for trade (the State, municipalities,
hospitals, etc.) As far as concerns the local market, and m
eases where the latter favours a direct dealing between con¬
sumer and forest-owner, the wholesale timber-merchant does
not intervene. The petty dealer is, however, a necessary and
generally ^welcome member of the Ipeal market. Whene^^
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large quantities of wood, and especially of valuable timber, are
in question, especially in forests with a small local demand,
the wood, for the most part, would rot in ntu if wholesale
timber-merchants did not undertake its sale and distribution
in distant districts, which are densely populated and poorly
supplied with forests. Forest-owners and wholesale timbermerchants must therefore work hand-in-hand; good husiness
relations between them are entirely in the interests of forests, as
long as only through the latter the distribution and conversion
of the raw material into marketable produce can be effected.
Under present trade conditions, so changed compared with
the past, it would be a serious injury to a forest-owner were
he to refuse to acknowledge the necessity of the middleman;
on the contrary, he must endeavour constantly to improve his
relations with him. For it is the timber-trader who endeavours
to extend the present market and to open out fresh ones and
improve the means of transport; who invests a large capital
in buying limber and establishing sawmills; who follows with
attention every change, however small, in the price of wood;
who is constantly posted-up in all industrial changes in the
conditions of transport or the incidence of taxes, and who is
vigorously engaged in pushing on the timber business. All
this energy of the timber-merchant, even though it is in his
own interest, should be acknowledged thankfully by the forester.
But if these desirable relations in the interests of both parties,
between the forest-owner and the timber-merchant, are to bear
useful fruit, the latter must also be more ready than is often
the case to meet the former half-way.
6. Modes of Sale.
Public auction of converted wood should be considered as
the regular, though not exclusive, mode of sale, for it is suit¬
able only when free competition of purchasers may be expected.
In slack times of trade and when markets are overstocked, and
in the case of very large fellings, sale by sealed tender, by unit
of produce or by private contract, may yield better financial
results than auction sales under such conditions. Wherever,
business being very slack, large quantities of wood must be
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%olA in remote and comparatively inaccessible districts, ine|
forest-owner may have recourse to sale of standing trees by ^
area. Whenever it is possible, however, auction-sale of con- ^
verted wood is preferable.
..
After considering all local and temporary objections to any '
mode of sale, there can be hardly any difficulty in deciding
which to adopt in any particular case. To act by routine m
such a matter may cause great pecuniary loss, as experience
has often shown. Especially in selling valuable timber, the
forester should be guided not solely by custom, but should
select, without prejudice, whichever mode of sale is best for
the case in point.*
7. Season for Sales.
The season when trade is most active is clearly the best time
to sell the produce. As a general rule, autumn, winter, and
early spring are the best seasons for the sale of wood ; matters
vary locally in this respect, and the best seasons for sale depend
on the necessities of the consumer, the dates of final payment
tor the wood, and the amount of leisure which the public
interested in the purchase of wood can command at different
seasons of the year; also, as regards merchantable timber, on
the usual date when contracts to supply the timber are closed,
and the season in which, according to local custom, wood prices
are steadiest.
_
Demands for firewood are evidently greatest in winter, whilst
building and industrial timbers are more in demand during
the summer. As, however, nobody burns green wood, but
allows it, in any case, to dry throughout the summer so as to
ensure a profitable sale, it is better to sell the produce of
summer-fellings in the autumn, and those of winter-fellinge
early in the spring. In years with prolonged cold winters,
evidently the best time for selling firewood is in mid-winter,
and then cart-transport is readily available. Small wood foi
agricultural purposes, which generally is brought into us«
• [The Deputy Surveyor reports that in the Forest o£ Doan, trees are fellei
’• and TOld in logs and butts as they lie. Any considerable quantity oi timber i
sold by sealed tender, and smaller or inferior lots by private contract, at so muoJ
: a cubic foot for timber, varying with the girth, or in cords of 128 cubic feet.-
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Immediately after felling; railway-sleepers, which are sold by
wholesale merchants and usually must be impregnated and
delivered to the railway authorities by the beginning of summer,
and other wood-assortments which are required early in
the year, should be sold during autumn or early winter.
When trees are sold standing, the sales should be effected in
September, so that the merchants may know in time what
business they have to undertake during the felling-season. If
the technical requirements for certain woods prescribe that
the felling should take place in the growing season, an enter¬
prising forest-owner will endeavour to meet such a demand.
The date of final payment for the wood sold is also more
important than the immediate demand. Where sales are for
c'ash down, they should bo held in autumn and early winter,
when the country people have most ready money; if payment
is by instalments, with security, the season for sale is less im¬
portant, provided the interval before final jiayment, for which
autumn is best, is not too short.
When the peasantry takes part in wood-sales, those should
be fixed when they have leisure to attend, and that is usually
during winter. As regards wholesale traders, they generally
sell from timber-yards, where they keep their wood a longer
or shorter time, so as to profit by favourable opportunities for
sale. The petty dealer, on tho other hand, buys only at
favourable seasons, when he can dispose readily of his wood
at a fair profit.
The above remarks may be summarised thus:—-Autumn and
winter, and the times nearest to them, are the most profitable
seasons for selling wood; by the middle of April, in ordinary
- years, the chief produce of felling-areas should have been sold.
It should be noted also that people become accustomed to fixed
dates for sales, conduct business accordingly, and attend such
sales with the determination to purchase sufficient wood for
4 their requirements.
[In India, the sales of standing trees and other produce
from the State forests between the Jumna and Ganges rivers,
are held annually in September, so that work in the forests
:may commence in November, as soon as the healthy, dry
pseason has commenced.—Tr.l
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be followed in this respect so far, that it may be possible for
large dealers to purchase separately the assortments which
their business requires. These consist chiefly of the better
class of stem-timber. Where sales are held to satisfy local
demands, only small lots are advisable.
Whilst in sales of standing trees, lots may consist of 500 to
1,000 and more cubic meters (350 to 700 loads); in large regular
sales of converted wood the lots seldom surpass 30, 50, or at
the most, 100 cubic meters (20,35, or 70 loads); as a rule they
are even smaller. It is otherwise in extraordinary falls of large
numbers of trees, owing to storms, etc. j in such cases the size of
the lots increases with the quantity of material to be disposed
of, and with the capital of the competing merchants. In the
sale of wind-fallen timber in the Vosges mountains, in 1892,
besides smaller lots, large lots of 5,000 and 8,000 cubic meters
were formed; and in the case of trees killed by the nuncaterpillars in Bavaria, the lots attained 10,000 cubic meters.
Whether, in forming the lots, the same care should be taken
as in forming the assortments of timber, i.e., that the same lot
should contain only the same quality of wood, depends on the
numbers and kind of would-be purchasers present. [In the
French State forests no lot of standing timber offered for sale
should exceed 10,000 fr. (11400) in value.—Tr.]
9. Conditions of Sale.
It is self-evident that burdensome conditions, displeasing to
the purchasers, will reduce competition, and that the sale will
be the more profitable the less stringent are its conditions.
On the other hand, the security of the owner against loss, and
the demands of silviculture, must be ensured. It is difficult
to say how far a forester can go in the latter direction without
prejudice to the interest of the forest-owner; it depends on
the state of the market and of prices, the solvability of the
purchasers, the cost of transport, and the actual demands oi
silviculture. The less favourable the local and temporary
conditions of the timber market, the less must one insist on
conditions of sale which reduce competition; and this is more
necessary when the purchasers are dealers than when the wood
is disposed of among local purchasers.

DISPOSAL .^ SALE OP WOQ»

One of the most important points is whether cash-payments
should prevail, or credit be given. The question is regarded
from different points of view in different countries. In, most
German State forests, except quite recently, cash-payment was
the rule, but this has been modified considerably of late.
Credit increases the work of accountants, often encourages
swindling and indiscretion on the part of certain purchasers,
but all this shady side of the credit system disappears com¬
pared with the disadvantage of reducing competition by
demanding ready money. Credit is now-a-days such a neces¬
sary condition of all trade and business, that the forest-owner
cannot avoid it. Sufficiently long credits, up to a half-year
and even longer, in the case of trustworthy large dealers, are
conditions which long experience, far from verifying the
fears of extensive loss which have been expressed, has proved
, thoroughly justifiable in the interest of forest-owners.*
It is self-evident that credit can be given to doubtful pur¬
chasers only on sufficient security (after payment of 25 per
cent, of the purchase money, deposition of valuable docu¬
ments, promissory notes on good banking houses, etc.). In
the different Gorman States and in Austria, various systems
of credit prevail, for instance, in Baden, 3 per cent, discount
is given for cash payment, otherwise three to eight months’
credit.
[In India, deposition of Government promissory notes, on
which interest continues to be payable to the depositor, is the ‘
f best form of security in wood-sales. It can be stipulated also ,
that in sales of standing trees, one-third of the purchase
money is payable after the wood is converted, and the balance
i: on removal of the wood from the forest, more than sufficient ^
^ wood being retained in the forest to cover the balance of the
^purchase-money.—Tr.]
The date fixed for removal of the wood from the forest or
s; depot is also an important condition of the sale. If the limit
allowed is too short, or not fixed with due reference to the
i-cost of transport; if carts and beasts are few and are required
j!'’. • The acoountant's office 'at Asohaffenburg, which receives payment for the
^'oahwood from the Spessart, had to receive between 1863—73, £111,400, of
& which onlX' 371. was a bad debt.

lor the time being for agricultural purposes, the cost of trans¬
port will be increased, and the price of the wood consequently
falls. In fixing the date for the removal of the wood, the
forester should respect general departmental orders; in carry¬
ing them out he should be very lenient and consider the
nature of the roads, that in some cases sand does not bind in
winter, or other roads are too wet for use except during frost,
or after dry summer weather; that in the case of watercarriage the logs cannot always be floated or rafted at a fixed
time, and that country people prefer to work at wood-transport
before the hay is mown, or after the corn has been harvested.
If all the wood has been brought out of the forest, silvicultural
rules will not intervene to hurry on the removal of the wood
from the road-side.
10. Advertising Sales.
It has been remarked already, that competition at sales is
improved greatly by judicious and timely advertisement. As
no petty dealer is afraid of the expense involved in bringing
his goods to the notice of consumers, and wholesale producers
often spend immense sums in this way with good results;
it cannot be doubted that in forestry, judiciously advertising
timber-sales must have an important bearing on their financial
results. Too great economy in this matter certainly will entail
loss.
It should, however, be understood clearly, that no allusion
is here intended to puffing advertisements, which are more
calculated to excite mistrust than to stimulate purchasers.
The advertising medium should be chosen much more carefully
than is usually the case. Here is meant not only advertising
in the public press, but also the despatch to large dealers, and
other persons interested in the sales, of printed notices giving
sufficient details of the sale-lots.
f Wherever large numbers of logs are sold yearly and there
is a more or less extensive demand for them, the timber-trade
may reasonably expect to be informed by notices published
lijeforehand, what woods and felling-areas will be taken in
Siand, and what will be their probable yield, so that timbermerchants may undertake contracts and make other prepara-
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tions lor the expected timber. In France and .in many forest"
ranges of Prussia, Baden, Bavaria, etc., such notices are now ]
issued regularly.
11. Means of Transport.
The great influence which the available means of transport
has on wood-prices is well known, and has been already
referred to. All unwise economy in providing good means of
transport depresses prices, and improvement in this respect
should be one of the iirst objects of the forest-owner.
Every intelligent forest-owner will endeavour to reduce the
cost of transport from his forest. The forester therefore laysout new roads, improves old ones, regulates floating-channels,
constructs slides, sledge-roads or tramways; establishes depots
on the banks of streams and canals and at railway-stations ;
he will see to the drying and seasoning of his wood, and in
certain cases will convert his timber and split his firewood in
the forest.
He should not be too narrow-minded in allowing the public
use of the forest-roads. If a forest is to be lucrative, its roads
should be always open, provided they communicate with the
general network of public roads. The higher cost of repairs
will be recovered fully by the improved means of transport.
Of immense importance, in this respect, is the proximity of
railroads to the forests. Keduction of railway-rates for wood,;
and introduction of railways into the forests are vital interest!
to forest-owners, which they, in conjuction with the timbertrade, should use every possible means to secure.
[In Britain, this question is complicated by the fact that
railway companies grant through rates for timber and other
produce from their ports to the large inland towns, that are
actually less than rates from intermediate places between the
port and the place of destination of the timber. In this way
foreign timber is favoured unduly.—Tr.]
For owners of extensive forests, provided that silvicultural
requirements are nqt infringed, it is generally justifiable tc
entrust the transport of forest produce to contractors, af

.12. Fomt Offidds.
If the manager of a forest is expected to work it to its full
financial advantage, he must be allowed a free hand in timbersales, so that he can act without delay in accordance with the
demands of the market. Cases constantly arise when owing to
an overstocked market the competition at auction-sales of con¬
verted timber is too slack, and other modes of sale must be tried.
Although control is necessary, especially in large State
departments, yet it should not be too rigid, and a trustworthy
executive official should not be fettered too much by routine
but left sufficiently to his own responsibility, mere routine in
timber-sales having disastrous results to tlie forest-owner.
Now-a-days, thousands of pounds may be gained by taking
time by the forelock, and using telegraphic communication
between buyer and seller.

I'ig. 295.—Den’ick for raising logs on to carts.
Drawn by T. H. Montuatfa.

(Vide p. 913.)

CHAPTEE VIII.
AUXIIiIABY POEEST INDtJSTEIES.
Besides the production of raw material from forests, there
are several industries with the details of which a forester
should be acquainted, as they either form part of his regular
duties or are nearly related to them. They may therefore be
termed auxiliary forest industries. They are based on the
conversion by machinery of raw forest material into com¬
mercial products, partly by reducing it in sise or altering its
form, as by sawing, splitting, etc., partly by improving the
natural quality of the wood and finally by completely altering
its substance, in order to give commercial value to its consti;uents. The jiresent chapter will therefore be divided into the
following sections
A. Detailed Conversion of Wood.
B. Methods of Improvino the Quality of Wood.

C.

Altering

the

Surstance

of

Wood

in

Order

to

Obtain its Constituents.

A. DETAILED CONVEKSIOlf OP WOOD.*

In former times it was undoubtedly advantageous to the
'orest-owner to conduct some of these industries under his own
iirect control. Private enterprise has, however, gradually
ntervened, and most foresters now prefer to confine their
jxertions to the production of raw material, since owing to
ihe increasing specialisation of industry and the difficulties of
iealing with labour, it is an acknowledged maxim, at least
IS regards State ownership of forests, that the State should
lot compete unnecessarily with private enterprise.
There
. * The best work on this subject is by Braune, “ Anluge, Einrichtunsf n. Betrieb
ej^Sgewerke.” Berlin, 1901.
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are some foresters,* however, who consider it necessary or
advantageous to direct auxiliary forest industries, especially
when the profits made hy the middleman in converting
raw material into saleable wares is secured by the forestowner, or when private enterprise fails to utilise the raw
material to the best advantage; also in cases where it is
necessary to lead private enterprise in the right direction, and
thus, by producing goods of superior quality, obtain a better
market for them. In the same way agriculture is not
restricted any more than forestry to the production of raw
material, but undertakes many industries that are properly
of an auxiliary nature.
Since, therefore, several auxiliary forest industries are
often conducted directly by the forest-owner, or by the
State, the nio.st important of these will be now described
in a general manner.
Suction

I.

Sawmills.!

The transportability of the wood produced by a forest
influences the revenue of the latter considerably. Timber in
the round cannot, as a rule, bear transport to a distance and
timber-prices would in general be very low, were it not possible
to convert heavy logs into planks and scantling and thus
facilitate tlieir transport to a distance from the forest. This
conversion is effected chiefly by sawmills situated either in
or near the forest, the existence of which enables many
forests to be worked at a profit and affords a market for their
timber. I
The question whether sawmills should be managed by forestowners, or left to independent private industry, has, in the
• [This is cspccialiy the case in the Sihlwald, a forest belonging to The town
of Zurich, where the woo<]-is worked up in detail into all kinds of mercantile
produce, besides being treated on the spot with antiseptic substances.—Tr.]
t “Sawmills," by M. B. Bale, Ixmdon, Crosby Lockwood & Co., 18!)8.
J [It is stated that sawmills were run by water-power in Germany as early
as 132". An attempt to establish a mill in England in 11163 was abandoned
owing to the opposition of the sawyers, and one erected at Limehouse, in 1768,
Was destroyed by a mob. North America is the home of sawmills, one having
been erected jn Maine in 1634, “ Encye. Brit.," 1886, “ Sawmills," by Hotch¬
kiss.—Tr. 1

German State forests, with few exceptions, been decided iiiS
favour of the hitter alternative. The State should not, how-^
ever, hesitate to favour and support sawmills, as its interest .i
lies clearly in that direction. As, moreover, sawmills are ■
controlled sometimes by forest-owners, especially private:;
owners of large forests, and it is desirable that foresters ‘
should possess some knowledge of their mode of construction
i, and managciineiit, a general account of them is included in this
hook.
(a) Forest Sawmills.
1. Discription.

The ordinary forest sawmill is characterised hy its position,
in a forest, its usually simple mode of construction, by beina
... driven by water-power and having as a rule only one blade t(^
a saw. It consists of three parts, the frame which moves up
and down with the saw, the travelling or butt carriage sup..porting the logs, which are to be sawn, and mechanism fo^j
setting both the above in motion.
The saw-blade a (bigs. 2!»(),2!)7), is nearly vertical and fixed
in the frame hh, moving up and down with it between the
wooden slides ce; below the frame is a pitman /, which is
attached to a crank;/. Every revolution of the wheel B drives
the saw up-and-down hy means of g. The cut is effected by
the downward stroke of the saw, the steep edges of the teeth
being pointed dow nwards. During the upward stroke, the butt
to be cut must be pushed forward against the saw. With this
',i object, the butt is placed on the carriage /i, which consists of a
long, somewhat narrow, strong platform. The head-blocks P
audEhire dovetailed into the carriage at each of its extremities
Sind 8§rve to hold the butt in position. The carriage is
pushed forward by means of a rack n, which is driven by the
pinion k of the cog-wheel 7/and the latter by the cog-wheel M,
i on the axle of which another cog-wheel A' is fixed and driven
' by the ratchet q; q is connected by a hinge with one of the
levers rr attached to a cylinder y, which is moved through pari
j of a rotation, and back again, by the motion of the other
•, lever r attached to the upper part h of the saw-frame.
,

Fig !BC.—Forest sawmill driren by water-power.

tomtnunicates the motion through the cog-wheels M, L, k,
pushes forward the butt-carriage and the butt against the
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saw. At tho downward motion of the saw-frame, the
ratt'lnd <1 is drawn Imekwards, catciiing a cog in N when tlie
saw is at its greatest heiglit and again forcing N round at the

next down stroke of the saw. U is the water-wheel which
drives the saw, the small water-wheel If' being used to drive
tack the butt-carriage when the butt has been sawn through.
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H is an.iron fly-wheel which regulates the motion of the
machinery.
As soon as the butt has been sawn through its entire length,
the butt-carriage is pushed back as far as it will go, and the
butt adjusted for a second cut and so on, till it has been
completely sawn into planks.
Recently, many forest sawmills have been improved* in
various ways; some of them, however, are still sadly wanting
in this respect. The improvements are directed mainly to
improving the outturn of sawmills, both in quantity and
quality. The most important of these are the material of
which the machinery is constructed ; the mode of suspending
the saw-blade; its form and the nature of the teeth (their
thickness, shape and sot); the movement of the carriage and
the mode of fastening the butt on to it; the rapidity of the
saw, etc. Besides these points there are several others, so
that evidently there are at present many different kinds of
sawmills.
An efticieut sawmill should utilise all the available water¬
power, should jield a sufficiently large outturn of i)lank8, the
latter being clean-cut; there should also be little waste of
wood and economical working should be ensured.
•2. Material Used.
If all the parts of a sawmill are constructed of wood, they
must be very massive and hence require considerable motive
power; much friction is thus caused. The more, therefore,
iron is used instead of wood, the leas these inconveniences are
felt; on this account, the saw-frame and the guides between
which it slides as well as the wheels and driving mechanism
are made of iron in all new sawmills.
3. Mode of Suspension of the Saw.
As a rule, there is considerable resistance offered to the
down passage of the saw-blade by the butt. If the saw is,
• See W, KankelwiU, “Der Betrieb der Siigemilbleri,’' Berlin bci Giirtner^
1862 f J. U. Domiuikus, “ Das illustrirlc Handbucli fill' SUgemUller und HandfiUger," Remapheid.Vieriaghttuscn, 1889-aO, 2nd cd., 1891.
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suspended vertically, the first tooth of the saw whicfii strikes^
the butt would do all the work in sawing, the other teeth.
passing uselessly through the cut made by it. In order then"
to divide the work equally among the teelh and afford room
for the butt to come forward during the np-stroke of the saw,
the crank gives a forward motion to the blade in its downward
cutting stroke and a retreating motion as it rises from the
cut. The distance by which the topmost overhangs the lowest
tooth is termed the slope of the saw. On this depends the
cleanness of the cut.
4. Kind <\f I'l’i’th Used.
The most usual mode of construction of the teeth is that
showrt in Fig.
the cutting side of the teeth being some¬
what out of the horizontal line. Fig. 2‘jy shows the old

Kin. C!is.-('sual form of (cflh.

Ki.n. ‘-’S'.i.—Old form of teeth.

(terman pattern of teeth which is still sometimes employed.
The area of the teeth is usually in a ratio 1:2 to that of the
spaces between them, but in the ease of saws u.sed throughout
the year for sawing coniferous wood, this ratio may be as low
as 1 ; SI.
5. Thiekness of Blade.
It is highly important for saws to have a proper thiekness
of blade. Too thick a blade wastes much wood and motive
power, for the latter must be greater the more sawdust is
produced and the broader the cut. AVhen, however, a stronger
motive power is used the tension of the blade must be greater,
this involves a heavier frame and increased strength in all
the other parts of the mill. All this causes increased resist¬
ance and friction. Too thin a blade, on the contrary, is not
sufficiently stiff, easily gets heated, its tension becomes slack
and it then cuts in a wavy manner; it may also fail to cut
.through hard knots or, annual zones in the wood.

fipiisr
I Saws tor hardwoods and for resinous, knotty wood of many
conifers should bo thicker than those used for soft, clean¬
grained conifei’ous wood free from knots. For blades of
moderate length
to
mra. may be considered the best
thickness for saws. Saw-blades are made now even thinner
than this, while formerly blades 5i to 7 mm. thick wore used.
Thin blades give a cleaner cut than thick ones. A good blade
should also thin off towards its back. From average annual
results recorded in the Harz mountains, it appears that with
old thick saw-blades the saw-dust amounted to 10 or 11 per cent,
of the whole butt sawn, whilst with thin blades it is only “2^ per
cent. There are, however, in the large coniferous forests, where
the price of wood is low, many sawmills where the loss of wood
still e.xcoeds 12 per cent.
6. Set of the Saw.
The e.vtent of the set of the saws also influonces the loss of
wood considerably. Selling facilitates sawing, but only at the
expense of the outturn, both in (piantity and (piality. Oldfashioned saws working in wood of good quality usually have
a set of 0-75 to 1-00 of the thickness of the blade, causing the
werf to be often 7 ram. and more. Attempts have recently been
made either to dispense altogether with the set or reduce it as
much as possible.
7. Lenylh of Blade.
The length of the saw depends on the thickness of the butts
and on tlie play of the saw (i.e., double the length of the
crank ff, Fig. 29fi). The shorter the blade the greater its
possible tension and the cleaner it cuts. The shortest length
possible is double the thickness of the largest butt which is to
be sawn. In a good sawmill this minimum should be exceeded
only slightly; evidently the play of the saw must correspond
with this.
8. Mode of Fixing Butts on tlte Carriage.
The butt must be fixed firmly to the carriage, so that it
^mains rigid while being sawn. Numerous contrivances have
^^geii jin vented with tliis object in view.
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9. Hale of Motion of the Carnae/e.
The rate at which tlie bntt-carriage moves towards the saw
must correspond with the rate of the saw and the depth of tlie
cut. Ttie butt must not he too forward for the action of the
teeth; in order, therefore, not to overtask the teeth, the butt
must advance less than the slope of the saw and size of the
teeth apparently permit. Inmost old sawmills the depth of
the cut is between (i and 12 mm.; in new ones between 00
and 30 mm. Inst(!ad of the old arranj^eracnt of the rack
and pinion feed, rollers are used, by means of which the work¬
man has a far better control over the rate of progression of
the carriage.
10. link! of Snifiiiii.

The rate of sawing depends on—the relation of the amount
of motive power available to the mechanism in use; the
degree of resistance offered by the wood and of fi iction by the
saw during the sawing ; also the amount of play of the saw, for
the greater this is for a given motive ])ower the less rai)id is
the rate of sawing. In old saws the play of the saw was often
OHIO to 0'80 meters, with a moderale waUa'-power and moder¬
ately-sized butts 70 to 120 strokes were given in a minute.
When a return was made to short blades and the play was
reduced there was an increase in the number of strokes per
minute. Superior saws of new construction have a play of
0'30 to 0'50 m., and give on the average 200 strokes in a
minute. It should be noted also, that the more rapid the
sawing the greater the space left between the teeth of
the saw.
11. Kronomical Wovhiiig.

The value of a sawmill depends also on economical con¬
struction and labour. It is evident that simple forest sawmills
driven by water-power, in which only a small capital is
invested and where owing to their situation in the forest
transport-charges are minimised, can work cheaply and com¬
pete with large sawmills which have more difficulty in securing;
cheap raw material. As regards the cpiality of the planking,
however, whicli depends on the best mechanism, as a rulOtj
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the large milts are superior, owing to theii- smooth cut. [The
mainlenaneo of State sawmills in French coniferous forests
depends on the wish of the (tovernment to enable small timber
purchasers to compete with large sawmill owners, who would
otherwise have a monopoly. The State gives the use of a
conveniently situated sawmill as one of the conditions in the
sale of a lot of trees. The purchaser pays to the State a fixed
rate per square meter of wood sawn.—Tr.]
(b) Steam Sawmills.'
1. Ffdme-ndws.

Although most of the sawmills which will be now described
are driven by steam, the use of water-power is not excluded;
it must then he strong and steady so as to he suitahle for
powerful turbines. Whilst forest sawmills u.sually woi'k with
only one saw, or at most two saws, steam sawmills are supplied
with a number of saws and other wood-working machines, so
that they can turn out wood completely ready for use in
buildings, etc. They differ chiefly from forest sawmills by
theii' enormous outturn and its better quality.
Resides differing from forest sawmills in these points and in
their motive power, steam sawmills also are constructed differ¬
ently ; being formed completely of iron they are more com¬
pact, stronger, possess greater stability and work more evenly;
friction is reduced to a minimum and they are much more
powerful. This greater power is utilised specially in steam
sawmills by there being several saws, up to 10, in the same
frame, all of which work at once; a butt is thus sawn into
planks in one operation. These are termed multiple sa'ws.
As regards the pow'er required to drive multiple saws, it is
estimated that three horse-power is required for the empty
frame alone, one horse-power for the first four blades and for
every other blade half a horse-power. These saws are con¬
structed on the same principle as ordinary saws, but mechanical
• An excellent account is given of modern American sawmills by IlotchkiM
in “ Kncvc. Hvii1S8B, vol. xxi. Also see Worssam k Co.’s ca'alogue (King a
Koad, Cbelsea). Mathey, “ Exploitation t'ommerciale ties IWs." vol. ii., 1908,
1 gives an excellent detaileil account of steam and water sawmills.

improvements are introduced to increase their eificiency an^
^ reduce the motive power required to drive them.
Pigs. 300 and 301 represent one of the numerous kinds of
multiple saws from the
catalogue of Kircher & Co.,
of Leipzig. The frame,
which is generally driven
from below {A), runs very
smoothly in simple bear¬
ings (a a) and may support I
10 to 20 blades at suitable
distances. The blades are
usually fixed in the frame
by wedges. The butt to
1)0 sawn is suiiported on
carriages (m in), one on
either side of the saw and
both running on a light
tramway, on which it is
firmly secured by iron dogs
{« »). Two pairs of remov¬
able grooved iron rollers'
{z i) above and below the
butt press it forwards
against the saw. As soon
as the butt has been sawn
through it is removed by
butt-carriages in front of
the saw, another butt is
then brought up from
behind into contact with
the saw. No time is lost,
as in forest sawmills, in
reversing the butt-carriage
while butts and logs of any
1 length may be sawn.
Pig. 801 shows the same saw in
' perspective.
*, In order to save time in sharpening the saws (which must
I generally be done every 6 or 7 hours) the frame with the sawg

S it can be removed easily and another with freshly-sharpened
aaws substituted.
The best steam saws have a play of 30 to 60 centimeters
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than ordinary forest saws. It should be noted also that saw-'
mill engines are often driven by burning sawdust and refuse

I’i;;.

—TtiiTiKpoitaMo sawMiill.

wood instead of coal, this being rendcml iiossible liy tbo use
of special furnaces.
Besides fixed sawmills, transportable frauie-saws, termed in
America pony-saws,ai'e now employed. Tig. :U)Ii shows their
mode of construction: they are on wheels and are driven by a
belt from a locomobile : they are valuable in forestry from the

Kif,'.

sawniil].

lact that it is more natural to transport saws to the forest,
than xvood in bulk from the forest to the sawmills.
California is at present ahead of all other countries in saw¬
mills, not only in constructive ingenuity, but also in the use of

SAWMttlS.

'mechanism to replace manual labour in working the mills.

Af.

the question there is one of entirely clearing the forests of
wood, for which purpose tramways are constructed expressly
and penetrate every year deeper into the forests,it is evidently
business-like to set up pony-saws in the mid.st of the forest;
nowhere therefore are various kinds of pony-saws more the
-order of the day than in California.

They work gcmerally

with circular saws.
2. Ciiriilar Siiira.
Circular saws consist of a circular thin steel blade furnished
at its rim with a continuous row of teeth and ca|>able of rapid
rotation rouinl a horizontal axis.

These saw.s are vertical, and

only about 'f, of their area is available for work.
Circular saws require, a comparatively low motive power;
their dimensions vary considerably from 8 in. to 4 feet (()'20 to
l“20m.) diameter, whilst the thickness of the blade, varies from
1 to 3-5 mm.

A moderate-sized circular saw moves, at its

circumference,at the rat(M)f .TO to 05 feet (15 to 20 m.) a wscond,
for hardwood and 05 to 100 feet (15 to OO mm.) for softwood.
The commonest uses of circular saws are as follows :—
i. Large circular saws for removing side-pi(a!es from beams,
thus replacing much tedious work with the adze.

Although

this can be done also by frame-saws, yet thes circular saw is
often preferred, us it works the more quickly

C)f

the two.

By

means of mechanism, the log resting on rollers moves automa¬
tically towards the saw.
ii. Large saws for cutting butts into planking; these are
generally used after the butts have been sawn in halt by
frame-saws.

Circular saws are used much more commonly

for this purpose in America than in liurope.
[Where driven by engines of from 25 to 100 horse-power,
the circular sawmill will turn out 20,000 to 60,000 feet a day
in addition to running double-edge and trimming saws, trim¬
ming off the rough edges and bad ends of the lumber.*—Tr.]
iii. Double-edging circular saws for edging planks and boards
consist of two saws on the same axis, the distance between
them bemg capable of adjustment.

They feed by rollers.

• “ Encyc. Brit., ’ 1880, vol. xii., p. 84.).
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iv. Saws for laths resemble the above, but there are 8 to S|
blades on the same axis, which cut up planks into laths or|
jther scantling.
^
_ ;|f
V. Ordinary circular saws, used for sawing planks into thin"
boards, such as those used for cigar-boxes, packing-cases, '
staves, etc.

The wood may either be pushed by hand along a '

bench to the saw, or automatic feed may be adopted.
vi. Another form of circular saw is used for shortening
logs, removing had ends of jilanks, rtifuse wood, etc.

These

saws may he either fixed or transportable.*
3. ]jani1-Sain<.
A band-saw is a long thin flexible steel ribbon uniting to
form a belt and bearing teeth on one side.

It pa.sses above

and below over two largo jmlleys, the lower pulley driving the
saw, while the upper one is driven by it.

Thus, like the

circular saw, the band-saw cuts continuously, and also either
vertically or horizontally.
Band-saws reiiuire ‘25

to 40 % less motive power than

circular saws, the friction caused is also loss and very little
waste of wood is caused, saving 20 % compared with other
saws.

They yield smooth and fine scantling.

Band-saws were first used in small work, either with a fixed
or movable table, and especially lor cutting along curved
lines.

More recently they have been used for sawing large

butts (Fig. 004) and are now ousting frame-saws for this and
other purposes, especially in America, where the haiid-saw is
considered the saw of the future and can turn out 40,000 feet
in a day.
Machine-saws for felling trees have been described already
(p. 181).
4. Saws for cutting Veneer and thin Boards.
Veneer-saws differ

from other

frame-saws

horizontally with their teeth pointed downwards.

by working
The wood

to be sawn is fixed in a vertical frame, the feed being of an
ordinary nature, except that it is from below upwards.
Far B good deBCciption of an American faiwmill. rirfe " Eucyc. Brit.,” roL

Kig.

Banil-saw.

into voneer without any waste, the thinnest veneers sawn
beinf? 7 to a centimeter. Drum-saws have been invented
recently for sawing curved staves for barrels.

5. 0}ittnrn and Asiiortment of Sawn Material.
The outturn from sawmills and the sorting of the material
can be discussed here only in a very general way, so far as it
;.C0ncems foresters.
K K
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[It is best to begin by defining the different kinds of boards’
according to the English market;
Boards 7 inches broad are battens
„
9
„
„
„ deals
„
11.. planks.—Tr.]
When the logs are sawn into boards, there is a wastage of
30 to 50 % in wood free from sapwood, so that one hundred
cubic feet of sawn material comes from 16(i cubic feet of
timber in the round, or 100 cubic feet of round timber yields
60 cubic feet of planking; in planks of the best quality, the
outturn is only 30 to 40 %. The wastage is least in beams and
large squared pieces, more for planks and most of all for
battens free from sapwood and pith.
In assorting sawn timber tho most important points are;
soundness, dimensions, knottiness, coarseness and fineness
of sawing, squareness of section; whether tho hoards are
of tho samo breadth at either end or are slightly conical, also
whether tho bole or the top of tho tree has been sawn.
Besides those, the nature of tho timber, quality of grain,
straight or torso fibre, colour and finish must be considered.
Tlie parts of tho hole between the pith and sapwood yield
tlio best hoards, while the central board is the worst, and
contains usually a number of small hard knots. Of knots,
loose ones reduce (piality greatly, while sound linn knots
are less injurious. The length of boards depends on local
custom, but their value increases always with their breadth.
As regards the storing of boards from freshly-felled stems
they should be left lying one on another for a short time after
the sawing in order to prevent warping; then they should be;
stacked vertically for a few days against a horizontal bar with’
^BUi)ports. This allows much sap to run out. They should
then be placed in rectangular stacks, raised from the ground
on supports, each board being separated from its neighbours
by a small piece of wood, so as to allow complete aeration./
Oak planks should not be placed one on the other as they were
in the log, but on their edges and apart. Only after a few
months should they be stacked, as they were in the log, witli;
pieces of wood between adjoining planks. In large slacks

;'-

,. ,
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slight inclination to the horizontal should be given, so as to
allow the rainwater to drain off.

Section II. Other Wood-workino M.iACIIINES.

1. Vcnccr-planes.
For a number of years veneer planes have been used instead
of saws for cutting veneer. There are two kinds of machines
used, one culling straight and the oilier sjiirallj. In the
former, either the horizontal (i-foot blade is fixed and the wood
pushed under it, or the
wood is fixed and the blade
works over it, the veneer
coming off of the thickness
of paper.
'With spiral
machines, the wood is in
cylinders and is fixed in
a lathe and turned slowly
on its axis.
The sharp
blade acts tangentially on
the wood and keeps cut¬
ting in deeiier, until the
veneer is pulled off in one
long piece from the cylinder
that is reduced gradually
in size. The thickness of
the veneer can easily he as low as 0'2.5 mm., so that there are
40 widths in a centimeter of wood.
[A machine for cutting thin hoards was invented in 187.')
by Leon Plessis,* the action of which maybe understood from
Fig. 305; {a) is the cutting blade, 3 or 4 meters long,
fastened to a frame (b); (c) regulates the thickness of the cut
pieces of wood, which may vary from 2 to 20 mm. The
greatest thickness which can be cut is 2 centimeters, sujiplying boards for cigar-boxes, packing-eases, etc. The instrument
slides up and down in a vertical frame, a piece of wood being
jeut at each down stroke, and the butt, which is being cut,
Soci4t4 Framaise ile tninohage de bois, 4,1’ajaage CharW DalleiT, Paris.
K
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advances tlirough a space equal to the thicKness oi
section at each up-stroke.
weighs () tons.

The cutting part of the machine

The butts cut are as long as the cutting-blade, i

and are steamed previously, the wood being chiefly softwoods, .
such as poplar or alder.

This process yields 30 or 40 sheets

to the inch, while sawing veneers yields only about 12 sheets.
The pieces when cut are pressed dry by hot rollers; then
they are replaced consecutively so as to reproduce the form of
the butt from which tht'.y were cut, when they are fastened
together and kiqit ready for use.
This machine is driven by 20 horse-power and cuts in a
minute 20 pieces, 3 meters tong and of any thickness up to
2 c.

It can cut 30,000 square feet of boards in a day.*—Tr.]
2. I’lamnii-MachhieH.

I’laning-niachines consist of rapidly rotating, narrow, steel
cylinders up to a meter in length on which siwei-al removable
blades of the same length as the cylinder are fixed and they
plane tlu) pieces of wood that arc pushed forward uiuhsr the
cylinder.

I’lancs of this kind are now constructed, either to

plane smoothly, or to cut mouldings in tlui wood.

There are

also planing-macbines that plane four sidt^s of a piece of wood
at once.

In this way wood is prepared for door and window

frames, for parquets, for picture-frames, etc., and such pieces
are sent extensively into the markid by foK'st-owneis in
Sweden.
3. Wood-timmii Machines.
Wood-turning machines of various patterns are used to out
curves in wood, as in the legs of chairs, etc.

The cutter

takes the form of a spindle with spiral or angular blades.
4. Il'ooif-ii'oof Machines.
These are planing-machines in which the plane is fixed and
the piece of coniferous, poplar or limewood is pushed against
it, or the plane moves over the wood that is fixed.

The

cutting edge is movable and of various dimensions, so that
pieces of wood can be cut of different sizes.
‘ Boppe, op. cit.

WOOD-WOKKINO MACHINES.
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5. Wooden Thread Machinen.
These are constructed similarly to the above-mentioned
machines, only there are a number of circular planes fixed
close together on a flat edge.

Either the wood is pressed

against the planes or the latter against tlio wood; round
rods or threads are produced o£ the same diameter as the
pianos, and of the same length as the piece of wood.
G. Wood-hendinij Machines.
As already stated (p.
moistened and heated.

OG) wood becomes pliable when

Steamed or laiiled wood when di led

retains the shape that is given to it.

^[anual labour sufllces

to bund small pieces o£ wood, hut large pieces for wheelfelloes or for curved wood used in ships and barges are bent
by machines.

As in bending wood the fibres on the outer

convex side are sti'idched and may break, precaution is taken
to bend tlu^ wood lather by shortening the inner fibres than
by stretching the outer ones.

The piece of wood is therefore

fixed along a thin ]nece of steel between two strong bent iron
clamps at its transverse ends.

The wood is then preH.sed

against a cylindrical surface, so that both wood and steel are
bent, the steel preventing the stretching and breaking of the
wood-fibres.
7. iVood-prrssimi Machines.
Cast brazen dies are pressed into wood by a strong iron press.
The wood is boiled or steamed, or the dies are heated by redhot irons.

Wood can bo pressed more easily on its transverse

section, than tangentially or radially.

A piece of veneer is

glued on to the surface of the wood before it is pressed, so that
it may be imagined that the wood is curved and not pressed.
If pieces of veneer 3 mm. thick are pressed between two
slightly undulating iron plates, the undulations in which fit
into one another, wavy wood, or curls, may be imitated.

When

this wood is planed, imitations of mottled wood are produced
completely resembling the structure shown in Fig. 47.
8. Wooil-ptdpinff Machines.
There are two kinds of these machines, one in which the
Kimdace of the wood is rubbed or planed away, and this is
Ad*..’,.''',
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done usually by manual labour.

In the

other kind ot

machine the wood is cut up into wood-pulp for paper manu-'
facture.

By the former method the wood in cylinders 10 to 26

cm. in diameter and varying in length, of aspen, lime or
spruce, is barked and cut into pieces about a foot long; it is
then split and all knots bored out of it.

Then the pieces are

pressed against a rotating stone under a steady How of water,
the coarser fragments are sifted off and separately reduced to
pulp, and the fine j)uli) freed from superfluous water and
pressed into its marketalilc sha])e.

This is white pulp of the

same colour as the wood.
If, before grimling, tlie wood is steamed at a pressure of
2 to fl atmospheres or boiled, brown pulp is produced, which
has longer fibres than white pulp; after adding glue, clay,
etc., it is list'd for brown ])apor for packing purposes.

The

first wood-]>ulping machines were constructed in ITeidenheim
by Viiltcr; they require a considerable flow of water, both
for power and for the purposes of manufacture.

'There are

now 700 pulp-factories in Germany, wliicb use annually one
million solid cubic meters of word (if.5,000,000 cubic feet).
Besides the more important wood-working machines there
are a number of others used for special purposes, such as
mortising and turning machines, and oscillating augers for
boring holes of various dimensions.

Among the splitting

machines those for reducing the size of firewood billets art
employed extensively in large towns.

B. TREATMENT FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OP
WOOD.*
Section I. Impeovemeni in Appeaeance and Quality.

I. Improvement in Tcjinre.
The woods of many species, enj., lime,'birch, alder ant
conifers, are not ornamental, but the method described oi
p. 501 can be adopted to render them so.
• U. StUbling, “Technisclicr Eatgelier aut dem Gebietc dcr Holiindustrie;'
; Leipzig, I'JOl
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’’ The texture of valuable woods is imitated by stamping on
soft woods the characteristic marks of good woods, by means
of hot cylinders or plates on which these marks are embossed.
They cut grooves in the wood resembling sections of woodvessels, so that alder or beech wood may imitate Cedrela
oderata for cigar-box wood.

The texture also may be

imitated by graining, in which a ground-work of oil colour is
made, first, by laying on two coats of a colour lighter than
that of the wood to be imitated, and then, with a kind of
comb, or a tine paint brush, the veins, etc., are painted with
turpentine coloured to match them.

Thus walnut is imitated

from alder and beech, mahogany from cherry-wood, rosewood
from sycamore, oakwood from spruce, pine or silver-fir.

A

finer texture is obtained by branding.
The host means of improving the texture of wood is l)y the
use of veneer, when softwood is covered by thin sheets of
a valuable wood.

This cannot he called a falsification, for

veneering involves cheapness, reduction in weight, and pre¬
vents warping. The woods of spruce, pines, silver-fir, limes, and
poplars are used as the substratum {BUiidlt(d:), whilst finely
textured and coloured walnut, mahogany, rosewood, bird’s-eye
maple, ash curls or oak serve as veneer.

By special arrange¬

ment of the markings oh the veneer, symmetrical figures are
produced that heighlen greatly the beauty of the work.

The

adjoining surfaces of the blind-wood and veneer are roughened
-carefully with a special plane and the former.covered with
glue on which the veneer is pressed.

This plane has a row of

pointed teeth, instead of a fiat cutting edge.

2. Improreiiient in Colour.
There are numerous materials for improving the colour of
wood.

Thus bleaching is effected by destroying the colour¬

ing-matter in wood by various chemicals that are rich in
oxygen, such as hydrogen peroxide and ammonia, sodium
or barium peroxides with oxalic acid, or silicates of alkalis;
also with calcium-chloride and solutions of soda or potash,
fining is done to give a fashionable colour to inferior wood,
hither bv imitating the colours of exotic wood.s, or even
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colours that do not occur naturally.

If the wood is to he

coloured superficially only, it is sufhcient to paint it with the
stain.

If it is to he slahiod throughout, as is necessary for

wood-mosaics, apparatus are used similar to those impreg¬
nating wood with antiseptics.

Staining does not obliterate

the texture of the wood.
Brown stains are. used for imitating oak and walnut wood,
or to give these! woods tlu! appearance of anti(puty.

Beech,

hirch, hornheam, spruce and silver-lir take brown colours well.
The. staining matter is (ixtract of the husks of walnut, Cassel
brown, catechu, manganese laaoxide, potassium chromate,
gallic acid, extract of tar, etc.

Black stains are used to

imitate ebony, the wood of the. pear-tree, lime, hornhe.am and
holly being suitable.

Certain salts of anilin yield a black dye.

[A simple method is to brush the wood over with a strong
solution of sul))huric acid and water, also by boiling 1 lb. of
logwood with I 11). Brazil wood for IJ hours in a gallon of
water and brushing the wood several times wdth the hot
solution.—Tr.]

Red stains are used to imitate mahogany,

ma])l(‘, ash, birch, alder and beech being suitable woods ;
alkanet {Alhaiina tbictiudo), cochineal and anilin dyes are used.
Green and yellow stains are, made from verdigris and anilin.
Blue with indigo and anilin dyes.
Painting wood increases its dm ability, excludes moisture,
prevents warping and conceals all its defects.

Wood-paints are

produced by pounding lime and coloured substances such as
white load, chalk, yellow ochre, verdigris, Prussian blue, red
lead, chrome red, lampblack, etc., with oil, lac, varnish (alcohol
or turpentine, with sandarac (gum of Callitris qmdrirnlris),
mastic or lac).

Before applying the jiaint, the wood should,,

be prepared by filling its pores and unevennesses with putty.
It may he noted that in Japan, pale hirchwood is cut so
that yellow and red specks and stripes, due to fungi, appear,
and this improves the colour of the wood, which is then used
for turnery.
3. Improrement in Lustre.
Polishing gives wood a permanent bright lustre, renders its
texture clear, excludes humidity and prevents warping and
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craclis.

.

8Ua

Solutions of lac or of Manilla copal in alcohol are

rubbed on the wood.

Oak parquet floors aro robbed with

beeswax to make them shine.

Lacquering is used for interior

furniture, by rubbing it with solutions of copal, sandarac,
mastic in alcohol or turpentine*, or uith that of copal in
linseed oil, this dries slowly but affords the most permanent
lacquer.

Japunese lacquering, famed for its durability, is

effected by means of the latex of Ithiis irniii-ijciui.

tVoods of

C/nnaa(’rvpu/'i.s‘ and Miujuolia ai‘e the substrata of tlu^ best
Japanese lacquered work.

(b'l/p/oHu’r/a wood is used chiefly

for inferior goods that are exporbal to Murope or ,\niorica.
4. Imjirorciiiciil in llnnhiesn.
This may be

effected either by hardening or by first

softening the wood.

The, fibres of the wood are softeiuid by

boiling the wood iii \iater, or better by steaming it under
pressure; if before steaming it, the wood {i’ji. beechwood)
is steeped in dilute liydrochloric acid, it becomes, after being
steamed, so soft and pla.stic that it can be lu'essed into ,!lh of
its original volume.

Boiling wood in saturated solutions of

caleium-cbloride also renders it soft

and

plastic.

Mood

may be hardened if it is painted with soluble-glass, or better
still, if it is impregnated with soluble-glass by pneumatic
pressure.

Ijnpregnation of wood with caustic potash or soda

renders it highly resistant to atmospheric influences.
!}. lucn'miiifi the iVeifjht of IVood.
If increasing the weight of wood could improve its economic
value, it would be quite easy to effect this, but whenever the
‘weight and durability of wood is increased by impregnating
it, the extra weight is an accompaniment that is burden¬
some in commerce, so that there can be no advantage in
increasing the weight of the wood unless some other advantage
is secured.

A reduction in the weight of wood is attainable

and advantageous only as long as it contains water.

Once

wood is dry, its weight can be reduced only by destroying its
substance.

Hence, where lightness is desirable, softwood

instead of hardwood should be chosen, or the lightest oak-

606;
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wood insleud of heavy oaliwood, or veneered softwood instead
of massive liardwood.

(). Impron'innitH in jritiiroxcopicilti.

In order to counteract as far as possildc the evils of the
varying humidity of wood, such as warping, cracking, swelling
and contracting, the following rcinodial me.asures art! iivailable.
'I'o prevent air-cracks and heartshake in logs, it lias been
recommended that treiss before they are felled may he bark'ed
to a height of one meter and not felled until they arc dead.
The leaves then pump out much water

from

the

stem.

It. Hartig has, however, shown that the loaves die before the
stem has lost a third of its contained water.

I'lvcn the girdling

of a tree down to the heartwood, which kills conibws in a few
weeks, does not kill hroadleaved trees till 1 to :3 years, so that
in tliis e.vperimeiit, as well as in that of leaving the crown
with its foliage on a felled trei^ the leaves dry uj) long before
the stem has become ajipreciahly dry.

These practices, which

ajipear so plausible and easy, have appeared in literature for
more than a century; they were recommended even by I’liny.
Jletter remedies may be tried after a tree has been felled,
such as partial barking the tree along the stem in pieces of a
hand’s width, or the removal of the bark in a spiral up the
stem so as to delay the drying and the formation of cracks.
In order to prevent star-shake at the base of a log, paper
may be glued on.

Paper is glued on to all the surfaces of

valuable exotic balks; pieces of bark may be nailed on; on
pieces of thin planks of wood, grease may be laid, or carbolineum, wax, clay, petroleum, linseed oil, tar, rabelka (sebasate
of alumina), soluble-glass; or S-shaped clamps driven into the'
wood.

It is generally believed, that by washing out the soluble

salts, plasma and sap of wood, not only its durability is
increased, but also cracking is prevented and warping reduced.
Hence floating, rafting, boiling and steaming are recommended.
Impregnating wood with various substances is a good pre¬
servative against warping, although the chief object is to
render it more durable.
is highly efifeotive.

Thorough desiccation of the wood

Formerly this was secured by storing the
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wood for years in airy places, where the wood was hept first
in the open and exposed to moisture from the air, then in
shady, dry chambers and finally in heated ones.

At present

there is not usually space enough for this, and the process
is too costly, so that wood is sold either unseasoned or is
seasoned

artifloially.

extensively in America.

Artificial

seasoniu”

is

miiployod

In Zappert’s method of seasoning

wood, idanks, hoards, laths, etc., are expoaid to air heated to
30" C. (50° F.), while an exhauster removes the damp air;
in this way dry softwoods become dry in 0 to H days, hard¬
woods in 12 to 15 days, without exhibiting cracks or any
deterioration in colour, elasticity, etc.

If tin,' air is also rare¬

fied, according to Schafhaiius, the desiccation is mor<! rapid.
Wood may also he phuaul to dry in dry, fine, sand, clou coaldust or powd<'re,d peat.

Wood intended for \\at(!r-j)i))<‘s is

phnig(al in water in order to prevent cracking.

After tlu!

wood is dried thoroughly, acoating of oil, paint, varni.sh, lacor
polish, protects it from moisture, as has been described already.
Warping may be preventtsl also, by constructing articles >of
small pieces of wood, which are fastened together (billiard
cues, parquetry, drawing-boards), or spaces are left to allow
for expansion (door-panels, wooden ceilings, etc.), or species
of wood are selected that are known to bo only slightly absorptive
of water.
7. Increase in I'linhUitji.
The, pliability of wood is increased by means of moisture
and heat.

Bent furniture is made of steamed wood, so are

felloes of wheels and curved planks in carriage-making and
jhip-building.
8. Increase in DiirahiliU/.
There are numerous ways of increasing the durability ol
wood; some of them can be emi)loyed before a tree is felled
That girdling the lower part of a stem, or felling it with itf
crown of foliage, are not effectual has been stated already
(p. 506).

E. Mcr recommends that a ring of bark should bf

removed immediately under the crown, not in order to dr]
the stem, but that the latter may be deprived of its sugar anc
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starch by the new foliaRO, whilst freshly formed carbohydrat(!H ciinnot dcsriiinl the stem; this is said to increase the
duraliilily of the wood.

'I'lie qiiestiou whether wood felled in

summer or in wirihw is the more durable has been discussed
since the time of I’liny (cj. p. 102).

Of much greafaw import¬

ance, however, than tlie season of felling is the suhseijiient
tniatment of the wood (during conversion, seasoning or trans¬
port) and the kind of weattuo’ tliat pnu’ails at the time of
felling.

As i-egards the latt(!i', autumn and winter are probably

the most favourable felhng-perioils.
blvery precaution tak(!n to soenre thorough desiccation and
to jiroveiit the woixl I'rom again tiecomhig wet (<•/'. p. 0) increase
its durahilily.

Slow desiecalion of coniferous wood must

iticreaso itsdiirahilitv, as more rosin becomes inje.et(!d naturally
into the heartwood and less of the volatile turpentine evapo¬
rated.

(loiincler considers that when wood is sl(!e])e.d in

running water or floated, its soluble ontenls are removed and
that this fa,vours durability.

This can be tlui case, only when

the wood, after removal from the water, is dri(al thoroughly.
Steaming wood has a similar (‘Ihict when it is dried after being
steamed.
When wood is used under conditions unfavourable for its
durability, those sjiecies should be selecteil that are highest in
the scale of diirability on page 100 of this book ; as the sapwood is not durable it should he nunoved always.

The surface

of posts and piles in contact w ith the ground may be charred,
w'hich should bo done by apidying a blast flame to it, as ])lacing
the wood in an open fire, cracks it and e.xposes it to the attacks
■ of insects and fungi, or to the inhibition of rain-water.

The

tops of posts can Iw sheltered from rain by nailing on them
plates of copper or zinc, a measure that is also protective for
the wood-work at sea-ports against teredos, etc.
Impregnating wood with antiseptic substances is to be
recommended.

An extensive literature has appeared on this

subject owing to the great interest in railway and mining
works, street-paving, etc., and to the desire of forest-owners,
that woods which are naturally of slight durability only may
obtain a lartter market.

The next sectioti will deal with this

. Bubjeot as far as is necessary for Forest Utilisation.
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I. Methods for Converting the Deconiposible Constituents
of Wood into Antiseptics.
According to Rent’s process nl Stettin, tlu' wood is dried
by hot air iu a closed cliainber; after tlio air has been
exliaiistcd, oxygon is admitted into tlic chaniber.

The oxygen

that is absorbed by the wood is converted by intermittent
electric sparking into ozone, by means of which the readily
deconiposible eonstitnenls in
terpenes and creosotes.

the wood are o.xidised into

Haskins’ process* consists in placing the wood in cylindrical
waggons into an iron boiler 01 feet in diameter and 112 feet
long (I'ig. liOD).

After the boiler has been closed, air heated

to 1100 to 500’ C. is pumped into it tor several hours, after
which the pressure is removed ami the wood allowed to cool.
Owing to the high temperature, sugar, gum, laimiii, protein
and starch are converted into the antiseiilics, acetic acid,
methyl alcohol,

phenol,

creosote,

etc.;

these suhstanecs

amount to 12 per cent, of the weight of the wood.

The pro¬

cess is termed Haskinisation, or Vulcanisation, and has given
good results on the .Manhattan llailway, Mew York.

II.

Methods

for Removing

the

Easily

Hecomposible,

Soluble Constituents of Wood, and replacing them
by an Antiseptic Substance.

1. Materials used for lujertioii.
A iimnhcr of suhstances have been knowm for a long time
that render wood durable, such as resin,

essential

oils,

camphor, tannic acid, acetic acid, lieavy tar-oil (creosote);
also several salts, as green, white and blue vitriol (sulphates
of iron, zinc, and copper), chlorides of iron, zinc, mercury or
magnesia, Glauber's salt (sodium-sulphate), common salt, etc.
Only a few of them are, however, applicable on a large scale,
• According to Grady, ‘-IteT. des Eaux cl Forila, ’ ISini, .Mayer haa the prior
claiai to this inveiitioo.
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and of these the following are at present in the lium

:—

sulphate of copper, chlorides of zinc or mercury, heavy taroils (creosote) and milk of lime.

There are also a few other

substances the use of which is still only in the experimental
stage.
Injection with sulphate of copper (blue vitriol) was employed
in Franco on a large scale first by Jioucherie, and has been
used

extensively since

1841 for building-timber, railway-

sleepers and telegraph-poles.

Formerly this method was

used extensively by railway-companies in France, Austria,
and Bavaria; this is no longer the case, though it is still
employed hero and there for telegraph-poles, stakes and other
small pieces of timber exposed to decay.

Wood injected with

sulphate of copper is harder than wood in its natural condition,
but is rondeixid more brittle and weaker by the process.
[The salt also is washed out of the wood easily and it
reacts on all iron with which it may come in contact, so that
iron-fastenings a])plied to wood so treated must be galvanised,
or coated with sine, and the wood tarred at the points of
contact.—Tr.]
Sir W. Burindt, in 181(8, patented a process of injection by
means of chloride of zinc, which is at present used in many
German, Austrian and American railways.

Chloride of zinc is

one of th(! cheapest antiseptic substances, and recent experience
has ]iroved that it is preferable to sulphate of copper.
[Chloride of zinc does not corrode iron but is said to be
washed out by water; to prevent this the Wellhouse* process
has been invented in Amtsrica.

Glue is added to the solution,

which is forced into the timber, and subserpiently a solution
of tannin is pumped into the injecting chamber, at a pressure
of 100 lbs. to the square inch, forming with the glue a leathery
substance which fills the pores of the wood and prevents the
washing out of the zinc chloride.—Tr.]
The use of chloride of mercury (corro.sive sublimate) was
patented in 1832 by the Englishman Kyan as a preservative
for timber.
[Kyaniaing was for some time used extensively in Britain,
and is useful in dry situations but useless in sea-water;
Engiiieei-," Sept 11,1891.
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corrosive sublimate being a strong poison has also the draw¬
back of injuring the workmen who are oiui'loyed in handling
it; it also corrodes iron and is somewhat volatile at ordinary
temperatures.— Tr.]
Creosoting with heavy oils from coal-tar is employed chiefly
in Britain, and is now being used increasingly in Franco,
Germany and other countries; although the method of injec¬
tion now employed is capable of improvement, it is undoubtedly
superior to injection by metallic salts.

Creosoled wood is

hard, tough and black, much less absorptive of moisture than
uncreosoted wood, and does not form chemical combinations
with metals.

On the Fmperor Ferdinand Hallway, in Austria,

a mixture of chloride of zinc and carbolic acid is being used
with good results.
Blythe at Bordeaux injects wood with steam containing
tar-oils.

[Boulton considers that no good can result from

this, the light oils being too volatile to remain long in the
timber; on the other hand, the injection of heavy oils in
the form of vapour is prevented by their high boiling point
^ranging from -tOth to 700' F., while timber is rendered
brittle and unsafe for engineering pui'iioses at a temperature
of ‘i-OO ’ F.- Tr. I
Stuart Monteith first used milk of lime to fill the pores of
timber; this method has been reintroduced by Frank and
is useful for preserving furniture and otber woodwork under
cover, but its utility is doubtful for wood in the open.
2. Mefitoch of Iiij'xtioH.
The method of injecting wood by the various substances
already referred to is as influential on the result as the anti¬
septic substance itself. The most important methods are:
hydrostatic injection, pneumatic injection, imbibition by
immersing or boiling the wood in solutions of the antiseptic
substances.
(a) Hydrostatic injection.—At first the antiseptic lujuids
were absorbed by the natural force of the foliage raising the
sap, incisions being made with this object at the base of the
stem of a standing tree. This method was abandoned owing to
j its impracticability [and the fact that the foliage exerts only an
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upward pressure equivalent to that of
water.*—Tr.]

10 or

12 feet of

lioucherie discovered tluit a pressure of one

or two atmospheres applied at the transverse section of a
log is sufficient to expel the sap and replace it by another
liquid.
Steins or poles, with their bark intact, are placed nearly

lorir.ontally (Fig. itOG, a, a) on a timber framework; the
iquid (1 part sulphate of copper to 100 parts of water) flows
lom a vat h, which is supported on a trestle 2G to 32 feet
ligh, passing by the pipe m into the conducting tube n under
die ends of the logs, it enters the logs through the gutta¬
percha tube! j>, each tube having a separate tap.

In order

;o prevent the liquid from escaping by the anterior section
of a log, a .piece of hempen rope is placed round its periphery
• Eoype, iijt. cil; p. S3.
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and a board (d, cl, Fig. 307) placed over the rope and pressed
firmly against the log by a press h and two tension screws
and nuts.

The section of the log, the board d and the piece

of rope placed in a ring between them, enclose a hollow space
with which the gutta-percha tube communicattis by moans of an
oblicpie auger-hole bored in the log. The solution of sulphate of
copiwr flowing from the vat d, with a pressure duo to its height
above the ground, is therefore driven into the log and expels
most of the sap, which issues from the smaller end of the
log, at first pure but eventually mixed with the injecting
solution.

This waste liquid flows into a wooden trough »,

and then is conducted to the tank K, which is provided with
a filter to exclude impurities [and also a basket full of crystals
of the injecting substance in order to maintain the strength
of the solution—Tr.].

The liquid in K is then pumped back

into the vat h by the pump

Instead of forming the hollow

space at the base of the log by means of a piece of rope,
Oesau used a metallic vessel like a round, shallow box, the
sides of which are sharpened so that they can be driven into
the base of the log with a few blows of a hammer, whilst
there is an orifice in the base of the box into which the tube p
is screwed.
[Boppe states that long logs in Prance are injected by being
'sawn nearly across at their middle (Fig. 308), so that a
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thickness of only

to 2 inches of wood is left below, then th^

log is raised by levers, and a piece of rope inserted in thei*
opening.

On removing the levers, the log returns to its former’

l)08ition, and the cut closes tightly on the rope; an auger-hole
is bored obliquely through the log into this hollow space, and.
the gutta-percha tube placed in it as before.—Tr.]

Frt'nch methiKl of inicotioii.

Aftor BopjiP.

AVood to be thus injected should be freshly cut, and still
full of sap.

Stems therefore are topiied, branches cut down

to short snags, the bark left uninjured and the injecting
process applied as soon as possible.

If the base of a log has;

dried it should be cut again freshly before being injected.'
Logs kept in water for a long time preserve the faculty of'
being injected.
[T,'he free emte of the logs are tested, either by their colouf
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w by a chemical test, to ascertain when the injection is'
sufficient.—Tr.]
In order to inject logs satisfactorily by Boiicherie’s process,
a long time (up to 70 hours) and a large timber-yard are
required.

The injected logs are dried slowly and as thoroughly

as possible, then they are barked and converted.
When freshly foiled stems ar(! injected, the bark must bo
preserved completely or the inje'cting liquid will escape.

If,

however, they have been kept for about throe months, the pre¬
servation of the bark is not material, as the sapwood dries for
a few centimeters down and becomes impermeable for li(iuid8.
Another improved method based on that of Bouchei'ie is
that carried out by I'fister.*

Instead of pressure due to a

fall of about 30 feet, I’llster used a portable forcing-pump
producing a pressure up to 20 atmospheres, he thus drove
the injecting liquid through tubes into the wood, the tubing
being arrang('d so that it can be longlbeiied at discretion or
conducted at the same time to several logs.

The advantages

of Ibis method are, that the injection is offocled moie rapidly
than by Boncberi(>, and in the for(!st immediately after the
felling of the trees or poles without any necessity for trans¬
porting them to the injecting works.
Blister’s ajjparatus will

inject

thoroughly a beech-butt

10 feet long in about half an hour, it being immaterial
whether the bark is damaged or not.

He also devised an

improved method of enclosing the base of the logs.

The

apparatus, with several closing pieces of various sizes, costs
from i:200 to ,t300.
(b) Pneumatic injection.—Antiseptic substances can be
injected into wood more effectually by means of a forcing-*
pump than by the hydrostatic method, the process being
conducted

much more

rapidly;

at present in Germany

pneumatic injection is employed exclusively in the case of
chloride of zinc, creosote, acetic acid, etc.
In this case the wood is converted into beams, scantling,
railway-sleepers, etc., and they are placed in large iron
cylinders {A, A) containing the injecting fluid, which, at
* Kmitz and Bohmerle, “ Ccntralblatt des gvsamraten Forelwceens,” Vienna,
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^temperatures of 112° to 194" P. (50° to 90° C.) is pressed pito
*the wood by powerful steam forcing-pumps.
The pieces of wood to be injected arc packed as tightly as
possible on the trucks (Pig. 310), and the latter are pushed
along a tramway (»i, m, Pig. 309) into the cylinders A, .4.
When the cylinders arc full, the rails leading to them are
removed, and the head .r adjusted and lixed (irmly so as to
close the cylinder. The wood s first steauK'd at a temperature
of 112- C. (23T’ P.) for one
hour;

the steam is con¬

ducted from the boiler .V
through the steam-iupo a.
When the steaming process
is

concluded,

the

air

is

sucked out of the wood by
means of the air-puipp JS
and

the

injecting

li(iuid

(80 to 50 fold <liluted chloride
of zinc, the latter contain¬
ing 2.5')/, of zinc) is admitted
through the pipe h h into
the cylinders, tlu; air-pump
still working for some time.
When the cylinder is full,
the forcing-pump

presses

Kij?. am.—lit an iiijiinliii!’cylinder
with ii tnicK ludcn with wmid.

the liquid into the wood.
In order to effect this, a pressure of about (> atmospheres is
applied for J to 1,\ hours.

The injecting liquid is then drawn

back into the reservoir, and the truck removed with its con¬
tents.

The two cylinders are used alternately.

Quite recently it has become the practice to omit the steam¬
ing entirely and to dry the wood, especially in creosoting with
tar-oil, etc.

This method is employed in Berlin and also

by the Great Northern Railway, Ireland.

The drying is

effected in a drying-chamber, heated to 177" or 267" h.

The

wood is then placed in the injecting cylinders, out of which
the air is drawn, and the tar-oil admitted at a temperature
of 113° to 140° P. (45° to 60° C.), and pressed into the wood
in the same way as when chloride of zinc is used.
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[Boulton • says that the presence of water in timber at thei
•ime of creosotiiif! is most prejudicial to successful injection,
and that railway-sleepers and other timber should he stacked
and dried for several months before injection.

This pre¬

caution can ho secured (aisily in the case of railway-sleepers
or telegraph-poles, hut when timber is sawn from logs kept
in timber-ponds in the docks, it is difficult to afford a proper
ime for stacking and drying it Ijefore creosoting.

Owing,

lowever, to the injury done to timber by drying it artificially
it temperatures up to ‘i.'iO' F., the action of stoves in closed
ihambers, or of superheated steam, is very prejudicial; he
iherefore considers 230'^ F. as the limit of safety for heating
iimber intended for engineering purposes.

Boulton has there-

!ore patented a process depending on the diftcront boiling
points of water (212" F.) and of heavy tar-oils (350^ F. to
700° ]''.); the creosoks is admitted at a temperature slightly
over 212° F. and the action of the air-pump continued, so
that any water in the logs is converted into steam and drawn
off by the air-pump through a condensing worm in a dome
on the top of the injecting cylinder.

The creosote is still

liquid at 212° F. and replaces the water in the log, which is
not then subject to any excessive heat, and consequently its
tissues are uninjured.

Boulton also maintains that in the

case of railway-sleepers to be used in India and other hot
countries, this injecting at a temperature of 212“ F. fills all
cracks in the wood with creosote; as in India therefore the
sleepers will not be subjected to such a heat in the ballast,
they will not crack any further there, which is not the case
with sleepers injected at a heat less than that they may
■experience in Indian ballast.—Tr.J
When heavy tar-oil is used for injecting puiq)oscs, the wood
is coloured dark black; the hard, pitchy components of the
tar form a crust almost as hard as stone on the surface and
fill all the crevices of the wood.

[In Kugland about 50 gallons

of heavy tar-oil are used per load of 50 cubic feet, the oil
weighing 11 lbs. per gallon.—Tr.]
F. Ldwenfeld has designed a portable apparatus for injecting
Jl, B. Boolton, "An improvemeut in the process o£ Creosoting Timber.”
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woolfwhich 18 based on the principle of first steaming the
wood and then injecting it hy forcing-pumps in chambers
deprived of air.

There are six of these chambers, which can

bo connected successively with the steam-generator, and in
which the process of injecting is carried on continuously, the
sixth chamber being removed and charged with wood, the
first chamher steamed, and so oh.
In Blythe’s system (according to Gayer) the wood is dried
artificially and tlien placed in boilers, where it is subjected*
to a high pressure of steam containing heavy oil of creosote
in suspension.

The wood is subjeided to injection during

6 to 20 hours; it is injected comph'tely, and assumes a dark
colour like that of several tropical woods.
is rolled and jiressed till
10 % or even 40

The softened wood

it is reduced in thickness by

The effect of the injection is increased

by compressing the wood, and thus a very superior kind of
furniture-wood is produced (Ijxner).

It is jireferable to use

freshly felled wood, and Exner slates that beechwood thus
injected and compressed gains up to 19 % in strength.

III. Steeping Converted Wood in Antiseptic Liquids.*
This method is employed chiefly for kyanising stakes and
small pieces of wood.

Large wooden troughs like cooling-

troughs are partly filled with a solution of 1 part of corrosive
suhlimate to 150 parts water; railway-sleepers, telegraphpoles, etc., are placed in them, weighted to make them sink,
and kept from 8 to 10 days immersed.

The solution pene¬

trates only 2 mm. into the wood, which cannot be altered in
shape after immersion.
[Boulton says that small pieces of wood, hop-poles, fencingslabs, stakes, etc., may be placed in an open trough witi
heavy tar-oil, which is heated by a fire under the trough, can
being taken not to raise the temperature of the creosote above
230° F.—Tr.]
t.
i
Other methods by immersion give inferior results. 1 ormern
• Cf. E, Henry, ■'I'roiervation dos Bois'centre la Pourrilure.
!-teyranltetCic., Nancy.

1907.
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'■^e wood was frequently boiled in antiseptic iiquias, steam y
leing introduced into the vessel in which the wood was y
mmersed until the liquid in it boiled. Blue vitriol, borax
olution, etc., were thus injected, but the liquid must be kept
it the boiling point for 10 or 12 bours.
Beccntly H. Liobaii, in klagdebiirg, has attempted to introluce the liquid from the interior of the pieces of wood instead
)f externally, in order to ])rol.ecl the heartwood from decay.
Chifl method can be used only for stakes, piles, etc., the axis of
irhich is bored through after they have been driven into the
ground, and tar-oil, pitch, etc., poured into the cavity. Nothing
is yet can bo said regarding tbe efficacy of this method.
[Boppe states that in France, mining pit-props are immersed
for about 21 hours in solutions of 1.1 lbs. per gallon (I.IO gr.
to 1 liter) of sulphate of iron, or in w’ood-tar heated to a tem¬
perature of 278 ’ F. (MG ’ C.), in order to render them more
durable. It is found that if the immersion is continued for
a longer period, the wood becomes brittle, and that chloride
of zinc, blue vitriol or creosote poisons the wood and renders
it dangerous to the miners.—Tr.]
Another plan is to place telegraph-posts in a glazed, burned
clay tube tilled with sand and tar; or cement and tar are
poured round the base of the wood in the groiind.
"W. Powell, of (i, Stanley Place, Liveiqiool, noticed that
dry rot never occurs in the wood used in sugar reiinories,
and in 1903 invented a ])roces8 in which timber is saturated
with a solution of sugar, and then the moisture evaporated ,
rapidly by stoving at a higb temperature. The ))rocess requires
2 or 8 days only. Powell finds that this processed timber
cannot be infected with dry rot. He experimented with
paving blocks, 3 inches by 5 inches by 9 inches, of red pine,
poplar, beech and red-gum, and found that they gained
respectively 1 lb., 5 lbs., 4 lbs. and | lb., their original
weights being 4 lbs. 12 ozs., 4 lbs. 11 ozs., 7 lbs. 7 ozs., and
8 lbs. 13 ozs.
As regards absorption of water, beech in a natural
state absorbs 1 pint of water per block, but processed beech
* “Teehnologie Forestiere,” p. 97#
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pint and less than half the amount of water

absorbed

by red-gum.

As

street

paving-blocks absorb

much ammonia and emit* an offensive odour this process is
a sanitary one, as well as affording stiiierior durability from
hardening.
3. Sinlahiliiii of different Hood for Inieet'um.
The species of woods are Bli8ce])tible of imi)regnation in the
following order;—
[

Tlmum^lily.

liircli.
IldriilK-an.
Ut'f'oli. '

'

and SJipwtMul of nil

!

J'tutiuliv.

Sli[;li11v, nr imt iil all

A'pfii,
AhJci.
Asii.

Hfarlwiiiwl ftf Oak.

laii.'h.

Malm^runv.

I’llin,

Toal;

Kniif.

Kbi.ny.

Hpriicf.
Scots jllMC.

Weymouth {»iii<

The (jucstion as to the eoinpii,rativ(! case or diflicultv with
which a iiiece of wood can bo injected and wbethnr the injec¬
tion is Iborotigb, or merely superficial, cannot as yet be
answered satisfactorily.

As a rule, a thorough injection is

rare: in most cases tlte antiseptic li(iuid injects merely the
sapwood and younger woody /.ones; in the case of railwaysleepers which are injected pneumatically, it also passes into
the two ends of the sleepers, whilst the heartwood in the centre
is often only partially injected.

There are, however, many

moditications in the above condition of injected wood, accord¬
ing to the species of wood, its soundness or unsoundness,
special anatomical structure and amount of contained rosin,
which differs greatly in individual cases.
The more resinous a wood the less easily it is injected, and
much resin in the wood may prevent injection entirely, as for
instance in pinewood; it has not been ascertained whether
the different injecting processes affect matters in this respect.
Beechwood with reddish false heartwood (from trees over 100
years old) is quite unsuitable for injection.

It is not known yet

whether variations in the specific gravity of the same wood
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affect matters in this respect; this question should be decided
experimentally.
T

4. Iti'unlh of InjixtioH.
As regards the results of injecting railway-sleepers, it is
evident that the locality, nature of the soil and wear-and-tear
on a railway must be considered in judging their durability.
The method of injection, the anatomical structure of the wood
and whether the injected wood is used immediately after
injection or is first kept some time in store, also affect its
durability.
As regards the methods of injectioii, the following are thi|,,
results given by experience on German Kailways:—

1

snbHljiinr.

mjcftniK.
1 i.ik.

. j Sioam*})rcsrtiiR'
Chloriflo of zinc
! Immersion
••
M
. 1 Sleam-pressurc
(’roi)soU*
Suljihate of coppoi* . . i Hydrostalic
i
])re3sur<i
j Immersinu

Soots piuo.

—

'

Beech.

Spruce.

22-S

i;{—i.-i

—

—

-

IS

—

l<‘.
14

—

—

—

—

Other investigations give the following data for the duration
railway-sleepers;—
Species.
Beech, not injected

Y<‘ars

IVr Cent, ot
sleepers useless.

.

5

100

„

with zinc chloride

.

11

GO

,,

creosote

.

17

50

.

l:l

60
28

Oak, not injected .
„

zinc chloride.

.

18

„

creosote

.

18

20

.

12

100

Scots pine, not injected .
„

„

zinc chloride

.

12

23

„

„

creosote

.

12

14

In Ehau-Lothringen.
Oak, not injected
„

creosote

Beech, creosote .

21

62

21

26-8

21
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The greater durability of beech ia due to the fact, that it
absorbs more creosote than oak, but its injection ia necessarily
more costly.
Thus with creosote; —
l'u.4.
X.

it.

All oak sleciier absorbs

.

lt‘2 lbs.

1

8

A Scots-pine sleeper

„

•

fit

,,

‘2

1

A beech sleeper

„

■

f'd

n

So that including the cost of the wood, oak sleepers cost 'is.
8d. and beech sleepers 4s. 5./. each.
Injection with copper sulphate increases throe-fold the
durability of spruce and silver-llr.
The Nodon-Bretonneau iiictliod of seasoning wood by
electricity was tried in London several years ago, but did not
give satisfactory financial results.

The system coiisists in

placing tlie timber to lie seasoned in a large tank and immers¬
ing all but an inch or two in a solution containing ten jier cent,
of borax, five of resin, and three-iiuarter percent, of carbonate
of soda.

The lead plate upon which it rests is connected with

the positive pole of a dynamo, the negative pole being attached
to a similar plate, arranged on its upper surface so as to give
good electrical contact, and the circuit is completed through
the wood.

It is stated that under the iiiHuence of tlic current

the sap ajipears to rise to the surface of the bath, while the
aseptic, borax and resin solution takes its place in the pores of
the wood.

This part of the prociess reipiires from five to eight

hours for its completion, and then the wood is removed and
dried either by artificial or natural means.

In the latter case

about a fortnight’s exposure in summer weather will complete
the jirocess.

Skciion hi.
Altebing the Combustibility of Wood, etc.

The combustibility of wood is increased always by drying
Absolutely dry wood has the greatest heating-value.
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When coniferous wood is dried slowly, the percentage oP
heat-giving rosin increases at the expense of the volatile
turpentine.

As regards the relative increase in heating-power

by the carbonization of wood, see the next chapter.
In order to reduce the combustibility of wood and produce
so-called uninflammable wood, the following substances may be
smeared on it,,or injiictod.

Lime-water, clay in a saturated

potash solution painted on the wood in several coats.
soluble-glass, live to six coatings.
effective, hut costly.

Alum,

Wolfraniate of soda is

Hot solutions of green vitriol and iron.

Kyanisod wood also is said to be uninflammable.

The best

methods are, how(ivei', commercial secrets.
[Wood i)r(K!essed by the Non-inflammable Wood Syndicate,
2, Army and Navy Mansions, N'ictoria Street, London, was tried
recently on the site of the old Milll)ank I’rison and two con¬
structions erected of injected and uninj(!clod wood; all efforts
to burn the former failed.

The hu))stancc used is colourless

and harinless, it does not rot, does not affect the sti'ength of
the wood, but adds slightly to its sp. weight. It is difficult to
distinguish the wood which has been injected, which is to a
large extent protected from being worm-eaten and from dry
rot.

The action of tools on the W'ood

more difficult.

is

not

rendered

The wood is used extensively in America and

Japan; also for the British Navy and South Kensington
Museum.—Tr.]
Artiflcial wood.

Soft and plastic substances resembling

wood are in demand to All in detective places in valuable wooden
articles.

The less valuable articles are filled in with putty.

Instead of putty the following substances are used : glue, saw¬
dust and chalk, lime and flour, lime-water and soluble glass.
Softened cellulose mixed with starch or flour can be made
into tabular shape, and in time becomes as hard as a bone.
It may be pressed into shape between heated and embossingpresses.

If a tliiu sheet of veneer is placed between the'

artificial wood and the press, the pressed article appears to be
carved out of valuable wood.

Caustic soda or rosin may be

mixed with the preparation to increase its durability.
Wood-wool under powerful compression yields a homo¬
geneous, rigid mass.

Artificial kindling fuel is made of wood
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shavings and resin, or eoal-tar.

Artificial wood is made of

peat mixed with lime and sulphate of alumina in solution.

C

CHANGES IN THE SUBSTANCE OP THE WOOD
IN OEDER TO OBTAIN ITS CONSTITUENTS.
Srction I—By Heat.
The first chapter on the properties of wood explains the

action of heat on wood. Where wood is
admitted freely, light, heat and gases (COa and
produced;

l.,()l aie

comhustion is maintained hy the hydrocarhon

gases, light hy the glowing of the charcoal, and ashes form
tiie residue.

H the wood is hnriied without free admission of

oxvoen, it is said to he roasted with dry distillation, under
which are preserved gases and carbon, with niimeroiiB other
products of

incomplete

combustion, all empyreumatic sub¬

stances of great economic value.
Although properly an account of these suhstances does no
come under Ihe direct activity of a forester, yet ho should
possess a general hnowledge of the products of distilla ion of
wood, as well as of all matters which hear on the sale and
value of wood, the chief jiroduct of his calling.

1.

"f W<h"L*

The apparatus for distilling wood varies with the products
to he obtained from it.

If gas and volatile products aie

required, the wood should he roasted in vessels with opmi
tubing from which those products can escape, in order to be
received in a refrigerator, pr to pass through it pinliied.
Such apparatus consists of boilers, retor s
‘
heavy liuids and solids are the chief desiderata, the wo d ,s
usually piled in large covered heaps, charcoal-kilns i p •
Whin wood is distilled in retorts or vessels, according to

Violelte, the decomposition of the
“‘Jowlh
ture of 160° C.; the condensed vapours
® ^
. .
“Ll, bitler liquid. A. 280- th. wSght . th. hqu.d «
u% ot the ueighl ol li. origin.l ueodi ptodoele tb»t .te
!. .

• J. Ueisch ■■ Die Verwenung des Hokes auf clicm. 'Vege, ind cd. 1S93.

obtained between 100“ and 280° are the most valuable, an
are chiefly sebaeic acids, such as formic, acetic, propionh
valerianic, caproic acids, then methyl-alcohol, carbonic aci^
and carbon monoxide.

Between 280° and 360° chiefly carbo

bydratos are formed; they take up much space, as ] cub
meter of wood yields 80 to 90 volumes of gas.

The producti

of heating over 360° are dense carbohydrates (tars), such ai
lienzol, toluol (methyl-benzene), carbolic acid, paraffin, anc
the gases acetyl, ethyls, ma)'sh-gas and hydrogen.

By heatinj

over 480", there is a small volume of

the above-namec

mbstances, whilst
product.

a

charcoal

remains

as

solid

residua

In every case, when quite pure, hydrated acetic acid is i
oolourless liquid, combustible, very caustic and with a strongly
mid odour; at 4' C. acetic acid becomes solid, but lignifies
It 16° ; after absorbing water it loses its ])ower of crystallisa.ion; hydrated acetic acid is .soluble in water,’alcohol and
ither.

Wood yields 2 to (H, of its w-cight in pure acetic acid,

vhich is used extensively for making vinegar.

In wood-

nnegar there i.s always some acetone, a combustible liquid
n which oils, resin and gun-cotton are very soluble; it is
low used in the manufacture of smokeless powder.
Pure methyl-alcohol or pyroligneous spirit is a colourless
iquid, in which resin and ethereal oils are very soluble, so
hat it is highly important in preparing lacquers and varnishes;
.fter further distillation pure methyl-alcohol is used for making
ar dyes.
The gas distilled from wood, 80 cubic meters from a stacked
nbic meter, owing to admixtures of CO2 and CO, requires
lurifymg by means of lime.

[In France charcoal is placed

t the base of the retoi’t in which the wood is distilled, and
he gas passes through the charcoal into a reservoir.
! said to purify it sufficiently.— Tr.]

This

According to Petteukofer

ae volumes of illuminating wood-gas produced by distilling
00 kilos (220 lbs.) of wood are:—
< lubic meters.

Willow
.... 38
Silver-fir .
.
.
.33

Cubic feet.

1,330
i_260

Cuhic motors.

Cubic £ect.

Birch

.

35

1,225

Oak .

.

34

1,190

.

38

1,155

.

33

1,155

.

32

1,120

.
.
.

Beech
Spruce
Larch

Wood therefore yields 2-1 times as much pis as does coal,
and the lighting power of wood-gas is to that of coal as
118: 100.
Broillard states (Rev. des E. ct I’’. 1000) that liicho, by
passing out the wood-gas

through glowing charcoal, has

succeeded in obtaining from m to 100 cubic meters of gas
from 100 lulos of wood.

Any wood, coppice-shoots, etc., will

do. and the apparatus is so simple that it can he set u]i in
any village or farm where there is plenty of refuse wood.
Neutral (non-acid) tars are used for making dyes, for which
hitherto chieily coal-tar has heen used.

Acid tars (creosote

and carholic acid) are powerful antiseptics.

At oi'dinary

temperatures solid naphthaline is a constituent and is a
certain reined}' against the clothcs-moth, also paialhn, hut
the latUsr is ohtained usually from raw petroleum.
Charcoal is a residual product from distillation in stoves
and retorts, hut is the chief product in the woods from char¬
coal-kilns and pits, w'hilst the gaseous and liquid products
are then either neglected or only of secondary iinjiorlance.
In the following pages the process of charcoal-making will he
described shortly.
Section II.—Chaecoal-Kilns.*‘

A charcoal-kiln is a heap of firewood of a regular shape,
and with a covering as effective as possible for keeping the
fire inside the kiln and excluding atmospheric air.
The shape is generally that of a paraboloid and only in
certain cases that of a horizontal prism.

Wood may be piled

in kilns either vertically or horizontally, and as these methods
of piling the wood, as well as the external form of the kiln,
• The Iwst work on charcoal.kilns is v, Borg's “ Anleitung sum vcrkolilcn rief

Ski-i...,” Srded,, 1880.
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jive rise to considerable differences in the process of char» '
eoal-maliing, vertical and horizontal kilns will be described
separately.
In vertical kilns, the wood is piled nearly vertically around
stakes in the middle of the kiln, so that the latter assumes
the shape of a paraboloid.

Horizontal kilns are distinguished

from the former kind by theii' prismatic shape and by the
fact that the charcoal is removed from them gradually as the
wood becomes carbonised.
Although the comparison between these methods will follow
at the end of the chapter, here it may he mentioned that the
vertical arrangement of the wood is that followed usually, as
experience shows that it givcis the best results.

A further

distinction depends on whether the kilns are made in the
forest find conseiiuently in different places every year as the
felling-areas change, near iron-fnrniices and other works using
charcoal, or in large kilns away from the forests.
It is evident that in the last ciise greater csire can be taken
and better results will follow than when kilns are burned in
the forest, fre(iuenlly under very unfavourable conditions.

In

spite of this disadvantage, however, forest charcoal-kilns are
more economical, as will he seen hereafter.
1. I'araholoiJal Ckaraml-kiliin.

There are two methods of making charcoal that do not
differ much from one iinothor—they are the common method
and the Alpine or Italian method.

The former is practised all

over Central and 'Western Europe, except jrarts of Styria, the
Tyrol, Lower Austria and Lower Bavaria.

(a) The Common Method of Charcoal-making.
i. Il’ocd «.v«/ for ('kifcoal-malfinfi.
Charcoal-making is a much more important industry in
mountain-districts stocked with coniferous
broadleaved

woods.

Whilst

forest than

in

in the latter—only the less

valuable fire-wood, round billets from early thinnings and
stump-wood are carbonised—in coniferous forests, frequently
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the best class of firewood and even timber may be used for,
this purpose, according to the demands of neighbouring works
for charcoal.
Any species of wood may bo carbonised, but the method
employed varies with its density and greater or less eomlmstibility.

It two kinds of wood are placed in the same kiln one of

which must remain some time burning in the kiln until the
other is carbonised, the former might be burned to ashes
before the latter can be I'oiuoved.

It is therefore advisable

to j)ile ordy one siiecies of wood at a time in a kiln; if different
species must for any reason be burned in the same kiln the
jweeaution shmdd be taken to restrict these to liardwoods or
softwoods only, or to sjdit the harder woods and place them
in the centre of the kiln, where tho heat is greatest.

It is,

however, always bettor to sejiarate tho woods, as charcoal made
from different species is used for different purposes.
As regards the comparative soundness and dryness of wood
for charcoal-making, it is customary to use only sound air-dried
wood,anduotdead wood.

Kotteuwoodisuselessforthopurpose,

and must he excluded carefully.

Carbonising broken billets is

a difficult process, as the pieces continue to glow for a long time
and may set lire to the kiln during the removal of the charcoal.
All wood for carbonisation sliould be spread out in dry parts
of the felling-area or of landing depots until it is air-dry, in
order that there may be the least possible waste, of heat in
driving off moisture from the wood.

Only in very hot summers,

or when the wood is highly resinous, is it advisable to use some¬
what greou wood so that the process may not he too rapid, or
else the workmen may not be able to keep the combustion of
the wood well in liand.
' The shape and dimensions of tlie billets have considerable
influence on the process of carbonisation.

Altbougli all parts

of a kiln do not burn at the same rate, yet it is advisable to
have the billets as uniform in shape as po.ssihlo.

As a rule,

therefore, only one assortment of wood is useil in a kiln; only
in cases of necessity, in very large kilns or in carbonising
stamp-wood, should deviations from this rule be allowed.,.
One of file chief points of difference between the eommoa ^
and Alpine methods of carbonisation is that, in the former ;
MM
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inerally the wood is split and used in small pieces, large 3
ieces of wood being used in the latter.
<
The length of the billets may be either that usual for fire'ood, or a special length may be given to charcoal-billets (rarely
xceeding (5 feet).

Tbo shorter the pieces the easier it is to give

he kiln its requisite shape, and the less the cost of its con¬
traction. Excepting small round billets under 2'^ inches (7 cm.)
hick, the wood should all be split; stump-wood also should, as
ar as possible, be split into small pieces.

This is especially

lecoBsary for broadleaved woods, which burn slowly.

In order

hat the wood may bo packed closely, all snags and unevenlesses should be trimmed oH, and fairly smooth, straight pieces
tet aside on the felling-area for charcoal-making.

Crooked

ind bout branchwood is used only in short pieces.

In piling

,he kiln, besides the round and split billets, short little pieces
)f wood are used to (ill interstices between the billets.

ii. <S7jflpc aiul fiize of A'iing.
The usual shape of a kiln is that of a paraboloid, the volume
,

....

of winch IS

(i? IT

/i

i

I

- X

where d is the diameter and h

the

height of the kiln; or, as it is easier to measure the girth than
the diameter of completed kilns,

^ j ^

~

~ 25‘13’

As, however, the shape of a kiln is usually not quite a para¬
boloid, but somewhat steeper and more pointed, 4 to 6 per cent,
may be deducted.

Some useful tables* have been prepared

for the cubic contents of kilns.

It is easy to calculate the

volume of a kiln whenever wood already stacked is used.
Kilns vary greatly in size in different districts ; sometimes^
as in the Spessart, Thuringia, etc., they contain only 400 to 700
stacked cubic feet (12 to 20 st. cub. meters), whilst in the
Harz they may be five times as large, and ten times as
large in the Alps.

In the common method a kiln of 1,000

to 1,400 st. cub. feet gives the best outturn and is easiest to
manage.
• Bobmeric, “Tafeln lar Bcrechnung der Kulncinhalto stebender Kohlea-,
JsieiliA'."

Berlin, f»nl I’arey, 1877.
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iii. Site for a Kiln.
The site for a kiln should be level, sheltered from winds,
with water at hand, and either on the felliiig-nrca or close to
it

tYhere several hundred stacks of firewood are to be car-

braised there should be room for several kilns close together
to save the cost of transport.

The nature of the ground b.dow

the kiln has considerable influence on its rate of burning; i
the soil is loose and porous it admits air to the interior of the
kiln which will burn rapidly and yield heating charcoal; if
the ’soil is heavy, the kiln will burn slowly and yield cold
charcoal.
A sandy loam is moat suitable, as it allows a
moderate inlet of air, being at the same time porous enough
to absorb the moisture, which descends from a burning kiln.
The soil should be of uniform nature under a kiln, in order
that the inlet of air and the rate of carbonisation may bo
uniform throughout.
’
A new site for a kiln is prepared as follows; the ground is
freed from all sticks, roots and stones; the grass-sods are
tlieii

up and the soil prepared as smoothly as for a

garden-bed.

The soil must be freed carefully from all stones

likely to heat any part of the kiln excessively.

The site

is levelled, a stake driven in at its centre and a circular
Hue traced as the boundary of the kiln.
raised

8 to

The centre is

12 inches (20 to 30 cm.), the higher the

stiffer the soil and harder the wood, the site being made to
slope off from the centre in all directions towards the external
circular line.

This arrangement is intended to increase the

inward draught of air and allow the liquids from the burning
.kiln to drain away, also that the piled billets may stand on
an edge and not on their section.

The site is trampled

down firmly and remains lying unused for some time, geneirally during winter, in order to settle and allow for any
improvement that may be required.

Before piling the

kiln, a heap of dry firewood should be burned on the site to
I 'however carefully a new site may have been prepared, it

is always inferior to one used repeatedly for kUns.

The loss

■^wood in using a new site may amount to from 10 to 17 or
im-.

mm2
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even '15 % (according to v. Berg).

The reason for tins is tRaitp

charcoal dust mixed with earth gives the proper degree of ■
porosity to the soil that is most advantageous for charcoal¬
making.

The charcoal-hurners, therefore, always prefer old

sites for kilns, and changing a site is always disadvantageous.
Although as far as possible suilable sites are chosen for
kilns, j’et in mountainous forests it is often necessary to make
one on a slope, in a narrow gorge or other unfavourable place. ■
Then an excavation is made in the hill-side and an embank¬
ment formed downhill so as to secure a horizontal site.

It is

then bettor to support the lower side of the site by wsittlework, or logs may be piled on one another and covered with
earth to form the lower side of the site.

Kilns made on sites

like these always have a draught in one particular direction,
which the burners must try to counteract by various devices
whilst the kiln is burning.

There must bo round the kiln a

clear sjiace sufficiently large for the burners to work in and
affording room for the charcoal-burners to stack the wood, also
for a hut and so on.
iv. Erection of the Kitn.
At the centre of the kiln is a flue, which is constructed of
three or four stakes driven into the ground about one foot
apart.

They are bound round with withes, forming a hollow ,

shaft, which is filled with very dry, combustible firewood.

The

way in which the latter is inserted depends on whether the
kiln is to bo kindled from above or below.

In the latter case

a dry board is placed under the fine to keep back the soil- ‘
moisture; highly combustible fuel, such as pieces of resinous
wood, shavings, bircb-bark, etc., are tlien jdaced upon the .
board, the ui)por part of the Hue being filled somewhat loosely *
with broken branches, half-burned bits of wood, shavings, etc.
When the kiln is kindled from above, the flue is filled in the ;
reverse manner.
:
The flue once filled, finely split pieces of dry wood and
partly carbonised billets are placed around it, the spaces .
between them being filled with wood-shavings, and then the, '
regular kiln is constructed.

This is done by piling two tiers,-!

of .billets, the ,burner placing dry pieces of wood as closely ag J
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possible round the shaft, with their split sides inwards, followed
by larger pieces, so that at a distance of about half the radius
of the kiln the thickest pieces, which hum most slowly, are
placed,

and

Fig. 311.

smaller billets

outside

these,

as

shown in

After some progress has heon made in the lower

l.'lj,. :!|I,-.Si’clii)ll III' i-l)illc'"iil-killl,

tier of hillets, the upper tier is commenced and the twe
tiers continued together till the kiln has attained its full
circumteronce.
If the kiln is to he kindled from below, a kiiidling-passagt

FIs'. 312.—Vertical kiln with siii>|iorts.

is left communicating with the flue; this is effected by placing
on the ground from the opening in the flue to the edge of the
kiln a thick log, which is gradually drawn away during the
piling of the lower tier, leaving a hollow passage.

The billets

placed above this log should be somewhat shorter than the
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■est, so as to secure a levei suriace lo the lower tief.

This-;

jassage should be exposed always to windward, but is not
•equired if the kiln is kindled from above.
When the two tiers of billets are piled the top of the kiln
is filled in, as shown in Fig. Hll.

For this, the wood, which

should bo composed of small dry pieces, is laid very obliquely
or horizontally.

When the kiln is kindled from below, its

whole top, including the fine, is thus covered; but when the
kindling is elTectod from above, the Hue runs through the top
of the kiln.
Although the burners (uidoavour in piling the billets to
place them as vertically as possible, as they are piled with,
their thick ends downwards tlu'-y become gradually inclined
outwards, so that eventually the outside of the kiln acquires
a slope of (10 degrees or 70 degrees.

This slope is necessary

to supj)ort the covering of the kiln, being greater or less
according to the state of the weather; during summer, in
dry weather, it eannot be so great as in damp weather,
whenever the covering does not dry veu-y rapidly, a steeper
slope is permissible.
The charging of the kiln is completed by carefully stopjiing
all openings and crevices with small split pieces of wood, in
order lo prevent too great a draught and save the covering
from collapsing.

V. Siip/iorfiihi nnif (’iim-hii/ Ihc Kiln.

The next ste)i is to apply the covering, which should be as
air-tight and fire-proof as possible.

Two coverings are applied,

termed the inner and outer coverings ; in order th.at they
may not collapse they are siqqiorted by pieces of wood, termed
the upper and lower supports.

Every kiln reipiires at least

the latter, which are formed of stout, short, forked pieces of
wood driven into the ground all round the edge of the kiln;
they may be replaced by a row of stones as big as one’s head,
on which split billets arc placed contiguously in a circle a few
inches from the ground for the covering to rest oh and to
admit air to the kiln.

In some districts iron supports are

used, shaped like circular segments with a prop at one end of
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iiach piece; these are placed all round the kiln and are very
durable.
The upper supports form a similar circle higher up the kiln,
resting on vertical billets or forked pieces of wood; they are
placed in position after the lain is covered.

Tii some districts

a third circle of supports is added, but that is not usual.
The material used for the inner covering of the kiln con¬
sists of sods, leaves, moss, spruce or silver-fir brancluis, ferns,
rushes, broom, heather, etc.

Thin sods placed like tiles over¬

lapping one another form the densest covering, and loaves or
silvor-tir branches also afford a dense covering.

The covering

is applied first to the top of the kiln, and sbonld bo thick
enough to pr(‘V('nt the earth of the outer covering from
penetrating through it.
The outer covering consists of a wot mixture of loamy
forest soil and charcoal-dust, the reniaius of former kilus, for
which fresh humus may he substituted.

These substances

should he mixed thoroughly with a boo, freed from all stones,
and water added to form a stiff paste, whicli must have suflicient consistency to serve as a dense coating to tho kiln without
becoming quite crusted by the heat, remaining soft enough
during the Imrning to yield without craeddng to the gradual
sinking of iho kiln, and to allow the steam to escape.
This paste is applied first at the foot of the kiln, then
the upper row of supports are placed over it and the paste
continued up to the top of tho kiln, being applied more thickly
there than below.
0-7

11).

The total thickness of the covering is

at the base and O’S m. at the top, somewhat less round

the flue.
After the kiln is covered, a wind-break is placed around it
at a sufficient distance to allow room for the men to manage
the kiln; it is made usually of coniferous branches at least
as high as the kiln and fastened to stakes driven into the
ground; this may he disiiensed with in thoroughly sheltered
places.
vi. Kindling and Ilurning Ihe Kiln.
If the kiln is kindled from below, one of the burners applies
A torch made of resinous wood-splinters through the kindling-
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passage to the kindling material at the bottom of the line,
that is thus fired.

When kindled from above a little fire is

lighted at the top of the flue.

The kiln is fired always on a

still morning before daybreak, whilst its base is open under
the lower supports.

If the fire has caught i>roperly, first

the flue and its contents are burned thoroughly, then the
immediately adjoining wood, the lire rising 1,o the lop of the
kiln.

Ah soon as the donu! becomes very hot, steam mingled

with thick flocky smoke issues from it.

At tliis period there

is always more or less danger of bursting owing to the formation
inside the kiln of an explosive mixture of air and combustible
gases, or a sudden devohjpment ol steam.

W'eie smdi a mis¬

fortune to happen, the covering would be blown oJf and the

Kijj’.

—Showing progress of fnil»iiii'«iitii*ii.

arrangement of the wood disturbed.

Too loose a soil under

the kiln or too rapid burning may thus im]ieril matters, the
risk of bursting being greater with dry than with slightly
green wood.
After a few hours, the smoke acquires a pungent odour, a
sign that the wood is being decomposed and that carbonisa¬
tion is in progress.

Charcoal is formed first in the dome ol

the kiln, proc(!e(iing downwards in a wedge (Pig. 81fl), and
the latter sinks down, carrying with it the covering, which
should adhere more or less firmly to it.

If the carbonisation

proceeds properly, a flame should issue from the top of the
chimney in the form of a symmetrical cone, widening-ouf
more and more till flames protrude from the base of the
kiln.
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vii. Moik of CotuhifUmj Iho Ihintinii.
The normal process of carbonisation just described cannot
be secured always uninterruptedly.

The draught is some¬

times greater in one particular direction and the kiln itself
is seldom uniformly built or covered: it may therefore settle
down unsymmetrieally or burn too quickly or too slowly.
Charcoal-burners should know how to secure the kiln against
th(»e mishaps, and keep it burning in as noinial a manner as
possible.
This is effected by the following procedure

-Tbe lire should

be led gradually from the top of the kiln to its base, so that
the kiln may settle down symmelrically and without burning
tlui charcoal.
that,

is

The si)ac.e left open at the base of the kiln,

subsequently closed, may be r(voi)ened

if more

draught is recpiired, and boles made in the upi)er part of the
covering through which flames protrude, in order to regulate
the burning.

On the st'cond or thii'd day after kindling, the

first holes are made through both coverings down to the wood
on the leeward side of the kiln.

Tliese are usually in two

rows, somewhat below the flame at the to|> of the kiln.

At

first the smolo! i.ssuing from these holes contains steam, but
the nearer the comlmstion approaclies the lioles, tbe clearer,
more pungent and pyroligneous it becomes; when it finally
turns blue, it denotes that the charcoal is burning,

lieforo

the smoke turns blue, therefore, the ui)per holes must be closed
with paste by means of a flat shovel, aiul a fresh row opened
below the lower row.

If burning proceeds too rapidly on any

side of the kiln, all vent-holes must he stopfjed, the covering
thickened and water applied if necessary.
By means of these simple arrangements, which require the
burners’ clo.se attention, the wood in the kiln is carbonised
gradually.

When the carbonisation is nearly over, the fire is

at the base of the kiln ; holes are then ofained there through
which at length flames protrude, showing that the burning is
completed.

The burners must be

now on the watch to

extinguish the fire at the right moment, and by applying
fresh paste or watering the kiln prevent any cracking or
bursting of the covering.

^yjU.UlA3M

,,

During

the

kindling

procesB,

the

shaft ot

me

nue,;:

especially in its upper part, burns completely and leaves a
hollow apace in the kiln.

Hollows also may form in other parts

of the kiln owing to a defective site, to bad piling, kindling or
control of the burning, or to the wood being too damp.

If these

hollows were not filled, they would cause a draught and attract
the fire, the normal course of the burning would bo hindered
and the yield of charcoal reduced.

Owing to the continual

increase in size of these hollows, the covering might at length
fall in and the kiln burst into flames.

All hollow s must there¬

fore bo filled promptly with short ))ieces of wood or large pieces
of charcoal.
The following method of filling hollows is adopted;—When¬
ever the burners have noticed that owing to a marked collapse
of the covering a hollow has been formed, and have placed the
wood or charcoal required to fill it alongside the kiln, they
should test the extent of the hollow by tapping the covering
with a mallet.

They then remove the covering over the hollow,

press down the contents with a piece ot wood and fill the hollow,
covering it again rapidly with branches and paste, and beat
the covering into a firm condition.

All vent-holes should be

stopped at least one hour before filling a hollow and for a
whole day afterwards burning should be conducted without
any holes in the kiln.

The hollow made by the combustion of

the chimney is filled on the first evening of the burning and
often must be filled again on the second, third, fourth and
even on the fifth evening.

Often the top-filling is required

several times on the same day; in large kilns, as many as
k 15 to 20 top- and side-fillings may be required during the
burning and several more whilst the kiln is cooling.
It is evident that filling hollows in a kiln must waste charcoal,
as by opening the covering a draught is caused and the fire
I unduly stimulated; charcoal is thus burned owing to the flames
■ breaking out, and in pressing down the contents of the
kiln some of the charcoal

is

broken

into

small

pieces.

, Filling cannot, however, be dispensed with; every endeavour
should tlierefore be made to prevent the sides of the kiln from,
collapsing, and to reduce a number of indispensable fillings to
V, a minimum.
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viii. Wakhifui ami Cooliiif/ <loH-n the Kiln. •
Every evening during the burning of the hiln the burners
ihould adopt proper measures to secure regularity in the
turning.

Places

where the

charcoal

is already burnt

should be beaten down with a mallet, any lillings which
may be required should bo eflVcted, cracks which may have
opened in the covering should be carefully closed and all holes
closed if the weather is sloi'iny.

Frequent inspection of the

kiln at night is necessary.
Towards the completion of the carbonisation, when the kiln
has sunk considerably and the upper covering is very dry and
cracked, it should be well beaten down ami covered with damp
earth, or watered, so as to exclude the air more and more.

As

soon as the lower covering burns and flames apjiear at the
foot of the kiln, it is clear that the carbonisation is completed;
all vent-holes must then be stopped and the whole surface of
the kiln covered with damp earth.
for about ‘2-1 hours.

The kiln is then left alone

Then in order to hasten the cooling, the

burners remove the, covering in strips and apply fresh earth to
the glowing charcoal

so as to fill up all cievdces.

This

extinguishes the lire rapidly, an important point whcui the
weather is dry ; about 21 hours, us a rule, after this has been
done, the charcoal may be removed.

ix.

lifiJiiovitl of ifn' ('hoTCOuh

In order that the charcoal may be of good quality, it should
not remain longer than is necessary in the glow of the
kiln.

At the same time it must be removed gradually, so as

not to set the kiln in a blane.

A commencement is made in

the evening and the work continued all night, when any lire
may be seen more readily: each night only a certain quantity
of the charcoal is removed, according to the size of the kiln.
The method adopted is as follows;—The burner, with a long¬
toothed iron fork, opens the kiln on the leeward side and
ijremoves as much charcoal as he can without setting the kiln in
flames.

The charcoal is laid on one side and usually watered,

iWbilst the hole is filled with earth.

Then the kiln is opened
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at anotner place ana so on an round, until there is notnin|f«
lelt but its centre, consisting of small pieces of charcoal, eart^J
and ashes, which eventually are raked out and allowed to coot^
Once the charcoal has been removed, it is sorted according 'I
to size, the small pieces being sifted from the ashes.

What is -

left is mixed with the ashes, etc., and serves for covering the
next kiln.

The parity carbonised pieces may be kept for

filling or kindling otluir kilns, or carbonised in small kilns
made specially for the purpose.

(li) Alpine* Method of Charcoal-making.
The inetliod of charcoal-making employe<i in many parts of
the Ueruiiin Atjis dilTors in some respects from the ordinary
method.

The Alpine kilns are usually in fixed places near

river-booms, in timber-depots or at the base of an extensive
mountainous tract.

The wood thus carbonised is almost

exclusively coniferous (chiefly sprucewood ami less frequently
that of larch and silver-fir) and generally in round pieces

2 meters (G^ feet) long.

The site for the kiln is prepared as in

the ordinary method, except that it is quite i'at, a wooden base
being supplied to the kiln.
The base is formed, as shown in Fig. 314, by placing split
billets radially from the flue outwards, on them other pieces
are placed sufficiently close together so that all the wood to be
carbonised can rest on them, but sufficient intervals are left
for a draught of air.
The flue is formed by three stout polos often kept in position
by iron rings and is filled, as before, with kindling material.
Piling the wood, on account of the size and weight of the pieces,
is a heavy piece of work.

The kiln is formed of two tiers, and a

dome with two thin layers of wood, and is from 5 to 6 meters
(16 to 19 feet) high.

The wood should be piled as closely as

possible, all the larger interstices being filled with split wood.
The kilns are usually larger than ordinary ones, but excessively
large ones containing 1,500 to 2,000 cubic meters (50,000 to
70,000 cubic feet) are made no longer.
[Also termed the Italian method, but Gayer states that usually Italiauf
foUow the Qidinary method with feindling from aboTC.—-IJr.]
.
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As the heavy pieces of wood can be piled only with
difficulty on the base of the kiln, a kind of a wooden
tramway or sledge-road is constructed, on which the pieces
can be brought to the kiln in trucks or sledges.

As a rule

the kindling is effected from above, and for this puri)oso a
central cavity is arranged at the top of the kiln in which the
flue terminates.

When all the large pieces of wood are piled,

the interstices are filled in carefully with small pieces of
split wood.
Alpine kilns usually are covered more thickly than common

Kig. 31J.—Alpine kiln.

« rcpresenl.s .a Kimee left when kindling is

appliifl from below, as in S. Ibtvaria.

kilns.

Ordinary material, if found close at hand, is used for,

the first covering; usually, however, only a single covering
of mixed clay and humus is used, which must be spread very
carefully over the wood. Special kinds of props also are used
to support the sides of the kiln, which are at gradients of
60 degrees or 70 degrees. These props are formed either as in
Fig. 315, of planks (»i) placed edgeways round the kiln, having
niches cut into them at half their length, on which horizontal
planks (m) rest to support the covering (dd), or stout T-shaped
props are used as in Fig. 816.
The covering is plastered on to the base of the kiln first,- ■
0m the lower' props are applied and the plastering continued^
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all the upper props are required; then the dome is oom-1
pletely plastered, though at first only thinly so as to allow?
the gases to escape.
The kiln is kindled by filling lightly the still open flue with
short thin pieces of split wood, on which comes a layer of
glowing charcoal. As soon
as the kindling material has
thoroughly caught fire, fresh
charcoal is from time to time
heaped on. The split wood
which for a time supi)orts the
charcoal burns completely,
and the glowing charcoal falls
to the bottom of the flue.
The flue is then filled with
Fig. 315 —riank-snpp«irts of
charcoal, which is pressed
Alpine kiln.
down, and the kindling cavity
also filled with a heap of charcoal. After a few hours
the flue is burned through from below, and must be
repeatedly filled, as long as the glowing charcoal con¬
tinues to sink. When all danger of explosion is over and

Fig. 316-—I'rop BUpportB of Alpine kiln.

he wood in the dome is thoroughly kindled, it is covered
rith paste, and the burning conducted henceforth as in
irdinary kilns.
. . ,
j
j
In Alpine kilns the filling which has just been described
pust be most carefully conducted; as a rule, only charcoal w
iwed for the puipc^.

’“WAicb'iE-k'AKiito.
Pthe Alpine method then differs from the ordinary method
>f burning kilns in the following points:—
; (i) Thelargedimensionsof thepiecesof woodtobeearbonised
snd the fact that usually they are not split.

• (ii) The wooden base of the kiln to cause a draught of air,
which is required owing to the large pieces of usually green
wood which are being carbonised.
(iii) The large dimensions of the kilns,
f (iv) Only one covering being applied to the kilns, that is
usually thick and requires special supports.
(v) By the special mode of kindling, which is usually, though
not always, from above.
2. Kilns irith Wood yiled Iloiizonttdly.
In Sweden and Austria, wood to be carbonised is piled
horizontally, but the practice is becoming less frequent than
was formerly the case. The following are the chief points of
difference between this and the ordinary method.
(i) The wood carbonised is chiefly coniferous; the pieces are
round logs, barked if possible, and of various dimensions up to
20 feet or (in Sweden) 26 feet in length. The pieces of wood
must be quite straight, or they could not be piled densely. As
such large pieces may be used for timber, the method is
employed only in localities where the timber of the species in
s^uestion is unsaleable.
I (ii) The site chosen for the kiln is usually on slightly
|inclined ground, hut otherwise of a nature similar to that
i described for ordinary kilns.
It is also prepared similarly, but
often is merely levelled, covered with earth and firmly beaten
down.
I The size of the kiln also should be considered, its breadth
J^ng the length of the pieces of wood*nd its length varying
{Usually 13 to 20 feet, but often 25 to 40 feet, and even, accordpig to V. Berg, 60 feet). The site should be a long yectangle,
ihe longer side of which has a slight gradient.
ln piling the wood, the first point is to make the base of
In; it consists of three long straight poles which are
on the ground at equal intervals, lengthways as regards

E
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the kilns (Pig. 317, m m).

At the lower end of the kiln boom

stakes are driven into the ground (Figs. 317, 318, p p p), andl
the piling commences against these stakes.

As in the figures,

the thickest wood is placed iii the middle of the kiln and near

l''iy:.l!lU7.— Ilnnziiiitiil

kiln.

its upper extremity, while the smaller pieces are placed above,
below and at its foot.
The wood should, in this case also, ho piled as closely as
possible, and interstices iillod in with split ffood.

The flue is

Fig. lUH.—[loiizontiil kiln.

formed, as may be seen from Fig. 317, a, by placing several logs
around a cylindrical hole running from side to side of the kiln,
or as in Fig. 318, a, a kindling chamber is left open, as it
customary in Steiermark.
.(iv) The kiln is now covered; the inner covering is usually
spruce or silver-fir twigs, the lower ends of which are stuck

lie wood BO that they overlap one another like tiles.

The outer

icovering consists of a paste similar to that used in ordinary
i

kilns, or the same mixed with damp earth,
In order that this paste may adhere to the vertical walls of
the kiln, the latter are supported by poles placed 6 to 8 inches
apart along the two sides of the kiln, and its front (Fig. 319), or
in Steiermark the whole kiln, is surrounded by iilanks (Fig. 318)
resting on horizontal logs (» n it, I'ig. 319), to secure a draught
of air.

The paste is applied between theso planks and the

ends of the logs, and is rammed down.

The back of the kiln

is, in Sweden, supported by props (c c c. Pig. 317).

Ki". 3t!i.

The roof is

Hack wall ct a hdilKontul kiln.

at first only thin, and is thickened alter the kiln has been fired,
when there is no longer any danger of its bursting.
(v) Tn order to fire the kiln, tho kindling flue, or chamber, is
filled with readily combustible material, the filling being con¬
tinued with an open flue until the kiln is thoroughly alight. The
whole front portion of the kiln must burn if the fire is to con¬
tinue uniformly throughout.

Once this has been secured the

kindling flue, or chamber, may be closed, and the combustion
eontinued by opening successive vent-holes in the roof (in Steier¬
mark also in the sides of the kiln), as in the ordinary method.
Carbonisation proceeds obliquely backwards, the fire being
always more advanced towards the roof than at the base of
the kiln.

Thus the base of the back of the kiln is the last to

be carbonised, and the process is completed as soon as flamee
\emerge from ventholes there.

The charcoal is cooled bj
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removing part of the roof and putting earth on it, the wails
not being opened.
(vi) The ciiarcoal is removed first from the front of the
kiln.

A portion is removed daily, and the kiln closed again.

In Stoiermark, a coniineuccment is made hy removing the
charcoal whilst the hack of the kiln is still hurniiig.

As the

front part of the kiln hums longest and the charcoal there
becomes light, atteuii)ts are made to prevent this by its early
removal.

It shouhl, however, be remembered that this frequent

opening increases the draught, and must cause a considerable
loss of charcoal.
8.

Pil-ldbia.

Charcoal-making in pits is the roughest and least productive
method.

A round jiit with sloping sides is dug in ground

sufficiently' firm for the puri)ose, to a depth of about a meter,
and is filled with dry brushwood.

This is kindled and remains

burning openly luitil the smoke ceases and the glowing embers
remain; these are then ja'essod together, the wood being
placed in the pit and left to burn till the smoke has ceased.
Fresh wood is thou thi'own in at repeated intervals until the
pit is full.

Then the pit is covered with sods and earth, and

the charcoal allowed time to cool; the pit can be opened in
1 to 2 days for removal of the charcoal.

Such a method is

justifiahle only when wood has hardly any value, as almost free
admission of air is involved.

If the pit is dug on a little hill

or on a gentle mountain-slope so that a channel from it leads
out to the lowest part of the ground, the liquid p>roducts of
distillation (tar) can be .secured.

Similarly tar may be col¬

lected from ordinary kilns if pits are dug below the kiln, as in
Russia.

Kilns may be surrounded also by masonry, as in

lime-kilns, so that both charcoal and tar may be obtained.
4. Yield of Charcoal.
In discussing the quantity of charcoal which a certain volume
of wood may be made to yield, the following points should be
considered:—the kind of wood, situation of kiln, state of
weather, prooess and duration of burning, and different
methods of carbonisation.

CHARCOAL-MAKING.
(a) Kind of ■wood.--All wood being couverlcd into charcoal
naturally shrinks.

Dry wood Hhrinks less than green wood,

and consequently gives a larger r(‘turn.

Largo pieces of wood

also yield in volume more charcoal than small pieces, as more
of the former can be piled in a kiln.
(b) Situation of kiln.- The nature of the site of a kiln has
an important effect on the yield of charcoal, a new site yielding
less than one repeatedly used.
(c) State of the weather.- The weather has important
effects on the yield of a kiln.

Uniformly still weather, which

occurs frequently in late summer and autumn, is best; change¬
able weather, accompanied by storms, is most unfavourable.
(d) Process of burning.—Slow, careful progress, especially
during the earlier part of the burning, not only yields heavier
charcoal, but also a larger volume of it.
(e) Duration of the burning. - The length of time during
which a kiln should burn is very variable and dei)onds on its
size, on the dimensions and degriie of dryness of the billets, the
quicker or slower action of the lire (according to the site,
arrangemeul of the wood, weather, etc.) and many other
circumsiances.

Small kilns of sjaaicewooil containing 700 to

1,000 .^lacked cubic feet are carboniseil in 0 to 8 days, beechwood in somewhat less time.

Large kilns containing 3,500 to

7,000 cubic feet, in favoiirabh! weather, rwiuire about 4 weeks
to burn, and in unfavourable weather, 5 to 0 weeks.
(f) Methods of carbonisation.

It is difficult in practice to

decide which method gives the best outturn, as there are so
many intervening facts.

It appears, however, that the common

method, with kindling from below, gives the best results.
comparative outturn of charcoal in quantity and

The

quality

depends greatly on the skill and foresight of the burners,
which is really the most important of all factors, as exjierienee
shows in the case of permanent sites of kilns where the burners
are frequently changed.
(g) General results.—Charcoal may be measured by weight
or volume, the latter being more frequent and large baskets or
rectangular measures being used for the purpose.
Coniferous wood yields more charcoal than broadleaved
species; soft, broadleaved woods less than coniferous wood,
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but luore than hardwood.

Branchwood and wood in the round’

yield less than split wood.

Thus the yield of charcoal is

inversely proportional to llie sp. weight of the wood, as
heavy wood shrinks more than light wood.
weight

is

The yield hy

directly i)roi)ortional to the sj). weight

of the

wood.
.
The average yield from forest kilns may he considered
good for broadlcaved wood with 50%, and for coniferous wood
60%, by volume.
wo<jd.
Yon

Berg,*

The yield by weight is about 25% for all
from average conditions of all mlervomiif

factors and after comparing large (piantities of wood, givei
the following percentages
I

SlK’CtOh ul' Wtxnl

\ tllUllM'.

i
lU‘(‘ch t»r (kiK (spill bilk'is) .
JkU'il

.“>2

j

i«

Scots pine
M
„
Spruce
„
„
(stiinii»-w«Ki«l)

1
'

(».> - ?•)

;

„

(iouimI billets)

,,

(small braiicliwootl) .

.'ill

(t.V- (»H
r,i) (W

1
1

!
^

i

1
'

TfO

42—r»o
IK

2(1 - 22
20-21
22-2.')
22-2(;
21 -2r.
20 24
li) 22

Beschovent gives the following results of his researches in
Eisloben, in iiercentages
SjM’Cil'S

j

Volniiir.

Wwoht

Oak.
Bceob
.
Hoiiibcaiii.
Birch
.
Scots pine ...

1

7I-S
72
r)7'2
OS-.-*
(>2-(l

21 2
227
20 (5
20-0
2.'»

1
;

5. Aasorliiu’iit.
Charcoal is classified as soon as it is taken from the kiln,
according to the species of wood of which it is made, and
also according to the size of the pieces.

The smaller pieces

* “ Anleituag scum VerkoblcndosHol7.es.”
\ (imlhe. •* BreuumaUiialien.”
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are sifted from the refuse dust and sold separately, while
pieces that are not sufficiently charred are set aside for a fresh
kiln, or are charred again at once in small kilns.

t). Propeiiii'’< of ('hareoal
Good charcoal has a heating power of 7,000 to 8,000 calories,
approaching that of pure carbon.

Its composition is as

follows
Carbon

.

Hydrogen

.

O.xygen

.

Hydroscopic water

.

75-80%
1-5

2-5 „

.

8- 12 „

.

6-12 „

.

1

Ashes

„

Tioleltc has sliown tliat ibe (|iiantity of carlion in charcoal
is lower, the greater llie heal of coinbnstion.

Cliarcoal has a

higiier heating-jiower, the heavier it is and the Iicavier tlie
wood from whiclt it is made : while the higlua’ the temperature
at whi(di it is harned the lower is its sp. weight.

Violetto

therefore assigned to charcoal of elder-wood ; At

OoO'-' a sp. weight of loO

„ 1,025”

„

„

• 184

„ 1,500”

„

.,

187

On the average the sp. weight of charcoal varies from 140
200, that of water being 100.
The sp. weight of charcoal in pieces, with numerous air
iterstices, according to Hassenfrats is : —
Birch.‘-lO'S
Ash ;.‘20‘0
Beech.18‘7
Hornbeam.1841
Elm.18-0
Spruce.17'0
Oak.18‘5
According to Mayr’s researches, the sp. w'eight of the hesi
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Japanese charcoal (Qtiercus serratn) is 82‘9; of beech char¬
coal,

38‘5;

spruce,

figures are too low.

SI'S;

boxwood, 81'7.

Hassenfratz’s

Good charcoal should bo bluish black,

with an oily lustre; it should not split, but have a conchoidal
fracture, should have a metallic ring when struck, and exhibit
clearly the structure of the wood.

It should be hard and

without taste or colour, burn with a short, blue flame, without
smoke or odour, without crackling or emitting sparks.

Good

charcoal is highly absorptive of gases ; beech charcoal absorbs
85 times its volume of (lOa, 90 times its volume of ammonia.
Charcoal is anti.septic, it iirevents a mouldy scout and hinders
decomposition ; it has an immense durability.

fsEC'j'ioN

III.

-The Comiuistion of Wood.

As I'egards the utili,sation of the combustion

of wood

for heating piirj)0.s(!s, thi.s is dealt with in the next chapter on
the industrial uses of wood ; here, changes in the substance
of wood by combustion in order to obtain useful materials
from soot and ashes are considei'ed.
LamjMack is j)rci)ared chiefly where there are supplies
of resinous conifers used for making turpentine and rosin.
The residue after making oil of turpentine and the resinous
roots of pines supply the raw material, which is burned with
admission of oxygen sufiicieut to maintain a weak, reddish,
smoky

dame.

chambers

The

covered

soot

is collected from the smoke in

internally

with

wool.

Lampblack

is

obtained also from coal-tar.
Ashes, manure-ash and potash were obtained formerly,
when wood was without any value, by burning the wood
with complete exposure to the air.
confined to remote forests only.

Such a practice is now

But in modern artificial

forests there is still much misaleable material from which
ashes may be obtained profitably.

Branch-wood and top-and-

lop, the almost worthless materials from cleanings and early
thinnings, rotten woo<l and stump-wood attacked by fungi is best
burned, so that it may not increase danger to the forest from
insects, fungi and fires.

The ashes thus obtained are rich in

potash, and when mixed with humus 8upply!splendid garden-
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Ashes when freed from earth and pieces of charcoal

yield the following percentages of potash :—
Silver-fir .

.

3!)'0

Oak .

.

33-3

Beech

.

28'0

Birch

.

23-(;

Larch

.

23-()

Spruce

.

l!)-7

Scots pine.

.

11-3

J5y washing the ashes, boiling tin; solution so as to evaporate
the water and heating the residtie, jwtash is obtained.
Suction IV.

Chkmical .^oenciks kou Out.vtnino tiik
CoNsTirrnN’is on Woon.

(a) Cellulose.-■ Cellulose is eniidoyed ebietly for making
into paper,

raper-jiulp obtained from wood is not only

cheaper than that [irepared from rags, lint gives clearer print
and wears away the type le.ss.

On the other hand jiaper that

contains mucli wood-pulp soon becomes brittle and yellowish;
hence much of the paper made from wood is useless after
about ten years, and it cannot be used for important docu¬
ments.

I’nmixed wood-pulp is, tbei'efore, used cbicily for

pasteboard, packing paper and the coarser kinds of paper.
For superior pa]ier some rag-pulp must he mixed with woodpulj).

Nevertheless, the amount of rag-pnlp used depends

essentially on the jirocess einjiloyed in making wood-pulp,
and good wood-cellulose is considered as an alternative for
rags.
The wood of aspen and lime are preferred for paper-pulp,
but as they are quite insufficient for the demand for this
material, coniferous wood is used, chiefly that of spruce.
Besides these woods those of poplar
America those
employed.

of

and birch, and in

Liriodendron and AVeymouth pine, are

Poles and logs of 10 to 30 cm. (4 inches to

12 inches) in diameter, prepared as for firewood billets, were
usually chosen.

At present wood of ’ larger dimensions is

employed, as the cost o| transport, etc., is considerably^less

■
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tlian for small iiieces.

The wood should be free from knots

and ])erfoclly sound; half dead and dead wood from thinnings '
is rejected.

I’eeled round pieces 10 to 80 cm. in diatueter -

and 2 to 4 m. long are stacked in cords for pulp-wood.
The present enormous demand for wood-pulp is one of the
chief causes of the cleai'ance of numerous ))rivate woodlands,
as wood of moderate diinensionK is ijuite suitable.

In Saxony

CO'X) of the total timber-sujtply was used in 1902 for paperpulp.

In North America (1900

8) 200,000 acres of forest

were cleared for wood-pulp, in order to supply 210 paper
factoiies.

By far the greatest supply of paper-pulp comes

now' from the extensive coniftiroiis forests of Canada, and is
inoi o and more threatening to {fernian trade.
As has been ex])lain(!d on p. 79, the walls of wood-fibres
are formed chiefly of cellulose and lignin, with gum, tannin,
coniforin, etc.

In ordiu’ to soi)ara(,e the cellulose from these

substances, the w'()o<l is macerated and the lignin, gums, etc.,
separated as •' incriisting material ” from the pure cellulose.
Various acids, such as nitric acid and mixtures of nitric and
hydrochloric acid are used; but independently of the great
cost of these acids—foi' they can bo employed only once—this
combination with cellulose is caustic and emits poisonous
gases.
The treatment with nitric acid attacks the cellulo.se and
converts it into sugar, which may be neutralised with lime
and made into alcohol.

At Bex,'’' in Switzerland, 1 cubic meter

(85 cubic feet) of silver-fir wood yields 100 kilos (220 lbs.)
of unbleached and 70 kilos of bleached cellulose.
Caustic alkalis also dissolvi! the incriisting substances and
saponify the resin; they have the gi-oat advantage of being
utilisable several times for macoratiou.

Of these alkalis

caustic soda is the most important; it is prepared from soda
by the addition of lime.
In preparing cellulose by means of caustic soda, the wood,
freed from bark, knots, etc., is cut in an oblique direction to
its length into pieces aliout 2 cm. thick; they are ground into
splinters between iluted rollers, working as in a large coffee- (
grinder, that are 2 cm; long and 6 and 8 mm. thick.

TheseJ

^ Dersebf ** Die Ver^xriuug des llolzes Quf chcuu»chcn Wege, ’ 1893.
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splinters are placed in sheet tin perforated vessels that are
put into a fixed horizontal boiler.

IVhen the boiler is full

of these vessels, it is hermetieallj’ closed, pumped full of a
solution of soda, and boiled under pressure of 10 ata. by
means of a fire kindled below it.
is emptied.

After 8 to -i hours the boiler

The raw cellulose thus obtained is washed, refined,

bleached, and pressed successively l)y several drying rollers,
coming out in the form of felt.
solution can be used again.

From To to 80',’;, of the

This solution is known in the

trade as “ soda-cellulose.”
More recently this soda iirocess is being abandoned for that
of preparing cellulose by means of sulphuric acid, which is
brought into contact with the wood splinters in the form of a
solution of calcium sulphate.

In this method, introduced into

Germany by Mitscherlich, the si)lintered wood is placed in
large boilers andshiamed, then the solution of calcium sulphate
is admitted and boiled with a jiressure of ih to 5 ats. for 50 to
60 hours.

The solution comes from tall towers filled with

lime, through which sulphurous acid from burning sulphur
passes while water trickles in fi’om above.

The s(dution of

calcium sulphah' is collected in reservoirs below.

The material

coming from the boiler is in reddi.sh-3'ellow soft pieces, that
are pounded, washed, jjassed through sieves, and pressed into
felt by rollers.
Cellulose made by both the above processes is used partly
for paper-making, partly for wood-pulp (i>. 501).
'in Germany 600 cellulose factories using annuiilly

There are
millions

of (nihic meters of wood.
Kellner’s electrical process for preparing cellulose con¬
sists in boiling the wood with solutions, chiefly of salt,
and at the same time passing an electric current through it.
This separates the incrustiug material from the cellulose.
It cannot be denied that there is now in Germany an over¬
production of wood-pulp, that is increased by the competition'
of America and Asia.
The following articles are made of celluloseOrnamental
relief-work in small pieces for artistic furniture and picture« frames; also entire pieces of furniture, the seats of chairs,
A

iMi/tVnfo

fiiVto

InVarxvrtnnA

AAnVlTirr

IlfATlHllft.

Pf.r*. f
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even boats, hollow beams for lints, miderground tubes for /
telephone wires, frames for doors and windows, oars. etc. :
The spokes of railway-carriage wheels are replaced by fill¬
ings with compressed cellulose.

Antiseptic wood-cellulose of

silver-fir is used for binding wounds,

(lellulose is used for

floor-cloth and oil-cloth, for packing luutorial specially used
for the despatch of gunpowder, and for many other purposes.
It is also used for insulating electric conductors, and experi¬
ments have been made to ])rt;par(! gun-cotton from cellulose.
Silk is also made from cellulose.
ChardoniKd and Lchnert have a

patent for

converting

sulphite-cellulose made of sprucewood into nitro-cellidose by
treating it with nitric acid.
is drawn through
extremely line
spun

fine

It then resembb's collodion and

glass

threads;

tubes, which

1'2 to

into a silk thread.

11 of

jiress it

into

lhcs(‘ threads

danger of an exjilosiim

avoided by denitrifying the collodion.

are
is

This artificial silk is

even more lustrous than natural silk and can be dved readily.
Most of the cheap silk goods now in the market are made of
artificial silk.
A watery solution of cellulose in combination with soda and
carbon-bisulphide is named viscose and used as a sulistitute
for glue; when this is heated a hard amorphous sub.stance is
produced, viscoid, which in various colours is used instead of
costly celluloid.

True celluloid is produced by heating and

pressing nitro cellulose and camphor; this transparent sub¬
stance

is

used as

caoutchouc,

etc.,

a

or

substitute
for

for

tortoise-shell, ivory,'

counterfeiting

these

substances.

Celluloid may bo rendered unintlamraable, and is then called
pegamoid.
(b) Sugar

and

Alcohol.—As

cellulose

has

the

same

chemical composition as starch it has been proposed to manu¬
facture from it sugar and alcohol.

The wood in .small pieces,

wood-pulp or sawdust, is acted on by acids .and boiled for
some time under pressure in order to convert it into sugar
and by means of diastase to ferment it into alcohol.

Although

no successful results are known to have been obtained, it
appears as if a great transfonnation in the manufacture :
of

alcohol will result and that inferior wood-assortmeuta,-;

OXALIC AClB.
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Yflnrelc* gives the following

table:
100 Kilo-s of Wood.

Litres of Alfuliol.

Ca. Ill.

r> to h-.'i
4-")
‘2-'>
—
—

1

1

r.o

1
1
1

j

4«»
47-1
r.o 1

Spruce. 1
Silver-rir
. 1
Iteech.
... j
I’ethuicuhito oul;
. j
Se.H.«ilc oak
.!

!

1 Litres ot Alooliol.

1

—

i
'

Simonson found that celliilo.se .yields 4'2'7 per cent., saw¬
dust 22'5 per cent., of siigar.

The cellulose in wood is con¬

verted into sugar more uiisil.v than isolated collnlose; 100
kilos of sawdust .yield C’5 kilos of pure alcoliol.
(o) Oxalic Acidt is prei)ared from wood.

For this any

minute pieces of wood, such as sawdust, is suitalde.

Owing

to tho extensive use of oxalic acid in dyes and in calicoprinting, its preparation forms an important industry.
The sawdust is mixed with a douhle solution of caustic
lime and caustic soda and is healed up to 240'^ in shallow
vessels.

The resulting greenish-yellow mass is mixed in the

water in which oxalalo of soda remains dissolved until the
water is cooled; the salt is precipitated hy sulphuric acid in
the form of gypsum and oxalic acid.
[(d) Bamboo-fibre.—Mr.

J. S. Owden

states

that

fine

bamboo fibres are prepared in tho West Indies, which, spun
with wool in the ratio of 1 ; 2, yield

very strong cloth.

Bamboo-fibre is also used as paper-pulp, and for packing the
axle-boxes of American railway-carriages.—Tr.]
* "Austrian F. u. Jagtlzcitiiij'.” llioo.
t HerHch juscribes the success of their imluslry clfietly lo J)r. Thom.

CHAPTFJi IX.
INDUSTRIAL USES OP WOOD.
Theuh (ire few raw lualerials wliieli posness Kiieh extensive
powers of adaptaldlity and are
purposes as wood.

ho

largely used for indiistrial

A easuiil inspection of tlie interior of any

buildii)}' is sufficient to convince one of tliis.
Wood may be clasaiiied according to flie manner in wliicli it
is used, as timber and firewood.

In timlan- (lie species and

tlie cliemical and pliysical properties of the wood decide the
purpose for wliicli it can lie usiid ; as regards firewood, liowever, the wood is used only indirectly in order to utili.so the
heat produced by burniiif' il.

The discussion of the ja-oper-

ties of wood for the various induslries in (lhapler I. renders
further remarhs on tliem unnecessary

lieie.

ft

is

also

evident, that in the forestry of the twentieth century not fire¬
wood, but timber, must be the chief object of production, for
timber uutit for any other purpose may lie used for ftud, but
mere firewood cannot be used generally as timber.
Subdivision I.—Timber.
Section I.—The

Diffekbnt Ol.isses

of

■

(riNVEin'Kii TTmjier.

1. (Jt'neral At'fount.
The demands on timber are as varied as the kinds of timbei;;
available.

In considering merely the woods used in the con¬

struction of buildings, furniture, implements, tools, and the
innumerable articles of convenience, art and comfort, it will
be perceived readily that nearly every object requires a special
kind of wood.

If, therefore, a forest is to he worked inten¬

sively, so as to yield the highest possible revenue, it should;
produce wood which may be used to the greatest advantage,
or, in other words, which is most valuable.

In order that the

produce of a forest may be of this nature, the forester shoul^J

Timber.
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^ssess a thorough knowledge of the special requirements of
industries using wood, which is too niucli to expect from him.
To a certain extent, however, this knowledge is indispen¬
sable, especially as regards those industries which obtain
their wood directly from the forest, and require it in large
quantities.
It is true that iron competes more and more with wood for
certain puiqioses—as for shipbuilding, agricultural implements,
water-jiipos, telegraph-posts and railwny-sleei)ers, where it has
been substiluUd largely for wood; in mines, iron rails and
props are used ; in the construction of large bridges, woodwork
is entirely dispensed with, and iron instead of wooden pillars
are used where vertical support is required to a building.
Even in numerous small articles iron has been substituted for
wood.

Yet with the constant increase in human require¬

ments, hundreds of new uses for wood are found, and there¬
fore the demands for high-class timber increase constantly
whilst the aix^'i of the forests decreases, so that the sujiply of
this valuable material tends to diminish.*
The timber required for various industrial purposes does
not in many cases ])ass directly from the woodman to the
artisan, but generally through the intervention of a middle¬
man, the timber-merchant, who converts rough timber into
pieces of dimensions suitable for the requirements of the
various industries.

In this intermediate state it is termed

converted or marketable timber.
Timber may be classified according to its form, adaptability,
and mode of conversion, and this classification naturally pre¬
cedes the account of the different wood-industries.

Thus, logs

, may be distinguished from sawn, or cloven timber.
2. Logs.
Logs are pieces of timber which retain the full thickness of
the stem, but may be more or less shortened.

They are

* [A paper was written in the •• Revue <lc.s Kaux cl l-’orot**.*' Deeeniher,
showiujJT that in Britain, whilst the produclioii of iion
ns };ieat a? in all the
rest of Europe, yet the imjHirtsof timber ha\e ri“K'n. hetvNocii IHiiO and 1890, by
168 per cent. As regards the timber-supply from ffucHts m the United States,
K. S. Kellogg, “The Drain upon the Forests,” U.S. Dep. of Agri., Novem¬
ber SO, 1907, says that it is probably three times the annual iiiefeiuent. ~Tr.]
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(listinguishwl further as round logs, and balks which have
been squared, or are of rough prismatic shape and are then
termed sided timber.
(a) Thus, timber in the round is the part of a stem which
has been merely harked, and may he used directly as piles,
masts and spars, whcel-huhs, scaffolding-poles, pillars, anvilstocks, telegrajih-jiosls, hop-iioles, or, when bored, for waterpipes.
(h) Balks are used as beams in the construction of houses,
bridges or ships, being logs squared roughly either with the
axe or saw.
(Fig. 320, <>,

Fij;.

If not quite sijuare they are termed waney

p,

q, r, s, I, II, (•), wanes being the natural surface

-Li>^'wilh hilt, laits
u'itboul bark.

Kij;. 321.

Iliilf-balk.

of tho timber, and panes the flat, hewn or sawn surfaces from
which side-pieces have been removed.

In the case of waney

balks, tor which rarely more than two-thirds of the trunk are
utilised, the waste is about 12 to 15 per cent, of the whole,
while, when the timber is square, the loss is about 27 per
cent.
Boles about (>0 feet long and of about 8^ inches mid¬
diameter, corresponding to 12 inches

diameter chest-high

(4^ feet from the ground), are commonly used for balks. *
(c) Round oakwood is sometimes split through the centre
into half-balks, with a section as shown in Fig. 821.

These

half-balks are met with in the Baltic oak-trade, and in the case
of oak from the Spessart, they are used in cabinet-making
and joiners’ work.

SAWN TIMBER.
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Quarter-balks (bois ik qiKirticr) are j)rodHce(l commonly in
France by sawing two cuts at riglit angles to one nnotlior
:hrough the heart of a tree.
3.

Sawn Timh-r.

[Various methods of sawing timher are shown in Figs. 82‘2
.0

3‘2.'5, the host sawn i)k'ces being obtained by cutting as much

321.

Fig 32"..
Methoils of sawing, aflur Boppc.

is possible in the direction of the medullary rays, as wood has
a better apijearance (silver-grain), and stands friction better
in this way.—Tr.]
Scantling, battens and planking, comprise the different
forms of timber after the stem has received several saw-cuts
lengthwise.

Naturally, in these forms of converted timber

the full diameter of the stem is no longer retained, except
sometimes in one direction, and the length of the pieces is

seO'.’l
generally ol greater importance than their breadth; it is chiefly j
large trees (1C inches and more in niid-diameter) which are
most usually converted into planks and scantling, and the
following kinds are commonly known in the timber-trade :—
(a) Pieces square, or nearly so, in Section.

(Fig. 326.)

i. Scantlings may he 8 to 20 feel long, and in section
2 inches by 2 inches, 2^ inches hy 2^ inches, 8 inches hy
3 inches, 8 inches hy 4 inches, 3 inches
hy !> inch(!H, 4 inches hy -1 inches, 4 inches
hy r> inches, 5 inches hy 5 inches, and
.'ll inches hy 6 inches ; they are sawn from
Fig.

logs and l)eanis, of 2 to 6 inches mid-,

diameter and 8 to 20 feet long, also from planks.

They are

used for su])porting floors and roofs, for door-posts, gates, etc.
ii. Laths are made hy sawing up planks, and are generally
less than 2 inches thick, from 10 lo 20 feel long, their usual
dimensions are 'I inch to l^J inches thick, and 11 inches to
2 inches wide.

They are used in supporting tiles, slate.s and

ceilings, also espaliw's, vines, etc ; they are fieipienlly split
instead of being sawn.

Laths for ceilings may be sold even

when Jp-d of an inch thick and 1 foot or 2 feet long.
(h) Boards in which the Breadth is much Greater than
the Thickness,
i. Planks are cut right through the sh'ui and are usually
10 to 20 feet in length, and 8 to 14 inches hy 2 to 4 inches,
and exceptionally 6 inches in section. ;
(Fig. 827.)
[In iho case of oakwood such planks
take at least one year for every inch'
Fig. 327 —lloant!..

of thickness for seasoning, and they;
are kept in stock hy timber-merchants i

and used for all kinds of purposes, frequently after being
further reduced in size.

Kailway-sleepers are comprised under

'ibis class, their dimensions will bo given further on.—Tr.J
ii. Deals under 2 inches in thickne.ss, usually varying from'
[ ii'ch to 1 inch, and of various lengths, but generally from ,
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10 to. 20 feet long, and 51 inches to 1 foot broad, the n.siml
breadth l)eing 8 inches to 1

feet.

They are used for doors,

door-jMiuels, cabinet-making, etc.
iii. Battens, or small boards, may be H feel to 20 feet long,
and in section 4 inches by ij-inch, up to 7 iiichos by 3 inches.
They are used for door- and window-frames, etc.
4. Clovdt Timlin.
Cloven limber comprises all those sorts of timber in which
the wood is split, or cloven, along the direction of the fibres;
it comprises staves for casks, park-palings, laths, shingles for
roofing, spokes for wheels, rungs for ladders, Imrdb'-wood, etc.
This class of wood is characterised by the. fact, that thn fibres
not be.ing sevci'ed, the wood preserves its natural elasticity
and strength and is much less permeable by liquids; it is l(^ss
liable to warp and crack than sawn tirabei'.

the work of

cleaving limber is also more expeditious and nspiires simpler
implements than sawing, and there is scarcely any waste of
material involved.

In cleaving wood it is advisable, when¬

ever ))ossible, to work from the centre of the piece! of wood
outwards.
Section 11.—Timhek

rsBH

in

SreEasrmcTrnBs.’'

(a) Different Kinds of Superstructure.—The term super¬
structure includes all parts of

buildings that are above

ground or water, so that the timber used in their construc¬
tion may be exposed to the external air and to atmospheric
influences, but not to moisture from the soil or in wuitorcourses.

Building-timber may be distinguished

as sawn

timber (beams, planks and scantling), which is fitted by a
carpenter, and planed timber used for floors, doors and
windows, and fitted by a joiner.
According to the demands on the durability, strength,
beauty, etc., of the timber used, and to its local value,
different modes of building are employed, some of which
use timlier in

large

quantities,

and

others much

more

sparingly.
• M. Uziiin, ■■ Hanrtbach dcr furstl. Baakuiide, ’ lierlui, 1S9«.

Mm.

'

®
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These modes of building may be distinguished by the*
oature of the walls erected. Thus, block-houses, or log.
tiuts, have entirely wooden walls; the wooden frame-work
sometimes erai)loy(!d for the walls of houses may be filled
in with planks, bricks, or lath and plaster; tbe walls of
other
perstructuros are built of mud, stone, or brick
masonry.
In tbe case of log-huts, the walls of tbe whole building are
made of round logs oi- scjiian'd balks, the necessary firmness
of the building being secured by dovetailing Ibeir ends into
beams iilaccd at light angles to them.

Log-liuts are still

used in the Alps, and in countries like America or Australia,
where timber is still abundant.
A higher elass of bouses is built with a complete wooden
framework of bcaniK and scantling, dovetailed and riveted
together, and the interspaces are covered afterwards with
planks, or lillcd-in with lath and plaster, or with rubble- or
brick-masonry.
with

Ilonses with a wooden framework lilled-in

masonry are termed half-timbered.

In the Middle

Ages, owing to the abun<iance of wood nearly all houses and
even laWe edifices were built with a wooden framework :
at preseidt, this mode of couHtruction is limited to woodland
dittricts iN^d especially to Switzerland and the Black Forest.
Its use is \becoming more restricted in Europe as com¬
munications improve and it is being replaced by stone- or
brick-masonry.
[In countries like .Japan or Assam, where earthquakes are
frequent, ibis mode of building with wooden framework is
far safer than masonry, the interspaces between the wood
t)eing filled-in with reeds or bamboos and phistered over.

In

the event of an earthquake, the whole house holds together
and the dangei- of falling masonry is avoided.

Frequently

owing to tbe malarious nature of the country in Assam, bouses'
are raised above the ground on piles.—Tr.]
Brick- or Btone-raa.sonry is tbe best material for the walk
of buildings, and at present is most common [though ii
fairly di-y countries, such as the N.W. of India, walls anc
even roofs are made frequently of mud.—Tr.] In all the8(
oases the minimum amount of wood is used, and chiefly fqi

9CPEBSTRTJCTCRES.
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doors and window-frames, for the flooring and wainscoting of
the dilferent stories (thougli oven these may be made partly of
stone and cement, .supiwrtod by steel girders), and for stair¬
cases and roofing.
Wooden seaffolding used during tlie construction of build¬
ings of all kinds also reijuires a largo (luantity of round
timber and some planking; work-sbods and other similar
constructions are made usually with a wooden framework.
lloiuns,

scantling,

planks,

etc.,

and round timber for

scaffolding, are the usual forms in which wood is used in
superstructure.s, while the ])ro])erties which timber should
l)ossess for use in superstructures may bo considered under
the headings - shape and dimensions, strength, durability
and weight.
(b) Shape and Dimensions of Timber Used.—Although in
tho construction of staircases and of half-timbered bouse.s,
curved wood is not excluded, the carpenter rcijuires straight,
cylindrical logs for most of his pieces.

Tlu! length and

diameter of ib<‘ jiieces deiKuid, of course, on tin! size of the
Imilding for which they are recpiiroil, but ilie pieces used for
any particular building arc classed in uniform si/ais.

They

are seldom thinner at centre than 4 to (i inch(!S, or thicker
than 1 to 1.) feet.
(c) Strength of Material. -Timber is subjected to loads
which when applied transversely to the length of the pieces
tend to cr!)ss-hreak them.

Li such cases, the timber serves

tho purpose of a beam, as for instance, tlu! joists for supporting
floors and rafters for roofs.
Thu strength to resist bending is ju-oportional to the width
of the beam and the sgiiai e of its depth.

Two beams of half

width have the same strength as one of whole width, but two
beams of half depth superposed one on the other have only
half the strength of one of whole

depth.

Tho greater

transverse thickness therefore should be jdacod in the direc¬
tion in which the load is apjdied.

In order to provide

sufficient stiffnes.s as well as strength, the depth of l>eam8, etc.,
is made from ^th (in short beams) to ^i^th of the length or
span (in beams 20 feet long), and to give lateral stiffness, the
i;width is about |rd of the depth in short beams, and Jth in
o n 2
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long heaniH.

For spans exceeding 20 feet, iron and steel

girders are generally used.
t
When the load is applied in the direction of the length of ^
the piece of tiinUer, the latter acts as a strut or colunni, when
the toad thrusts, or as a tie when the load pulls,

li'^er *8

exposed very rarely to a strong ])ult on account of the difticulty
of getting secure attachments to the ends of a piece ; hy merely
butting the ends, however, unlimited thrust may he applied.
Lon<' struts or columns are, liable to yield not by direct crus iin-, but bv cross-breaking due to lateral bending.

The thrust

which can be borne safely varies from \ of a ton imr square
inch of section in struts of a length equal to 8 tunes Uiear
diameter, to one half of that amount when the length is 24
times the diameter.
(d) Degree of Soundness and Durability.

.Vll ))ieces of

timlier used in constructions must be perfectly sound and
sulliciently durable, and in all casi s none but thorough y
seasoned ‘ timber

should

lie

used.

Some

of

the

pieces

used in buildings are exiiosed to decay more than others,
such

as those

used

for cellars,

wasli-bouses,

breweries,

stables and other damp places, whilst roofing timber is less
endangered.
j n i.
It is not surprising to Itnd, if green timber be used, that
destructive fungi attack the beams, etc., and early repairs are
necessitated.

Pieces of wood that are most exposed to decay,

and nowadays the ends of all beams, are smeared or impreg¬
nated with antiseptic substances, such as carboliiieum, antimonium, tar, etc.
,
u- u
rill countries where white ants abound, only wood which
they do not attack should lai used in constructions, an excepion being made for rafters, when the masonry, or half.imbered walls are secure against the passage of the ants.

It

s also usual to smear the timber externally with wood-oil,
ixtracted from species of /tydcrocaryiH*, which is a great
nreservative against insects.
Ir.]
(e) Weight.—Weight is avoided

as

much as possible,

especially in the roofs of buildings, which were formerly made
of heav4 ookwood.

In substituting light coniferous wood

instead of oakwood for roofs, fairly durable wood should be
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used, such as narrow-zoned and not broad-zoned wood—at
least, for the principal roof-timbers,

rsimlly the price of

this line-zoned timber is considerably higher than for inferior
material.

Greater ease in construction is also a cause of the

preference of light to heavy wood.
[In India, bamboos are used largely for rooting; umh'r thatch
they should be at least three years old shoots, and thoroughly
soaked in water tor a month or two before being used, in order
to avoid insect-attacks.'- Tr.]
In Europe, chiefly the woods of spruce, larch, sllver-flr, and
Scots pine, are used in buildings on account of their light¬
ness and oilier

qualities, good larchwood being the best

material of them all.

These woods are straight and strong,

and if not grown too quickly, sufficiently durable; they are
cheap and ea.sily worked.

Oakwood, formerly considered

indispensable for building purposes, at jiresent is used much
less frequently, on account of its high price.

Still it should

be prefori'cd m all damji, steamy idaces, where great demands
are made on the durability of a wood.
The spruce is used more extensively in buildings than any
other limber, on account of its cheaimess and sjiecial qualities.
Its perfectly straight stem possesses great transverse strength
and sufficient durability, its wood also is light and easily
worked.

Owing to its greater durability, good larchwood,

which possesses all the other qualities of the spruce, is used
largely in mountain districts.

Black pinewood from the

Alps approaclies larchwood in value.

The Scots pine also

affords excellent building-timber, which is more durable than
sprucewood, and is preferred generally for beams.

Silvor-

flrwood is very elastic, and yields timber of as large dimen¬
sions as any of the above;

it is more cylindrical than

sprucewood, on which account it is preferred to it in some
districts.

In others, it is reported as of limited durability,

and liable to l>e worm-eaten, but usually is preferred to
sprucewood in damp places.
builders really distinguish

It appears doubtful whether
between • spruce and

silver-fir

timber; local custom frequently prescribes the kind of build¬
ing-timber which is preferred, irrespective of its other good
qualities.

Silver-firwood grown in Britain is in higher repute
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than indigenous sprucewood.

Wood of the Weymouth-pine

also is used in buildings; it was considered to possess little
durability or strength, so long as only young wood without
heart was used.

Weymouth pinewood indw,d is the lightest

of the important coniferous woods, but it is not correc
to say that it is the worst.

V. lloth (“The Wood of the

White rine," IB'.I!)) says that in the United Stales, and
perhaps througboul the world, no wood is used tor so many
purposes as ^\eymouth pinewood.
The wood of few broadleaved species, excel)! tho oab, are
used in buildings.

[Chostnutwood lias been reporte-d to have

been used in rooling calbedrals in Uranee and England, but
Mathiou (/'Voir./bivsliere') states that when the wood of these
roofs has been examined by an expert, it has lieen found
always to be of oak.- Tr. j

Elmwood and wood of robiuia

afford good building material, but are scarce in Ocrniany,
though the former is fairly common in liritam.

Aspenwood,

in spile of its litlle durability, is sometimes used for light
rooting spars. Almost any wood may be used to till
frame-work of timbered bouses; often beech is employed for
this purpose.
Amongst foreign woods, that of the Pitch pine {I’liiux pahixtns), on account of its great durability, strength, beauty of
grain and comparative cheapness, is in great demand.
In lliG selection of various woods for building imrposes, the
price and facility for working are usually decisive, also onstom
and soinolimes prejudice.
In the east of North America, for centuries, the most impor¬
tant buildiiig-limher has been that of Weymonlli-pinc; as now
the supply of this timber is nearly exhausted, swamp-cypress
{Tcuodiiim (Uxth-hum) and other limberB that were formerly
despised, especially that of species of pine, have come into
use.

Quen-iis alba replaces our oaks; in the west and south

of North America, redwood (Sequoia xempeirireiis), in ^le north,
Pinus poiiilerosa and Douglas fir, are the most important
timbers.

[Western larchwood (/.an'.r mrbhutalis) also from

Montana is coining into use.—Tr.]

In Japan, Criptomerio

iapmiica is most used; wherever tliis tails, pines and cypresses
are

selected.

The

Imperial palace is built of the wool
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of ChanKtcyparin ohiuaa; only Zelkowa Keaki is used for
temples.
[In India, teak, deodar, PhiKscxi'rhaanA sal (Shiin’a rohusta)
yield the best buildiiif; timber, but each proviiiee (especially
the moister regions of Bengal, Assam, Burma, Bombay and
Madras) po.ssesses a few other species yielding durable limber.
By far the larger number of Indian trees are devoured by
the white ant, however well they may he seasoned; this
restricts greatly the possible selection of timbers to ho used
for buildings.—Tr.]
Kkotion hi.—TniuKB vsed on, on in, the (iiiound.

Woods used in the form of piles for foundations in swampy
ground, or to support road-embankments; also woods used in
ai]ucdu(;t8, roads, railways or mines, come under this head.
1. W'oinl used in Fiiiin/lntinns (if UuiUlimja.
Whore buildings are constructed on yielding soil, frequently
a foundation is made for them by driving [)ilos H inches to
12 inches in diameter, and 10 feet to 16 feet long, into the
ground, sometimes in several tiers one above the other, until
a firm foundation has been secured.
very large quantity of timber.

Frequently this takes a

Wherever these piles are not

comidetely under water they are extremely liable to rot owing
to the variable moisture in the soil, whicli is not usually suffi¬
cient to exclude the air, and to the usually moderate tempera¬
ture of the soil.

Hence the most durable woods are used for

this purpose, such as oak and resinous conifers, chiefly larch
and Scots pine.

W’herever the soil is permanently wet, alder-

wood also may be used, as it is essential that the piles should
be straight.
2. Wooden Wafer-pipes.
Although everywhere iron water-pipes are replacing wooden
pipes for aqueducts, j'et in certain well-wooded countries the
latter are used still; for this purpose the best Scots pinewood, larchwood and black pinewood are most suitable.
Only straight pieces are used, as in boring them the auger must
not leave the heartwood nor penetrate the sapwood, which has
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no durability.

Pinos suitable for watcr-pijies are free from

knots, with fine bark and small crowns.

Trees 10 iuelies to

1(1 indies in di,.meter, cliest liiRli. are tlie best,

.^s lavdr lias

very little sapwoud any Ktrai"bt tree of snflicient sixe will
serve (be purpose.

I’sually these woods last 8 years to 10

years if they are laid at a proper depth below the surface
of the soil, somewhat over 2 feet, where frost and heat do not
atTect tlieni.
Failing these, woods of sjiruce, silver-fir and alder may be
used.

Oakwood gives the water a bad taste, it is too expen¬

sive tor the [Hirpose, and other woods are not sufficiently
durable,

j Iteodar-wooil is the best to use for lupieducts in the

Himalayas,

Tr.)

The wood is bored and used ((uiti' green,

and su]i]ilies of wooden pipes must be kept in running water
to jireveut war[ung and cracking.

It is ]ireferable to keep

them in <lry sheds than in siagnanl water, where spores of
fungi g(>t into I he tubes and cause jiremature decay,
Kingle pijies are 10 feet to 10 (eel long, as it is difficult
to bore them to a greater length.

The wall is gc'iterally as

thick as the bon*,
!!. ll'ood iiai’it I'or 'I'inthcr
A\'ood is used froijnently in fort'st export-roads, slides,
sledge-roads.

W herever there are extensive coniferous forestt./

and the local jiricos of wood are low, large (juantities of wood
are used for fencing, supporting embankments, culverts, bridges,
and for covering swampy ground; all kinds of wood, chiefly
coniferous wood, are used.
t. U'ddJ-Pidi/if/.*
AVood-pax ing is now «mployed in the streets of large cities.
[In

London, jarrah {Hucali/ittiis maiyinata) and kari (/■,’.

diri’micolvr) are used largely for this puriKise, and doubtless
Pyngado {Xiflin ihilahiijtirmiii), and other heavy Indian woods
might

lie

u.sed with

advantage.—Tr.]

Among

European

species the liardwoods, laiech, oak and elm are best, hut owing
?
L. Hill. '• \\\KKi.|>aviiij: in the United States,'
■ iliircli 4, UH)S.

I'.S. l>ej> of -'gri.,

nfis
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to its cheapness Scots piiiewood is also used and has j)roved to
be as durable for this pnrixise as Pitch ])ine.
Generally injected uood is used, zinc-cliloride is said to
have Kiveii better results in this respect than creosote.

The

wood is ttsed either in rhonihs, or re.claii;;iilar iirisius, placed
on a slightly arched later of concrete, nioltcn asphalt heing
poured hctneen the blocks, which ar<‘ afterwards coverial with
a layer of line gravel and well rolled.
The bloeks of wood are fi inelies to 12 ineluss long, t! inches

1 )•-' It-’'' —

broad, and (i inches to 7 inches thick : when rectaiigttlar they
are jtlaced endways, and when rhouihic, as in tlu^ lignrc.
E.\]ierieMce in London
following results.

and

other

large

cilit^s gives the

II.
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[There are also some imjiortaitt points to he eousidered.
sspecially noise from trafticand wear-and-tear of tyres; in tliese
resjtects wood and asplialt are evidonlly superior to granite or
other hard stone.

As regaials tlie various kinds of wood,

softwood wears away evenly and does not impair the concrete
beneath it,.

.Hardwood wears It.-ss rapidly, bitt unevenly, and

injures the concrete below, so that it must tie taken up when
iresh wooden bloeks are laid.

Non-absorbent wood is the most

hygienic, as much horse-urine permeates absorbent wood.—Tr.]
Blocks of Scots (red) pine and other wood are used also for
the flooring of siables, threshing-floors, or outdoor staircases.
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5. liailway-Sleepevs.

4

t)

«-O.V5 a ojft_

► —

d O.St^

(Dimonsiotis in met* ‘s )
Fig.

—l>iff-'fcnt soetions of milway-shvepm usetl in France
(After Koppe.)

t'p to tlie present time rail¬
ways have, made great demands
on forests, chiefly’ for railwaysleepers, or ties, as I hey are
leniied in America.
[ i la; ililueusioiis of railwayhleeiiers vary in dillerent connInes, in Ungland being !) feet
l>,v ]() inches ))y H inche.s, or
•U ciihic feet; eleven of these
slec])<Ts are used to,- ;■(() foot of
line, heing ahouf 2'j feet apart,
lait are further apart towards
the centre of tin; rails and closer
near the joints. Each red-pine
sleeiier i.s saturated with
gal¬
lons of creo.soto, which is ibreed
into the .sleejiers und(;r iiressnre.
I he hreadth of gauge between
tile rails is 4 feet 8J inches,
wliich with tlie width of the
rails, :H4 inches, makes up 5 feet,
the ordinary width ajiart of the
wheels of a cart. 1,, Ph-anee
gieat latitude is allowed in speci¬
fications of slecper.s, as shown in
Fig. 82(».
In India, the ordinary gauge,
termed the broad-gauge, is
feet : and the meter-gauge, 3 feet
8:1 inches, corresponding to
sleepers 10 feet by 12 inches
I'y 6 inches or !)| feet by 10.
inches by 5 inches, and 8 feet
by 8 inches by 41 inches respec- ■
tively.
■ J

The rails are placed on steel chairs fa.stened to the sleep
by iron spikes, oak trenails, or both, and it is essential tl

m

SAItWAT-SLaEPKBS.
*

'ihere shall be no had knots on the sleepers just Mhere the
chairs arc Iked to them.—Tr.]
In Germany first-class sleepers are 2‘7 m. long and 10 by
20 cm. in section; second cla.ss sleepers are ‘i-o m. long and
15 by 25 cm. in section.

On the average, a sleeper contains

O'lO cu.m. (31 c'u. feet), ami if the ttaste of wood in sawing
them is considered each sleeper re(jiiires O’l;-! eii.m. (1‘55 cu.
feet).

In J.)eigium, France and Holland tlu* sleej)ers are 2-50

to 2-75 m. long and with sections 13 hy 20, 14 by 28, 15 by
80, 10 by 82, 18 by 85 cm.; as already stated, their shape
need

not he

regular.

They are therefore chcajter than

English or German .sleepers.

It should be noted that the

height of a sleeper has more effect on its durability than
its width.
In l!K)2, the total length of railway lines in Germany was
58,000 km. (88,125 miles).

There are on the average 1,800

sleepers per kilometer, averaging O’l cu.m, of wood.

A.s the

sleepcj’s last about 10 years, every year about 0,8t)0,000
sleepers have to be replaced, recpiiring 080,000 cu.m, of wood.
Also about 000 km. of new lines are constructed requiring
120,000 cu.m, of waiod.

Hence the annual demands for wood

for the (ierman I’ailway-sleepers ai’e about 800,000 cubic
meters, or 28 million cubic feet, which if the waste in sawing
the sleepers is inchuhid means a drain on the forests of !16
million cubic feet, the annual produce of about a million acres
of woodland : of the German sleepers 55 per cent, is conifer¬
ous, 40 per cent, oak and the rest chiefly beech.
It is evident that the greatest mmiher of sleepers should be
sawn from wood in the round.

Experience has shown that in

the sleejiers 24 m. long and 10 hy 24 cm. in section the follow¬
ing sleepers can be cut from round logs.
I
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Wood of large dimonsioiiH, oakwood at an}'

rate, is too

expensive for railway-sleepers, so that only oaks of third class
are used.
wasted.

As a rule from !i0 to 40 per cent, of the wood is

Oakwood formerly was considered essential for railwaysle(!l)ers owing to its durahility, extending to 10—IC year's.
Jsarrow-ringed larchwood liad an average duration of lOyears,
and close-ringed Scots pine with plenty of heartwood 7 to 9
years, no other Ixnropean

woods

being ntilisahlo

impregnated with anti.septic substances.

unless

Now, owing to the

incieasiiig scarcity and cost of ojdiwood and the advantages
of im])regnaling sleejiers, impregnated pinewood as well as
impregnated wood of beech, .spruce and silver-fir are pre¬
ferred.

lieechwood absorlrs cn'osoto fully and is now used

o.xUnsivrly.

bApeiiinental n.s(' is also made of jiitch pine and

•ineln-acho wood.
The, (|nestion of impregnating wood has
been dealt with already (p. 509).
Vonng oakwood on account of its superior density is better
tor railway-Hleei>ei-s, when creosoted, than the wood of old
trees.

If many oak sleciiers have shown little durahility,

that IS due to the low class of timber used.

The nature

also of the bedding in which the sleepers are laid exercises
consjdenihlo iulluoiice on their duniiion.
Iron has come recently into competition with wood for
sleepers the chief reason for its use being its great durability.
During the years ]H!)l to iKitfion the IVus.sian State liailways,
which use annually about

million sleepers, the use of iron

sleepers has gone up from 17 [ler cent, in 1891 to 25-9 tier
cent, in IHtX!.

()f the wooden sleepers, in 1896, 71-3 per

cent, were of pine and 28-7 per cent, of oak, in 1895, 90 per
cent, of the pine sleepers were imported but oiilv 0-9 per cent,
of the oak sleepers.

[The iron or steel sleepers are either trough-shaped or potshaped, the trough-shaped form being the best. T*'^® chiei
objection consists in a gradual change in the molecuP®® •Jo® to
the action of the trallic that renders this metal l^rittle.
Wooden sleepers are heavier and more stable thaif ipsti
Bleepers. Another objection lies in the greater cost of steel
sleepers; often in India the saline nature of the soil is

MIKING TIMBER.
prejudicial to steel sleej'^rs.
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No sleepers can yiel<l a better

running road for traffic than the ci-eo.soted red-deal sleepers
of J’iiim syh-rstm from the llaltic, which aie used almost
exclusively in Britain.
In India, leak, deodar, sal, and Xtilin tliihthrifnrmin arc! the
chief woods used for sleepers, and 4 millions yearly are the
estimated ixapnrcinents for the futnre.
In .\merica most sleepers are minle from the longloaved or
pilch pine (/‘. pii/iistNs): in Australia and S. Africa from
species of Kucahiylim, though much red-deal from the Baltic
is imported into S. Africa.—Tr.]
(!. JJ'oih/ iihi'i/ III Fiii'ln.

I’alisades in fortresses are made of all kinds of wood, chielly
coniferous.

Platforms for guns and honih-proof and other

.sheltered parts of forts are made largely of all kinds of wood,
chielly oak and Scots pine.
7. Miiiiiui 'J'liiiinr.
In spite of the large use of iron in supporting mine-galh^ries,
large quantities of pit-wood are used for this iuiri)ose, as well
ns for lining shafts in pumping-works, etc.

In (fermany, the

annual production of I'ili million tons of coal and lignite
require annually tVO million cubic meters of wo(al (ll!6,()(K),0G0
cubic leetl, while for all the, German mines, 4 million cubic
meters of wood are I'cquireil.

Wood useil in mines is exposed

to damp air, damp and frequently wet soil, and, in the deeper
mines, to a constant degree of comparatively high temperature.
Every circumstance, therefore, tends to favour the decomposi¬
tion of the wood, and it lasts seldom more than 4 tot! years.
If the demands were not so considerable, noii'e hut the most
durable oakwood ought to he used.

It is, however, more

economical to use the wood which is locally more easily pro¬
curable; this is chiefly coniferous, of which larch wood is most
durable, then resinous Scots pinewood, but in Germany even
sprucewood is sometimes used.

Among broadleaved trees

beech is used most commonly, and largely so when shod with
steel, as stamping hammers for pounding minerals.
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B. Banlcelmann gives the following data as regards the uso'>
of various woods for jyit-projis; oak, greatest strength and’
durahility, hut too dear ; beech stands pressure, hut has low
transverse strength, not durable; impregnated spruoewood
is better than pinewood owing to its more suitable shape y
pine has greater strength

and durability, but bad shape;

robinia is erjual to oak, but dear.

1 u/e p. lUfi, where the

latest hrench tests for pit“piv)ps are given.
With the exception of beams used vertically, dovetailed
togetluir in sliafts, ladder-wood, and some other pieces, wood
for mines is required ehietly in round logs free from bark.
IMfTeront forms also of sawn wood are in demand for lining
shafts, generally in the form of inferior coniferous boards and
planks, ^^ood may be supidied in full-lengthed logs, which
the miningc.arpentor reduces to the recpiirial dimensions: or in
the form of pit-props, in which tlie chief bulk of mining timber
is com])rised, and which vary from lliree to eight inches in
mid-diameter (not less than ‘U inches at the smaller end), and
1‘2 to UO feet long, and even longer.

Only about If. to 20 per¬

cent. of the mining-pro]>.s are required in )iiece.s measuring 12
to It! inches, mid-diameter.
[Scots pine will yield pit-iuojis when to ,\ ears old, and birch
at 25 years, and for British coal-m.nes ov(‘r (SOO.OOO tons of
Cluster pine are inqwrted annually from Bordeaux, where
this tree is grown and tapped for resin in the extensive forests
of the Landes and (lironde.

Tliis gives about 1 ton of wood

for 80 tens of coal, the wood costing about 15,- a ton.—Tr.]
Wood is put to some other uses where it is subject to similar
conditions as wood used in mines : for instance, well-frames,'
for which purpose resinous coniferous wood, especially that of
larch, black pme, and Scots pine are suilabh'; also in cellars,
for bottle-racks, foi' which oakwood, good piuewooxl (or iron)
are ehietly used.
Section IV.—Wood ixseo in eoNr.xcT with

1.

Water.

UnihjeHf ctr.

Wood used in watercourses and bridges is under very much
the same circumstances as wood in contact with the ground,^

SiiiDoks, ETC.
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except that it may he partly or entirely under water.

All

wooden bridges and works used in connection with them for
strengthening the hanks of watercourses, sluices, weirs, booms
and other timber-catching ajjparalus on streams used forlloating, require pie(!es of many difl'crent shapes.

Although iron

bridges are now becoming usual even across narrow streams,
and to a large extent mads are replacing water-carriage for
timber, yet the im])ortanee of canals for (diea)) traffic of heavy
goods is being felt more and more, so that very large quan¬
tities of timber are required in hydraulic engineering.
Bridges arc boarded usually with beech, which giv(‘s a
smoother surface and is less liable to splinter than oak or
coniferous wood, but the considerable amount of warping and
' ehrinking of beochwood must bo allowed for.
Timber thus used is exposed greatly to d('cay, so that oakwood and resinous lieartwood of lareli and Scots jiine are
emploved generally for these purposes.

In the ease of works

for tloatieg timber, it would be highly advantageous wau'e the
host wood used, but owing to its abmidalice in niouiitainous
districts, and to tlie great cost of oii.k ami lareli. sprueewood
usually is employed, iillhmigb its diirability is small.
Water-wheels also, for tleurmills, sawmills and inillH for other
purposes, should be mad(‘ of oakwood.but ai’C madi* usually of
the wood of Scots pimg larch or even spruce.

The axle of a

water-wheel must he thoroughly sound and free from flaws; it
is seldom more than 18 feet long, and is made usually of the
wood of oak. larch, Scots jiiiie, s[iruce or even heech.

The

diameter of tho axle does not depend entirely on the si/e of
the wheel, and the amount of the work to he done, hut also
according as the spokes of the wheels are dovetailed into the
axle, or fastened to it tangentially.
Iron wheel-axles rest on lajech or iionihcani hearings, which
are supported by a strong framework of oak, Scots pine,
larch, etc.
2. Fasrines.
Fascines are often used to support hanks, a fascine being a
bundle of young stool-shoots of different species and dimenfflons.

Their usual length is 10 feet to 12 feet, the height to
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which the coppice grows, and tliey should measure
in diauKiter at tlie larger end.

la

iiicnes

Fascines are usfid transversely ,

to the hank of the strtiain; long thin fascines, made of the
finest avaitahle nniterial, oidy 5 or 0 inches thick, but 24 to.oO :
feet long, which are bound with withes at intervals of ten
inches being pegged down over tbem.

Another kind of fascine

is 1*2 to 20 feet long and 24 to 20 incluis across, filled with
heavy stones, and sunk alongside the baidc in deeper water
whore the stream is strong.

(,)inck-growing trees and shrubs

with five lo six years’ rotation, especially willows,* are used
for fascines; also buckthorn, euonynius, viburnum, privet,
alder, elder, ba/.cl, poplars, ash and Ihoi ns.
The best time for felling coppice for ta.'-cines is in Afarch,
just befort^ tin* K])ring-slmols come out.

This is satisfactory,

alike to the engineer and the forester, as the former gets fho
material when it is richest in saj) ami therefore heaviest,
whilst till! latter cuts tlie cojipice just before sprouting, which ,
secures a good reproduction from the stools.
For wattle-feiU'es, duck-d('coys, etc., osier-willows yield tlie
best material.
Skction V.—Wood usku in M.u;hinhi!v.

Iron and steel are fast replacing wood in machinery; it
is only in jmrely agricultural districts that any machines
are made wholly of wood.

It is therefore only parts of

machinery, chiefly the frame-work, bearings and fixings of
heavy machinery, that ai'c made of wood.

Wood is used

chiefly in sawmills, tlourniills, etc., and in machinery for
driving wooden stamjting hammers.

F.ven in large factories,

however, wood is stdl rwpiired : this is gr nerally woorl of
dense structure, which resists shocks and friction.
In all works driven by water-power, the water-wheel is the
most important implement and has been referred to already.
In extensive plains, sails of windmills replace the water¬
wheel; they are made aiway.s of coniferous wood, chiefly of
Scots pinewoixf of liest quality, such as is required for masts
of
*

ships and are sometimes
Salir

very large.

Pieces

irlta, l■«ltra. amygiuliM.trUiiulra,

should
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Steam-power is however reiilaciiig

wind-power to a great extent.
Ah regards the demands for wood for the interior of factorioa
the following short remarks will be made
All wheels are made of iron, but honiboam and dogwood are
used sometimes for cogs.

In sawmillK, the supports of the

saw and the hod are made chiclly of coniferous wood, the
rollers of the hitler are of wood of hornbeam, elm or oak.

In

flour-mills, except the wheels, most of the fittings, such as the
hoppers and meal-bins arc made of eonifurous wood.

'I'ho

case in which the miil-htoucs work should he of Scots pinewood as tree from resin as possible, or of silver-lir wood. All
parts of the mill where friction is exerted should he of beech
or hornbeam.

In oil-mills and stamping-works, hard broad-

leaved wood, .-lUch as that of beech, hornbeam, oak and ash,
is reijuired rather than coniferous wood, and also for pounding
troughs in oil, tan. jiowder and bone-mills.
Stamping-hammers are now made usually of iron, but in
mountainous forest districts, many are still of wood bound
with iron, and large ijuantities of beech, birch or hornbeam
Iocs are used for them, in round pii-ces 8 to 10 inches in
diameter and t! to 8 feet long.

Those pieces often rcipiiro

replacing (> to 8 times in a year.

They come constantly in

contact with the glowing mass of iron below them, on which
water is poured, which cauBOS thorn to crack in all directions
and wear out lapidly.
The anvil-stock below the hammers is made of an oak log
at least 3 feel in diameter and (1 ftiet long, which is hound
with iron and let firmly into the ground.
Wood is used largely in all factories for frame-work, work¬
tables, floors, etc., and after coniferous wood, heochwood in
thick planks and scantling is employed chiefly.
Section VL—Building of Ships and Boats.

1. General Aa-oimt.
In no industry has wood of recent years been replaced more
largely by iron than in shipbuilding.

It is chiefly the larger

men-of-war, steamers, and sailing ships which are built of

,.F.D.
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iron.

Iron ships are most resisting to storms, oi ‘“ger j|

burden, easier to repair and more durable than wooden ships. ^
As regards the shape, there is a considerable difference '!:
between ships intended for the sea, and fresh-water barges: ,j
the former are comparatively short compared

with their

breadth, with keels which run straight from end to end of the
ship; whilst all the other lines are of various degrees of
curvature.

This curved shape is given to ships by means of ,

ribs, which are made partly by joining different pieces of wood,
but also by using curved pieces.
Fresh-water barges have no keels, but a broad flat bottom
on which the knee-pieces are fastened at a sharp angle, so
that the straight line is much more frequent in their construc¬
tion than in that of ships.

The chief strength in ships consists

in the ribs, which are very close together, the outer planking
being less imporUint; in barges the ribs are much further
apart, and the planking is of greater importance.
The demands on wood for building ships and boats depends
on the species of wood, its quality, shape and strength.
2. Specks and Quality.
The wood of teak {'Ikctona grandis) is used chiefly in ship¬
building.

The preference given to it

is due to its lajge

dimensions, its great durability, its being only slightly subject
to warp, a matter of great importance owing to the varying
degrees of insolation and humidity to which a ship is subject;
teak-wood also is not affected by contact with iron, so that
there is no rust such as the tannin in oakwood causes, winch
loosens bolts fastening iron plates to oaken ribs of ships.
Next to teakwood comes oakwood, which must be durable and
strong.

Only heartwood is used, and with broad uniform
zones, but not broader than 6 mm. (4 to an inch); it

should be of uniform colour and with a fresh scent of tannin.
It is uncerkiin whether the pedunculate or sessile oak yields
;he best wood for shipbuilding, but most ships are built of
pedunculate oak.

For the Austrian navy, the wood of the

pubescent oak is preferred for-ribs; in Norway, sessile oak li
used chiefly.

The best oak for shipbuilding is that grown

on rich .soil and in a warm climate, even the coasts of tW

Afcatio Sea, Istria, Carinthia and Steiermark yield excellent
oakwood, while Slavonic, Polish and Bpessart oak is less
valuable for shipbuilding. In Britain, that from the south
and west of England and from France is most prized. In
N. America, Qitemu ulha; in Japan, the evergreen oaks Q.
crispula and Q. glandidifera are used for ships. In Europe,
pitch-pine wood and that of species of Eucalyptus also are
used; for barges, conifers, especially larch and pines.
[Jarrah (Eiicalyjitiis margimta) resists the teredo, it weighs
about GO lbs. to the cubic foot, being about the same density as
teak. It is less inflammable than other woods and resists corro¬
sion by iron, is not subject to dry rot and has not been known
for the last eighty years to show signs of decay. It might
thus be used as a substitute for teak, in shipbuilding.—Tr.]
Next to oakwood, wood of the Scots pine or red-deal is
used largely in shipbuilding, chiefly for masts and rudders.
This timber varies in (juality much more than oakwood, and
the best qualities of red-deal are strongly resinous and have
narrow annual zones.
All wood for masts and rudders should be straight and
cylindrical, free from knots, elastic and uniformly resinous
througiiout.
The sapwood, which is always trimmed-off,
should be narrow, being only 1, to ij of the diameter in the
best woods. The large masts taken from the Hauptsmoor
Forest near Bamberg have frequently only 1 to 2 centimeters
(J to I of an inch) of sapwood, and even this full of
turpentine. Too highly resinous woods are not esteemed, as
they are less elastic and strong. At the same time, the annual
rings should not be too narrow, and experience proves that a
breadth of ring of 0'75 to 2'00 mm.
to ^ of an inch),
provided it is continued uniformly to old age, characterises
the best sort of mast-wood. As regards colour, Scots pinewood, of clean, bright, uniformly yellow colour, is preferred. ,
The best red-deal comes from the north, especially the
I Baltic coasts, also from Scotland and Norway. The best mast^ood comes from Biga, and is superior to all other mastwoed
m elasticity, strength and durability. Hardly any mastwood
i'pf the old exceUeut quality is now to be had, owing to the
^prevalence of even-aged woods with forced growth.
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LaroRwood from high latitudes, or altitudes, comes next to
the Seots-pino as mastwood, and this species is used largely
for masts in the Ilussian navy, where the northern Ural
mountains yield splendid larch -limber. Spruce and sUver-flr
yield only inferior mastwood, their timber not being strong
enough for the purpose. In the Austrian mercantile navy,
however, sprucewood from Carinthia and other provinces is
largely used for masts. Si>rnce masts also are used largely
for sailing-boats on most of the German riveis. [i iico
Omorim. was used in Venice for masts. 'I’r.]
American and Australian conifers also are used for masts,
such as the Douglas-lir, Canadian Weymoutb-pine, Kauri
(Dammam amtmlu) of New Zealand, all of which come to
European dockyards in increasing quantities.
For the inner lining of ships, besides the woods already
mentioned, of which teak, oak, larch, and Scots-pine are used
largely for deck-planking, many other inferior species are
employed. Injected beechwood is used sometimes, not only
for keels, but for the whole framework of ships on the Dalma¬
tian coast; the wood of elm, maple, lime, etc.; as well as
ornamental woods such as mahogany, walnut, birds-eye
maple, etc., are used in fitting-up cabins, saloons, etc.;
guaiacum-woodand boxwood are used for models and pulleys.
[Herring boats in Scotland are made of larchwood, and so
are many English barges.
Cedrela-wood is used for river
boats, as well as spruce, oak and ash.—Tr.]
3. Permimhli' Dejects.
All wood used for shipbuilding cannot be free entirely from
defects, for if that were the case, sufficient wood would not be
jbtainable from a large forest district to make a single ship,
as old oakwood is seldom perfectly sound, ^\ood which,
awing to its dimensions, is ranked as first-class, may have
small local defects which do not weaken the balks. Brown
spots and rings at the larger end of a balk, provided they
do- not iienetrate far into the wood, and may be removed
by shortening the balk, need not cause it to be rejected.
■Whwe sm^U patches of red or white rot and other similar
defeoftb soil and in are dried thoroughly and are not expected
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to extend any further, the decision of the admissibility of the
affected wood must be left to an expert. Large heart-shnltes,
frost-cracks, twisted fibre, deop-going black and brown marks
rotten places descending from branches, are defects, which
naturally exclude the timber possessing them from use m
shipbuilding.
4.

aud Diiiieiiisiinig.

All shipbuilding timber is either wood for construction, or
for masts or spars.

_

(a) Timber used in Construction,—This comprises curveii

and long wood.
.
. , ,
i
Curved or compass timber is used chiefly in the fraiiicworK

Fig, 332.-Kn(ie-i.)c<-e,

Fig, »3I.-Curvature one
tliinl fi-om end.

of ships. As a rule, the curvature should be uniform ♦bronghout the piece (Fig. 330), or greatest at one-third
. one of its
ends, and when this is one-third the distaii;* , om its larger
end (Fig. 331), the piece is most valuab?foome of theM
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pieces are 30 to 40 feet long. Curved woods are required
chiefly which have a sagitta or camber Of 2-5 and 1’5 centi¬
meters per meter (i.e. ^ and jfjo). hut this may be exceeded
in certain pieces as in Pig. 832. The beams used for sup¬
porting the deck are much less curved.
Wood is now bent artificially for .shipbuilding, as in certain
factories in Hungary, but probably it is then weaker than
naturally curved wood.
Kneed timber is formed where a bough parts from the
parent stem as in Pig. 333. The branch should accord in its
dimensions with the stem, and not be
too small when compared with the
latter.
The chief use of knee-pieces is ir
the construction of river-barges; wooc
of smaller size is then required that
for shipbuilding, and in that case the
arm a, Pig. 333, is much longer than
h, whilst for ships it is only twice as
long. In North Germany, where oak
is scarce, large, branchy Scots-pines
are used for knees, which otherwise
would be fit only lor firewood.
Such
Fig. SS!).—Kncc-pieco.
knees last 10 years in barges. Beechwood also may be so used in the interior of vessels. In Saxony ,
use is made of the lower part of a spruce stem with a strong^
root attached; this may be 15 to 20 feet long, and 7 to lO inches thick.
_
>
It is difficult to give the proper dimensions for compass-ij
timber used in shipbuilding, but the longer and thicker, the,
more valuable they are; no sapwood is included; 10 inches
diameter, and 15 to 20 feet length, represent the minimum,
dimensions. When used for barges and boats the diameter
of knee-pieces may go down to 4 inches.
Long, straight pieces of timber are used for keeU, but are
sawn chiefly into planks for the inner, or outer, casing of;
vesseU, and even larger sizes are reipiired than for com*
pasff-timber: lengths below 24 to 30 feet, and a dim^
of less tbnp a foot at the smaller end, are not permissibly

Fig. 335,—Transverse section ot a ship.

(After Boppe.)

Figs. 834 and 836 show two sections ot » ship and where
iJJw curved pieces are used*
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(b) Mast- and Spar-Wood.—Wood for masts, booms, and
spars should be perfectly straight, as cylindrical as possible,
and when required for large ships, of the largest possible
ineiisions. I'irst-class musts must measure, free froin sapood, at least fiO to 80 feet in length and be 16 to 20 inches
, diameter at the small end; formerly such masts were
rocurable in Hauptsmoor, near Bamberg. Almost exclusively
)niterous wood was used for masts, but the use of such wood
E the. largest dimensions has btien replaced by that of hollow
ml masts.
Smaller spars still are required which are of
imensions within the powers of most forests to supidy.
C>. Siiiiphi of Timherfor Shiphnildinp.

The supply of oak-timber from German forests is only small.
?ho system of eoppice-with-standards is better adapted for the
upply of oak-timber for shipbuilding than the even-aged
ystems, and thus France, where this system is very prevaant, ]>roducoH large quantities of suitable oakwood. Most of
he timbers used in shipbuilding are compass-timbers, which
Lre much more abundant in uneven-aged wood, and even in
ledgerow trees, than in even-aged high-forest. The wood of
ilandards in coppice is also harder, and of better quality for
ihe purpose, growing as they do, isolated or in groups, with
plenty of room both for their roots and crowns.
As'regards maslwood the oi)posite conditions prevail; slow,
Buiform, and prolonged growth are re(iuired, and the teees
must be grown close until they have attained their full height,
in a uniformly moist soil, a situation sheltered from storms,
and a cold climate, such as the Baltic Provinces. Only
individual trees in such woods will attain sufficient dimensions
for the largest masts, and on them great care and attention
must be bestowed.
•*
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VII.—JolKERV

AKD CABINET-MAKnjG-

Joiners and cabinet-makers use large qnantiUes of wood,
which is usually the only material they employ. These
TOduatries liave become hiarhlv specialised, and there are all.

JOiSERY.
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grades of artisans employed—the joiner, the cabinet-maker,
the wood-carver, model-maker, and tool-maker.
1. Joinerji.

The joiner constructs the inner fittings and linishing of
houses, such as the Hoors, doors, window-cases, wainscoting,
staircases, etc. The material he uses is chiefly sawn timlxir,
planks, hoards and scantling, lie does not work usualty with
roughly-sawn material, hut with planed material, which is
sold by the wood-merchants ready for uso, and often with the
requisite mouldings. Thus much labour is spared which
would cost more if executed by a joiner than when made by
special machinery. Hardly any wood in the round, or
roughly-sawn wood, is used by the joiner.
The wood used is chiefly coniferous, and broadloaved wood
to a less degree. Boards, planks, and upright pieces are
chiefly of spruce and Scots-pine, and after this, of ailver-flr,
larch, or Weymouth-pine. Owing to its white colour spruce
is preferred for flooring. Silver-fir turns grey and splinters
more readily than sinuco. Pines and larch are darker
coloured but more durable than spruce. For wainscoting,
Cembran pine and larch yield excellent wood. The joiner
always prefers fine-zoned coniferous wood, free from knots,
from cool mountain regions or from the north, to coarser
material, except in cheaply run-up buildings. Amongst
broadleaved woods oakwood is preferred, and is used exten¬
sively for parquetry floors, for which the blocks are prepared
Sjiecially by machinery. It is also used in short, flat, planed
pieces, only wood of large trees without knots being employed,
as the sapwood is rejected. Oakwood is less frequently used
for friezes, door- and wall-panels. Oak panelling made of
wood showing the silver grain is used in dining-halls, staircases,
churches and other public edifices.
.:
Fine mosaic parquetry floors are made of woods aR
different colours, such as oak, walnut, birch, teak, etc., and
cut in different ways as regards the grain. Some of the
woods used are coloured by strong acids, others preserve their
: natural tints. Oak also is used for staircases, and so is
beechwood, and often ash is turned for banisters. Beeohwooct

SrottSTSlAi, 'T7SES'
also is used similarly, but is inferior to oakwooa m texture
capability of being polished and resistance to moisture and dry^
ness. Pitch-pine wood also is used, being very hard and resinoui
also the wood of Douglas-fir. All these pieces are longitndina
sections cut between the tangential and radial directions.
2. Cahinet-making.
Furniture is made nowadays more in factories than bj
individual makers. It makes a greater demand on the qualitj
and variety of the wood used than joiners’ work, and equah
it in the quantity of wood used.
Sawn timber is used in the form of planks and scantlinj
and round wood of all dimensions. Veneer of finely-marked
wood is used frequently to face coarser material, and its use is
justified by the fact that these thin strips of wood do noi
crack, as is always more or less the case with solid woodwork,
Only the more valuable hardwoods are used in the round by
the cabinet-maker.
All kinds of wood are used, aud for coarser furniture,
kitchens, cupboards, school-benches, frames, chests, cheap
coffins, etc., coniferous woods, olmwood and soft broadleaved
woods are used. The inner i)art of other furniture is made ol
these woods and then veneer glued on to it, or they may be
covered with upholstery. Oakwood often is used for the inner
part of the better kind of veneered furniture.
Solid furniture is made of broadleaved species, such as oak,
walnut, cherry, birch, maple, ash, elm, etc. There is, how¬
ever, a limit to the construction of solid wood furniture owing
to its weight. Beoohwood is used largely wherever friction
■ and wear-and-tear will be considerable, as in work-tables,
chairs, wedges, etc. Often it is used stained in various tints
to imitate more valuable woods.
The cabinet-maker selects his material for its ffiae colour,
®»>od texture, freedom from knots, ease in working, capability
of being polished, and for being little liable to warp or crack.
Finely-marked and wavy woods are esteemed.
i!
In order to reduce warping and shrinkage as much a^
possible, the cabinet-maker uses only thoroughly seasonel
wood: he does not care for the most durable wood, but nref^
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Tfrood which is easily worked, with, or against, the grain. He
therefore means quite a different kind of oakwood from that
esteemed by the ship-builder when he speaks of good oakwood,
and prefers that of the sessile to the pedunculate oak. The
best cabinet-maker’s oakwood comes from Russia, the Spossart,
the Pfalz, the Silesian mountains, from French high forests,
and generally from mountain districts with a slow rale of
growth; on account of its lower density it is less liable to
shrinkage.
Slavonian oak and that from coppice-witlistandards is much less prized.
Beeohwood would be prized much more highly for furni¬
ture, on account of its dense uniform texture, were it more
frequently obtainable from middling sized trees in quarterbalks from which the core of the tree has been excluded.
Such wood is excellent material for working up, and is now
being used extensively for bent-wood* furniture.
Thoroughly sound beech stem-wood free from knots is used
for bent-wood furniture, and young wood is preferred to old.
Even large pieces may be bent easily, and the bending
dispenses with sharp corners, dovetailing and glueing, the
pieces merely being bent and screwed together. The wood is
felled in summer and sawn into rectangular pieces 6 to 10 feet
long and 1\ to 2 inches in diameter, which give a waste of 60
to 70 per cent.
Veneers of maple, walnut, and less frequently of beech, are
glued together and made into the seats of chairs. These
are being used in increasing numbers.
Amongst softwoods of broadleaved species, planks,of poplarwood are used chiefly under veneer; that of the black poplar
or of the Canadian (Italian) poplar is preferred, the wood of
the white poplar being very subject to cup-shake. The
greenish-yellow* wood of the tulip tree, Lvriodendron tulipiferum, known as poplar-wood, or whitewood, is exported
extensively in large balks from America to Europe to serve as
hacking for veneer! These woods are of very uniform texture,
and the spring-wood does not shrink so much as in other
woods, causing the summer-wood to project beyond it and
♦ See an excellent article by Exner <m bending wood, in the Centralblatt fttr
^IjiageBarote Forstweaen.
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giving the veneer, which is glued outside .uo piece or
furniture, a wavy surface.
3. Artistie and Fitiicji
The manufacture of artistic and fancy ware forms a branch,
of cabinet-making, and is used in the finer pieces of furniture,"
picture-frames, clock-cases, etc.; according to the present
fashion (old German, Italian Renaissance, Rococo styles, etc.)
it is accompanied more or less by artistic carving, inlaying
with metals, mosaic work, etc.
AValnut, oak, fruit-trees, maples, birch and coniferous wood
are used, partly solid and partly veneered.
Many exotic woods are used, especially mahogany and
foreign walnut, maple and ash-burrs; also'ebony, rosewood,'
satin wood, olive-wood, violet-wood, thuya, juniper and cypress
wood, teak and pitch-pine.
Wooden frames for mirrors and pictures, which are made
in Saxon and Bavarian factories and also by individual hand¬
work, are chiefly of coniforous wood, but also of oak and
ash.
4. Mmlrl-mahhig.
All models used for cast-metal works, of machines, imple¬
ments, etc., are made chiefly of coniferous planks and
scantling of the best (piality, but also of lime, ma])Ie, alder,
ash, pear and beeehwood. The model-maker is a real artist
in his line.
6. JJ’iiod for Tools and Implmfitls.
Plane-bo.xes, turning-lathes, presses, joiners’ benches, .
mangles, handles of tools, etc., are made chiefly of beech,
hornbeam, oak and ash. The framework of agi-icultural
implements also uses up much coniferous wood, as well as the
ibove species.
6. Misfellaneous Goods,
Many other industries may be added, which are also
branches of cabinet-making, such as the manufacture of
lilliard-tables, boxes, sword-sheaths, and articles used in
Jairies and cheese-making establishments.

sse
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VIII.—Miscru..vneovm

Uses of Wood.

A very large quantity of wood is consumed in making
packing-oases, for which coniferous wood of middling or
inferior quality, and side-pieces and other waste timber are
used, especially when the cases are fastened together by bands
of zinc or iron. Casks used for packing also are made of
inferior coniferous wood, lletter and more durable classes of
packing-cases are, however, coming more and more into use,
beech being employed largely.
Por small bo.\cB used for packing fancy goods, soap and other
small articles, wood of conifers, poplar, aspen and lime are
used, cut like veneers with special saws, or even a whole
round block of wood is revolved against a sharp fixed blade,
and converted into a sheet of wood for this purpose.

In

France, light wood such as aspen is thus used to reduce as
much as pos.sible the gross weight of the gootls.

Wood-pulp

and tin are u.sod frecpiently instead of wood.
German cigar-boxes are made usually of alderwood, and
the pieces without bark should be 9 inches to 1 foot in
diameter and free from knots; they are .sawn into planks,
and the latter leduced to thin boards by the circular saw.

It

is a pity that there is not more good alderwood available.

The wood of the West Indian cedar {Cnirrhi oilorala, L.),
allied to mahogany, is imported in large balks, not only for
boxes for the best cigars, but also for inferior ones, especially
in N. Germany, and this in spite of freights and import duty.
Attempts to use the wood of poplar and lime for boxes for
cheap cigars, and especially stained beechwood, have failed,
owing to the warping of the wood. Cigars are pressed into a
good shape in presses made below of beechwood and above of
spruce, the groove and presses being of beech and hornlieam.
Entire stems of beech are used for this purjiose at llanau,
Bremen, and W6rth-am-Main, but this industry has lately
suffered from American comiietition.
A very large quantity of wood is used annually in the
numerous pianoforte-factories, which in Germany alone in
1899 turned out about 105,000 pianos, worth i‘2,000,000. In
piano-making all kinds of sawn wood (oak, beech, walnut.

; maple, lime anow.) are uaea, out the -Wood for
sounding-boards is of a special kind. For this only coniferous
wood is used, chiefly spruce, more rarely silver-fir.
The simple anatomical construction of sprucewood and the
absence of vessels, the extremely fine, evenly distributed
medullary rays, the straight and long-fibred nature of the
W(wd, and above all its uniform structure, render it most suit¬
able of all woods for reverberating pure tones. Such wood
must have narrow and uniform annual zones, must have no
knots, contain little resin, be straight-fibred and of low
specific gravity, 0-40 to 0-45. The best wood for musical
instruments should have zones between 1-5 and 2 mm., and
the summer-wood i to }, of the zone. Trees producing such
wood grow in mountain-regions at altitudes between" 2,500
and 4,500 feet alwve sea-level, on cool and not too fertile
localities. They are grown generally in selection forests,
where the trees get little room for development, until they
are middle-aged, but more room as old trees.
Bubenbach in the Schwartzeiiberg property, the ranges of
lulfet, Neutal and Schattawa in the Bdlimerwald, also the
Bavarian forest, in the St. Oswald, Manth, and other ranges,
he Bavarian Alps, ranges of Fischert and Trumenstadt, Ind
the Drench Jura and Alps are renowned for the production of
this wood, also Lemberg in Galicia, and North America. The
rees are sawn into quarters, ,n,d then along the radius, into
p an 8 5 inch thick; they are seasoned, planed, and sorted
Mcording to their tones. Eecently, attempts have been made
to produce such wood artificially by glueing together thin
veneers of wood by means of turpentine, shellac, gum, etc.,
and pressing it mto planks.
^
Straight-grained beechwood in planks
inches thick is used largely for pianos, being cut along the radius, which ’
prevents it warping as much as ordinary beechwood
Many foreign woods are used for piano-cases-mahogany
Amencan walnut and maple, padauk, satinwood, etc* «boi
for keys, and Florida-eedar for the hammers. Woods similar
to those m use for pianos are also employed for harmoniums
and organs.
Venetian blinds and shutters use up much light wood,

ispeoially spruce and silver-fir. Wood of similar quality to
that used for sounding-boards is used for the better sorts of
blinds, much of it coming from old silver-firs in Bavaria.
Cornices of all kinds may be mentioned here, for which the
best split coniferous wood is used.
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used by the Wheelwihqiit.

The wheelwright, besides carts, also makes a number of
articles used in agricultural work, and comes in this respect
next to the blacksmith as an indis¬
pensable village artisan ; usually he
obtains his wood directly from the
forest. Wheelwrights’ wood should
bo even-grained, long-flbred, tough
and dense, and free from knots and
all patches of decay.
The chief industry of the wheel¬
wright is the construction of carts
and waggons, the principal parts of
which are the wheels, axles and
shafts.
The wheels consist of the nave,
spokes, felloes and tires.
The nave or hub is made gene¬
rally of oak, elm or ash, and in the
ease of carriages, of walnut, or,
more recently, of plane-wood. The
wood should be hard and dense to
prevent the loosening of the siwkes,
which are mortised into the nave.
336.—Mode of catting oat
rr, .
., ., .
,
,
1 .
felloes. (After Femander..*)
[It IB said that wych-elmwood is
tougher, finer-grained, and more easily bent than common elm,wbod; both woods are largely used for naves and felloes.—Tr.]
The ^?hoes, which are mortised together in a circle, are
made generally of split wood of elm, beech, birch, ash or
robinia, elm being best for the purpose. The wood should,
if possible, be carved naturally, and as the pieces are only
* Fern»ad«, “ UtilUatlon of Foreata," p. 51.
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about 2 feet long, there is generally little difficulty in getting
nearly the suitable curve, the wood being then cut into shape
with a band-saw.
There is a large export of felloes from forests, and in
Germany they are usually sawn out of split pieces, with their
flat sides parallel to the annual rings (Fig. 386), which
enables them best to sup})Ovt the pressure of the spokes with¬
out warping. Where felloes are sawn out of ordinary planks
8 to 6 inches tliick, they are much weaker than those made
as above. A bent rim sometimes is used for the wheels of
light carriages, being made of one piece of steamed splitwood; larch, ash, oak, beech, birch, or hickory are employed.
Spokes are made of cloven oak and ash, also of rohinia,
American oakwood or hickory.

Wood thoroughly tough and

strong, and not likely to shrink much in dry, hot weather,
should he used.

[Spokes vary greatly in size, the smallest being 2 to 2J feet
long by 2 to 2J inches by 1 to H inches and taiiering down
to about J inch at the smaller end; these are used for
omnibuses and coaches. Cartwheel spokes are heavier, but
of about the same length. Large spokes 5 inches by 3 inches
at the thicker end are made frequently.—Tr.j
The princijial piece of the body of a timber-cart is the pole,
which is made of split oak, birch, or ash. The axles of the
wheels are made usually of steel, or of strong oak or ashwood, with steel ends on which the wheels revolve. Carriagepoles are pi'eferred of birch, but are made also of ash and
oak ; and for shafts, ash is preferred to oak, the latter, when
strong, being usually too heavy, whilst ash bends and yields
better without breaking. The best shafts are of hickory or
lancewood (Ouulteria ruljiarii)). The size for shafts is 8 to
10 feet by 2J to 4 inches square.
The framework of carts and carriages must be made of
well-seasoned wood, beech, ash and oak being used, the panels
of carriages being of lime or poplar.
Ploughs and harrows are made of heavy wood wueievoi
' iron is not used in their construction, and crooked pieces of
oak, ash and elm-wood are used. Teeth of harrows, if not of
‘ iron, are made of hornbeam-wood.
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For sledges, generally oak,' birch, elm, ash and beech are
used; their horns are made of the best beech, maple, or birchwood. Wheelbarrows also require curved wood.
Xiadders consist of two uprights and the rungs, the former
made of coniferous wood, generally of a pole sawn in two, and
the latter of cloven wood of oak, ash or robinia. Mangers
have a similar construction to ladders, and are made of beech,
elm, birch or oak.
The manufacture of the handles of tools requires large quan¬
tities of wood, as handles of axes and hatchets, also handles
of hammers, spades, scythes, hoes, thi'ashing Hails, etc.
For axe-handles, .split pieces of young beech saplings chiefly
are used, as well as of hickory, ash, hornbeam, oak, juniper,
and the service-tree. Oak, beech, or birch handles for scythes;
for spades and hoes, hickory, ash, elm, robinia, oak and birch
are used. l\ooden hay-forks are of forked birch, ash, aspen or
nettle-tree iCdtis); wooden brakes for wheels, of beech or birch.
In making all these articles the wheelwright uses logs and
butts of different dimensions, above all, jioles of 8 to 8 inches
in diameter of oak, ash, elm and birch ; but all kinds of wood
are u.sed, chiefly cloven wood, from which the core and
sapwood have been removed, as such material is less liable
to warp or crack. Curved and bent wood is often of special
value to the wheelwright, although frequently such pieces are
made artificially.
Elmwood affords excellent material for the wheelwright,
sometimes that of the common elm and sometimes that of the
wych-elm being preferred, but it is very difficult to work,
and costs the artificer more labour and trouble than he often
cares to bestow. Near the sea-coast much exotic wood, ready
cut to size, is used by wheelwrights, especially American
hickory (Hicuria) and oak (chiefly Quercus rirem).
Butchers’ blocks use up much ash, as well as beech and
oak, though elmwood is best for the purpose, if it can be
obtained of suitable dimensions. Pieces of large diameter,
and thoroughly sound, are required. Many hundred l)eech
butchers’ blocks from the Spessart go down to the Uhine
annually; they are made often of 6 to 8 pieces of wood bound
together by iron hoops.
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The manufacture of railway-oarriages and trucks consum*^
enormous quantities of wood of high quality. The horizontal
beams, underlying all passenger-carriages as well as goodstrucks, are made of squared oak timber. They lie between
the iron girders supporting the carriage, and rest directly ori
the axles. Broad-ringed ashwood is preferred for the uprights,
these are dove-tailed into the horizontal beams and pieces,
which unite with them to form the framework of the carriage,
but sometimes oakwood is used. The flatly-curved roofsupports are made of bent elm, ash, or Scots pinewood. For
roofing the long dining-cars and sleeping saloon-carriages, 60
to 70 feet coniferous balks are used. All panels and the interior
work are made of light woods, coniferous, poplar-wood, etc.,
also of sheet-iron, and, more recently,.in England, of pressed
oakum made out of old ship-cables. The brakes are made of
poplar, asiien or beech.
In the frequently very luxurious passenger-carriages and
sleeping-cars, valuable ornamental veneers are use^ in the
internal fittings; or exotic woods, such as teak, pit!jh-piue,
American walnut, fine ash, maple or mahogany, in K solid
form.
^
Even the iron goods-trucks require about 36 cubic fe® of
ash and oak in the construction of each truck, and th\re
are 800,000 goods-trucks on the German railway-lines alo»,
of which 35 per cent, are roofed.

Secxion

X.—Coopers’

Work.

The coojier makes all kinds of open or closed wooden ’vessels,
to contain liquids and dry articles. A distinction •'/
be',
made l)etween casks intended to hold spirituous liq ,,
hold other fluids, or for dry goods, such as butter^’
herrings, etc. Nowadays casks are made chiefly in fa^
1. Cwsht for Spirituoug Liquors.
The most important use for coopers’ timber, and that ,
employs large quantities of the best kinds of wood, is the:^
manufacture of casks for spirituous liquors, such as wiai^l

JJ,,,

b^r or cider, etc.

A good cask should be as durable and

strong as possible, in order to withstand the inevitable shocks
and rough treatment to which it will be subjected during
transiwrt.

It must possess the properly of retaining its

liquid contents, so that the latter does not escape in drops or
vapour through the
wood-pores.

Hardly

any wood but oak0”490

wood will fulfil all
these conditions, and
especially

peduncu¬

late oakwood (zones
notexceedingOmm.)
^rom

favourable

localities,

that

Kig.

Tlie divjdoi.

(After Itoppc.)

is

superior to northern sessile oak for staves.

The latter should

be used in thicker staves to compensate for ils inferior density,
and is used chiefly for large vats.
In Italy, robinia-wood has a good repute for staves, whilst
sweet chestnut, Turkey iiud evergreen oaks arc less valuable.
Attempts have been made to utilise beechwood for wine and

jer-barrels, but without success.

For spirit-casks, ash,

robinia, and mountain ash-wood also are used.
Casks are composed of side-staves, head-pieces and hoops.
5

The side-staves should be broadest at their centres and

^per off towards their ends, in order to allow for the bulging
casks; they should, however, be somewhat thick again
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at their ends, as a notch has to be cut there to admit the^
head-pieces. The two broadest staves are, that on which the
cask rests, and the opposite one in wliich the bung is inserted.

Fig.

Stuvc-makor’s bench wiilulivitler arnl nmllot.

(Aflei lh>j)pc.)

The best wotsl is used for these two staves. From .three to
five head-pieces are used at either end of a cask, being dove¬
tailed together. The tops and bottoms of small casks are
flat, hut in larger ones
they are somewhat
curved inwards, in
order better to with¬
stand the pressure of
the li(iuid inside.
Wood for staves
is cloven usually in
the forest by special
artificers,
and
straight-grained,light
and sound wood, free
Fig. 340.—'I'ho siiavc.
from knots and other
defects, is employed. It must be strong, and yet pliable and
easily cloven; it is split with a special instrument, termed
a divider (Fig. 887), in tlie radial direction, so that the silvergrain is visible on the broad surface of the slaves, as the wood^
is least permeable in the direction at right angles to this.
Whether, or not, wine leaks out of casks appears to depei^
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ton the size of the pores, for it finds its way into the anatomical
wood-vessels and oozes out at the ends of the staves.
In the preparation of staves, an oak stem is cut first into
suitable lengths, which are then split in halves by means
of a wedge. Each half-log is split further (Fig. dSS) into
three or four sectors; after the core and sapwood have been
removed, these are split tangentially into pieces as wide
as the slaves by means of the divider driven by a wooden
mallet.
These. pieces are fitted into a stave-maker’s
bench, composed of the fork of a tree (Fig. H.S9) resting on
three slakes driven into the ground : then they are sidit
radially into staves, and trimmed smooth by means of the
shave (Fig. 340).
In Germany, the staves also are partly dressed into a
carved shaiie witli the adze, but in F’rance they are bent into
shape. The dimensions of the staves vary considerably,
according to the demands of the trade. The broadest pieces
are required for heading vats, and can be taken only from
large trees, which soon will be extinct in Gennany. The
Polish staves, which are exported from North Germany to
England, France, Spain, etc., are classified as follows:—
f.’llWH.
Pipe-stAves
Ho«8hra<i*Btavc*s

|{>'iiinrkx.

Baircl-stavcfi

... '
... .
i
... 1

HfAtl-pieccH

...

Ti fl. 2 m. to o ft. 4 in.
4 ft. 2 in. to 4 Cf 4 in.
H ft. 2 in. tf) 3 ft. 4 in.

,

,

2 ft 2 in. to 2 ft. 4 in.

pieces (ujitivnlenl to
two pipe-stavtis.
2 pieces cf^nivalcnt to
one pi|)c.stave.
4 jneccs equivalent to
one pi|>c.st:ive.

There is a very large demand for staves for the wine and
beer trades; they are exported from the Baltic, Fiume and
Trieste, and from North America. The Irest staves come from
Croatia, Slavotiia, Hungary, and Bosnia, which countries pro¬
duced about 26,000,(XX) staves in the two years 1891 and
1892. The Bosnian staves are worked more easily, and there¬
fore are preferred to those from Slavonia. Oakwood from
those countries is sound and heavy, and the markets for it
jare Fiume and Trieste for France and England, and Vienna

for Germany, the best staves going to France. These ajpSp
made as shown in Fig. 341, from the best oak trees measuring*
(without sapwood) 22 inches in diameter.
In the trade, the staves are sold in lots each sufficient toif
make up into a cask of different dimensions, or for France, in
hundreds.
:
The import of slaves (Qiicreiis alba) from America is increas¬
ing steadily at Bordeaux, Liveriwol, Hamburg, etc., and is
reducing the price of European wood.

Fig. 341.—Staves kHowii in a cross-section of oak.

The waste of wood in making staves varies from 30 to 6(1.
per cent.
After rough staves have left the forest they require further
trimming and shaping by the hand of the cooper, and must,
be allowed to seAson in piles in the open for several years
before they are lit to make serviceable casks. If, however,^
they are steei^d in water when quite green and then dried'
carefully, they may be made into casks two years after leavingthe forest.
•;*
Machines are used in England for making casks, and thi^j
latter are much more regular and of better appearance tha«t;
those made by hand: it is only questionable whether

^ade of sawn staves are as durable as those made of split
vones. In other countrie% machines are used no longer for
^oasis-making, as they do not exclude subsequent manual labour
'in finishing the casks. It is stated that, in America, beerbarrels can be made of papier-machsS which material for
some time has been used for oil-barrels.
2. Slack Barrels.
Slack Barrels are used for non-spirituous liquids, etfc., such
as those used for the transport of herrings and other sea-fish,
for living animals, for oil, bathing- and water-tubs, maltingvats, milk-pails and a number of other articles.
Herring-barrels were made formerly of inferior oakwood,
but more recently of beech, birch, alder, red pine and aspenwood. Largo raalting-vats, and other vats used in brewing,
are made of oakwood. Oil and petroleum casks are made
chiefly of beechwood, but also of oak and chestnut-wood.
Other slack barrels are made almost exclusively of coniferous
wood, oidy smaller drinking-vessels being made of maple,
pear and cherry-wood, or in preference, of juniper or Cembran
pinewood.
Jn splitting wood for staves for slack barrels methods are
followed similar to those already described; the staves, how¬
ever, are split usually along the annual rings, or made of good
sawn material. Freedom from knots, and straight fibre, are
here also the first conditions of suitability.
8. Baneh for Dry Goods.
Dry Goods Barrels are employed for storing and transport
of all kinds of wares, such as salt, colours, cement, gypsum,
sugar, currants, figs, butter, lard, chemical preparations, etc.,
and are made usually of coniferous wood. Staves for these
barrels are seldom split, but are usually sawn pieces, i inch
thick, 2 to 6 inches broad and varjing in length; poles,
4 to 4J inches in diameter at height of chest are used. Small¬
sized beech logs are used in Hungary and North Germany for
^rrels to contain currants, flour, and butter.
Ij^Barrels for dry goods are made chiefly in factories, and

th^re are large factories at Miinden, Hanover, etc., for makirig^^
margarine barrels. Smaller barrela^re made of papier-maoh6 ■
with wooden headings.
4. Barrel-Hoops.
Hoops for barrels are nowadays made increasingly of iron, |
but a large quantity of wooden hooping is still used. Coppice
poles of oak, chestnut, birch and hazel and in America of
hickory are used, also of willows for the smaller casks. They
should be felled before the leaves are out. The coppice-shoots
are cut with billhooks, trimmed of all twigs and knots, and
then split in half.
When green they can be bent easily
to the requisite shape, but if dry, must be soaked first in water.
In the case of slack barrels, the hoops are made chiefly of
pieces of the stem of ash, spruce, or willow', 2 inches broad,
and .^rd to ifrds of an inch thick. They are cut smooth with
a knife, plunged into boiling water and bent over a round
piece of wood.
Skction
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Uses op Split

Woon.

Some other articles besides casks and barrels are made of
split wood, or of wood treated in a somewhat similar manner.
1. Shingles for Hoofing or to Cover Walls,
Shingles are used either for roofs, or to cover masonry
or cement walla, which otherwise do not exclude atmospheric
moisture sufficiently. The most durable shingles are made
of oak or larch, but owing to the abundance of spruce and
Soots pine, wood of these species chiefly is used, and less
frequently silver-fir wood ; beech and aspen also are employed
sometimes. The butts to be split must contain sound, light,
and straight-grained wood without knots, and, therefore, chiefly
the lower part of stems is employed. Wood of inferior grain,
and less fissile may,' however, be split by means of machines.
Shingles are prepared of very different sizes, according
to the manner in which they are to be used. Eoofs are covered
lusually with shingles three deep, i.c., only a third part of each
' shingle being exposed (Fig. 342), and such roofs are very durable .
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^n3 water-tighli. Shingles used in this way are from 16 to 24
inches long, 8 to 10 incjjes broad, and from $ inch down to
J inch thick. In many countries they are so thin at one
end as to be semi-transparent, esiwcialty in the case of larch
shingles. Another kind of roofing (Legdiicher) is employed
frequently in Alpine districts, the shingles being from 30 to
40 inches long, and 8 to 12 inches broad. They overlap one
another, and are fastened down by nailing split laths over
them. In the case of tiled roofs, thin laths, 12 to 14 inches
long and 2 to 3
inches broad, are
placed wherever one
tile is superposed over
another.
Shingles are sj)!!!
radially from the
butts, and the sectors
thus obtained are
continually split until
pieces of the right
dimensions have been
secured; they are
then made smooth. As the central portion of the butte cannot
be used for shingles, there is a loss of 35 to 40 per cent, of
wood in making them, and even more. Machines have been
invented for making shingles, that by Gangloff* being the
best known; thus a man and boy can make 700 shingles
in a day, and wood of inferior quality may be utilised.
Shingles stained black or red, the better to resist the weather,
are prepared in Sweden. Fireproof shingles also are employed.
In America, Weymouth pine, thuya, juniper, taxodium,
sequoia, sugar-pine and Douglas-fir are used.
[In the Western Himalayas, deodar, and other conifers are
used for shingles, the former wood being extremely durable.
—Tr.]
2. Wood for Oars and Rudders.
Large quantities of wood are used for making rudders and
oars. Ashwood is best, but much oak and beech“also are used.
*

Forat. u. Ja^eitangt 1^72, p. 312.

.’he pieces used for the purpose are 6 to 15 feet lot^, 4 to.^
aches broad at the flat end, and 2J inches to 8 inches square,^
it the other end..
^
Large spars also, to stretch the large nets used by English -^
ishing-boats, may be included here. The wood used is in ,
•ound or split pieces of slender ash-stems 24 to 30 feet long,
md 7 to 8 inches in diameter at the top. Oars for light river
boats are made of split sprucewood of best quality.

8. Broad njilit Bieceg.
Thin pieces of wood are used for making boxes, sheaths for
swords or knives, by the bookbinder,shoemaker, etc.; they are
chiefly of coniferous wood (spruce), but also wood of beech,
aspen, and birch is used. They are split out of butts, or straightfibred split billets. These pieces are made by planing-raachines
worked by water-power, the planes being fixed and the wood
pushed against them. Sapwood of beech is split into slieathes
for swords and hunting knives.
Wood-Tapestry of the thickness of ordinary paper is used
for coating the W'alls of rooms, up to three feet broad and 60
to 100 feet long, it is prepared from the wood of all species of
trees. This is obtained by supporting the butt on a special
kind of turning-lathe, and revolving it against a blade which ;,
is constantly pressed further forwards as it peels off the periphery of the butt. The same machine may be used for making
.{Weneer.
Straight-grained sprucewood also is split and used for ■
making plaited wooden baskets, which are exported in large
; numbers from the Erzgebirge. The wood of aspen and lime ’
i also is used similarly. In order to prepare the wood for this ;
‘ purpose, it is soaked thoroughly in water and cut into barB, ;|
which are split into thin pieces along each of the annual^
’ rings. These pieces are extremely flexible.
f
Sprucewood is usedalso for sieve-frames and ohee8e-mcml^,i|
f the wood for which is separated from ordinary'split billets with;|
;;,the cooper’s divider and afterwards planed with the samej
j instrument, '^hese pieces are made in different dimension^
lencth being measured in hands (4 inches): thus

Are pieces of 4,6, 8, etc., np to 24 hands, the breadth varying
with the length between 2J and 8 inches. Wood must be used
green for this purpose, the preparation of the pieces and sub¬
sequent bending thus being facilitated.
The pieces lU’e then steamed and bent on simple frames,
and tied into bundles of 10 to 15 pieces for sale. Wooden
rings are mside wider than the frames, but only Jrd of their
height. The bottoms of the sieves are fixed between the
frame and the ring.
The sides of measures for fruit or drygoods, and of drums,
and other round articles, are split radially from billets of beech,
sallow or oak, from which all defective heartwood and the
younger zones of sapwood have been excluded. They are
split with the divider, worked smooth on the cooper's bench,
steamed and bent around frames. They are then sorted, and
sold in assortments like sieve-frames. Young stems.of ash
also are used for this purpose, as well as for making tennis
racquets.
The band-box maker uses chiefly spruce and silver-fir wood,
leas frequently larch, sycamore, and sallow wood. Wood for
drums and for boxes shaped like drums to contain fruit, etc.,
are made of oak and beech, cut radially out of blocks. They
are fastened by rings of split wood. Butts of straight-grained
W'ood are cut into the proper lengths, and split into from 4 to
6 billets; after these are thoroughly dried, they are split
gradually by successive bisection into pieces of the required
dimensions.
Then the pieces are planed carefully, softened in boiling
water, fastened over frames, and when thoroughly dried are
fastened together by wooden bands. The bottoms and lids for
each box are made in a similar manner.
Oblong luoifer match-boxes are made chiefly at Jonkdping
.of aspen-wood by means of machines, %hich cut out a piece
large enough for a box, and press dents into the wood wherever
a side has to be bent inwards. In the absence of aspen-wood;
wood of lime or poplar is used in Germany for these boxes.
Strainers for beer And vinegar are made of hazel, and in its
absence of hornbeam and beech. The wood is steeped in water
it has lost its colour.
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4. Wood-Wool.
Wood-Wool may be mentioned here, which is made from
even-grained wood, chiefly coniferous, though any sj)eeie8 of
wood may be used, in round pieces 1 to 2 feet long, and is
used instead of hay, seaweed, etc., as packing material; for
stuffing chairs, and other furniture ; as stable litter; for pre- ,
serving ice, and in surgery, etc. Also it is made into ropes.
Villeroy, in Shramberg, compresses very fine wood-wool
under high-pressure into a sort of papier-mache, which is very
durable and is used for rules, carvings, ornaments, etc.
5. Round Pieces of Wood.
Slender pieces of wood are used for making handles for
paint-brushes and pens, flower-sticks, etc., also wooden thread
for malpng lucifer-niatches and other articles. Fissile straight¬
grained sprucewood is used for these purposes. The pieces
used for paint-brush handles, penholders and flower-sticks are
in section either round, semi-circular, oval, or quadrangular,
and of various lengths up to !> feet. They are prepared by
machines from wood in the rough. Grasenau, in Bavaria, is
one of the chief seats of this industry.
[Beechwood is made similarly into round pieces from the
sise of a pencil to that of a flag-stall', and also into conical
spigots, at Villers Cotterets, in France, square pieces being
pushed through a system of revolving planes, and coming out
round.—Tr.]
Wooden thread is now prepared on a large scale, either in
'round pieces of sprucewood 8 to 80 feet long, or in short
pieces, used for lucifer-matches in Germany and Sweden,
j. The round pieces, usually ^’^th of an inch (2 mm.) thick,
are made only from the finest grained sprucewood, and thus
’ the refuse of musical instrument wood may be utilised,
i . They used to be made by manual labour with Eomer’s plane, ,
^ which, instead of an ordinary cutting blade, has a blade with
Sa number of funnel-shaped grooves, each of which cuts-out a
!, cylindrical thread. After a layer of thread had been planed
K away, the wood was planed smooth by means of an ordinary
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At present manual labour has been replaced by machinery
constructed on the principle of Romer’s plane. The threads
are then woven with stout twine into blinds, floor-coverings,
table-covers, etc., and in trojucal countries are specially
useful for cliloks, which, hanging before doors and windows,
allow sufficient ventilation, while excluding the glare of sun¬
light and insects.
The short pieces used for lucifer-matohes are made from
the most various woods, especially those of spruce, Scots pine,
silver-fir and aspen. They are prepared in factories according
to three different methods. The oldest method, and that still
most usual in Genuany, is by means of Homer’s plane, which
in this case is perfoi-ated by twenty-five to thirty little cutting
tubes, one above the other, through which the wood is forced
hy the workmen. The serviceable pieces are separated by
machinery from the unserviceable pieces, and placed 500
together in boxes, which are fastened by rings into large
bundles containing several thousand pieces; a workman can
prepare 200,000 pieces in a day.
Another method is employed in Sweden, only aspen-wood
being thus used. The round piece of rough wood, 1J feet long,
is softened in water and fixed between the points of a lathe,
and the wood is then turned against a blade which peels-off
from it a long piece 11 feet broad, of the thickness of a match.
This is then cut and split by machines into separate pieces,
each the size of a match. Iffie Jiinkiiping factories alone used
up, in 1883,280,000 cubic feet of Russian aspen-wood for this
purpose.
Pieces with a quadrilateral section are prepared after a third
method, machines similar to those in use for wood-wool being
employed.
The manufacture of lucifer-matches is steadily consuming
more and more wood; there are factories, which for
matches and match-boxes, consume 200,000 to 300,000
stacked cubic feet of wood annually. Thirty-five stacked
cubic feet of wood will yield 2,000,000 lucifer matches
2 inches long, weighing 8| cwt. The yearly requirements
of Europe in this respect are estimated at more than
•-,14,000,000 cubic feet of wood.

wm
6. Trenails.
Trenails are wooden pegs of various sizes, the largest
being used in shipbuilding and smaller sizes by the cabinet- *
maker and joiner, for fastening pieces of wood together; the
smallest kinds are used by shoemakers. Ships’ trenails are
in lengths of 4, 8, 16, 28 inches, 1| to 8 inches thick; they
are made of robinia, ash and mulberry-wood. Thirty-five
stacked cubic feet yield on the average 200 trenails. Trenails
used by joiners and cabinet-makers are made of the wood of
oak, fruit-trees, beech, and even of coniferous wood, besides
that of robinia and ash. Shoemakers’ pegs are made of
birch, hornbeam and sycamore.
The largest kinds of trenails are made by machinery as
follows:—A round piece of wood is cut to the length of the
nails, and then placed on
a sliding frame, which
forces
it against the
cutting-blade. It is thus
split in one direction, and
then turned through an
angle of 90 deg. and split
again.
The split pieces
are then pointed conically
Fig. 343.
by machines.
Shoemakers’ pegs are made similarly, only here, as in
Fig. 343, the points are made by means of planes running
first along a b, and then along a c. The pieces are then split
vertically (a m). There are factories in Silesia where annually
86,000 cubic feet of wood are made into shoemakers’ pegs.
Large numbers of wooden toothpicks are made at Weissenfels
and other places, of soft, white wood, chiefly willow.
[6,000 to 12,000 trenails are made daily at a factory in
Walsall, besides 6,000 to 8,000 milway-keys. Large straight
oak logs are used.—Tr.]
7. Lead-Pencils.
The best wood for lead-pencils is the so-called cedar (Jmir.
virginiana, L,J^;tmd
beiinudiana, L<)) but infwii^i

ire made of me wooa ot lime, spruee, Uembran pine'
tmd poplar. The wood is partly split and partly planed into
I shape.
8. irood for String Musical Instruments.
Split wood is used for making violins, violoncellos and other
string-instruments. As steamed woods more or less curved
and pressed into shape are required, only split wood, but not
sawn wood, can stand the strain. The fronts and backs of
the instruments are made of spruce and silver-fir wood, and
their sides of sycamore. As regards fine zones and uniform
structure, wood of even superior quality to that used for
pianofortes is required. The zones in the wood for violins
should not exceed 1 to 2 mm. {.fg to
inch); for doublebasses and violoncellos it may be coarser-textured, 2 to 4 mm.
i'h *'0 (\ inch).
The higher the key, the liner the woody zones should be.
This valuable wood is steadily becoming scarce. Up to the
present it has been obtained from selection forests, in which
the suitable trees are found disseminated. It is rare that an
entire stem can be used for making musical instruments, only
the fine-zoned external parts of it being suitable. These
pieces are imported in split sector-shaped pieces, from which
the core has been removed, in lengths of 16 to 30 inches for
violins, or of 40 to 60 inches for the larger string instruments.
Grasenau (in the Bavarian Forest), Mittenwald (in the
Bavarian Alps), and Markneukirschen (in Saxony) are the
best known markets for these goods.
jl5

Section

XII.—Window-Frames.

Glaziers formerly used chiefly oakwood for window-frames;
less frequently, wood of sweet chestnut, elm, larch and Scots
pine. More recently, in large towns, the better kinds of )
^Bcots piuewood [or teak.—Tr.] have replaced oak for this
jpurpose. The (glazier requires oakwood of similar quality to '
?p&at used by the cooper; generally it is sawn, with a nearly
Isquare section, or is taken from the refuse wood after splitting ■
l^ves, or is split from billets. Sawn oak planks are used fori
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ihe larger windows. The advantage of split wood for this
purpose is that it warps less than sawn wood. Coniferous
window-frame wood comes into the market ready prepared by
machinery. Iron is steadily replacing wood for windowframes, especially in windows of shops and other large
buildings.
Section XIII.—Woon-CAnviNo.

The wood-carver is represented by a whole class of artizans
who use a number of chisel-like tools, especially in tlie linish
of their products. The following classification of these wares
is attempted;—
1. Coiiriie WiiiiJ-Carviiiti.
All sorts of bowls, ])lates, platters; corn, meal, malt, and
bakers’ shovels; kitchen-rollers, milliners’ blocks, and stands
for shops, milk-ladles, wooden spoons, wooden shoes and heels,
shoemakers’ lasts, saddle-trees, etc. Bcochwood chiefly is

Figa. ,^44 and 345.—luatrunicuta fur making wibotH.

used for these articles and sycamore-wood for cooking
apparatus; wood of birch, aspen, lime and poplar also are
used, and boxwood for the finest Russian wares.
Chiefly short wooden butts are used, which for the larger
bowls, platters, etc., should be 3 feet and more in diameter,
and, on. account of their size, are becoming scarce. For
smaller articles, and especially sabots, or wooden shoes, the
better sorts of timber are required. All tlw timber used
should split easily, be perfectly sound and free from defects
and knots.
As-the finished articles pjust be, above all, safe from warping,
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sufficiently strong, the cuts should be along their lines of
greatest extension. The butt is therefore split into from four
4o six sectors, from which the core and bark ate removed and
'the shape roughly hewn-out with an adze. The further finish
is given to the articles with special instruments, which are
bent according to its shape, and of which Figs. ;i44 and 345
represent general types.
Tlie remarkable progress which has been made recently in
wood-working machines favours the idea that handwork on
rough wood-carving will become in time more and more
replaced by machinery. The turning-lathe is already largely
used for round articles, whilst machines have been invented
by which almost any shape may be given to wooden articles.
Wooden shoes (sabots) are made by hand, of the wood of
beech, alder, birch, hornbeam, walnut or poplar, the split
pieces first being trimmed roughly into shape by a short
hatchet and then finished with various curved instruments.
Trees 2 feet to 21 feet in diameter at height of chest are
preferred for this purpose. In order to give the shoes a dark
colour and preserve them from splitting whilst being gradually
dried, they are smoked. The finer kinds are made of poplar,
or willow, and blackened. The Departement of Lozere, in
France, alone produces 600,000 pairs of wooden shoes yearly.
Wooden soles ((/afoc/irs) for leather boots, and wwden
pattens and clogs, are made largely in F'rance and Baxony by
machinery. Clogs are made in Britain of alder. Shoe¬
makers’ lasts are made chiefly of hornbeam-wood, and failing
that of beech or sycamore; there are large factories of these
articles in Bohemia and Saxony, in which machinery is used.
,-,£Wooden heels of women’s boots are made extensively in
Normandy.—Tr.]
o Broom-heads and brush-backs are marie chiefly of beech and
Icherry-wood. They are made chiefly at Globenstein in the
Slrz mountains, at Esslingen, and at Todtenau in the Black
IForest, where i£25,000 to i30,000 worth of broomheads are
Ifeade yearly. [There is a small factory for brush-backs at
ra Cotterets.—Tr.]
ood ip used mostly green for rough wood-carving, as it is

E

easier to work.
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2. (hm-gtoclm, Wiud-lnstmmenU, etc.
lor gun-stocks ami pistol-stocks, wavy wood of wal.—
maple, birch, elm and sycamore is used, chiefly from the
•lower part of the stem and the roots. Beechwood also is used
■for inferior muskets. ( American walnut-trees were sold at
A‘40 each for this purpose in 1898 (Laslett).—-Tr.] The
various wind-instruments, clai ionet, flute, fife, etc., are made
from boxwood, and wood of ebony, birch, service-tree, maple,
and grenadil; wooden pipes from bruyOre (hricaarborea, L.),
aider, maple, birch and sycamore. All the wood used must
first be dried, and again from time to time laid aside to dry
during the making of the instruments, or it would soon warp.
Klingontal and Markneukirchon in the Erz mountains are
the chief places for the manufacture of flutes, etc.
3. Children’s Toys.
Enormous numboi’s of these pretty articles are made by
dovetailing little cut pieces of wood, also by the turning-lathe
and by carving. Sprucowood chiefly is used, between 60 to 70
per cent, of the whole, also wood of lime, oak, aspen, birch
and alder. Regarding the importance of this trade, it is
noted that at Olbernhau in the Erz mountains 1,000 to 1,500
tons, worth ,t;3f),000, are made yearly. The work is done by
manual labour and by machinery; and there are factories
where only one special toy is made (for instance, toy-guns).
Little animals which are afterwards painted to imitate
nature, are, in the Erz mountains, split-out from rings of
spruoewood, which have been turned on a lathe, so that the
animals are roughly formed along their radii.
This vast industry, of wliich Germany had for many years
a monopoly for the whole world, has now taken root in other
countries, under protective duties, and toys are now exported
largely from America,
4.
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The art of wood-carving attained its highest perfection
the 14th and 16th centuries a.d., but after a long slumber ha»' ¥
revived recently. Moderately hard, fipe and hoinosenaoiiali?
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Twoods are most suitable for this purpose, in which neither the
annual rings nor the inedullary rays are too prominent.
Liinewood is best, and then comes the wood of sycamore,
horse-chestnut, walnut and fruit-trees. Oakwood is much
used for carving, mountain and Cembran pinewood for inferior
work. Besides carvings in which human figures and beasts
are imitated, ornamental furniture is made largely, also frames
for mirrors, clock-cases, etc.
Numerous smaller articles, such as ash-trays, salad-spoons
and forks, paper-weights, napkin-rings, photograph-frames,
etc., are produced in largo numbers. There are now places,
such as Oberainmergau, Berchtesgaden and Salzburg, where
wood-carving, fostered by schools of art, forms the chief
occupation of the people.
[Fine wood-carving has long been a speciality in India,
and very valuable art-furniture is now made in the Punjab,
Burma, and other provinces.—Tr.]
A special form of wood-carving consists in the large wooden
type used for advertisements, notices, etc. Pear and applewood, sycamore and boxwood are used chiefly, and this
industry has its principal seat in Switzerland.
[Wood-engravers use almost exclusively boxwood for their
plates to illustrate books and newspapers, and this wood is
steadily becoming rarer, selling at from £20 to £30 a ton
ill London. There is a considerable area of boxwood forest in
the Himalayas, the protection of which is highly advisable;
the wood is used chiefly for making combs.—Tr.]
Section

XIV.—Tubnehy.

The turner employs hard, homogeneous wood capable of
being polished, and besides using many exotic woods, such as
box, ebony, etc., prefers the wood of beech, sycamore, hornb^m, service-tree, birch, aspen, yew, walnut and fruit-trees.
Chiefly split pieces of wood are used and the turner purchases
tound butts or split billets.
Although the demands the turner makes on the forest are
'only small, it is interesting to give an account of some of his
■ wares. Large wooden screws for wine or oil-presses are
i^rade jif the wood of pear, apple or hornbeam; for mangles
B B2
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for pressing linen, of the same species, and also o
ser^ce-trch and beech. Tun J legs’and ol"
0 nainental furniture are chiefly of vviilnut-wood.
Hat-moulds
c made of lime or alder-wood; skittles of hornbeam near
and servicpood; bowls, of lignuni-vit® {(hiakinm)- shuttles,
of boxwood ; reels for thread, of birch and aspen-wood; spools
chiefly of birch [of which 6,000,000 feet of spool-bars are!
^ported annually into Britain from America; birch, beech
and sycamore grown in Britain also are used.-Tr.l; pipestems, of apple, cherry, plum, maple, etc. ; walking-sticks
vrneToc'l 1
f
white-thorn, ■
vme_ stock dog-wood, fruit-trees, and many exotic woods such as those of olive, greenheart, etc.; cask-taps, of pear apple V
yew larj and Cembran pine; bungs are made of spl’it oak- '
wood and interior sprucewood.
^
Wherever these articles are made in factories, the demand
on neighbouring forests maybe considerable; as, for instance
for s].ools, wooden buttons, bungs, bandies for tools, etc.

Suction

XV.—Pi,aited Wood-wobk.

This section may be divided into basket-work, and plaited
wood-work lu-opei-ly so called.

1 he basket-maker prepares wares of all shapes and dimen¬
sions, from coarse hampers, fish-traps, etc., to the finest kinds:
of baskets. The materials used are osiers, chiefly of Awi
^nmmahs, ^mirnrea, ruhra, am/pthlim, triandra, Lambertiana ?
primmsu, etc., also shoots of birch and of climbing plants and*'
he finer roots of Scots pine, mountain-pine or'larcl T^'^
best osiers are thin yearling shoots, free from branches aboui
j to eight feet long, with white, soft wood; one or other kinc
of willow IS preferred, according to locality, but A’, nmina&i
and amyg<hd,na purpurea and mbra are the best esteemed.
For superior basket-work, the osiers are peeled, which is doni
unmediately after they have been cut, when the sap is rising:
The osiers may, however, be peeled, if they are plunged inS
water at, a temperature of from 100 to 120° Falir„ witl3

p^ming impaired in colour or texture. After being peeled,
^e willows should be dried thoroughly by exposure to the sun
5*nd air, or they will turn bluish and Ixwme brittle. They
must be steeped in water when used, in order to recover their
;flexibility. For rough hampers and iish-trfips the coarser
osiers up to J inch thick are used, unpoeled, but freshly cut.
Coarser baskets are made from unsplit osiers, the thin ends
being cut-off, so that the thickness of the pieces used may be
fairly uniform. Finer basket-work is made of split osiers.
These fine l)askels are made over caoutchouc moulds.
Spanish cane from the I’iiilippine Islands, and split bamboo,
make the finest basket-work.
In vine districts a largo quantity of osiers arc used as withes
for fastening the vines to their supports. .S'. rimiiiaUs and
S. iiVia are used chiefly.
‘2. Wmiil-Jihiitliiii,
Wood-plaiting is the most highly artificial employment of
wooden threads, which are woven on a frame into various
articles. The simjilest of these are sieves, mats and carpets
made of wooden threads at Klein-Cerma, in Bohemia. Silverfir fibres are employed chiefly in strands l(i to ‘21 incites long,
spun into threads and woven into carpets.
The liner kinds of goods are formed of woven material,
which is afterwards bent over moulds into hats, purses, cigarcases, ftrble-covers, blinds, etc. Alt- and Neu-Fjhrenherg in
Northern Bohemia are the chief seats of this industry, and
only aspeuwood is used, the wood being imported chiefly from
Poland, and kept in pits under water till required.
The wood-fibres are prepared by the use of planes with
numerous longitudinal groovings, and from them the material
is woven on looms in pieces 2^ to .S feet long and 2 feet broad.
.The threads are sometimes coloured.
Another way of making textile fibres from wood is to boil
pieces of sprucewood, 8 or 9 inches long, with gypsum, as in :
eellulose-factories, so that the wood becomes resolved into its
ultimate fibres. These fibres may then, like cotton or hemp^;
be spun into threads and twisted into ropes. In California ;
JEhig material is used on a lar^e scale for various purposes.
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[Hurdles end orete-wood.—'Much split ash, oak, pollard
willow shoots and other coppice-wood is re(iuire<l iii Britain for
tiurdles, and for crates used in packiiif; niadlunery, crockery,
Crate-wood is in great demand for the Potteries.—Tr.]
Tree-props, which are used to ))ii)p up the houghs of
orchard trees when heavily laden witli fruit, are usually of
the same dimensions as small or middling-sized hop-poles,
and

are

made

from

poles of

eonifeis,

also

of

heech,

oaks and other trees, several stumps of hranclies heing
left at their tops to serve as forks and MU]»pnrt tlio laden
hranchts. Prop' for drying clothes are similar.
Vino-stakes, which are placed in the ground close to vines,
and to which the latter are tied, consist usually of split oak or
coniferous wood, 0 to 8 feet long, and IJ to f! inches square.
In Alsace, vine-stakes are split from sweet chestnnt and
rohinia stool-shoots 10 to 12 feet long; they are far more
durable than oak-stakes.

In Fratice, vine-stakes are made

even of asi)en and willows.

Impregnated spruce iwles are

replacing hroadleaved wood, especially from Switzerland.
Wherever, ns in parts of the Palatinate, the vines are grown
very low, and spread more horizontally than vertically, the
stakes are left in the ground over winter, and only oak, sweet
chestnut and robinia-wood aie found serviceable.

In this

case, horizontal pieces or bars of wood are nailed across from '
one stake to another, the latter being placed into the giound
vertically.

The stakes are thick split pieces 4 to fi feet long,

and the Imrs split laths 10 to 14 feet long, which are split off
straight-grained stems by means of

a wedge or divider.

Sometimes they are replaced by steel-wire.
Wooden Park Palings.—These are employed round gardens
and parks, and especially in Alpine pastures, and are made
by splitting round logs 4 to 6 feet long.

Inferior kinds of

wood are used sawn and generally creosoted.
driven directly into the ground side by side.

They may be

[In Britain, they

are generally nailed to strong post-and-rail supports, and kept
entirely above ground, the lower part of the fence being formed
by a plank placed horizontally from post to post.

Deer-

parks require the strongest fencing, and sjilit oak and sweet
chestnut, or sawn larch or Scots pinewood are used chiefly,
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Cheap palingH are made of chestnut laths hound together
■wire by a machine.—Tr.]
Withes for fastening faggots, bundles of corn, oak-bark,
hemp, etc., are made of coppice-shoots of hazels, willows, and
different shrubs; sometimes oak and beech saplings are stolen
for the purpose.
Brooms are made usually of young shoots and twigs of birch
trees, and should be cut before the foliage has appeared.
Vigorous birch trees afford the best shoots for brooms.
Brooms are made also of broom. Genista, peeled osiers, etc.
[In India large quantities of prickly bushes are used
annually for making temiX)rary dead fences round the crops
ill the dry season, and are used for fuel, or left to rot, when
the cattle come into the fields to graze on the stubble after
the harvest in April.- Tr.]

Section

XVIL—Refuse

Wood.

The refuse wood, after sawing or splitting has been effected,
and the bark, are cut by the circular saw into convenient
lengths, fastened into bundles and sold as kindling material.
Wood-shavings serve a similar purpose, but attempts have
been made to jiress them into briquets mixed with cement
‘ to form Xylolith.
Sawdust has many uses, it is burned in specially-made
furnaces to supply heating-power to steam-engines.
Saw¬
dust and cellulose acted on by dilute nitric acid and boiling
solution of common salt are used for fodder (Wendenburg's
;«y8tem). It is used as litter in stalls and wet places; to place
Jn layers between seeds in winter; also between rows of
seedlings in forest nurseries as a protection against frost; as a
packing for fragile goods; with cement, soluble ;Hass and
gypsum, it is converted into xylolith or papyrolith; mixed with
chromium gelatine and immersed in boiling oil it produces a
substance resembling gum.
Sawdust is used for making
oxalic acid and methyl-alcohol; when heated it is pressed into
briquets, nearly ns serviceable as coal, or it soaked and pressed
3| is easily kindled (Hugendudel system); when steamed, it
imay be pressed into permanent shaires,
'

Sub-division n.—Firewood.
The material used for fuel consists of split billets of coniferous
■wood, resinous pieces of spruce or pine, hircli-bark, -woodshavings, brushwood of any kind. Briquets of pressed peat
saturated by easily combustible substances may ho substituted.
Firewood is burned directly for heating apartments, or for
cooking food, washing, drying, etc. Hardwoods, which give
out a more lasting, uniform heat than softwoods, are jrreferred to
the latter for the above household purposes. For boiling food
or heating boilers, as iit kitchens, hard dense woods are
preferred ; f.rr baking or roasting, when a quick intense heat
is required, 2)orouK softwood or charcoal is preferable. It is
not always irossible, however, to obtain the best material, and
wood of all kinds is used for both purposes. The Banish
Forestry Society has constructed a permanent wood-furnace:
Beck’s furnace at Coiienhagon is the best; 18 lbs. of wood,
filled in throe times, burns for .86 hours.
Firewood is still omjyloyed in factories, which may be
classified according as they require hardwoods, as in soap¬
making, laundries, and all factories employing boilers; or
softwoods, jjroducing a quickly radiating, intense heat, as ii
bakeries, i)otteries, Irrick-kilns, lime-kilns, (dc.; finally, char
ooal, the heat of which is not only quick and intense, but alsi
very enduring, as for the work of locksmiths, blacksmiths
glass-makers, etc.
The utilisation of dead firewood also may bo considers
here. This consists of all dry branches and twigs lying on th(
ground, that have been broken from the trees either by th(
natural clearing process of the woods, or by wind or snow
its redaction into small pieces, without the use of im|)leraentH
■.can be effected by breaking it simply by hand or across tin
^nee. Such a strict definition of fallen firewoo<l cannot
^lowever, be considered as universal ; its inexactness it
apparent for many localities where dry branchwood is included
is still attached to the trees, from which it may l)c broke|j
^>y hand or dragged down by a hook; in other places are
Imlnded small pieces of wood and roots, that are still repro^fofave and have not been dug np, as well as all refuse wood
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left unsold on the filling-areas; finally, in still other districts
the collector of dead wood is permitted to cut down and
appropriate dead standing saplings and poles. [It is abso¬
lutely necessary that for all forest-ranges a local definition
of the meaning of dead firewood should be made and enforced
strictly.-—Tr.]
The collection of dead firewood is very simple: the wood is
picked up from the ground and wberever the dry branches of
standing trtjes are included, they are pulled down by iron
hooks at the end of long jwles, or men climb tin', trees and cut
off the dead wood with an axe. The method of collection is
not an indifferent matter to the forester. So long as dead
wood lying on the ground only is collected, its removal is not
injurious, but its barinloss cbarach^r is gone when hooks are
used. lnij)ortant as it is that trees should lose their dead
branches in order to improve the value of ibeir wood, it is,
however, most hurtful to remov<! these branches in an injurious
manner. It has been statisd already (p. Wo), that.at the
circular occlusion around the base of a dead branch a small
lepression exists, in which water accumulates and moisture periists for some time, so that at this place the branch rots (juickly
ind eventually breaks oil by its own weight, which has the
greater effect the longer is the leverage of the branch. If such
a stage of decomposition has not beem reached, as in the case
of all branches that have died only recently, the breakage of
the branch by the hook leaves a little stump, which only in
the course of years becomes occluded in the stem. The hoo}i
^ould therefore be excluded from all woods that are not yel
mature ; it is certainly more injurious than the axe by whicl
occasionally a suppressed but still green sapling may lx
cut. It would therefore be much better for the forest if th(
book were replaced by the. pruning tree-saw.
The yield of dead wood varies in quantity according to th(
definition of dead firewood. Whenever only refuse wood am
dead stems are taken, it amounts to 12 to 1.5 per cent, of thi
iBolume of a crop. When the trees stand close together, it ii
greater than when they are far apart, is greater on good thai
on bad soil, it is greatest of all in pole-woods, when weak«
poles are being suppressed.

LmNO PLANTS.

The utilization of dead firewood is important in national
economy, for usually its collection and removal is loft gratui¬
tously to poor men, women and children; in many forest
districts, it forms a servitude on the forest.
As all fallen wood, if it remains in the forest, is a manure to
the soil and renders it porous and well aih'ated, its utiliza¬
tion should ho abandoned on poor soils, or on heavy, wet ones ;
but the increased danger from fire, especially on sandy soil
in sunny, dry places, remhu's its retnoval there advisable.
Highly resinous pieces from the slumps of felled pines, and
other coniferous trees are used as torches in mountainous
countries, as in the Himalayas.

Sub-diviaion III, --Utilization of living plants or of parts
of plants.

The sale of living plants or of purls of jilants has IxiCiome so
prfifitable to the foreht-owner, osi)e(ually near large towns, as
to deserve mention.
1. Plante with roots, for itlautations or parks. They are
either reared in home-nurseries or jturchastid from j’rofessional nurserymen. They are classified according to their
age and height, but it would b(i bettor if both age and height
were specified, as then the cpialily of the plants could be
estimated better. Exotic plants are expensive, partly owing
to the high cost of the seed, partly on account of their beauty,
and partly becatise the purchasers are unaware of the real cost
of jiroducing them.
‘2. Plants without roots. Christmas trees (sometimes rooted)
are almost exclusively conifers, usually of spruce or silver-fir.
In Franconia birches are used; they are cut at the l)eginning
of September, placed in water, and kept in warm rooms, so
that they are green on Christmas Day.
Tlie height of Christmas trees varies from 8 to 16 feet, and
tlieir age from 5 to 20 years; plants grown in the open have
the strongest branches and the best appearance. Mencke
recommends fencit)g in areas near large towns for the growth of,
Christmas trees, planting them at the rate of 160 plants an
^re, and selling them when twelve years old.
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Suppressed steins'of evergreen coniters with Hat, scantji'ij
crowns are placed along the sides of roads in order to point,
out the roadway in times of heavy snowfall.
3. Small branches of all species of trees, hut especially of'
conifers, serve as shelter to delicate plants against sun or frost,
or for decorative purposes. Near towns the sale of such material
that is primed from open idantations is a productive source of
revenue. They are sold by weight, in bundles, or by the cart¬
load. Holly, inislletoo, etc., are extensively used at Christinas.
Sub-division IV. --Woods arranged according to their
Uses.
In the following abstract of the technical uses to which wood
may he put, only its uses as timber arci considered. The list
first contains the European woods, and then the most service¬
able foreign woods.
1. H'doils Ilf lirtiaillcurcd I'n'cs.
Oakwood. Used for supin-structures, hydraulic WK'rkfi,
bridges, shi]) and hoat-luiilding, gate-posts, mill-wh^eV^
railway-sleepers, mining timber, joiners’ work, cabinet¬
making; for wheelwrights' work, blocks, staves, bungs,
sieve-frames, shingles, trenails, wood-carving, pianofortemaking, turnery, window-frames, park-palings, vine-stakes,
hurdles, rungs for ladders, etc.
It should be noted that the fine-soned, easily worked, softer
wood of the sessile oak is preferred to that of i>odunculate,
oak for all purposes making less demands on size, hard¬
ness, strength and durability. The latter is preferable for
construction of all kinds, for staves, wheelwrights’ work,
split-wood, etc.
Ashw^ood.—B’or pillars, stamping hammers, wheelwrights',:
work, joinery implements, tool- and whip-handles, billiard-riJ
cues, racquets, hurdles, barrel-hoops, gymnastic apparatus,'
lance-shafts, rudders and oars, thatchwood for stacks. Figured '
ftshwood is greatly in dejaand for furniture.
• Kim wood.-—Used by the furniture-maker, undertaker
tininorj greatly in demand by the wheelwright; for butchfirra
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blocks and Uie inner lining of ships. [Elmwood, lieiug tough,
is used for boxes for tin-plates.—Tr.] Figured elmwood is much
esteemed: the wood of the common elm is more valuable
generally than that of the mountain elm.
Sweet chestnut.—I'sed occasionally in superstructures, also
for furniture, gate-posts, park-palings, fences and hurdles,'
staves; makes excellent vine-stakes, ho])-poles and hoops.
Sycamore and maple.—Preferred by the cabinet-maker for
solid and veneered articles, parciuotry, etc.; by the turner and
oarvcr, in cotton and jute mills for rollers and .spools; for
churns, musical instruments, gun-stocks, and ornamental whiphandles. Bird’s-eye maple is very vahiahle.
Iiimewood.—For fine carving, foutiders’ models: used
under veneer, for wooden basket-work ; in ))ianos and organs,
wooden shoes, papier-mache, etc.
Beechwood.—Joinery, for floors and staircases, in mills and
mines (staniiiing-hammers),
blocks, cabinet-making;
benches,

wheelwrights’

railway-sleepers, Htreet-j)aving

for furniture, pianos, carpenters’
work,

slack

barrels,

agricultural

implements, packing-cas(w, measures, sieve-frames; for coarse
carved work, maltsters’ shovels, wooden shoes, horse-collars,
gun-stocks, hroom-hcads, brush-hacks, plane-boxes,spigots, etc.
Hornbeam-wood.—Wheelwrights’ work, in mills, lUHcliinery,
turnery, shoemakers’ pegs and lasts, plane-boxes, carpenters’
benches, tool-handles, agricultural implements, skittles, etc.
Birohwood.—.Joinery, furniture, wheelwrights’work, turnery,
spools, bobbins, wood-carving, brushes, clogs, shoe-pegs, coarse
carved wares, withes, brooms, etc. Figured bircliwood much
prized by cabinet-maker and cari'iage-lmildor.
AJderwood.—Used underground in mines, for covering
damp places, water-conduits; largely used for cigar-boxes,
clog-soles, broom-heads, toys; also for gunpowder.
Poplar.—Rafters and rails, slips for cargo, joinery and
wheelwrights’ work, packing-cases, coarse carving, matches,
cigar-boxes, and papier-mache. The white poplar, or Abele,
tdso for superior wood-carving and in organs. Aspen for
^□cifer-matches and paper-pulp.
Willow.—-Cricket-bats (Soffir. dba-riiidU),* basket-work,.
• £. E. Pratt, “ Variation* Ot Sitliir alba.” Journal of Forestry, Ooi, 1907.
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clothes-pegs, withes, fascines; wood of tree-willows used in 'i
furniture under veneer, for piicking-ciises, hurdles, papierinach6. [Being soft and tenacious is used as well as poplar
for lining carts for carrying stones.—Tr.J
Eobinia (False acacia).—Wheelwiighls’ wood, especially
spokes, rungs, implements, joinery, trenails, vine-stakes, toolhandles and turnery.
Service-wood (/’//)•«« l(inniiHdis).—Used hy turner and
oabinet-niaker, and for wood-carving. [I't/ms Sorhiis yields
very finely grained wood, used for set-s(juares, French curves,
etc.—Tr.]
Eowan-wood {I’l/nin Aunipanii).—Splendid wheelwrights’
wood, on account of its great toughness.
Wild pear {I’l/rtiii romiiiuiiin). Highly esteemed for cabinet¬
making and turnery, for picture-frames, blocks for woodcuts.
Figured wood equally prized with that r)f the cultivated pear
and apple-tree for veneers.
Hazel.—Used for hoops, sieve-frames, also by the cabinet¬
maker ; for holding chisels to cut iron plates.
Horse-chestnut.—Used by tlu^ turner and cabinet-maker
and for fine wood-carving.
Wild Cherry
Cfiamis, L.).—By the cabinet¬
maker, turner, and wheelwright.
P. Padns for holding
chisels.
Walnut. ■ Highly esteemed for furniture, veneer, gun-stocks,
and for frames, wood-carving and turnery.
Laburnum (Cylisit» Laburnum and C. alphiuin).—Splendid
nood for turning, or for furniture.
Boxwood, for wood-engraving and turnery, flutes, measures,
ihuttles. This wood is becoming rai e owing to the absence of
brestry in the Black Sen districts.
2. Coniferous ll’oodg.
Spruce.—Superstructures of ail kinds, in boats for fresh-

uater traffic. Sawn timlier used by the joiner and cabinet-maker,
?y the wheelwright and shingle-maker, for boxes, packingjases, toys, violins, etc., piano-making and organ-building.
Poles and saplings used for agricultural puriroses, ladders,
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tmrs, telegraph-jwsts, fencing, vine-stakes, wooden baskets,
and papei-pulp.
Silver-flr.—Used for the same purimses as spiucewood, and
specially useful in buildings, lor ])illars, also in hydraulic works.
Soots pine, also teriued red-doal.—Used for the same
purposes a.s spruce, except for musical instruments, shingles
and other split-ware; superior to spi’uce or silvei-lir for
hydraulic works (piles), bridges, railway-sleepers, or mining
timber; used for all purposes requiiing durability; esteemed
for ships' masts and spars, spars for windmills, conduit-pipes,
street-paving, etc.
Larch.—Used for the same purposes as red-deal, and
wherever durability is demanded is more highly esteemed than
the latter. [In Britain for fishing-boats,bargesand fences.—Tr.]
Black pine.—More used in hydraulic works and earthworks
than for superstructures, furniture, etc.
Weymouth pine, termed white deal in America.—Used in
suiierslructures, especially in roofs; also in cabinet-making,
packing-cases, etc. Old wood is preferred.
Cembran pine.- M ood-carving, toys, and cabinet-making.
[Corsican pine.—Ueartwood similar to red-deal.—Tr.]
Yew (Tii.vm haccala).- Esteemed for bows, cahinot-making,
wood-carving and turnery.
Hountain-pine (Pinus immtam).—Turnery and woodcarviug. [Erect variety yields good building timber.—Tr.]
Juniper (Juiiipcrus cowihuoji'*).--Fine wood for turnery and
wood-carving.
3. Exutie Woods.
Teak (TirUma (/r«Mdt«).--The best wood for shipbuilding,
suirerstructures; largely used in railway-carriage-building, and
by the cabinet-maker, wheelwright and turner.
Uahogany {Suieteiiia Makogani).—Highly-esteemed furni¬
ture wood; also used for panels, picture-frames, cigar-boxes,etc.
Padauk (Fteromrpis dalhcrgioides) from Burmah and the
Andaman Islands. Highly esteemed for railway-carriages and
cabinet-making, also in saddle-making.
Hickory (Hicoria alha and other species).—Highly esteemed
in carriage-making, mid for handles of implements.

1*J.
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Ailanthis (/iojtdttJosa.—Kecommended for carriage-making
m account of its strength, elasticity and non-liability to warp
West Indian cedar (Cedrela odorala).—Best wood for cigar
joxes and river-boats.
Ebony (lYumpyrm Kbeniini, J>. MehmxyUm, and othe

speeioB).—Turnery and wood-carving, pianoforte keys, knife
Bundles, etc. [Btained holly and hornbeam used to imitat
jbony.—Tr.]
Iiignum-vitse {Giuiiitnim ojliciuule).—Bowls, pulley-blocks
policemen’s batons; used in gunpowder-manufacture a
grinding-rollers.
Jacaranda {Jni'MVditdn hi’tiYdienaiY).—Turnery, inlaid furni
fcure, etc.
Rosewood (wood of several species).*---Furnitnre,pianoforte
making, etc.
Oronadilla! (West Indies and Honduras).—Used similarl;
to rosewood, and for flutes.
Horseflesh-wood {('tesidpinia sp. from Bahamas).-;-Violin
bows, machinery.
Greenheart (iVcctuadria liodid'i, lauraceous tree fron
Central America, South America, and West Indies).- Ship
building.
Violet-wood {Acacia pendida and A. iiomoluphylhi, fron
Queensland).-Inlaid furniture, boomerangs, etc.
Satinwood [wood of different species of trees, among other
Chhrojplou Swicteiiia, from Ceylon. - Tr.] Used for furnitur
and the backs of brushes.
Olive-wood {Olca (■ar(ip<«a).--Wood-carving, etc.
Quebraohe-wood
Argentina).—A
engraving,

also

good
for

{Aspidosjwniia
substitute

QuAirachn-hlanco,
for

railway-sleepers.

fron

boxwood, for wood
(^iiehracho-coloradi

for tanning.t

white (or poplar) wood {Liriodendron).—\Jm
for ebonised show-cases, furniture, carpenters’ benches, etc
Takes stains well, and does not warp,—Tr,]
Briar-wood (Erica arborsii).—Boot-stock used for tobacco
pipes,
’
.
[Iianoewood {Dvguetia quitarenm, Benth. of Guiana, am
*

i
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:>ChiaUeria rirgata, Brazil ?) for fialiing-rods, handles of golf-

clubs, etc. Heads of wooden golf elnbs are of beech, or
apple.—Tr.]
PenoU-oedar (Jxmiperm nriiiiiiami and J.ln-mtidiana). -¥or
lead-pencils, pianoforte-hammers, pipe-sterns, tnrncrv and finer
cabinet-making.
Pitch pine (Piiiun jKilmtrk, from the Kouthei'u States of
North Amm-ica). - Splendid architectural wood, resembles the
best larchwood in durability ; ship-biiilding. railway-carriages,
less used for furniture. [I’itch pine is the nanre given itr
Europe to the timber of several pines in the S. States of
N. America. They are Longleaf-pine (/>. palmti U), Cubanpine {IK ciihcniiin), Shoitleaf-pine {IK eeltinala), and Loblollypine {IK Taeda). The timber of IK judustris is called longleaf
pinewood in America, pitch pine being the name of Piiiu»
rujuh, a tree yielding very inferior timber. - Tr. |
American cypress {Taxndium disticliiiw).- Used for door
and wall-panelliug, etc. Lawson's cypress wood is considered
durable in America.
Oregon or Douglas-flr {I’sei’didsii^a mucnmala). Excellent
for superstnictures and ship-building; also as scantling in
joinery, for school-benches, etc. [Used by Nansen for “ The
Fram.”—Tr.l

[The wood of many Australian gum-trees {Kiu altipliu itp.)
is highly esteemed: thus “.larrah” {K. niaiyi/iata), ship¬
building, railway-sleepers, wood-paving; and “ Kari ” (E.
direnicohir), wood-paving. - -Tr.]
Californian red-wood {Sequoia geiiipeiriiriin), price in Loudon ,
in 1898,1«. Sfl. to Is. lOd. cubic foot.
Kauri pine {Dammara australk), from New Zealand, used for
flooring, deck planks, etc. Dacriiditun cuprmimtm also, is
much used in New Zealand.
Falmwood, for sticks and umbrella-handles.
Bamboos for sticks and furniture, basket-work, fishing-rods, ’
etc.
[In tropical countries, for buildings, masts, shafts for
jcarriages, lance-poles, milk-pails, etc.—Tr.]

PART II.
THE PROPERTIES, UTILIZATION, VALUATION AND
DISPOSAL OF MINOR FOREST PRODUCE.

(’HAPTER I.
PEOPEETIES,

UTILIZATION,

VALUATION,

AND

DISPOSAL OP BAEK AND ITS CONSTITUENTS.
Section I.—.\NA'roM\ of B.vhk.
'I’hk bark on a yearling ahoot of dicotyledonous and gymnospennous woody species, at the close of the annual growth, may
be distinguished as outer and inner bark. The outer bark
(cortex) includes the external coating, termed epidermis, the
cells of which are covered by a suherous and ligneous, waxy
layer, the cuticle. Through the epidermis there are oi>enings
(stomata), by w Inch an interchange of gases is effected lietween
the interior of the jilant and the atmosphere. The ejiidennis
contains frequently a strenglbening tissue, the hypoderma,
formed sometimes of collenchymatous cells, the walls of which
swell when moist. Under the epidermis lie the chlorophyll
cells, connected together somewhat loosely, so that there is
room between them for the circulation of air.
Usually in the first year of a shoot, the cells of the
epidermis or those of the subjacent cellular tissue, or even
of a deeper tissue, become divided ; the inner half form a cork
mother-tissue (Phellogen), whilst the outer half are brickshaped oork-oellB. The latter lose their plasmic contents
rapidly and then contain only air, their wails become snberised
and are impermeable for air and water. Hence all tissues
outside the corky layer die. In order to replace the stomata,
a group of cells is formed beneath them, the walls of which
are rounded and suberised, so that the intercellular spaces
between them allow for the passage of air. These groups of
cells are named lentioela. In a few species, field-maple,
cork-elm, Phellodendron, and cork-oaks ((Jnemis Suber, occidtntalis, coecifera, rartobtfis), etc., the cork thickens on the
:,ftem and branches into ridges, or into continuous layers, when

m BASK an©; rrs
C can ue uciiiaea commercially. In mosc species me
tion of cork attains a thickness of only a few cells, whilst'^^^
layers of cork, with boundaries like oyster-shells, cut off parted'
of the tissues from the deeper layers of bark, which turn red
or brown, and die. These flakes of bark contain scarcely any;
cork, but are composed chiefly of the tissues of the inner barLi
The inner bark of the shoot consists chiefly of the bast,
named from the occurrence in it of bast-fibres, hard and
soft bast. The former consist of very thick-walled, elon¬
gated cells, which are sometimes solitary, sometimes in zones,
that alternate with zones of soft bast (Tilia); they are rarely
absent from the inner bark. Most of the inner bark, how¬
ever, consists of soft bast, com])osed chiefly of sieve-tubes and
bast-parenchyma. The sieve-tubes are organs analogous to
the vessels of the wood, but are filled always with atpieous,
plasmic contents, which by slow movement supplies nutriment
to tbe tissues. The bast-parenchyma, partly in strands
parallel to the a.\is (longitudinal parenchyma), partly in
horizontal Imndh^s (medullary i)arenchyma) being a continua¬
tion of .the medullary rays of the wood, serves as a reservoir
for starch, sugar, tannin or lurpentijie, but also passes over into
other tissues. Thus, in many parenchymatous cells, crystals
appear of oxalate, or more rarely, of carbonate of lime, whilst
the plasmic contents disappear and the cell dies and is termed
a orystal-880. Tannin accumulates in other parenchymatous
cells (tannin-sacsf, as a refractive solution; in medullaiy
parenchyma, ethereal oils, such as turpentine, camphor,;
increase continually in quantity, whilst the other contents of
the cell continually diminish (turpentine and camphor sacs).:Often parenchymatous cells become converted into soleren-"
ohymatouB or stone cells, their contents becoming attached,;,
to their walk as a thickening, while the cell becomes eitheri;
spindle-shaped, or stellate, only a small part of the lumen.j
remaining. Sometimes the medullary-ray cells become stony'
when they emerge from the wood, supplying an internal uuioiti
between bark and wood (beech).
Elongeded cells containing latex (fats and oil suspended ja|
■ I water), also sometimes traverse tbe bark and are terme^l
doots if'lem)’, .tbffibr contents are very impoifteW
1
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^commercially. In conifers, turpentine is elaborated, partly in
the interior of the parenchymatous cells, where it continually
increases (resin-cells), partly in spaces (resin-ducts) between
closely-packed parenchymatous cells. The outer bark possesses
only vertical resin-ducts, the inner bark only horizontal ones,
which are continuations of those in the medullary rays of the
wood.
The dead bark, or rhitidome, arises from the above cellforms by the scale-like formation of cork; rapid growth in
thickness, warm locirlities, insolation, o[ien crop of trees, tissue
tension at the base of branches, etc., favour the early forma¬
tion of rhitidome and the scaling off of bark (*). At the
junction of the inner bark of the wood is the cambium,
which, forms outwardly the organs of the inner bark. The
bark of monocotylodonous woody species, such as palms and
bamboos, is confined to a few layers of cells, under which,
without any cambium, lies the so-called wood, resembling pith,
but traversed by strands of wood. The superficial cells are
strongly silicilied ; there is no formation of cork.
Section II.—Cue.mical, Phvsic.m, and Econoauc Phoi'kiities
OF BaIIK and of its (JoNSTlTCENTS.

Por the sake of brevity the above will be discussed together
with the utilization of the bark.
1. Pniperties, UtilKalion, Valuation and Dinpoml of Park.
The young green bark of our woody species has little
durability; as a rule, in the first or second year the green
colour is lost when cork is formed, so that reddish, yellow,
brown or grey tints prevail. In using saplings of oak, dog¬
wood, hazel, etc., for walking-sticks or umbrella-handles, the
solour, lustre and scent of the bark are important. In species
jf palms and bamboos, the external bark becomes in time
yery durable owing to its gradual silicilication. The rind of
bamboos is coloured most variously, according to the species
md variety of the plants; it has yellow, brown or black specks
W stripes, w^ich render bamboos attractive as fishing-rods,
I

H, M»jr, “-Die Sekretionmtgitne der- Fichte and LSrehe.”
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sticke, or for light fancy furniture. In particular a red colotllr
is prized, that affects the outer rind of a bamboo after
exposure to smoke in a chimney, or it has been kept in huts
without chimneys.
As soon as rhitidome or dead bark is formed, and barkscales appear on the exterior of some of our trees such as
larch or pine, the tannin in them becomes oxidised and turns
red or brown, resembling the transformation of living sapwood
into drier lieartuood, that is dead in conifers. In trees such
as beech, hornlieam, silver-fir, etc., where rhitidome is not
formed, or is formed only when the trees become old, the bark
is usually grey, owing to its inci’ustation by lichens; in birches
the white betuliii gleams through the cell-walls.
■When the bark-scales become red the durability of the bark
is increased considerably, just as is the coloured heartwood;
if the cortex is wound('d the tissues exjjosed to the air redden
rapidly, a process of oxidation that protects the wound, the
protection afforded being increased by the subsecpient provision
of a layer of cork. This explains the great durability of very
thick barks; as, however, the thick barks of oaks, larch, old
pines and Douglas-lirs, are separated with greater difficulty in
large, regulai pieces from the stems, than from those with
thin and small scales; it is the latter, e.fl., spruce and birch,
which are peeled during the life of the trees, and used foi*
covering roofs that are exposed to the rainy west wind. The
birch produces a scaly or stony bark only late in life, and
owes the great durability of its bark to the betulin in its cells.
The heating-power of the bark is less than that of the wood,
even in conifeis, in which, according to Mayr’s investigations,
there is more resin than in the wood; the coarser the bark,
the better it is as a combustible. It is peeled off fallen trees
in summer in large flakes, about one meter long, or is hacked
or beaten off them in winter, and used as combustible bark.
This bark is piled in stacks 'and sold, or given unmeasured to,
poor people, or to the wood-cutters. Owing to its gi'eater
heating-power, birch-bark is used as kindling material, as is
very resinous pine wood.
Thick pieces of willow bark {iStUix aihd), which is very
light, serve as
for fishing-nets; fresh spruce
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with a scent of turpentine, which may lie increased by pouring
turjientine on it, is used for catching bark-lieetles; birch-bark,
owing to its white colour, toughness, durability and heatingpower, is used extensively in the north of Kuroiie, America
and Asia; small artistic articles, also useful boxes and vessels
are made of bark; cherry bark is especially ornamental.

SkCTION Ill.—I’itOPKHTIKS, ETC., OP THE CoNSTTTl'ENT
Parts ok Bark.*

A. Tanning Materials.
Tanning materials in the form of weak acids of various
composition are widespread in all parts of jilantB throughout
the vegetable kingdom ; they contain less carbon and oxygen
than other carbo-hydrates.

Gallic acid or true tannin comes

from the galls on our oaks, as well as on QueiriiH iuJecUtria,
and from other galls.
Tannin is an amorphous substance, with an astringent
taste, soluble in alcohol and wat('r : according to their origin,
tannins from oak-bark, from oakwood, from spruco-bark, from
catechu, etc., may be distiuguisbed: they form salts with
inorganic or organic bases (alkaloids) ; solutions containing
iron arc coloured green or blue by these different tannins, so
that this serves as a test for the nature of the tannin.

The

most important property of tannin is, that, when it acts on
gelatine, a substance contained in the skin of animals that
swells in water, it converts these skins into a coimeeted,
strong, tough and durable material, leather.)

When leather

is made by treating skins with tannin, the process is called

taiming.
Leather, however, may be formed in other ways from skins;
viz., by salts of alumina, especially chloride of alumiha with
common salt; this process is termed tawing and produces
white Itid for gloves, etc.

Shamoying employs fats or oils

and produces soft wash-leather.

Tanning also may be done

with salts of iron, of chromium (sulphate or chloride of
chromium), of nickel, or by utilizing the electric current
• A. Mayer, “ Lehrbacli der Agrikttltttr-Chimic."
t Encyc. Brit, Vol. XIV., “ laaitbcr."

6tli ed., 1901.
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In general it is true that tanning with bark produces thebest leather, but it is also the dearest.
Tannins are found in all plants; many contain large
quantities in their bark, others in their wood or in their
leaves and fruits; many plants contain large quantities of
tannin. All insect-galls are specially rich in tannin; galls on
plants, that otherwise possess plenty of tannin, exhibit the
jpaximum amount of this material. When parts of plants are
^ soaked in water and the latter evaporated, tanning-extracts
:^re obtained; they are very rich in tannin and are mixed
with water and used for making leather.
^
The manufacture of tanning-extracts inci-eases continually,
for in this way solutions of proper density are obtained
suitable for hides of different thickness and origin, and the
business is facilitated and cheapened. A stronger competition
in extracts from tropioal countries may bo expected, owing
to the quantity of suitable i)lanls that these countries pro¬
duce ; when better methods of extraction and purifying those
■ extracts have been attained, European tanning industries will
bo beaten in the contest.
The most important tanning materials come from the
following plants, the percentage of tannin being given:
; Extract of Quebracho wood, dry .
.
.63 per cent.
„
llhizophora Mangle
.
.
. 68
„
,.
Quebracho bark .
.
.
. 50
„
„
Catechu wood (Aracia Catechu)
. 45 to .50,.
Piiliigonum hymenosepaliim (roots)
Canaigre
.
.
.
. 42
„
Pyingado wood (Xi/lia dolabnfiyrnm) .
.
.
.
37
,.
Cncaria Gambir .... 35
„
Sweet-chestnut wood* .
30
,.
Hemlock-spruce wood .
80
„
Oakwood. 28
„

„

Katural Contents in Tannin.

[Indian Qum-kino. (Pterocarpm Marmpium) 76
Chinese galls {Rhu» tentioMa)
.
.
.70
* DOB Schritder.

„ —Tr.} ■

TANNINH BATKBIAM,
Bark of Khhophora Mangle (German E. Africa)
Trillo, husks of the cups of acorns of Qnercne
Aegyhps.
Enopperii, galls on the cups of acorns of Q.
peihiiieiilata.
Valonea, cups of acorns of oaks from Asia
Minor and Greece (Q. Aegglope, etc.)
Dividivi, legumes of Ciesulj/itiin coriaria
Rhizophora Mangle and II. mncrimata, wood
Canaigre, roots of lliiiiie.r hiininioiiligUum,
von Schroder .
Myrohiilans. fruits of 'J'crniiiiiilia ('hchnla, etc.
Quelirac.ho (lolorado {(^tiK’Innchin Lori'iilzli,
lAi.riijiiergginm.
Oak silver-hark, liest (pialily
Bark of 40 years' old oak
....
Garohile, Imrk of (,>«crc»« focci/ern
Babla, legumes of exotic acacias .
Bark of Qnrrcnx ilcumjlura and I’icen F.ngeliiiaiini
.....
„
'I'xiigii Mcrlciixidim ....
. .,
Qnririix Ilex.
„
Abiiia glnfinimi
....
.,
Pm iiihtsnga miirrnliatii
,,
'I'enninalui himentosii (India) .
Spruce, 25 years old
„
55'
„
...
„
Casiiarina equiseti/olia
„
Shorea rohista (India)
„
*Willow8 and Taiuia canadeima .
„
Old oaks.■ .
„
Old spruce.

686;
4(i per cent
■13
38
38
!!5
30
30
30
20
20
18
18
17
lt;-5
15-1
15
ll'ti
13-4
13
15
11
11
10

,,
„

,,
«*

»1

•»
»>
»•
t«
ft

t»
M
J'
ff

10

•f

8

tt

8

it

Alnua invaiia.

6'7 tt

„

Silver-fir.

0

„

(jiiercus Piinot, Caatane'a amerieana .

6-2 tt

„

Q. alha.

r>

„

Q. ruhra.

„

Elms
.
.....
Sweet-chestnut , .
.

4-f) tt
4'5 tt
4
it

„

it
tt
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Herman galls (on leaves)
lark of Q. Cerru .
„
Birch
„
Horse-chestnut
„
Ash
„
Beech
„
Larch

4 per cent.
4
,.
4
„
3-5 „
8-3 „
2
1-6 „

The contents of tannin in the hark of I’iims halqmixh, that
s used for tunning, is unknown.
[Besides the above substances mentioned hy Gayer, Mimosa
bark from various Australian acacias—chiefly {.-f. hariiojihylla)
from Queensland, the black wattle (.(. molliuinin), the gold
wattle (A^ 1‘ycnanthu), the Tasmanian silver wattle (.1. leueophylla) and (.1. iuiauitp]iiilla)—is largely imported into the
United Juugdoni. Sumach, powdered leaves of Ithus coriaria
from Mediterranean countries, used for Morocco leather.
At Cape Town, the bark of Amcin mliiiha, a naturalised
W. Australian species, is the mainstay of the tanneries. Hemlook bark (Tm<ja caiiai/ciisiii) is the most iniiiortant tanning
material in N. America. Mathey states that Quebracho wood
imported into Europe from Argentina tends to oust oak-bark.
The Director of tlie Kew Gardens says that Qiiehrarliiit Liirenizii,
Griseb. (.■faacan/mmic) is “ Quebracho Colorado," Quebracho
Blanco is AspidoKjierma (^hti'hracho-hlamn, Schlecbt {Apticynaceue), but is not used for tanning. The decrease in the
annual export of oak-bark from France to the rest of Europe
has fallen off since 1898 from 55,000 tons to 40,000 tons, but
the extract of chestnut wood from Corsica and French factories
besides supplying French tanneries is sufficient to leave 38,000
tons over for annual export.—Tr.]
B. Tannin from Toung Oak-Bark.*
Tans prepared from the bark of young oak-trees form the
best possible tanning materials. Extensive forest tracts
• J4 owt. of oftk-baik, contninliig 1 cwt. of tnniiin, fl/e required to convert
into leather 2 cwt of fiesh akins, 2 tons of npiuce-burk will protluce the «ame
effect, Boppe, t>p. eit. p. 109.
' Kr^ Jmtacb, “ Der Deutaebe Kicbeuachiitwnht u. seine Zukunft,'’
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Btocled with oak-coppice are required for its production,
and both in quantity and quality far outvie the yield of
older oak-trees.
For that reason, a separate account is
given here of the production of tan from young oak-trees,
as compared with that produced by old oaks and other siiecies
of trees. By young oaks are meant both seedling and coppice
growth up to a limit of 25 years.
Befoi e considering the mode of harvesting oak-bark, it will
be useful to give a short account of the various conditions
which affect its quality.
1. Coihiitwiis afccliiin the QiinUtii nf Uarl;.
(a) Species- Oak coppice-woods in Oentral Europe are
stocked parllv with the sessile oak and partly with the
pedunculate species. In the best localities for. oak-bark, the
Odenwald, the Bavarian Palatinate, the llundsriick, lauiius,
the valleys of the Xeckar, and hills of the Middle and Upper
Bhine-Viilley, it is. with very few exceptions, the. sessile oak;
only in the. lower lands, near the watercourses, does the
iiedimculate oak tal,e its part in these woods. In the North
German i>lain (as in British lowlands), the iieduncnlale
oak prevails; also in the neighhourhood of the Harr, and
Sieeen, in Silesia and in most oak-bark coppices in Austria.
Each of these species yields the largest quantity and best
quality of bark in the locality that is best adapted for It.

In South and Central Germany, the hark of the sessile oak
is preferred: in this vegioti also it is much the easier of the
two oaks to peel.
V«crc«« imhcMcm, which tlirives in the warm countries of
Hungary and Slavonia, yields as much tanning hark as the
above two oaks, yacrcii* 7/c:r in the south of franco is
managed (Huffel) as coppice, and is rich in tannin. Boppe
states that Q. Tozza is useful. The Turkey-oak (Q. Cmi»)
is used here and there in Austria for the production of bark,
but on account of its foi-ming, at an early age, a deeply-cr^ked
rhitidome. or dead bark, and because its numerous bundles of
bast peiieti-ate the sapwood deeply, and render peeling very
;j,:i|iffiqalt, it is of little value. Of foreign oaks, the American
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^iiiuc acid is ‘aecamulated. As every year the cambium
^produces a new layer of longitudinal parenchyma and sievetubes, the quantity of tannin increases until the rhitidome
■forms, when the external cortex is killed by the formation of
cork, so that much of the tannin is lost. When coarse bark
begins to form, the mass of bast and consetinently of tannin
remains uniform, as just as much new bast as the cambium
forms is lost externally in dry bark. .\t this period it is best
to utilize the bark, for then worthless rhitidome continues
to increase. Itegarding the factors, which expedite the forma¬
tion of rhitidome, Mayr’s observations (rf. p. 029) have given
the most important, which are: rapid growth (favourable
climate and soil); action of sunlight (open crop, especially on
poor soil): tissue-tension at the base of branches (i)roduction
in open, branchy crops), von Schrialer, Nenbrand and others
have jiroved the following production of tannin

(
1
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I
(

Suppressed

26 years best oak-bark give up to 25-0 [ler cent.
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„
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„
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„
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„
”
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..
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(e) Influence of Light.—The effects of exposure to light
are seen clearly from the above; too dense a crop, mixture
with shadebearing trees, overshading by standards, etc., reduce
the amount of tannin in the bark. Schuberg states that the
loss by overshading may be 36 per cent. Neubrand, there¬
fore, recommends that oak timber should be grown on areas
iiot devoted to the production of bark.
(f) System of Management.—Coppice, with such a rotation
^smay be determined from the preceding paragraphs, is the
^etem under which oak is grown to produce tanning bark.
If the maximum yield of the best quality of bark is desired,
pe shoots are felled before rhitidome appears ; the rotation
^ shqrter the warmer the climate, it varies from 12 years to
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20 in cooler districts; fertile soil has a similar influence in
shortening the rotation. If, however, some timl>er also must
be produced, ns in many coininuual and private forests of
Prancotiia and Wurtemherg, llie rotation is raised to 20 to 80
years, obviously at tlie e.vpense of tlio hark. The shoots are
felled close to the ground, the area being left clean-felled, and
new shoots spring from the stools. If a few standards are
left, or if some of tho coppice-shoots (stannels) are left to grow
for two or more rotations of the underwood, the shoots under
their shade produce little tannin, so that such a system is not
calculated to yield a prolitahle rciturn.
(g) Condition of Crop.—A pure crop of oak gives the best
quality and greatest quantity of hark; all other species,
especially rapidly growing ones, such as pojdar, birch, pine,
larch, certainly yield valuable timber, but Ihey prejudice the
quantity and quality of the bark. (Irass or broom denote
either a poor soil, that should be devoted to a more profitable
crop, or bad management. I’reference should be given not to
a vei'y dense crop, nor to a very open one ; l.bOO to 1,800
stools ])er acre form the ordinary croj). After two-thirds of
the rotation are over, cleanings should be made to remove all
other species except oak, also bent, poor oak-shoots that
contain little tannin, as well as the weaker shoots in the
stronger clumps. The evils of the removal of litter is not
exhibited so readily in other forest systems as in oak coppice;
even without this disastrous practice, many oak coppices on
bad soil are soon exhausted by the repeated fellings, and by
intermediate agricultural crops t.ihumes). Tasture also injures
; the crop, but the lopping of leaves tor fodder, practised in a
few districts in the Upper llhiue, is worse.
From numerous data it appears that the hark of the best
oak cojipicos in South Germany and Austro-1 lungary yield
15 to 20 per cent, of tannin, second-class coppices 10 to 15 per
cent., and third-class ones 8 to 10 (ler cent. In North Germany
the yield is O to 10 per cent, of tannin.
2. HaneHtiiig the Bark.
The work 6f harvesting the l»rk may be divided into three
parts, preparatory work, peeling and drying.

■:
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■
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{a) Freparatorjr work.—As has lieen stated already, in most :

oak-bark woods there is a mixture of other siHxues with the
oak. Partly in order to obtain more room and time for the
business of peeling the bark, partly to avoid deterioration in
value of the wood of the mixed species if it is cut during the
season of growth, but chiefly in order to expedite tlie i)eeling
operations, all the mixed wood in an oak-bark coppice is
felled at ef sutticiently early (late so that it may be removed
from the felling-area before the peeling commences. This
is usually during the winter before the i)oeling. At the
same time, in many ))laces, all oakwood that cannot be
stripped, ejiiconiiic branches, and shoots growing more or less
horizontally along the ground, are lemoved. In the Odeiiwald, the side-branches are removed from the oak-shoots, as
far as the woodcutter can reach with his billhook.
When also cereal crops are cultivated, as soon as the mixed
wood has Ireen felled and the soil is no longer frozen, the first
cultivation of the ground around the oak-stools is effecUid. Ihe
sods of grass or heather thus loosened dry better than if the
work was undertaken only at the end of the jieeling, when the
time for sowing is approaching. Whenever tluire are standards
over the underwood, those intended to he felled are marked as
soon as the mixed wood has been felled. The felling of these
standards, if they are at alt large, naturally stands over until
the oak-coppice has been felled.
(b) Season for PeeUng.—Oak can be peeled at any time from
May till the middle of July, but peeling should he elTected as
soon as the buds liegin to shoot, which, according to locality,
is from the end of April till the middle of May,* and at the
first appearance of the foliage, the hark is peeled most easily.
In extensive woods, as a rule, the work is commenced after the
first flow of sap, as boqii as the bark is removable, and is then
conducted as rapidly as possible; firstly, on account of the
comparative ease with which peeling can be done early in the
season; secondly, so that the young shoots may maturo them
wood before they become endangered by autumn-frosts, and
finally, because it is probable that there is more tannin in the
:

• In England tlii* i* from the third week in April till alAt the thiril week
Bl llny, in Scotlandalwt a month later. A. D. Wobidcr," I’raetical lorealry.

fe-wiiifc.-'.‘
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bark in spring than in summer, after much of it has passecl'i
into the foliage and young twigs of the coppice. Theodore'
Hartig states that tannic acid is tran.sfonnod into sugar soon
after the foliage has appeared, this begins in tlie buds and
continues with the leaf-development. This fact i.s evidently in
favour of early peeling.
The state of the weather has considerable intluenco on the
peeling. In damp, calm weatluir, especially when aohoinpanied
by light and warm showers of rain, the bark is peeled most
easily early in tbe morning and late in the afternoon ; this is
also the case when the soil is moist, rather than when it is
dry: in windy, dry or cold weather and at midday during hot
weather, peeling is difficult. The sessile oak is ahvays peeled
more easily than the pedunculate oak, hut the latter may be
peeled about ten days earlier than the former. Larger stems
are peeled more easily at the commencement of the season,
smaller stems at the middle and end of the season.
In unfavourable localities, where damage by autumn-frosts
is inevitable, the forester is obliged to abandon the whole first
year’s crop of shoots. Then the injured shoots are either cut¬
back in the following March, making way for a stronger growth
which repays the loss of the first year’s wood, or the peeled
oak-stems are left standing till the succeeding winter; then
they are foiled, and the succeeding crop shoots up early in the
spring.
This custom is followed in some valleys in the
western Schwarzwald.
[In order to be independent of the natural movement of the
sap, H. Maitre, in France, in 1804, adopted with good results
a system of peeling oakwood after steaming it, the wood being
removed in billets with bark to the factory and there steamed
in closed retorts, when bark is easily removed. This system
was improved in 1871, by de Normaison, an engineer, who
used for the purpose an apparatus weighing only 5 cwt., which
supplies a blast of superheated steam. This is used on the
felling-area, and by the help of three men and a boy, 15 to 18
stacked cubic meters (10 to 12 loads) can be peeled in a day,
and yield a ton of bark. A load of wood and 130 gallons of
v'jWrater are usel, and the cost is about £2. The advantages of
llhis method are, that the wood may be felled in winter wh^
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labour is cheap, and that the bark can l)e remo\'ed and stacked
in dry sheds instead of l)eing exposed to the weatlier on the
felling-area. Pieces of woo<l also may be utilised which could
not otherwise be peeled. The increased cost of carriage of the
wood with the hark on has, however, to be considered.*
Experience in Paris has proved that there is hardly any loss
of tannin due to this method, and that the leather produced
by tan from steamed bark is soft and line, and excellent tor
saddlery, but not so good for the solos of boots.—Tr.]
(c) Method of Peeling Bark—The bark is peeled either
after the stems have been felled, half severed or knicked, or
from standing stems.
Peeling felled wood is the method prevailing in Germany j
it is followed in the Odenwald, Eranconia, the Palatinate,
Baden, Wiirttemberg and many other districts. The work¬
men, divided into small parties, commence felling the coppiceshoots, and should bo careful to cut them smoothly and close
to the ground. All the crop should not be felled at once, but
only as much as can be peeled immediately. It iit reckoned
that a skilful woodcutter can keeii two men employed in
peeling. It should he a rule, that every evening not a piece
of felled wood remains unpeeled; for only from wood which
has just been felled can the hark he jieeled readily, whilst
from poles which have been lying felled for 24 hours, the
bark can ho removed only by knocking it with a mallet. As
soon as a lot of oak coppice-shoots has been felled, freed from
tops and side-branches, and the parts to l)e barked sot aside,
the operation of peeling is commenced. This is done differently
in different countries. In the Odenwald, the Palatinate,
Wurlemberg, etc., the coppice-shoots and all other wood fit to
be peeled are cut into round billets of the length customary in
the district; the workman then takes each billet and removes
the bark, as far as possible, without tearing it. In order to
do this, he lays each billet on a stone or log, beats it with the
back of a small hatchet along a certain line, so that the bark
opens-out and separates from the wood along this line. In
: case the shoots are to be used in their full length, as stakes,
for hurdle-wood, etc., they are supported at one end on a
• Bop))e, op. cH. p. 105.
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trestle made of forked sticks. In both cases, the bark
stripped-off, either in meter-lengths or of the length of tt
billets. Only when the shoots are smooth and the bark easil
removable, can beating be dispensed with ; the workman the
severs the bark in a line along the piece of wood and peel
the latter with his hands and with the peeling-iron.
In I rancoiiia, felled wood is barked differently, being er
into lengths as billets, after being peeled. The shoots bavin
been topped are arranged horizontally on trestles to facilitat
the peeling, and the bark is peeled with an ordinary kffife ii

Fig. 84fi. Fig. 347.
(AftCJ* l^OpJK!.)

bngitudmal pieces, the full length of the shoots, without first
being beaten These strips of bark are then rolled together
mto bundles CO centimeters (2 feet) long and 30 centiters
in girth, and dried.
In tlie lower Main valley the shoots are peeled also before
being cu into b.l ets, the bark being removed in pieces of the^
length of the billet, with the peeliiig-iroii. Then aU shoots
over 8 centimeters (3 inches) thick are sawn into billets,
whdst smaller pieces are cut into lengths with a hatchet and
their bark beaten with the back of the hatchet. The use of a
saw, instead of the hatchet, saves much bark.
The instruments used in peeling Bark vary ^eaU^,^
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‘^different districts, but are o! an extremely simple character.
The most important instrument is the peeling-scalpel (l<’ig.346),
a piece of wood, or bone, shaped like a chisel at one end, and
, abont 20 to 30 centimeters (8 inches to 1 foot) long.

[In

■ France this is made from the tibia of an ass or horse, with a
sharp steel blade attached to its upper extremity(Fig.34(>).—Tr.]
This simple implement is preferable to those made of iron.
the best of which are: (Fig. 347) a peeling-iron used near tho
river Saar, (Fig. 348) one used near the river Lahn, (Fig. 349)
Wohmann’s peeling-iron.

For foiling and

removing tho

branches of the shoots, the hatchet (Fig. 3.70) is used in tho
Odenwald, its back being also used in heating the bark;
Wohniann’s billhook (Fig. 351) is also an excellent instrument,

Fifr. JJr)2.“Nickii(l

for pcoHrig.

especially for peeling bark from standing steins.

The shock,

owing to the beating, loosens the bark from the wood dt other
points besides those beaten, but tho jieeling is not always so
easy that the bark can be removed in one piece from the wood
merely after beating it on one side; in that case, the billet
must be turned and beaten all round, and the peeling-knife
brought into play.

In every case, however, beating the bark

is a rough operation, always causing a loss of tannin, for the
cambium-zone which holds the most tannin, is crushed easily,
’ and if rain should fall, much tannin is washed away; besides
nthis, the beaten places soon turn brown and become much
sooner mildewed than when the bark is not beaten.

Consider-

‘ ing that the loss of tannin, owing to beating, baa been estimated

■jat about 20 per cent., it is desirable that beating should be
;^ltbandoned as much os possible, and wherever it is obligatory,

it should be done with wooden mallets, and the shoot, .
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which is being barked, supported on a broad log or stone, fts
is done in places along the river Moselle. The smaller and
knotty shoots always must be beaten, as well as all the thinner
branches, which in the Odenwald are peeled down to
1 centimeter in thickness ('4 inch).
Feeling nicked shoots is customary near Jlurgen, Aschaffenbnrg and the Himdsruck; it consists, as is shown in Fig. 3,52,
in cutting the stetn (h) half-through and peeling it, after its
base (a) has been peeled standing.
A considerable advantage results from this method as only
a little beating is necessary. Then the bark is peeled, usually
in long strips, as in the following method.
Feeling standing shoots is employed at Lurch on the river
Taunus, in some of the Schwarsiwald valleys, many oak-bark
districts of Austria, and in France almost universally.
'O The branches are loj)ped from the stem as high ns
the men can roach, and a strip of liark 2 to 4 centi¬
meters (about an inch) broad is peeltal either with
the bill-hook (Fig. 351), or the peeling-scalpel
A
(Fig. 84()).
These strips are rolled into loose
m
bundles and hung from the trees to dry. The rest
of the bark is peeled with a scalpel, without
M
girdling the tree, ami is left hanging on the stem
Kig.
Generally a ladder is used in order to peel
• the upper part of the stem. Thus the bark is not
beaten, but that on the branches is not utilized.
In many districts in Austria, alt the bark on standing stems
is cut longitudinally in strips, and these arc then peeled.
It would be supposed that in peeling standing shoots they
should first be girdled close to the ground in order to protect
the roots from being peeled. Often this precaution is omitted,
not without prejudice, as may be imagined, to the reproduction
of shoots from the stools.
[It is now customary nearly all over France in peeling
oak-bark, to make a circular cut through the bark of the stem
at a suitable height (say
feet) from the ground and a
similar one level with the ground (Fig. 352); a longitudinal
cut is then made between these two marks and the bark
removed by means of the bone-scalpel (Fig. 340) in a single
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j piwe, forming a roll of liark, which can then bo dried.
- Another strip is removed, as high as a man can reach, and
I then the stem is felled, and peeled in a similar manner, as
it lies on the grouhd.—Tr.] *
It is not decided yet whether jx-eling felled or nnfellod
stems is preferable, although most foresters prider the former
method; much may he said for and against (>iihoi-. It is
contended against peeling standing stems, that it is not
possible to use the bark on
all branches down to the
thickness of a finger, for fre¬
quently the upper part of the
shoots in this method is left
nnpeoled. I At the same time,
to peel standing stems is ad¬
vantageous in economising
labour; in better dryiiig the
bark, which remains hanging
on the stems, and because
beating is ibeii unnecessary.
The cbiof disadvantage of
peiOing felled stems consists
in the fact that l>eating can¬
not la? avoided; in conse¬
quence, the bark depreciates
in quality and mildews, the
work is done more slowly, and
. li-A. -Pcflint;'4U»nlin;r 8U‘mH.
there is a considerable loss
(.Aftor Hoj'pe.)
of bark (about 2} per cent.)
when the axe is used to shorten the billets; whilst by iweling
standing stems, the undamaged bark is obtained in a closed
roll.
As regards economy of labour, Neubrand states that a work¬
man at Lorch will peel daily from standing stems 2i to 4 cwts.
of bark; by beating, however, with difficulty, IJ cwt Neub.
rand considers beating the worst method, the best being that
^ in force in the forest-range of Insbach, near Donnersberg..
*
f»/A cit. p. HiS,
,f
\ [This U not
witlt this likotboc] in Kmnce.—Tr.]

10 indies) is removed from standing stems, which are then
felled level with the ground, but the stumps not completelysevered ; the top is removed and peeled by fieatiug, whilst the
hnrk from the rest of the stem is removed by the scalpel.
Such a method is preferable to felling the whole stem before
peeling, for the quality of the bark is not impaired, and the
valuable upper hark can be utilised as well as in the other
method.
(d) Drying the Bark.—No part of the Imsinoss of harvesting
hark has such influence on its value as the way in which it is
dried.

Any neglect hero may cause considerable loss.

The

ess rain falls on the peeled bark, and the more quickly the
trying process is conducted, the better.

Observations made

jy Oanttor *■ show that rain may deprive the bark of 70 per
jent. of its tannin, the relative loss being more considerable
ivith rich hark than with inferior material.

If tho rain falls

it tho commencement of the drying process, it is chiefly the
,annin which is washed away; later-on, other soluble subtlances in the bark.

Undoubtedly rain is more disastrous on

Ireshly-peoled bark than on bark nearly dried; hut the effect
lepends also on the persistence of the rain.

Tanners fear

the qffects of rain most on dried hark, hut probably only on
mcount of its consequent loss in weight.

The chief point in

this work is, therefore, to effect the drying of the peeled liark
in snch a way that the almost certain spring-showers may
cause it to lose as little tannin as possible, and mildew may
not ensue.

The best conditions for drying are to isolate the -

bark from tho moisture of the ground, to expose it fully to air
currents atid protect it from spring-showers.

It would have

the best effect on the quality of the hark if light sheds were ■
erected in the felling-areas to keep-off the rain.

In Hungary,

Transylvania, etc,, bark is heaped on well-ventilated stages )
and protectud from the rain and dew by large tarpaulins, ^
mats made of reeds, corrugated iron sheets, etc.

These

coverings are supplied, not only in rainy weather, but regu¬
larly every night to keep off the dew.
pieces of bark

In many places the!

piled like a roof, or in a pyramidal sbap^^i
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Wng placed, as in Fig. 35.5, against a horizontal iwle sup¬
ported by two forked stakes, tho rough bark outside. At
Lorch, several poles are placed parallel to one another, with
one end on the ground and the other on a polo snpiwrtod by

Kifr. .t.',;.—llryiiif! bark on trestles.

two forked stakes, thus forniiiig a gently sloping stage, usually
towards the south, and on this tho rolls of hark are placed to
dry: or tho stages may be horizontal, the ])olos being sup¬
ported by pairs of forked slakes, and the bark placed on it.

Fig. 3,'>0.—Method of drying bark.

In the Rhine-valley, drying on trestles is most usual, the
bark being supported on stakes driven crosswise into the
ground (Fig. 866). In this case it is necessary to place the '
^Olls of bark so that they overlap one another, and with the,
^^de uppermost. The looser they are placed, and the fewer;
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^pieces there are on a trestle, the quicker they dry. This is
undoubtedly a good method of drying bark, as it nowhere
touches the ground.
Whenever the bark is allowed to form rolls, the drying
process is very simple, for generally the rolls are removed as
soon as they are prepared, and left to dry in well-ventilated
sheds. If the rolls of bark are not removed till the end of
the felling, they should he i>iled in iiyrumids of live to ten on
the felling-area. The rolls should be tied loosely together so
as to admit the air, but the middle of the rolls, enlaced by
the withes, frequently beeomeH mouldy.
When standing shoots are jieoled, drying the bark does not
give any trouble; the strips of hark remain hanging on the
trees, and roll-up to such a degree in drying that the inner
surface of the hast is thoroughly piotecled against rain. The
loose pieces are hung-up to dry on the top of the stems.
Plvidontly the degree of dryness attained may vary con¬
siderably. Practically, besides the green bark, freshly stripped
from the tree, traders distinguish air-dried from meal-dried
hark. Park is said to he air-dried, when, on bending, it breaks
easily; meal-dried, when it has lost all flexibility and become
brittle. According to Paur, bark, in passing from the green
to the air-dried condition, loses considerably in weight; it loses
from .S2 to 49 per cent., according to quality, that from the
branches losing most weight, and coarser stem-hark the least.
The loss in weight, tlierefore, increases with the age of the
wood, I.C., from the toot of a shoot to its top. In a similar
way shrinkage of volume takes place, from 21 to 41 per cent.,
according to the part from which the bark is taken.
In passing from the air-dried to the meal-dried condition,
the bark loses in weight only 4 to 5 per cent., whilst it shrinks
in volume 11 to 20 i>er cent. Schuborg found a loss of weight •
of 86 per cent, for bark passmg from the green to the
air-dried condition, and a further loss of 14 per cent, in
becoming meal-dried.
8. A/sortments of Bark and formation of Bak-LoU.

v

In estimating the yield of bark, greater care than is usually.,
bestowed, should be given to the business of assorting the.bar)t'^
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according to quality; the forest-manager sliould go beyond
customary limits of assortment, and have at any rate two
classes of silver-bark, for these are the lots which determine
the value of the produce. This is both in the interest of the
forest-owner and of the purchaser, and will materially decide
the results of the sale.
.
Dry bark is sold differently in different places. Usually
larger or smaller bales of it are jirepared; or, as in Franconia,
it is made into round bundles.
In the Illiino-valle)’, three sorts of bark are recognised:
silver-bark, seconds and coarse bark. Silver-bark (Gtunzi iiide,
S]H<‘(ieIriiiih ) is the bark cut from shoots up to 8 centimeters
(3 in.) diameter, in Wurlemberg, 12 centimeters (41 in.), when
measured unpeeled ; seconds (Itailclniide) is from stems 8 to 25
centimeters (3 to 10 in.) in diameter, in Wurtemberg (4^ to
10 in.), also the smooth bark from the branches of these
stems; coarse bark ((irohrmde) is from branches and stems
exceeding 25 centimeters (10 in.) in diameter. Silver-bark is
also subdivided into three clifcscs. No. 1, that from the lower
part of the stem. No. 2, from its upper ])art and No. 3, from
branches. The third class is, however, the richest in tannin,
sometimes thrice as rich as the first class, although traders
value them in the inverse order.
The bales of bark are of various dimensions, according to
locality. In some of the Khineland districts large hales
weighing 30 to 35 kilos (say 70 to 80 lbs.) are usual, which
hardly can be carried by a man. Tanners prefer the hales to be
about one meter long and of the same girth; these dimensions
are obligatory in parts of South Germany, and each bale then
weighs about 15 kilos (34 lbs.).
As soon as the bark is dry. it is made into bales; this k
done either by hand or in presses. The important points in
both cases are to give the bale its proper dimensions and fasten
it securely so that it may withstand the shocks of ordinary
transport without ojiening, or the loss of any bark. Whenever
tlie bark is dried on trestles (Fig. 356), the bale is tied as it
lies on the trestle. The presses used in the Odenwald are
made as followsfour stout peeled stakes are driven in jmirs
into the ground at dktauces somewhat less apart than the
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the withes and the bark are laid on the ground. Large rolls
of bark are placed first and idled on either side between the
stakes. As many smaller pieces of bark as a man can take
in both arms are then placed in the press between the large
rolls of bark, until tho bale has become about the right size,
when largo rolls of bark are placed on the top and then the
bale is fastened by means of withes, iron wire, or manilla
hemp. The whole exterior of the hale consists of the larger
rolls of bark, the smaller pieces being inside. The fastenings
should not be too tight, or the bark may crack and break into
pieces, and the hah; become loose; this is important, con¬
sidering the distance to which bark is sometimes transported.
Generally the large external rolls will stand fairly tight
fastening.
The jieeled wood is stacked in the usual manner.
4. (S'a/c

Bark.

No forest jirodnce is sold so variably as tanning-bark.
Taking into consideration whether tho sale is left chiefly to
the purchaser, or conducted by the forest-owner; the chief
kinds of sale are :—of the coppice, by area or unit of produce;
and of the converted material, by weigit or volume. As
regards the public or private nature of the sale, sale to the
highest bidder is the rule: but although to the apparent
prejudice of the forest-owner, sales by private contract are
not unusual, often before the market-prices of the previous
5®ar’8 bark are known.
' (a) Sale by Area.—The mature coppice is subdivided into
larger or smaller lots, and each lot, both wood and bark [oi
these separately.—Tr.], is sold to the highest bidder. The
purchaser of a lot converts both wood and bark at his own
risk, subject to certain sihncultural conditions imposed on him
at the sale, and endeavours to disjKiBe of the produce to the
best advantage.
As by this method it is impossible to form any correct
estimate of the value of the crop, it should be absolutely
abandoned. At Hicsohhoril. a sale-condition is enforced on
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the purchaser of the lots of coppice, that he should sell the
bark at a fixed price per cwt. to the tanners.
Similarly, some sales are conducted which provide that the
forest-owner shall have the converted wood and the purchaser
the hark, after the latter has converted both the hark and the
wood at his own cost. This is one of the most usual modes of
sale and is very convenient, though not always most profitable
for the forest-owner : for, although the felling and conversion
is effected under the supervision of the forest staff, and the
purchaser’s workmen must submit to silvicultural rules, yet
they study the interest of the purchaser rather than that of
the owner. Good supervision may, however, remedy matters
in this respect.
(b) Sale by unit of Produce.—In this mode of sale also, the
price of the bark is arranged before it is harvested, but the
felling and peeling is undertaken and j)aid for by the forestowner. This mode of sale is far ))referable to those described
under (a), and is generally the best to adopt; the workmen
are engaged by the forest-owner and will see to his interests,
and the conversion of the wood will be arranged more
profitably, as firewood, or timber for agricultural purposes,
according to the reyuirements of the case. There is here
nothing to interfere with the best jiossible harvesting of
the bark, and the maintenance of its quality; for if the
workmen are paid by piecework, according to the weight
and quality of the bark, their interest in the matter will Ire
enlisted.
This mode of sale has been adopted recently in several
places in Baden, Wurtemberg and the Palatinate, and in parts
of Prussia.
(e) Sale of Converted Uaterial,—^Another possible mode of
sale is when the forest-owner converts both wood and bark at
his own expense and sells the produce afterwards. This
'method is adopted rarely; it is mentioned here only in order
to show how necessary it is to arrange for a purchaser of the
bark before the felling. If, however, forest-owners were to
provide large sheds for drying and keeping the bark, the trade
!Woald benefit, and this would lead to the whole bark-harvest
Ibeing conducted by the forest-owners.
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5. Measures for Bark.
In soiling lmrk-copi)ioe by area, it is important to know how
to estimate the quantity of bark that has been harvested.
This may be done by measuring its rough volume; by weight;
or indirectly, by measuring the volume of the barked wood,
from which the yield of bark may be determined by means of
experimental ratios.
Measurement by rough volume is done by the bale.
Although this method has the advantage, that the bark can
be removed as soon as it is sufficiently dry, and there is thus
little danger of any loss of tannin, yet it affords for both
purchaser and seller such an uncertain measure of the yield,
lat it is employed only to a limited extent. If measurements
re to be made by bales, not only the length and girth of the
ales must be nearly uniform, but also the bark must be packed
niformly in each bale.
The best, and at present, the most usual sale-measurement
i the weight. As soon as the bark is dry it is packed in bales
nd weighed in the forest by means of a steel-yard or springnlance. Everything then depends oil the degree of dryness
f the bark, for green bark must lose 40 to 50 per cent, of
rater to become air-dry. In the interest of the purchaser,
lowever. the bark must not be kept in the forest a day longer
han is necessary, owing to the danger of a loss of tannin.
Uthough one might anticipate disputes between seller and
mrehaser as to the proper date for measuring bark, yet
ixperience proves that this seldom happens.
A prudent
anner will allow the bark to remain in the forest no longer
than is absolutely necessary; ho knows that it is more to his
interest to pay for the bark when somewhat moist than to risk
its being washed badly by rain.
The tliird mode of measuring hark consists in measuring
the peeled wood, and assuming that its volume will bear a
fixed ratio to that of the bark which has l)een harvested, Tto
custom is followed always in Franconia. It cannot be denies
that this method has certain advantages, as it saws labour
and avoids inconvenience, but to it is attached the 8’"®^
disadvantage that the ratio between wood and bark variw
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' every seesoii, and neither purchaser nor seller can be certain
how much bark has been bought or sold. It may be suggested
that an average yield being maintained mutters will adjust
themselves in a few years' time ; l)ut on the whole the forestowner will lose, for generally as long as a purchaser is
uncertain of the amount of bark he will obtain, he will bid
below its proper value. This is, therefore, the most rough
and ready of all measurements.
According to Baur, the average ratio of the bark in ewts. to
the peeled wood is as follows:—One stacked cubic meter
(85 st. cub. ft.) of peeled wood will yield—
Silver-bark.0-91 cwt.
Seconds
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.
.
,
l-gi)
1() years old stem bark
.
.
.
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25
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„
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1-95 „
(!. Yield of Barh-Coppice,
.Tentsch * has calculated the average yield per acre of barkcojipice in \\ csl (iermany for various rotations and qualities
of soil as follows in cwts. of bark:—
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A. Bernhardt gives the following quantities of wood in solid
cubic feet per acre;—
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7. Vment Coiiditum of lierenue from Bark-Co]>pice.
During the last ten years complaints about tho depressed
condition of bark-coppices in Gemiany have increased. The
monopoly of the market, which, according to Jentscb, it
claimed formerly, has gone ; the tanners now dictate the price
of bark. This revolution is due to the combined action of
many unfavourable causes, of which the following are the
most important-An enormous increase in the leather
industry, now amounting to about ten million hundredweights
of hides, requires far more tan than Germany can produce.
Hence there has been a great import of tanning products, viz.,
oak-bark from France, Austno-Hungary, Belgium and Holland,
as well as of tanning materials from other countries, ke
■esult the price of oak-bark has gone down, so that practically
,he revenue of badly situated or badly managed bark-coppices
las disappeared. The imported materials are either better
)r cheaper, or they are extracts that allowed tanners to give
ip tan-pits, and shorten considerably the period required
:or tanning leather. Besides this, several kinds of chemicals
save rendered tannin no longer essential for leather-manulacture. The cost of working the bark-coppices' has steadily
increased.
Jentsch* states that at a price of 4». 6(i. per cwt., with
16 years’ rotation, interest being reckSned at 3| per cent.,
the annual revenue of an acre of bark-coppices varies from
10«. tid. fot first quality, to Is. 4d. for fourth quality, while at
a price of 8s. M. per cwt., they are 7s. 2d., to zero.
Taking one agricultural crop off the land after cutting tha
coppice does not improve the revenue, taking two crops yields
from 6d. to 2s. per acre ; but on the other hand those crops
deteriorate the soil, and it is uncertain whether the loosening
of the soil end the consequent improvement of the shoots
compensate for this, or not. Jentsch asserts that on a goo|
soil and by good management (Mayr adds, with a suital^
climate) oak-coppice is still a paying concern, and that btiq
returns are due to bad management. [In 860 acres of oaS^
eoppioei near Tavistodt, where climate and soil are suit^
4ent»d>,“DMl)ottlK4»1Kobenil«hiU*»Wa, sein6Ztttonlt.
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and the management good, only 2*. Od. per acre is obtained
for 25 years' growth of bark-coppice, wood and bark, the latter
selling at ,4‘3 15». Od. a ton, say 3«. 9d. per-cwt.—Tr.]
In Germany it is impossible to put such a heavy duty on
imported tanning materials, that the iniligcnouH production of
oak-bark, worth annually 44,.500,000, can la^ aided; for the
value of the annual production of leather is about 430,000,000.
Hence the future of the oak-coppice depends solely on improved
management. This can bo etl'ectcd in two ways; Improve¬
ment in the condition of tho coppices, so that more bark of
better cpiality should he produced; also by improving the
methods of harvesting and selling the bark.
As most of these coppices belong to communes and private
owners of small estates, it is difficult to improve them, for
this cannot be done unless the managers have tho requisite
technical knowledge. If the owneys of oak-coppice would
co-operate in tho management of large areas, and would intro¬
duce cleaning,s, thinnings and soil-improvement, while the
bark is hai vested and dried pro)>erly and tho middleman
abolished, some improvement might he ellected.
On inferior soil, in localities with cool climates, or on cold
aspects, oak-coi)picc is doomed; it must be abandoned in such
places, and more remunerative systems of culture introduced,
either by meatis of agriculture, or by growing trees for wood
and not for bark. High forest of broadloaved trees, or of
conifers, [copj>ico-with-standards of ash or chestnut under¬
wood, and larch, poplar, oak and ash standards.—Ta.] are
suggested. It is not within the range of forest utilisation to
projwse here any general measures of national forest-economy.
Skction

iV.—The

Bark of Old Oaks.

As the tanner will pay only a very moderate price for the
bark from young oak-trees, he cannot be induced easily to
utilise the inner bark of old oaks or other trees; considering
that their cortex and bast are relatively poorer* in tannin than
that of oak coppice-shoots.
'! • The cortex and bast ot oaks, 10 to 50 yeare old, according to W'oUf, ta as rick
f te taiinic acid as that of oak-cq>ptce, provided all corky substance is excloded.
•'jitt'M;' ,

'

n II

In some districts in Hesse and Hanover, old oaks are peele4®
standing in the spring, left standing till winter and then felled.:
This method [also emjdoyed in the Forest of Dean—Tr.] gives
superior timber to that felled in the spring. As a rule, in..
Germany, bark fs peeled from old oak trees after they are
felled, and here also only as many trees should be felled as
can be ])eeled in a day.
The men engaged in'
peeling, who are employed usually by tanners, or
merchants, follow close on the woodcutters. [In
Britain, the trees are peele<l partly before being
felled, and the woodcutters, who do all the work, .
are paid for both operations according to the
cpiantity of bark they obtain.—Tr.]
The workman makes a cut down the stem and
tbrongh the bark with the barking-iron (Fig. 857).
The bark is then peeled in large Hat pieces by
means of the iron and the workman’s hands. It
can bo removed rarely without constant beating.
Where\'er the bark is sold stacked, the pieces
are cut to the required length (say one meter).
The less common method, of peeling standing
trees, is easier to effect, although ladders are
required.
The most troublesome part of the work is to peel
the crooked knotty branches, which always must'
be beaten.
Sometimes, instead of tire barkingiron, the common felling-axe alone is used.
li
the weather is favourable an experienced workmar
, Pig.
hai'king-iroii will peel 4 or 5 large oak trees in a day. Trinnninj
the bark, however expensive it may be, increases
its value greatly. The more thoroughly the cnicked and
dead outer bark, or rhitidome, which in old trees forms 50 tc
fiO per cent, of thq bark, is removed from the inner and mow
sappy bark, the more valuable will be the produce; the per¬
centage of tannic acid in old bark would not be so low ai
compared with young bark, were all the hard outer barl
r^oved. “Wherever trimming is done it should precede jieeling
, and is effected best on standing trees.
|
( The peeled bark is carried to a neishbourius blank ^
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be dried. For this purpose usually it is i)laced horizontally
on a stage made of poles, with the cambium side downwards
to protect it against rain. As soon as it is dry it is piled like
firewood between stakes, being well trodden down in the
stacks. If, as is usually and most conveniently the case, the!
bark i.H sold in stacks, they should be made by an employee of
the forest-owner ; in AVurtemberg, bark is packed in bales for
transport. The bark may bo sold also at so much a tree.
A stacked cubic meter of old oak-bark weighs ]!!() to ‘200
kilos (4 to (i cwt. jMW load of 50 cubic feet) and more, according
to the amount of moisture it contains. More fresh bark than
dry bark goes to a stack, for it is easier and softer to pack in
the former case.
Sale l)y the amount of peeled wxiod is more uncertain than
in the case of young bark, owing to great variability in the
proportion of bark to peeled wood. There is nearly as much
tannin in the branches of trees as in coppice-shoots.
[In Kngland it is considered that 1 ton of bark comes from
120 cubic feet of wood, and at t"l a ton, the value of the bark
pays for the felling and leaves some margin of profit over.
Bailway-companies also charge for the bark that is on the
logs they transport, so that peeling reduces the freight. In
France, only standards over coppice are peeled, not high forest
oaks.—Tr.]
Section

A'.—-Spbucb-Baek.

Spruce-bark is harvested much more extensively than old
oak-bark, and in eastern and southern Germany and the
adjoining Austrian districts, when mixed with Knoppern galls,
valonea and silver-bark, it is used largely for tanning. It can,
however, be used only in the preliminary stages of tanning, or
for tanning thin skins; thick skins are tanned with sprucebark only when largely mixed with other tanning materials.
■As most spruce forests are in mountainous regions, where, on,
account of the climate, summer-felling prevails, and the wood
must be^peeled, owing to the danger of insect-attacks and the
necessities of transport, many of the difficulties which occur in ^
ntilising oak-bark are avoided.
I^^In order to obtain spraee-bark, the felled stems, after being :
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out into saw-mill butts, are peeled with the barking-iron or the
axe, so as, if possible, whenever the log is not too thick, to
remove the bark in one piece. The men, however, prefer
peeling firewood blocks a meter long, to peeling heavy logs
|iMd butts. The bark is spread ont on poles or placed on an
incline to dry, y arranged as in Fig. im, tlie roof-like
structure thus fo,.ined being covered with numerous other
pieces of liark, and thus secured against the rain. In sottingoul the pieces of bark to dry, they are bent outwards so as
almost to break along their middle line, in order to iirevent
them from rolling up, otherwise they would not dry thoroughly.
As in all trees, the bark of young spruce contains more
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tannic acid than that from old trees: and the bark of trees
grown wide apart, or in the open, and of trees exiiosed to the
south or along the borders of a forest, is richer in tannic acid
than those under opposite conditions.
In most countries dried spruce-bark is stacked like ordinary
firewood and sold by the stack; a stacked cubic meter (85 cubic
feet) contains 0-3 cubic meters (10 cubic feet) of solid bark.
Well-stacked, smooth, middle-aged spruce-bark, when airdried, weighs from 150 to 175 kilos per stacked cubic meter
-(41 to 5 cwt. per load of 50 cubic feet). It is'sold also by the
tree, by the hundred rolls, by the volume of the barked wood,
or by the drying stack (Fig. 858) containing 12 to 15 pieces
of bark. Selling by the amount of peeled wood is the simplest
method, provided sufficiently accurate ratios between the wood
and bark have been aecertained; for wood 80 to 100 years oldi

jlHPOBiriaiu* Aim mtww ba^,
this ritio is as 1 to 8 or 12, averaging 1 to 10.
wood the ratio is more in favour of the bark,
Skction
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VI.—UiRcii-lUnK.

llirch-bark is more in use for tanning in tlie North of
Euroiie, especially in llussia; in Germany, hitherto, it has
been used only experimentally. Jt contains mudi less tannic
acid than oak-bark, and even than that of spruce, but in the
north repays harvesting owing to the absences of oak. In
Germany, it is not used for tanning, but for macerating soleleather, with the object of opening the pores of the leather
and preparing it to receive tannin. Leather tanned with
birch-bark is softer and less water-tight than that tanned with
oak-bark, but it has a lighter colour and a belter appearance.
Birch-bark is harvested in the same way as oak-bark, it can
be peeled only about a fortnight later than the latter, though
the birch shoots lirst. It is easier to peel old birch trees than
young stems and branchoK, but they are not nearly so easy to
peel as are oaks. The few data regar<ling birch-bark give 65
to 80 kilos of air-dried bark for a stacked cubic meter of peeled
birch billets, from trees 20 years old (say 2 cwt. of bark per
load of 50 cubic feet of wood).
Sectiok

VII.—Lauch-Baiik.

Larch-bark is harvested seldom in Germany, but is used
extensively in Russia, Hungary, and Austria for tanning.
Accordingly to 'Wessely, in the Carpathian Mountains and the
Alps, it is preferred to the bark of spruce and birch. Brobably
it is unsuitable for tunning sole-leather, but deserves con¬
sideration for tanning calf-skin and when added to other
tanning materials. Owing to the straightness and freedom
'“‘•'1 branches of tlie larch, it is {reeled more easily than oak.

Sectios

VIII.—Willow-Bark,

etc.

Willow-bark contains a considerable amount of tannic acid.
Besides Salix Cnprea and S. alba, the so-called osier-willows
l^e.best in this respect. According to data furnished by the
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Moscow ACAOemy, ino quanmy oi tannic acid in wiiiows varjen ,
between 8 and l‘i i^r cenl. In Russia, it has for a long time
been customary to use willow-bark for tanning, especially in
preparing that flexible, water-tight, shining upper leather, for
which Russia is so famous. The pleasant scent of Russian
leather is due to soaking it with birch oil, distilled from the
white bark of birch. The well known Danish glove-leather
is also tanned with willow-bark. In Gernmny, little use has
hitherto heen made of willow-bark, prohahly on account of the
small quantity grown.
I'eelingb from osiers are, dried in loo.se heaps and used for
tanning, or as litter for Ciittle.
Rven the hark of llie black alder is used for tanning, its con¬
tents in tannin varting from 8 to “20 ))er cent. (Kilnor, I’ost,
Connelerl. In spite of its liigh percentage in tannin, the use of
alder-hark is hut liniiteil; llit! laniiiiig litpiid decomiKtsesrapidly,
and the h‘atlier is haril aod hriltle, and of a dark colour.
Of foreign harks, that of tlie American red oak (QiiciriiSf
niliiii) is sti poor in tiinnin that it is unsuiled for hark eoppices
The harks of Doiiglas-lir and lienilock s]iruce are, howevetjj
very rich in tannin, so that even on this aeeoiint their
introduction to I'hirope is vulualile.
Section

IX.—CBU.rtxtsE.

Celltilose from hark, cither rhilidome or hast, reseinhles woodcellulose in its constituents. Bast-ccllnlose is characterised by
greater durability than the other cell-formations in liark, so that
the best-librus may be separated liy maceration. When they
occur in clusters, owing to tlieir tougliness.ihey may he obtained
almost pure by heating the hark. Ry twisting tliese bundles,
they make excellent binding-material theniji, flax). Even the
fine fibres of the pod of the cotton-plant [(hmni/pium) consist of
pure cellulose. These forma of cellulose are made into paper,
Among trees and sln ubs, which contain utilisable cellulose
in tbeir hark, the following East Asiatic paiier-shrubs may
l>e cited: Ed^ttcorthia, Jiroiitsimetia, IVicktlruiiiM, DaphnA,
Skimmia, etc. The first two are cultivated like osiers, and tbs
oellulose in their bark made into pauer..

,

For thi^pnrpose, the shoots are steamed, and the bark
stripped frbin them and placed in wator-huiks till all tissues
eixcept the bast-fibres have rotted. The ccllnlose is washed in
■water, finely divided and separated by fine sieves made of
split bamboos, so that it forms a thin layer on the sieve.
After the water has drained away, the thin sheets of paper
are taken off the sieves and laid on planks to dry. Owinf; to
this method of preparation, tlio collnluso fibres lie aloiif'sido of
one another in the direction of the linos of meshes in the
sieve, so that .Japanes(! paiier can lie torn strai"ht only in one
direction and differs thus from paper made of wood or I'ags.
'fhe manufacture of this bark-paper is very iinporlant, for in
Japan, paper is employed frequently in place of woven matcrial8.i
Species of limes contain useful cellulose in their hark, for
the hard bast-hundlcs are grouped there tangentially, and

|a zone of bundles is formed yearly.

As the soft hast lies

between these bundles, they can be torn in strips from the
ibark.

In order to obtain pure lime-bast, the bark must be

^^lacenited in water, till the softer tissues rot and the bastjl^imidles alone remain.
^

in cetitral France, (tspecially in Chantilly, there are lime-

®‘eoppices for supplying bast, with rotations of 15 to 25 years.
^\l8o, in Unssia, the litne is utilised for bast, which is stripped
^iom the trees.

It is made into coarsely woven material, into

sacks, mats, protection coverings, etc., and is used also for
binding, but for this ptirpose raffia-fibre is more stiitablo.

Species of elms also contain utilisable fibre.
Section

X.—Coke.*

It has been stated already that cork is formed by a meristom,
the cork-cambium or phellogen, but that for most woody
species the cork is very thin and is soon displaced by rough
hark, rhitidome. Only in very few species does cork attain
a considerable thickness, by annual formations, resembling
annual zones of wood. Where cork is only in ridges or
prominences on the shoots or stem of a plant, its only use is
ornamental (cork-elm, field-maple, Xanthox^lon, etc). When it
, * Boppe, *‘Oiare
tochnolc^ie forestifere." IH«7. Mathcy, “ ExplitUtioft
i|KmT»ercialc Jed

■jimt
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surrounds the whole etem and is not replaced by ^hitidonie,
as in the cork-oaks of the westei’ly Mediterranean countries
(south France, south Spain, Portuj'al, north Africa (including
Tunis), Corsica, Italy, Sicily and Greece), a material is pro¬
duced, which in its special qualities, elasticity, lightness,
softness, durability, impenetrability by gases and spirituous
liquids, can be replaced J>y nothing else.
Cork (suberin) is distinguished from wood by its higher
contents of carbon and hydrogen; its chemical composition is:
C

11
0
N

...
...
...
...

CG per cent.
8-.'!
2-2-8 „
1-9

The tbin-walled cells of cork do not consist entirely of
suberin, but this substance is stored in large quantities in the
fine skeleton of lignin and cellulose of tlieir walls. Every wall
common to two cells contains a lignilied medial lamella, on
both sides of which is a purelj’ siiberons layer, and on tliisj
forming the innermost coating of the cell, is a thin lamella oJ
cellulose. The layer of cork is the thickest of the thij
lamellae; only in thick-walled cork-cells (resembling lato-W(«a
and formed as late-cork in autumn), does lignin preponderate^
The two oaks (Qiumis Sidiei- and Q. occideiilaliK), in thj
countries already referred to, are subject to a regular system
of management: the first layer of cork (male cork) is full of
cracks, unevenness, impurities and stone-cclbs, and is therefore,
of little use. When the trees are about 20 years old this cork
is removed by means of a sharp trimming-axe, so that the
phellogen below is uninjured. Then the pliellogen jiroduces
annually fresh fine layers of cork with visible annual rings.
This useful, female cork is cut off in layers surrounding the
stem and a meter long, every 8 to 10 years. In a young tree
only the lowest section is removed, next time another highe/
section as well, and so on, till the boughs are reached and are
also stripped of cork. Jn order not to endanger the life of a
tree, eventually only one section is stripped in a year. The;
steips of cork are pressed flat an' sold. Corks are cut from
these stripe, parallel to tlieir leuguh. Thin strips of cork
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used in collections of insects, for lining boots, etc.; the male
cork is used for floating nets, for decorative purposes, and
ground cork is used iu the manufacture of linoleum.
There are about 48 trees per acre, yielding yearly about
1 cwt. of cork; as the price is about 4d. a pound, 37«. an acre
gross-revenue is obtained from cork-oak forest.
[According to Mathey, there are 425,000 acres of cork forests
in France, a million acres in Algeria aud about 200,000 acres
in Tunis. There are also important cork-woods in Morocco.
Portugal produces the most cork ; there are cork-oaks also in
^Corsica, Italy, Sardinia, Sicily and Greece.—Tr.]
It remains to be seen whether useful cork can be obtained
from Pliellodeixhnu amuiriisi' mid Quemis raii(ddlin, from
eastern Asia.

Fig. 359.—Cork oak, Bayouaa. Male cork above, female cork
below. (A. Henrv.'l

CHAPTEK II.
UTILIZATION OF THE FEUITS OP POBEST TEEES.
OwiNii to tlie present great development of the artificial
reproduction of trees, the harvesting and preparation of seeds
is of special importance. This business is carried on exten¬
sively hy seedsmen, who.se enterprise is occupied chiefly in’s
the collection and preparation of coniferous seeds.
It is proposed here to deal first with the characteristics of
seeds, then with the conditions under which our most impor¬
tant forest-trees fructify. A number of factors determine the
fertility of the trees, or the non-production of seed, and these
require our careful consideration : such are the seasons of
ripening and of the fall of seeds ; methods of harvesting seeds
and their subsequent preparation; storing seeds, estimating
their value and selling them, for sowing, fodder, for making
oil, etc.
Skction

I.—(hi.vii.veTnnisTios

of Sheds.

The fruits of Oaks {(Jucrcux), acorns, are borne on a nipida, or''
cup, that is composed of scale-leaves ; the ripe acorn separates
from its cup. In white oaks (Q. pediniciihito, (,i. teutUflora,
etc.), the acorn ripens in the year of flowering; with dark oaks
IQ. r«6ra, Q. Ceiris, etc.), in the year following the flowering;;
ihe seed is not fugitive.* The seed of Beech (Fayiis) is'}
triangular in section, with a leathery brown .shell; there are,;
usually two seed.s, rarely only one, entirely enclosed in a:.
cupila, which opens in four lappets: the husk of the fruit,
when ripe, bursts in dry weather, so that the unfugitive seedstil
fall to the ground. The seed of the Ash {Frajiiius) is lonj^
, *. The won! leed is uscil here iiidiffcreBtly for seed or fruii, in acoordand^
with eccaoroio usage. Winged sectls, or fruits, are blown by tiie wind, as is
fMmolmte; they thus way i-cach a considerable distauf’e from the
■moeh aeeds are termed fBVitlre,
while heary seeds are anfugitf^

|D(i flat; it broadens out at one end into a spatula-like wing;
it is a fugitive samara, and may !« blown off by dry east
winds immediately after ripening, or later, in winter, by
westerly winds. The seed of Maples (Acer) is a nut with a
long stiff wing at one end; the seeds ai'o united at their
bases; they are blown from the trees hy dry winds. The
seed of Hornbeams (Curpinm) is a hard nut, surrounded
by a tri-partito scale, and therefore winged ; at first the seeds
are removed from trees by the wind, later on by their own
weight. Tlio seeds of Limes (Tiliu) are nuts, llieir stalks
being united to a stiff, scale-leaf, which renders them fugitive,
when the wind is strong.
In Birches (Betula), the little seeds with winged borders
are samaras, attached with alternate tri-partite scales in cat¬
kins or cones, the segments of which fall (white birches), or
the cones optsn (yellow birches), so that the seeds are released.
They are blown to great dislanctis by the wind. In Alders
(Aliius), the scales of the cones are lignified and bard; they
split when dry, and the small flat iind scarcely fugitive seeds
fall out.
In Willows (Sul'u) and Poplars (Papnlvi), the hairy seeds
are formed in a capsule, which bursts wben ripe, so that the
very fugitive seeds escape. In Cherry-trees (I'nimis), B{)ecieB
of Pyrus [such as 1‘. Aria, whitebeam; J’. tormiiialis, wild
service-tree; P. Atteaparia, rowan ;
Sarlms, the true servicetree, and the wild pear, medlar, and crab-ajrple tree. ■-Tr.],
the seeds are surrounded by a fleshy fruit; after the fruit has
fallen, it decays and sets free the seed. The same is true for
hawthorn seed (Crataepm).
Sweet-chestnut (Caslatua) has a large seed, that is sur¬
rounded by a spiny cupula; cither the entire fruit falls when
ripe, or the seeds fall from the husk; the huts of S|)ecie8 of
yialnut and Hickory (Juglann and Hirnria) are surrounded
by green husks, which open on ripening.
The seeds of PapUionaceae (Itnhinia, Gleditsia, etc.) are
^closed in a pod; when this opens, the seeds fall to the
ground, or the pods may fall with the seeds in them.
' ‘ The seeds of Spruces (Picea) are formed in the axils of the
fjoUes of pendent cones; a few months after ripening the
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scales open in dry weather, and the small brown seeds escape;
the seed lying in a spoon-like depression of the wing is fugitive.
The seeds of Silver-firs (Abicg) and of Cedars (Ccdrug) are
free, as the upright cone breaks in pieces when rij)e; the seed
has a wing that is fixed to it firmly.
The seed of Bouglas fir (Pgeudolsuga) resembles that of
spruce in its mode of formation and escape from the cone;
it is fixed firmly to the wing, as in silver-fir. Larch seed
{Larix) is formed in upright cones, so that when the latter
are dry and open, the seed cannot escape by its own weight;
a continued exposure to wind and rain, as well as to strong

•
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St'ed.H preparetl for sale.

Kig.
1. Silver-fir.

2. Scotch pine.
ih Laivh.
(Drawn by li. S, Troup )

4. Spnice.

gales, is required, in order to set it free from the cone
(Weise), the little seed is attached firmly to its wing. In
Fines {l‘inus), cones of the section Pinaster open their scales
a few months after ripening, in order to set free the seeds,
which are encircled loossely by the lower ends of their wings.
Pines of the section Strobus, Weymouth i)ines, possess a seed'
that is attached to the wing on one side only; Cembran Pines
have only a stump of a wing on their seeds, which therefore
is not fugitive; [the seeds of Pmus Pinea, Cewh-oides, edvlu,},
MonophyUa and Gerardiam are large and edible.—Tr.]; ini
all pines
seed ripens in the year after the, flowerinjg^
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Cypresses, as well as Thuya and Chomaeoyparis, form their
small, slightly-winged seeds in little cones, or strobiles, the
scales of which open soon after they ripen; in Jumpers the
scales have grown together into a berry ; in Yews (Taxits) the
nut-like seed is surrounded by a red, fleshy aril.
Section

II.—Dates

of

SEEonEAiiiNU

and its ItKPETmoN.

Usually woody species that have the lightest seeds are the
earliest seedbearers; thus willows, poplars, birches, alders
and elms are earliest, while oaks and beech are latest; between
these extremes come the other broadleaved species. The larch
among conifers has the earliest seeds, and has also the lightest
of our coniferous seeds. Where Thuya and Chamaecyixtris
grow, they have the lightest of coniferous seeds, and normally
produce seed from very young trees ; silver-fir and Cembran
pine have heavy seeds, and produce seed later in life. When
the seeds of two or more si)ecies are of about equal weight,
that which is light-demanding bears seed earliest; thus pines
produce seed earlier than spruces, and oaks before beech.
Exposure to light also determines early seed-bearing;
trees in the open bear seed 20 to 30 years earlier than the
same species in a dense crop, the crowns of which are illu¬
minated only at the top. Interruption of cover is therefore the
best way of inducing a tree in a wood to bear seed. Heat is
next to light the most important factor; in warm localities the
same species bears seed earlier than in cool localities. A good
soil, on which a tree grows rapidly, delays the production of
seed, whilst bad soil, where the trees grow slowly, accelerates
seed-bearing.
The grower of fruit-trees makes use of this latter property,
by pruning the trees or by altering the conditions of the soil,
in order to compel a tree to bear fruit early.
W'hen the formation of fruit has commenced, it does not
recur eveiy year, but after definite intervals. K. Hartig has
explained this periodicity of seed-bearing by the fact, that at
the commencement of a seed-year, much of the reserve-material
(starch) of the sapwood is dissolved, so that a number of
jyears is required for replacing the starch; as soon os sufficient

rail' ilRfiT'tf-W
starch lias accumulated, another seed-year occurs,
xnis ■
apparently explains a number of phenomena in seedbearing.il
Thus the jieriod of rest is shorter, the more favourable are
the oonditions of illumination for a tree; the more the crown
is crowded and shaded, the longer is seedbearing delayed.
Increased exposure to heat expedites fructification ; nume¬
rous prolonged observations in Prussia have proved this well- ]
known law; Bernhardt, Weise, ITellwig, v. Alien and ■"
Schwiippaeli* have shown this to be true.
Thus, in tlio warm Ithiiie provinces, there are good crops of
acorns every two years, while in K. Prussia, only every six
years. But for Scots pine, in Brandenburg every two years
there is a good crop of seed, while in llhenish Prussia and
1 Silesia, only every ten years, so that the law is not true
* always, for age, soil, condition of crops, etc., must be con- '!
sidered as well as the effects of heat.
'J’ho following figures are generally true as regards the
recurrence of seed-years for the same individual tree;_

K»*c(irroiiff ol .sneil-jeurH. |

Kvcry 2 years

...

2 to 4 yeai-8

Siiotics

‘

"'iHow. pillar, birch, aider, eypioss, elm, comniou
pine,larch.
Ifornbciaui, ash, nmplc, lime, spruce,

11

4 to G

„

;

Silver-fir, Cemhran pine, svveel-chestnut.

„

(»to U> „

I

Oak, beech.

According to this sttitouiout the lightest seeds ftre producec
i- the most frequency, and this is a support of the truth o:
r Hartig’s theory. But it must be proved also how mud
reserve material is taken from the w'ood by a mast, and hoy
much seed-ulbumen is formed in the iiarticalar seed-year
The weather during the seed-year decides also whether or no)
fruit is formed from the flower.
■( Acorn years are distinguished by great heat and drought
. (vintage-years); should two successive,- dry, hot years occuh
i.

•'Si*wappach. ‘-lliis Sftmcnpioduction <ler wichtigsten Waldholaartan
SSeiJisc^f. y■ u tJIagii
1895. A rrmmi of ao y<na.rf?
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ioaksand other trees may fructify in both years, so that in the
first year the reserve material is exhausted, but is replaced in
the second year sufficiently for the tree to bear fruit. When
late frost occurs in a year while the trees are blossoming,
damp cold weather, or violent gales during pollination, the
flowers may not fructify.
Good soil does not accelerate fruit-boaring, until the tree has
attained the age of fertility; before this period it is poor soil,
unsuitable for the species, that determines j)rucocious and
frequent fructification. All sickly individuals produce abund¬
ance of seed, although frequently this premature seed does not
germinate.
As regards the number of fertile seeds, the light seeds
come first, and the heavy seeds last, though often the eye
of the forester is deceived about this when there is a good
mast-year of oak or beech.

Skotion' III.-JIaths ok Kicknino and Fau, ok Skkds.

'Ihe dates of ripening and fall of seeds depend chiefly on the
heat of the locality, which expedites both of these (qierations;
dry air also e.xpedites them, but in general the following
calendar is correct:—
hlKENI.SIl OK SKKD.

May.

Jimi’.

1

.lull'.

! AiiKUst.

Hcijteuib«r.

1

1
Firnt Half
Month.

Elm.

■ U'Ultiw. ! Bii-ch.
Poplar. 1

Elm.

—

Birch.

--

.—..

1
Oak.
I
Itecch.
' Hornbeam.
Alder.
Ahh.
Maple.
.1
Barcb.
1
Pine.
1
Thuya.
{'ypress.
; JJouglas-flr,

:,'

* Second
r. Half of
, Month.

OetoLwr.
.—

Oak.
Maple.
8ilver-fir.

1

i

"^2:'?t^n/i'!aA'no!r".oF rte FKtJits or fowst iSiaiiR
K*H, OF Skf.O.

First
Half of
Hoiith.

Ahlci.
Anb.

lax

AW»*r.
AnIi.

Mfirclt.

April.

Ahlt.
Mjmiri*.
Pinii

lAari'h.

Hill U<5«.
Pine.

May.

June.

liarcli.

Klin.
Willow.' Kircli.
'
I.iarrh. Pojilai.

Ijan-li.
Klin.

Klin.
lAait-h

Plii«\

I.iar('Ii,

Ol-t.

July. ' AiiK-

Hiicli

Biich.

Ottk,
Beech.
Milver-lir.

(lat.
Bvech
Sihei lU.
Thuya.
' Cyiiiren.
Oliestiml
Walnut.
BoukIh''
Ih.
;

Nov.

Maple ^«ih.
Lime.
TlMtl'
Ash.
beam.
Horn- Maple.
Lime.
Ix’iini.
Mil pie
Lniie.
AhIi

AkIi.
Alder.

lloi 11Im'UIII.

1

'

Section

IV.—IIauvestino

Seed.

The season for harvesting seed iimy be seen from the
above tables, from wliich it is evident tliat certain seeds fall as
soon as they ripen ; fugitive seeds, such as birch, elm, and
silver-tir, therefore, must be collected immediately before they
ripen; this somewhat affects the (juality of tho si‘ed, for
ripening after collection is effected only in tho larger seeds, or
in seeds Wfhich remain in their fruit-husks (cones, cupulw).
The cones of spruce, pines and larch may be collected during
several months.
The methods of harvesting may lie understood from a
consideration of the morphology of seed-production.
By
climbing trees with the help of climbing-irons, ladders, etc., and

361.—Net ant! wiw for ctilleclinjj fruite.

(After Fernandez.)

plucking the fruits by hand, or with shears, [or with a fruit'
net and saw (Fig. 361) which is used in India.—Tr.] the
seeds of the following species should be gathered before thej|'^

fall; Birch, elm, ash, maple, hornbeam; also the cones of
'spruce, pine, silver-fir, larch, Douglas-fir, thuya, cypress and
^der. By sweeping off the ground, after they have fallen,
acorns, beech-mast, lime-seeds, cherries, species of Pyrus,
chestnuts, walnuts, may be collected, and wherever fugitive
seeds are heaped together by wind, or water (alder), they may
be swept up and collected. It is a destructive measure to beat
trees in order to cause the seeds to fall; the worst way is to
collect seed from trees felled for tlie purpose, as is done in
countries which have too much forest, or where economic
forestry is not practised. The whole harvest is either leased,
or given in contract by the forest-owiier for his own require¬
ments, or permits to collect seed given to i)oor people. It
is for the manager to determine which method is the best
financially and does least damage to the forest.
Fruits, seeds and twigs with the fruits attached to them,
taken moist from the forest, must be dried superficially in
places in the forest that are sheltered from rain, or under a
roof.
By sifting and picking over, the most obvious
impurities are I'emoved. The seeds of lime, hornbeam and
birch are placed in sacks; by beating and shaking the sacks,
the seeds are freed from their husks, and by winnowing,
sieves, etc., they are separated from them. For heavy seeds,
cleaning consists in the removal of all impurities and of fruits
that are recognised as useless (shrivelled, perforated by insects,
etc.)
Coniferous seeds retjuire different treatment, for which a
special industry, termed seed-husking, has been established.

Section V.—Sekd-huskino Establishments.

1. Drying by Solar Heat.
The cones of spruce and pines are dried by the sun in wire
sieves placed in echelon one above the other, so that they all
'syeeeive the full heat of the sun; portable boxes with wire
fffleve tops also are used. By shaking the sieves the seed falls
on to cloths, or into boxes, placed below them, or in the latter
;;,aa8e, into the boxes themselves.
XX
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The simplesi; method of employing solar hear is wnen the
cones are placed on large cloths, laid on dry ground in fnll
sun-light. Or sieves with double bottoms are used, tliat may
be brought under cover in rainy weather. Tlie seeds then
can be separated easily from the cones by sieves, and this
method yields the most germinative seeds. [In India and
other hot countries, solar heat suffices for seod-huskin.^
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2. Sced-kilnu.
The essential conditions for all seed-kilns is, that the cones
are exposed in them to artificial heat of 95 ', 112’, or 140 ’ p'
and to air as dry as possihle until all the cones are oi.ened!
Ihe air is heated partly by stoves in the drying-chamber, or
m a special healiiig-cbamber from which it circulates into the
former. Most of the German seed-husking establishments
employ kilns.
Objection has been raised to kilns, that the seeds become
too dry and lose their germinating power because thev remain
too long exposed to temperatures of 90^ F. and more. This
objection was justified by the defective eonstriiclion of the
earlier kilns, and by careless husking. The important im¬
provements, that have more recently been introduced in
seed-husking, have removed these objections completely.
In any kiln, that aspires to excellency, the seeds should not
remain any longer exposed to the heat of the stove than is
absolutely necessary for their removal from the cones.
Whenever the quantity of cones to he opened annually is
not very considerable, and sufficient capital is not available for
a large establishment, the simplest kind of seed-kiln will
suffice. A spacious chamber, which can be suitably closed,
containing a tiled Dutch stove, is then sufficient. Bound the
stove are stands, the upper portions of which support easily
accessible wire-trays, or the cones are hung in nets from the
ceiling. If the floor is paved, ventilators supplied at the four
corners of the ceiling for the escaiie of the vapour from the' ’
cones and the heat regulated, good results may be expected.
If there is sufficient space, the stove may be enlarged into a '

8EED-KILNB.

horse-slioe shaped heating-apparatus round the interior of the
chamber and sometimes sunk partly into the floor. The stove
must be made of brick-work, or trachite {Biwlistdii); otherwise
a steady temperature is not obtainable.
When, however, hot air is admitted into the seed-kiln, an
iron stove and hot-air pipes are placed in a heating-chamber,
from which the hot air passes, as required, into the dryingchamber, being replaced by the admission of cool air. Most
large seed-kilns are made on this principle. As the heating is
effected more rapidly the more directly the stove communicates
with the air, the apparatus is arranged generally so that the
drying-chamber is traversed by a long series of hot-air pipes,
which only after many convolutions communicate with the
chimney of the stove.
Although all seed-husking establishments more or less
follow the above plan, they differ from one another in their
heating apparatus, arrangement of the gratings, etc., so that
hardly any two of them are alike. They may, however, be
arranged in groups, according as the wire-trays are moveable,
fixed or cylindrical.
(a) Moveable Trays.—In this case, the light wooden frames
of the trays are moveable and not too heavy for a man to lift
easily: they are placed pretty close one above the other,
generally on supports above the hot chamber. Thus they can
be removed and replaced easily for changing the cones.
Hundreds of these frames are used in large establishments.
Mr. Schott, a seed-merchant,-of Aschaffenburg, has an
establishment somewhat similar to that just described
(Figs. 862, 368). A is the heating-chamber containing the
convoluted iron pipes and surrounded by a thick masonry
wall, which is pierced on two opposite sides by doors opening
into the drying-chaifaber li through which the trays can be
removed and fresh ones supplied. As both the heating- and
drying- chambers are surrounded by the moderately cool air of
the building, the heat is concentrated as much as possible.
The stove is at (a), the smoke escaping through (»i). The
wooden trays (A, h, h) are provided with a base of thin wooden
bars, except the lowest of them, which have fine wire-bottoms
to prevent the seed from falling into the heating chamber.
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Only a very inconsiderable portion of the seed, however, ever
“ta. the..
«.y.i
‘
vTS
trays, which are not shaken or disturbed in any way, until

tbev are removed. "When once the cones are opened, the trays
‘ on ihich they lie are removed, and the cones shaken on o a

floor of wire-grating immediately above the
sieve (6). The cones are raked up and doi
80 that all the seed may be removed, j
entiAs escanes by meaiis of alialts id.

liloBed if required; fresh air is supplied by the vent-holes
(o, 0, o).
Tliis simple apparatus may be taken as a type of numerous
private seed-husking establishments, as those of Geigle at
Nagold, Keller and Appel at Darmstadt, Steiner's in WienerNeustadt, etc. The frames supporting the trays are made of

Fi|f. SO-l.—Peecl-kiln witli

trays.

iron ; four large stoves in the lower story supply the hot air
Numerous openings with valves regulate the temperature.
(b) Fixed Trays.—Fixed trays are used in buildings witl
several storeys; the heating-apparatus being on the ground
floor, above which are two or more drying-chambers. Th
floor of each of these is of grating (in the newest establish
ments of the kind, of thick iron wire, in the older ones e
i wooden bars), but close enough to allow only the seed and no

(Phui.)
Kig. 3S.'>.—ijml-hunkiiig erfabliahmcnt with ilrain-itieves.
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tbe conos to pass. The cones are piled a foot deep on the
gratings and are stirred constantly so that they part with all
their seeds. The seed falls into the seed-chamber on to a
paved floor kept cool by the admission of cold air, and from
this it is removed.
This method is adopted by (Fig. 8li4) Steingiisser at Miltenberg, Sclmltze and I’feil in Rathenoer, etc. The stove (<i) in
an underground room, M, the upper part of which leads into
a system of pipes (h, h) and is sur¬
rounded by a cupolaod frame of trachyte
which pa.sses into the seed-room .1, and
allows the contained hot air to escape
through several long tubes {k, k) aiul
numerous openings. The channel {m)
admits cool air and (o, <i) are ventilating
tubes arranged so as to keep the paved
floor cool. B, C, and D are dryingchambers.
(c) Drum-sieves. — Apparatus with
drum-sieve.s diil'er completely from
those described above, and are used
in many places in Silesia, Hanover,
Mecklenburg, etc. (Fig. St!.')).
Then the hot air is supplied by
means of closed pipes (m, hi, hi) made
of trachyte and closed wdth iron valves,
which arc situated beneath the dryingFig. siifi.
chamber. The heating is by stoves
(o, 0, o), that oiiens into (i/i, w); the vapour escapes by the
chimney (k). The cones are supplied from the floor of a
loft B, passing through the funnels (a, a) into the drums
(A, li), which revolve in pairs on a common axle; they are
turned by handles in the room C so that the seeds may fall
through as soon as the cones have opened. The drum-sieves
are of wood, or iron, in the former case with wooden gratings
secured by several iron hoops. Each drum can be opened
(Fig. 306) in order to insert and remove the cones; under
each pair of drum-sieV'es is a masonry or concrete trench (p)
into which the seed falls, and from which it is removed by

wooden Bcrapers to the chamber u, mio wmcn tne trenche
lead. After all the seeds hpive been removed, the drums ar
opened downwards and the empty cones removed by the sam
means ns the seed. The drums are turned at intervals of
quarter of an hour, so that the seed soon falls into the coc
trenches and being at once removed is not ex]K)sed to the ho
air longer than is absolutely necessary. This rapid actioi
allows much greater heat to be applied to the cones than ii
other establishments; recent experience, however, shows tha
they are not more effective than the latter, which on thi
whole are preferable. Drum-sieves are used in Blankenbun
by Conrad Trumpt, and at Carolath in Silesia.

3. Separation of Seed from the. Coiies ht/ Steam.
Cones are oi)ened by steam, when the air round the trays ir
which they are placed is heated by means of condensed steam
Steam from a boiler outside the seed-kiln is supplied in pipes
running under the trays, it then becomes condensed owing tc
the comparative coolness of the chamber containing the trays.
The steam-pressure being then considerably increased, the
heat acquired in the boiler is radiated into the drying-chamber
by the pipes. In order to increase the heating effect of the
pipes, their surface is considerably increased by conducting
them repeatedly up and down the drying-chamber.
The three well-known wholesale seed-establishments of
Keller, Appel and Le Coq at Darmstadt, have been working
successfully on this system for many years. The first of these
seed-kilns was burnt in 1815.5, and up to that time there were
three tiers of piping under all the trays. This, however, did
not heat the air sufficiently; in the new works erected there¬
fore, two tiers of piping were placed under the trays, and the
other tier moved higher up between them.
This give*^
excellent results. The pipes are of wrought iron and are 200
meters long, with an exposed surface of 87 square meters. .
The boiler is in a detached house, and also serves to driv^'
machinery used in separating seed from larch-cones ; it sup-?
plies steam for heating the pipes anithe resulting condeneedl
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; The advantages of steam dr3’ing over hot air drying are, as .
follows;—
There is no fear of a conflagration in the seed-kiln; by
means of in and out draughts, heat can be supplied according
to requirements, and the amount necessary for opening the
cones is attained in one-quarter of the time required by the
hot air apparatus, whilst the whole time occupied by the
process is shortened by one-quarter ; the temperature cannot
exceed l.S3‘' F., so that there is no danger of over-healing the
seed. Keller's process gives from 87 to i»7 per cent, of
germinating seeds, rvliich, according to Braun, are not only
considerably superior in germinative power to seeds from hot
air kilns, but also can be kept longer.
■1. Maiiagcmrnl of Seal-himkhiii U'orh.
The system followed in the different seed-husking estab¬
lishments is of a simple nature. The cones from the store¬
house are placed in sacks or otherwise brought to the seedkiln and placed on the trays. After the beat has been applied
and the cones begin to steam, all vent-bolos must be opened.
As soon as the air becomes drier and the cones have been
exposed for some time to the heat, they begin to open. Gene¬
rally this does not happen simultaneously on all the trays;
the current of hot air is then turned in the direction of the
backward trays by opening certain vent-holes, or changing the
places of those trays with those where the cones have opened
and thus exposing them to the hottest blast.
Management of the heat is the most important point in the
kilns. The heat should rise as uniformly and quickly as
possible to the temperature most suitable for the apparatus and
cone in question. Scots pine cones require the greatest heat,
usually 90° to 125° P.; spruce 80° to 90° F.; Weymouth-pine
and alder, 60° to 70° F.
, In order to guard against over-heating by the workmen, Keller,
in Darmstadt, has an electric bell in his office communicating
with a metallic maximum thermometer in the kiln.
The cones on removal from the trays are thrown usually on i
Jo a grating so that the seeds may be separated from them;'
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they then always retain a few seeds and in order to secure
these, they are placed in a drum-sieve (Fig. 3(i6, /<), which is
made to rotate.
This consists of a cylinder with wire sides, open at both ends,
and there are often projecting bars fastened here and there to
its a.Kle inside the cylinder which assist in shaking the cones.
It is turned slowly by means of a pulley and holt. The cones
are poured into the drum-sieve through a hopi)er and are so
thorotiglily shaken within it, as to part with all their seeds.
The seeds fall on to the door and the enii)ly cones pass out at
one end of the drum-sieve, which is slightly inclined in that
direction, through a second funnel, into the store-room for
empty cones.
Removal of the wings of Soots pine and spruce seed may
be effected in various wivys. On a small scale, and if it is con¬
sidered sufficient to remove the greater part of the vving,
leaving a small fragment attached to the seed, tlie dry pro¬
cess is employed. In this case linen sacks are half filled
with seed (the mouth of each sack being lied) and beaten with
light flails, being turned and shaken and rubbed unlil the
wings are removed. In wholesale establishments a different
method is usually emiffoyed, termed the wot process, which
gives quicker results. The seed is then piled fi to 8 inches
liigh on a paved or planked floor, sprinkled lightly with water
from the rose of a watering-pot and then beaten energetically
with leather flails. In many seed-depots hardly any water
is used and yet the wings are removed completely. Newer
methods are; to pass the seeds between two rotating stones, or
to place them in a drum with revolving brushes (dciachetir).
In order to obtain clean silver-fir seed, more trouble
must be taken. The moistened seed then generally must
be heated, so that very clean silver-fir seed is regarded with
suspicion.
P’requently objection is made to the wet process, that it
prejudices the germinative power of the seed. This objection
is justified, if the damp seed is kept in heaps and allowed to
♦erment, so that the wings may separate from the seed without
iny further mechanical treatment. If, however, the method
already described is followed and no fermentation allowed, tbp
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doping being merely auxiliary to the threshing, clean seed
with good germinative power is obtained.
Once the wings have been severed from the seed, they must
be removed in order to obtain clean seed. This is effected
either by swinging the seed on a wooden tray, or tossing it
with a wooden win nowing-shovel, which removes both the
wings and light worthless seeds. As a rule, however, the
seeds are placed in a modern corn-sifter, provided with several
graduated fine wire-sieves. This separates all impurities
and the worthless seeds complehdy from the good seed, the
workman being careful to turn the machine slowly. Special
cleaning machines worked by motor-power are the best.

5. Seimratiun of Seeds from Larch Cones.
The method described in 2, refers only to Scots pine and
spruce; it is not applicable to larch cones, which cannot he
completely freed of seed by artificial heat without damaging
its germinative power. Only the upper part of larch cones
opens when subjected to heat, the base of the cones, which con¬
tains most of the seeds, remaining closed. Larch cones must
therefore be torn open in machines, clean seed being obtained
only after much troublesome manipulation.
Much larch seed is exported regularly from the Tyrol. In
order to remove the seed, little water-wheels are suspended in
the rapid torrents, on the axles of which are rapidly rotating
tin cylinders. The cones enclosed in these cylinders are
rubbed violently against one another, and the seed set free.
In order to remove the last seeds from the cones, the latter
are pounded. One of the best stores for Tyrolese larch seed
is that of Jennowein, at Innsbruck.
[In French Savoy and Dauphiny, larch seed is collected by
peasants between December and February; during the preva¬
lence of the comparatively warm south wind, the cones drop
their seeds on to cloths spread under the trees on the snow.
This seed is said to germinate much better than that purchased
from seed-establishments.—Boppe.J
The apparatus employed by Appel, at Darmstadt, which
teeembles that used by the Tyrolese, consists of wooden
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aruras, wnien are rtnven by steam and made to rotate rap!3(A
on tlieir axles. Their internal surface, as shown in Pig. 367j
is covered with little sharp, projecting cones, against which the
larch cones are rubbed, but the mutual friction between thei
cones is more eftective than the action of the internal surface
of the drums.
Apparatus worlsed by steam for opening larch cones is
based generally on a continual friction between their scales,
and consequent removal of the seed without injuring it. That
used by Keller at Darmstadt consists of a hollow wooden
drum (Fig. 367), which is fixed firmly in a vertical position,

Fir. SC)?.— Drums for huskiiif; larch-cones.

and at its axis is an iron rod provided with four arms fl,
which support four closely-toothed iron rakes h, parallel to
the internal surface of the drum. This revolves rapidly on,
its axle m n, larch cones supplied from above are rubbed
together so thoroughly and to a certain extent torn to pieces,
that they part with all their seed that collects at the bottom;
of the drum, from which it is then removed.
-4
The sides of this drum are composed of plates of iron, whioSi'
are not quite juxtaposed, finer refu.se therefore escapes throngh^^
the slits between them. Under the drum large sieves are kep^
in constant motion backwards and forwards. This apparatWi
of Keller s is preferable to all others yet invented, as it remov®
the seed in less than half the time taken, for instance, by ^
Tyrolese method.
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Larch-seed, when freed from the cones, is mixed with
pieces of wood and scales of various sizes, and any amount
of dust, from which it must be cleaned. The sifting process
is therefore tedious and the workmen must show much
patience. The seed is separated from refuse either by
means of hand-sieves, or by fly-wheels, or by placing it on
water in a tub; the pieces of wood and scales sink to the
bottom, whilst the seeds float on the surface and are then
scooped off and dried, the dried seeds finally passing through
a corn-sifter.

.
In Keller’s seed-depot a small mill is used for removing the
wings from larch-seed, the grinders being made of vulcanised
caoutchouc and as far apart as the length of the seeds; thus
the wings are removed by friction. A fly-wheel working
under the exit-funnel separates thoroughly the wings, dust
and worthless seed, from the good seed.
6. UuskhKj Silicr-Jir Cimrs, etc.

The cones of silver-lir usually fall to pieces on their way to
the seed-husking establishinent; the seeds are separated from
the large cone-scales by sieves. The wings are united to Uie
seeds and are removed by friction, or by trampling or beating
them in sacks. Similarly the seeds of Douglas-hr, Douglas
and Weymouth pines are cleaned. The cones of thuyas and
cypresses open readily when exposed to the sun, and the Utile
seeds are sifted free from the scales.
7. Net Yield oj Seed.
The net yield of seed obtained from a certain quantity of
cones depends on several circumstances. The system of
husking followed is most decisive in this respect; then the
condition of the cones (whether harvested in autumn, mid¬
winter, or in dry. spring weather, after some of the seeds have
left the cones). The size of the cones and the number of
seeds they contain vary in different years, for in realty,
j; good seed-years cones are often smaller than usual and yet
iSiin more than the usual number of seeds. Lastly, the
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method employed for removing the wings, and the comparative
thoroughness with which this is done, affects tiie yield greatly.
It w not, therefore, surprising that the yield of different
seed establishments in different years should vary considerably.
The following table gives the average weiglit of different
(]uaiitities of conos and seed: —
Wpijrlit «tf frpsh
(•ones.

WviKlitnf Hlfteil Hwl
tl-Olll—

Sol.ts pint
f'i'iuce ...
Silvfi-lir

Of Htfted hwkI.

..

Spi'fiiN.
KN)
liifj-H.

Om*
biiMtip).

OHl IIUt^ of
fOllPH.

1 liuwllf) of
COlH'.-l,

.*0 to 5.5
2.5 to.*10
’M)
2.5 (oiio

ill
-iot<,44
2t)to21
25)
20 to 24

tR(1 ■.■>t()0-9ll
1 23lo]-;(i
1 Slll<i2 7(1
I'ulMo 2-2.7

III.
■liOlo -72
•ilSlii l-3(i
1-4 1 l()2l(l
l-2(lt«|-S0

-

j

1 IiUt.

1 quart..

gianih.
i
ih.
5(10 ((,.■, 10 i ■•Kilo -DS
.■)(10to.<70 1 l-OSlol-OO
.'lOOtouiOi -Olito -OS
300to 110: -fiSlo •7!)
1

The concluding table gives the weight of sifted seed, without
wings, of the different species obtained from a certain weight of
winged seed, and the number of seeds in a fixed weight of
sifted seed.
Wi'i^hr of sjftftt .stM'ds.
fiotii
1
of
winUHil si'Rd.

Sjtruoe
SiWer-fir
Luifh

Stiots pnic

...

...
Bliick piue...
Mouiitaiu pine
Weymouth pine

from
.1 ll>. of
whij'tvl Htsetl.

kn0 j>n

1)<>

o-so

128

070

11*2

0-80

J2-8

1)75
0-50

120
8-0

AvfraKf numtier ofnetMlw.*

in
1 kilog.

120,000
22,(MK)
!fi.5,0<ki
1.70,000
48,.5()p
125,000
Gl.OOO

;

1 lb.

j
‘
1
1
I
1

.71,.700
10,000
7.5,000
68,000
22,000
.76,700
27,700

-vMv wuBuqueui size or tne seeds,
as well as the number of seeds in each cone, vary with the
climate, for greater heat implies larger cones and seeds: thus
Ciesiar found:
In I'inland, 1000 seeds of spruce weigh 3’96_4‘569
In 8. Sweden,
„
„
5-00-6-60.‘
^In Germany,
„
„
,,
7-69-8-60.
G»Jer, the other pines
from Mr. Api>el of llarmaUiU, lim'h fiom Dr. Schlich.—Tr.l
^
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(j^)od soil has a similar influence on the seed: seeds from
trees grown in gardens usually are larger than those from
forest trees; at the commencement of fertility also the seeds
are larger than those from old trees, and the power of pro¬
ducing seed is lost gradually by the latter. There arc also
variations in the>»size of seeds in individual trees, even the
seeds in any cone vary in size aud weight.

Section

VI.—Storing

the Seeds of Forest Trees.

1. General Aeeounl.
Silviculture shows that it is often advantageous to delay
nowing seed until the spi ing of the year after it has riiiened.
Seed must therefore be stored for this purpose, and if this can
he done without impairing its geruiiiiative power seriously, the
forester becomes to a certain extent independent of the
occurrenco of seed-years.
In general, seeds with an embryo or albumen rich in starch
do not preserve their genuinative power so well as those which
contain much oil or turpentine. For under their closed
husks, provided water is excluded, oxidation of oil is much
slower than conversion of starch into gum, dextrin and sugar.
Germinative power is lost quickly in acorns', chestnuts and
beech-nuts, so that these fruits very rarely can he kept for
more than one winter. The same rule applies to seeds of
birch, elms, silver-flr and alder, which soon become mouldy
unless stored very carefully. Seed of ash, hornbeam, lime
and Cembran pine, most of which germinates only in the
second spring, can be stored easily. [In the case of Weymouth-pine also, much seed does not germinate till the
second spring.—Tr.] Lime-seed can be kept good for 2 or 3
years, but owing to the abundance of seed produced almost
every year there is no necessity to store it. Germinative
power is longest preserved in the seed of larch. Soots pine
and spruce, and experience has shown that if carefully stored,
larch-seed may preserve its germinative power 2 to 3 years;
Scots pine seed 3 to 4 years, and spruce-seed 4 to 6 years.
As during winter, slow chemical changes preparatory to
Jlmc ijuickly in fnasile tlian in {tedunculatc aconis.
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; germination proceed in seeds, the temperature must be ke{d ^
down, provided it does not descend much below freezing {mint, .
■ 80 that by over-heating, seeds may not g rminate or be killed.
Too much moisture involves danger from fungi and rot,
too much desiccation causes loss of ^he power of germina¬
tion. Seeds also must be preserved against injuries of every •
kind, by mice, insects, &c.
The usual methods of storing seed will now be described:
2. Storing in heaps in the Open Air.
This method is a{)plicablo for beech-nuts, acorns, and chest¬
nuts. A dry site near a forester’s house, with loose, sandy
soil for choice, is cleared comi)letoly of all vegetable matter,
and the fruits are mixed with plenty of sand and placed in
heaps on the ground. The more delicate tlie fruit, tlie Iowot
the heaps. The heaps are covered with dead leaves or straw,
at first only moderately thick, and some bundles of straw are
stuck through the covering to afford ventilation.
As the
weather becomes colder, earth may be thrown on the covering,
but it should be remembered always that seeds are less
sensitive to cold than to hiiat. At the clo.se of winter the
covering should be removed gradually in the same way as it
was supplied, for it is extremely probable that the destruction
of seeds kept over winter is often due to delay in removing
their covering.
3. Storing in Trenehes.
Acorns, beech-nuts, chestnuts and the fruits of ash and
hornbeam may be stored in trenches in the oimn air. The.
trenches for acorns should be about half a meter (IJ feet)
deep, with vertical walls and in long rows; beech-nuts are
placed in wider, but shallow, trenches not deeper than 30
centimeters (1 foot); ash, hornbeam and sycamore seed in
narrow trenches like drills; these seeds should remain for
two winters in the trenches, and be sown only in the second
spring. When there is only a small quantity of slowlj.
germinating seed, such as nuts of the black walnut, it may 1^
mixed with sand in earthenware pots, which are placed ih ibg
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ground. It has also proved useful to mix ashes with sycamore,
ash and other seed, in a cask placed in a dry, well-ventilated
locality.
4. Shiriiiii Dll liiilijes iiiulfr Tha/cli.
In this method after the seed has been fairly dried, it is
placed on long ridges raised about 8 inches or a foot fit) to 30
centimeters) above the ground under a light thatch of straw or
dead leaves. Or a flat place may be slightly excavated in the
ground and covered by a tbatcbed roof high enough to allow
a mail to inspect the sckhI. Then the seed can be turned, and
its covering modified according to changes of temperature,
which is a great advantage.
This method is applicable to acorns of both species of oak,
and beech-nuts, the seed being mixed with sand as before. By
altering tin- thickness of the thatch and turning the acorns,
they are protected against frost and over-heating. Beech-nuts
reijuire a cool, damp place, and the ground should be watered
tor them during very dry weatlua’: they are fairly hardy against
frost, and well-vtnitilated places suit them, which may be
pavtal with stones. When thus kept, however, they must be
turned and watered regularly.
5. Htoriiui ill Riioiiis.
Sacks of acorns and chestnuts may be kept in cellars, only
whcni the latter are sufficiently dry and well-ventilated.
Several other kinds of seed, such as that of silver-fir, may be
kept in rooms. In a room free from frost, or at any rate,
from low degrees of temperature, silver-fir seed mixed with
the scales of the cones may be placed on shelves, either alone,
or with saw-dust. The windows must at first be kept open in
order to dry the seed, and the latter turned from time to time.
This is absolutely necessary for silver-fir seed, which is very
liable to become mouldy. It is best kept in the cones, but
they can only with great difficulty be kept entire through the
winter.
Dried seed of the birch or alder may be placed in sacks and
these suspended in dry rooms. If twigs have been cut with
(be, fruit, they may be tied in small bundles and suspended as
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before. Ash, maple, and hornbeam seed may be similarl^J
treated during the first winter before being put into trenches^
to hasten germination.
'
Much birch and alder seed, however carefully treated, wilf
become mouldy ; it is generally better to sow these seeds as
soon as they ripen.
.
6. Storinfi in 1 Perforated IhnH.
Scots pine, spruce and larch seed separated from the cones
is best preserved in perforated bins; the same plan is suitable
for any small seeds after they have been thoroughly aerated
by turning them over for several days.
The bins used for coniferous seeds resemble ordinary flourbins, with well-fitting lids. In order to exclude mice they are
lined coinphUely with tin or zinc, which is perforated as well
as its wooden casing. Tlie seeds are placed in the bins with
their wings and other impurities, and are stirred periodically.,
Spruce-seed is sometimes kept in the cones.
7. Storing Seed under Water.
Experiments often have been made of storing beech-nuts and
acorns in large baskets under water, but although they remain
sound, Cieslar says, that germination is retarded it springwater is used.
Skction
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In spite of every care in harvesting, preparing and storing;;
seed, it is impossible to obtain seed, every grain of which will-'
germinate. Many bad seeds are harvested, many others lose
the power of germination during the subsequent treatment, so
that it is considered satisfactory, when the following per-centages of good seed are obtained:—
Kobinia.75
Oak.69
Black alder.38
Beech.27
Elms.26
Birch..
.
SJ6
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The best German firms sell seed with the following
sentages of geruiiuating power :—
Acorns
Beech-nuts .
Chestnuts
Maples
r •
Limes
Robinia
Elm
.
Alder
Birch
Willow and poplar

•

.

.

.

55 to (15

40 to
30 to
20 to
5 to

50
40
30
10

For eoniterouH seeds, the Swiss Control Station gave
following results:—
Cembrau pine .
Spruce
Scots pine
Black ,,
Wej’iiiouth pine
iJoiiglas-fir
Larch
Silver-fir

85 jier cent.
08
„
05
„
03
55
„
48
„
38
„
27
„

Seed-dealers supply seed, the quality of which varies
lifferent years:—
Spruce .
Scots pine
,
Weymouth and black pine
Silver-fir
Cembran jiine
,
Larch

,
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75 to 80 per cent.
70 to 75
„
65 to 70
„
55 to 65
,,
40 to 50
„
30 to 40
„

and Dispohal of Seedh.

Seeds are sold partly by weight and partly by volume; it is
jj-^esirable that both these measures should be used, but they
guarantee that the seed is fresh or possesses good
ty2
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germinating power. The following statement compares vuo
measures and weight of seeds in litres and kilograms. [1
bushel contains 3<.>t litres and 1 kilo = 2'2 lbs.—Tr.]
AcoruK. (11.) weigh O'Trt k.
„
0*45
lieechnutH
..
oir>..
Anh
.
u i:i .
Sycauioru
O O.-) ..
Kim
n :)0.
Ceinbnui pine. .
,
(»-4U ..
Weymouth pine
0 50..
8cot8 pine
0 45..
Spruce.
..
0-45 ..
1 >arch. ..
..
0*40.,
SUver»fir
0-40 „
LK)uelaH-tir
.l4kwson’s CypivMS
,.
U-2:i..
!

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.... ...

1 k. contaiiiK 27U to 3(M> seefK
„
4 „ 4^ thuuKund see<^.
,.
13 „ 14
11 „ 12
100 „ 140
..
5
..
55 ., (55
..
„
150 „ 170
..
..
..
120 „ 150
140 „ 170
20 .. 24
H7
5<K)smls.
_

Seeds are transported in sacks, or bags; recently in sheetiron cylindrical boxes.
As regards the price of seeds, the following statement
was prepared by Laspeyres for Prussia, from 18801895
.Miiiku.
. 15-76
1 hectolitre of acorns
1
,,
beechnuts
. 21-36
. 0-86
1 kilo black alder .
. 1-62
1 „ white alder .
1 ,, birch .
. 0-60
1 „ Scots pine .
. 4-45
. 1-73
1 „ sfiruce .
1 „ larch
. 2-43
1 „ silver-lir
. 0-75
The price of Scots pine seed varied between 3-05 and 8‘10
marks.
Marks.
Spruce
....
. 1-05 and 3-40
Larch
....
. 1-18 „ 6-37
Silver-fir ....
. 0-38 „ 1-67
[A hectolitre is about 3 bushels and a mark is equivalent to.
a shilling.—Tr.]
There were no beechnuts and no sessile acorns for 6 years,
the other seeds were -procurable every year.
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Forest seeds are used almost exclusively for raising plants;
for other commercial purjwses, only a fraction of the seeds
are employed. Beechnuts are used for preparing salad oil.
Thus in the Foret de Retz, in 1898, salad oil valued at
£6,000 was obtained from beechnuts, besides 800 bushels of
seed l)eing sent to other State forests and sufficient seed
reserved to restock the felling-areas. An acre of beech 100
years old produces about 20 bushels of clean nuts, worth 2s. a
bushel, from which 100 lbs. of oil can he made, the nuts
containing 1.5 to 17 per cent, of oil. The nuts are swept up
from under the trees, sifted, sorted, dusted and dried slowly;
cold pressure is applied to extract the oil.—Tr.]
In forests, where chestnuts, walnuts, hazelnuts are pro¬
duced, the production of the nuts may surpass in value that
of the timber.
Formerly pannage, in which acorns, beech and other seeds
were eaten in the forest ))y pigs, was carried on extensively in
European forests. This mast of fruits was distinguished from
earth-mast, in which worms, larvai and pupa' of insects,
fungi, roots of weeds, etc, were utilised. Full-mast gave
enough acorns, etc., to fatten the pigs ; this required (Jfi days
feeding, when every pig ale daily 12 litres of acorns or 16
litres of beechnuts. Half-mast sufficed to feed the pigs,
without fattening them. Owing to the rarity of seed-years
and the damage done to xoung crops by the pigs, also to
danger from swine fever, when pigs are admitted promiscuously
into a forest, pannage has now become rare. Wlnm there is a
plentiful seed-year, it may he leased, or given as a privilege to
poor people. The question, whether the admission of pigs
may be silviculturally beneficial, by breaking up too dense a
layer of dead leaves and moss and exposing the mineral soil
in woods ready for natural regeneration, also for destroying
mice and insect-larva;, can be decided only for certain localities.
[In the New Forest, in a good mast year about 5,000 swine
are admitted. Near Windsor acorns are collected in baskets
and sold at 1«. per bushel to farmers for feeding pigs.—Tr.]
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tmLIZATION OP LEAVES, TWIGS AND HOOTS OP
trees.

anf oZr f"
and „theiH. leaves and

Councler, Emeis
twigs contain large quantities of

u nftr'
^•‘^^••'‘-l-ylrates and mineL salts. In
us ng twigs and leaves for fodder* the above represent the
ac ual nutritive value of these pIanH>arts, for the ceU wall!
at thTs!*

‘K^-stible.

These substances are most abundant

folding; la’tb! close'!)/’tbe 0^
return nt, r
gfowing-season, most of them
m 1 -v
1
shoots, as reserve-material. The
nut tive value of loaves and twigs, therefore, depends chiefly
on the season at which they are utilised; fallen leaves are so
unnutritious, as to be lit only for litter. [At the same time
^ uteTifiTrf
•'ut'-iment is stored during
wnterin the foliage and twigs, as such trees as Qmrnu dilatata
nmug I iiddiim, etc., are lopped regularly in the Himalayas’
for winter-fodder.-Tr.] I„ leafless trees, the yearliim shLts
are most nutritiye : branches become less nutritL, the'tliicZ
hey are; those 1 to -2 cm. thick have hardly any vahieas
Wte of catrr^'^'fT
“■ forest-pasture to the
of cattle, supply the best fodder; ash, poplaxs: wlUows
(especially S<du Mm, Capnv, ritellwa, imMnuha), limes ‘
maples and oaks, are good; beech and elms yield good :
fodder, as long as the leaves are young; the Canadian poplai
IS said to yield the best fodder. Among conifers, the sUvor.
to IS best but the tprucr also is lopped for fodder, the larch
east of all. The species of cattle should be considered also •
for sheep and goats eat all leaves, while horned cattle are
More particular.
FutterUub u. FutterreWg.-

ZentralUatt 1,

A. ge,. Fomwe,®;!

liEAVES XnD TWtOS.
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'

1^' It is calculated, that 150 lbs. of leaf-fodder without twigs,
'125 lbs. with twigs, are equivalent to 100 lbs. of moderately
good hay.

Graiideau found that the dry substance of year¬

ling twigs without leaves, and of hay, had the following
composition:
KfHfch.
Protein

.

.

.

. IIOH

Oil..

Oak.

llity.

14-40

11-10

1-30

2-97

2-70

., 84-1.5
Extract witliout nitrogen ,, 19-32
.^shes
.
.
.
.. 4-15

30-14

3-00

47-04

47-20

4-85

7.40

Fibres

.

.

.

According to the I'esearches of the Agricultural Academy at
Bonn, twig-fodder

is

useless for

farrn-horses; ruminants

thrive better on it, sheep best of all.
then beech ; hornbeam is woisl.

Birch twigs are host,

Green twigs are alway.s

better than dry twigs: the valuable jiarts of the twig.s for
fodder are their hark and buds ; only in yoais w hen fodder
is scarce, can twigs bo coiisichu'ed as a substitute tor bay or
straw,

llamann and Lawe’s e-Kperimeuts to choj) up twigs by

machinery for fodder has proved unsuccessful.
In evergreen conifers the twigs are more valuable as litter
than as fodder.
fodder.

Tlie toughness of roots prevents their use as

The injurious utilization of leaves and twigs is

secured in various ways; there are country districts, espe¬
cially in warm countries outside Germany, in which regular
coppices of broadleaved species, similar to osier-beds, with
1 to2 years’ rotation, are maintained expiessly for fodder; in
others, pollards are used, or trees are lopped for the purpose.
ijThe most harmful form of this usage is when young saplings
in coppice,

coppice-with-standards and

high forest,

are

lopped; the utilisation of leaves and twigs from trees felled
■in the ordinary way alone can be recommended (Keuioeister).
/®ie instruments used

are knives, billhooks, haldiets, or

^idiears for small pieces.
Leaves and twigs serve for feeding domestic animals, more
rj^ely for deer; sheep and goats, less frequently cattle and
are fed with either green or dried material.

Oilly in .
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wxUntries where meadows are scarce, as in those adjoining cne
Mediterranean Sea, or where the peasantry is poor, and land
much subdivided, is leaf-fodder important; also in years ol
general scarcity of fodder, as in 1893. Except in snch cases,
the usage of leaf-fodder should be banished from forests. In
countries where rice is cultivated, young leaves and twigs are
stamped into the inundated fields to serve as manure (.Japan).
[Also in India, for rice-nurseries, under the well-known name
of rab.—Tr.] Twigs of both broadleaved and coniferous trees
are used, in the cultivation of flowers and vegetables, as a
shelter against insolation and frost, also in forest-nurseries.
Branches, with autumnal coloured foliage, or with coloured
fruits, or coniferous bi'anches with cones, are used for
decorative purpo.ses.
From the needles of pines, spruce and silver-fir, oil is
distilled; wood-wool, said to he made from pine-needles, is
made of sea-grass (sec I’arl 111).
The branches of conifers are eraploj’ed extensively as litter.
Green litter is obtained from standing trees, either from the
ground by dragging down the branches, or by climbing the
trees and lopping them; or by using the litter from felled
trees.
The most destructive method is practised in the Tyrolese
and Swiss Alps. Iron hooks on long poles are used for
pulling down and breaking off the branches.
In other
countries the men climb the trees with the help of climbingirons and lop the branches with a hatchet. Where the future
of the forest is cared for, only stems that will soon l)e felled
according to a working-plan are lopped from the base up¬
wards, in the course of a few years. If no care is taken of the
forest, trees are lopped frequently of all their branches up to
the leader. The simplest and least harmful practice is to lop
the branches from felled trees in tlie regular felling-areas.
The branches thus obtained usually are carted to the farm¬
yards, and cut into small pieces on a block with a sharp hatchet j
all the wood that is more than a finger thick is set aside for fire¬
wood and the remainder used for litter. If the branches from,
a regular felling-area are to be used for litter, the workman
takes each branch and cuts off the twigs covered with noedleai

♦flT
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before he cuts the wood into lengths with a billhook or an old
sabre, and binds them up into faggots.
The quantity of utilisable needle-littor depends on the
species of tree, the system of mauageinent, the method of
utilisation and age of the tree.
more litter than do pines.

Silver-lir and spruce yield

Pines subdivide their crowns into

boughs, while silver-fir and spruce have only one subdivision of
their branches, so that besides possessing fewer needles, there
are many branches in pines that are too thick for litter.
Silver-firs and spruces also have many little branches on
their holes, that are absent in pines.

As regards the system

of management, the more open selection forest produces more
litter than does even-aged high forest. The use of bi anch-litter
is practised usually wherever selection forests prevail, as in the
Tyrolese and Swiss .\l|)s, private forests in the Pichtelgebirge,
the Franconian Forest and Schwarzwald in It'urtemberg, etc.
Many .Mpiiie foiests are so imiioverished by the utilisation
of branch

litter, that they

moderate demands

for

are no

longer able to satisfy

this material.

In

the

forests of

Franconia and the Fichtelgebirge, and in many parts of the
Schwarzwald, every woodcutter by moderate

lopping has

obtained for generations about 1 to 1J waggon-loads of branchlitter per acre annually, from the selection forests, without
any fear of the supply being reduced.
As regards the age of the trees that are lopped, it is evident
that in pole-woods, the power of reproducing hranehes after
lopping is tile greatest, and that the older the trees, the fewer
small brandies are available.
Keduction in the yield of a forest occurs only wlien the
trees are lopped extensively up to their crowns; it is how¬
ever certain, that, owing to the formation of occluding lumps
on the boles of trees, their use for timber and especially for
planks is prejudiced.
Utilisation of the liner roots of conifers, especially of the
spruce, involves great injury to all trees, except for those
which are to be felled very soon. The practice is confined chiefly
to stray shoots of hazel, VilntrnutH iMutuna, etc., which are
removed by trespassers. Boots and shoots are heated (baked),.
twisted ou their axes, and used as tough, coarse withes.

w»
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Lin ln<lia and other hot countries, where scarcely any
odder-erops are raised, and where the crowding is lost in forestjasture, used for fuel, or only for manuring valuable crops of
mgar-cane or tobacco, the importance of a supply of branchlitter (rah) as manure, as well as of leaf-fodder for feeding
jattle in winter, is so great, that a regular system of lopping
trees for the purjiose is at present inevitable. The rules under
which this is permissible, in order to perpetuate the supply,
are given on p. 8,5, Vol. IV. of this manual.—Tr.]

Fig. 368,—tiiip and gutters uscti in collecting crude turpentine.
(0. S. Dep. ol Agri. BuU. XI.., 1903.)

CHAPTER

IV.

PROPEHTIES, HARVESTING, SELLING AND
DISPOSAL OP RESIN.
Suction I.

An.itomy,*

Tuiu’KNttnk is olaboniteii imturally eillua' in intercellular

spaces surroiiiided by colbs, or in curtain cclk.

A diHlinction

therefore is made between resin-ducts and resin-cells.

The

latter are iiaronchyniatous cells in wbicb turpentine occur.s in
drops, so that a cell contains more turpentine as it becomes
older ; as soon as the plasma leaves the cell, no more tarjieutine is formed in it.

The plasma loaves the cells, when the

sapwood, which &)ntainH them, is converted into heartwood,
or when tlie bark, in which also they occur, is cut oif from
liviii" cortex by the formation of layers of cork, oi' of rhitidome.

-Ml the transverse parenchyma in the medullary rays,

both in the wood and corte.x of conifers, contain resin-cells;
in the longitudinal parenchyma, oidy tlie resin-cells that
surround the resin-ducts contain turpentine; so do fre(piently
the last cells of the annual zones of wood in silver-firs and
tsugas.

In the cortex, besides the cells of the medullary l ays,

the phelloderm, hypoderm and the gate-cells of stomata,
contain turpentine.
Resin-ducts are formed only at the time of the formation of
the plant-part, which contains them; there is not, in conifers,
any subsequent formation of intercellular spaces by the dis¬
solution of tissues.

The partition of the walls of a cell in

order to form a duct and the flow of turiientine into the duct
are simultaneous.

The diameter of a duct increases by the

division of the cells that surround it, and as each new cell is
formed, more turpentine flows into the duct.

In the wood,

there is no increase in the breadth of a duct after the year of
f^ H. Mayr, “ Die Seeretioitsoi^aDe der Pichte uud lArclie.”
^1$^, Also, Das Kara der Kaiielhobser." Beilin, ISSI.

Dot. Zentralbl.
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ts formation; in the bark, the growth in the diameter of the
tree increases by tension tlie diameter of tlie resin-cells till
rhitidome is formed.
The course of the horizontal and vertical resin-ducts in the
wood is descrited on p. 87; Mayr has proved that each
horizontal duct arises from a vertical duct, so that there is
always a connection between these two systems of duets.
(Fig. 369).

Kijf.

There is also a connection between horizonal and

oC two
iiitnnal koiiuh in sprucH'.
« ('onimciicfineiit of
lost Real's iesiii-(iuct.
h JntcmiptHm of ilu*
pith, r KihI of [iivseiit
yours rosin-tluct.; iftc
h(>rt7Atntul <lucrs (ratxi
/') upring from tho >eitioitl tiuot (/.

Fig.

Tht‘ nHeroollulursput‘o.s(jf’ the vertical
duct n Hiul <»f the hon/tuilal duel ft. showing
the eoimeciion bolweoii them.

vertical duets, wherever these ducts meet accidentally, as
between (/) and (d).

(Fig. 869), when both canals show

large intercellular spaces (dotted lines in Fig. 869).
In pines, after the year of their formation, the cells of the
ducts remain thin-walled; in spruces, larches and Donglas-firs,
more and more of

these thin-walled cells

gradually into thick-walled, normal

are converted

parenchymatous cells.

Shortly before the transition of sapwood into heartwood, all
the thin-walled cells

that contain

which block the ducts (Fig. 870).

plasma form

tylloses,

ATOMT.
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•FhiB closure of resin-ducts, when the wood becomes con¬
verted into heartwood, is of special importance for fixing the
quantity of resin that is removed from a tree by resin¬
tapping, and for adjudging the effects of this practice on the
quality of the wood.
Vertical resin-ducts do not exhibit, as has been ninintained
frequently,

an

uninterrupted

course tbrougb

the

stem;

according to Mayr, the longest resin-duet in spruce does not
exceed 0'7 m. in length at the base of the tree, nor 0'4 in. in
its upiier portion.

For larch,

the corresponding figures are
0'3

in.

and 0’15

in.

Bhorte.st ducts are
branches;

The

near

the

the central course

of a duct is deejicr than its
two ends, in the annual zone,
the ends being formed latiu'
than the central part of the
duct.

Many ducts end with

the annual zone close to tlie
canihium, hut without continu¬
ing in the following year in
the new zone of wood.
cal

ducts,

that

Verti¬

adjoin

one

another, place their lumina in
eonimunication by means of a
group of parenchymatous cells,
with adjoining thin walls.

The

Fijj.

through a
\crtic‘al tluel. which is Hurrouiuled lijr the exjuiiibioii of a
c**ll («). h Tluck-wallfti parctichyniatouH eclln.
r CcHk of
incdullarv
rays
containing
Ktarch and <lro|« of turjicnline.

number of vertical ducts in¬
creases slowly with age, on certain cross-sections of the
wood; the south side of a tree contains more ducts than
the north side.
Horizontal resin-ducts are always narrower than vertical
ducts; they lie in the middle of medullary rays and continue
in them into the bast, where they end abruptly.

Their

number is considerable; in spruce, there are 50 to 110 ducts
on a square centimeter, but there are fewer ducts in the
central parts of a stem than above or below it.

During the

•esson of rest, a horisonal duct is separated by the compact

oambilun into two parts, one in the wood and the other lii j
the bast, so that turpentine cannot pass from one to the other; 5
only with the new year’s growth is the connection between;.^
them restored.
All wound-parenchyma (occlusion-tissue) in wood is an ’
abnormal holder of turpentine (p. 129); such a tissue con-’;,
tains certain wounds that are externally invi.sible, as are some .'
frost wounds, while othei s are externally visible and cause an
exudation of resin between the new and d(!ad tissues, so that the
swelling is more or less emtrusted with resin.

Abnormal resin-

ducts occuralsoin genera whichliave also normal ducts (spruce,
larch, pines and I)onglas-(irs), as well as in the other conifers..
They are of pathological origin, as Tschich showed in Berne
that pathological conditions, especially those due to root-fungi,
also cause excessive formation of resin-blisters in the bark of
silver-fir and J)ouglas-fir, as was proved by kfayr, in 1893.
The course of re.sin-diicts in the bark and needles varies in
diflerent species : in sjiruces and Douglas-firs. both the ducts
of the needles pass into the cortex and there unite with the
vortical ducts that are 8, ]:j, 21, 2(), etc. in number.

The

cortical ducts of two years shoots form two exclusive systems
without any connection (Fig. 8(i9 u. c.).
If a vertical cortical duct is cut, only a small (pxantity of
resin exudes. When rhitidome is formed, on the south side
of a tree, in the .seventh year, on the north side in the tenth
year and in a denso wood in the fifteenth year of the tree, the
first cortical resin-ducts are cat

off, so that sin'uce and

Douglas-firs exhibit longitudinal ducts only up to the thirtieth
year; the bast under the rhitidome is, however, rich in horisontnl ducts.

In silver-firs and hemlock-spruces, the course,

•; of the vertical ducts in the cortex is the same as in the spruce;
but parts of the cortex of both these genera, as well as
Douglas-fir, swell into blisters which may be tapped for resin ;
commercially.

The ducts remain active lor a number of;'

years, in silver-fir lor eighty years:

the bast contains no's

;

resin-ducts.

In pines, only one and two years old plants,/^

!;

the above genera, the clusters of needles (2, 8 and 5), whiolfe|

tliat bear simple needles, are constructed after the pattern o||
|| appear later, bear two resin-ducts in the two edges of eac|g

IHPJpnCAL
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:%eedl6 and one in its carved side.

None of these ducia

are continued into the cortex, but there is a connection
between the vertical ducts of the cortex of different years’
shoots, that is formed early o\Ying to the growth in thickness
of the verticilary branches; cork begins to form in ten years.
In larches, there is no connection between the duets in the
needles and in the cortex, only the short ducts in the hrachyblasts represent the vertical cortical ducts of tlie other coni¬
ferous genera : the ducts in the hypodcrma of the longitudinal
shoots die in the first year, wlien cork is formed; the hast
contains horizontal ducts, as in s])ruces. pines, and Douglasfirs.

HKCrlON II. -ClIEJIlCAI, ANI>

PHYSICAL

ProI'KIITIHS

OF

Tl'R-

I'UNTTNB, on ReSIH.

Tur])entine is a mixture of fixed and etiiorial carbohydrates; ■
by its distillation, oil of turpentine is obtained, with the
formula Cm Hm. Usually tlie mixture is spoken of as resin,
and oil of turpentine, as turpentine.
Owing to the evajioration of etherial turpentine and its
oxidation, resin usually solidifies into rosin or colophany,
which is partly crystalline and partly amorphoun.

If fresh

resin is taken from a tree and dried, the rosin forms a translucid, solid mass.

The rosin increases in hulk with the age of

a tree, as more and more of tlie etherial oil becomes oxidised.
The following table shows clearly this transformation for
spruce and common pine, the figures representing 'the per¬
centage of rosin in the resin that exudes:—

Sapwood of spruce

74'87 per cent.

Resin galls

ftO-90 „

„

m-is „

,.

75T>9 „

„

„

Bapwood of pine.
Heartwood

„

Sapwood of Weymouth pine

61- 70 „

„

Heartwood of larch

79-38 „

„

Bark of silver-fir

62- 8.5 „

„

Sapwood of Pina* Hgida
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Section III.—DisTiiimriioN of Kesin in Tkebs.

According to Mayr’s investigations, normally the root-wood
is the richest part of a tree in resin, then in the order given:
the base of the stem up to two meters, branohwood, the upper
part of the stem in the crown of the tree, the clean bole and
the bark.

The part of a tree that is most valuable as timber,

the bole, is therefore the ])oore8t in resin, the southern half of
the bole contains more resin than the northern half; the sapwood, in spite of general opinion due to the How from it of
liquid turpentine, is always poorer in resin than the heartwood.

In the branches, contrary to the laws of gravitation,

the upper side is more resinous than the lower side.

The

quantity of resin increases with the age of the tree, but
decreases again when the tree is over 200 years old or there¬
abouts, so that the central zones of heartwood contain less
resin than its outer zones.

All conifers produce more resin

in hot than in cold localities; so that border trees, trees in
heavily thinned woods, on southerly aspects, in low latitudes
(altitude being equal), or on sandy soil, produce more resin
than under oi»posite conditions.

The ascent and descent of

resin in a tree is independent of the specific weight of ita
parts.
The following data regarding the amount of resin found in
living trees is taken from Mayr’s own observations (2"2 lbs. in
a kilo.)

Agt« of Ireo Id
ynars.
100
1(H)
45
n»
113
2ar>

.

m
m
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IxicalUy.

Silvt'r-fir .
Spruce
t'uumOn bine .

n

n

Larch
Weymouth pine
«
«
*

Bavarian plateau
Donautivl

.

,11
‘
■
Bavarian platcixu
Wisec^ein .
Anspach

Contemn of loahi in 1 rub. in.
(Sri enb. (t.)
Sapwootl,

3*18 kilos.
!)S)2 „
13-8!t „
..
24-23 „
Heartwood, 33-95
Sapwood,
20-85 „
Heartwoixl, 37*23 „
„
34-08 ,,
Sapwood,
29-47 ,,
„
18-82 „
.
'f

P^ln order to compare the contents in resin of foreisn trees
Ijrith

that of Gerraan trees, tiio percenta}?o of

resin in

lahsolutely dry wood is f;iveii below:
Norway spruce.
Bavarian silver-fir
.
.
.
•
„

spruce

.

.

N. American ])ouglas-fir

.

•

OH'.IC

1- 213
I'-WS

.

Tyrolese larch.

2- 310

Norway pine.
Alpine mountain-pine

2- 4'2(i

Hamburg Douglas-fir

3- 8!)2

Bavarian plateau larch

4- ,588

3- 010

Danube valley pine ....

5- 210

Bavarian Weymouth pine .

(i-701

N. American
,,
„
„
Pitch-pine

•

•
•
pabditnii)

7- 876
8- 278

The above table shows that Weymouth pine is i-ichest in
resin oE all (lernian coniters, then in suc(-es.sion, common imie,
larch,

spruce

ami

silver-fir.

Douglas-llr is intermediate

between spruce and larch, while pitch pine is more resinous
than all the other eonif(u-s.

Absolutely dry branchwood and

rootwimd also contain the following percentago of resin:-Branchwood of spruce

5-!)0f)

liootwood
„
„
Branchwood „ larch

if-867

Kootwood

5- 835

„

„

4- 400

jJvery exiiosod wound in a tree causes an abnormal local
amoimt of resin, ns the tension of the internal tissues presses
the resin over the wound, and after the water in the sap has
evaporated, the resin flows into the cell-walls and celllumina.

This resinosis does not occur in wounds of the

iearlwood, for there is no flow of resin from heartwcH^
jPungi, such as ArmiUarea mllea, Fomei annosm (i rmnetet
:ivdicip<srda), Dasygeypha calycina (I'eziza), PaUilozzia, PeriderifRikm, etc., also cause a flow of resin, and resinosis ; at the
i^lstock, especially of pines, hy decay, the resin is driven

PBOPEBTIBS, HARVESTING AHD MBPOSAIi
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gradually to the interior of the wood, which becomes charged
with resin,

llesinised wood, owing to its easy combustibility,

is excellent for kindling purjioses, and in mountain districts
abroad is still employed for torches.

For this purpose stems

were peeled of hark in order to induce resinosis.

[Brandis

states (Forest Flora of N.W. and Central India, 1874) that
“ the wood of stumps of trees of Piniis longifvUa, in the
Himalayas, which have been notched and mutilated, is often so
full of resin as to be translucent, and such wood is used for
torches, and in place of candles, in houses and mines.”—Tr.]
Nowadays resinous wood is produced by the fungi mentioned
above, or as a bye-product of resin-tapping.

Section IV.—Hekin-tappino op Stanhino Trees.

The method emjdoyed for resin-tapping depends on the
species of tree and on the part of the tree from which the
resin is taken.

In order to avoid repetition, the reader is

referred to the anatomical discussion that has preceded.
•Among European species, the maritime or cluster pine
(Piiuis Pinaster, Soland.) may he tapped most advantageously
for rosin ; this pine yields resin most abundantly near the
sea-coast between Bayonne and the mouth of Charente, chiefly
among the sand-dunes and Inndes (waste, sandy tracts) of
Gascony.

In other parts of France, where the maritime pine

grows either naturally or artificially, resin-tapping is not ,
sufficiently remunerative to be practised.
Although other European conifers also yield resin, they do
not furnish it in sufficient (piantities for resin-tapping in
their case to become a regular industry.

In France, at any

rate, their wood is too valuable to be exposed to the damage
which the operation causes.

However, as the silver-fir, spruce,

larch, black pine and Aleppo-pine are sometimes tapped, it is
useful to know bow this is done.

The Scots, mountain and

Cembran pines are not tapped.
According to Sargent, the principal world-supply of oleo-,
resin comes from the long-leaved pine (Pinus pahislm) and
‘ The
.'flUSMltiwW.'*

of this section is takeu chiefly from
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the marsh pine {P. serotina) of the Nortli American States,
North and Soiitli Carolina, Georgia, Alaliaina, Mississippi,
and Louisiana. Dr. Mohr states that ii,(K)0,000 acres of those
pines were being worked for resin in 1800, and that about
600,000 acres of new forest were taken up annually. In live
or six years after these forests have been invaded, they ]>resent
a picture of ruin and desolation painful to behold, the seedlings
and poles being burned and all ho{>e for the restoration of
the forests excluded. At present, attempts are being made
successfully to introduce a conservative system of resin-tapping
into these forests ♦ (Fig. 808).
In India, resin-tapimig has been introduced by Government
agency in certain forests of Piniis loiii/ifolia in the North-West
of India, and is practised on a careful plan based on that
employed in Gascony. Ilesin also may be obtained in India
from Piiius <;.fcel$a; from
yv'/iaxi/rt and P. Mniiisii, in Burma
and the Malay States, also from 1‘imiii Tlimiheiyii in Ja[ian.
A.—Slrl'l.Y
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1. Milih’ of Tajijiiliij.
The maritime ])ine contains very large and numerous resinducts, and the flow of resin toing much more active in the
sapwood than the heartwood, superlicial cuts into the former,
which pass through these canals, cause the resin to flow into
receptacles placed to receive it.
Towards the end of February or the beginning of March, in
order to prevent pieces of the coarse external bark from
mingling with the resin, the rough bark or rhytidome of the
maritime pine is trimmed off as a preparatory measure, so
that only a few inner cortical layers are left outside the sapwood ; they then present a smooth reddish surface. Only
portions of the trunk that are to be tapi)ed during the ensuing
season are thus prepared.
From the 1st to the 10th of March (according to the
weather), the resin-tapper makes an incision with a special
implement in the trunk ef suitable trees. This is in the shape
“A New Mctliu) of Turpeoliiie Oichaiding,’' by Dr. C. H. Herts',, U.S.
of AgrtCttltonv BuU. xl., ISOS.
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if a groove {ranr) near the base of the tree and where the'
>ark has already been trimmed, about 10 centimeters wide,,
( centimeters high, and 1 centimeter deep (4 inches by 1 inch
ly I inch). From this groove the resin flows in viscous trans)arent drops, which thicken on contact with the air: part of
iho resin solidifies, becoming attached to the surface of the
;roove; the remainder, being more liquid, flows into a recep^
;acle which has been placed on the ground to receive it. Esin*
water, which may fill the pots, always remains above the resin,
;ho specific gravity of which is slightly higher than that of water.
Once a week, and once every five days during the season
when most resin flows, the groove is cut by slicing off a thin
shaving of the wood at its upper extremity. The groove thus
becomes gradually longer, its breadtli remaining constant or
lieing gradually reduced. As the groove becomes older, the
resin ceases to flow; in freshly cutting it, the resin-tapper
slices the surface of the top of the groove for a length of 10 to
12 centimeters (4 to4| inches), his chief skill being shown in
removing only a very fine shaving of the sapwood, so that the
operation may be resumed several times without cutting
deeper than 1 centimeter. This operation is effected forty to
forty-five times during a season, but ceases after the 16th of
October. The groove is cut in successive years up to a height
of 8 or 4 meters (9 J to 13 feet).
Formerly, the resin which ran from a groove was collected
in a hole dug in the sand at the foot of the tapped tree. This
method, which now is abandoned nearly everywhere, had many
disadvantages. The sand in which the hole was dug absorbed
much resin ; besides this, when the groove became elongated,
the resin had to traverse its whole length before reaching theground. In flowing over the groove, therefore, the resin lost
much volatile matter, and became hard; needles, pieces of
bark and particles of sand were blown on to it by the wiad^;
and water or other impurities mingled with it.
i
In order to prevent the consequent waste of resin, Hngues,^
in 1860, devised a method for catching the resin immediateljl
below the points of exudation by means of a little zinc colW^
which was fixed across tiie groove, and for collecting it, ^J|
glazed, conicalty-slmped pot, 14 centimeters wide at the;'||B

W-

8 oennmeters at the base (5J and a inches^ and 14 centimeters
ideep. Then, after cutting a groove, the collar is fixed below
it, and the pot placed on the sand under the collar and graduilly raised with the cut, as explained below. Kvery spring,
the whole apparatus is raised above the sterile portion of the
groove, where the former year’s tapping had stopped (Fig. 373).
In order to fix the collar, an incision is made with a sharp,
curved, steel implement, and the colfar fixed in the incision.
The pot is supported between the collar and a nail driven into
the tree below the pot. The pots also are bored with a hole
near their rim, so that they can be suspended, it necessary,
and this hole allows any
rain-water, which is in
the pot, to drain away.
Frequently, evaporation of
the turpentine is prevented
by covering the pot with
a thin piece of pinewood.
This improved system has
increased the yield of resin
by from 3 to 4A per cent.,
and yields a much purer
resin than before, selling
at 10 francs a cask more
Fig. S72.*—Iluguca' i»llar iiiul jjiit.
than that collected in the
Sand.
Only the more liquid parts of the resin reach the jiot, the
rest solidifies on the way and remains attached to the groove.
The upper part of this solid crust is removed easily by hand;
}t is thus collected by the resin-tapper, and is termed yalipiit.
The resin in contact with the wood is much harder, and can
be removed only by a scraping implement. This substance,
mued with chips of wood, is termed bairat. When collected
-according to Hugues’ method, hardly any yalijmt is produced,
ilhe residue Ireing chiefly hamu.
iv After the pot has become filled sufficiently with crude resin,
Vtbe collector empties it into a kind of basket (escmnirte), holding
V > ». Iha, and all plates used in Ifai* section (except Fig. 3S4) are taken from
“ Technologie forestitre."
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about ao litres (4g- gal.) and made of rough cork, -with woodeiS
hoops, an osier handle and a round piece of wood for its base;
at tlie same time he scrapes off the barran, which falls on to a
cloth sj)read below the tree to receive it. Then the resin is
conveyed to reservoirs {harams), formed of half-casks let into
the ground alongside the forest roads, with removable, sloping
wooden covers, which keep out the rain and impurities. The
harniH is either mixed with the cnuU^ resin in Ihi! humnin, or
pack'od separatcdy in pahn-leaf baskets, imported for the
jHirpose from Algiers oi' blgypt. From the reservoirs the resin
is ladled into ca.sks, and carrie<l to the factoi ies in carts with
very broad wheels, on account of the sandy nature of the
roads. It is, however, proposed to imjnove transport of both
resin and timber in the l•’f)rest of Lit Teste, by (instructing a
tramway to Arcachon, about 12 miles distant.

2. liiijilrmnitH

A'arions implements are tis('d for cutting grooves, removing
tbe crust of resin from the times and conveying the produce to
the factories.
An oi-dinary axe is used for trimming the bark before the
grooves are cut.
A curved axe {(ihxchot), with a short handle (Fig. JlTil), is
used for cutting and freshening the surface of the groove.
The blade should be sharp as that of a razor, so that the resinducts may be cut cleanly. Its irregular shajie renders it an
iustrinuent difficult to construct and use; it can he used skil¬
fully only after long practice, and experience in India shows
that lietter work can be done there with an ordinary adze.
The scraper (pc/fc) (Fig. !f74) is made of iron, lopped with
steel; it is fixed to the end of a wooden handle a yard long.
It is used for serainng the lower portion of the grooves, and
under the old method, for digging holes in the sand and
removing the resin from them.
Another scraper (hmrasqidt,-) (Fig. 37.5) has a curved, sharp
blade with a handle lA metres (4 feet 10 inches) long. It is
used for removing liark which cannot be reached by the ioM.
•^and also for collecting the hanm from the same places.
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Another implement, termed rascM (Pig. 876), has a handle
1'80 metres (5 feet 10 inches) long; it has also a step, and is
used sometimes to raise the heiglit of the grooves when aljove
the reach of the workman's aim-hot. The workman, however.

fretpiently stands oti the step of the
and uses his
curved axe.
Pig. 877 shows another scraper (poimr), with a handle
2 meters 10 (•(iutimeters (7 feet 0 inches) long, and insed, like'
the Ikirrasiiiiili', for the higher i)<)rtions
of the groove.
The palot (Pig. 378)
resemhies the /wassc, hut its handle is
only 90 centimeters (1 yard) long; it
replaces the pi-Uc, when the Ilugucs’
method is adopted, and may be employed
also as a dibble for sowing acorns or
pine seeds.
The resin-tapper also uses a kind of
ladder (P’ig. 381) made of a small pine,
into which steps are cut 30 centimeters
(1 foot) apart. Each step is strengthened by a nail to pre¬
vent breakage. Considerable practice is reynired for a man
to remain perched on this ladder whilst using the almciwte
with both hands.
The spatula (P'ig. 879) is used (or scraping off the resin
which adheres to the pots, or to the acotMi te,

The workmen make their own ladders and cBcmarte, aiw^
buy the other implements at the following prices
The axe, or ahnchol,! franc 50 centimes the kilogram (say ,

M. a pound), or (! or 7 francs each ; the

-1 francs
the pDiiBBc, ‘2 francs 50 centimes ; ihepulot, 1 franc 50 centimes
the pelli-, 2 francs.

3. Mcthiid of Ciilthiy III)’ Oroones.
Oommencing at tho ground-level, the grooves ascend the
stem as follows :—
...

...

-

KimI (»tKlrsl
year ....
Sm»ml
•
Thh’ti Year ....
fourth „ .
Fifth
„ .
.
.
.
'rims ill the lirst year the
Icufflh of the cut is— .
Sw'Olul VCRT ....
Thir.l
„
.
.
.
.
Fourth ..
Fifth

•
M. c.

KiMfL

0

55

1

1

2
:$

:«)
0.^
8(1
80

4
0
*1
12

0
0
0
0
1

•).>
7r»
7fi
75
IKt

‘2

1

2
2

-hiHir-h
11
2
8
1

4
!t
r>
r>

3

3

The width of the groove is 9 centimeters (8 inches) for tt_
first four years, and 8 centimeters (2| inches) in the last year,,"
Its depth never must exceed 1 centimeter (§ inch) whenil
measured lielow a string stretched across the groove from i
base of the bark.
,
Thf rtiiT^her «{ grooves out at the same time in a tr^^|

according as the tree is tapped -without killing it, or tapped
to death.
Pines that are intended to be removed in thinnings and

those wliiiili are considered mature are tapped to death.
Such iiim-s should remain standing for only a few years,
and thui'etore llio greatest
possible amount of resin
should he extracted from
tfiem. With this object,
two, thrrai, four, five and
sometimes six grooves,
according to its size, are
cut in the same tree
(Fig. 3H0).
Pines are tajtped -with¬
out being killed, when
they are intended to rt;main for some time stand¬
ing in a wood. They
Ki(j. SSI).
must be tapped so that
Homan figures refer to suceessive years'
their existence is not
tappirij^.
compromised, nor their
vigour seriously diminished. It is therefore best, in this
case, to make only one groove in a tree at a lime. When,
-after five years, this groove is 3 meters 80 centimeters
•i(about 12J feet) high, it is left untapped for several years,
likud then another eixiove commenced at lu or 20 centimeters.
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(5 to 6 inches) distant from the former, or on the other
side of the tree exactly opposite to it. Thus, in time,
grooves are made all round a tree, and then fre.sh one.s are
made between them. By thi.s procedure, resin is extracted

fig. 3^2.—f'l'ws-scrhoii of a j.iiio whicli lias bL*eii taiipwl “ alive reiteaiedly.”
1. (triMivc cut when
years oM.
2.
„
22 ‘
3
27
4.
31
The last ^rove

.

„

fJrmive cuf when ;u jears old.
ii.
:w
„
7
42
8.
4«
still in use.

.

„

„

whilst the pine.s are kept alive for a long period (Figs. 882,
883).
When, owing to a tree being exceptionally vigorous, or to bad
treatment, two grooves arc made at the same time, which is
generally the ease in private forests, they should be worked
l^moltaneoasly at different heights.

HAivEsma'AND
• 4. Treatment of Forests where Resin-tapping is Practised.*'
One of the best examples of a maritime pine forest in ■
vhich resin-tapping is practised is the State Forest of La'
Peste, in latitude 45'^, near Arcachon, bordering the Bay of
Biscay. It is situated on a sandy soil, with layers of iron-:
)an, termed alios. The rainfall is 82 inches and the mean'
etnperature 50° F. With the exception, along the coast,'

Kig. S83.—CrofrH'St'clionof a jiiiie fii>t
to death.

alive/*and tlieii (f>|)[jcd

Grtxives 1 U) 7 made from age of 2i every 4 years to irt.
aade at the «ge of w! ytsars and have Icilled the tree.

Grooves I, to IX.

of 1,680 acres of protection-forest which is very scrubby,
owing to the violence of the westerly winds and serves to
protect the better portion of the forest from wind and shifting’
sand, the remaining area (4,500 acres) is worked chiefly for;
resin. It is divided into 12 compartments, averaging S7$s
acres each, which are regenerated successively when from 68;
• This Rccoimt is the result, of a visit made by the translator to the forest <ife
Teste, in ISflt, with Mr. Hearie, when Mr. Grandjoan, the local forest-oSei^
(kindly t^fonted fntt infonnation regarding the manageoient of the forest;' '* ““

m
to 60 years old, there being then from 80 to 100 trees per '
'acre which areyill tapped to death in ttie course of five years.
The trees in a compartment 55 v ears old are for this purpose
sold standing and must he felled within the five years, being
meanwhile made to yield all their available rosin. The under¬
growth of pine seedlings, tree-heather (Krim arlmren), arbutus,
gorse, etc., is cleared away, and the area sown natuially by
-seed which blows on it from adjoining areas, artificial sowing
being effected, if necessary, to complete the regeneration.
Thinnings are commenced when the saplings are about
five years old, maritime pine requiring more exposure to light
than almost any species, especially if it is to yield resin as
well as timber. These thinnings are repeated every five
years, the trees being about 10 feet apart when 20 years old ;
the material is not saleable in the Forest of Teste till it is SO
years old, being often given away gratis tor fuel, or left to rot
on the area, which it do(‘s rapidly. In older thinnings, trees
over 1 meter 10 centimeters (8J feet) in girth which are to he
repioved are tapped to death in five years, whilst tlui other
trees over this girth are lapped alive, as idready described.
Trees of less girth are not tapped.
A workman and his wife* can fill 60 casks of crude resin
(each containing 50 gallons) from 5,000 to 6,0(K) grooves,
representing double the number of trees; half the value of
the resin collected (about 900 francs=1136) is ])aid him in
return for his labour. One groove yields 2| quarts in a year.
The estiuiatedt outturn per acre of the fellings sold in
1894 was:—
A«i'.

£

Final felling .
Last thinning .

Ytsam.

No. of tr«!«K UtpiKtii.

Ah>t‘.

iid to 60

51 to 55

To d«aUt.

Tinjtwr.

11

148

U'-Kin.

(iailoiiH.

(!. ffi-t.

04
fia

Fuel.

l,ll!t0
172

i:to
210

* M.
kindly has Kupplicd the following fil^ures : (a) A prooveoQ
the average, acconling to the size of the tree, yiehia I kilo. 8«0 gr. (I litre
sighing about 1 kilo.); (A) A man can look after al>out f»,htK) grf»»ve« in a
seaeitu and collect 4U caakn of 2:M* litres each,
h 1 From account by N. Hearle, ‘* Indian Koreitter,*’ July,
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Tlie timber is cut mainly into railway-sleepers and pit-props,
which latter aio exported chielly to England. *
The French forest officials do not con.sider that (>0 years is a
long enough rotation to get the fall beiudit from the forest,
especially in timber, and it is proposed to lengthen it to 75
years, with 16 compartments.
Private forests of maritime pine near Arcacbon are managed
chiefly for the yield of resin, and con80(juently are tapped
younger and more severely than are the State forests.
Boppe estimates that in a private maritime pine forest, 45
years old, each tree will yield (JJ to 10 pounds of crude resin
per annum. The yield per acre varies greatly, according to the
nature of the soil and the management; 260 to 450 pounds
pec acre per annum are given as the extremes. The value
of the casks of resin containing 235 kilogram (625 pounds)
was 40 to 45 francs in 1885, but only 80 to 35 francs in 1894.
One of the reasons for the variation in price is that the
spring-crop of resin is much lighter-coloured and freer from
impurities than the autumn-crop, in which harms is added by
the workman to the extent of 50 kilograms j)er cask.
The chief dangers in the forests of maritime pine are fires
and invasions of shifting sand, the protective measures
against which are described in Vols. II. and IV. of this
manual.
B.—TAPriNo

Otheii Species fob Eesin.

1. Silrer-fir,
Most of the crude resin in the silver-fir is contained in its
bark, where a few drops of resin accumulate in little project¬
ing blisters. It is collected by pressing these blisters with
ihe sharp nozzle of a small tin vessel. This practice, which
jrields little and is being abandoned gradual!}', produces
Btrasburg resin.
2. Spruce.*
The spruce is tapped for resin by cutting long narrow
jrooves (3 to 6 centimeters broad and 1 to 1'6 meter long)
• flhw soconut i» taken from Gayer.—Tr.]
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throuRh the bark of the trees down to the camhium-riOne. As
a rule, two grooves are thus cut on opposite sides of a tree,
and wiien tlie supjily of resin from tiieiu falls off, two more
are ojiened between them (b'ig. 3yt). The
crude resin pours over these grooves from
the large radial resin-ducts and gradually
covers them with a hard crust of resin.
About a year after tapping, in the second
summer, the workman removes this crust
with a special iron implement, scraping it
into a conical basket, made of sprucebark, placed below the groove; he after¬
wards empties the basket into a larger
one, in which the resin is well pressed
down.
The callus, which forma over the wound,
is- cut about every four years to exjiedite
the exudation of resin.
The process of resin-tapping causes
decay in spruce trees, and by depriving
the wood'* of its resin reduces the quality
of both timlau- and lirewood. If, how¬
ever, the usage i)e restricted to the last
i'ig--WJ.—nwm10 years before the trees are felled no
damage is np])arcntly caused, except the reduction in size of
the logs, duo to the grooves cut in the stem.
The annual yield of resin from spruce trees in Thuringia
80 to 100 years old, when tapped during the last 10 years
before they are felled, is 30 pounds of galijnit and 43 pounds
Of crude resin per acre.
3. Larch.
Most commercial larch-resin comes from Austria, where
two methods for its extraction are employed, as reported by
Marehand.t
(a) The Styiian Method.—A hole,
centimeters (1 inch)
■ * The wood of the black aud maiitime pines, on tlie contrary, becomea more
.vinwtniias when tapiKKi.
“.Miwitou lorestiure eii Autriche.” Arbois-Jarel, IftSD.

in diatiKiter awcl 80 lo 120 centimeters (2J to 4 feet) long,!®
bored with an auger into the trunk of a tree as near the:*
ground ns possilde, sloping upwards and passing across the.
axis of the tree. Crude resin exudes through this hole into a
pot placed at its entrance, from which it is guided to the pot
by a pioc(! of spruce hark. Impurities are kept out by cover¬
ing the pot with a leafy branch of spruce or a piece of bark
(Fig. 378).
Itesin-tapjiing exhausts the larch, so that the resin is

Fig. ;wr».- -Styiifin inol.liod of (apiiing larch.

oolleet(«l for a season only at a time, the hole being then,
stopped with a piece of wood which is removed after a rest of
from two to six years, when the flow of resin recommences.'
By means of this precaution the tree may be tapped for 30
years, or more.
(b) Tyrolese Method.—In this'case (Fig. 386) the hole in,
the larch tree is somewhat larger than the preceding onej
(8 centimeters) and is either bored horizontally or at an angles
towards the axis of the tree, being then closed by a plug*:
The resin which afcumulates in this hole is removed ii^^
autumn by means of a specially made spoon.
^ The process is carried on only at intervals, as in the
le^ypg case; but, though it yields more resin at fin?
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TAPPING BLACK PINE.

weakens the tree more than the Stvrian method and cannot
be applied for more than IT) to 20 years.
Taj)ping the larch for resin yields very little, profit to the
owner of the trees—viz., ahoiit f.tl. per tree annually.

This

is as nothing when eomiiared with the damage ea\iseil to the
wood ; only trees 150 to 200 years old can he lapped.
■1. Black Pine.
The hlacli [line (/’iiia.s Laricia, (distriaca) is tajipod in tlie
Wienerwald by removing the bark from the base of the tree

Kij!.

Tyrolcsi! inctlioil of l;i|iiiino liiroli,

over about one-third (Gayer says two-thirds) of its eireuniferenee to a height of 40 eenlimetors (15 inches).

A V-sha[)ed

niche, which serves as a reservoir for the resin, is then cut
into the base of the tree, below this blaze.

The blaze is

trimmed several times in a season by cutting into the sapwood,
and in saeceeding years it is heightened annually by 40 centineters, small pieces of wood being inserted in cuts made in
he blaze, so that the resin may not form too thick a crust,
mt may fall into the niche.

The crude resin is removed from

he niche once a fortnight, and the crust and ilry resin in
mtumn.

Thus, at the end of 10 years, the blaze will be 4

neters (13 feet) high.
These broad blazes are never occluded by new wood; the
P.tJ.

®*
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etem, however, bocomes saturated with resin and does not decay. /
There is a consideral)le loss o! timber, owinR to the grooving, -il
The black pine yields from 2^ to
kilos (5J to 10 pounds)
of crude resin per tree annually ; .'50 jwunds of the crude resin
yield 7 to 10 pounds of oil of turpentine, aud about 00 pounds
of colophany.
Skction V.—Yield of Ursin and Efff.('ts on the Trees op
llnsiN-TAmNo.

I’raclical ex))erienco in resin-tapping gives the following
annual yield of crude resin per tree, for the various species,
the reduction in resin is approximately proiiortional to the
coolness of the climate:—
lbs.
„
„
„
ri-r) „
4-(5 „
8'00
‘i'64
11
The usage is leased on a definite area, or at so much a tree
annually. In the latter cose the height of the groove is
limited. The resin mny be liarvested also by the forest
manager and the rosin sold.
The effect on tho trees of resin-tapping, according to Mayr,
does not involve a deterioration of the hoartwood, either in
specific weight, strength or durability. This has been proved
by experiments made by Gomberg* in the strength of tapped
and untapped trees. Tho sapwood is said to become less
durable, its durability is little enough in any ease. Never¬
theless the consequent deterioration in the utility of the
. timber is considerable. That resinous wood is formed around
the grooves is not unimportant. Stbger aud Seyffertt have
proved that cones aud seeds of tapped pines are small and that
the seedlings are weak, though no degeneration of the trees
I’inuB Bhasiana
„ Merkusii
,, paliistris
„ I’inaster
,, longifolia
„ austriaca
„ ])o (old trees!
excolsa .
I’icoa oxcclsa .

1.')
10
n-2.')
(5 ()

„

„

* Uu!ted States Dei^rtment of AgricoUare. " Forestry Ball.** 8,1803.
^t ’’Zentralblatt f. das ees. Foistwesen." 1878,1885.
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owing to tapping has been proved. Nordlinger allowed* that
during tlie tapping, narrow-zoned and heavy wood is produced,
but that this wood is weak owing to the waviness of the Jibres.
The most valuable part of the resin is the oil of turpentine,
which is obtained from crude resin by dislillatioii and is
collected in a cooling tank filled with water. The process is
explained in the next section.
The percentage of oil of turpentine in the resin of different
trees is given below;—
Spruce,
•[Piinis longifolia.
Maritime pine.
Austrian „
Longleaved „
Larch,
Silver-fir,
Tsuga,

German turpentine
Indian
»»
French
Austrian
»»
•
American
»>
Venetian
>>
•
Strassburg »»
Canadian
»»
•

20 2)or cent.

Si*

It

II

,i

I,

—

25 „ I,
17 „ „
25 II „
3!I ,i „
18
„

The distillation of tur]ientine from the wood of felled trees
yields only impure turpentine mixed with resin and tar. Tar
is made from resinous wood by dry distillation in pits or in
closed retorts in remote forests. [This is described at length
by Mathey (“ Exploitation commerciale des bois.”) Ordinary
charcoal-kilns are erected in the Landes, and the tar runs out
below and is collected by a channel leading into a reservoir
from which it can be ladled out after (JO hours burning of the
kiln ; it is then removed every (i hours, the resulting charcoal
is light.—Tr.]
;

Section

\L—Extraction

of

On,

of Turpentine and

Eosin from Crude Resin, t

Casks of crude resin continue to reach the factories at La
-Teste from March to October, the last consignments being
’ NSrdiinger,
.{fare." 1831.

KtnStiss dcr llurziinf; auf Wuchstiim u. Molz tier .s rhwftrir.

t riJiJs account fs taken niamlp from papers by N. llcaric .and E. McA. Moir
Both theneKeiitleinen.aawcUas
translator, in 1894, visited a resin-factory at Da Teste, near Arcacboa^[h^nging to Mr. Taiaca, and all the information given in this chapter haa been
^(trough his kindne&s. Mathey, op. rit., gives a more detailed and well
^PjS^ited aeconnt of the process. —Tr.

j'lntte “ Indiao Forester,” June and .Inly, IK'i.i.
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dark-coloured and inferior in quality.

From it,

tine the chemical formula for which is C,oHig, is

’

ordinary t( uil-eratures, and is termed roein, or colopha y.
^hZ Buhlances are separated from one another in the
mS and iilteriii« the crude resin, so that tlm wat.^,
Band pieces of hark and other impurities" are separated fion
ii llvdistilline the crude resin, the oil of turpentiiie am

colopluiiiv are separated from one another, as these substance
have diltereiit hoilinc-points.
The crude resin, after heing passed through stiaw hltei ,

:1S7.—(.ifU-v llciulo ■)
sufficiently fluid for this to he done, is placed in an
vat (Fig. !187,No. 11 and healed until it is completely liquefied.
?his aSows heavy suhstances, such
1

n

elc

san<h cdc., to faU ^

rtf tlwA vit while lif^ht nnpunUes, chips of ^\ooa, bark,
float on tlm ;«rface oF the melted resin.

This is a very

delicate operation, as if heated unequally, the resin is liable to
hnptirilies are separated from the resin, either by
ladling it through straw-sieves, or passing it through a grating
into a second vat.

The operation of heating and filtering goes

on a day in advance of the distillation, so that
reouired No 1 vat lieiiig always used for boiling and the other
ladled into a small tank from which it is passed through a
tan to the retort shown in Fig. 887.
This is the method employed late in the autumn, when the
• Chiefly larv* ol b>«cta

Thi. account* for the flics in amber, fossU tciu,

m

EXTRACTION OF OIL OF TURPENTINE.

resin contains many iinpavities. Earlier in the year, ii isjiaased
directly from vat No. 1 to No. '2. a retort in which it is distilled,
the arranf:emeut of the vats then heini:' as shown in Fi". :!87.
The resin in the retort is heated to a teniiierature of about
18.')" F., steam (by the n.se of which tiO jHir cent, more luipentiiiG is obtained) heinj; admitted throuj;h a jiipe.

From this

retort, vapour of the oil of turpentine and water-vapour pass
through a coil of tubing into a cooling lank, where they are
condensed; then they are drawn off into a smaller tank, the
water remaining below with the turpentine floating on it, owing
to the lower specillc gravity of the latter.

The oil of turpentine

is run through an overflow pipe into a zinc vessel mounted on
a truck, and conveyed by means of a tramway to the turpen¬
tine shed, where it is pumped into large metal tanks, measuring
10 feet by 0 feet by 0 feet, from which it is drawn, as reiiuired
for sale, into old Spanish wine-casks.

No system of imrifying

is in practice, and it is .sold just as it issues from the still.
The water, which is removed by a syphon from below the
turpentine, pa.s.ses after use through a series of shallow open
tanks in a court-yard, from which it is pumped by a small
steam engine into an elevated resta'voir; it is then used again
for cooling the turiieniine.
the distilling retort.

The engine also drives sUiam into

The Ibjuid coloidiany, after distillation of the turpentine, is
allowed to flow from the base of the retort by removing a
wooden ])lug stampeil with clay.

It runs into a straining tank,

passing over a very line copper wire sieve, which catches most
of the impurities it has still retained ; the rest falls to the
base of the straining tank, in the form of a black deposit
resembling pitch.

The straining tank has a tap placed about

half-way down, through which the licpiid coloiihany passes
during autumn into another vat, from which it is ladled into
large casks containing about 800 lbs.
During summer, however, after a sample has been taken
out in a tin mould, the rest of tlie colophany is at once ladled
from the straining tank into buckets, then it is carried to an
open court-yard, where it is jxrured into open shallow metal
pans about two inches deep and slightly smaller in diameter
than the casks in which it is packed finally for sale.

It there

»^;;«WFEBm8,';PAB?ES'nH0 ABB'! BisPdeAlWHUii
bools into cnkcs which are exposed to the sun till sufficient'
bleached ; they are then placed, one above the other, in tl
casks and evenlnally unite into a sinule mass.
Great attention is paid to uniformity of colour in each i
the sample shown to the purchaser being the worst eolo
in the cask.

The colophany goes into fou? main classed

spring, summer, autumn and winter, the first being iiJ
coloured and most transparent; and the last, made chi^*
bams, Ijeing darkest.

The tints vary from very pale

parent yellow to dark amber.
In-ais.

lA'hen nearly black it is t“®^

Great stress is laid on transjiarency, denoting pui^

the sampUis, as well as on their light colour. The dark
.
tb«
coloured colophany is worth only one-third the value o
lbs
palest brand, the prices varying from -l-v. to T2». 9d. per 10(.
,-cic
Besidiis the main classes of colopluiny, the commei
grades range fi'om A. the darkest, to N. extra pale, superiot
which are W. window-glass and W. W. water-white.

1

Th®

are American brands, which have been adopted in France
lbs
A baiTel of o‘20 lbs. of crude turpentine yields dCd'J
colophany, 110 lbs. oil of turpentine and <10 lbs. refuse.
oil of turpentine sells at about ‘2.5». per 100 lbs.

Most

manufactured produce goes to Bordeaux, whence it is shii^
to the principal European countries, or used in France.

'F

chief British supply of rosin at present comes from the Unil*
States of America, being l,a20,85'2 cwt. in 1906, while 235,8^
cwt. came from France, 72,748 cwt. from Spain, and 21,2*!
cwt. from other countries, the whole being valued at T819,34*
The (pnintity of oil of turpentine imported into the Unite
Kingdom in 1900, was 512,830 cwt. valued at',il,076,87(
chiefly from the United States of America (390,382 cwt.) an
Eussia (78,334 cwt.)
Section

VII.—Commeecial

PiionccTs pkom the Cbode Eesi

OF the Maiutime Bine.*

The different products of crude resin are :—
Qaliixit.

Brais.

Oil of turpentine.
Colophany.

Turpentine paste,
Pitch.

• From Boppe, op. eit.

pRODtidts PROk .Biisiij;

f: 'fit'

Galipot is dried resin picked from the tapped trees, and ia
Used in certain varnishes, also in naval construction, especially
in Holland, for painting ships and masts.
Oil of turpentine is distilled from crude resin; it is used
chiefly in oil-colours, varnishes, and medicine.
Oolophany is the best part of the residue after distillation
of crude resin, and is used for soap, papier-muchc, sealingwax, etc.
Brais is obtained by heating in a retort the straw sieves used
in filtering the resin, and also pine-roots.

It is used in making

torches, and i.s run into small square boxes round four or live
wicks, and these are lighted on frosty nights, burning with n
dense smoke, which protects vineyards from frost; it is used
also for soldoring metals, or may be made into pitch.
Turpentine paste is used for varnish, sealing-wax, litho¬
graphic ink, etc. There are three kinds:—The oidinary quality
is obtained after crude resin has been filtered but not distilled.
ail milril is obtained when crude resin is expo.sed to the
sun’s heat in vessels filled with holes, through which the more
fusible I'ortions exiule, forming the paste in (jiiestion.

When

casks full of crude resin are exposed to the sun, the portion
exuding through the staves is termed I’lih: <h' I'cnise.

The

comparative values of these three kinds are as :i7 : 40 : 250,
these numbers in francs representing the value in each case of
100 kilograms.
By burning the roots and stumps, and the residue from the
factory, in closed masonry chambers separated by metallic
walls, lamp-black is obtained,

finally, by distilling pine-,

wood, pine oil is obtained, which may bo used for lighting
■purposes, or as an antiseptic for preserving wood that is used
in the open.
[Fig. 368 (p. H98) giv(« the lulest American methoil of Japping
and Z*. hcterophijihi, the Cu)»un pine, is bommwl from Mayr’a
iniggestioDS,given in “ Har/ dor Naflolhiilzer,” Berlin, IKiH, hut does not appear
\io be so g(X)d as the French method alreaily described, p. TdT.—Tr. ]
pahtJtlnUf which,
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Camphor j'k a ciirholiyilratd of toiiKli, crystiillino nature, with
a eliaracterintic aceiit and taste ; it (‘.vaporates at ordinary
temperatures.

[There are two kiniis of camphor, Japanese

and Uorneo camplior, tlieir respective comiaisiiions huing
CiiiHhO and ('ndliiO; the latter has an aliaeeoiis odoui- and
IflUH may he reeognisi'd.—Tr.j
(lamphor is formed in sac like prolongati<ins of parenchynnitoiiH cells in tin! sapwood and other parts of the laiiraceons
camphor tree, i’iniiaiiioiiiiim CaDijihora; the camphor also
accumulates in the cells of the heartwood and root-wcod of
very old trees contain the most of this suhstanco.

Pure white

camphor is ohtaimal hy cutting the wood into small ineces and
dry distillation. Japan has the chief forests of camphor tree.s,
and hy the conquest of the Island of Formosa has practically
a monopoly of this product; its yearly export is about ‘2,500
tons of cam[)hor.

The dipterocariions tree,

l>n/i>halaiiops

Camjilioru, growing in Sumatra, Uorneo and the Malay Penin¬
sula, yields liorneo camphor, nine trees producing ahoutacwt.
It is exjwrted to Japan and China, and there used locally in
preference to Ja])ane,-te camphor, which alone comes to Europe.
Coniferin is a glucocid, which, hy ahsorjitiou of water, passes
over into glucose.

It occurs chiefly in the sap of the cam¬

bium of conifers, at the end of each year’s growth.

By

oxidation, on kdng treated with dilute acids, coniferal-alcohol
is formed, and by further oxidation, Vanillin; the latter is in
white, aromatic cryrtals, exactly resembling those derived
from the pods of the Vanilla plant.
Sugar, as cane-sugar, occurs in the sap of all woody species,
especially during the season when the cambium is fully active.
Economically valuable sugar can l>e obtained only by wounding
certain species, such as maples and birches. It is not known by

StiOAB AN1> BYES.
what means the sugar i.s produced; prohahly it is connected
wiili the conversion of starch into sugar, in connection wiUi
the luigescelice of tht> sapwood.

,\ccoi'ding lo Dr. J. (iifford

(“Practical i'orestry,” IhO'dh America produces ainumlly, from
maples, ‘25,000 Urns of sugar and ‘2.50,000 gallons of syrup.

By

tapping the tree in January, the air-teniperature is over
O'X'., the sugary sap exudes freely.

The sugar-maple (.leer

siKchanim) is bored with an auger at 2 to 2 feet from its base to
a de])th of 2 to 4 inches and a piece of elder-wood without its
pith, or a molullic lube inserted in the boring, a vessel being
hung from the lube in order to collect the sap; the maximum
annual yield of sap by each tree is about 40 gallons, from
which 10 Ihs, of sugar is made, or on the average 4 Ihs, of
sugar per tree.

The sap is removed every morning, and its

flow stops when the leaves como out,

'J're.es should not he

tapped till they are thirty years old, hut afterwards may ho
tapped as long as the tree is alive.

Hitherto no injurious

ellects in iIk; (]uality of the wood or the vitality of the trtie,
0,xcept

for the wounds caused, have been found Lo result from

tapping the sugar-maple,

P.uropean ma|iles yield sap, which is

hardl\ interior in llavour lo that of ma|ile-syrui); the sycamore
is specially suitable. (I'lia’iii.r m/lrcslns, the wilrl date-palm, is
tapped in India for .sMUji, which is boiled down and refined
into sugar, or fei inented into an alcoholic drink.---Tr.]
The birch also yields sugary sail when tapped before its
leaves sprout.

This saj) is used ))arlly as medicine, partly

after a slight fermentation, as a beverage (birch-wine).
Trees, chiefly tropical, yield dyes, which are extracted from
their wood-cells; such as Eodwood from Pernambuco {Cimalpininia hncilinixis, C. (‘cliiiuitd, C. Sapiian); Logwood {Huf.inatoxyhiii caiiipechiaiuim), from the W. Indies; Eod Sanders
{Pterocarpm santdlinuH), from the Cuddapah district of Madras.
The hark of the N. American dye oak, Qiiarug rdiitina
(tinct(irid), yields a yellow dye, so does Fustic from the wood
of Machira tiririoria, from tropical Am(‘rica and the W. Indies,
also the bark of the root of the Osage orange-tree, 'J'o.rj/lon
pomifenim {Maduru auraidiaca) from N. America; the inner
bark and roots of the common harlterry also afford yellow dyes,
so does Phdlodciidrott amuirime from Eastern Asia; the woods

of European trees and of o^hor- f
•
extract. The husks of the fLits oTf?
other specjes yield uaeful dyes - the f
■Turkey and Persia as YeUow or p ^
r

an<
'“Pe^ed fron

pare a very beautiful green dve mil Vrf-*’
used also for dyeing silky ,,/t

<^’h^nese pre^reen indigo,

Ph}ll and the red erythronhvll of nl i
g»’een chloro¬
us ‘Jj'es. The fact, that many veo^I^n' f ®
inanent than dyes prepared frm
°
ure more perstiH to coni])etu with the latter ^
*^*°*^^ enables them
eomponents orthir^ll.”^f
kark are they of commercial vlluc 1 tr^
“""‘uiued in
wounds in the bark of trees r
^
through
u« Jatex in the sap
““ '>urk is suspended
gum-resins, copals, olto-resins ^^0!! r ’
g>-ea importance that the gums’colWf,
«l'ould not be mixed, and fhat thev a
e'U’th and other imparities
^

^ark,

ulao growing i„ giud, the P„„ ^b 'an?i".
ucacias yield inferior gums ai d so T ^tujputana. Other
, amall tree of N. India, and many ot^e '' f«
tree and other species of i‘i-M««/the
deluding the cherry-,
prigm. These gums are used ri tii
Pathologic;!;
, - g-iug lustre to silk anStr mat othr""^'’ “
Gum-tragacanth is insohibln ■ ^
Purposes.
, produced by species of AstragahiZnd St’t’ ‘‘
|are partially soluble in water It , ^
^um-resiim

tJtiU.atu>a.-K.s.Xroap,s„p,„,
,

pt. Ot Uovf. Prmtuig, Calctttiii®

'

CiOtrrcHotJC.
'■2* ‘

•

' gum-ream, from

Ptei'ocarjnis

3s«ot;

Marmpiuniy from India and

CeyloH, contains 75 per cept. of tannic acid.
Dammar, or oopal, is a gum-resin used in making varnish.
The finest transparent dammar comes from Dammaru orU'iitalia,
^the Amhoyna pine, growing in the Molliiccas; D. australit
(New Zealand) also yields dammar, so does I'dkriii iiuUi-a, a
large tree of the Indian I’eninsula, its dammar being white
and valuable.

Common dammar comes from AijathU loiaiUlii-

folia, a conifer growing in Borneo and tlic other large islands
of the Indian Ocean.
Lao is a resinous incrustation on the twigs of various
Indian trees produced
TachitriUa Lucca.

by a

minute

liemiptorous insect,

This substance contains a crimson dye,

known as lac-dye; also shellac, used in making varnishes,
cements, sealing-wax, iac(|uer woik, lithographic ink, gramo¬
phone records, etc.

For a full account of the method of

production of lac, the reader is referred to Troup's “Indian
Forest I'tilisation.’’
Elastic gums include the valuable products, caoutchouc, or
rubber, gutta-percha and balata.
Caoutchouc* is the ju'oduccs of various trees, shrubs and
climbers, growing generally within 2.'>0 miles north, or south,
of the equator, usually with an annual rainfall averaging
80 inches, but in the Congo not exceeding 40 inches; the
following are the chief species that yield caoutchouc;
Natnrul Ottioi.

(Jvitii*' ami lS}n*cU'H.

Eot-hobbiackae .

ABTOCABPACKAE .

Akkivjiaceae

Asci.epiadf.ae

.

hruzilieiisis.
Maiiiliot (Jlftzlovii,
Muri-anda niujor .
(’ast illoa I'laKtica .
Kicus clatiUca
.
„ Vogelli
„ various
Haiico) u ia fl(>eciosa
Cai'iKxiinuH laiiccohituin.
tJrccolft vhistioa .
Funtuiuia (KickKm)elas>
tica ....
Ia»iolphia (mail}' sp.)
Calotropis gigantea

Valleys of the Auiazmi and
OllIUK'O.
Ceara.
Amazon,
(*. America.
AhHain, Ifuiina, Java.
<lold Coa.st,
Soiulrin, VencKiicla.
Penminbueo, I’ern.
(.‘ongo Slate.
Ilurncti.
W. and (’. Africa.
McM)agaa(‘ar, Mo7.ainbu]uc.
AiiKatii.

• “ IndU-rubbcT and itti Manufactures,” with chapters on gutta-pcrcba and
-'balataL H. L. Terrr. Constable k Co., l^jndon. 1UU7.

'

OTHER MINOS tSODEcE F»OM TREES.

1S9

Caoutchouc trees show great variations in form and size.
The lleirtt and Finin dastira are huge trees, wliile ih<3 Limdolpliiaii of AV. Africa are lianes, and tlie rtdibers of the Congo
btato are obtained from llie rliizoincH, or underground stems,^
of plants lliat grow only one or two feet above tlie sand.

The

best rnblieris obtained from the Ilevea in the Amazon valley,
and is known as I’ara rubber.

Its coinj)08ition is as follows:

Caontohouc. 31-70 per cent.
Albmmm.

1-90
Other nitrogenous and saline matters 10-03
Water
....
5(i-37

„
„
„

The best (]uality of Para rul)ber is smoked carefully with
palm nuts, before export.

Rubber is pnipared also most

caiefully in the Congo Btate, and is consequently in great
demand.
leiiy says, that, leaving out the wasteful destruction of
trees by f(dling, the following points in the preparation of
rubber call for special attention ;
1. Careful taj)ping so that other juices of the tree may not
be mixed with the latex.
2. Avoidance of mixing latex from several species so as
to increase bulk.
3. Removal
matter.

or

sterilisation of

fermentible

albuminous

The raw rubber piodiiction of the world for 190() hasOjeen
calculated at (>5,000 Ions, of which 41,000 come from trojucal
America, 22,000 from Africa and 2,000 from Asia.

It is a

characteristic of the tropics, that frequently plants from all
tropical districts can bo planted successfully in any tropical
district.

As extensive plantations of Ilevea and other rubber-

plants have recently btien made in Ceylon and in the Malay
peninsula and in Islands, the supply of caoutchouc from
Asia will become gradually more important than it is at
present.
Outta-percha is the produce of the sapotaceous trees.
Dtchopsig Outta and 2). obUmyifolium of the Malay peninsula,
and of Borneo, Sumatra, Java, Celebes and the Philippine
islands.

Gamble states that the method of production has

m

GCTTA-PEKCHA.
been very wasteful hitherto.

The tree is felled and the hark

stripped or rings cut in it at intervals of a foot.

The sup

oozing out is collected, put in a pot and boiled with a little
water, it is then run into moulds.

The trees used are !J0 to

85 j'ears old, each tree yielding 2 to !! lbs of gulta-ptircha.
French exports say that it can be obtained from the leaves,
which, 11. C. Hill (Report on I’orest administration of the
Federated Malay States, 11)00) says yield the best gutta-percha,
valued at 15*. a lb.

Hill recommends the jdanting of the

above-mentioned species, with Fojinieii friKjrmis and .lyt'c/iVj
jmli'iiihiiiiai to act as nurses, and advises exjM'riments Ixiing
made to ascertain the most economical method of obtaining
gutta-)iercha with the least damage to the crop of trees.
Gutta-percha dilYers from caoutchouc chiefly in its jilasticity
under heat.*

Thus, if a piece be put in water, that is

healed gradually, it becomes more and more plastic, until at
ItlO " F. it can be drawn out into foi’ius which it retains on
cooling.

It is used specially in submarine cable-factories

and also for making golf-balls and for other purposes.
In 181)0 the imjiorts of gutta-i)ercha were as follows:
Great Britain.1531 tons.
Rest o! Europe

2-IO-f

„

I'nited States.107

....

„

Terry says that since the completion of the all-British
Pacific cable, exports and prices have materially declined.
Balata occurs as a latex in (he. bai'k of several sapotaceous
trees, of which MimiiKajm Imhiln is the |a’incii)lo producer.
The tree is found in many ecjuatorial regions, but chiefly in
Venezuela, the Guianas and the AV. Indies.

Terry states, that

unfortunately it is lumped together with gulta-i)ercha in our
trade return.s, but as it is used largely in the manufacture of
belts for driving machinery and is much more resistent to
atmospheric oxidation and in toughness than gutta-irercha, its
•production should Ire an important industry; it is used very
largely in beet sugar-factories for machinery belting, as it
withstand the chemical solutions met with.
tons annually are imported into Europe.—Tr.]
• Terry, op, eit.

About 1,000
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Bird-lime is made from the fruits of mistleto {Vkcum
ilbtim) and from the inner bark of holly.

The inner bark of
i'roehodendron (Japan) yields a stronger bird-lime. Hydran¬
geas, Ilibiseus and Acer cratacijifolium (Japan) supply size for
paper.
Lacquer from China and Japan is made with latex of Rhug
ernicifera.
Oils, fats and wax.—Usually oils are pressed from seeds;
leech-nuls, walnuts and hazel-nuts and many other fruits
ield oil. Vegetable wax covers the bark of Mytica cerifera,
n the southern States of N. America. Wax used in Japan
or making candles and oil, is obtained from the seeds of Rhus
•mcnlitnca, which also grows in the Himalayas.
[The euphor)iaceous tree, Sajhiim selhfcrum, the Chinese and Japanese
iallow-tree, is cultivated in India, wax-candles are made from
t in (Jiina and Japan, the wax being separated by boiling the
)eeds. C'Ocoamit oil is prepared from copra, the dry kernel of
'Jitcos nitcij'cra, which is an important article of trade.—Tr.]
Salioin is a bitter substance prepared from the bark of
willows and poplars and used in medicine as a febrifuge,
instead ot_ quinine.
Quinine is a bitter alkaloid, coming into trade as a phosphate
or sulphate. It is present in the bark of species of Peruvian
Ciiichorms, which are cultivated in subtropical countries, as
eoppices, resembling those for oak-bark. In very wet localities
during the monsoon, the bark is stripped fi’om the tree close
to the cambium, which produces fresh inner bark. In Java,
by grafting shoots that are very rich in quinine, on naturally
grown seedlings, a 20. percentage of quinine has been obtained.
[In India,* Cinchona Calisaya, at moderate elevations, yields
the best bark, rich in alkaloids, of which quinine forms from
half to four-fifths. Ck ofirmaUs, at high elevations, is not,
quite so rich, while C. miccinihra, thrives at lower elevations,
but is comparatively poor in quinine, though rich in cincho-,
nine and chichonidine. The trees grow in Peru, at altitudes
from 2,3{X) to 8,000 feet above sea-level.—Tr.]
Gamble, “ Manual of Imliiw timbers.**
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PART III.
UTILIZATION AND DISPOSAL OF MINOR PRODUCE
FROM THE SOIL OF THE FOREST.

CHAPTEll 1.
UTILIZATION OF FOHEST HEEBAGE FOB FODDEE.
The natural fodder produced I)}' forests can l>o used in
several ways for cattle-fodder, either by driviug the heasla
into the forest to Rraze, or by allowing men to cut grass or
the leaves of woody plants, and use them for stall-fodder.
The pre.snnt chapter is therefore divided into two sections :
pasture, and grass-cutting.
Seciion I.—I’ASTnitn.
Forest i>asture includes all grasses, herbs, loaves and .shoola
of shrubs, as well as f<u‘cst plants.

The best grasses and

herbage for inilK production in the Alps are : /'.<■( dljiina,
Ah-kf.nnltii tiliiiiui, I'hiiitdijd

num-hut(i, etc.*

Mvttm iiiiitrllii/a, Jrhilh'a

'J'ho amount of fodder dejicnds on considera¬

tions, which are discussed under the following headings.
1. Aiiioiiiil Ilf Fiiilili'r,
a.

CUmato. — The

production

of fodder is greater in

favourable climates; tbe cattle may be admitted into the
forest at the end of April, or the beginning of May, and may
remain till the middle of October,

hi unfavourable climates,

the duration of pasture is much shorter, in the higher Alps, it
lasts for only 10 to 12 weeks.

May and Juno afford the best

pasture, at high altitudes, also July; in these months there is
more fodder than in all the rest of the season.
b. Soil.—As regards soil, the amount of clay it contains (up
to a certain point) is the chief factor in producing fodder:
sandy soils produce as a rule the least grass; hinostone
mountains also prodnee little grass, being characterised often
, • W. Strecker, •* Erkennea a. Bestlmtaen der Wieseiigniger." 3fd e<litJou,
}doo.

:V»LIZA«M> orWraT
by Bcaroify of springs and a alow disintenrat
ms, also
j
^
«,onCs™\:: S
LTmi'^tho
water i.lentv f

‘hat the
too stiff, or impermeable by

conetent supply ^oTw^el f
imiforte.it ti^ ^

^
summer ie almost more

thii irl, t !l " ""
'V’^
production. On
marl-M II
• ’
“’rturally dry soil is
l oirtedly „,creased by an admixture of bumus or bv ft,!

si, 1^
‘he companvtive dryness of
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In high forest, the

most favourable localities for pasture are:

narrow strip-

fellings, or largo clear-cut areas: exleiisive fellings under a
shelterwood, that

have

been rendered unlit

for natural

regenerations by storms, which have blown down the niolhertrees, are the best places in a forest for pasture.

Next to

these come cojipices and cojipice-with-slandardH, with their
areas either clear of trees or slightly shaded by the slawlards.
Natural regeneration under a shelterwood diminislies

the

growth of herbage; in thoroughly successful cases, there is
nothing for the beasts to eat except the young crop of forest
trees.

2. Spccirs Ilf Catlli'.
Forest pasture is iiscid chiefly by horned cattle; also by
sheep and goats; less frecjucntly by horses or ironies.

[In

India, elephants, camels and buiralos may bo added to the
above list.—Tr.]

Among these, horned cattle do the least

damage, for they prefer grazing on the ground, and as long as
there is suilicient grass and herbage, will not attack the woody
plants.

The sheep likes dry pasture, and prefers short grass

among woody plants, to a strong, luxuriant growth of grass,
and especially prefers fodder that has grown unshaded by
trees; it attacks woody plants much more freely than do horned
cattle.

It there are no dry pastures, sheep peel trees iu a

similar way to red deer.

The goat is absolutely destructive to

the forest, and no other beast shows such a preference for
■fl^dy plants, which it will attack, however abundant the
supply of grass may be.

This greedy Ireast, often indeed

indispensable to the poor peasant, bites off the buds, young
shoots and leaves, of almost every woody plant within its
reach; no forest is too remote for it, and no mountain too
lofty, no patch of woody growth beyond its reach, and it even
bears-down fairly tall saplings with its fore-legs, in order to
nibble their juicy tops.
and Southern

Forests in the Alps, the South Tyrol

Switzerland, which were formerly so well

Wooded, and those of Sirain, Greece, Sicily, etc., have been
destroyed chiefly by herds of goats; even up to the present
a limit has not been put to their ravages.
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pasture, therefore,* at present prevails in forest countries that
are recently populated, in mountain-forest regions whore the
climate is severe, aiul also in districts where landed property
is much sub-divided.
Every settler in a virgin forest district seeks to increase tlio
growth of fjrass a.s much as possihlo, and opens out tiie dense
cover of the tre('S for this purpose.

The trees are girdled;

' fire, which traverses the forest annually, expedites the growth
of grass by destroying the forest and leaving a jirairie in its
pdace.

In America, .\sia and Australia as in many localities

in Europe, the opening out and destruction of the forest is the
earliest mode of utilising it.
Mountainous districts permit only of poor farming; there,
crops of artilicial fodder are scanty and the yield in straw is
insufficient for the winter's fodder-sujiply.
forest districts are in this plight.

Most mountainous

The less favoiirahle the

conditions for agriculture, the more are the ]ieo])hi driven to
cattle-hreeding, and the more they value forest pasture ; in the
Alps and higher mountain-chains of the interior of (lermany,
eattle-hneding and the iiroduction of milk and cheese are
the chief po]mlar industries, and forest pasture far exceeds
silvicultural limits.
Excessive sub-division of landed property is also a great
incentive to forest pasture.

'Where, tlie pmir peasant hardly

pxissesses enough land to grow potatoes for his family, and
can scarcely manage to stack sufficient fodder for the winter
supply of his cattle, he will piasture them as long us jtoBsihle in
the forest.

4. Effeetg of VnsUire on Forett Maiiaffcment.
(a) Advantages of Forest Pasture.

In only a few cases does forestry gain any advantage from
pasture. These should not, however, he overlooked; they
consist in the suppression of d^nse growth of gross and herbage
in regeneration-areas and plantations, in protection against
mice, and, to some extent, in keeping the surface-soil free for
the germination of seeds.
There are many sheltered regeneration-areas with moist and

'

. 'OTreil&TION''OS'

rich soil, on which, after only a moderate admission of light
sach a strong growtii of grass apjrears, that the woody planti
under it mustbe stifled if the herbage is not carefully removed
It cannot l>o denied that in tlie Schwarnwald, tlio Harz, etc.
many young plantations and woods owe their existence t<
cattle-pasture. Nevertheless these cases, in which grazing n
useful, are very much less numerous than those in which ii
is prejudicial, and have caused the economic ruin of forestf
and their conversion in mere brushwood; this is speciallj
true, where goats are permitted to graze in the forest.
h'requenlly, danger from mice follows from a dcmse growth
of grass, especially in felling-areas near fields. Under and
between the dry procumbent tufts of grass, the mice And
sheltered winter-quarters, where they collect in swarms,
especially under dooi)
and cause great damage to young
heoch and other plants by gnawing their hark. 'When cattle
trample in the grass ami herbage which is full of the runs of
the mice, and the covers that protected them against enemies
and the cold, have laaui removed, damage to forest by mice
becomes muc.li less formidable.
It has been observed in many [ibices, tliatinacantUy-Btocked
old woods with consolidated soil, w here cattle have [lastured,
natural regeneration is obtained more easily than in others
closed to grazing, [irovided the cattle are removed when the
seed germinates. This is due to tho wounding of the soil,
caused liy the tread of the cattle, esjiecially on somewhat
sloping ground.
(h) Disadvantages of Forest Pasture.

The realisation of tho above-mentioned advantages from
forest pasture is always more or less attended with danger t*.
tho forest. The damage which cattle effect in a forest isdue chiefly to improveriahing the soU, browsing on the fores*
plants, and trampling on their roots and on the soil.
i. ImjmrerMmiit of l/ir Soil. ■

Every ueage which removes forest produce must conse*!
quently reduce the fertility of the soil; it is ineouteatabie tl^il

tkswm:

"■ iii

‘^Msture removes, in the fodder coimnmed, large quantities of
nutritive mineral matter from the forest and reduces the
organic matter necessary for the formation of humus. The
damage done is liowovor slight, for the dung of tlio cattle
remains in the forest, and many organic ]>roducls are composed
chiefly of air; only on shallow calcareous soil, or on gravel,
can the suirei ficial soil he sajd to deteriorate.

ii. iMiiKii/f: III/ llriiirsiii!/.
Cattle graze not oiily on the grass and lierhiige of the soil
covering of forests, hut also browse on the loaves, buds, and
young shoots of woody plants. That, hy this hrowsing,
esiteciully if repeated annually for long iiiUavals of time,
forest growth is seriously damaged and its very existence
endangered, may he proved hy the present condition of hun¬
dreds of acres of forests, even if the fact is not accei)te<l as
self-evident. W hen and where lirowsing is to he feared, and
the extent to which woods are thus endangered, depends on
the larger or siimller supply of foddor-plants on the, grazinggrounds, the species of cattle admitted to graze, the suscoptibility of tho woody species, the season for grazing, ttu! age
of the, woods tind the system of management.
Supply of Fodder.—It is obvious that when cattle do not find
sufficient grass or herbiige on their grazing-grounds, they will
attack woody growth.
The condition of the animals as regards fodder is of
immense importance to tho well-being of the forest. Hungry
cattle, of any kind, will attack woody growth much more
readily than those that are well fed; if, thercfoi e, there is
-only scanty herbage in a forest, the damage done hy either
horned cattle or shoej) may be considerable. It is on lliis
ftccount that the half-starveil flocks of sheep driven annually
iroin Lombardy to the Engadiiie and the Tyrol are always so
destructive to the forests. So, also, cattle, reared from their
youth in forests attack woody growth much more than cattle
accustomed to meadows and only occasionally driven into the
forest. Milch cattle and breeding cattle always require the
‘best fodder, and satisfy their hunger without wandering tar;
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young cattle thrive on inferior lierbage, and it is even
beneficial to them to be driven far into the forest for their
fodder.
Species of Tree.—In general, broadleaved siwcie.s suffer
more from cattle than conifers; among them, it is (unless
they possess acid or bitter sap) chiefly light-demanding species
that are most attacked, such as. ash, aspen, sallow, syca¬
more ; hut also hornbeam. These species are attacked when
isolated among beech, even whcr(.‘ there is j>lenty of herbage.
It is charaeterislic of cattle to prefer locally rare woody
species to those ot which a wood is coinpysod chiefly. Whilst
in districts wheias beech pnidoininates, it rarely suffers
provided there is jjlenty of grass, beccli-plants spj-inging up in
coniferous woods with scanty herbage are attacked so freely as
to grow into abnormal shapes, which can be hardly recogni.sed
as tnics. Oak and alder are less liable to attack than the
specic^s already nieiitiomal, and exccj)l the alder, the birch is
the only Muropifan forest tree, which i.s browsed rarely by
horned cattle.
Shei'p s|iare beech more than do homed
cattle', but tiny atlack liglil-deniamling species freely, even the
birch. The goat is impartial in its taste for woody species.
Among coidfers. sUver-flr and larch are more endajigered
than spruce and pines, which latter suffer from browsing.
The spruce escapes more easily than the softer silvt'r-lir; the
larch grows more raiddly out of danger, as the larch forests of
Wallis and the Engailino show.
Season for Pasture.—Pasture is most dangerous to woody
growth 111 two la'i'iods of the year: in tlio spring, when the
youi.g shoots apiiear and tlie foliage is tender and most
nutritive : again, late in autumn, when the grass has Itecome
hard or scanty.
'I’lto least <laniage is therefore done at
the season when the grass is still soft and juicy, and the
annual uimiird growth of the woody plants is about finished,
i.c. from the enu of May till tho middle of J uly. In the higher
Alpine pastures, however, the grass is not fully grown till the
second half of June. If cattle are brought into the forest only
when the grass has become tough and tliere is little after¬
growth, they will browse certainly on woody plants. Cattle
should not be driven into the forest in the morning before the
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dew has nearly dried from off the grass, or else they will attack
the woody plants ; they will also do so in w<‘l w(>ather.
System of Management.--Xo damage is done hy pasture
in ulear-follings that are planted only after remaining hlank
for a foA years, as a )U'otection against the pine-weevil *;
it may he advisable to conlinue
planting has

been effected,

grass, otherwi.se

the

area

the paslun'

in order
is

after the

to keep down the

closed

to grazing, and in

W’ooils managed by the group system.

In selection forests,

not oidy is theiH! far nuire fodder produced, but damage
by cattle is more widely distributed than in concentrated
even-aged forest.
in. Diiiiiiijfi’ /'// Tiiim/iliiii/.
It is evident that young jdants must be damaged when
trampled by the hoofs of heavy cattle ; foals are most hurtful
in tliis resiiect; slieeji also, owing to their sharji hoofs and
short stride, in spite" of their c,oui])aratividy light weight, do
much damage.

Jtesides tram[ding-ilown young plants and

ahoot.s and bruising young suptu'lieial roots, calves juni])
about and crush sajdings and judos.
dtme, luiwevei', is
ground.

modilied

by the

The amount of damage
conligiiration

of the

On level or gently sloping ground the damage done by the
tread of cattle is only slight; on steeper slopes, however, both
horned cattle and sheep, when grazing in narrow strijis of forest
or passing daily in the same direction, make straight, narrow
paths, on dry slojies where the grass is scanty.

The effects of

tramjding are, however, much worse on steep, damp slopes,
"with a clay subsoil, the cattle at each step slipjting and
making grooves in tlie surface-soil, and burying every plant in
their way.

In forests with a deep moist coating of humus,

where cattle come for the first time, it not unfreqiiently
happens that whole crojis of trees perish, because the cattle
expose the superficial roots that are in the humus.

Spruce

crops may thus become affected wholesale with rool-rot, owing
to the wounds the cattle cause to their roots.
• sk.*e Vol. IV. of ifai« ilauual

OP POREST
Suction II.—Giuss-Gottino.
Dciimtids for grass are increasing in all forest districts.
Localities, which produce largo (quantities of grass, may be
distinguished as permanent, or temporary, grass areas.

To

the former belong regular forest meadows, which owing to their
naturally moist condition are adapted for a prolonged supply
of good grass.

Temporary grass areas include all those

destined for the production of wood, but which, during the
young stages of woody growth, aro adapted for the production
of glass; besides these, ail blanks in tlie forest, such as the
sides of ditches, road-sidings, rides, lire-lines and

other

similar qilaces, may be included liere, for unlike permanent
meadows they aro not kejit clear from woody qdants expressly
for grass-production.
The permanent grass-areas are lands contained in the
forest area, liut used for the production of grass: these aro
lands liable to inundations from rivers and brooks, or near
IHsnuanent springs, which afford the necessary su[i])lies of
subsoil moisture ; lower jiarts of valleys between mountainous
slojies; Al]iine qiasturcs, or similar areas, with rich moist soil
in mountainous countries.
Wherever there are cxten.sive
areas of this nature, and fodder is scarce, every means shoulcl
be emi>loyed that the farmer uses to imiirovo his meadows;
often only a small exiienditure is necessary to obtain a better
crop of grass, by removing stones and rocks, draining swamps,
or planting rows of trees far apart.

It is not only the direct

utility to the forest that should be considered by the forest
manager, hut qiublic duty also should imjiel him to endeavour
strennously to increase the local supply of fodder, esjiecially
in essentitilly forest districts, where the poor jiea.santry are
constantly increasing in numbers and liecoming more and
more imiwverished.
For a temporary supply of grass the most

important

places arefeUing-areas and plantations with moist grassproducing soil, there, if the grass be cut carefully, this can
done not only without injury to the forest, but in the
.‘case of grass that chokes the plants, with most l«Tin<i/.iqj
’;«»ult8.

Plantations with plants that are wide apart are Tywij

fiftXss-CUTTlNcJ.
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>y-..

. suitable; where the soil is poor and dry it is better to abstain
from grass-cutting.
On all permanent forest grass-lands, the grass is mown
with scythes as in ordinary ni(iado\v.s ; whore the presence of
trees would interfere with the scvIIk! llio sickle is used instead.
Forest revenue is olitained either by teasing tlu! grass for
• longer or shorter periods, or hy selling the erop in welldemarcated lots by public nuetiou.
The grass among young growth or on felling-areas may he
either plucked by hand or cut with asicklo.

Iland-iihickiiig

is considered a less hurtful method, hut it yields little and
cannot he continued long without danger to the hands.
Cutting grass is nearly ovcrywliere elVeetcal with tin; com¬
mon smooth-blade sickle,, and l)ut rarely with

tlic saw¬

toothed one.
The season for grass-cutting cannot he begun too soon when
plants aro being elmked liy the grass.

In any case, a com¬

mencement should l)(> made not laler than the blossoming
period ; and if, as on very rieh soil, it is iieeessary to retpeat
the culling, this should he done during animnn, for (he .snow
wil* press the grass down over the young jilanls in winter and
thus endanger them.
Grass-cutting on telliiig-aroas is tlius iiermissihle with good
supervision.

The revenue for it is collected (uther hy the

issue of cheap grass-permits, giving the holder a right hi cut
grass on certain designated areas, or by aiiclion-sales of
demarcated lots on grassy tracts.
It the full value of the grass cut in Germany from forests
could be given, its immense national-economic value would be
thoroughly appreciated ; it would be seen that a very con¬
siderable numlier of cattle obtain their summer fodder almost
entirety from forests, and that often the maintenance of the
poor man’s cow or goat only thus is rendered possible.

From

the Hardtwald near Miilhaussen in Alsace, for instance, the
''Annual crop of forest-grass is estimated us at least “2,500 tons.
In the forest range of Berghausen in Baden, tlie average
revenue from grass has been 7(>0f. (6«. an acre).

In the dry

\year 1898, no less than 05,000 tons of grass were obtained in ^
■ii-i taeiilar manner from the Bavarian forests.
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The advantages the forest Rains from grass-cutting are
similar to those already described under pasture.

Plantations

and natural regeneration-areas are saved from being choked
by the grass, and from deprivation of light and dew; whilst
damage by mice is greatly reduced, and, finally, a considerable
revenue is frequently obtained.
'The disadvantages are obvious: cutting down and up¬
rooting young plants, transplanting and breaking them.

Kill. HSTa.— Ku'lil-fi’oph :iiul

in the Ai\lennes.

!^y F. Storey.
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('IIAITKII 11.
PIELD-CKOPS

isr

COMBINATION WITH FORESTEY.

WiiKN lield-croiis are {'I’i'wn on foivst lainl llioy ant cla.ssud
a.s iiiiiior forcM pnxltua*.

liilljcr tlio J'u'l(l-cn)i» or tlio ci'oi) of

wood may jiicporicloralc in value, and llie nietliodx ado|ilod
vary in accoialance wild tladr ennijiarativrt imiierlamte. Tlieao
dilTorenl methods will he eonside.red unintim, chielly from a
silvicultural point of view.
SkiTION

I.—MkTIIOOS

,\nol'TKI>.

f. LiiikIh itcrmtiui'iillii clidnil iti FonulH.

Forests contain certain lands lliat are always free from
wood, and conseipiently are elas.sod as silvicidlurally non¬
productive.

These ant lields aiven eilher rent-free, or at a

low rent, to forest-aiiards, or to permanently e.ngaaed wood¬
cutters ; areas cultivated for feitdiiie <leer oi' other Ramo;
areas adjoining foresters’ houses in the interior of forests,
that aro clearttd to afford sufViei(tiit light, heat, and air to
renfler them habitahle, ami also space for gardens, orchards, or
field-crops. .Strips of treeless land along roads or railways,,
and blanks left unstocked with trees for sporting and other
purposes, may he included.
As lands thus excluded from the wood-producing forest area
(excei)t those used for feeding game) rarely are cultivated by
the forest-owner, they should he leased unless they aro allotted
to officials or woodcutters.

The foresters' orchards contain

apple, pear, cherry or walnut trees, and therefore often yield
some timber.
2. FieUl-crupx ijrairn ini
Forexi

ll'ood/awd ii itliinil ('<iiv for
drouth.

Formerly in certain localities where the value of wood was
almost nii, it was often customary to felt and burn the treeSi

‘

JPIEI,i>-CBOM IN COMBINATIOI*
and then cultivate the soil for agricultural crops as long as
these would grow without manure.
put under pasture.

Subsequently the land was

It then gradually became restocked with

trees by means of co|)pice-slio()tH and seeds coming from
adjoining Woods.

This praclice is becoming rare in Europe,

but lias been praclised extensively in America since its first
colonization.
In Europe this barbarous manner of destroying forests and
using tbe burned area for lield-croiis, or pasture, is followed
still in I'inlanil, Nortbern Sweden, in Poland and certain
parts of llussia, and here and there in tbe Alps and Carpathian
mountains.

In other localities a regular utiliy-ation of the

wood lias been introduced, only ibo unsaleable parts being
burned, as well as tlu' shrubs and soil-covering.

Snub a system

is still in force in the Swiss cantons of Luzern and Wallis.
The wood on tlii'se areas is felled every 10 to ‘20 years, usually
for making eellnloso, the slumps extracted, and the refuse
Imi'iied ; then jiotatoes or corn are grown for a few years,
when the land is abandoned to forest growtli or used for
pasture.

(Iradually, woody growth reapjiears, and after a

number of years tbe same treatment is repi-ated.

In tbe

distrii t of Birkenborge in Lower Bavaria, a similar system,
now falling into disuse, was followeil in woods cbieily stocked
with birch and spruce trees; but in Ibis case, a few standard
trees were left to give seed, and the land constantly subjected
, to jiasture and removal of litter, after 2 to 3 years’ crops of
potatoes or corn bad been harvested.

Some districts of the

• Eeulberge in tbe Black Forest may be included, as the cultiva¬
tion of trees is quite subordinated to that of field-crops.

For

the last .'■>0 years, the Baden Government has endeavoured to
convert this system into oak-coppice, or coniferous forest;
8 p<'r cent, is still unconverted.
[In many hill-districts in India, a similar custom, termed
jhuming, prevails.

As an instance, the mode adopted in the

(raro Hills, south of the Brahmaputra river, will be described.
The Garo village-communities own land naturally stocked with
trees, bamboos or grass.

In October they fell all the woody

growth on areas they wish to cultivate, and cut the herbage,
reserving a few large trees, if found ou the area.

Som^;
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they remove a certain number of poles and other pieces
of wood or bamboos for their own use, or for sale in the plains
of Sylhet, and the rest of the wood is siiread on tbe ground,
and burned in March.

The slnm))s are not extrncU'd, but the

land is luuid between them, and cotton or rice sown.

In the

second year, a crop of yams, ehillies, tajiioca, etc., is lakun olT
the land, and then the area is ahandoned to woody growlli
from cojipiee-shoots, seedlings, etc.

In aliout ten years or

less, according to the total area of land [lossessed hy the
village, the operation is repoated.

The (htros levy lines on a

village if a lire should spread from its lands to those of another
village.

The reserved tree.s are lop[ied of most of their

branches, so as not to overshade the crops, and teiiijiorary
hanihoo huts are hiiilt in Hit! forked boughs of these trees,
where the cnllivators can sleep without fear of elc|)lmnt.s and
other wild beasts.- - Tr.)
Fii'lil-f'i'cjiii ulhniitliwi II illi till

Ciilliritlioii iif Tiri'S.

Wherever care is taken to protect the woody growth after
the field ero)) Inis been harvested, the latter may he eonsiilered
as subordinate in importance to the former.

Here, nsiially

after a clear felling, unless the trees have been up-rooted, the
stamps are extrac^icd, the refuse Imrncd, and the soil cultivated
for a crop of corn.

If the soil-covering consists of shrubs,

grass, etc., it is hoed up sometimes in sods and Inirned in
loosely piled heaps with the wood-refuse.

The hoajiB are

burned to ashes so as to leave as little charred wood as
possible.

The ashes and the burned earth from the sods are

then strewn over the area. This system is termiid in Gorinan,
Srhtnonin, or fSehminh’it.

If the area is hoed roughly, and all

the herbage and refuse wood spread over it so that the fire
passes over tbe whole area, the system is termed Sencim.
This is usual when there is not much lierliagc on the soil, the
soil-covering consisting chiefly of coniferous needles ; the fire
is applied against the wind, or downhill on slopes, otherwise it
would be kept under control with difficulty.
In the system called Schmoren, the refuse is more thoroughly
learned to ashes than in the latter system, which produces
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more charred wood.

The beneficial effects of burning the soil

are, however, more marked in St'iuini.
The field-crops last usually for two years.

Generally, cereal

crops are cultivated, buckwheat, rye, oats, or potatoes, a third
crop being

sornetiines

obtained.

The ground

cannot be

cleared always early enough for spring sowing, it then lies
fallow till the autumn, when it is sown for the next year’s
crop.

As soon as the cultivation of field-crops ceases, the area

is restocked with trees either by sowing or (ilanting, and
occasionally the seed of the trees is sown with the last cereal
seed.
There are several varieties of this mode of treating forest
land.

Thus, in many jiine districts, the felling-areas with

reservral standard trees standing on them are leased in lots
for one year’s cereal cultivation, in order that the soil may be
thoroughly loosened for natural regeneration of the pine. The
soil must not then b(^ too matted with weeds or roots if the cost
of cultivation is to be covenal by only one year's crop.

In I'pper

Bavaria, spruce plants with ballsof earth round 'heir roots are
planted in land, which has heeii croi)ped with oats.

The land

is cleared, cultivated, and oats sown in the si)ring.

In the

second year a croi) of potatoes is reared ; in the third year
another crop of oats mixoil with spruce seed.

From the fourth

to the sixth year the spruce seedlings artt utilise i as trans¬
plants with balls of earth, and planted in lines on the area and
on other maghbouring cleared strips.
4. Simiiltam oiis Cultiralion of Furat oinl Field-Crops.
In the above-mentioned systems the telling-area is abandoned
to agriculture for several years, and the cultivation of a forestcrop commences only after the
harvested.

last

field-crop has been

The wood-increment is therefore lost during the

years occupied by the field-crops.

There are, however, other

methods in which there is no interruption in the production'
of wood, and the field-crop i.s merely intended to assist the
latter.

’I'he two most important varieties of this method are

termed in German, Hacku ald and U'aldfeldhau-lietrieh.
(a) Hackwald.—This is a combination of field-crops and
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coppice, nearly always of oak ; it lias heeii praeliseil for
centuries in the Odeiiwald, in Sie^en, \V( st|>halia, HikUwlieim
and several other localities, and is followed most extensively
in the district of lieertelden and inrschhorn in the- NecKarvalley.

As soon as the oak-coppice conipiirtmenls have hoen

felled and peeled, the hark reinovaal, and the fellinfj-area
cleared (usually about the end of May), the felling-area, on
which the oak-stools are sometthat far apart, is cultivated hy
hoeing and hiirning, as in the inetluuls previously described.
At present, in the Odenwald and in Siegen, the cultivation is
only for a single crop, and the area is sown with winUir-corn
(in October or Noveiubcr).
In the Odenwald an acre of the best Ilui hinihl yields about
81 bushels of corn.

Tbe felling-areas are leased in small lots

for cultivation, either after the felling and clearance of the
wood aial hark, or together with the wood and bark.

In

Hirschhorn and Jicerfelth'ii the forest-owners lirst auction-off
the hark to tanners at so much a cwt., and at the same time,
the right of cultivation in sniall lots to tlui peasantry; thi!
latter also buy the slauding-croii, bark and wood, and tho
right of cultivating as well, under agreement to sell the hark
at a stated priia; to the tanners.

In Siegen an acre yields on

the average Hi bushels of corn. The right of cultivation
on the annually fcdled areas is lAcrcised by an association
of peasants.

.As the lldrhiiiht produces usually only bark of

an inferior iptality, it is now so unproductive, financially, that
other forms of management must he adopted.
(b) Waldfeldbau. --Wdklj'ddhaH is a similar method (o that
of Hai kwald, but is applied to high fontst instead of coppice.
The method adopted by FontimdiiU'r Keiss of Ilosse-lJarmstadt
has been followed in different German countries, and tho
following account of the exjHjrienco gained in tho well-known
forest-range of Viernhoim will suffice to explain it.

The

Idling and clearance of the felling-area is expedited so that
the land may bo cultivated early in tbe spring.

All the wood

is uprooted except a few standards (oaks or Scots pines).
The whole cleared felling-area is cultivated to a depth of from
1 foot, to 16 inches, and the soil, thorouglily worked, is restocked
by sowing, or hy planting in lines IJ meters (say 5 feet) apart.
8c

OaliB or conifers are used for this purpose, according %
locality.

For oaks, acorns are sown 3 meters (10 feet) apart}

at the same time, Scots pine nurses are planted or sown in
rows to protect the oaks, and are removed eventually in
thinnings.

The rotation is fixed at 100 years.

In the inter¬

vals (4 feet broad) between the plants, field-crops are grown
on the better soils for 4 years, and on poorer soils, for 2
years.
In the first year it is usual to grow a crop of j>otatoes, in
the second year, winter-corn ; if the field-crops are con¬
tinued, during the third and fourth years the same order is
followed.

\Vh(!n the potatoes are dug the spaces between the

forest ])lants are hoed, weeded, and the plants tcuided almost
as carefully as if they were in a forest-nursery.

If in the first

year there should not ho enough plants or seed to stock the
ground, the whole area is cultivated for a potato-crop, and, as
an exception, the restocking undertaken only in the autumn.
In Hesse abo\it 10,000 acres of forest land have been thus
treated.

In IVurteuiherg also, this system has been adopted

extensively, esjawially on a rich soil near Bibrach.

The

method has been tried also in the Prussian provinces of
Pomerania, Silesia, Hesse-Nassau, and in Alsace-Lorraine; in
Bonn: iSohemian districts; in Hungary, where also crops of
maize are reared.

At present, however, the agricultural

aspect of this system has lost in interest greatly for wellknown reasons.
Pollards of willows, ash, poplars, etc., grown in lines on wet
land, also imply a steady annual production of grass between
the rows of trees.
Osier-beds are truly silvicultural means
material for hasket-making.
inauagod

of producing

'They are, however, but rarely

hy foresters and are regarded as a branch of

agriculture; therefore a short account of them may be given
here.
Osier-beds are an exceedingly remunerative form of
Danekelmaun says that good osier-beds may yield a net annual
profit of .1'7 to .t‘8 per acre. To succeed, however, a moderatedy
w'arm climate is necessary, a gtiod moist, but not wet, deep;
soil, deep trenching and clean weeding, as in a garden. Tb^.

^iflOiqAl-BCGNOMIC IM^BTAKCE.
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best osier-willows are Salix riminaUs, juirpurea, amiigdaliiia,
mhra {vimiiialk X piiiyiuva), Ma rar. lilfUiiin, imiiiioita, etc.
Planted in the ground as shoots, 8 to 10 inchcw long [or fulllength shoots of (5 to 8 feet, as in England.—Tr.], they grow
in one or two years coppice-shoots to iengtha of t! to 10 feet.
Full details regarding the culture of osiers are given by Krahe,
Kern,*Gdschl<o, Piccioli, and others.
von-Korn has described the use made of twelve s[>eci('8 of
willows: the wood,—for basket-work, fascines, fences, vineprops, hurdles, charcoal and fuel; the bark,—tor tanning, pro¬
duction of salicin, dyes, tying, carpets, litter and woven sboes;
the wool from their seeds for wads and stnfling ; their leaves
and twigs for sheep and goat fodder; their flowers for agri¬
culture and tor decorative purposes; their roots for fixing soil;
protecting banks, etc.

Bection 11.- National-economic imeoutance of FinLD-ditoes
COMJUNKI) WITH FoiiESTUV.

The national-economic advantages of combiinng field-crops
and forestry consist in the increased production of food, the
fact that this can be secured without any manure, and last
hut not least, because the increased supjily of straw really
increases the amount of manure available for agriculture.
These advantages, however, are diminished considerahly by
the difficulties of working the soil (weeds, shrubs, stools, roots,
sloping ground, distance from villages); this form of cultiva¬
tion is commonest in warm countries, on loose soil, in land
either 8lightl5' undulating or flat, in densely populated districts,
with insufficient agricultural land.
The advantages to forests from field-crops are: the conse¬
quent increase in the forest revenue, and the reduced cost ol
reproduction, for the ground is thus cultivated ; the growth
of the forest plants is stimulated when the crop is young,
and the young crop is sheltered.
^80

The increased forest revenue by field-crops is usually only
* von Kern "Die Weidcii, ihre llaieutun^, Eraiehmii!,'’ Bctuiteung. Tula,
1896 (Busunii). Sw also Mimillcfert. "Traite de Sylviculture," Koliit Alcan
Psriu, 1904, wlierc tliere m im cxruillem uceouiit of osiei-twil!..

3c2
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eligbt, for tlie cxj)entjes are considerable; only where the
poaBanl pays for the cultivation of the ground, the demands
on the forest cash-box tor simultauoons or subsequent stocking
with forest jdanls are reduced considerably.

Every day

experience jiroves that by agricultural cultivation, sowing and
planting of forest idants is facilitated, and that, owing to the
working of the soil, the young plants grow quickly.

The

protection afforded by the corn to young sowings of spruce,
against lifting by frost, drought and enemies of all kinds is
specially bonelicial.
Tlui principal danger caused by field-crops to the forest is
the, consequent reduction in fertility of the soil.

The crops

take from the soil those very substances, which are generally
'deficient (potash, nitrates and phosphates), and these materials
are required just as much by woody plants as by those grown
by the farmer, the latter requiring them merely in larger
quantiti('sthan the former.

The agricultural ]dants, however,

grow only in the surface soil, which owing to the decom¬
position of the weeds forming the soil-covering andof the humus
from dead leaves, etc., and to the cultivation it has received, is
more or less richly supplied with assimilable nutritive salts.
The field-crop robs the surface-soil undoubtedly of a con¬
siderable amount of nutritive matter, and the more so the longer
the. land is under crops; the forest plants can satisfy their
wants less fully in the soil, the poorer the latter, and the more
exacting the siH‘cies of tree grown, and the less jirovision has
Is-en made for its roots to penetrate deejily in the soil. But
when coppice is grown associated with lield-crops (llacl.irM),
the greater or less reduetion in fertility of the soil occurs every
15 to 20 years only ; or when high forest is so grown (Rddervalii and irii/d/c/d/siHi, only every HO to 100 years: if then,
the soil-covering is carefully protecteil on areas so treated, no
Utter removed and the soil hy nature snllicieully rich and moist,
the results of the deprivation of uuliimcnt will be felt very
little. In the ease, however, of poor soil exhausted by the
fieldcrf)ps, had consequences will result for the forest growth;
if this is not vi.sihle at once during its youth the wood must
undoubtedly suffer in its subsequent development.
Iftfheuever temporary field-crops are to be grown ou i

NATIONAIi-ECOSOMIC IMPORTANCE.
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Bufficiently rich soil with the least possible damage to the forest
crop, care must be taken that the young wocaly plants are
rooted in a lower stratum of the soil than that in which the
field-crop is grown.

This is secured hv cultivating the soil

deeply, and Wjjptking it with woody plants with (h'cp rather
than superficial roots, and with transplants rather than by seed.
Prom the above con.sideralions it follows that, from a silvi¬
cultural point of view, field-crops may he grown profitably in
combination with forestry only on well-cultivated soil rich
in nutritious salts, and then it is the cheni)est and most
certain method of restocking a felling-area.

On poor soil this

system is ijuite unjustifiable, as has been proved in numerous
cases.
Of all the methods which have been tried, the
is the best, because it implies a thorough working of the. soil,
no loss of wood-inci'onient, and clear-felled areas are at once
re-stocked. But even on superior soils, field-crops should not be
maintained for more than two years.
[FrequenUy in France and Belgium, cleared areas, (ju which
conifers grew, ar(‘ cultivated for one. year with a field-crop,
after burning (xar/ie/c) the soil-covering and refuse from the
felling: this reduces dangor of damage by in.sects to the
succeeding crop of conifers.
Tn Burma, bamboos and other inferior species prevent the
growth of t(>ak, advantage is therefore taken of./Vno/ic cultiva¬
tion, which is termed locally taungya, to get the anal sown
with teak-seed, the teak plants growing into forest after the
cultivation of field-croi>s has been abandoned.—Tr.]
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CHAPTEK III.
POREST-LITTEE.
Skction I.—Gunkuai. Account.

In forestH, the niinoral soil is not exposed, but it is everywhere
coated with a vegetable soil-covering, which is partly dead and
partly composed of living plants.

The nature of the soil¬

covering varies according to the shade it receivtis.

In a dense

beech forest the soil-covering consists of dead leaves, busks of
fruit, fallen flowers, etc., which the trees shod periodically and
with which dead fallen branches and twigs are mingled.

In a

dense old spruce or silver-fir forest, the soil-covoring consists
of living and dead mosses, among which are the dead fallen
needles, conoa, scalesof bark, etc. Under ligbi-demandingtrees,
the soil is exiHiscd to the intluencc of light, and, iK'sides the
fallen ilchrk from the tn'cs, it also exhibits a number of
weeds of various species.
Whenever the soil-covering of a forest, consisting of dead
leaves or needles and moss, is left to thi' natural process of
decomposition, its lowest layers lose completely their organic
character, only their mineral components being left. More
and more organic matter thus occurs in its upjter layers, till the
surface consists of dead leaves or living mos.s. Its lower and
partly decomposed layer is termed humus and its up{H3rdeeoin-,
posing and living layers, ground-litter (liodfiistreu).

tVhile

therefore in humus all vegetable structure has disappeared, in
ground-litter this structure is quite recognisable.
;;

Humus cannot bo used in stalls for litter, bat it has somh’

' value as manure and is appreciated by the farmer as sn
: adjunct to littt'r. It is generally the undecomposed layeits
the soil-covering only, that are used as Utter in
tnre. Hence a distinction is made, between the follpwiaji
j kinds of ground-litter:
■- >-."S

‘■ffiFfBCifcS "on TRKE-GROWTH.

169;-:

(a) Dry fallen leaves or needles, which are' shed by the
teees forming the standing-crop of the forest; and to some
extent, by slirubs in the underwood.
(b) Moss and grass, partly living and partly dead.
(c) Forest weeds, such as broom, bilborry-plants (and other
species of Vairiniiim), heather, ferns, reeds, rnslios, etc.
Branch-litter, young needle-bearing twigs of conifers, have
been described already (p. 694).

Section II.—biroBTANCE of Foukst-Litteu for

Woon-

ruoncmoN.*
It is not the business of “Foivist l iili/.ation

to deal

thoroughly with tbo question of the importance of litter for
soil-formation, climate, productivity, for forest tre<‘s indivulually, or fur the whole forest, any more than in dealing with
the utilisation of wisid, the ellects of soil and climate and the
methods of starting and tending trees, are discussed.
only the most essential iioiuts will be explained.

Hero

The works

noted la low may htj consulted for further details.

1. Iknclkml KljWln of l.'Mvr and Ilnmna on the (iroirih
of Trees.
(a) Preservation of Moisture in the Soil.

The humus which covers the mineral subsoil and is only
to a slight extent mixed with it, and the coating of litter alwve
the humus, are the most effectual moans of securing and
maintaining in the soil the re(iui8ite amount of moisture.
The action of humus and litter is in this respect threefold, rii.:
The mechanical impediment it affords on slopes to rapid
drainage of surface-water from atmospheric precipitations, and
the time thus allowed for the water to sink into the soilcovering and the soil; the sponge-like action possessed by dead
;!• • EbertimTOr, -Die gefiammt,e Ute der Waldstreu," Berlin, Islti. WoUay
■truasUted Into French by E. Henry, “ U d.V.iinFn"iti'>n ;l(» inaiicrceurjpuuquo
.)(* Ire tormre d’hamoV Paris, Berger Lovranlt, UKiS. “f™"”' •'""tedli
.. Si.andnrUlehre.-’ 1888. htnllcr,* Dienafurbehen Humu»fonn<®.
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leaves and moss, of absorbing and retaining water, and the
eonsequciit reduced evaporation of water from tlie soil.
Tlie more slopinp; the ground, the greater is the value of the
litter in i)reventiiig torrents and floods; on slopes in the shallow
soil, over rock, sand or gravel, it is absolutely necessary to
niaintain the litter, in order to protect the fertile soil below it
from erosion.
The amount of water which is retained by the absorptive
action of the soil-covering is considerable; dry coniferous
needles can

absorb 4 to

5

times their weight in water,

dry beech leaves 7 times, and mosses (i to 10 times this
amount, without allowing it to dribble away.

This absor])tive

power of tlie soil-covering is increased further by that of
humus for water-vapour, which, becoming condensed in the
cool soil, increas(“B the su|)]ily of moisture.
Once the soil-covering is saturated thoroughly with water
from atmospheric jirecipitation, it passes on the superfluous
water

to

the subjacent soil, in

the numerous interstices

of which it is distrihnted, and thus reaches the roots of the
trees.

Slight showers, which are so necessary for natural

rogoneralioii

under a shidler-wood, and

during

the

dry

season are fully ahsorlied by the litter, do not reach the
plants’ roots. In this resiiocl, the litter is the more hurtful,
the thicker it is. lint if the rain is sulViciently heavy, the
litter prevents too rapid evaporalion of the w ater in the soil.
K. Kamaim (1HP5) found, that the soil in dense crops of
trees, with plenty of litter, is less moist than the soil of
agricultural land; when the leaves come out iti spring, tlieir
Iransfortnation causes a considerable loss of water from the
deeper layers of the soil; shaded glades in a wootl are much
moistor than the soil of an old crop of trees.

Hoppe (If)OO)

also showed that the soil in dimse crops of trees with litter
was less moist t'nati in clearings.

Eht^rraaver* has proved

esjanimentally that the soil-covering of leaves and needles
evaporates water ‘21 times less than does a forest soil without
litter.

There is a dilTereuce in this resj>ect between leaf-

litter atul moss-litter.

Wollny showed that the soil-covering

• !>»• rb^HikrtiiM'hon Kinwcrktingen

WaltJoh Auf l.uft u.

Jbffects os tree-gbowth.
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of beeoh leaves is the best defence against evaporation, and
much more so than the rapidly evaporating covering of moas
in coniferous forests, which dries up in stuumcr.
evaporated

the following ])orcentageH of

Fricke

the precipitated

water:
Old crops where litter was removed (1).
,.

„

not

„

(‘2).

-JO
!i5

per c('nt.
„

„

Polos 1 and 2.47 and 10 „
C'lear-fellings 1 and 2 .... 102 and 67 ,,
[Ototsky in Hussia tlH'.t.o), Tolsky in Russia (lllOl 2),
E. Henry in France (1000-2), and 11. S. Poarson in India
(1004-51 have made a series of observations which show:
that in all cases the level of sulwoil water in forest i.s lower
than outside, the tree influence; that the level is steadier inside
than Dili side forest ; tlial old woods lower the level iiior(! than
young woods, and that in a low rainfall area, the diflere.nco in
the levels is greater than where the rainfall i.s more ahundant.
-Tr.J^
(1)1 Influence on Porosity of the Soil.
The activity of a soil dei)endh also on its porosity, wliiidi
affords interstices in it for the circulation of air and renewed
supplies of o.xygen.

Litter and humus keep the soil loose

and prevent its being caked by the rain.

Humus becomes

mixed with the mineral soil to various depths ly the infiltra¬
tion of water, and by the activity of earthworms, mice,
moles, etc.
Wherever masses of imperfectly decomposed humus acenmnlate, not only water, hut also the necessary niixtiiro of
organic matter, with the mineral soil, are absent: so also are
earthworms and other animals and bacteria, the share of
which in rendering a soil nutritive and porous is considerable.

(c) Maintenance of an Even Temperature in the Soil.
If it iscorrect toaflirra, that, during the full activity of the roots
of trees, a temperature of 68° to 72' F’. is necessary, the soil* ‘‘Indian ForetsteiV February,

whoreii-ferctu'f'Kare j^iven.

(SI

^OREST-UTTteB.

idvering of dead leaves, which reduces the temperature during
ihat season must be injurious, and there would be no growth
at all in the spruce, silver-fir and beech forests of the Bavarian
plateau.
Mayr’s observations prove, that during the months MayAugust, the following temperatures prevail in July;—

iVpUi of .'toil
ill lUfllPH.

8
10
21

Jliltt) Hoil.

Moil fnvortnj witli
foliaiif.

AM''
Ajr'
(52''

(Jir
AA''
AT"
r.'i"

Ouvfu'd soil ami dimao
crop of

r,7-

F.
Al^ „
A2' „
A1' „

Ilouce it follows :—that tho soil-covering of litter, by itself,
and when united

to the cover of the trees, cools tho soil

considerably; that (phto low

teinptiratures Buftici' for the

activity of the roots of trees, so that the cooling of the soil
during the season of growth is not prejuilicial;

the con-

Be<iuenl elevation of the toniporature of the soil in winter, ie
indifferent to the plants, but involves a continuous chemical
decomiwsition of the litter, whenever this temperature ie
above freezing point.
In soils containing humus, according to Frank, fungi whiel:
form a mycorhizn on tho roots of most forest trees, are alwaye
present, they

are absent in soil

deprived of humus [oi

artificially sterilised by burning.—Tr.] and a long time passe;
before mycorhizae are produced. Owing to this symhiosiB o
plants and fungi, tho former not only derive nutritive raattei
through

the

humus, but

are

enabled

to

obtain

nitrb

genous substance indirectly from the atmosphere.

,

(d) Fertility of the Soil.
*

Humus improves the productivity of soils, chiefly by it
physical power of absorption, wid also by its own deoompi)
sltion and conversion into nutritive material.
Water am
Ittater-vapour are absorbed by humus, as well as th^
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important mineral and nitrogenous sabstances (potash, phos¬
phoric acid, ammonia, etc.), which combine with various
compounds formed in solution by humus, and are retained by
it, ready for absorption by the roots of trees.
The residual products of the decomposition of hurans, are
ash constituents, carbon-dioxide and water; they are either
quite pure, or in the form of salts that are the food and
manure of the forest.

By the ash-constituents, set free by

the decomposition of humus, most of tlio nutritive matter that
the production of wood has taken from the soil, is returnod to
,t in the mo.st assimilable condition.
From tlie successful use of manure in agriculture, we can
iee how greatly the growth of i)lants dopends on these ashsonstituents, also prove tlie good results obtained l>y mamiring
mr nursery lines and seed-beds, and the difference between
the production of wood on .soils that aro rich, or poor, in
nutritive mineral matter.
Nowadays foresters aro more and more favourable to the
use of artificial manures for forest plantations, as well as for
forest nurseries (Jontseh, Schwappach, Giorslxirg, Matlies,
Bairniann, Frieke and others); so also the sowing of legumi¬
nous plants, as accumulators of nitrogen, has been found
beneficial to inipoveri,sbed soil.

Section

III.—kfoiu! ov

Di-xoMeosiTiON

of

1''oi!est Litteb.

It is well known that the decompo.sition of organic subitances is effected only by bacteria and fungi,* the sjnjcies of
which are affected, relatively and absolutely, by the. reaction of
the soil (acid, neutral or alkaline)'; probably the acid products
of humus are due to low organisms.

If the layers of litter

become dry, the process of decomposition is interrupted and
unfavourable kinds of humus are formed.
The comparative rate of the decomposition of forest-litter
and humus is influenced chiefly by the kind of soil-covering,
soil, locality, climate, nature of standing-crop, etc.
• B&niann. Iteiwelcs Huhflllmni and Kruuse, "Aiizahl u. Hedetdnug tier
Itiederea OrganUmen m Waid u. Mwrbbdcn. JSeiLschrift t K. n. Jagtlwcsen,”

I§89.

f u**

£

1-IjA 1 A liA.

(a) Kind of Soil-Covering.—Soft and only slightly lignified
parts o! plants decompose most rapidly.

Thus, of hroadleaved

trees, the dead leaves of the horabeam, asb and lime decom¬
pose more rapidly than those of oak, beech and birch.

Of

conifers, larch needles are decomposed soonest, then Scots pine
needles, those of silver-fir, and most slowly, those of spruce.
It is generally true, that dry leaves of broadleaved trees
decompose more rapidly than coniferous needles.

Mosses

are known to deconijiose very slowly : hut their decomimsition
once commenced, they pass (piickly through the condition of
liuniUK to that of complete dissolution.

On this account, the

living layer of moss rests on the. ground with hardly any
noticeahle intermediate laye.r and may ho removed from it
like a cariiet.
(h) Soil. ■ Tho most important factors in the soil, wliieh
expedite decomjiositioii of the soil-covering, are, its capacity for
heat, its degree of porosity and the amount of moistiin! it con¬
tains. ]>ecomposition is generally slowest on clay or loam,
(jiiicKest on calcareous soil and sand. It is especially rapid on
moist calcareous soil in South (Icruiany ; after two years most
of the litter is deeomj)osed, the humus decomposing still
more quickly.
(c) Locality.—It is well known that decom])osilion proceeds
more slowly on north and cast than en south and west aspects;
northerly s1o^K!s arc damp and coot, aiul in folds of the hills near
tho valleys the rate of decomposition is extremely slow ; in such
places tho greatest amount of partly do<-omposed humus and
litter accumulates.
(d) Climate.—Southern countries ju'ove conclusively that
heat combined with moisture is most eflective in exirediting
decomposition ; in South Germany, and still more in Hungary,
etc., decomposition proceeds much more rapidly than in North
Gomiany and the countries bordering on the Baltic.

Whilst

in the latter ease 3 or 4 years are often required to complete
the process of decomposition, one or at most two years suflice
for the former.

[In an Indian forest, except in mountainoas

districts, it is rare to find any noticeable layer of humus in
forests.—Tr.]
The contrasting climates of the lowlands and
mountaiu-regions of Europe have opposite effects on
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deconiposilioii; tho high l•eh^t■iv^!-l)lullillity of Ihe air and low
mean temperature in niounlain traet.s caiwe deep layers of raw
humus to acennndate in fortists.'^
(o) Density of Standing Crop of Trees.—Neither a dense
crop of trees, nor an open, liglil eroj), such as that of light¬
demanding trees, when they hecoine old, and wtauis cover
the ground, afford the nio.st favniirahle conditions for the
decomposition <it litter and its admixture with the mineral soil,
as ordinary neutral mould; in holh cases, the humus accumu¬
lates in an incom]det(dy decomposed, sour condition, as peat,
I’eat hinders the ahsorjilion of water hy tlu! roots of the trees
and prevents the aeiatiivn of the soil, it inleriujits the noniial
loosening of flm soil, and hy the iulillration of .solutions of
humus under its supertlcial layers ciiusos the formation of a
hard pan.

The im]U)rlanl inituence of the various systems

of management result from the ahovcf considerations.

Clear-

cutting yields the densest even-aged cn)|ih; srdoefion forests,
resembling virgin forest most closely, affords the iimst favour¬
able eonditions.

It is evident that in the tending of a wiasl, 'tv

thinnings, selling llie older trees free, nmhu’iilanting lightdemanders, etc., the forester has the best means for regulating
and maintaining the normal dra'omposilion of the soil-covering
of litter.
If litter and humus are to produce the most advantageous
effects <ai forest-growth, the litter must be decomposed chiefly
by bacteria and fungi, this decomposition must be moderately
fast and uninterrupted.
Although it is difficult to decide ahsoluUdy the proper period
for the decomposition of humus, it may he Bai<l, that for
ordinary forest localities, this is most hcneficial, when hroiulleaved litter is converted into humus within three years, and
coniferous litter in throe or four years, while the layer of
hunlus below is only a few centimeters thick.
The hurtful effects of breaking up the soil and mixing litter
and humus on poor soil, hy pigs, a comparison of the humus
in such areas, with others in which pannage is not allowed,
will demonstrate clearly.
• Bamatin, ‘'Die kliiuatiwihen IkKJtinzoneii
Bt. Petersburg.

B<«lcukun<le, 11)01,
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From the above considerations it is evident, that forest Httei*;!;
is one of the most important factors in the productivity ofjj
the soil.

As in forestry, where practised on a large scale, .

it is impossible to substitute manure for litter; normally;^
decomposed litter by its physical and chemical properties
and its effects on the soil, is indispensable.
Section

IV.—Amount

op Fobebt-Litteb produced.

Owing to the importance of moss and weeds as well as dead'
leaves and needles in the supply of litter for farmyards, the
different nature of these kinds of litter and the various ways in
which they affect wood-production, itis necessary to consider the
question separately for each kind of forest litter.
1. Dead Leaves and Needles.
Experience shows that the annual amount of litter produced
from dead leaves and needles in a forest varies with the species
of tree, locality, weather, density of crop and age of trees.
(a) Species of Tree.—Three factors have great influence on
theauiount of litter produced by European forest trees; namely,
the density of the foliage, its duration on the trees and the
suitability of the species to form a more or less dense leafcanopy.

Considering all these factors, not for individual trees

but for a crop of trees, and deducting the amount of moss pro¬
duced in coniferous forests, the species may be arranged, as
follows, in descending order of their comparative production of
dead leaves or needles:—
Beech;
Sycamore and other maples, lime, sweet-chestnut, hazel j
. Hornbeam, alder, black pine ;
Elms, oaks, black poplar ;
Scots pine, larch;
Spruce, silver-fir;
Ash;
Birch, aspen.

The density of foliage of a B{)eeie8 depends on the natiuv
.the locality and its mode of growth. Silver-fir, spruce
beech have the densest foliage; that of hornbeam, syeaifii^

t«h, dm, lime, Weymouth pine, sweet-chestnut, alder and hazel
is also dense though comparatively lighter than the above;
oaks, poplar, birch, pines and larch close tlie list.
The duration of the leaves on the trees is longest for
evergreen conifers, silver-fir, spruce ami pines.

In the case

of the black, AVeymonth and Scots pines, the needles remain
from two to four years; in the spruce and silver-fir, four to
six years and even longcu- for the latter.

Hence it follows that

pines shed about one-third of their foliage annually, the spruce
and silver-fir only the fifth or sixth part. These siiecies, there¬
fore, are much worse producers of litter than follows from the
density of their foliage.
Silver-fir, spruce and beech possess in the highest degree the
property of growing in densely stocked woods, next come the
hornbeam and hazel—some way further down in the list—alder
and sycamore.

In the case of ash, ehns, oaks, swect-chestmit,

bii'ch, aspen, Scots pine and larch, the woods open out much
earlier.

As compared with woods of light-demanding trees,

those of mixed light-denianders and shade-bearers produce
more litter, whilst woods of spruce, silver-fir and beech produce
litter most ahuiidantly.
(b) Locality.—The nature of tlie locality iii which it is grown
has the gi eiitest possible influence on the wellbeing of a species
of tree. The more a locality suits a tree, the greater, other
conditlona being equal, will be the production of litter.

As a

rule, a moist atmosphere, provided there is sufficient heat
available for the 8|)ecie8 in question and a rich soil, increases
the density of the foliage.
E. Weber’s* note on beech leaf-production should also be
noted, viz., that it falls off in quantity with tlie altitude.
(c) Weather.—Any casual observer must have noticed that
according to the changes of weather in different years, the
forest presents different appearances, being in certain years
i freslier, greener and possessing denser foliage than at other
^ times.

Spring weather, when the foliage is produced, is most

decisive in this respect.

Years with severe late frost and dry

keaaoss produce less foliage than moist years free from frost.
• KluTiiiuyer,

“hie WaliWrcn," p. 87.
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According to Krutzsch, there may be a difference of 60 per cefit.
in the amount of foliage produced by Scots pine and beech
in wet and dry years.

Severe storms during the season when

leaves are produced are very prejudicial to the supply of foliage.
(d) Density of Growth and System of Management.—The
densest woods do not produce most litter, nor do ojien woods
where each tree is ex])osed completely to tho influence of light,
the number of individual trees being then too few.

The most

litter is ])roduced annually when there are as many stems as
possible in a wood, with the proviso that each stem has ample
room for its growth—a density which results from wellexecuted thinnings.
Even-aged woods exorcise a similar influence to that of the
density of woods on tho annual supply of litter.

\\ hen all trees

in a wood are of the same height and their crowns form a dense
leaf-canopy at a uniform level above the ground, the influence
of light is far less than when the heights of the trees vary, wdien
lateral light is admitted between the groups of the taller trees
and their crowns consecpiently grow lower down their stems,
as in the group and selection systems.
(e) Age of Trees.—Tin; greatest production of dead leaves
and needles is during the pole stage, and falls off only slightly
in the older stages of high forest, provided the leaf-canopy is
fairly complete.
The following results give tho average yield of litter as deter¬
mined by observation* made in the Bavarian Htate forests.
One acre of dense forest of the ages given in tho subjoined
statement produces annually so many tons of air-dried litter:
SlBllCf

Aitf of Wood.

Tmlcr 3U
25 to 50
30
00

.
.
.

Tims.
—
•—
107

60
tiO
T6 „ 100
Over 90

.
...
...
.

itit
—
1«2

—

Average

l'(U

Splits jnuc.

131

Tons.
—
1’56
■’ —
1’4
—
l'«9
—

l.«

MS

Toils
HfiO
—
I’58
—
1 35
—

Ebormayer, “ We geasmmtc l^elin; Uer WakWtreu,’' Tteilln, 1879,
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it is evident that, when the litter is allowed to accumulate in
a forest for several years, the supply is greater than that pro¬
duced annually.

At the same time the accumulation is

limited, as the lower layers are constantly docomposing and
only the upper layers are available for liller.

In this respect

investigation has led to the adoption of the following average
figures per acre:—

Ih'ei-li.

Xo. of j'^arn.

I

3 yoju'V suplil.V

;

i\

t>vcr»* veins' Mipply...

Av(‘i!«oe

!

j

Kltiufi'.

j

■r.-nn

1
1'
1

3IM’.

I

:i«H

I

Tnn-s.
li r.t;

3 3H

;

117

1

Ml

i

7 ;u

!

4 n

Kfil

SetH pilH' j

I

I
j

I

i
I
J

air-dried litter (15 to
if the following weight:

Beech

.

.

•

•

Kilo'
Hi-r>

Spruce

.

.

•

■

itw-t

LI.-. j.or
• •Ul'lf
r,
lOTj
7'■!1
f. ■rt

117’!1

Scots pine

loi-o

Moss-litter

Hence the yitdd of litter may he calculated in slaidosl cubic
meters or in waggon-loads per acre (as in the following state¬
ment) as waggons drawn by two horses usually carry o stacked
cubic meters (ITO'u cubic feet) of litter;
IVri;)!.

Si'iit.- riili-,

One year’s supply

.10

ti

Six years’

■ 20

16

„

Spruiw.

4

2. Mtm-lAtler.
The forest is the home of most mosses, esiiecially of the
arger species, which may lie used for litter. The growth of
HOBS dettends generally on the presence of damp soil and air,.
jnd a certain amount of cover.
full exjiosure to light.

Only a few mosses can stand

Some kinds of forest mosses form

large tufts only exceptionally, whilst other gregarious mossea
y.n.

^ “

(Drawn by E. S. Troop, after Schware.)
1. Polytriobnm commune. 2. Sphagnum cymbifolinm. 3. Hylocoml
triuuetrom. 1. llylocomium aplcmlens.

1H
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ttnder favourable circumstanees may carpet the ground over
extensive areas.

If these carpets are formed of the larger

kinds of moss, they yield a very important form of litter.
Of the mosses employed usually for litter, several species of

the

large genus Ilfipnuin and of other genera are common,
ag;*_Hi/pnnm Schrcheri, piirim, ca>-pidiititm, molliisi-um,

cupresHiJarme; lliilocomtiiin sph'iulfiin, S'/iirt/ nwaia, triquetrum
and forcMHiBruehiithedum nitabiitiim ; Cumpolherium lutrtcens; TlnikUiint lami(rirriitiiin and abietiiiiiiii, etc.; also/'ufytrkhim

formosiiiii

and

nniiijeriim;

Uieramtm

uropariiim;

Bnrtramia fontana ; Climaliiim demlroulnton wet, swampy
ground, besides some

of the above, species of Sphmiiium

predominate.
The (piantity of moss in a forest that may b(! used for
litter, depends cbietly on the species of tree of which the
standing-crop is composed, the age of the wood, and the
system of management.
As regards species of tree, moss is most la'evalont in coni¬
ferous woods, and especially in those of sjiriice and silvei-lh ,
it is rare for broadleaved woods to prodm^b moss in sufliciont
abundance to be utilizalde as litter.

The older the trees, the

greater the amount of moss, unless opening Abe cover should
>dmit sunlight and dry the soil, when the mosses cease to
thrive.

The system of

management

followed

is

also

influential.
It is chiefly the annual fall of dead leaves in broadlonved
woods that forms an obstacle to the growth of moss, as they
intercept the small amount of light which mosses require, and
small tufts of moss which may'be produced hero and there are
stifled by the dead leaves falling on them in succeeding years.
It is different in coniferous woods; the tliinner coating of dead
needles affords room for the spread of any mosses which have
germinated and sufficient light for their development. As the
moss then grows regularly through the annual fall of needles,
the litter consists of an inseparable mixture of moss and
.dead needles, and only exceptionally can they be collected
separately.
?>• Vide BnUthwaite'* “British Moss Flora’'; also Janua' “Field-Flora oi
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In Scots pine and larch woods, moss is generally an un¬
important factor in the soil-covering, or may be completely
absent. Hunger-moss, or Iceland-moss (Cetrana) i<’ a lichen
and denotes great poverty of soil.
As regards age, in the early years of dense spruce and
silver-fir forests, there is only a slight produetion of moss;
after the loaf-canopy has hecoiue tdevatod, so as to admit suffi¬
cient light to the soil and allow for a slight movement of aircurronts, moss gradually spreads over the ground. It then
continually becomes denser and deeper the higher the leaf
canojiy, and attains its maximum in mature woods which have
been already thinned and contain (idrano’-yroH th,‘* piovided
the soil continues moist.
I’lie system of management affiads the grow th of moss, in
so tar that uneven aged woods, resulting from natural regene¬
ration by seeil, are generally more favourable for the produc¬
tion of moss than even-aged and artificially formed woods.
Wherever the growth of moss is luxuriant, it regenerates
itself after removal for litter more rapidly than under
opposite conditions.
If the moss has been completely
removed, an interval of 3 to 5 years passes before it is repro¬
duced, and this may be longer on iioor soils.

3. Litit'r froiii IfVrds.
The forest weeds, which are used chiefly as litter, are
heather, broom. Genista and ferns : loss frequently-billierrybuahes (rurrimimi .l/i/r(i/fHs) and other 6i>ocies of VacciaiKWt,
reeds, gjrass, etc.
Heather, chiefly ling (CrtUuiia nili^ans't, [but in Britain, also
bell-heather (h’rini ciiicmi) and cross-heather (A'. Tetralix).—
Tr.] jiroduces a sour, partly-decomposed humus, which when
the soil is dry, resembles charcoal-iiowder, but when the soil
is wet, forms a moist mass; heather jiredominates on open
sunny localities and on poor silicious soils, where it spreada
freely and produces peaty heather-humus. Tlie removal oi
the heather with the sods of humus, that are full of its roots,
AdTaaM'grswtb.—Tlie setxUins uodciwxl »prioging-ui) in n tifgh loi^.
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is generally benelicial for forest plants, which can overpower
this weed only when they have formed a closer canopy of
shade.

[In Urilain, howevor, the heather serves oftwi as a

protection to young plants against spring-frosts, and they do
not suffer from its presence so much as in the drier climate of
the Continent.—Tr.;
The broom {Ci/lisiis scoimriiis) is produced hy nearly every
kind of soil; it is chiefly prevalent on silicious soils, but also
/grows on argillaceous schist, iiuartzite, limestone, and even on
chalk.
soil.

It always implies an admivliire of certain clay in the
It resembles heather in reiiuiring a complete exposure

to light and a moderately warm atmospluive.
Among ferns, the widely-s)ir<iad bracken (/’/en's aipoViiiu)
is most important, As)ii(Uinn I'iU.i-iikih and Anji/ciiiidii Filixfrwinti also are used as litter.

They re(piire a moist, or even

wet soil, but eaniiot stand stagnant moisture,

llalf-sliaded

localities, or fully (i\po.s(sl but cool, damii [daces, suit tliem
best.
Tliey grow best in moist, no longer completely closed old
woodlands, es|)ecially in siu'iice and silver-lir forests, witli a
moderate soil-eoveriiig of moss. Clearings for plantations, on
nortluuly aspects witli a rich soil, also [iroduce a vigorous
growth of ferns.
Bilberry (I'airiiiiuni

and other sjiecies of I'un i-

nium are less frciptently naed as litter than tlie aijovomentioned jdants; tlieir stems are usually too woody and no
weetls decompose more slowly.

They reijuiisf an amount of

clay in the soil, and needs shade in soils free from clay, and
consequently dry.
Sjieeies of Varaiiiiiiii hence are found in loamy soil in
lightly shaded, old woods, when the soil has become super¬
ficially impoverished; more on warm tlian on cold as[)ects,
both in broadleaved and coniferous forests.

A large supply

of Vaednium litter, therefore, always im|ilies deteriorating
old woods, or stunted young woods containing blanks. On
superior soils a vigorous growth of billrerry is also found in
young woods not yet fully closed.

The bilberry, like many

other forest weeds, has a superficial root-system, but no other
weed covers the ground so thoroughly with its densely matted

Y/4
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'.Tl

ta?.TTl,Tn“'“
SOU, so far
as the bilberry roots extend.

ol thi

In wet swampy localities, on fairly level ground manv
species of roeds and sedges grow (Jmam, CcJ.r, etc) • they
be'^icf’t ‘'If
die early in the winter, and can
be raked together easily. In some districts, as in Upper
Bavaria, meadows of sour grasses, rushes, etc., are used for

Section

V.—Modks

of Habvesting Litter.

The different ways in which litter is harvested are all
queltfom

i"'
1. Litter from Dead Lraren and Xt cdlen,

In collecting litter eom,,08ed almost exclusively of dead
leaves or needles, with only a few weeils and a scanty
admixl,nre of moss, wooden rakes are always used.
^
Iron rake.s are (piite inadmissible, as they not only damage
the super ,cud roots of tree.s, hut also penetrate the layer of
humus, which they remove partly, as well as the litter. 'Thin
lakes. The beap.s of dead loaves and needles are packed in
cloths or nets or removal either to the farms or to a forest
X.

"• ““

On smooth ground it is easy to rake up every leaf, but when.
Scks a^ir "
>*>'
hummocks, stones,
rocks and roots, or overgrown with shrubs, bushes grass or
weeds, or finally, j,, places where swine have been rooting--',
raking is a dilhcult process. A considerable amount of litter
Thus

1

’^“
lu tl'O forest, and
“how the forests may be protected:
by artificial means against a too complete removi of htter
'
hv

dies, and thus allows tree
'IT i
Species of
genus is host represented in the Niloirl mu.
tor fuel, uanible, - Manual «f itl* n

the whole c«»a
a

^

^ Himala.vas, but th«'d

'Mitti
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2. Litter fnnn Mum.
Wherever the moss has grown into cushions, in which, as
in silver-fir and spruce woods, the needles are eiuheddod, it
Can be raked together.

Certain kinds of moss, however, can

be gathered only by hand.

3. LitUr/rom Weeds.
Heather is the most prcnluctive form of weed-litter, and is
harvested in dilTerent way*, according to its ago and silvi¬
cultural ro(juii'emonts.

Hester is cut usually with the sickle,

provided it is not more th^ 8 to i years old ; when old and
woody, it must bo cut with a sirong knife, or wlienuvor theie
is no fear of injuring forest plants which are growing among
the heather, it may be pulled u]) h\ hand.

Whenever the

heather is harvested on blanks, or waste land, it is best to
use a strong sevthe, and when not only the heather but the
grassy or mossy tufts which accompany' it ani utilised, a
broad, sharp hoe is used.

Bilberry and other I ueciiiiinii

undergrowth, also broom and hirns, when used for litter, are
harvested like heather.

Ail the heather and othei woods,

which have been gathered, are brought usually in cloths to the
forest depot; broom and ferns are often lirmly tied on the
spot into bundles by means of withes.
Bbi'tion VI.—Limits to Usk of Litthu.
The forester must endeavour to render the removal of litter
as innocuous as possible.

Thus the demaml for litter should,

if possible, be met by supplying those kinds which tlie forest
can best dispense with ; places and woods are opened which
can-best withstand the loss; the intensity and length of rota¬
tion of the removal of Utter should be modified in places which
are most liable to injury, and a season chosen for the usage
when the soil is least exposed to be dried up.
1. Kind of Litter.
Litter from roads, halting-places, ditches and blanks, and
forest weeds, may be supplied with least injury to the

isrert.
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Only when other sources of supply fail should the removal
of ground-litter be permitted from the woods.

The remaining

paragraphs refer to that mode of litter only.

.

2 locality.
The better localities should l)e taken in hand first, the
inferior ones being spared as long as possible.

Litter which'

has been heaped up by the wind in wet places, on moist, lowlying ground, in hollows, ravines or narrow valleys, and thick
cushions of moss in damp ground and on places about to be
regenerated naturally, may bo utilized with the least damage
to the forest.

There is sometimes in cold localities a stiff,

heavy soil, which is improved by removing the litter.

The

lorth and east slopes of hills, with rich deep soil covered with
iCattered

blocks of stone or bouMers, and terraces or gentle

lopes on mountain-sides, should always ho preferred, the
nore exposed places being used only as a last resort.

Places

ixposed to wind, such as hill-tops, mountain-ridges, steep
leclivities and (wpecially the upper parts of stec'}) mountainihains, should Ire spared always.
'i. Niitiire (>/ Crup.
Vigorous, dense, mature crops of trees should be opened
!or the removal of litter in pniference to other parts of a
'orest.
All woods that are deteriorating for any reason—
»^hich have suffered from caterjiillars,'snow-break, wind-break,
Ironght, etc., or in which, from any cause, the leaf-canopy has
jponed out - (for instance, immediately after thinnings, pre¬
paratory fellings, etc.V- must be protected as long as possible
tgainst the removal of littor.

.All woods intended lor iiume-

Jiate natural regeneration, and even-aged old woods ready for
telling may be opened, but all young woods, till they have
reached middle-age, should be spared.
18

Litter should, as far

possible, he preserved carefully in coppice-with-standards

ind coppice, and especially in oak-bark coppice.

.

4 Intensity of the Usage.
Only undeoomposed litter should be removed, that in proMs^f decomposition being preserved.

This proviso cannot

UMITS TO USE OF UTTER.
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indeed be coinjdelely secured, but every effort must be made
in this direction and the removal of the humus should never
be permitted.

The more a locality requires jirotection, the

more superficial should be the removal of the litter; this is
possible if the workmen are engaged by the forest-manager,
but when the peasants remove litter on their own account, it
is better to allot a largo area instead of a small one for the
removal of litter.

The mossy cariait in spruce and silver-fir

forests should never be removed entirely, but only in ))a(c.hoa
or strips.
in sods.

The hoe must never be used for removing heather
AVlien dead leaves are raked (ogelber, only a wooden

rake with wide, intervals between tho teeth should bo >ised,
never an iron rake.

.

0

IiCIt'llIl of ('IllUl’-tillW.

The length of close-time between (wo successive removals
of litter from the same area depends on the nature of the
locality ; the soil and configuration of the ground should bo
considered first, and, only in the second jdace, the species,
age, and condition of the wood.

It retptires no argument to

prove that the foresUu- should insist on as long a close-timoas
possilile, and should only consent to an interval less than six
years when absolutely comitelled to do so. 1 lie close-time
maybe shortened in crops of trees that have attained their full
maturity, but must be kept its long as possible in llui case of
young woods.

G.

Sf'iixan.

lleatlior iitid broom hbmiKl be hiirvesUi<l juKt l)e{ore tbey fti*e
completely in blossom, ferns' in the autumn; on regenerationareas it is better to collect litter sonKiwhat late in the year.
Ground-litter should be raked up chietiy in autumn, while the
leaves are falling.

Wherever the removal of litter must take

place in spring, it should ho restricted as much as possible in
quantity ; the farmer, however, requires more litiiw in spring
than in autumn.

Dry weather is preferable for the removal of

litter, as then the work is less lalrorious, and because, in wet
• [Hon. 0.1.ascflles, Iteputy Surveyor. New Forest, states that if bracken ia

cat before the end of September, as m tiie forrait of Dean, its riiizomcs become
greatly weakened, and the crop becomea grailually poorer.—Tr.]
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weather, in order to obtain dry litter, the peasant will select
the very places that are most liable to damage.
7. Plan of Operations.
It is in many places usual to draw up a plan of operations
for the removal of litter, to serve for a longer or shorter series
of years; this is revised usually at the same time as the forest
working-plan.

In such a plan all coinjiartinonts are designated

which may bo opened for the removal of litter, subject to a
suitable close-time, and the plan is based on area.

Although

this plan is drawn up on dilTercnt principles in the different
German countries, yet they all agiajc. in excluding from the
usage areas requiring proUiction, and especially all kinds of
young woods.

After this has been deducted, thu remaining

area is divided by the liguro nqu'cscnling the rotation of the
litter, the (piotiont being the area which is opened annually
for the removal of litter.

In order to compensate for the

withdrawal of the annual felling-areas from the area oiien to
the removal of litter, an area of tlie oldest woo<ls equal to
those which were closial, must bo (qiened annually to the
usage.

In canintries where years of scarcity of straw occur

periodically, a reserved area of woodland .should be set aside,
whieh may be opened when reipiired.
In Baden, removal of litter is not allowed in the case of
broadleaved woods, till they are -10 years old: in coniferous
woods—30 years, and in coppices
shortest close time is three years.

12 to 1,7 years.

The

In Hesse, removal of litter

is not allowed in high forest till after the first thinning, attd
in coppice till the second half of the rotation.

In Bavaria, all

woods are closed to the removal of litter till the second half of
the rotation; the close-time is as follows:—
Natnre of foiMt.

suil. j

l»ry hoil.

\ cars.
Scots
larch, birch
...
Beech, oak, silver-fir, spruce ...

I
!

3

a

1
i

6

to

In the'Wurtemberg State forests all rights to litter he®*
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either been commuted [by purchase, or by grautiuR a forest
area to the commune wliich lield the right—Tr.], or are now
in process of commutation, so that no plan of operations for
the removal of litter is required.

In Prussia the local forest

official is authorised, according to the actual reiiuircmeiits of
the people, to open those forest areas for the removal of litter
which are best able to bear it.

Section VII.—Mook of Discosai. and S\i.n of FoiihstLittkii.
1. iVr.s'(Oi(i ivlio iiKiii I'l imiii- I.ith'i-.

Owing to the great prejudice to woo<l production caused by
the removal of litter, this usage is not considered as a regular
form of {(ovsl utilisalion, as in the case of wood and other
minor produce; hut unless Iherc is any actual right of user,
it should he I'ennitted only as an extraordinary concossion
for otherwise irremediable agricultural distress.

Thus, lilter

is grunted hy a fore.st ollic.ial only to right-holders, or hy
special iicrmit.

In holh cases the amount granted is limited

by silvicultural requirements, as laid down for instance in the
plan of operations, and in cases of urgent necessity even these
may be exceeded.
(a) Bight-holders.—Plights to litter are, geneially unlimited
in amount; even then they must IfO liniiteil hy the requiri*,ments of the right-holders, or by those of silviculture.

It is

extremelv difficult to decide what are the actual reiiuire.ments
of the right-holders, so that silvicultural roquiienionts may be
paramount. .\11 national-econoirnc laws in (lermany proscribe
that rights to minor-produce from a forest must he so limited
in volume as not to endanger the production of wood.

The

necessary limits are laid down in the j)lans of operation for
flitter, which have lieen drawn up hy competent persons, and
all grants of litter to right-holders must therefore be kept
, wit^ the limits prescribed in these plans.
V (b) Permit-holders.—Permits to remove litter should be
I,given only to persons actually in need of it.
It is evident that to supply litter too liberally to farmers

forkst-litter.
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tempts them to abstain from producing sufficient straw for
their cattle.

In years of scarcity of straw, however, exceptional

assistance to farmers is justified.

Thus, in the dry year, 1893,

about 7.5,000 tons of forest-litter, from the State forests of
Bavaria, were given to the farmers.

The forest-owner should

see to it that these aids to agriculture do not become normal.

2. Sale of Ijitfcr.
Litter can be sold only in two ways: by royalty, or by
pubUc auction.
only if

The latter method, however, can be adopted

the removal of litter is regarded

as a measure

necessary for forest managemiiiit.
It litter is sold to the liigbcst liid.ler, it at once assumes the
charactm- of ordinary fo'cst produce;

farmers base tlieir

cultivation on these sales and expect them to recur annually,
and thus a demand for litter arises.

Attempts an being made

to render the demands for litter jiermanonl.

1 ru-es obUined

for it by auction represent only the agricultural value of
litter,

if they are to guide the forester in fixing the realty

it should be remembered that the forest point of view differs
from the agricultural opinion of the value of forest-litter.
Thero is, however, little or no objection to auctioning litter
of forest weeds, the removal of which rarely injures a forest.
In fixing royalties for litter, two points must be considered,
the unit of measurement to be adopted and the rate of royalty,
(a) Unit of measurement.—Forest litter may be measure
,V area or by volume; in the former case, as a rule, one or
aiore compartments in a forest are opened to all permitholders who nmiove the litter collectively.

They either divide

the litter among themselves, or each permit-holder is allowed
to remove a specific number of cartloads or headloads.

Then

separate areas usually are allotted to the different modes of ^
conveyance (carls, wheelbarrows, headloads, etc.).
litter b disposed of by volume, heaps of specified dimensions
are prepared by the permit-holders under the supemsion of
the guards.

The size of each heap corresiwnds usually to the

local waggon-load (for two horses or bullocks) termed m
German,

being equal

to five stacked cubic meters,
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Removal by volume in heaps is preferable to the metboil by
area, and does less injury to the forest. The litter is then
brought alongside the roads and piled in rectangular heaps of
equal size; these are counted and delivered in a regular
manner to the pennit-hohhus.
(b) Price of litter.—Strhdlv spe^aking, tlu! jirice of litter
should depend on the loss of wood increment caused by its
removal; for, from a silvicultural point of view, lithu is as
valuable as the mlditional volume of wood which would grow
on an area, were the litter allowed to remain. Since, however,
the exact amount of the loss of wood for any locality is, as a
rule, nou-ascertainahle, this method of valuing litter must he
nhandoned.

.Another means for determining the royalty on

litter is its agricultural value, which should ho the minimum
royalty for titter, and may he most correctly determined hy
sidling it hy public auction. The agricultural value of litter
depends on the current price of straw, on scarcity of straw,
and on the general conditions of agriculture.

IJrock says that

the dearer is straw, in a year ot scarcity, the chea|)er forestlitter should he ; in such case, old woods may he raked, polewoods cleared by hand of litter, in strips only.
liven in cases where forest-owners for certain reasons are
compelled temporarily to permit the removal ot forest-litter,
it should not ho given gratis, though lower prices than those
current for straw may he chaiged. This position among
others was adopted hy the Bavarian Forest l)e|iartment, in
the year of drought l8h;d-4.
[As regards the use of forest-litter in Britain, the following
data are given:
In the New Forest, about 11,500 hundles of heather are sold
per annum at 1«. 100 bundles, G hundles being about as mitoh
as a man can conveniently carry.

Heather is also cut and

sold in the Windsor Forest at Id. a lieaJload.
Bracken is cut, in the New Forest, from ihe 2511) September,
by the foresters, and is sold dry to farmers, who remove it
from the forest, at 8«. a waggon-load, the cost of cutting and
drying being 5«.

In the enclosures it is much more patchy,

and costs 7s. a loud to cut and dry, hut is then cut and sold
between the Isl of August and the 15th September, at ISs. a

m
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load.

People who are very keen about oracKen being

dried pay the extra price.

well-

From 1,800 to 2,000 tfaggon-loade

are thus removed annually.

In Windsor Forest, it is sold at

2*. a cart-load (one horse), the purchaser cutting it.

In the

Dean Forest, there is a poor crop of bracken, it being cut too
early, which weakens the rhizomes considerably.

The Hon.

G. Lascelles, Deputy Surveyor, New Forest, who supplied the
above information, states that if bracken is cut before the end
of September, as in the Forest of Dean, its rhizomes become
greatly weakened, and the crop becomes gradually poorer.
We have seen above that the removal of dead leaves and
other

forest-litter

is

praetised extensively

in

Germany

In Franco, this removal is termed »oiitro(/o, and litter if
Utu re, but the bencQls to the forest by disallowing its removal
have been felt so long, that no rights-of-cominon to such a
destructive practice are allowed by law, and in the standard
French book on silviculture, Hoppe et .lolyct, " Les Forets,”
lilOl, the practice (p. 123) is alluded to merely, “ Maig le
silriciitli'iir (toil surloiit s'opposor dc la famn la jiliig i'lii’ri/ique
a Vi'idrfemciit deg fiiiilU'S iiturtcg.

IlcurcaHciiifiil, cf jh'mi, qui

serif eiimrr eii Alleiiiaijiic, esf Irh bicalUi' rit Franve.”—Tr.]
Suction VIll.—Limits to I’kumissiui.k Usk of FouestLittkk.
Section I. of this chapter deals, in a general way, with the
question of forest-litter, and describes its important action
ui>on the well-being of the forest and on the production of
wood: it proves also that the removal of the litter is most.
injurious, wJionever it is necessary for the soil and crop of •
trees in question.

No further remarks on these points, there¬

fore, are required here, but those cases will be explained, in,
which the removal of titter does the least possible harm to the
forest, or even may be useful to it.

.

1 [jocality.
Dead-leaf litter may lie removed from places, where its
presence is indifferent, or suiierabundant; from areas not
used for the production of trees, such as forest meadows,

Or'itttK#,'.';'

m

lacim. roads, ditches, etc.; it should be removed from areas
used for tree-growth, but which are covered deeply with dead
leavesrdepressions,or freshly-sown compartments. All woedUtter may and should be removed, wherever it is a hindraiwe
to natural regeneration, or to the development of forest plants ;
also litter containing numerous Inrvie or pupic of destructive
insects.

Woods growing in localities, wherti the climate is

oool and moist, and where the rainfall is heavy are chosen in
preference to dry localities for the removal of litter.
2. Soil.
Soil that is minevalogically rich can withstand Iho removal
of litter better than poor silicions soil; on poor soils the ellect
of this removal is felt soonest and most sevcroly.
Schwappach states that in spruce woods of the host quality,
the annual removal of litter cvmi tor buig j.eriods has no had
effects.
18

Laspeyres found that the use of litter on good soils

indilTeretit ; that in years of drought litter may lio taken

from inferior soils,

lileuel* showed that atiiuml removal of

litter during periods of 21! to ItO years caused a falling off of
increment in old beech woods, on inferior soil, of ;t2, Jtlt, -12
and even 5('> per cent., while on good basalt soil (Ilhomd the
loss was only ^ !>er cent.

I'mler similar eonditioiis, the loss

of increment in Scots pine woods of good qtiality was T'S, 9'3
and 10-9.

llemova! of litter every three yia'irs in the Hpessart

from beech woods eaustal a Iocs of increment, of lit jut cent.,
every six yetirs, of U) per cent.

These observations showed

further, that the loss of increment increased steadily from
period to period.
The condition of the sntisoil is also important; if it is of
boulders, gravel, or of rock full of cracks, and also the ground is
sloping, the water descends to such a depth, as to be useless
for the forest.

The ill effects of the removal of litter from

soils full of springs or from deep soils are felt less; its had
effects are nowhere greater than on shallow soil, with a subsoil,
of gravel, etc.
• Blend, “ t'ber 'len Einflufis dfr Strvunutzunpauf tin* M(uw*‘npr(Klnftion de»
, liolaseH.”
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3. Climate.
In cool, moist climates and in localities sheltered frem the
wind, Utter decomposes slowly; sometimes it accumulates to
such an extent, that its removal may be even advantageous for
the trees.

Such places should be opened, first of all, for the

removal of litter.

4. Spcr.ies of Tree.
The removal of litter is the less injurious for any species of
tree, the better tbe locality suits it, and the less the producti¬
vity of the locality, depends on the soil-covering of dead leaves,
moss and bumus.

The (piestion is therefore strictly local,

and must be decided afresb for every change of loc.ality.
!j. At/e

<>/

Crop.

The removal of lilter is most prejudicial to young thickets
and ])oles; on the contrary, for mature crops of trees, at the
cominencomont of natural regeneration, its removal facilitates
the germination of the seed, [and enables the seedlings to
Iwcome rooted iirmly in the mineral soil, when they are less
exposed to ptcish from drought than if rooted merely in
the litter.—Tr.]
('). Itennil!/ of Crop.
There arc crops of such a density, that encourages ati
unproductive accumulation of jjartly decomposed humus; in
deuse spruce and silver-fir woods this had condition of the
soil arrests the growth of the trees.

In such cases, thinnings

are beneficial and so is the removal of the cushions of moss.
Also in croiis of pines, oak and larch, there is often a dense
soil-covering of matber or bilberry-plants, that induces the
formation of sour soil and of a pan; removal of the soil¬
covering and breaking up the soil is thus beneficial.

7, Iiileiisitt/ of the f’sai/c of Litter.
The shorter the period between consecutive removals of the
litter, tbe greater the injury to the crops.
may be termed rotation of the lifter-raking.

Such an interval

m
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It is also of great importance when the litter is removed,
■whether only the uppermost layer of iindecoinposed leaves, etc.,
k raked together, or the humus and miiieral soil below is
also affected.

The deeper the raking the nioro injurious it is.

Whenever deep raking i.s n^peatiHl fretpieully, the soil
becoine.s dry; it may become so linn and bard that tlio next
year’s dead leaves, either are blown away by the wind, or do not
coalesce with the soil tor several years.

Tluuefore, only the

upper and undccomjjosed, or slightly deconijxisetl, layer should
be removed, and the moss ronunaal only in strips.

fi.

Season for the I 'sii</e.

The removal of litter is more prejudieial during spring and
summer; less so in autumn befon^ tbo loaves fall,and least of
all after the fall of the leaves.
Itaking, before the leaves have fallen, removes dead foliage
that has lain for a year on tlu! ground, .so that in order to
secure a given ipiantity of litter the rake must go deeper
into the decom|>osed humus.

When raking is done alter

leaf-fall, some of tbo freshly fallen leaves remain on the
ground.

SnCTION

IX.—V.rU'K

of FoUKST-LriTEIt Foil AoilleFl.TOUE.

Tho very existence of agriculture de]iends on a Hiilliciont
supply of manure.

Jiolh agricultural and forest land reipiire

that all Koibconslituents which the crops have taken from them
—in fact their own ash-eonstitucrils—-should bo restored, or
they will become sterile.

In order to meet the constantly

increasing demands on the soil made by agricultural crops,
every farmer besides using imported artificial manure, endea¬
vours as much as possible to increase the supiily from his own
farmyard.

In order,however, to obtain more farmyard manure,

more fodder-crops must be grown, and any scarcity of hay,
clover, etc., must be met by using .straw.

But stalled cattle

require litter partly to afford them dry bedding, and partly
for the absorption of their excreta ; when therefore there is
not sufficient straw for this purpose, a substitute may he found
F.U.
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'4ad dead ferns come next to these in value, while coniferous
needles and heather are less suitable. The absorptive power of
Woods and branch-litter varies inversely with their more or less
woody nmure.
[Ebeiinayer states that animal manure eontainin'i; much
ammonia has a basic action; vegetable dchri*, except when
mixed with lime or ashes, is acid. —Tr.]
The absolute value of the various kinds of fore.sl-liller
depends chiefly on tlieir value as manure and bedding, but,
as noted above, other factors also intervene.

Taking all

these into consideration, the kinds of litter may be classed
as follow;—
1. Moss, either alone, or mixed with needles.
^2. Straw.
8. Dead ferns.
4. Dead leaves, of Iniech, sycamore, lime, alder, and hazel.

6. Coniferous needles, and dead leaves of species not
included in 4.
6. Weeds and branch-litter.
Moss, when used dry, is the l)esl of all forest-litter : it is more
absorptive than straw, and contains more nitrogenous mutter,
phosphoric acid, and potash.
with the species of moss.

Its rate of decoinjiosilion varies

Mosses that occur usually in sprtice

and silver-tir forest become converted rapidly into a fairly light
soil; the more lilnous kimls of moss, which grow on swampy
ground, decompose more slowly.
Dead ferns also form a valuable kind of litter, containing
not only the largest quantity of asli, l)ut also, when ttioroughly
dry, being highly absorptive of liquid manure.

Ferns also rot

rapidly, and improve the porosity of a soil.
Litter of dead leaves of beech, lime, sycamore and hazel is
very nearly as valuable as straw; when used for manure,
however, unless thoroughly rotten, it is rather harmful to light
soils, in which it forms stratified layers, does not decoraiK)se
uniformly and often renders the soil too loose.

Thus, light,

, sandy soils manured with it often become superficially dry, and
'■ the leaves and dung applied to them are blown about by the

wind.
8 B 2
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Dead needles, taken alone, are inferior to dead leaves' of
broadleaved trees, both in their ash-constituents and power of
absorhinp; dung. As, however, there is generally a certain
amount of moss witli the needles, this increases thei? value as
litter, and hence, a mixture of dead needles and moss is pre¬
ferred to d(!ad hiavos.
The branches of conifers form a littei’ very variable in value.*
If it contains only the twigs and last year’s sappy shoots of the
trees, and all woody pieces less than the little finger in thick¬
ness are excluded carefully, this litter in many districts is
considered valuable for still soils. It is not used in loose,
sandy soils, or when very woody.
Heather, as well as litter from other weeds, is inferior agri¬
culturally to the kinds already referred to. It varies, however,
in value, according as only the ujiper half of the idants, or the
whole plant is used; it cut when young, or when old and
woody; in the spring, or the autumn. Sods of heather, includ¬
ing the roots and humus around them, ns well as the whole
plant, are much mon‘ absorptive of dung than the heather
alone; but their removal is never pennissihh! under careful
forest niaiiagemout.
2. Odsi's ii'hi’ir Fiin at-Litli’r ig Intlisjit'iisuhJe/or Aifrinltme.
The condition of agriculture is so variable in different
countries, and the intensity with which land is farmed differs so
considerably even in one and 1 he same district, that to answer
the alwve (piestion requires a special consiileration of each case.
The main factors of general apirlieation are;— the natural pro¬
ductiveness of the soil, climate and season, size of farms,
density of population and comparative knowledge of agricul¬
ture by the farmers. If any sirccial case is considered under
each of the above heads, a decision may be formed as to the
indisirensability or otherwise of forest-litter.
Within certain well-defined limits forest-litter may be ooneidered indisjjensahle to agriculturein the case of inferior
soils and unfavourable climates j in years of sesroity of straw
and fodder; in over-populated districts where landed pro- • Gf. Pan 11.
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perty is much subdivided and Rarden-hnsbandry or the cnlti'vatioh of iwtatoes extensively followed; or where, in fairly
productive localities, the land is being over-cropped.
In all other cases, and especially where had fanning prevails,
and the farmer from obstinacy and indolence declines to adopt
improved agricultural methods, there can he no real necessity
for concessions of forest-litter.

CHAPTER IV.
DIGGINO AND PBBPABATION OF PEAT.*
Skction

T.—(ibneraTj

Account.

In tho cooler iMirts of tlio lempcrate zone there are numerous
areas, frequently of Isrse extent, characterised by an excessively
wet soil and a specialised flora, and generally known as peatmoors or hogs.

Most of these moors yield peat, sometimes

called turf, .as in Ireland and the English tens.
Extensive peat-hogs are found in all northern countries but
not in southern countries.

They are most abundant in Ireland,

Bussia, Bcandinavia and Germany, occurring in river-valleys,
along the hanks of lakes, on high plateaux and ridges in
mountainous

districts

(such as the Harz, Ihunngerwald,

Erzgebirge, Rhone-valloy, Sehwarzwald, .\lps, etc.), also on
the high Swabian plateau in Bavaria hordm-ing the northern
declivity of the Alps, where there are at least 500 square miles
of peat-bog; there are also extensive bogs in the plains of
* North Germany.

This latter district, extending northwards

into Peninark and westwards into Holland, is the richest peatproducing tract of land in Europe, for hogs over 1,500 square
miles in extent, which occur in East Friesland, do not probably exist elsewhere.
(There are in Ireland 1,801 square miles of peat-bog, with an
•average depth of ’25 feet, chiotly in the counties of Mayo. Galway
nd Donegal,! but the area of bog in Great Britain is not given
n the agricultural returns, though peat is dug for fuel in the
Icotch and Welsh hills and mountains, in the Yorkshire and
jincolnshire wolds and moors, and in the fens of East Anglia
md Somersetshire.—Tr.]
• Bsumann, “Wc Moore u. die
Uonold, “ Die Torflii(rer m W mtlembei*.
t (The
of the bog of Allen in Irclaml la about 370 »inare

Moore ilea KreiiebirKC.”

.Thllr^t dueation’’
No*,, 1S99,—It.]

8^,

T. John^n. ” I’roceeiimga of Koyal Dublin Society,t
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Much has been written at different times about the com*
position of peat; recently, Wieginann, SeiuUner and Braun,
Muller and Ramann,* all agree that it consists chiefly of
vegetable substances, the decomposition of which is arrested
by excessive moisture: the only questions still unsolved l>eing
whether the exclusion of air by water nloue suflices to retard
the decompositimi of the vegetable reniaitis, or whether the
antiseptic action of free Iminic acid is also indispensable for
this purpose, finally, whether frost in any way affects the
formation of peat.
Since, during the formation of peat, air is excluded by the
presence of water in excess, the carbon contained in vegetable
defciis cannot lie converted into cathon-dioxidc, hut plants in
the deeper layers of a i>eat-hog part with their oxygen and
become carbonised.
I’ermanont and excessive moisture causes the formation of
peat, and this, according to Sendtncr, may he due to:-(a) Impermeability of the soil, when the lied of a poat-bog
is formed of clay, loam or marl.

'I'iiis is the usual cause of

peat-fonnation.
(b) The porosity of the soil.

When the siiii-soil consists

of permealile sand or gravel (as in the case of several Dutch
and North (iennan hogs) the sitimlioii being e.illier on a level
with an adjoining lake or tho sea, or slichlly (devuled abov*
them, the soil is maintained constantly wet by the sub-soil
water.
(c) Inundations, when repeated annually and lasting for
some time.
ffl) Finally, certain

mosses, c.y., Sjiliii(iiiiim, Dirramini,

cause moors to form, as they become saturated with water and
spread centrifugally from their original jiosition.
[Some Euro])ean peat-bogs are of great age, and con¬
tain remains of extinct animals (Irish elk, etc.), also of
arctic flora, dating from the close of the Glacial Period.
—Tr.]
• lUniann, “Moor ii. Tori, ihre Eiit.itchiing ii. Kiiltur,’ ISSS.
“ Vcgetationftverlialtniftite von SiiUbaycrii,*’ p.
!

Sciirltner,

; SpiCDirerii nottss on pp. 37,

IrtJbquereui* ‘UntHrsuehimgeDi liber Uit; Torfin*»<fris" : al>w> Hratin.

, HumoBs^iire mid die ftHwiJen Krennstoffe,'’ Dnnnxtath, 13rt4.
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Section II.—Classification of Boos.

Peat-bogs vary considerably in appearance, l)eing composed
of various plants, and containing different kinds of peat.
Thus, in North flennany, high peat-bogs {Horhnwore), are
distinguished from fens {Gri'ntlandvnoore, or Uriicher); in
South Geriiiany, chiefly in the Bavarian and Swabian plateau,
there are high p(iat-bogs and morasses (iriVsriiaieoir).

Les-

qneroiix classifies Swiss bogs as super-aquatic and infiraaquatic, corresponding to high jieat-hogs and morasses.
1. Ili'ih Veut-lmijii.
High peat-bogs, lornicd also peat mosses, peat-moors or
wolds, are cl]aractcris(!d chiefly by the prevalence of peat-moss
{SpiKiiiniiiii), and a dense growth of heath plants (Caltiiiia,
Erira, Anilriiiniiila, d/yrico and ]'ii<ritiiiim); in South Germany,
also, the mountain-pine (I’iiiits luoniaiKi), larch and willows
a])p(!ar on these hogs, and the spruce, on their borders.
These plants grow gregariously on extensive areas and form
most of the peat. Such bogs are charuct(!rised by a gravelly
or clayey subsoil and by the convex, arched shape of their
surface.
* The arching of their surface (from which the. term high
peat-bog arises) consists in a gradual, upward slope from their
margins towards their centre. This upward slope is sometimes
iuconsi)icu(ins, but often reaches 20 to 2!i feet, or even 33 feet,
as in the Emsmoor and in East Prussia. High bogs originate
at their highest jtoint from which they tend to spread i^^all
directions; this is due In the hygroscopic nature of the moss
{Spliaiiiiiiiii), so that water coiistanlly flows from the margins
of a bog. rendering the surromidiug land swampy. In this
way even permeable soil may become covered with ireat, the
liog consequently spreading. The wettest parts of high peat¬
bogs are their borders.

2. Morasxn or Meadoir-liops.
Morasses, as in the Bavarian plateau, have a completely
different flora from high hogs. In the first place there are no
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peat-mosSb.'!, heatU-plants or mountain-pines; in their place
species of Hiipnum and sour herbage (Kiii>phi>rnm) appear,
which are their chief components, wliile stunted Scots pines,
alders and birches are here-and-tliero disseiuiimted.

High

bogs are distinguished readily, even at a distance, liy the
appiearance of the heather and red-ti)ited Sphiiiiuuin, hut
morasses resemble extensive sour metulows.
In the Bavarian plateau, morasses liave a subsoil of Iwulders
and gravel brought down from the niountuiiis and usually
covered by a thin layer of amorphous calcarnous marl, termed
locally Aim, which forms an inipermeahle haso for the hog.
The surface of morasses is horizontal, and they are more
frequent in low lands near rivers than in depressions among
hills, where high hogs prevail; they an' more extensive, than
the latter in southern Bavaria.

li. Film.
Tilt! fens of the Norlli (ii'iinan ]ilain have niiieli the same
ai'pearance as the morasses of the Swabian jilalean, as they
are also formed of sour herbage, such a.s rushes, .sedges, cottonsedge {Fiii‘i‘hi>riim}mi\ moss ; hut according to Sprengel, they
do not yield actual jteat. hut a muddy humus which is dredged
from them.
Those fens are often of largo extent, chielly near the. water¬
courses, hut are much less prevalent in North (iermany than
the high moors.
[The fens in East Anglia, when near the low chalk hills of
that-rogion, as at Mildenhall, KoniethneH rest on beds of marl
formed of the ilchiin of water-plants (Chara\ incrusted W'ith
carbonate of lime from the brooks running into tluan, jieat
also occurring on the Kimineridge and Dxford clays.

In all

these cases, the vegetation resembles that of llie fens and
morasses of (iermany.

Professor Seeley states that in East

Anglia, at the haso of the layers of peat then! are (imbedded
forests of Scots pine and yew, separated by niarimi clays.—
Tr.]
Although, as a rule, the different kinds of hog preserve their
distinctive character, yet there are many intermediate forms.
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Thus fens and morasses may contain patches of higlT peat-f>og,
and frequently pass completely into the latter form, as in
many North German districts.
Besides the above-mentioned kinds of bog, there are seasidebogs and forest-bogs.

The former are found on low lands

along the seaside, which cither are inundated occasionally by '
the sea, or into which brackish water infiltrates, or are
caused by the damming of the moulliK of rivers or small
water-courses by the tides.

Forest- bogs are those in which a

great number of trunks of trees in more or less ^od preserva¬
tion (bog-oak, etc.) are imbedded.

These trees are sometimes

erect, as in the Wicklow mountains, and sometimes lying
horizontal, as at

Himningdale, in Berkshire.

Both these

forms of bog, however, come under one of the headings
already mentioned.
The pent found in the different hogs varies greatly in its
character, according to the degree of decomposition it has
undergone, its greater or lessor contents of humic acid and
carbon, the vegetable (/r/oix of whicli it is composed, and
finally the comiiarativo quantity of cartliy material which is
mixed with it.

Home jtcat resembles lignite both in appear¬

ance and economic value, whilst other kinds hardly can be
distinguished from slightly decomposed vegetable remains.
Bo many hogs are intermediate to these extreme tonus, that it
is difficult to characterise even a few of them.

They are

distinguished frequently by means of the plants from which
they are formed, such as heather-jjeat, moss-peat, wood-i)eat,
sedge-peat, etc., hut thus no true standard of quality can be
obtained, as

each

possible quality.

variety

may represent peat

of every

The best way to judge of the latter is to

consider the degree of decomposition of the vegetable debrU,
the degree of cohesiveness of the particles of peat and their
density.

In this way, the following kinds of peat may be

distinguished:—

(a) Amorphous or Black peat, a dark brown or blackish
peat with silky lustre on a clean.-cut section, heavy, generally
rich in carbon, when dry. breaking with a coneboidal fractal.,
This peat is found generally in tlie deeper strata of a bog, and.
the plants of which it is formed are scarcely recognisable.

or BAKrTSTINO.
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i^) Mbrotwor Brown peat, of a loose fnngoidal structure,

in

tfhich the component plants, grass, moss, heather, reeds,

eedge, etc., are generally recognisable; it is usually of a lighter
colour than black jujat (.yellowisli to dark brownl, less heavy,
more or less carbonaceous, when di^ does not crumble and
QSUally occurs in the upper strata of a bog.
(c) Dredged peat, a more or less tenaceous black peaty mud,
forming the lowest layer in morasses, showing no visible
vegetable structure; when dry, it has a peculiar lustre and is
heavy; owing to its muddy character it generally is moulded
into various shapes.
Between dredged and black |)cat ithe best kinds) and brown
peat, there are numerous intcu'inedialo varieties, the ipiality of
which is considerably inodiliod by llio amount of oarlby admix¬
ture they contain.

Tliis earthy matter con.sists partly of the

ash-constitnents of tlio peat-forming plants, and partly is
introduced accidentally hy inundations, etc.

SKenoN III.—Mhtiiods ok IIauvkhtino 1’kvt.

Before undertaking to work a poat-hog, a full estimate
should be prepared of its qimlitv and its pndiahle volume, in
order to delormioe wbellier tlie outlay of caiiiuil ex(>endod in
removing the peat will be covered by its value and that of the
cleared laud.
I. (JiiiiiitH!/ (if I'cat.
The following ilata are required to estimate the quantity of
peat in a bog: the area, depth, amount of shrinkage of the
dried peat and the loss of peal during its extraction.
(a) The area of a bog should be ascertained liy surveying it.
(b) The depth may vary considerably at dilh ront i>ointB of
a bog, which is not unlrequeutly intersected with one or more
layers of sand, loam or trunks of trees.

In order to lascomo

acquainted with the nature of the bog, it sbnuld be divided
into a rectangular network, the iM)iut8 of intersection of which
may be about 27 yards (25 meters) apart, and are marked by
numbered stakes. Three metlnxls cun then be followed; either
strong poles are driven down at each numbered point to the
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bottom of the bog, pits 2 to 8 yarde broad are dug, or a peatborer is used.
Driving poles into bogs may lead to false inferences, if beds
of marl or trunks and stumps of trees, etc., are imbedded and
prevent the poles from reaching the bottom of the bog.
Digging pits is often iinpracticahle owing to the accumulation
of water and always involves much labour and expense, but
this method affords tlie best possible insight into the nature
of the bog and must be employed to ascertain the quality of
the jwat.

It is best to use the pout-borer, as this generally

gives satisfactory results and saves much labour.

Since,

however, tew bogs are level at the surface and their bed is
often undulating and irregular, levels should be taken all
over the surface of a bog, the levels of the l«)ttom and top
of each point of intersection Is'ing fixed with reference to
a horizontal jilane through the highest point in the Img.
This levelling will show v.hat is the contour of the hog, a
knowledge of which is re<iuisite before its drainage can l>e
undorlnken.
(c) With the help of the above factors, the contents of the
peat-bog may be estimated in cubic feet. In order, however,
to estimate how much marketable peat tliere may be, a deduc¬
tion must be made for shrinkage. For as soon as a bog has
been drained, it settles down and shrinks Iho more, the more
thorough the drainage. The amount of shrinkage must be
calculated by experiment.
Thus pieces of [icat of the ordinary dimensions are cut from
several trenches and thoroughly dried, their volumes being
calculated before and after d)yiug and llni difference between
them ladng the amount of shrinkage, whicli is generally from
80 to
per cent, of the vohnm: of freshly cut peat.
(d) F'iually the loss of peat during extraction must be

.TO

estimated: this varies in (piantity according to llie skill of the
workmen, the (luanjtity of stumps or stems of imbedded trees
and the cohosiveness of the |)eat, for the better kinds of peat
arc much more brittle than inferior fibrous peat.
During frosty weather in winter, the walls of the open jicatfarenohes frequently crumble considerably; besides this waste,
frequently ridges of peat remaining between the Arenches

m
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cannot be utilized.

Thus a loss of peat occurs, often 26 or

60 per cent, of its whole volume.

If, however, this otherwise

wasted material can ho moulded into turves, no loss iiewl
accrue.
O, (Jlltllill/.
The quality of the peal is ascertained in the above-men¬
tioned manner, both as reitards its efficiency as fuel, and the
possibility of thoroughly draining the bog.
It has already l)eeii remarked that the iiuality o! the peat
varies in tlie di'lTerent strata of the bog, ihc. beat peat being, as
a rule, at the base of the bog and the inferior kind at its
surface.

In order to ascertain the nature of tljo peat throuj^h-

out the bog, several experimental treiielies are dug: the
refuse is set aside and the fibrous peat stacked apart from
the black peat, the relative proiiortioii of each kind being
calculated; the peal at tlie base is llieii dredged out and each
kind analysed.
,
,-i i
As the value of peat depends on the quantity oi combustible
matter in it, wbicb is greater the less water or ash tlie peat
contains, tlie analysis is directed eliielly to ascertaimiig the
quantity of water and ashes in the peat.

The contents of the

peat ill hitmuinous substance and uncombiiied carbon, which
is always a test of its value, may be found by extracting them
with sulphurous ether.
The value of a peat-bog depends also on tho possiliility
of draining it.

If a bog can be tboroiiglily drained witliin

a year from tlie commencement of working it, tlie admisaion of oxygen from the air will more or less quickly con¬
vert the iiiHutiiciently decomposed and less valuahlo peat
into rich black peat which is the umst valuable kind.

Well-

drained pieat also crumbles far less than when the bog is
andrained.
i -e
It is evident that if a liog is to he properly utilised, it
should be worked in accordance with a fixed plan prepared
beforehand; this plan specifies how much peat should be dug
yearly, when the digging is to be commenced, in what direc¬
tion it is to be continued, according to what principles it is to
be drained and the best lines for transport.

Wherever there

pIGFGaNa A»» PBEKiKAXps oaF:
•is an intention o! utilizing the peat and then converting thfr j
hog into a forest or meadows, so much of it will be dug each
year in accordance with the purpose in view, to which the
utilization of the peat is merely subsidiary.

If, however, it is

intended to have a permanent supply of peat, only so much
should be dug yearly as the bog produces in a year.
Fresh peat is produced regularly in all bogs where the
conditions remain unaltered.

Thus some bogs produce annu¬

ally layers of peat 6 or 8 inches thick, or even thicker; others
a mere film of new peat, and others none at all.*
The first condition for a renewal of the peat is a drainage
system by means of which the parts of the bog from which
the peat has been dug can he irrigated properly.

If these

portions can bo kept submerged continually, but not too
deeply (about 2 to -1 inches), whilst here and there ridges and
mounds remain above water-level, the water containing humus
and the base of the bog not being completely freed from peat
a continual production of peat may be anticipated.

In order

to secure these conditions, the useless upper layers of peat and
other refuse are thrown on the cleared areas and Ireiiclies,
care being taken to keep these latter iniiiidaled.
'
The mode of reproduction of a bog cannot be explained m a
general manner, but only observed on individual bogs, whilst
any change in the drainage of the surrounding land may
greatly affect matters in this respect.

As, therefore, a long

period in required for such observations, during; \^blC l c anges
in the water-supply may occur and the rate of production o
peat varv in different parts of the hog, it is rare that working
plans for a bog take into consideration its reproduction. It
is, therefore, considered sufficiont to prepare a plan for from
60 to 100 years, according to the extent of the bog, the deman
for the peat, and amount of labour available; a fixed quantity
of peat is thus supplied annually, whilst the cutting proceeds
in a proper direction.

In the latter respect, it is customary to

commence operations at the highest part of the bog, if it is
intended that the peat shall he reproduced, and thence to
proceed gradually to its lower parts.
' For llie mtc ot growth in yar’ions moors, sec SenUtiicr, up. rit., p. 616.
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Section IV.—Drainage or Boos.
]. Gi’iieral .Icioimf.
Peatcan beutilized only atlerabog has been partially drained.
It is chiefly small bogs resting on a sloping bed which can be
worked without draining; drainage is always necessary in the
case of large bogs. The object is not to drain the entire Isig,
but only that portion whichitis intended to work immediately,
and to such an extent that the peat may bo readily dug and
dried.

Tbe remainder of the bog should bo kejit thoroughly

wet in all cases where the jiroduction of the iioat is intended,
and the peat also protected from being frozen* : this is also
frequently useful when the land already freed from peat is to
be cultivated.
All parts of the bog which are not being utilized should lie
kept thoroughly wet during winter, or the peat will be seriously
injured by frost.

^Vllen wet or dam]) pciit is frozen it does

not become compact again on being dried, but crumbles.

If

the cleared bog is to be planted with ti'ocs or converted into
meadow-land, it is not advisable to drain the bog comjjletely,
but only to remove the superlluous water.
The method of draining a bog dejiends I'ssentinlly on its
situation and nature; one or other of the following methods
being adopted : -leading wiiicr away in drains, cutting of! the
water-supply, collecting the w ater in drains or tanks, or causing
tbe water to sink through an impermeable subsoil.
2. Ordinary Draint.
The usual method of draining is to lead the water from
the bog in ordinary open drains.

It is then essential that

some land near the bog is on a lower level than its bed ; this
generally occurs.
The levels taken' of the bog and the
immediately surrounding country show the diiferenccof altitude
between the lowest point of the bed of the bog and that of the
external land, and the gradient of the line joining those two
* [Cranbern’ bop- in N. AnK-rica an* inun^lfttM rc*"ularly wiitm threatened by.
in order to protect tbe piantB.—I’r.]
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This is the line of greatest fall, and should be the

direction of the principal drain.
It should be noted that a steoj) gradient is desirable only
outside the bog; within the bog the gradient of the drains should
be less the more water the bog contains.

Digging the principal

drain is cotnmenced at its lowaat point outside the bog; it
often sullices to continue this drain up to the bog, but, as a rule,
it should he conducted to the lowest point w'ithin the bog.

In

case a brook runs through the bog it may often be used as the
principal drain after sonu; cuts have been made in it to improve
the flow of water.

If the bod of the bog slopes down towards a

neighbouring river or brook, this slope affords the

best

gradient for the drainagti. It, how(!ver, the bog lies in a
depression surrounded by higher land, it is a question of exi)euse
whether to cut through the latter or construct a tunnel to serve
as a drain. T!io dimensions of tho main drain depend on
the gradient and the quantity of water to he removed. It is
not generally necessary to drain down to the bed of the hog.
Too broad or deep <lraiua often injuriously dry up the bog and
are extremely costly both in construction and maintenance.
Whore the drain leaves the bog a simple sluice-gate should be
constructed in order to retain sufficient water in the bog during
winter. In the case of small hogs and drains, instead of a sluice¬
gate, the inlet into the main drain is blocked in autumn with peat.
If there is much change of gradient in the bed of a large bog,
several draining trenches are cut through the latter. It is often
advisable to cut these drains from a certain point in the bog,
and then lead them outwards in diverging directions, which
generally cross one another at right angles.
Whilst generally the main drain is completed once for all, the
subsidiary drains are dug gradually during tho progres.s of
removal of the peat. They are generally at right angles to the
main drains and are intended to drain only that portion of tho
bog which is being worked.

They are naturally smaller than

the main drain.
In the extensive bogs of Holland, Friesland and Bremen the
main drains serve not only for drainage, but also for tlie purpose
of communication by barges and conveyance of the peat; they
are frequently 20 to 32 feet broad.

ftARVESTIKG THE PEAT.
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3. Drains for Catling of the Water from Hogs.
There are frequently siimll wiitercoiirsos which run inl<i a bog,
or walerrunsdown a elope into it.

If, then, troTichos can ho dug

BO as to cut off the wnler-supjily from the hog, they are very
'serviceable as an aid to ordinary drains, hut will not suffice alone
’ to drain the hog.
4. CoUcctiiig-l}ritiiis (iikI Tanks.
A large number of hogs arc hnppli('d with water by inliltration
from neighlxturing watercourses.

If, then, the liog lies ahovo

the level of the water it is possible to drain it in the ordinary
manner ; thi.s cannot he done if it is on about the same level
as the water. I'snally more extensive worlis ani then required
(which are loo costly where peat-digging is eoneerned), in order
to e.’iclude inundations from the hog, or remove the water from
collecting drains by means of pumps and hydraulic engines.
Only when Ihc inlet of water is inconsiderable can water, which
collects in the drains during the night, he removed by manual
labour.

The construction of a sufficiently large tank near the

bog to receive the watijr can la! undertaken only exceptionally.
,5. I'iereing an Imjiermeahlc Van.
If a bog should rest on a thin bed of loam or clay, below
which is an iniiierraeahio stratum, or pan, of gravel or sand, the
simplest method of draining it is often to boi e or break through
the pan and thus allow the water to sink below it.

Jf, however,

the shaft through the pan is made at the deepest part of the
bog its drainage may bo too thorough, and thus injuriouBly
affect the peat.

Skition V.—H.ravKsTiNG the 1’kat.

The removal of the peat may be effected in various ways.

A

distinction is thus made Itetween peat dug by manual labour
(Stiehtorj). jieat which is moulded into shape OlodcUorf) and
peat removed and prepared by machinery {Mnsekinentorf).

r.v.
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1. Peat Dug by Manml Labour.
Only fairly compact peat can be dug by means of spades, and
the pieces, termed turves, are then dried in the sun and by
exposure to the air.

The different operations in this case are

the preliminary works, and digging, drying and storing the
peat.
(a) Preliminary Works,
i. Siihuliari/ Drainage.
After the main drain and the most importanlside-drainshare
been dug, further subsidiary drainage must be done annually.
This is effected by making a trench a little way from where the
peat is to be dug, parallel to the line of digging and perpendicidar to the main drain, so that either the whole or a
portion of the area to be dug in a year may thus be drained.

As

soon as the season’sdigging is over, the junction of each of these
drains with the main drain is closed in order to keep the bog
sufficiently moist.
ii. Laying Out the Line for Digging.
The area where the peat is to be extracted in accordance with
the plan of operations, should then be measured and marked
out with shallow trenches, so that the workmen may know
where to dig.
As a rule, the peat should bo dug in successive years from
immediately adjoining areas and no wall of peat left standing
between them, which is usually a sign of bad management,
though sometimes necessary where there is a superfluity of
water.

Each year’s area should consist of a long, narrow strip,

parallel lengthwise to the subsidiary drain. Such a sh8i)e
allows a number of men to work simultaneously, renders drain¬
age by means of a single trench possible and allows sufficient
room for drying the turves, which are generally piled on a strip
of land previously marked out and adjoining the digging trench.
All vegetation should be cleared from this strip, so that the
turves may be piled easily and exposed thoroughly to the air.
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iii. Lai/imj out Jloads.
The turves must either be dried on land adjoining Uie bog,
or on the Iwg itself, and then removed.

In both cases, roads

are necessary, which should be made on tlie driest \mi of the
bog be as permanent as possible and cross the drains only
when this is unavoidable, in order to avoid the expense o
bridges.

Roads should be made of fascines and sifted gravel

wheMver they traverse wet ground. If the turves are removed
in wheelbarrows from the digging-trench to the drying-ground,
only a narrow pathway is required.
iv. Kemoral of Wood.
On many bogs a certain numbor of trees are growing
(mountain or Scots pine, alder, birch, etc.), and their usually
spreading roots often interfere considerably with the digging.
Those trees should be felled a year before the turves are dug,
and their main rooU extracted.

V.

of fjitbour.

Labourers employed in digging turves should be. divided
into parties, as in the case of forest work. According to the
methods employed lor digging and drying the turves throe,
four or even more workmen form a party.

Ihe digging-

ground is then sub-divided into as many sections as there are
parties of labourers, provided a certain length is not exceeded,
in North Germany usually 2 or 11 yards (meters), and in South
Germany 4 or more yards, per man.

These measured lengths

are staked out, numbered and distributed among the parties.

(b) Digging the Turves,
i. Seaoon.
It has lieen stated already that peat is damaged by frost, and
this is the case both with uncut peat and turves. One or two
degrees below freezing-point is sufficient to do the damage.
Frozen turves do not shrink after thawing, but dry the same
8 F 2
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size as when frozen; they are, therefore, very porous, form
inferior fuel, and crumble easily. Digging turves should not
therefore commence until there is no longer danger from late
frosts.
Although it may appear profitable to dig turves during dry
spring weather, yet experience proves that a single late frost
will dunnage the turves, so as to nullify all the advantage of
early work.

In

countries, therefore, with a mild climate,

digging turves should he commenced about the beginning of
May, in mountainous and northern countries, from the middle
to the end of May.

The work should stop early enough to

allow the turves to dry thoroughly.

This depends also on the

local climate and especially on the humidity of the air.
Diggin" turves generally terminates about the end of August,
if the turves are dried out of doors.

When they are dried

artificially, the work may contiinic for a longer period.

ii.

of the- Tui'Vi'o.

The size of the turves depends on the compactness of the
peat and the time required for drying them.

The lighter and

looser the peat, the better it holds together during digging
and drying, the more quickly can the turves he dried and the
larger‘they may be.

In the case of black, amorphous peat,

the turves are smaller than with brown peat.

iii. /wyi/i'Dfnf/s.
All the implements used for digging turves are modifications
of the garden spade.
.
,,
The Frisian spade fFig. 389) is used for diggnig vertically ,
the spades (Figs. 390, 891) are used for digging
;
they have short handles, but very sharp and perfectly fla
blades. The peat-spade (Fig. 390)is in common use. Fig. 391
is a two-bladed spade with one blade at
ang es to the
other, in order to loosen the turves on boA
*
is nsed in the Ithine provinces. Fig. 392 is a spade us^ for
vertical digging in Upper Bavaria, the turves being cut on M^
sides with it.

Fig. 393 represents a spade used m Nort
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East Germauy to remove the useless su|>erfK‘i«l turf and sods
of earth.

A three-pronged fork reseuihling an ordinary dung-

hjijilcitiffil-'

fi»i 'lik'uitiv'I’t'-.ti.

fork is used generally tor putting the turv(!s into harrows nr
carta for transport.
iv. Iiiiniiiiii Tiirvts.
Tlierc are two methods of digging turves, termed respectively
the horizontal and vertical methods. Tlie former method ia
almost universally employed in North Germany, and is common
in the Khenish Provinces and South Germauy. The vertical
method is practised in some I’ppcr Bavarian hogs and in tlie
Baltic provinces.

In the horizontal method, a workman

beginning at the top edge of the wall of peat, cuts the vertical
lines of a turf with the Frisian spade, whilst another workman
standing in the trench, cuts the turf horizontally and sideways
from the hank of jaiat.
In the vertical method, the workman standing on the top
of the bank of peat cuts each turf !mi by one vertical or
slightly ohliijue stroke of the spade (Fig. yjl) and tears it off
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from Wow, •raising it with the same spade on to the bank ol
turf.

As by this method the turf is broken off above and

below, it has not a regular cubical ships; control is thus
rendered more difficult, while there is more refuse from
crumbling than in tlie horizontal method.

At the same time

the vertical method is less talK)viou8 and cheaper than the
other.

According to the skill of the workmen and the diffi¬

culty of cutting the. peat, with horizontal cutting, .‘1,000 to
.'i.OOO turves may he cut in a day, and with vertical cutting
under favourable circninstances (1,000 to 7,000 turves.

The

vertical method is obligatory whenever the bog is insufficiently
drained.
llefore beginning to cut the lurves the topmost la3'er of soil
must b(! dug up in sods, as long or double the length of the
turves, by means of tbo Frisian spado, or the spade shown in
Fig. tl'Jtl; thesis sods should be removed from the. bog in
wheelbarrows or carts.
The methods of cutting turves also vary, in the case of
either horizontal or vertical cutting, according as the peatbank is cut in continuous or alternate strips.
When the turves are cut in continuous strips, a commence¬
ment is made on the longer side of the area marked out for
the year’s cutting, and strip after strip of peat is removed until
the work has ))een completed,

lii this case, the work going on

continuously down to the bed of the hog, there is either a
vortical hank of peat left, or tliis hank may be in steps and the
work proceed by cutting first from the top-most step, then
from the second stci), and so on. In this case the turves are
removed from tbo bog as soon as they arc cut, so as to leave
room for the workmen to dig.
When the turves are cut in alternate strips, they are
stacked close to the cut, like a wall, the strip on which they
stand being left uncut and a new strip commenced imme¬
diately beyond it.

In this ca.se also, a deep bog cannot be at

once cut to its full depth, but the work must be done in two
operations. As soon as the stacked turves are dry and have
been removed, the work of cutting the intermediate strips is
undertaken.
Gutting in alternate strips is cheaper than in continuoua
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strips, &8 a separate labour force is not then required for
remoring the turves to the drying-ground; this method is
also especially applicable when the bog is wet or iiisuflicienlly
drained, also when it is superficial and can be cut in one
operation. It has, however, the disadvantage that the turves
are all from the same level and is not advisable tor dee]) bogs.
V.

Obsliirln In (llltliiiij.

Besides the water, which nniy prevent the cutting going
down to the bed of the bog, various foreign bodies arc imIredded in the peat, forming so many obstacles to the digging;
among these are stones, bods of sand or marl, roots and stems
of trees, etc. Stones are frequently found in morasses and
fens; besides inierrnpting the cutting they injure the imple¬
ments. Layers of sand and marl often causes temporary
flooding anil must be cut through to let the water pass.
Imbedded roots and stumps of trees are often serious obstacles
in high peat-bogs. When these are stumps of resinous
conifers, they are usually quite undecomposed* and must be
removed compleUdy. Largo quantities of peal are Homotimes
wasted owing to the presence of stumps and long side-roots.
Superficial roots of birch, alders, etc., in the upper layers of a
bog are not so prejudicial, as they are generally rotten and
can be severed with a siiado.
Machines have recently been constructed, to replace (manual
labour in cutting turves; one invented by Hrowowskyt is used
in North Germany, and cuts turves 11 to (! yards long and
X 2| feet in section, even from undraineJ hogs. These
large turves are then cut into smaller sizes by manual labour.
(c) Drying the Turves.
As much care should be taken in drying as in digging
tnrves.for their value as fuel depends greatly on the thorough¬
ness with wliich they are dried. The air dries the interior of
• In the Liindsl uhl bo|x, noiir Kai«f*rslauU:ni, thert* arc three layri«of Heohi
jilne-atunips sqiaratct! by )tcat, that, yield annually

wood. They are eonverlwi into tar.
t Hauialini;. *• Imiu-sf, Torfgcwinnan?,” |>. 25.

feet of stamjii-
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turves better than solar heat, which quickly hardens their
surface imt leaves them still wet internally.
dried either out of doors, or under cover.

Turves may be

i. Diyinii Tiirren out of Doors.
The drying-ground is either on the bog itself, or on an
adjoining ))lot when the latter is too wet; as already stated, it
should be prcp.ared before digging the peat.

The turves are

stacked in various ways, according to the space available for

Kii;. aat.

Fifr 3!iS.
Mothoilh tif

tnrvfR,

drying them, their comparative wetness and rate of drying,
and the available labour-force; in order to dry them properly,
however, they should always be turned over several times.
As soon as they are cut, the turves are removed usually by
the workmen, either in wheelbarrows, or by the men forming
a chain and passing them from hand to baud.

They are then

placed singly and on their edge, like bricks, at short intervals,
or piled in little stacks of five turves each (Fig. 3941; or as
in Fig. 395 round a stake, up to a height of 3 to 4^ feet, a
method usual in Swabia and around Lake Constance; or, as
in some parts of Austria, stakes are driven into the ground
with 9 or 10 pointed transverse sticks attached crosswise to
their ends, on which the turves are impaled.

After a pre¬

liminary drying, the turves are turned over once or several
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times, the lowest ones being brought to the lop of the stack,
and fice versa.
As explained already, when s)>aco is limited, the tnrves are
dried first on the top of the bank of pent, which is cut in
alternate strips.

It is evident that the turves when stacked

for drying do not dry m (luiekly or tboronghly ns wlien placed
singly on the ground.

The lower turves must Ihereforo be

further dried on the drying-ground, and for tliis puriiose may
be placed in circular rings of 5 or (i turves on the ground,
over which 1, tl or 8 rings are placed, the s[iace lietween two
turves in a lower ring being covercsl by a tnrt in I bo ring
above it.
When till! turves are dried iboroughly

-lorwbieli l,(i or 10

weeks are reipiired, according to the weather, mode of drying
and (ptalily of the peat -if they are to he at once sold and
removed, they are jdled in the usual rectaJigular or conical
sale-slacks, eacli containing I.IKMI turves, or else in slacks
similar to those Used for firewood.

ii. Ihi/i'iiif uiiilii I'lii'pr.

Sheds for drying tnrves are similar to those used for bricks,
being very long and narrow and formed of laths, which arc
covered with a light roof, and in which iho turves are slacked
one above the other. These sheds offer the great advantage
that the drying process is independent of the weather, but
they are too expensive for general u.s(n
Hrying, however, is conducted in shoiis, much more rapidly
and thoroughly than in the open air, observations at Waidnioos having shown, that in four weeks, turves thus dried
lost about 20 per cent, more moisture than in the open.
iii. Sliriiihtije.

From 70 to 00 per cent, of the weight of freshly-cut turves
is water; most of this is lost in drying, but air-dried tnrves
still contain 211 to 80 per cent, of water,

in p.issing to the

air-dried condition, turves shrink eonsiileraldy, the more so
the belter their quality.
Some peats lose 70 to 7.') per cent, of their volume by
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shrinkage, bo that a volume of 100 cubic feet of wet peas
becomes only 26 to 30 cubic feet when dried. Fibrous peat, on
the other hand, does not shrink much, but loses much more in
weight than good peat, weighing frequently only one-fifth, or
even less, of its weight' when freshly cut.
(d) Storage of Turves.—The turves cannot always be sold
and removed at once, but sometimes must he stored through the
winter.

This is done either in the open, or in covered stacks.

The cheapest method is to i)ile the turves in stacks, either
conical or prismatic, and sloping at the to2i.

iurves which

are not thoroughly dried, may, however, be spoiled in this
way.

The stacks should he erected in a dry and somewhat

elevated place and piled carefully.
The turves ar(' iirotected from damage much better when the
stacks ar(! thatched.
will servo

the

Straw, reeds, spruce-hranches or bracken

pur])osc;

better

still, a light

jdank roof

supported by four i)osts may be orectod with a slope towards
the rainy quarter, or the turves may bo i)laced as follows—in
the centre of a cleared space a strong stako is .Iriven vertically
into the ground, and billots placed radiating in a circle from
the stake (as in the base of an Alpine charcoal-kiln) and
covered with planks ; the turves are then piled on this tloor in
a truncated cone thatched with straw.

From these thatched

stacks the turves can bo taken during winter according to
requirements, this can be done from uncovered stacks only at
the risk of spoiling them.
. . ,
Whenever the value of turves is sufficiently high, it is best
to store them in sheds, which should have their greatest
, length peiqiondicular to the direction of the prevalent wind,
and

be lightly built of planks or laths, so that the wind

may blow through them, the rain being kept out by a roof.

2. ilotiUled Peat.
Some peat is not sufficiently compact to be cut into turves,
but must be moulded.

This is the case with bogs contaiiiing

much imliedded wood, or so dry that the i>eat crumbles into
dust, or so wet that the peat must be dredged; also where the
peat is only ordinarily moist, but cannot be out iirto turvea
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owing to the presence ot numerous undecompnsed roots.

In

ordinary peat-bogs, however, where turves are cut, there is
always a large percentage of waste peat resulting from the
Jigging, drying or transport of the turves, which can be
utilized only by moulding it.

This waste frequently amounts

to a fifth or a quarter of the annual yield of peat, so that soiiio
turf should be moulded in every moor, and not only where
all the peat is moulded.
The different works in (piestion are-preparing the peat,
and moulding ond drying the turves.
(a) Preparing the Peat—I’eal which is lo he mnuldod
should form a homogeneons nuiss, conlaining a snilahlo
amount ot water, and capahle, of heing kneaded. If the jieat
is naturally powdery and dry, il should he mixed with water in
a pit, or in a woodim hin with holes in ils base ; if it is imiddy
peat with a suiuiiiluily of wah'r. il must he dredged out ot the
bog with a hollow shovel or in a purse-net, aiul poured into
the bin or on straw laid on the grouml, so that the stiper. flnous water may drain away,

in wlmlever way it is colleded,

the mixed peat and water must now he thoroughly kneaded
and worked together until ihey form a fairly liomogoiie.ous mass.
This is gene-rally ilono by men tratnpling on il with hare feet
or with flat clogs, less freipuuilly with the, help of hoe or spado.
When the peat is of tlio ordinary consistency and nuiislnro,
the workmen place planks in ihe trench in front of the Itank
of peat, and cut tlie peat away from tlui hank with a sharp
cutting mattock, letting it fall on the planks, and watering it
sufficiently by means of woodtm hnekets.

In Holland and

several places in North (Jerinany (especially Hanover), the
peat-pulp is left alone to dry tor a few days, and then again
kneaded.

In South Germany, it is mouhhid while still very

wet, the second operation being omitted.
(b) Moulding the Turves.—The turves should he moulded
at a place close to where the ])eat has been dried.

If this is at

any great distance from the hank ot jieat, the jieat-jmlp is
removed in baskets or bins which are jilacedon wheelbarrows;
it is then thrown on lo straw or plank.s, and is eithor cut or
moulded into sliape, the moiihlH containing several compart¬
ments or being similar to those used for brickmaking.
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teat-pulp

is

cut

into

shape in Holland, Friesland or

Hanover, being spread out in layers, often half an acre in
extent, and beaten flat with flat wooden shoes, planks or
shovels.

The pulp is allowed to lie for several days, and when

sufficiently dry and consolidated it is cut with sabre-like
blades, or sharp spades, in parallel strips as broad as the
turves are long.

After a few more days’ exposure, these strips

are cut into turves.
WlKin on account of its watery condition, the peat-pulp is
collected in perl'oratisl bins, in which it is worked up, it is
niouhled into Inrves by means of wooden frames without
bases ; these are placi'd on tlu; ground or on a bench, and the
pulp ponr.sl into them.

Its surface is levelled by means of a

board which is also pressed down on the ]nitp in the frame to
exjiol the water.
Moulds of several compartments are composed of rect¬
angular woodiai frami'S oinm above and below, and divided
into Ki, 2H, :M) or more comparlnamts, (iach the size of a Inrf.
A mould is then placed on a bench, or on a substratum of
straw, naals, etc.; the peat-pulp is poured into its compart¬
ments with a shovel, iiressed down, and the niould is then
removed.

In order that thi! turves may not stick to the sides

of the compartments, tln^y are lined with tin, or the.ir bases
art) sotnowhiit wider than their tops.
Simple moulds roseiuhliiij; tliose used in brickinaking are
used by a workman standing before a bench, often made of
cast-iron, on whicb the mould is jdaced.

The mould is of

W00.1, oi«on at top and base, its interior the size of a turf and
generally lined with tin.

The workman from a heap of iieat-

pulp on his bench, takes sufficient with both hands to till the
mould, strikes off the suporflons peat with a board, the size of
the base of the mould; he then places the board over the
mould, turns the latter over, raises it and leaves the turf
resting on the board.

A second workman takes the board

and turf to the drying-ground, and brings hack the Ixiard.

In

the lueantiiiie the former workman eontimics to make turves
with the mould and other boards.
Exiieriencc shows that a simple mould is at

least as

expeditious as a multiple one, a man, with a hoy to remove the
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turves, preparing 1,000 to 1,500 turves in a day.

As,’more¬

over, the peat-pulp passes again through the \vorliinnii’.s hand,
and all foreign matter can thus be removed, the turves in that,,
case are more uniform and free from extraneous matter, and
as the peat is not poured but pressed into tbe mould, the
turves are denser than in the former method.
(c) Drying Moulded Turves.—Moulded turves must bo
dried more gradually and carefully than those that are cut
directly from the bog.

When i)eat-pulp is cut, the turves are

left to dry for a few days, and then turned on to their narrow
sides; then they are piled generally in superposed rings (ns
described above, p. 808).

They must be turned again once or

twice, according to tbe state of tbe weather and are stacked
■when compleUily dried.

Moubbid turves generally dry more

quickly than cut turves, especially when they are moulded
like bricks and dricsd like oialinary turve.s.
When the peat is very watery and moulds of sevei’al eompartments used, it i.s better, after the preliminary drying on
the ground (which is not required for brick-moulded turves) to
place the turves under cover, as tbiiy cannot withstand |)rolongcd rain.

Turves made in multiple moulds may

bo

destniyed entirely by rain, so that this method can be adopted
only in fine weather.
(d) Quality.—Moulded turves afford a better fuel generally
than cut turves, in ratios of 5 ; i( or ,5 : -1.

Tbi.s is duo to

their grtaiter homogeneity, tbe removal of extraneous matter,
greater density and tbe use c)f amorphous jieat, which is often
wasted when tlie turves are ctit from tbe bog.
3. Mdiiiifai'tliri'il
Manufactured peat is so prepared as to be capable of
competing with other fuels in the market.
Turves cut from bogs or moulded by band will not bear
distant transport, firstly, on account of their large volume
compared with their value as fuel, and secondly, on account
of their brittleness and properly of al)sorbing nmcli moisture
• An intevestiiit'-ac'*<nnit <*J j«.al nmtinl.ntUiml jit
berg, is given in " Itaui's ('-oiitralblati,"

m Wurtem-
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in damp air and of falling to pieces "when frozen.

These

turves are, therefore, saleable only in the immediate neigh¬
bourhood of the hog; the price obtained for them, being low,
does not encourage an extensive working of the bog.

Owing to

the high price of fuel which prevailed a fcwdecades ago, the large
demands for induHtrial pui poses and the extensive supplies of
peat available in certain districts, the question arose as to
whether peat might not bo so improved by machinery as to
yield a fuel approaching coal in value.

Owing to the subse¬

quent depression in the price of fuel, the demand for manu¬
factured peat has somewhat abated, but the industry is still
carried on in many place's.
In order that manufactured ])eat may compete with coal and
wood, it must be utilizablo for lu'ating boilers, preparing gas
and

paraffin,

in

metallurgy, etc., and

should

fulfil

the

following conditions:—
Density.—The turves must not merely 1)C dense super¬
ficially, nor so dense at the surface that the air cannot reach
their interior, but be uniformly dense throughout.
Compactness.—The turves must be compact enough not
only to retain tludr shape during transport, but also while
being burned.
High combustible power.—During manufacture, the most
combustible jmrts of the peat must be carefully preserved,
especially the amorphous peat.
Dryness.—The peat must be dried thoroughly, not only
superficially, but also internally; it should, as far as possible,
lose its great hygroscojiicity and not swell considerably when
exposed to damp and thus become unserviceable.
Quantity.—The manufacture must be so conducted as to
yield large quantities of material and be independent of the
weather.
The cost of production, including that of supervision, must
be sufficiently low to allow the material to compete with other
combustibles.
The following methods have been undertaken to secure the
above conditions;—contraction, dry pressure, wet pressure
and destruction of structure, with or without pressure.
- All these methods are, however, too costly to repay the
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expense unless the price of fuel is as high as during the
’forties of this century.

Several of theso uielliods have fallen

into disuse, whilst others have been adopted.

The former

will, therefore, only be shortly eoiibulered, more attention
being given to those still in vogue.
(a) Contraction.—Challeton at Paris, and Hay at Neucbatel
adopted the following method of increasing the density of
peat.

The turves were cut from a bog, brought to the factory

and then cut to piecu.s by a system of rolh'rs with blades fixed
on them; the material was then treated with running water
so as to form a thin pulp, which ran over fine sieves in order
to remove all coarse fibres.

This lino pulp is Ibon led in

canals to a trench one to two feet deep, the boitoui of which is
covered with’reeds or noshes.

In this trench the pul]i sets

firmly, the water draining off through tho reeds, and after a_
few days it can bo cut into turves by means of a wooden
lattice-frame as bro.'ul as tho trench, which is prc'ssed down on
the pent.
Tho specific weight of Challelon’s peat, according to Schenk,
I’l to P2, and to Dullo I'H, is eipial to that of coal.

But it

is not suitable for fuel, as it burns like charcoal, without any
flame, the turves also fall to pieces in tho fire and block up
the grate.
(/<) Dry pressure.—In this case the peat is subdivided as
finely as possible, thoroughly dried and pressed into turves,
^he experiments of Kxter made a few years ago at Haspclmoor, near Munich, and some other jilaces, give the best
known results of this method. The bog was suiicrllcially
ploughed by a steam-plcmgh.

All the refuse peat was finely

subdivided, dried and conveyed to the factory.

It was then

sifted and thoroughly dried in a specially designed hot-air
chamber, which it left with only 10 per cent, of moisture, and
was then converted into turves by a powerful jiress.
This product, however, did not answer the purpose intended,
as it fell into dust while burning, and was scarcely superior,
as fuel, to the best ordinary turves.
(c) Wet pressure.—Owing to the obvious advantage result¬
ing from pressing the wet peat, and thus increasing its density,
and at the same time its compactness, more attempts have
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been made in this direction than in any other.

No attempt,

however, to prees raw peat has euccooded, partly on account of
the fibrous nature of the peat, which caused it to swell again
after the pressure had been reiuoved, and jiartly because the
valuable buiuuH-carbon oscajHid with the water, and thus the
product deteriorated as a combustible.

Other kinds of pressed

turves were too dense externally, and their interior either did
not burn well or else retained too much moisture.
(d) Destruction of the Structure of the Peat, with or
without Pressure.—It is now everywhere recognised that
the structure of the peat must be destroyed before the turves
are formed, and that, only a moderate! pressure, if any at all,
is advisable.

The apparatus of Schlickcyscn and (leysser,

Gratjabn and I’ehm, Mecke and Sander, Weber and Mallei,
are those best known for this method.
(i.) Method of Schlickeysen* and Gtoysser.—A vertical axle
is inoveablo by sLeam-i)ower in a vertical, hollow, east-iron
vessel, with a funnel-shaped top.

On the axle are six sharp

horizontal knives, fitted to it like the thread of a screw, while
six corresponding knives are on the walls of the vessel,

'f'liere

is also a moveabb! base, which is attached to the axle and I'esls
OTi the real base of the vess(!l, and innncdiately above it are

two holes on opiiosito sides of the vessel through which the
prepared peat passes.

The peat placed in the vessel while

the axle is in motion is cut into shreds by the knives, which
also cut through all pieces of roots; it is at the same lim^
pressed slightly downwards by their screw-like action, atid
finally passes out through the holes in a round rope-like mass
of stiff paste.

This rut\s out continually on to a bench, and is

cut into pieces and dried.
Although no water is added to that originally in the jwat,
the latter is quite i)laslic.

The fresh turves are moderately

dense ; though covered superficially with a smooth gelatinous
coating they are yet capable of being dried easily and
thoroughly. There is no loss of humous-carbon, which during
the macerating process becomes attached to the walls of the
vessel and issues from it as a glazed coating to the turf.

In

twelve hours, 1.5,000 turves, each a foot long, can be cut from
• Leu, ’* U«c Kom[ircr«siun

TorfoK.”
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each Bide of the vessel, and in favourable weather they dry
rapidly with a considerable shrinkage.

This turf can be used

not only as ordinary fuel, but also in the manufacture of glass
and porcelain, it must then be dried in kilns.

Oysmr has

invented hand-machines of a similar description to the above,
as represented in Figs. 896 and 397, and capable of turning
out 2,500 to 3,000 turves in a day.

These hand-machines

have the advantage over that of Schlickeysen, of saving the
transport of the wet peat, besides saving fuel, and can bo

Fig. SiNi.—fiysHci'^ iniK'iiiiie for
lauasing peat.

Fa'.

soi’iioii

of Fie.

worked on the bog; at the same time, they are not applicable
in the case of very fibrous peat, or where there are many roots.
Gysser dried the peat in an excellent manner in portable
drying sheds, consisting of frames like hurdles placed ono
above the other, and covered with a roof.
(ii.) Method of Grotjahn-Peau.—Figs. 398 and 399 show
the machinery constructed by G. Krauss A- Co., of Munich.
The elevator a b (Fig. 398) rai.ses the irregularly shaped
pieces of peat to h, where they fall into a bin c,, and hence
into the horizontal macerating machine, the interior of which
is shown in Fig. 899.

This is of somewhat similar construc¬

tion to Sehlickeysen's ve.ssel containing a moveable axle with
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issuing pwt into turves with a sharp instrument.

The elevator

and macerating cylinder are driven by a locomobile m, and they
both stand on a frame .1 B, which can b(>. moved by means
of small wheels along a tramway as the digging-ground
advances.

The plank d is taken with the turves on it to

the drying-ground,

and turned over carefully, and then

brought back to the machino.

This mode of preiairing

turves has been employed e.vtcnsively, both in North and
South Germany.
(iii.) Mecke and Sanders, of Oldenburg, have constnichal
a machine consisting of a long steel girder (30 metros) .1 71

Hi'*.— Mi-cKi-.iml S;iii<lai*<‘ nia'’iiifM‘.

(Fig. 100) resting on a car IF and a wheel // which run on rails
or boards parallel to the peat-cutting r, and placed at a proiajr
distance from it.

a <i is the machine tor cutting the peat, and

can be placed higher or lower, according to the depth of the
cutting.

It is self-regulating to avoid imi)edimontH in the

peat, roots, etc., and cuts the iM;at with the saw teeth of
a dredger, in thin vertical strips. The turf is eh-vated by an
endless chain, attached to the dredging sections, into the
mixing apparatus h.

The latter is an iron cylinder containing

two rotating axles provided with a projecting screw, which
mix up uniformly all the turf coming from different depths^
and press the homogeneous i)eaty paste through a wide open¬
ing on to the distributing apparatus c c c.

Th(\ distributing

apparatus consists of a chain stretched over two rollers, m n,
3 G 2
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and bearing successive flat pieces of wood, 20 inches long and
6 inches broad, through which passes a slowly moving flat chain
supported by rollers. 'I'his chain takes up the peat-paste, and a
car (d), like a snow-plough, throws it down uniformly on to the
drying platform x y. The drying platform is made of sods of
grass well-levelled and serves as a filter by absorbing the
jWater from the paste, so that the latter dries rapidly (even in
rainy weather in 24 hours). The paste is pressed flat by
the workmen with planks on their feet, and cut up into
turves.
The machinery is driven by steam-power, and 100,000 turves
ore prepared daily on a poat-moor at Oldenburg. Rain is no
impediment.
(iv.) The Weber-Mattoi method is employed at Staltach in
South Bavaria. This long-a])proved method macerates the pent,
mixes it uniformly, but forms it into turves by hand. The
peat dug from the moor is conveyed to the factoiy in waggons.
It is then raisiid by elevators on to a platform and thrown
into the macerating machine, which is an improvement on
Schlickeysen’s machine. At Staltach, it consists of four long
buildings forming a sguaro, throe of which are the air-drying
sheds and the fourth a hot-drying shed. The air-drying shed
is made of posts supporting a strong root and provided with a
succession of horizontal trays 18 inches apart. A tramway
passes through the middle of the sheds, by which the peat
paste is brought in. The workman places a plank on the
lowest tray, presses on it a mould of 7 cells, kneads in the
paste, lifts up the mould and places it close to the 7 turves,
and continues to make turves till the first plank is covered
with them. Then he proceeds in a similar way with the next
tray, and so on till the shed is full. After the turves have
remained 8 or 4 days under cover they acquire a consistency
like leather, but are still porous enough to part with their
interior moisture. They are turned over, placed on their ends
and dried gradually till they contain only 25 per cent, of water,
being then suitable for fuel. If they are to be charred, the
'air-dried turves are placed for some time in the hot drying-shed
and lose another 16 per cent, of water.
(v.) Eiohorn’s Method differs from the preceding ones,
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and >8 employed at Aibling, near Roaenheim; the product is in
balls.

The macerated jwat is mixed gradually by a horizontal

cylinder with an archimidean screw.

The balls of peat

descend by a slide to the drying-chamber, which containa a
number of heated tubes, down which the balls descend on
spirals.
Some progress has certainly been made in the quality of
machine-made turf. Hausding* states that, air-dried machineturf, with at most 10 per cent, of ash, has ^rds the heating
power of superior coal, so that one cwt. of machine-turf is
equivalent to J to

cwt. of coal, whilst ordinary turves are

equivalent to only J to ^ cwt. of coal.
It may here bo noted that several attempt.s also have been
made to carbonise peat and produce piaU-chnrcoal in ord(‘r to
increase its marliet value as a fuel.
1. I’fdt-IAlter. I
Peat is not used for many other imrposes besidits fuel.

Its

use, ho\vev(!r, for stable litter is increa.sing in iniportanci', and
is especially notieeable liere, as there is a hoj)e that by this
means the disastrous use of forest litter may

b(3

stoppe<l.

I’eat forms a mneh belter stabh^ litter than either forest litter
or straw, for it isi 3 to a times as absorptive of fluids as the
latter, and thus prevents any waste of animal manure, either
in the form of urine or ammonia.

The humic acid in peat

also acts beneficially on the salts, alkalis and alkaline earths
of the soil.

Peat also inqn'oves the soil physically more than

other litter, retaining moisture in loose soil, loosening binding
soil and especially in promoting iwrosity.
*

Its capacity for

p* "20.

j Vi<k* Dr. Furnt,Die Torf>(rpu,” 1.H02: jiIm) DiivniRui '‘Torft»Deii uiul
Mullwcrk,”
MendJe, “ Die TorMini,” 1hk2.
I Accoixlmg to ex)>crHncntft mm!e by Wullny,
uml IVitTiufinii, the
following are the ahairptivc ca})acitie8 <»f (iiffeient BuIjstaiirpK.
Spruce^needleR ...
pine needles
Oak dead leaves
Beech ,.
Wood-wool
Rye straw

Pfrr<‘nta}!B of
W«*i»rl»l.
HU
207
242
2:.7
2«.’» to 440
304

1
1
1
i
I

Mohs ...
.
Spruce Haw-duHt
Haspelmm^r peat-httx;r
Oldenburg peut
Has{>cln(Oor prepared
}»cat'meal.

of
4oy
440
636
652
6it0

sse

DISGING A.ND PREPARATION OP PEAT.

heating the soil has been shown clearly in vineyards. The air
in stables in which peat-litter is used is free from ammonia
and is thus made healthy; the beasts have a dry, soft bedding,
the litter is also preferable to other kinds for horses, cattle,
sheep, 2)ig8 or poultry. Peat also is used in the dry-earth closet
system. Only loose-textured, mossy or fibrous peat, forming
the 8ui)erficial layer of bogs, is used for litter. In some bogs
layers of the fibrous peat and amorphous black peat alternate;
prei)aration of i)eat for fiud and litter should then proceed

Fijr.

-Mill for tfiiiinfr
up pout.

Fpjt. 102. —Mill for propiuin;:
pfuf-Ht t(‘r.

simultaneously. The peat should bo dried and then finely
subdivid'd in a peat-mill (Fig. 401) and pressed into a. rectan¬
gular bales weighing 2 to 8 cwt. each. [Such hales of peatlitter are now imported largely from Holland into London, for
omnibus and tramway stables.—Tr.]
Machines have l)een constructed for subdividing peat, the
commonest of which are represented in Figs. 401,402, the latter
being termed the peat-mill. The subdivided peat falls from the
machines on to a wire sieve, which separates the powdery from
the fibrous peat. The former is used in dry-earth closets. In

H2S
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order to preserve the bales during transport, pieces of undivided
peat and laths are placed along their edges.

About 70 or 80

bales can be carried by an ordinary railway truck.
Peat-ohareoal* is prepared by charring peat in retorts, or
kilns.

This product resembles

lignite in beating-power.

Wlien prepared at Christianat by electricity, in retorts, it con¬
tains 79 per cent, of carbon.
Dry distillation of peat J yields : charcoal :18 to lb'; p(>rcent.
tar 4 to 5 per cent., tar-water 08 to 42 per cent., gas 2.7 to 28
per cent.: from the tar, creosote and parallin are made ; from
tar-water, metbyl-alcobol, ammonium snlpbale and acetic acid.
Only peat dried to 2.7 i>or cent, of water is utilinable.
Artiflcial wood made of peat is referred to (1>. .72a).

In

“Dingler’s rolytechnical .lournal,” 1901, a report is made of
briciiiets of peat with only 1 to 3 iHir c.-nt. of ash, and as valu¬
able as lignite.
* Miillei." Dlf Toif\cikt*liliinu.'

Kkrliiml. • hit' lli'i-'ti lliiii;* kimiplT-

n»l(.M ItT Kt'lllf flU'' r.lfllMtoJl.

j
Nciic f«n>(Im'Ih' I'i.tHoi.
+ • IUm'S' Ii, “ l*U“ Vi'iwt'ihni'j ‘it-' T-'Hfs’

‘
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CHAPTER V.
LESS IMPOBTANT MINOE PBODUCE.
The most important items of minor produce have been dealt
with in the preceding chapters, hut there are various other
products of tlie forest soil, which are more or less useful.
Most of these are leased hy area, either of the whole forest or
certain parts of it; permission is given to collect others
gratis. Not imfreqiiently, however, it should first he decided
whether utilization will he, injurious to the game in the forest,
for permission given to persons to wander all over a forest in
search of petty products may give ri.se often to irregularities.
Tlie following items of produce will he referred to :—
Grass-seeds.
Uosses.
Herbage for various Edible Fungi.
Industrial Purposes.

Edible Fruits.
Other Products.

1. Orasg-Kei'ih*
■

The frequently ahundant growth of grass on clear-cuttings,
forest-roads and other places has teen described already,
nearly all the species of grass occurring that are found in
pastures. As meadow-grasses are cut for hay when in full
blossom, meadows do not afford grass-seed; but in forests,
grasses may he allowed to ripen their fruit and thus afford a
useful agricultural product. The collection of grass-seeds is at
present in many forests a matter of importance, employs many
people and yields a fair revenue.
The species, which, as good meadow-grasses, are chiefly
in demand for seed, may be classified as gregsudons, light* 0. Bothc, “Sameln dcr Orassanica in ilcu Waldmigen," Stuttgart, 187S. •
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demanding or Bhado-bearing grasses, and are included in the
iollowing list:—
Gregarioiis Orasses.
Piorin-grass

.

.

Agrostis alba,
stobiiiifem, L.

L.:

var,

„

.

.

Agrostk alba, L,; var. ral-

Bent-grass .

.

.

Agrostis caaiiia, L.

garis, With.
Meadow foxtail

.

.

Alajariirus praicnm, L.

Upright broine

.

.

Bniiiius fnrtus, lliuls.

Meadow fescue

.

.

Fcutiwa clatinr, Tj. ; var.
araiiiliiiaci'a, Schnd).

.

.

J''ciiliifa

,1

rlaliar,

L.:

var.

lluds.
,,

.

.

F<'»lafa rubra, 1j.

.

.

Ilalriis lanalas, L.

Perennial rye-grass

.

I.<tham jirrranr, Jj.

Italian rye-grass*

.

„
ilatjram, A. Br.

Meadow pea

.

.

Timothy-grass

.

.

Yorkshire fog

: vai-.

I'mi jiralniniii, L.
I'blraia jiraleaxr, h,
etc., etc.

Lighl-drmauditig Grasms.
Grey aira

.

.

Yellow oat-grass .

.

Arma Jlarrurmn, L,

Perennial oat-grass

.

Arriia iiralrmiiii, L.

•

..
..
•piibrsmix, Iluds.

„

.

„

■

Aira raiiesrnis, L,

:

var.

Common (piake-grass .

Briza media, L.

Pield brome

Bramim airensis, L.: var.
mollis, L.

.

.

Crested dog’s-tail grass

CgiioHums cristatus, L.
etc., etc.

• A Twiety prahably raised by cultivation from lirilish grass-secil, but now
much imjjortod from tlie ('outment. Bentlium A Hooker.
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Shade-hearing Grasses.
Vernal f'raHti

.

Tufted aira .

.

Aira aespilosa, L.

Wavy aira .

.

Airaflexnusa, L.

Tall Drome .

.

liroiiins giganteus, L.

Sheep’s fescue

.

Festnra orina, L.

Reed fescue.

.

Festiiea sglratien, Vill.

Soft holcns .

.

IldUms midlis, L.

S])readiiij,f milium

.

Milium effnsnm, L.

Wood poa

.

.

Anthoxaiithmn odoratiim, L.

Vna in'mi}rali.'i, Ij.
etc., etc.

When the seed is l•il)e (which for most grassOH is in the latter
half of .lime or July, and for olliers, in August and Septeinher)
the collectors walk in lines through extensive grassy areas, grasp
a handful of spikelets, cut the,m oil’ and place them in a hag
slung in front, which is emptied from time to time on to a large
cloth spread out on the nearest road.

'I'he spikelets are thiui

put into sacks for removal and again sjaead out in sunny places
to dry, threshed and sifted.

The chief points are to collect only

one sjiocies at a time and avoid entirely seed of had siiecies ; in
his own interest the forest-owner should pay attention to this.
The revenue from the collection of grass-seed is sometimes
considerable.

In thi- State forests of the Cl rand Duchy of Hesse

the revenues thus obtained in lH7;!and IK7-J wore respectively
I'tilM and T-liM.

Tliis covered from one quarter to one-sixth

of the cost of re-stocking thi‘ annual felling-areas. . In 1878
.'»() acres of felling-area in tin* Forest of Ktockstadt, near
Aschaffenhui'g, were leased for this purpose in one year for ,£31.
Forstmeister ['rich, at Ruddingen, sows I’oa uemoralis in beech
felling-areas and on clear-cut areas, in order to produce a crop of
valuable grass-seed.

'The seed of Milium ([f'usum (common in

Britain) is used as bird-seed.
a. Herbage nsedjhr I’artoMs Purposes.
Among herbage used for industrial purposes, other than those
already described, Carer hrizoides chiefly deserves mention; it
is used instead of horsehair for stuffing furniture, etc.

This

sedge is found in Germany on the damp, rich, loamy soil of

STtJFFtNO-MATERlAL.
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somewhat open spruce forest, also in coppice and coppice-withstandsrds of ash, alder, aspen, etc., where it t>rows in tufts
between the oversliading coppice-shoots and thrives in places
sheltered from late frosts.

The longer and softer the leaves, the

more valuable the product.

The se<lge is lull-grown by the

end of June, and may he plucked from then till Oeloher ; it is
dried partially by spreading it on sunny roads, and then brought
in and twisted by means of simple machines into plaits,

ft is

collected extensively in the Baden Bhiiie valley, where, o cwt. of
the grass per acre form a fair crop.

The yield may, howto'er,

under favourable conditions, amount to !l or 10 cwt. pe.r acre:
160 pounds of dry sedge yield I'd.l pounds of idails, worth
4fc'. to C.'i. per cwt.
In the (Irand Duchy of Baden at least ‘2.000 Ions of sedge
(worth over ,tl2,.600) are collected annually.

In 1872, Ihetown

of Fi’ilmrg obtained l’l,‘287 for sedge removed from its fmawt;
and other towns, 2712 and 2810.

In 187:!, several communes

in Baden obtained OOt. to (i0.v. lair acre for the sedge. More
recently the demand has somewhat lessened, owing to Ihe sub¬
stitution of (’rill iVAjriiiiir (lilameiils from a |iahn, (7/(//«,cre/w
hiiiiiilin) as stulling for furniture, also of eolton from species of
Bomhax (India).
A grass (.l//rnsti« ccsp/pKa) growing in damp fore.“ts and
usually mature in Septemlxn', isalsouse,<l as stulling material.
A loose, siHingy tissue, is used umler the nanu! of wood-wool,
that is said to he jire.pared from pine, needles and served as a
substitute, for cotton and sea-grass.

The material sent to Mayr

(prej)ared by boiling in water and weak alkaline solutions) is
not made of pine needles, hut of sea-grass; for the mac(!ratod woody bundles are 10 to ‘25 c.m. long and woven with
very fine cotton-fibres into a soft greenish, or grey loose tissue;
the shorter pieces may ho fibres from pine-needles.
[The chair-factorie.s at High Wycomla^ besides horsehair use
Alva, as stulling material; * this product is the dried leaves of
• [C'-ommunicattfl by Mr. tilfiiistor,
Wyf/nibo. tliu plant
jclimtificil
liy Mai-shall-Wnni.
Mr. IsaocK of Mark Lauo. tHatcj* that alva w inn*oitctl by the
ni pruttged
bales, from Holland. l-*nmcc»and (i<‘tmany. at jirioci varyuiji: fmro €3 ir><. to
per ton of
baht*. It Is inowoil in tbe .spa. as if drat'gi'^l out. it not pu^ly
and spimgy or suitable for KiulUng cbairs, Act*. Also ufk-d by florists.—Tr.j
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Zostem marina belonging to the Nat. Order Naiadea and termed'
grass-wraek by Hooker.

It is abundant, at or below low-water

mark around the British Isles, on sandy or muddy edges of
the sea and is often thrown up in large quantities by the
tide.—Tr.]
Bushes are used chiefly as packing-material for bottles of
superior

wine, and for the seats of chairs.

Share-grass

(EqiiisHiim) is used for polishing furniture, and is largely
exported from Germany, to Greece, Turkey, and Hungary.

2. Musses.
Poli/trichum Minmiine, a moss often growing a foot high in
wot places, is used for making brushes that are fashionable in
France, the inateiial cliielly coming from Germany.

The

moss is cut in the forest, tied in thin bundles and steeped like
flax; it is rolled on ribbed planks, again heated to render
it pliable, and is then ready for use for weavers’-brushes,
scrubbing-brushes, carpet-brushes, etc.

The roots

of

the

common crowberry (Empeh'iiiii tiiprum. L.) and of Poli/trickmn
comminie and

iiniiiiertiiii also are used for brushes, velvet

brushes being made from the latter in Ithenish Prussia.
Tamarisk-moss (lliipiiitm t<im(iriseii}iim) is largely used in
the manufacture of artiiicial flowers, lliipiiiim splcudeng being
less valuable.

Tamarisk-moss is found chiefly in beech forests,

and the other moss among conifers; they are collected in
summer, kept dry under cover, and during winter the.separate
fronds are cleaned, pressed between leaves of paper, sorted,
dyed and packed.**

Sphagnum-moss also is used for the

transport of living plants.

Mosses are gathered by hand, with

or without permits.
3. KdiJile Fungi.
The truffle {Tuber nielanosjiorum) is the most valuable of
edible fungi; it is found chiefly in oak, hornbeam, hazel, beech
and ash forests, its mycelium being parasitic on the roots of
the trees, a few centimeters underground, in damp, rich,
calcareous soils of the warmer parts of France and Germany.
• “ Dankelmaiiifs Zeitechrift," iv., p. 159.
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^ P'ormerly it was fairly common in oak forests in the South of
England, and is still found in Sussex and Ilampshire, and
should be grown extensively in the south-west of Ireland.—Tr.]
Other species of trufdes, especially T. hrumainm
and T. exearatum, etc., are less valuable.

The importance of

truffles may be gathered from the fact that li.'iOO tons (worth
^640,000) are exported annually from Franco ; in the whole
of Germany only about a ton (worth .i'S.'iO) is collected yearly.
[In the forest of Bedoen, on Mount t'ontoux, truffles grow ex¬
tensively on the roots of (Jui'iriin ptihi'ntriis, their sale having
produced 411,500 in 1897, the rate being:!». to 9*. per Ih.
In Perigord, land formerly stocked with vineyards is now
planted with young oaks for the cultivation of truffles, which
grow as a mycnrhiza on the oak roots.

This is Siiid to pay

three to five times as well as vineyards.

IVhole villages are

engaged in this industry, which has now gone beyond Iho
experimental stage.

The following reciiKi for their cultivation

is given by do Lesparre in the fo'c. dcx K. cf /■’.. 18th Se.ptember,
1898.

Take a truffle and dry it thoroughly (in a drawer).

When quite dry, it should ho braised into a puliiy paste with
water between two jiieces of ground glass.

This paste should

be spread with a paint brush, between .luly and .lauuary, on
green leaves of tht! hazel or oak, which shituld then bo plataal
in the ground.

Fdghl or nine days later the spores germinate,

and the mycelium of the trulile is produced.

The soil should

be calcareous and the climate suitable for the vine.

In 5 or (i

years truffles will be produced and must be under the shade
of trees.—Tr.]
Among other edible forest fungi, Ihilfiiis

Moirlu'Ua

sp. sp., Clavaria, Ilydiimii and CdnlharcUiin may be cited. The
common mushroom {Ajiariciin deliriums)

grows rather in

meadows than in forests.
4. Edible Fruits.
Cranlrerries end bilberries are the edible fruits most fre¬
quently collected from forests.

In many districts all the

children are engaged during the season in collecting these
berries, and a large trade is driven in the produce; there are
commercial houses in North Germany which deal with them
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to the extent of ^5,000 and more yearly.

The forests of tha

Fichtelgebirge, the Spessart, the Schwarzwarld, etc., yield
large quantities of these berries. When fully ripe, large wooden
combs- are used to strip off the berries into baskets.

Only a

small part of the produce is now used tor brandy; it is chiefly
made into wine, partly to convert white wine into red wine
and partly as bilberry wine, which is sold at Prankfort-onMaine and other places as a medicinal beverage; it has also
been sent in large quantities to the south of Prance to be mixed
with grape-wine and sold as claret.*

Bilberries may be also

eaten fresh, cooked or dried.
It is well known what enormous quantities of wild straw¬
berries, raspberries, alderberries, etc., are gatliered annually.
In the village of Prammersbach, in the Spessart, children
yearly collect these berries to the value of -L'200.
Mistletoe-berries are here and there collected for making
bird-time.

[Branches of mistletoe for Christmas form a yearly

article of trade from Normandy to London, whole steamer-loads
arriving from the Norman apple-orchards.—Tr.']
10. Other Items.
Among the multifarious forest plants, which are used indus¬
trially or medicinally, may be mentioned :—Willow blossom,
for apiculture ; orchid-bidbs, as Salop ; spores of Ennisctum
durutum, for artificial lightning: roots of valerian and ber¬
berry {Jterheris riihjaris) and flowers and fruits of a number of
shrubs and herbs, Aniini, Atrujiu, Colchieiim, etc., tor medicine.
The beetle Si)aniah-fly (Lyf/a resiealdria) abso is collected
for sale in Hungary.
[The items of minor forest produce exported from the Indian
Forests, such as medicinal drugs, dyes, paper material (Bhabar-

gr&as—IseluemuIII angnstiMium—Daphne iiapi/raeea, bamboo,
etc.), textile fibres, lac, wild-silk, honey and wax, besides those
already mentioned in former chapters of the present book, are
far too numerous to be described here,

lieference on the

subject is invited to Watts’ Dictionary of Indian Economic
products, and Troup’s Forest Utilization.—Tr.]
• E. Lasis, in “ Handelsbiatt fiir Wal.iorjeupnisse, ’ 1S94, Xo. 23.

PART IV.
UTILIZATION OF COMPONENTS OF THE FOKEST SOIL
UTILIZATION OF STONE, GHAVEL, ETC.
In mountain-forests, the utilization of stone i,s frcijuently nn

important item of tm'cst revenue ; ([uarrviiif! the hetler hinds
ot stone im-reases in importanee with the ('\i>ansion of towns,
the more siihstanlial nature of the luiildines orectetl, and tlie
constantly e\teiidinf[ iie ansof comnnniicalion.

Indeja'iidently

of the fact tlial an ahs<dnlcly necessary want is tines met, the
forest-owner's own pecuniary intere.st will ]nuvent him from
opposing a well-regulaleil system of ipiarryiii};, for the host
production of wood will never [lay so well as leasing ijuarrios.

1. /nV/'cmil

himis

Ip'

Stiiiii’.

The following kinds of stone are ulili/.ed;—Hewn-stone,
which is cut into regular shajies, and for which the line, com¬
pact sandstones of the Camhrian, Silurian, New Hod ,Sand.Hlone
and Tertiary formations, akso trachyte among eruptive rocks,
etc., are most in demand.

[In liritain, also Hath oolite,

Aberdeen granite, etc.—Tr.j
llroken stone used in rubble-masonry, for fomidations, etc.,
for which almost any kind of stone is suitahle;—or paving
stones, for which the hardest material, basalt, pliomdith,
diorite, fine-grained syenite, etc., are most suitable.

Slate for

roofing from the Camhrian, Silurian and Jurassic (Stonefield
slate) formations, and lignite near Liegnitz and Frankfort, are
also valuable.

Largo quantities of the harder rocks, as well

as boulders and gravel, are used for macadamised and paved
roads.

Calcareous rock.s are also of great importance, serving

as building-stone or for lime-burning, for which purpo.se they
are the more valuable the less clay they contain; when mixed
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clay they are used for cement Quarries of gypsum,
and kaolin are rare.

'

2. Mode of Utilization.
Stone is obtained either by quarrying the mountain-side, in
deep quarries, or by collecting boulders or flint-nodules from
the surface of the ground.

From a silvicultural point of view,

permanent quarries are greatly preferable to the employment
of boulders, as the area taken from the production of wood is
then of limited extent and more easily controlled: the growth
of wood being permanently excluded from the area, no question
of indirect injury to the forest can arise.

Direct injury to the

forest may, however, occur in quarrying—in the experimental
search for suitable localities for a quarry; the loss of wood
production on areas which are often extensive; the damage to
roads, and occasionally the increase in forest offences owing
to the presence of the quarry-men in the forest.
The quality of stone from the same geological formation
may vary considerably in different parts of the same moun¬
tain-side ; hence several exi)erimental quarries are frequently
commenced and eventually abandoned.

This causes loss of a

considerable area for wood-production, as when the soil is
covered with fresh unweathered rock it is often impossible
to restock it with trees.

Even when a workable quarry has

been started, often fairly largo areas are required for deposit
of the j-efuse stone, and on steep sloiies the latter often
accumulates in

long strips down the valleys, as

in

the

Siebengebirge.
This nuisance may, however, be improved by good regula¬
tions and confined within reasonable limits.

It is therefore

indispensable that not only the quarry itself, but the area on
which refuse may be thrown should be demarcated carefully.
Forest offences by quarry-men, who are sometimes imper¬
fectly acquainted with the limits of mine and thine, cannot
be avoided altogether.

Considerable damage also is done to

the forest roads, no traffic being more ruinous to them than
that of stones from quarries.

The latter are not usually im¬

portant enough to warrant the construction of roads specially
made for tttem alone; hence the nearest forest road is used^

_ e oi its Maintenance falls eiclusively bn tW •;
obtainB frbM'‘i
^|fobe-tnarry. tn such; cases a condition should be entered
of the quarry for payment by the lessee for
l^i^taanmg the road in good condition.
regular quarries are usually more profitable than
^biMeM collectibn of Iwulders, the latter are often harder and
i^r than fr^bly quarried stone from the damp mountain-side,
md are, therefore, much used for rough building purposes, if
he slope on which they are lying is steep enough to facilitate
heir'coUection, and roads ore available for their removal from
he forest.
'Jte. in this case, the stones are collected from among trees,
lamage to the standing-crop is always to be feared, and
■sj^ially to the roots of the trees. It is the interest of
Im lessee, however, to be careful, as he would otherwise lose
he business, so that the best precautions against damage are
isually taken.
[Considerable damage is done to the roots of trees in the
wests of Nonnandy, by removal of superficial flint-nodules', ';
t should also bo noted that large stones lying in regeneration ,'
reas often preserve moisture in the soil, and therefore their
emoval should be restricted to older woods, in which the
over has not been interrupted.—Tr.]
I'he forest-owner rarely undertakes the quarrying or removal
ij^ones at his own expense; even if he should require the
tones for buildings, walls, or road-metalling, it is better to
j^in. them by contract, rather than by daily labouri Hence
to lease quarries.
’ils regards the components of weathered forest soil ar^
al^ettsto, humus and vegetable-mould, for gardens and
ifi^pursenes; sand and gravel, for roads and buildiupf;
^,'to*;:harbour-works and for bricks and tiles ; kaolin .{(i^|

B

:Me the chief items. '
■' ,
ismrth of India, considerable revenues are
^fhe limestone-boulders in the beds of watorconhsei^^
^fpr 8 months in the year; lime-bnre^ lHte^i^
of causing a
demand tor firefood^l^

